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Preface

We are excited to present the Proceedings of the 16th International Natural Language Generation
Conference (INLG 2023). This year is the first time since the Covid-19 pandemic that the event will
run mainly in-person again, from 11 to 15 September 2023 in Prague, Czech Republic. A novel aspect
of this year’s INLG is that, for the first time in its history, it is held jointly with the 24th Annual Meeting
of the Special Interest Group on Discourse and Dialogue (SIGDial 2023). INLG-SIGDIAL 2023 was
locally organized by Charles University, thanks to the tireless efforts of the local chair Ondřej Dušek and
his team.

The INLG conference is the main international venue for presentation of novel research and discussion
of the computational task of Natural Language Generation (NLG) and its broad range of applications,
including mainly data-to-text, text-to-text, and image-to-text approaches. Also this year, INLG consisted
of several events.

The conference took place from 13 to 15 September. For the main track, we received a total of 98
conference submissions, 4 ARR submissions, and 4 demo paper submissions. After review by at least
three program committee members and a meta review from the area chairs, 19 were accepted as long
papers, 17 as short papers, and 4 as demo papers.

INLG, jointly with SIGDIAL, featured four keynote speakers, being:

• Barbara Di Eugenio, University of Illinois, Chicago, USA

• Emmanuel Dupoux, Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, France

• Ryan Lowe, OpenAI, USA

• Elena Simperl, King’s College London, UK

The Generation Challenge, i.e., a set of shared tasks, was a track of the main conference also this year. It
was chaired by Simon Mille. Details about the challenge and the proceedings will appear in a companion
proceedings volume.

The main event was preceded by two days of workshops held jointly with SIGDIAL2023, of which two
focussed on NLG, being the workshop on “Multimodal, Multilingual Natural Language Generation and
Multilingual WebNLG Challenge” and a hackathon on practical “LLM-assisted data-to-text generation”.

The event received sponsorship from: Liveperson and Luxai (Platinum), Apple (Gold), Furhat (Silver),
and Bloomberg and Ax Semantics (Bronze).

It is also important to mention that the 16th INLG would not be possible without the help of the Area
Chairs and Program Committee members for their reviewing contributions for whom we express our
gratitude, and the expertise of SIGGEN representatives Raquel Hervás and Emiel van Miltenburg.

C. Maria Keet
Hung-yi Lee
Sina Zarrieß
INLG 2023 Program Chairs
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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a new beam search
algorithm that improves the generalization of
neural generators to unseen examples, espe-
cially in low-resource data-to-text settings. Our
algorithm aims to reduce the number of omis-
sions and hallucinations during the decoding
process. For this purpose, it relies on two re-
gression models to explicitly characterize fac-
tual errors. We explain how to create a new
dataset to train these models given an original
training set of less than a thousand data points.
We apply our approach in the low-resource, le-
gal setting using the French Plum2Text dataset,
as well as in English using WebNLG. We ob-
serve in our experiment that this combination
improves the faithfulness of pre-trained neural
text generators using both human and automatic
evaluation. Moreover, our approach offers a
level of interpretability by predicting the num-
ber of omissions and hallucinations present in
a given generation with respect to the input
data. Finally, we visualize our algorithm’s ex-
ploration of the hypothesis space at different
steps during the decoding process.

1 Introduction

Data-to-text generation is commonly referred to
as the task of verbalizing a structured input also
known as a table of values. The table may con-
tain several types of values such as text, numbers,
categories, etc. In our study, we are specifically
interested in improving the faithfulness of neural
data-to-text generators. The relevance of their gen-
erations can be evaluated with respect to the cover-
age of the input table, i.e. to what extent the model
omits values from the table. Moreover, neural text
generators unfortunately have the tendency to hal-
lucinate facts from the training set. Hence, genera-
tions can also be evaluated based on the number of
hallucinated facts produced by the model (Dušek
et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2022). The tendency of neural
data-to-text generators to omit values and/or hal-
lucinate facts can be exacerbated in low-resource

settings. The models may overfit the training set,
and bring generalization to unseen data points at
stake.

In this paper, we propose to improve the faithful-
ness of data-to-text neural generators by reducing
the number of hallucinations and omissions during
the generation process, without having to re-train
the generation models. This perspective has many
incentives, especially since models are becoming
larger and larger, thus harder to train (Brown et al.,
2020; Hoffmann et al., 2022). To this end, we
propose a modified version of the beam search
algorithm specifically for the data-to-text setting.
Meister et al. (2020) studied the behavior of the
beam search algorithm under a regularized frame-
work, showing that beam search enforces uniform
information density. That is, “it produces text with
evenly distributed surprisal, a feature that human
readers tend to prefer”. Inspired by this regulariza-
tion framework, we introduce two characterization
models that will guide the decoding algorithm by
promoting generated beams containing fewer hal-
lucinations and omissions.

The characterization of omissions and hallucina-
tions is crucial in the legal setting. Hence, we apply
our new decoding algorithm and analyze its bene-
fits on the task of verbalizing criminal docket files
using the Plum2Text dataset (Beauchemin et al.,
2020; Garneau et al., 2021b). Using automatic
and manual evaluation, we show that our algorithm
improves generalization in a low-resource setting,
especially on unseen data points. We also show that
our approach generalizes to other datasets, such as
WebNLG (Castro Ferreira et al., 2020). In the next
section, we introduce related work regarding the
mitigation of omissions and hallucinations for neu-
ral text generators. We then introduce the main
contribution of this paper in Section 3, a new de-
coding algorithm for the data-to-text setting. We
present the experiments and analysis in Section 4.
We assess the generalization of our approach in Sec-
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tion 5 by applying it on WebNLG (Castro Ferreira
et al., 2020). We conclude with our observations in
Section 6. The models, datasets, generations and
human evaluations are made publicly available1.

2 Related Work

In this section, we study current mitigation tech-
niques of omissions and hallucinations to improve
neural generators’ performance, limiting ourselves
to the data-to-text setting2. These techniques may
require changing the architecture and are enforced
either during training or during inference. We clas-
sify mitigation techniques as being “invasive” or
“non-invasive” to the generator. Invasive techniques
require fine-tuning, adding a new objective func-
tion, or modifying the inner architecture of the
generator.

In this paper, we focus on non-invasive tech-
niques, which consider the generator as a black box
and act either on the input or during the decoding
process. These techniques are appealing for the
fact that they do not require re-training the gener-
ator on the original training dataset. For example,
Shin et al. (2020) proposed AutoPrompt, a model
that learns how to create prompts for various sets
of tasks. They basically search for “trigger” tokens
using the gradient from the downstream task. Ac-
cording to their results, AutoPrompt outperformed
fine-tuning methods in cases where the training
dataset is small (i.e. 100-1000 samples). This
method, however, does not necessarily mitigate the
omission and hallucinations in the data-to-text set-
ting. Similarly, Prefix-Tuning (Li and Liang, 2021)
proposed a lightweight alternative to fine-tuning
for natural language generation tasks, which keeps
language model parameters frozen, but optimizes
a small continuous task-specific vector, called the
prefix. Then again, their method does not specifi-
cally mitigate omissions and hallucinations.

Ghazvininejad et al. (2017) proposed Hafez, a
method weighing the current beam state based on
a set of feature functions that take as input a tar-
get word, and sometimes the beam state (e.g. to
check for repetitions). These feature functions, in
our case, could be used to force the generation of
proper charges, decisions, and pleading, for exam-
ple. They added two terms to the standard Beam

1https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1gdgWXr7GXoww2dC83xcH3TXgwyB3ov4W?usp=sharing

2One can see the mitigation as the optimization of the pre-
cision (reduce hallucination) and the recall (reduce omissions)
of a given data-to-text generator.

Search algorithm, given a current beam state and a
predicted word;

score(bi, w) = score(bi−1) + logGen(w)+
∑

j

αj ∗ fj(w);∀w ∈ Vsuc
(1)

where score(b) is the score of the current beam
state, logGen(w) is the output logit of the genera-
tor, f(∗) are functions that scores word w weighted
by αi, and Vsuc is a predefined vocabulary. Simi-
larily, Mention Flags (Wang et al., 2021) tries to
identify the presence of tokens in the hypothesis
given a set of flags. Both methods face the same
problem since they operate on surface tokens.

Anderson et al. (2017) also proposed to constrain
the beam search algorithm operating at the lexical
level using a finite-state machine that enforces the
use of a specific vocabulary in the image captioning
setting. However, their method does not scale well
when the input is composed of sentences, since
we don’t know apriori the vocabulary we want to
constrain. Balakrishnan et al. (2019) proposed a
constrained decoding technique that leverages tree-
structured meaning representations to control the
semantic correctness of the generated text. While
not explicitly characterizing omissions and halluci-
nations, their approach improved the faithfulness
of the generative models. The prior work closest to
ours is RANKGEN (Krishna et al., 2022), a rank-
ing model that can be incorporated into the beam
search scoring function during the decoding pro-
cess. However, their method is designed for open-
ended generation and does not yet scale to methods
having a constrained output such as data-to-text,
summarization, and machine translation.

Guerreiro et al. (2023) introduced DEHALLU-
CINATOR, a model that flags hypotheses once they
are fully generated so that they can be overwritten.
Our model differs from their approach since we are
guiding the exploration of the tree during decod-
ing. Finally, (Vijayakumar et al., 2016) introduced
Diverse Beam Search, an algorithm that promotes
diverse generations amongst groups of beams but
does not strictly reward or penalize beams for spe-
cific properties. To the best of our knowledge, no
method in the literature proposes a way that can
be adapted without major changes to handle both
omissions and hallucinations at the semantic level
during the decoding step. Moreover, none of the
methods can explicitly estimate the number of hal-
lucinations and omissions in the hypotheses. We
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thus wish to fill this gap by proposing a guided
beam search algorithm to create more faithful neu-
ral data-to-text generations.

3 Guided Decoding by Predicting
Omissions and Hallucinations

In this section, we introduce a new decoding al-
gorithm that is designed to mitigate and explic-
itly characterize omissions and hallucinations for
data-to-text generation. To this end, we create two
predictive models: one predicting the number of
omitted values from the table, mo, and the other
predicting the number of hallucinations, mh. These
models will thus weigh the current beam score to
promote generated sequences with few, or hope-
fully no omissions or hallucinations, enforcing se-
mantically accurate generations.

3.1 Characterization Models
The proposed models are designed to take as input
the table’s values, as well as the current generated
sequence, and output a real value as the following;

oi = mo(Vi, si) (2)

hi = mh(Vi, si) (3)

where oi is the predicted number of omissions,
hi is the predicted number of hallucinations. mo is
the omission model, mh is the hallucination model,
Vi is the set of table of values, and si is the current
generated sequence. To obtain these models, we
need to train them using a dataset that has as input
the table, the generated sequence as well as their
true labels, i.e. the number of omissions and hallu-
cinations in the sequence. We further detail in the
next section how we obtain such datasets from the
original training set using Plum2Text as an exam-
ple (Plum2Text’s training set contains around 1K
examples).

3.2 Training Data
We hereby propose to build one training dataset for
each model, O and H, based on the overlapping
table values across the original training examples.
It is important to note that each actual training
example is used in both O and H, labeled with
zero omission and zero hallucination respectively.
We create the other training examples as follows;

1. We randomly select two training instances (Vi,
ri), and (Vj , rj) where ri and rj are reference
texts of both examples

2. The set of omitted values Oi for rj with re-
spect to Vi correspond to the set difference
between Vi and Vj

3. Similarly, the set of hallucinated values Hi

for ri with respect to Vj correspond to the set
difference between Vj and Vi.

We formally describe the dataset creation in Al-
gorithm 1 and we illustrate in Figure 1 the construc-
tion of a training example, created from two origi-
nal examples taken from the Plum2Text dataset.

Algorithm 1 Creating Datasets O andH
O ← {} ▷ set of omissions

H ← {} ▷ set of hallucinations

for (Vi, ri), (Vj , rj) in the training set do
Oi ← Vi \ Vj ▷ set diff. between Vi and Vj

Hi ← Vj \ Vi ▷ set diff. between Vj and Vi

O ← O ∪ {(Vi, rj), |Oi|}
H ← H ∪ {(Vi, rj), |Hi|}

end for
return O,H

Using Plum2Text, the omissions dataset O con-
sists of 12,460 examples using an 80%–20% split
resulting in train and test sets of 9,968 and 2,492
examples respectively. The hallucination dataset
H consists of 30,473 examples also using an 80%–
20% split resulting in train and test sets of 24,378
and 6,095 examples respectively. With respect
to the training architecture, we used the multi-
lingual version of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) of
178M parameters available in the HuggingFace li-
brary3. We used the mean squared error loss and
AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) as the opti-
mizer with a learning rate of 0.001. We used a batch
size of 10 on a GeForce 2080Ti Nvidia graphic
card. To automatically evaluate the architectures,
we considered several metrics: mean squared er-
ror (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), mean
average error,R2, and accuracy defined as follows;

a =

{
1 if p− t < 0.5

0 otherwise
(4)

where p is the prediction and t is the true value.
As we can see in Table 1, both models achieve
high performance across all metrics on the test set.

3We used the multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) be-
cause it provides a version with a pre-trained classification
head, whereas CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020) does not.
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Accusation: Provision 320.14 (1) a)

Every person commits an offence who :
(a) operates a conveyance while his or her ability to drive 
is impaired to any degree by the effect of alcohol or a 
drug or by the combined effect of alcohol and a drug;

Plea

Pleaded not guilty

“PER pleaded not guilty on a count of impaired driving 

and was declared guilty.”

Table 1

Reference 1

Accusation: Provision 265 (1) a)

A person commits an assault when :
(a) without the consent of another person, he applies 
force intentionally to that other person, directly or 
indirectly;

Decision

Declared guilty

Plea

–

Decision

Declared guilty

“PER is accused on a count of assaulting another person 

by applying force intentionally and was declared guilty.”

Table 2

Reference 2

Omitted:
1. Provision 265 (1) a)

Hallucinated:
1. Provision 320.14 (1) a)
2. Guilty plea

Omitted:
1. Provision 320.14 (1) a)
2. Guilty plea

Hallucinated:
1. Provision 265 (1) a)

Vi

ri

Oi

Hi

Figure 1: Given two training instances from Plum2Text, each with their respective table and reference, we pair the
table from the first example with the reference of the second one and vice versa. This creates in total four training
instances, two in each dataset O andH. The first two “omitted” training instances are Vj , ri paired with the omitted
value “Provision 265 (1) a)”, and Vi, rj paired with the 2 omitted values “Provision 320.14 (1) a)” and “Guilty plea”.
The same procedure applies for the creation of the hallucinated training instances.

We also show the distribution of predicted vs ac-
tual values in Figure 2 using confusion matrices.
The regression model on the omissions tends to
underestimate the number of omissions in a given
generation. The regression model on the halluci-
nations seems more balanced except for the cases
where there are one or two hallucinations, underes-
timating them.

Models

Metric Omission Hallucination

MSE 0.05 0.05
RMSE 0.23 0.22

MAE 0.10 0.08
R2 0.99 0.99

Accuracy 0.96 0.97

Table 1: Performance of both omission and hallucina-
tion models on Plum2Text w.r.t the mean squared error
(MSE), the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean
average error (MAE),R2, and accuracy.

3.3 Guided Decoding for Omission and
Hallucination Mitigation

In order to mitigate omissions and hallucinations,
we propose the following weighted beam search
score bi;

bi = score(bi−1) + log(Gen(wi)) + ϕi (5)

where score(bi−1) is the previous beam’s score,
log(Gen(wi)) is the score for word wi provided
by the generator, and ϕ is the following function
based on the omission and hallucination scores oi
and hi obtained from the characterization models:

ϕi = ω · (vi − oi)− γ · hi (6)

where ω and γ are parameters to weigh the omis-
sions and hallucinations respectively. While the
hallucinations hi are treated as a penalty on a beam
score, the omissions are treated as a reward: vi cor-
responds to the actual number of values in the table,
whereas oi is the number of detected omissions. If
zero omissions are detected, the current beam will
get a reward of ω · vi.

In our experiments, ω and γ are initialized to 1
and we perform a grid search over a set of values
between 0.0 and 5.0 to find the optimal ones de-
pending on the use case. The number of beams b
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(a) Predicted omissions.

(b) Predicted hallucinations.

Figure 2: Confusion matrices of the predicted omis-
sions and hallucinations by the regression models on
the Plum2Text test set.

parameterizes the original beam search algorithm.
During the generation process, omission rewards
and hallucination penalties are cumulated at each
step. Regardless of the values of ω and γ, we ap-
ply a final processing step to fully reevaluate the
ranking of the candidates w.r.t the generator’s fi-
nal log-likelihood and the omission/hallucination
models using values of 1 for both ω and γ. This is
motivated by the fact that the models, trained on
full sentences, may provide more accurate predic-
tions and thus result in a better candidate ranking.

4 Experiments

In our experiment, we use CriminelBART, a gener-
ative model introduced by Garneau et al. (2021a).
We only analyze the vanilla and guided versions of
CriminelBART since other methods proposed in the
literature do not explicitly mitigate omissions and
hallucinations. We trained CriminelBART on the
train set of Plum2Text, and we begin by automati-
cally evaluating different versions of the weighted
beam search using a grid search over the hyper-
parameters previously introduced. We then manu-
ally evaluate the performance of our new algorithm
in Section 4.2. To assess the generalization per-
formance of our algorithm, we added examples
with 37 new provisions from the Criminal Code
of Canada having no or very few occurrences in
the original training set. Furthermore, we quali-
tatively analyze the behavior of our algorithm in
Section 4.3.

4.1 Guided Decoding
In order to find the best generation model using
the weighted decoding algorithm aforementioned,
we performed a grid search exploration with the
following hyper-parameters:

1. ω, the weight for omission detection.

2. γ, the weight for hallucination detection.

3. β, the number of beams.

Parameters Values

Omission – ω 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0
Hallucination – γ 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0
Beam size – β 5, 10, 15

Table 2: Hyper-parameters search on the omission and
hallucination weight (ω and γ respectively) and the
beam size β.

Table 2 provides the values tried for each hyper-
parameter. Among the 147 combinations, the best
model uses weights of 0.2 for both omissions and
hallucinations and a beam size of 15.

Evaluation results are presented in Table 3
for both the best-performing model using guided
decoding and the original version of Criminel-
BART. We considered BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), METEOR (Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005), BertScore (Zhang et al., 2020)
dubbed as BScore, NLI (Dušek and Kasner, 2020),
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and RANK (Garneau and Lamontagne, 2021). It
has been shown that RANK highly correlates with
human judgment (CITE), so we used this metric
in the cross-validation step to select the best hyper-
parameters, ω, γ, and β, for each model. The re-
sults indicate that guided CriminelBART outper-
forms the original CriminelBART on 6 automatic
evaluation metrics out of 9. The guided version of
CriminelBART obtains similar performance with
respect to BLEU-1, METEOR, and NLI.

The guided version of CriminelBART using the
post-processing step described in the previous sec-
tion obtains similar performance but we observe
an interesting two-point gain on the RANK met-
ric, improving from 0.76 to 0.78, over the original
version limited to 0.72. It is important to note that
RANK tends to have the highest correlation score
with respect to human evaluation. Overall, we can
conclude that the guided version of CriminelBART
obtains better performance than the original one by
up to 6 points with respect to the RANK metric.
We also note that the number of predicted halluci-
nations and omissions also considerably decrease,
going from 0.28 and 0.24 to 0.11 and 0.11 respec-
tively. In the next section, we manually evaluate
the generations.

4.2 Human Evaluation

In this section, we further analyze the generaliza-
tion performance of both models by considering
45 table values that are either not in the training
set or appear rarely. We hired three annotators that
followed the same evaluation procedure introduced
by Garneau et al. (2022) to manually assess the
performance of both models. For our application,
these table values correspond to legal provisions
from the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC). From
these 45 provisions, we added 37 new ones that
we selected by skimming through the whole CCC.
These are listed in Appendix A. We list down in
Table 4 the whole set of provisions considered in
this manual evaluation. We decided to not manu-
ally evaluate examples where other provisions were
found often in the training set because both models
are having a similar performance for these frequent
cases.

We manually evaluated the generations of both
the original version of CriminelBART and the
model using guided beam search. We recruited
three evaluators from a Faculty of Law that as-
signed a score between 1 to 10, 1 corresponding

to a generation completely off-track, and 10 be-
ing a perfect generation. We used Krippendorff’s
alpha coefficient (Krippendorff, 2004) to analyze
the inter-annotator agreement which is 0.69. We
can see from Table 4 that the guided version of
CriminelBART achieves better generalization per-
formance on unseen provisions with an average
score of 7.4, compared to the original version with
a score of 3.9. That is, guided CriminelBART pro-
duces generations that verbalize the good provi-
sion with some hallucinations and/or omissions,
whereas the original version mostly generates on-
theme or off-track descriptions. It seems like the
hallucination and omission models enable better ex-
ploration of the generation tree than regular beam
search using maximum log-likelihood estimation.
This can lead to better generations when using a
higher number of beams (Meister et al., 2020). We
specifically discuss and illustrate this phenomenon
in Section 4.3.

Comparing CriminelBART and Guided Criminel-
BART, we found that for 10 out of 45 generations,
the original version of CriminelBART generated
commonly seen provisions such as 320.14 (driving
under the influence), 266 (assault and battery), or
151 (sexual interference). We provide an example
in Table 5 where the guided CriminelBART gen-
erated the good provision, but the original version
generated unrelated content with respect to the in-
put. There is one particular case where the original
version produced a better generation which is on
provision 345, “Stopping mail with intent” (see Ta-
ble 4). Indeed, the guided version of CriminelBART
produced a generation not capturing the act of steal-
ing mail, while the original version did. In every
other case, the original version attempted at gen-
erating meaningful content as being “on-theme”,
but most of the time the guided version was able
to generate the right provision, with some factual
errors, having a score above 5.

4.3 Beam Search Analysis

To better understand the behavior of our approach,
we analyze the different steps in the beam search
algorithm of both models for one generation in-
volving table value “provision 431”: Attack on-
premises, residence or transport of internationally
protected person. We illustrate in Figure 3 the
paths taken by the two versions of beam search.
The starting point, where the algorithms respec-
tively branched on their own, is illustrated in blue.
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BLEU Rates
ω γ β 1 2 3 4 ROUGE METEOR BScore NLI RANK Hal. Om.

0.0 0.0 5 0.73 0.58 0.47 0.41 0.42 0.38 0.78 0.34 0.72 0.28 0.24

0.2 0.2 15 0.73 0.59 0.48 0.43 0.44 0.38 0.79 0.34 0.76 0.13 0.11
Post processing 0.73 0.58 0.48 0.42 0.43 0.37 0.79 0.34 0.78 0.11 0.11

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results of the best performing original CriminelBART (ω = 0.0, γ = 0.0, β = 5),
the best-performing model using the weighted beam search algorithm (ω = 0.2, γ = 0.2, β = 15), and that same
model using the post-processing finalization step.

the or on the DATE, to 
LOC, LOC, exercised

assault

an

and battery

against

against

official

PER

attack

premises, a person enjoying 
international protection, in such a 
way as to endanger the life or 
liberty of that person, thereby 
committing the criminal act 
provided for in Section 268 of the 
Criminal Code.

, thereby committing the criminal act 
under Section 266(a) of the Criminal 
Code.

oi hi
0.99 0.94

oi hi
0.99 0.96

oi hi
1.00 1.00

oi hi
1.00 0.86

oi hi
1.00 1.01

oi hi
1.00 1.00

oi hi
0.99 0.97

oi hi
0.98 0.94

oi hi
0.64 0.28

oi hi
0.32 0.12

oi hi
0.00 0.04

CriminelBART

Section 431

Figure 3: Analysis of CriminelBART using the original (orange) and the guided (green) beam search algorithms on
the generation of provision 431 (translated in English): “Attack on-premises, residence or transport of internationally
protected person.”. The predicted number of omissions (oi) and hallucinations (hi) are presented at each timestep.

The original beam search algorithm is illustrated in
yellow, while the guided beam search is illustrated
in green. Each time step in the figures may be an
aggregation of several generation steps, for easier
understanding. Each time step is associated with
the predicted number of omissions and hallucina-
tions, oi and hi respectively, with respect to their
associated models.

In this particular example, the models start with
omitted and hallucinated values of one regarding
the initial generation “the or on the DATE, at LOC,
LOC, exercised”4. The decoding algorithm branch
out on the next token, generating “assault” for the
original version and “an” for the guided one. It
is only with two generation steps that the guided
beam search obtains lower predicted values in
terms of omissions and hallucinations (0.64 and
0.28 respectively). The final generation obtains

4DATE, PER and LOC are special tokens from the
Plum2Text¨ dataset where dates, persons, and locations have
been anonymized.

scores of omissions and hallucinations of 0.00 and
0.04. The original version of the beam search on
the other hand clearly omits to generate the proper
provision, and hallucinates the provision of “as-
sault”, ending with both omission and hallucina-
tions scores of 1.0. Finally, the original version of
CriminelBART obtains a human evaluation score of
1.0, compared to the guided version having 8.33.

5 Generalization of the Approach

We illustrate the generalization of our proposed
approach to improve the beam search algorithm
to other data-to-text settings by using WebNLG, a
well-known dataset in the NLP community. To this
end, we used the same methodology described in
Section 3.3:

• From the original WebNLG training dataset,
we build two datasets, O and H. Training
instances of these datasets consist of a set of
triplets each containing a table, a generation,
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Provision CriminelBART Guided CriminelBART

46 1.00 8.00
57 3.00 8.00
58 2.33 7.00
83.04 2.67 8.00
83.08 3.00 8.00
83.21 5.33 8.00
83.181 1.00 8.00
123 1.00 8.00
148 7.67 8.67
150 3.67 8.33
170 2.33 5.00
173 2.33 8.33
202 1.00 4.67
218 1.00 5.67
243 4.33 6.67
245 2.00 7.33
253 6.00 8.00
267 6.33 8.00
270.1 3.33 8.67
318 7.00 8.33
342 8.67 9.00
342.1 2.33 9.67
344 4.00 8.67
345 7.67 1.00
347 1.00 6.00
351 7.00 9.00
354 3.00 8.00
355 5.00 7.67
356 1.00 7.67
364 1.00 8.67
368 7.33 9.00
374 4.67 5.00
382.1 8.33 4.00
398 8.00 6.00
402.2 8.00 8.33
406 3.33 8.00
431 1.00 8.33
432 5.00 4.33
437 1.00 4.33
438 5.67 8.33
439 2.33 8.33
445.1 3.00 9.00
446 2.33 8.67
467.111 8.33 8.67
810.2 2.33 5.67

Average 3.9 7.4

Table 4: Human evaluation of the original version of
CriminelBART and the one using guided beam search
on the 45 unseen provisions.

and the associated number of omissions or
hallucinations.

• Using the previously created datasets, we train
two models to predict the number of omis-
sions and hallucinations given the input table
and its corresponding generation.

• We use the trained models to predict, during
the decoding process, the number of omis-
sions and hallucinations and weigh the beams
accordingly.

• We apply the finalization step to select the best
hypothesis.

The omission dataset O of WebNLG consists
of 20,448 examples resulting in train and test sets
of 16,358 and 4,090 examples respectively using
an 80%–20% split. The hallucination dataset H
consists of 20,600 examples resulting in train and
test sets of 16,480 and 4,120 examples respec-
tively also using an 80%–20% split. Similar to
the Plum2Text setting, we trained the English ver-
sion of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) available in the
HuggingFace library using the same hyperparame-
ters previously selected. For the actual data-to-text
generation task we trained BART (Lewis et al.,
2020) on the training set of WebNLG and evalu-
ated it on the test set after performing a grid-search
over the guided beam search hyperparameters. We
used the same automatic evaluation metrics as with
Plum2Text. We can see from Table 6 that the guided
version of BART on WebNLG improves the per-
formance on 6 metrics out of 9. Considerable im-
provements are made regarding NLI and RANK,
two metrics that were proven to be correlated with
manual evaluation of WebNLG test instances (Gar-
neau et al., 2022). Similar to the Plum2Text case,
using the post-processing step to re-rank candi-
dates improved the generations for almost all met-
rics. While the hallucination and omission rates
are already low, using the guided version of BART
slightly improves them.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new guiding mech-
anism for the beam search algorithm in the data-
to-text generation setting. We presented how to
train two models, one to predict the number of
omissions, and the other for the number of halluci-
nations. These predictors are used not only to mit-
igate the number of omissions and hallucinations
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Input Data

Provision: 123: Influencing a municipal officer; is guilty of an indictable offence and liable
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or is guilty of an offence punishable on
summary conviction if he influences or attempts to influence a municipal officer to do any of
the things referred to in paragraphs (1)(a) to (d): by threats or deception.

CriminelBART
Score: 1.0

On the LABELD, PER is arrested for driving with more than 80 mg of alcohol per 100 ml of
blood.

Guided
CriminelBART

Score: 8.0

On or about LABELD, at LOC, LOC, willfully attempted to influence a municipal official,
thereby committing the criminal act under section 120(a) of the Criminal Code.

Table 5: Comparing the generation of the original CriminelBART and the model using guided beam search on
provision 123: “Influencing a municipal officer”. The original version of CriminelBART generates one of the most
common provisions, 320.14 (driving under the influence) resulting in a score of 1.0, whereas the model using guided
beam search generates a description about the right provision resulting in a score of 8.0.

BLEU Rates
ω γ β 1 2 3 4 ROUGE METEOR BScore NLI RANK Hal. Om.

0.0 0.0 5 0.81 0.71 0.64 0.58 0.55 0.54 0.94 0.63 0.64 0.11 0.00

0.2 0.2 15 0.83 0.73 0.65 0.59 0.53 0.54 0.94 0.68 0.65 0.10 0.00
Post processing 0.84 0.74 0.66 0.60 0.54 0.54 0.94 0.68 0.66 0.10 0.00

Table 6: Automatic evaluation results of the best performing BART model on WebNLG (ω = 0.0, γ = 0.0, β = 5)
and the best-performing BART model using the weighted beam search algorithm (ω = 0.2, γ = 0.5, β = 10).

but also to favor the exploration of the possible gen-
eration space. This new mechanism improves the
generation quality with respect to automatic evalu-
ation metrics and shows significant generalization
improvement regarding unseen data points during
human evaluation. Moreover, our mechanism of-
fers a new degree of a posteriori interpretability
given a list of potential hypotheses, since the char-
acterization models provide estimates of the num-
ber of omissions and hallucinations. Finally, we
showed that our approach generalizes not only to
Plum2Text, a challenging low-resource dataset but
also to a well-known dataset such as WebNLG.
In future works, it would be interesting to investi-
gate the identification of omitted values and hallu-
cinated tokens. The identification of omitted values
is easier to perform since we already provide a way
to build such a dataset and train a model accord-
ingly. However, identifying the hallucinated tokens
requires a sequence-to-sequence tagger and its re-
spective training set, which most likely can only be
obtained with manual annotations.

Ethics Statement

The scope of this work is to improve the faithful-
ness of neural data-to-text generators. Faithfulness

is extremely important in the legal field since we
do not want to generate false accusations about
litigants. There is a potential risk to using neural
data-to-text generators in production, and we pro-
vided not only improve their performance but also
analyzed their behavior. In the end, the purpose of
this work is largely motivated by the ethical use of
neural text generators and a better understanding
of their implications.
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A New Unseen Provisions

List of the 37 new unseen provisions and their as-
sociated texts.

• 46 (1) a): “High treason. Every person com-
mits high treason who, in Canada, wages war
against Canada or does any act preparatory
thereto;”

• 57 (2): “Misrepresentation in relation to a
passport. Every person who, in Canada or
elsewhere, for the purpose of obtaining a pass-
port for himself or herself or for another per-
son or for the purpose of obtaining a mate-
rial alteration or addition to such a passport,
makes a written or oral statement that he or
she knows to be false or misleading is guilty.”

• 58 (1) a): “Fraudulent use of citizenship cer-
tificate. Every person who, while in Canada
or outside Canada, as the case may be, uses a
certificate of citizenship or a certificate of nat-
uralization for a fraudulent purpose is guilty
of an indictable offence and liable to impris-
onment for a term not exceeding two years or
is guilty of an offence punishable on summary
conviction;”

• 83.04 a): “Using or possessing property for
terrorist purposes. Any person who: directly
or indirectly uses property, in whole or in part,
for or to facilitate a terrorist activity is guilty
of an indictable offense punishable by impris-
onment for not more than ten years;”

• 83.08 (1) a): “Freezing of property. No person
in Canada and no Canadian outside Canada
shall: knowingly deal with property owned or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by a terrorist
group;”

• 83.21 (1): “Instructing a person to carry out
an activity for a terrorist group. Every person
who knowingly directs, directly or indirectly,
any person to carry out any activity for the
benefit of, at the direction of, or in associa-
tion with a terrorist group for the purpose of
enhancing the ability of any terrorist group
to facilitate or carry out a terrorist activity is
guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
imprisonment for life.”

• 123 (2): “Influencing a municipal officer. Ev-
ery person who influences or attempts to influ-

ence a municipal officer to do anything men-
tioned in paragraphs (1)(a) to (d) is guilty of
an indictable offence and liable to imprison-
ment for a term not exceeding five years or is
guilty of an offence punishable on summary
conviction:”

• 148 a): “Assisting prisoner of war to escape.
Every one who knowingly: aids a prisoner
of war in Canada to escape from a place of
confinement is guilty of an indictable offence
and liable to imprisonment for a term not ex-
ceeding five years or is guilty of an offence
punishable on summary conviction;”

• 170: “Father, mother or guardian who pro-
cures. A parent or guardian of a person under
the age of eighteen years who causes that per-
son to engage in sexual acts prohibited by this
Act with a third party is guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding fourteen years and to a mini-
mum punishment of one year.”

• 173 (2): “Exhibitionism. Any person who,
in any place whatsoever, for sexual purposes,
exhibits his or her genitals in front of a person
under the age of sixteen years is guilty of:”

• 202 (1) a): “Gambles, bookmaking, etc. Ev-
ery person commits an offence who: uses or
knowingly permits to be used any premises un-
der his control for the purpose of registering
or recording bets or selling a pool bet;”

• 218: “Abandonment of child. Whoever un-
lawfully abandons or exposes a child under
the age of ten years, so that the life of such
child is actually endangered or exposed to be
endangered, or the health of such child is ac-
tually permanently endangered or exposed to
be endangered, is guilty of:”

• 243: “Suppression of part. Whoever in any
way causes the corpse of a child to disappear
with the intention of concealing the fact that
its mother gave birth to it, whether the child
died before, during or after birth, is guilty:”

• 245 (1): “Administering deleterious substance.
Whoever administers or causes to be admin-
istered to any person any poison or other de-
structive or deleterious substance, shall be
guilty of:”
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• 270.1 (1): “Disarming a peace officer. Every
person commits an offence who takes or
attempts to take a weapon from the possession
of a peace officer acting in the performance
of his or her duties, without the consent of the
peace officer.”

• 318 (1): “Advocacy of genocide. Anyone who
advocates or foments genocide is guilty of an
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding five years.”

• 342 (3): “Unauthorized use of credit card
data. Any person who fraudulently and with-
out the appearance of right has in his pos-
session or uses data, whether genuine or not,
relating to a credit card, including a personal
authenticator, which would enable the use of
the same or the obtaining of services con-
nected with its use, traffics in such data or
allows another person to use the same, shall
be guilty:”

• 342.1 (1) a): “Unauthorized use of computer.
Every person who fraudulently and without
colour of right, directly or indirectly, obtains
computer services is guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding ten years or is guilty of an of-
fence punishable on summary conviction;”

• 345: “Stopping the mail with intent to rob.
Anyone who stops a mail transport with the in-
tention of stealing or searching it is guilty of a
criminal act and liable to life imprisonment.”

• 347 (1): “Criminal rate of interest. Notwith-
standing any other federal law, any person
who enters into an agreement or arrangement
to charge interest at a criminal rate or charges
interest, even partially, at a criminal rate is
guilty of:”

• 351 (1): “Possession of burglary tools. Who-
ever, without lawful excuse, has in his pos-
session any instrument which may be used to
break into any place, motor vehicle, vault or
safe, knowing that the instrument has been
used or is intended to be used for such pur-
pose, is guilty of:”

• 354 (2): “Possession of motor vehicle with
identification number obliterated. In proceed-

ings under subsection (1), evidence that a per-
son is in possession of a motor vehicle, or
any part thereof, the identification number of
which has been wholly or partly removed or
obliterated is, in the absence of any evidence
to the contrary, proof that it was obtained by
the commission in Canada of an offence pun-
ishable on indictment;”

• 356 (1) a): “Theft of mail. Every person com-
mits an offence who: steals anything sent by
mail after it has been deposited in a post of-
fice and before it is delivered, or after it has
been delivered but before it is in the posses-
sion of the addressee or any person who may
reasonably be regarded as authorized by the
addressee to receive the mail;”

• 364 (1): “Fraudulent obtaining of food and
lodging. Any person who fraudulently obtains
food, drink, or other commodities in any es-
tablishment dealing in them is guilty of a sum-
mary conviction offense.”

• 368 (1) a): “Using, possessing or trafficking
in a forged document. Every person commits
an offence who, knowing or believing that a
document is counterfeit, as the case may be:
uses, treats or acts with respect to it as if it
were genuine;”

• 374 (a): “Unauthorized drafting of document.
Any person who, with intent to defraud and
without lawful authority, makes, subscribes,
draws, signs, accepts or endorses a document
in the name of or on behalf of another per-
son, by proxy or otherwise, is guilty of an
indictable offence and liable to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding fourteen years;”

• 382.1 (1) a): “Insider trading. Every person
who knowingly sells or buys securities, even
indirectly, using confidential information that
he or she holds as a shareholder of the is-
suer of the securities in question is guilty of
an indictable offence and liable to imprison-
ment for a term not exceeding ten years or is
guilty of an offence punishable on summary
conviction;”

• 398: “Falsifying record of employment. Every
person who, with intent to mislead, falsifies a
record of employment by any means, including
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the punching of a time clock, is guilty of a
summary conviction offence.”

• 402.2: “Identity theft. Every person commits
an offense who obtains or has in his or her
possession identifying information about an-
other person with the intent to use that infor-
mation to commit an indictable offence, one
of the elements of which is fraud, deceit or
falsehood.”

• 406 a): “Infringement of Trade-mark. For the
purposes of this Part, a person who, without
the consent of the owner of the trade-mark,
makes or reproduces in any manner that trade-
mark or a mark so nearly resembling it as to
be likely to mislead;”

• 431: “Attack on the official premises, private
dwelling or means of transport of an interna-
tionally protected person. Any person who
makes an attack accompanied by violence
on the official premises, private dwelling or
means of transportation of an internationally
protected person in such a manner as to be
likely to endanger the life or liberty of that
person shall be guilty of an indictable offence
punishable by imprisonment for a term not
exceeding fourteen years.”

• 432 (1): “Unauthorized recording of a mo-
tion picture. Whoever, without the consent of
the manager of the cinema, records a cine-
matographic work - as that term is defined in
section 2 of the Copyright Act - that is shown
in a cinema, or its soundtrack, is guilty of:”

• 437: “False alarm. Any person who willfully,
without reasonable cause, by shouting, ring-
ing bells, using a fire alarm, telephone or
telegraph, or in any other manner, sounds or
spreads or causes to be sounded or spread a
fire alarm, is guilty.”

• 438 (2): “Obstructing salvage of wreck. Every
person who wilfully prevents or hinders, or
wilfully seeks to prevent or hinder, the salvage
of a wreck is guilty of an offence punishable
on summary conviction.”

• 439: “Disturbance of marine signals. Every
person who moors a ship or boat to a signal,
buoy or other landmark used for navigation
is guilty of an offence punishable on summary
conviction.”

• 467.111: “Recruitment of members by crimi-
nal organization. Whoever recruits a person
to be a member of a criminal organization-or
invites, encourages, coerces, or solicits a per-
son to be a member of a criminal organization-
for the purpose of increasing the ability of the
organization to facilitate or commit a crimi-
nal act under this or any other federal law is
guilty of an indictable offense and liable:”
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Abstract

Multiple business scenarios require an au-
tomated generation of descriptive human-
readable text from structured input data. This
has resulted into substantial work on fact-to-
text generation systems recently. Unfortu-
nately, previous work on fact-to-text (F2T)
generation has focused primarily on English
mainly due to the high availability of relevant
datasets. Only recently, the problem of cross-
lingual fact-to-text (XF2T) was proposed for
generation across multiple languages along-
with a dataset, XALIGN for eight languages.
However, there has been no rigorous work
on the actual XF2T generation problem. We
extend XALIGN dataset with annotated data
for four more languages: Punjabi, Malayalam,
Assamese and Oriya. We conduct an exten-
sive study using popular Transformer-based
text generation models on our extended multi-
lingual dataset, which we call XALIGNV2.
Further, we investigate the performance of dif-
ferent text generation strategies: multiple vari-
ations of pretraining, fact-aware embeddings
and structure-aware input encoding. Our ex-
tensive experiments show that a multi-lingual
mT5 model which uses fact-aware embeddings
with structure-aware input encoding leads to
best results (30.90 BLEU, 55.12 METEOR and
59.17 chrF++) across the twelve languages. We
make our code and dataset publicly available1,
and hope that this will help advance further
research in this critical area.

1 Introduction

Fact-to-text (F2T) is a natural language generation
(NLG) task where input is structured data (like
facts2) and output is its natural language descrip-
tion. F2T systems have been shown to be effec-
tive in many applications like automated dialog

1https://github.com/blitzprecision/
XAlignV2

2A fact is a triple composed of subject, relation and object.

XF2T

<Elon_Musk, nationality, South_Africa> 
<Elon_Musk, nationality, Canada >
<Elon_Musk, nationality, USA> 
<Elon_Musk, date_of_birth, 28_June_1971 >
<Elon_Musk, occupation, engineer> 
<Elon_Musk, occupation, entrepreneur> 
<Elon_Musk, occupation, inventor>
<Elon_Musk, occupation, investor> 

<hindi> एलन म� (ज� 28 जून 1971) एक दि�ण
अ�ीकी-कनाडाई-अमे�रकी िद�ज �ापारी, िनवेशक,

इंजीिनयर, और आिव�ारक ह�। 

<bengali> এলন মা� (জ� 28 জনু 1971) দি�ণ
আি�কা-কানািডয়ান-আেমিরকান �বীণ ব�বসায়ী,

িবিনেয়াগকারী, �েকৗশলী এবং উ�াবক।

<tamil> எேலான் மஸ்க் (�றப்� 28 ஜ�ன் 1971)
ஒ� ெதன்னாப்�ரிக்க-கன�ய-அெமரிக்க

�த்த ெதா�ல�பர், �த�ட்டாளர்,
ெபா�யாளர் மற்�ம் கண்���ப்பாளர்

ஆவார்.
English Facts

<gujarati> એલોન મ�ક (જ�મ 28 જૂન 1971) એ દિ�ણ
આિ�કા-કેનેિડયન-અમેિરકન પીte ઉ�ોગપિત, રોકાણકાર,

ઇજનેર અને શોધક છે.

<English> Elon Musk (born 28 June 1971) is a
South African-Canadian-American veteran

businessman, investor, engineer, and inventor.

<punjabi> ਐਲੋਨ ਮਸਕ (ਜਨਮ 28 ਜੂਨ 1971) ਇੱਕ
ਦੱਖਣੀ ਅਫ਼ਰੀਕੀ-ਕੈਨੇਡੀਅਨ-ਅਮਰੀਕੀ ਅਨੁਭਵੀ ਕਾਰੋਬਾਰੀ,

ਿਨਵੇਸ਼ਕ, ਇੰਜੀਨੀਅਰ, ਅਤੇ ਖੋਜੀ ਹੈ।

...

Figure 1: XF2T example from XALIGNV2: Generating
English, Hindi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil and Punjabi
sentences to capture semantics from English facts.

systems (Wen et al., 2016), domain-specific chat-
bots (Novikova et al., 2017), open domain question
answering (Chen et al., 2020), authoring sports
reports (Chen and Mooney, 2008), financial re-
ports (Plachouras et al., 2016), news reports (Lep-
pänen et al., 2017), etc. Recently, several English
F2T systems have been proposed, but lack of train-
ing data in low-resource languages (LRLs) implies
that there are hardly any such systems for LRLs.

Across many business domains, there is abun-
dance of facts (or key-value stores) in English, and
consumers want to access that information in their
own regional languages. For example, users want
product descriptions, weather report, match report,
financial report in various LRLs. Another related
problem is to automatically populate first sentence
for LRL Wikipedia pages using facts from English
Wikidata. If such facts were in LRLs and there
were models to do F2T in those LRLs, we could
leverage those. However, neither exist. Even LRL
facts on Wikidata are very sparse. Another ap-
proach could be to do F2T in English and then
translate the output to LRLs. But our experiments
show that this leads to poor quality primarily due
to lack of robust translation systems for LRLs.

Specifically, we focus on the F2T problem of
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Dataset Languages A/M |I| F/I |P| |T| X-Lingual
WikiBio en A 728K 19.70 1740 26.1 No
E2E en M 50K 5.43 945 20.1 No
WebNLG 2017 en M 25K 2.95 373 22.7 No
fr-de Bio fr, de A 170K, 50K 8.60, 12.6 1331, 1267 29.5, 26.4 No
TREX en A 6.4M 1.77 642 79.8 No
WebNLG 2020 en, ru M 40K, 17K 2.68, 2.55 372, 226 23.7 Yes
KELM en A 8M 2.02 663 21.2 No
WITA en A 55K 3.00 640 18.8 No
WikiTableT en A 1.5M 51.90 3K 115.9 No
GenWiki en A 1.3M 1.95 290 21.5 No
XALIGN en + 7 LR A 0.45M 2.02 367 19.8 Yes
XALIGNV2 en + 11 LR A 0.55M 1.98 374 19.7 Yes

Table 1: Statistics of popular Fact-to-Text datasets: WikiBio (Lebret et al., 2016), E2E (Novikova et al., 2017),
WebNLG 2017 (Gardent et al., 2017), WebNLG 2020 (Ferreira et al., 2020), fr-de Bio (Nema et al., 2018),
KELM (Agarwal et al., 2021), WITA (Fu et al., 2020), WikiTableT (Chen et al., 2021), GenWiki (Jin et al., 2020),
TREX (Elsahar et al., 2018), XAlign (Abhishek et al., 2022), and XALIGNV2 (ours). Alignment method could be
A (automatic) or M (manual). |I|=number of instances. F/I=number of facts per instance. |P|=number of unique
relations. |T|=average number of tokens per instance.

generating LRL person biographies (like a sen-
tence on Wikipedia page) from English Wikidata
facts. While millions of English person entities ex-
ist on Wikidata, there are a total of only 168K (non-
unique) person Wikidata entries across 11 LRLs
of our interest. As an extreme, Assamese has only
1.7K person entries! Even worse, average number
of facts per entity on Wikidata in LRLs (10.39) is
less than half of that of English (22.8). Monolin-
gual F2T for LRLs suffers from lack of training
data. Translating English output (using English
F2T) to LRLs leads to poor results. This neces-
sitates us to build cross-lingual F2T generation
(XF2T) systems, wherein the input is a set of En-
glish facts and output is a sentence capturing the
fact-semantics in the specified LR language, as in-
troduced in our previous work (Abhishek et al.,
2022).

In (Abhishek et al., 2022), we proposed trans-
fer learning and distance supervision based meth-
ods for cross-lingual alignment for aligning En-
glish Wikidata facts with equivalent text from LRL
Wikipedia pages. In that paper, we used such align-
ment methods to contribute the XALIGN dataset
which consists of sentences from LR language
Wikipedia aligned with English fact triples from
Wikidata. It contains data for the following eight
languages: Hindi (hi), Telugu (te), Bengali (bn),
Gujarati (gu), Marathi (mr), Kannada (kn), Tamil
(ta) and English (en). In that paper, we focused on
dataset creation and not much on the XF2T task.
In this paper, we extend this dataset to four more
LR languages: Punjabi (pa), Malayalam (ml), As-
samese (as) and Oriya (or). Fig. 1 shows an XF2T
example from our extended dataset, XALIGNV2.
Further, we rigorously investigate models for the

XF2T problem. First, we experiment with standard
existing Transformer-based multi-lingual encoder-
decoder models like the vanilla Transformer, In-
dicBART and mT5. Next, we explore performance
across various training setups: bi-lingual, translate-
output, translate-input and multi-lingual. Further,
we systematically explore various strategies for im-
proving XF2T generation like multi-lingual data-
to-text pre-training, fact-aware embeddings, and
structure-aware encoding. Overall, we make the
following contributions in this work.

• We extend the XALIGN dataset with an-
notated XF2T data corresponding to four
more LR languages, leading to a new dataset,
XALIGNV2.

• We rigorously experiment with multiple
encoder-decoder models, training setups, pre-
training methods, and input representations
toward building a robust XF2T system.

• We find that a multi-lingual mT5 model
which uses fact-aware embeddings along with
structure-aware input encoding leads to best
results. Our best small-scale model achieves
an average BLEU of 29.27, METEOR of
53.64, and chrF++ of 57.30 for XF2T across
12 languages. We make the code and dataset
publicly available1.

2 Related Work

Multi-lingual and Cross-lingual NLG: Recently
there has been a lot of work on multi-lingual
and cross-lingual NLG tasks like machine trans-
lation (Chi et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2020), question
generation (Chi et al., 2020; Mitra et al., 2021),
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news title generation (Liang et al., 2020), and sum-
marization (Zhu et al., 2019; Taunk et al., 2023)
thanks to models like XNLG (Chi et al., 2020),
mBART (Liu et al., 2020), mT5 (Xue et al., 2021),
etc. In this work, we investigate effectiveness of
multiple modeling techniques for the XF2T task.
Further, from a knowledge graph (KG) and text
linking perspective, our work is related to tasks
like entity linking (link mention in a sentence to
a KG entity) (Botha et al., 2020) and fact linking
(linking sentence to a set of facts) (Kolluru et al.,
2021). As against this, XF2T is the problem of gen-
erating a sentence given a set of facts. XF2T is also
related to graph-to-text (Ribeiro et al., 2021) where
our fact triples about an entity can be mapped to a
star-like graph, but no cross-lingual graph-to-text
methods exist unfortunately.

F2T Datasets: Several F2T datasets have been
proposed in the literature: WikiBio (Lebret et al.,
2016), E2E (Novikova et al., 2017), WebNLG
2017 (Gardent et al., 2017), WebNLG 2020 (Fer-
reira et al., 2020), fr-de Bio (Nema et al., 2018),
KELM (Agarwal et al., 2021), WITA (Fu et al.,
2020), WikiTableT (Chen et al., 2021), Gen-
Wiki (Jin et al., 2020), TREX (Elsahar et al., 2018)
and XAlign (Abhishek et al., 2022). These datasets
contain text from various domains like people,
sports, restaurants, airports, politicians, artists, etc.
Also, these datasets vary widely in terms of statis-
tics like the number of instances, number of facts
per instance, number of unique relations and aver-
age number of tokens per instance. All of these are
English only except fr-de Bio (which has French
and German), WebNLG 2020 (which has English
and Russian) and XAlign (which has English and 7
other LR languages). Both fr-de Bio and WebNLG
2020 propose multi-lingual but not cross-lingual
F2T tasks. Unlike other datasets, XALIGN and our
dataset, XALIGNV2 are cross-lingual. Our pro-
posed dataset, XALIGNV2, contains 12 languages,
has 0.55M instances, 374 unique relations, avg 19.7
tokens/instance and avg 1.98 facts/instance. Table 1
shows basic statistics of popular F2T datasets.

F2T Generation: Training F2T models requires
aligned data with adequate content overlap. Some
previous studies like WebNLG (Gardent et al.,
2017) collected aligned data by crowdsourcing,
while others have performed automatic alignment
by heuristics like TF-IDF. In (Abhishek et al.,
2022), we explored two unsupervised methods to
perform a cross-lingual alignment. We leverage the

“transfer learning from Natural Language Inference
task” based method for this work.

Initial F2T methods were template-based and
were therefore proposed on domain-specific data
like medical (Bontcheva and Wilks, 2004), cook-
ing (Cimiano et al., 2013), person (Duma and
Klein, 2013), etc. They align entities in RDF
triples with entities mentioned in sentences, ex-
tract templates from the aligned sentences, and
use templates to generate sentences given facts for
new entities. Template-based methods are brittle
and do not generalize well. Recently, Seq-2-seq
neural methods (Lebret et al., 2016; Mei et al.,
2016) have become popular for F2T. These in-
clude vanilla LSTMs (Vougiouklis et al., 2018),
LSTM encoder-decoder model with copy mecha-
nism (Shahidi et al., 2020), LSTMs with hierar-
chical attentive encoder (Nema et al., 2018), pre-
trained Transformer based models (Ribeiro et al.,
2021) like BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020). Vougiouklis et al. (2018) proposed
a method which uses feedforward neural networks
to encode RDF triples and concatenate them as
the input of the LSTM decoder. Variations of
LSTM encoder-decoder model with copy mech-
anism (Shahidi et al., 2020) or with hierarchical
attentive encoder (Nema et al., 2018) have also
been proposed. Recently, pretrained Transformer
based models like BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) have been applied for mono-
lingual English Fact-to-Text (Ribeiro et al., 2021).

Richer encoding of the input triples has also been
investigated using a combination of graph convo-
lutional networks and Transformers (Zhao et al.,
2020), triple hierarchical attention networks (Chen
et al., 2020), or Transformer networks with special
fact-aware input embeddings (Chen et al., 2020).
Some recent work also explores specific F2T set-
tings like plan generation when the order of occur-
rence of facts in text is available (Zhao et al., 2020)
or partially aligned F2T when the text covers more
facts than those mentioned in the input (Fu et al.,
2020). However, all of these methods focus on En-
glish fact to text only. Only recently, we proposed
the XF2T problem in our previous paper Abhishek
et al. (2022) but in that work, our focus was on
problem formulation and dataset contribution. In
this paper, we extensively evaluate multiple meth-
ods for the XF2T generation task.
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|V| Train+Validation Manually Labeled Test
|I| |T| |F| κ |A| |I| |T| |F|

hi 75K 57K 25.3/5/99 2.0 0.81 4 842 11.1/5/24 2.1
mr 50K 19K 20.4/5/94 2.2 0.61 4 736 12.7/6/40 2.1
te 61K 24K 15.6/5/97 1.7 0.56 2 734 9.7/5/30 2.2
ta 121K 57K 16.7/5/97 1.8 0.76 2 656 9.5/5/24 1.9
en 104K 133K 20.2/4/86 2.2 0.74 4 470 17.5/8/61 2.7
gu 35K 9K 23.4/5/99 1.8 0.50 3 530 12.7/6/31 2.1
bn 131K 121K 19.3/5/99 2.0 0.64 2 792 8.7/5/24 1.6
kn 88K 25K 19.3/5/99 1.9 0.54 4 642 10.4/6/45 2.2
pa 59K 30K 32.1/5/99 2.1 0.54 3 529 13.4/5/45 2.4
as 27K 9K 19.23/5/99 1.6 - 1 637 16.22/5/72 2.2
or 28K 14K 16.88/5/99 1.7 - 2 242 13.45/7/30 2.6
ml 146K 55K 15.7/5/98 1.9 0.52 2 615 9.2/6/24 1.8

Table 2: Basic Statistics of XALIGNV2. |I|=# in-
stances, |T|=avg/min/max word count, |F|=avg #facts,
|V|=Vocab. size, κ=Kappa score, |A|=#annotators. For
Train+Validation, min and max fact count is 1 and 10
resp across languages.4

3 XALIGNV2: Data Collection,
Pre-processing and Alignment

Data Collection and Pre-processing: We start by
gathering a list of ∼95K person entities from Wiki-
data each of which has a link to a corresponding
Wikipedia page in at least one of our 11 LR lan-
guages. This leads to a dataset D where every
instance di is a tuple ⟨entityID, English Wikidata
facts, LRL, LRL Wikipedia URL for the entityID⟩.
We extract facts (in English) from the 20201221
WikiData dump for each entity in D using the Wiki-
Data API3. We gathered facts corresponding to
only the following Wikidata property (or relation)
types that capture most useful factual information
for person entities: WikibaseItem, Time, Quan-
tity, and Monolingualtext. We retain any support-
ing information associated with the fact triple as a
fact qualifier. This leads to overall ∼0.55M data
instances across all the 12 languages. Also, for
each language, we gather sentences (along with sec-
tion information) from 20210520 Wikipedia XML
dump using same pre-processing steps as described
in (Abhishek et al., 2022).
Fact-to-Text Alignment: For every (entity e, lan-
guage l) pair, the pre-processed dataset has a set Fel

of English Wikidata facts and a set of Wikipedia
sentences Sel in that language. Next, we use a two-
stage automatic aligner as proposed in (Abhishek
et al., 2022) to associate a sentence in Sel with a
subset of facts from Fel. We run this aligner for the
new four LR languages to obtain the corresponding
Train+Validation part of XALIGNV2.

3https://query.wikidata.org/
4For or, κ is not reported since we did not get redundant

judgments done due to lack of available annotators. For as, κ
is not reported since we had only one annotator.

Manual Annotations for Ground-Truth Data:
We need manually annotated data for evaluation of
our XF2T generation. Again, we follow the same
procedure as outlined in (Abhishek et al., 2022)
to get annotations for the new four languages
in XALIGNV2. Detailed annotation guidelines
are also mentioned here1. Our annotator pool is
selected from the National Register of Translators5.
Annotators were in age range 25 to 40 years;
46% females and 54% males; occupations varied
as linguists, editors, translators, freelancers;
qualifications varied as BA, MA, MSc, LLB,
PhD. We report details of this test part of our
XALIGNV2 dataset in Table 2. On average, a
sentence can be verbalized using ∼2 fact triples.
XALIGNV2 Dataset Analysis: Table 2 shows the
dataset statistics. Figs. 2 and 3 show fact count
distribution. We observe that a large percent of sen-
tences contain more than one fact across languages.
Also, the distribution is similar across languages
and data subsets. Finally, Table 3 shows top 10
frequent fact relations across all the languages.

4 XF2T Approaches

In this section, we first discuss our input repre-
sentation. Next, we discuss various Transformer-
based methods, different training setups, multiple
pretraining methods, and discussion on fact-aware
embeddings.
Structure-aware Input encoding: Each input
instance consists of multiple facts F =
{f1, f2, . . . , fn} and a section title t. A fact fi
is a tuple composed of subject si, relation ri, ob-
ject oi and m qualifiers Q = q1, q2, . . . , qm. Each
qualifier provides more information about the fact.
Each of the qualifiers {qj}mj=1 can be linked to the
fact using a fact-level property which we call as
qualifier relation qrj . For example, consider the
sentence: “Narendra Modi was the Chief Minister
of Gujarat from 7 October 2001 to 22 May 2014,
preceded by Keshubhai Patel and succeeded by
Anandiben Patel.” This can be represented by a
fact where subject is “Narendra Modi”, relation
is “position held”, object is “Chief Minister of Gu-
jarat” and there are 4 qualifiers each with their qual-
ifier relations as follows: (1) q1=“7 October 2001”,
qr1=“start time”, (2) q2=“22 May 2014”, qr2=“end
time”, (3) q3=“Keshubhai Patel”, qr3=“replaces”,
and (4) q4=“Anandiben Patel”, qr4=“replaced by”.

5https://www.ntm.org.in/languages/
english/nrtdb.aspx
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Figure 2: Fact Count Distribution across languages
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Figure 3: Fact Count Distribution across data subsets

hi occupation, date of birth, position held, cast member, country of citizenship, award received, place of birth, date of death, educated at, languages spoken
written or signed

mr occupation, date of birth, position held, date of death, country of citizenship, place of birth, member of sports team, member of political party, cast member,
award received

te occupation, date of birth, position held, cast member, date of death, place of birth, award received, member of political party, country of citizenship, educated
at

ta occupation, position held, date of birth, cast member, country of citizenship, educated at, place of birth, date of death, award received, member of political
party

en occupation, date of birth, position held, country of citizenship, educated at, date of death, award received, place of birth, member of sports team, member of
political party

gu occupation, date of birth, cast member, position held, award received, date of death, languages spoken written or signed, place of birth, author, country of
citizenship

bn occupation, date of birth, country of citizenship, cast member, member of sports team, date of death, educated at, place of birth, position held, award received
kn occupation, cast member, date of birth, award received, position held, date of death, performer, place of birth, author, educated at
pa occupation, date of birth, place of birth, date of death, cast member, country of citizenship, educated at, award received, languages spoken, written or signed,

position held
as occupation, date of birth, cast member, position held, date of death, place of birth, country of citizenship, educated at, award received, member of political

party
or occupation, date of birth, position held, cast member, member of political party, place of birth, date of death, award received, languages spoken, written or

signed, educated at
ml occupation, cast member, position held, date of birth, educated at, award received, date of death, place of birth, author, employer

Table 3: Top-10 frequent fact relations across languages.

Each fact fi is encoded as a string and
the overall input consists of a concatena-
tion of such strings across all facts in F .
The string representation for a fact fi is
“⟨S⟩si⟨R⟩ri⟨O⟩oi⟨R⟩qri1⟨O⟩qi1⟨R⟩qri2⟨O⟩qi2 . . .
⟨R⟩qrim⟨O⟩qim” where ⟨S⟩, ⟨R⟩, ⟨O⟩ are special
tokens. Finally, the overall input with n facts is
obtained as follows: “generate [language] f1 f2
. . . fn ⟨T ⟩[t]” where “[language]” is one of our 12
languages, ⟨T ⟩ is the section title delimiter token,
and t is the section title.

Standard Transformer-based Models: For
XF2T generation, we train multiple popular multi-
lingual text generation models on Train+Validation
part of our XALIGN dataset. We use a basic
Transformer model, mT5-small, and the In-
dicBART (Dabre et al., 2021) for the XF2T task.
We do not experiment with mBART (Liu et al.,
2020) and Muril (Khanuja et al., 2021) since their
small sized model checkpoints are not publicly
available. We train these models in a multi-lingual
cross-lingual manner. Thus, we train a single
model using training data across languages without

any need for translation.

Bi-lingual, Multi-lingual & Translation models:
Next, we experiment with different training setups.
We first build bilingual models, where input is
in English and output could be in any of the 12
languages. A drawback with this approach is the
need to maintain one model per language which is
cumbersome.

Further, we also train two translation based mod-
els. In the “translate-output” setting, we train a
single English-only model which consumes En-
glish facts and generates English text. The En-
glish output is translated to desired language at
test time using IndicTrans (Ramesh et al., 2021).
In the “translate-input” setting, English facts are
translated to LR language and fed as input to train
a single multi-lingual model across all languages.
While translating if mapped strings for entities
were present in Wikidata they were directly used.
A drawback with these approaches is the need for
translation at test time.

Pretraining approaches: Pretraining has been a
standard method to obtain very effective models
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even with small amounts of labeled data across sev-
eral tasks in natural language processing (NLP).
Domain and task specific pretraining has been
shown to provide further gains (Gururangan et al.,
2020). We experiment with the following four
pretraining strategies on top of the already pre-
trained encoder-decoder model before finetuning
it on XALIGNV2 dataset. (1) Multi-lingual pre-
training: Wang et al. (2021) provide a noisy, but
larger corpus (542192 data pairs across 15 cate-
gories) crawled from Wikipedia for English F2T
task. The dataset is obtained by coupling noisy
English Wikipedia data with Wikidata triples. We
translate English sentences from the Wikipedia-
based Wang et al. (2021)’s data to our LR lan-
guages. Thus, the multi-lingual pretraining data
contains ∼6.5M data pairs. For translating sen-
tences, we use IndicTrans (Ramesh et al., 2021). (2)
Translation-based pretraining: Translation is a pre-
liminary task for effective cross-lingual NLP. Thus,
in this method, we pretrain mT5 on translation
data corresponding to English to other language
pairs with∼0.25M data instances per language. (3)
Two-stage pretraining: This combines the above
two methods. In the first stage, we do translation-
based pretraining. In the second stage, we perform
multi-lingual pretraining. (4) Multi-task pretrain-
ing: This method also involves training for both
translation as well as XF2T tasks. Unlike the two-
stage method where pretraining is first done for
translation and then for XF2T (multi-lingual pre-
training), in this method we perform the two tasks
jointly in a multi-task learning setup.

Fact-aware embeddings: The input to mT5 con-
sists of token embeddings as well as position em-
beddings. For XF2T, the input is a bunch of facts.
Facts contain semantically separate units each of
which play a different role: subject, relation, object.
We extend the standard mT5 input with specific
(fact-aware) role embeddings. Specifically, we use
four role IDs: ROL1 for subject, ROL2 for relation
and qualifier relation, ROL3 for object and qualifier
tokens, and ROL0 for everything else, as shown in
Fig. 4. These are randomly initialized and learned
while training. We hope that this explicit indication
of the role played by each token in the input facts,
will help the model for improved XF2T generation.

We also experimented with (1) separate role em-
beddings for qualifier relation and qualifier, and (2)
adding fact id embeddings, i.e., if the input contains
K facts, we have K fact IDs, and all tokens corre-

sponding to a fact gets the same fact ID embedding.
However, these did not lead to better results and
thus we do not report those results.

5 Experiments

Implementation Details for Reproducibility:
We closely follow Abhishek et al. (2022)’s
data-collection and XF2T alignment method for
the creation of cross-lingual fact-to-text dataset for
four additional languages. All XF2T generation
approaches were run on a machine equipped with
four 32GB V100 GPUs. For all experiments, we
use IndicNLP (Kakwani et al., 2020) to convert
the low-resource languages of XALIGNV2 to the
unified Devanagari script. All Transformer models
have 6 encoder and 6 decoder layers. For Vanilla
Transformer, we follow the standard architecture
and hyper-parameters suggested by Vaswani
et al. (2017). For other methods, we optimize
cross entropy loss using AdamW with constant
learning rate of 3e-5 with L2-norm weight decay
of 0.001, batch size of 20 and dropout of 0.1. We
closely follow (Dabre et al., 2021) for finetuning
IndicBart.

When applicable, we pretrain for 7 epochs. For
multi-lingual pretraining, we use full validation set.
In two-stage pretraining, we save best checkpoint
of first stage (translation task) on validation set of
translation task and use it to initialize model param-
eters for second stage. For multi-task pretraining,
we create new validation set by combining vali-
dation set of translation task and XF2T task. We
finetune for 30 epochs and use beam search with
width of 4.
Evaluation Metrics: We use overall BLEU
scores (Ramesh et al., 2021) for evaluating
the multi-lingual models for English-Indic fact-
sentence pairs. Following previous work, we also
use METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and
chrF++ (Popović, 2017). PARENT (Dhingra et al.,
2019) relies on the word overlap between input
and the prediction text. Since the input and predic-
tion in XF2T are in different languages, we cannot
compute PARENT scores.

6 Results and Analysis

Since XF2T is a very recently proposed task, there
are not many baseline methods to compare with. In
this section, we will present results using methods
described in Section 4. Due to lack of space, we
show per language results only for our best model,
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<S> Roger Federer sport <O> Tennis <R> country <O> Switzerland<R>

POS3 POS10POS9POS8POS7POS6POS5POS4 POS13POS12POS11

ROL3ROL3ROL2ROL2ROL3ROL3ROL2ROL2ROL1ROL1ROL1

hindi

POS2

ROL0

generate

POS1

ROL0

<T> Career

POS14 POS15

ROL0 ROL0

Token 
Embedding

Position 
Embedding

Role-specific 
Embedding

Transformer Encoder Layers

Figure 4: English facts being passed as input to mT5’s encoder with token, position and (fact-aware) role embeddings.

but present language-wise results for other models
in the Appendix. For other comparisons and anal-
ysis, we show average across all languages while
pointing out any interesting per-language insights.

BLEU METEOR chrF++
Vanilla Transformer 21.93 50.21 50.89
IndicBART 23.78 50.80 53.88
mT5 28.13 53.54 57.27

Table 4: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using
standard Transformer-based encoder-decoder models.
The best results are highlighted.

BLEU METEOR chrF++
Bi-lingual mT5 (12 models) 25.88 50.91 52.88
Translate-Output mT5 (1 model) 18.91 42.83 49.10
Translate-Input mT5 (1 model) 26.53 52.24 55.32
Multi-lingual mT5 (1 model) 28.13 53.54 57.27

Table 5: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using bi-
lingual, multi-lingual and translation-based variants of
mT5 model. Best results are highlighted.

Standard Transformer-based Models: Table 4
shows BLEU results across different (model, met-
ric) combinations using three standard Transformer-
based encoder-decoder models. Across the 12 lan-
guages, on average for each metric, mT5 performs
better than IndicBART, which is better than vanilla
Transformer. We observed that IndicBART per-
formed exceptionally well for Bengali but is excep-
tionally poor on English. Given that mT5 is better
on average amongst the three, we perform further
experiments using mT5.

No. Method BLEU METEOR chrF++
1 No pretraining and no fact-aware em-

beddings
28.13 53.54 57.27

2 Two-stage Pretraining 27.70 51.87 55.32
3 Multi-task Pretraining 28.45 51.87 55.20
4 Translation-based Pretraining 27.53 50.67 53.71
5 Multi-lingual Pretraining 28.71 53.83 57.58
6 Fact-aware embeddings 29.27 53.64 57.30

Table 6: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using dif-
ferent pretraining strategies and fact-aware embeddings
for the mT5 model. Best results are highlighted. Row 1
is same as last row from Table 5.

Bi-lingual, Multi-lingual & Translation models:
Table 5 shows results when mT5 model is trained
using various bi-lingual, multi-lingual and
translation-based settings. We observe that across
all settings, the initial setting of training a single
multi-lingual cross-lingual model is the best on
average across all metrics. That said, for Bengali, a
bi-lingual model, i.e., a model specifically trained
for en→bn, is much better6. Translate-output and
translate-input settings lead to slightly improved
models for English and Tamil respectively. On
average, translate-output setting performs the
worst while the multi-lingual setting performs
the best. Although we use the state-of-the-art
translation method, we believe low accuracy for
translate-output setting is mainly due to poor
translation quality.
Pretraining approaches: Table 6 (lines 1 to 5)
shows results using different pretraining strategies.
We observe that multi-lingual pretraining leads to
improvements compared to no XF2T specific pre-
training across 2 of the 3 metrics. Two-stage pre-
training is slightly better than translation-based pre-
training but not as good as multi-lingual pretraining.
Finally, multi-task performs better than two-stage.
For English and Bengali, we found that two-stage
pretraining provided best results. However, multi-
lingual pretraining is the best on average across
languages, with biggest wins for Malayalam and
Oriya.
Fact-aware embeddings: Table 6 (line 6) shows
that fact-aware embeddings lead to improvements
over the vanilla mT5 method without fact-aware
embeddings (line 1).

In summary, we note that both the proposed
methods (multi-lingual pretraining, fact-aware em-
bedding) lead to improvements over the vanilla
mT5. We also experimented with combinations

6Even later we observe that translation-only pretraining
helps improve Bengali performance. We hypothesize this
is because of huge influence English has had over Bengali
historically.
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Vanilla mT5 Multi-lingual Pretraining Fact-aware embeddings
BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++

hi 44.65 68.58 68.49 43.32 68.19 68.21 42.72 67.49 68.03
mr 26.47 56.85 59.17 27.64 56.34 57.74 29.06 55.40 57.97
te 14.46 43.45 52.58 15.94 42.71 52.40 16.21 42.14 51.25
ta 18.37 46.15 57.42 16.68 42.32 54.88 19.07 43.65 56.01
en 46.94 70.60 65.20 46.61 70.45 65.33 48.29 70.75 65.42
gu 22.69 50.31 51.36 21.39 47.98 50.14 23.27 50.00 50.64
bn 40.38 61.71 68.71 50.89 75.62 77.43 49.48 73.03 76.19
kn 10.66 32.58 46.92 11.61 33.00 47.18 11.57 33.44 46.66
ml 26.22 56.71 57.01 27.38 56.63 57.35 29.04 57.15 57.60
pa 26.96 54.82 52.33 26.04 54.17 52.50 28.65 55.19 53.38
or 47.17 67.82 71.20 44.97 66.49 70.64 41.75 63.77 67.96
as 12.61 32.93 36.91 12.00 32.04 37.15 12.16 31.61 36.44
Avg 28.13 53.54 57.27 28.71 53.83 57.58 29.27 53.64 57.30

Table 7: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using vanilla mT5, multi-lingual pretrained mT5 and mT5 with
fact-aware embedding models.
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Figure 5: BLEU (left), METEOR (middle) and chrF++ (right) scores for the best model across languages for test
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Lang. Input Reference Text Generated Text
hi generate Hindi <S> Asha Nautiyal <R> member of political party

<O> Bharatiya Janata Party <R> date of birth <O> 25 June 1969
<R> occupation <O> politician <R> country of citizenship <O>
India <T> introduction

आशा नौिटयाल ( जन्म २५ जून, १९६९ ) एक
भारतीय राजनी तज्ञ हैं जो भारतीय जनता पाट से
हैं ।

आशा नौिटयाल ( जन्म २५ जून, १९६९ ) एक
भारतीय राजनी तज्ञ और भारतीय जनता पाट क
सदस्य हैं ।

en generate English <S> Kedarnath Singh <R> date of death <O> 19
March 2018 <R> date of birth <O> 07 July 1934 <R> occupation
<O> poet <R> languages spoken, written or signed <O> Hindi <R>
country of citizenship <O> India <T> introduction

Kedarnath Singh ( 7 July 1934 - 19
March 2018 ) was an Indian poet
who wrote in Hindi.

Kedarnath Singh ( 7 July 1934 -
19 March 2018 ) was a Hindi poet
from Uttar Pradesh, India.

mr generate Marathi <S> Théodore de Banville <R> date of death <O>
13 March 1891 <R> date of birth <O> 14 March 1823 <R> occu-
pation <O> writer <R> country of citizenship <O> France <T>
introduction

थेओदोर िद बॅन व्हल ( माचर् १४, इ. स. १८२३
- माचर् १३, इ. स. १८९१ ) हा फ्रें च सािह त्यक
होता.

थॉडेर द बॅन व्हल ( माचर् १४, इ. स. १८२३ -
माचर् १३, इ. स. १८९१ ) हा फ्रें च लेखक होता.

te generate Telugu <S> Sushmita Sen <R> date of birth <O> 19
November 1975 <R> place of birth <O> Hyderabad <T> introduc-
tion

ఈమె 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో
జనిమ్ంచింది.

సుషిమ్తా సేన్ 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో
జనిమ్ంచింది.

ta generate Tamil <S> Kirti Kumari <R> member of political party
<O> Bharatiya Janata Party <R> date of birth <O> 13 August
1967 <R> date of death <O> 28 August 2017 <R> occupation <O>
politician <R> country of citizenship <O> India <T> introduction

கீர்த்தி குமாரி ( 13 ஆகத்து 1967 -
28 ஆகத்து 2017 ) பாரதீய ஜனதா
கட்சியின் இந்திய அரசியல்வாதி
ஆவார்.

கீர்த்தி குமாரி ( 13 ஆகத்து 1967
- 28 ஆகத்து 2017 ) ஓர் இந்திய
அரசியல்வாதியும், பாரதிய ஜனதா
கட்சியின் முன்னாள் சட்டமன்ற
உறுப்பினரும்ஆவார்.

kn generate Kannada <S> Barry C. Barish <R> award received <O>
Henry Draper Medal <R> point in time <O> 2017 <T> awards and
honors

ಮತುತ್ ಬಾಯ್ರಿಷ್ ಅವರಿಗೆ ೨೦೧೭ ರ ಹೆನಿರ್ ಡೆರ್ೕಪರ್
ಪದಕವನುನ್ ನೀಡಲಾಯಿತು.

೨೦೧೭ ರಲಿಲ್ ಅವರು ಹೆನಿರ್ ಡೆರ್ಪರ್ ಪದಕವನುನ್
ಪಡೆದರು.

bn generate Bengali <S> Jim Pothecary <R> member of sports team
<O> South Africa national cricket team <R> occupation <O> crick-
eter <T> introduction

দিক্ষণ আি কা ি েকট দেলর অনয্তম সদসয্
িছেলন িতিন ।

দিক্ষণ আি কা ি েকট দেলর অনয্তম সদসয্
িছেলন িতিন ।

gu generate Gujarati <S> Krishnalal Shridharani <R> date of birth
<O> 16 September 1911 <R> date of death <O> 23 July 1960 <R>
occupation <O> poet <R> occupation <O> playwright <R> lan-
guages spoken, written or signed <O> Gujarati <T> introduction

કૃષ્ણલાલ શ્રીધરાણી ( ૧૬ સપ્ટેમ્બર ૧૯૧૧
- ૨૩ જુલાઇ ૧૯૬૦ ) ગુજરાતી ભાષાના કિવ
અને ના કાર હતા.

કૃષ્ણલાલ શ્રીધરાણી ( ૧૬ સપ્ટેમ્બર ૧૯૧૧ -
૨૩ જુલાઇ ૧૯૬૦ ) ગુજરાતી કિવ, ના કાર
અને ના કાર હતા.

pa generate Punjabi <S> Orhan Pamuk <R>award received <O> Nobel
Prize in Literature <R> point in time <O> 2006 <R> date of birth
<O> 07 June 1952 <R> occupation <O> novelist <R> languages
spoken, written or signed <O> Turkish <T> introduction

ਓਰਹਾਨ ਪਾਮੋਕ ( ਜਨਮ 7 ਜੂਨ 1952 )ਇੱਕ ਤੁਰਕੀ
ਨਾਵਲਕਾਰ ਹੈ ਿਜਸ ਨੇ 2006 ਿਵੱਚ ਸਾਿਹਤ ਲਈ
ਨੋਬਲ ਇਨਾਮ ਹਾਿਸਲ ਕੀਤਾ.

ਓਰਹਾਨ ਪਾਮੋਕ ( ਜਨਮ 7 ਜੂਨ 1952 )ਇੱਕ ਤੁਰਕੀ
ਨਾਵਲਕਾਰ ਹੈ ਿਜਸ ਨੂੰ 2006 ਿਵੱਚ ਸਾਿਹਤ ਲਈ
ਨੋਬਲ ਪੁਰਸਕਾਰ ਨਾਲ ਸਨਮਾਿਨਤ ਕੀਤਾ ਿਗਆ .

ml generate Malayalam <S> Naomi Scott <R> date of birth <O> 06
May 1993 <R> place of birth <O> London <R> country of citizen-
ship <O> United Kingdom <T> introduction

1993 െമയ് 6 ന് ഇംഗ്ലണ്ടിെല
ലണ്ടനിലാണ് േസ്കാട്ട് ജനിച്ചത�്

1993 െമയ് 6 ന് ഇംഗ്ലണ്ടിെല
ലണ്ടനിലാണ് േസ്കാട്ട് ജനിച്ചത�്

or generate Odia <S> Ajay Swain <R> award received <O> Odisha
Sahitya Akademi Award <R> point in time <O> 2012 <T> intro-
duction

େସ୨୦୧୨ମସିହାେରଓଡ଼ିଶାସାହିତ୍ଯ଼ଏକାେଡମୀ
ପୁରସ୍କାରଲାଭକରିଥିେଲ।

୨୦୧୨ମସିହାେରେସଓଡ଼ିଶାସାହିତ୍ଯ଼ଏକାେଡମୀ
ପୁରସ୍କାରଲାଭକରିଥିେଲ।

te generate Telugu <S> Sushmita Sen <R> date of birth <O> 19
November 1975 <R> place of birth <O> Hyderabad <T> introduc-
tion

ఈమె 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో
జనిమ్ంచింది.

సుషిమ్తా సేన్ 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో
జనిమ్ంచింది.

as generate Assamese <S> Harishankar Parsai <R> date of death <O>
10 August 1995 <R> date of birth <O> 22 August 1922 <R> oc-
cupation <O> writer <R> country of citizenship <O> British India
<R> country of citizenship <O> Dominion of India <R> occupation
<O> author <T> introduction

হিৰশংকৰ পৰসাঈ ( ২২ আগ , ১৯২৪ -
১০ আগ , ১৯৯৫ ) আিছল িহ ী সািহতয্ৰ
এগৰাকী িস েলখক আৰু বয্ংগকাৰ ।

হিৰশংকৰ পৰসাঈ ( ২২আগ , ১৯২২ - ১০
আগ , ১৯৯৫ ) এজন ভাৰতীয় েলখক ।

Table 12: Test Dataset Examples with reference text and predictions from our
mT5-small model.
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Lang. Input Reference Text Generated Text
en generate English <S> Kedarnath Singh <R> date of death <O> 19 March 2018

<R> date of birth <O> 07 July 1934 <R> occupation <O> poet <R> languages
spoken, written or signed <O> Hindi <R> country of citizenship <O> India <T>
introduction

Kedarnath Singh ( 7 July 1934 - 19
March 2018 ) was an Indian poet
who wrote in Hindi.

Kedarnath Singh ( 7 July 1934 -
19 March 2018 ) was a Hindi poet
from Uttar Pradesh, India.

hi generate Hindi <S> Asha Nautiyal <R> member of political party <O>
Bharatiya Janata Party <R> date of birth <O> 25 June 1969 <R> occupation
<O> politician <R> country of citizenship <O> India <T> introduction

आशा नौिटयाल ( जन्म २५ जून, १९६९ ) एक भारतीय
राजनी तज्ञ हैं जो भारतीय जनता पाट से हैं ।

आशा नौिटयाल ( जन्म २५ जून, १९६९ ) एक भारतीय
राजनी तज्ञ और भारतीय जनता पाट क सदस्य हैं ।

te generate Telugu <S> Sushmita Sen <R> date of birth <O> 19 November 1975
<R> place of birth <O> Hyderabad <T> introduction

ఈమె 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో జనిమ్ంచింది. సుషిమ్తా సేన్ 1975 నవంబరు 19 న హౖెదరాబాదులో
జనిమ్ంచింది.

as generate Assamese <S> Harishankar Parsai <R> date of death <O> 10 August
1995 <R> date of birth <O> 22 August 1922 <R> occupation <O> writer <R>
country of citizenship <O> British India <R> country of citizenship <O> Do-
minion of India <R> occupation <O> author <T> introduction

হিৰশংকৰ পৰসাঈ ( ২২ আগ , ১৯২৪ - ১০ আগ ,
১৯৯৫ )আিছল িহ ী সািহতয্ৰ এগৰাকী িস েলখক
আৰু বয্ংগকাৰ ।

হিৰশংকৰ পৰসাঈ ( ২২ আগ , ১৯২২ - ১০ আগ ,
১৯৯৫ ) এজন ভাৰতীয় েলখক ।

bn generate Bengali <S> Jim Pothecary <R> member of sports team <O> South
Africa national cricket team <R> occupation <O> cricketer <T> introduction

দিক্ষণ আি কা ি েকট দেলর অনয্তম সদসয্ িছেলন
িতিন ।

দিক্ষণ আি কা ি েকট দেলর অনয্তম সদসয্ িছেলন
িতিন ।

Table 13: Test Dataset Examples with reference text and predictions from our
mT5-small model.

Input Reference Text Generated Text Reason
<S> rajendra pratap singh <R> date_of_birth <O> 20 octo-
ber 1954 <R> place_of_birth <O> pratapgarh uttar pradesh
<T> early life and education

इनका जन्म 20 अक्टूबर 1954 को
प्रतापगढ़ जले में हुआ ।

राजेन्द्र प्रताप सह का जन्म २० अक्टूबर
१९५४ को उत्तर प्रदेश के प्रतापगढ़ में हुआ
था ।

The generated output
covers more facts from
input

<S> imam-ul-haq <R> date_of_birth <O> 12 december
1995 <R> place_of_birth <O> lahore <T> personal life

उनका जन्म 12 िदसंबर 1995 को
लाहौर में हुआ था ।

इमाम - उल - हक का जन्म १२ िदसम्बर
१९९५ को लाहौर में हुआ था ।

Better transliteration of
dates

<S> ryan mclaren <R> country_of_citizenship <O> south
africa <R> date_of_birth <O> 09 february 1983 <R> occu-
pation <O> cricketer <T> introduction

रयान मकैलारने ( जन्मः 9 फ़रवरी
1983 ) एक द क्षण अफ़र् ीक िक्रकेट
खलाड़ी हैं ।

रायन मकैलेरन ( जन्म 9 फरवरी 1983 )
एक द क्षण अफ्र क िक्रकेटर हैं ।

Multiple possible
transliterations of
English word in phonetic
languages like Hindi

<S> mirza salaamat ali dabeer <R> lan-
guages_spoken,_written_or_signed <O> urdu <R> oc-
cupation <O> poet <T> introduction

िमज़ार् सलामत अली दबीर उदूर् के
एक किव थे ।

िमजार् सालमत अली दारबीर उदूर् भाषा के
िवख्यात सािहत्यकार हैं ।

Model outputs syn-
onyms/related terms

Table 14: Caption
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Table 9: Some examples of Hindi sentences generated by our best model which got low BLEU scores but are
actually better than ground truth.

of these approaches but did not observe better re-
sults. Amongst these, multi-lingual pretraining
performs the best on two of the metrics (METEOR
and chrF++) while fact-aware embeddings perform
best on BLEU. Hence, we present language-wise
detailed comparison across these three models in
Table 7. As expected, since we have relatively
more training data for bn, en and hi, overall the
models perform well on these languages. We also
observe that the models do not perform very well
for languages of the Dravidian family (te, ta and
kn) even though ta has as many training examples
as hi. Oriya is an exception – models perform al-
most as good as on Hindi, even with almost one
third amount of training data. We hypothesize that
this is limited variety in terms of types of person
entities in Oriya compared to that in Hindi.

Fig. 5 shows BLEU, METEOR and chrF++
scores for the best model across languages for test
instances with a specific number of facts. Number
of facts per instance range from 1 to 9. We observe
that the model performs best on instances with 2–4
facts across languages and across all metrics.

Table 8 shows XF2T prediction examples for our
fact-aware embedding model. In general, across
examples, we observe that the generated text is flu-
ent and correct. Most of the input facts are covered
by the generated sentence. Sometimes, though, the
model hallucinates and brings in extra information
in the output, e.g., for English, “Uttar Pradesh” is
not mentioned as part of input facts.

Scaling study: So far we presented results using
small-scale models. For the fact-aware embedding
model, we also train a large scale checkpoint with
12 encoder and 12 decoder layers. We observe that
it leads to a BLEU of 30.90, METEOR of 55.12
and chrF++ of 59.17 which is significantly better
compared to the small model as expected.

Human Evaluation Results: Finally, we obtain
human annotations to evaluate the perceived qual-

ity of the generated text. Table 10 shows results
for our best model across three metrics: fluency,
coverage and hallucination in the generated output.
Higher the better. The evaluation has been done
on 100 samples for 7 languages on a 5-point Likert
scale per metric. The table shows values averaged
across judgments from three annotators. Fluency
checks for coherence and grammar correctness of
generated output. Coverage verifies if most facts
are captured in the sentence correctly. Absence
of extra information verifies if the model does not
generate any hallucinated information. Fluency,
coverage and hallucination are 4.71, 4.31, 4.37 on
average for our best model respectively.

Further, we observed that even though our mod-
els generate reasonable results, sometimes they
are wrongly penalized using automated metrics for
multiple reasons as shown in Table 9.

Fluency Coverage Hallucination
hi 4.89 4.75 4.37
ml 4.87 4.42 4.73
ta 4.45 4.07 4.36
te 4.65 4.18 4.14
pa 4.69 4.23 4.29
mr 4.70 4.35 4.44
en 4.69 4.17 4.29

Table 10: Human Evaluation Results for our best model

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we worked on the XF2T problem. We
contributed the XALIGNV2 dataset which has in-
stances with English facts aligned to 12 languages.
We investigated several multi-lingual Transformer
methods with different training setups, pretraining
setups and input representations. We obtained mod-
els with best metrics of 30.90 BLEU, 55.12 ME-
TEOR and 59.17 chrF++ for XF2T. We make our
code and dataset1 publicly available to empower
future research in this critical area.
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8 Ethical Concerns

We do not foresee any harmful uses of this tech-
nology. In fact, F2T generation systems are vi-
tal in many downstream Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) applications like automated dialog
systems (Wen et al., 2016), domain-specific chat-
bots (Novikova et al., 2017), open domain question
answering (Chen et al., 2020), authoring sports
reports (Chen and Mooney, 2008), etc. We be-
lieve that these systems will be useful for powering
business applications like Wikipedia text genera-
tion given English Infoboxes, automated generation
of non-English product descriptions using English
product attributes, etc.

As part of this work, we collected labeled data
as discussed in Section 3. The dataset does not
involve collection or storage of any personally iden-
tifiable information or offensive information at any
stage. Human annotators were paid appropriately
while performing data collection according to the
standard wages set by National Translation Mis-
sion (https://www.ntm.org.in/) and mutually
agreed upon. The data is publicly released un-
der MIT Open-Source License. The annotation
exercise was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of our institute.

Usage of XALIGN dataset: Our usage was con-
sistent with its intended use. The dataset was made
available to us by the authors under MIT Open-
Source License.
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Table 12 shows detailed results per language us-
ing various bi-lingual, multi-lingual and translation-
based settings.

A Limitations

In this work, we performed XF2T for a total of 12
languages. Clearly, the work can be extended to in-
clude many more low resource languages. Further,
the amount of training data per language varies
significantly. Gathering more labeled data across
languages is difficult but should help improve ac-
curacy of the trained models.

For some languages, finding qualified annotators
was very difficult. For Assamese, we could obtain
only one annotator. For Oriya, we found two an-
notators but due to their limited bandwidth, we did
not get overlapping samples annotated by them and
hence cannot compute inter-annotator agreement.
While our annotation guidelines are clear, and inter-
annotator agreement is high on most languages, we
acknowledge that the annotation quality may have
suffered for Assamese and Oriya.

The best automatic evaluation results from our
models as well as human evaluation results show
that there is a lot of scope for further work in this
area.

B Detailed results

Table 11 shows detailed results per language. We
observe that IndicBART performed exceptionally
well for Bengali but is exceptionally poor on En-
glish.
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Vanilla Transformer IndicBART mT5
BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++

hi 35.04 63.46 60.85 40.44 66.41 66.27 44.65 68.58 68.49
mr 18.28 50.66 49.87 28.08 55.35 57.73 26.47 56.85 59.17
te 6.95 36.17 41.70 15.67 41.52 50.40 14.46 43.45 52.58
ta 14.67 44.64 53.03 19.37 45.78 56.63 18.37 46.15 57.42
en 37.12 65.32 59.69 10.47 42.35 34.35 46.94 70.60 65.20
gu 15.66 47.70 46.29 19.16 47.92 49.30 22.69 50.31 51.36
bn 48.55 74.18 75.68 55.90 79.29 80.51 40.38 61.71 68.71
kn 4.78 28.96 37.60 10.30 33.55 46.65 10.66 32.58 46.92
ml 16.29 50.84 47.26 27.41 56.27 56.80 26.22 56.71 57.01
pa 17.76 50.27 44.73 22.32 53.20 50.74 26.96 54.82 52.33
or 39.94 61.09 62.79 22.16 53.76 58.30 47.17 67.82 71.20
as 8.08 29.27 31.24 14.07 34.25 38.87 12.61 32.93 36.91
Avg 21.93 50.21 50.89 23.78 50.80 53.88 28.13 53.54 57.27

Table 11: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using standard Transformer-based encoder-decoder models. Best
results for a (metric, language) combination are highlighted.

Bi-lingual (12 models) Translate-Output (1 model) Translate-Input (1 model) Multi-lingual (1 model)
BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++ BLEU METEOR chrF++

hi 41.07 66.15 65.57 24.88 55.91 54.48 41.98 66.14 66.47 44.65 68.58 68.49
mr 16.74 49.36 48.40 20.62 46.87 52.23 24.90 54.56 57.25 26.47 56.85 59.17
te 12.23 37.85 44.94 14.13 38.69 50.36 13.11 40.83 49.64 14.46 43.45 52.58
ta 18.37 46.57 57.10 8.36 30.41 46.35 19.23 45.68 57.54 18.37 46.15 57.42
en 45.79 69.90 63.79 50.81 70.47 65.43 45.12 69.88 64.11 46.94 70.60 65.20
gu 12.49 38.73 37.01 18.23 42.25 46.27 20.84 48.71 49.30 22.69 50.31 51.36
bn 53.61 75.42 78.12 20.57 46.58 56.60 40.56 67.75 71.36 40.38 61.71 68.71
kn 8.71 31.02 41.16 7.93 27.58 44.47 7.75 30.82 41.44 10.66 32.58 46.92
ml 24.28 55.37 55.49 18.60 47.39 51.47 26.16 56.49 57.22 26.22 56.71 57.01
pa 21.92 51.10 47.82 26.24 53.18 51.57 24.42 51.64 49.28 26.96 54.82 52.33
or 45.53 62.91 65.30 9.37 29.40 37.80 43.43 64.12 65.20 47.17 67.82 71.20
as 9.76 26.48 29.80 7.15 25.25 32.19 10.89 30.27 35.00 12.61 32.93 36.91
Avg 25.88 50.91 52.88 18.91 42.83 49.10 26.53 52.24 55.32 28.13 53.54 57.27

Table 12: XF2T scores on XALIGNV2 test set using bi-lingual, multi-lingual and translation-based variants of mT5
model. Best results for a (metric, language) combination are highlighted.
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Abstract

Studying data memorization in neural lan-
guage models helps us understand the risks
(e.g., to privacy or copyright) associated with
models regurgitating training data and aids in
the development of countermeasures. Many
prior works—and some recently deployed
defenses—focus on “verbatim memorization”,
defined as a model generation that exactly
matches a substring from the training set. We
argue that verbatim memorization definitions
are too restrictive and fail to capture more sub-
tle forms of memorization. Specifically, we de-
sign and implement an efficient defense that
perfectly prevents all verbatim memorization.
And yet, we demonstrate that this “perfect” fil-
ter does not prevent the leakage of training
data. Indeed, it is easily circumvented by plau-
sible and minimally modified “style-transfer”
prompts—and in some cases even the non-
modified original prompts—to extract memo-
rized information. We conclude by discussing
potential alternative definitions and why defin-
ing memorization is a difficult yet crucial open
question for neural language models.

1 Introduction

The ability of neural language models to memo-
rize their training data has been studied extensively
(Kandpal et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2021; Carlini et al.,
2022; Zhang et al., 2021; Thakkar et al., 2021;
Ramaswamy et al., 2020). When language mod-
els, especially ones used in production systems,
are susceptible to data extraction attacks, it can
lead to practical problems ranging from privacy
risks to copyright concerns. For example, Carlini
et al. (2021) showed that the GPT-2 language model
could output personally identifying information of
individuals contained in the training dataset.

˚Remaining authors ordered by Algorithm 18 in Ap-
pendix H; briefly, we require Daphne be listed first, and
Nicholas listed last, and we search for the first permutation of
authors’ first names which satisfies these constraints, where
permutations order names by their salted MD5 hash.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Memorization-free Decoding,
a defense which can eliminate verbatim memorization
in the generations from a large neural language model,
but does not prevent approximate memorization.

One natural way to avoid this risk is to filter out
any generations which copy long strings verbatim
from the training set. GitHub’s Copilot, a language-
model-based code assistant, deploys this defense
by giving users the option to “block suggestions
matching public code” (GitHub, 2022).

In this work, we ask the question: “Do lan-
guage models emit paraphrased memorized con-
tent?” This scenario can happen maliciously (e.g.,
adversaries trying to extract private user data) or
through honest interactions (e.g., users prompting
in real-world scenarios). Indeed, we find that Copi-
lot’s filtering system is easy to circumvent by ap-
plying plausible “style transfers” to the prompt.
For example, by translating variable names from
English to French the model outputs completely
memorized examples, but post-processed with the
en-fr style transfer. We further show that GPT-
3 (Brown et al., 2020), a model trained on natural
language, is also vulnerable to extraction attacks.

Unfortunately, Copilot’s training set and precise
algorithm for their defense are non-public. There-
fore, to investigate this phenomenon systematically,
we develop MEMFREE decoding (Figure 1), an ef-
ficient defense that is guaranteed to prevent all ver-
batim memorization, and which scales to training
sets consisting of hundreds of gigabytes of text. In
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MEMFREE decoding, at each step of generation
we check whether the model’s chosen next token
would create an n-gram found in the training set. If
it does, an alternative next token is selected (with-
out a computationally expensive regeneration) by
sampling from the model’s token posterior. The
check for membership in the training set is per-
formed efficiently using a Bloom filter containing
all common n-grams from the training set.

We use MEMFREE to study Copilot’s verbatim-
filtering defense on other state-of-the-art large
language models such as GPT-Neo (Gao et al.,
2020). We first confirm that even honestly de-
signed prompts often bypass verbatim memoriza-
tion checks. Then, we observe another interesting
phenomenon: language models succeed at emit-
ting approximate memorization that bypass our
filter all by themselves. Indeed, when prevented
from generating exact n-grams from the training
set, models are capable of “cheating” the filter by
producing close paraphrases–for example, insert-
ing spelling errors, adjusting punctuation or whites-
pace, or using synonyms (e.g., swapping ‘and’ with
‘&’). These changes lead to generated text a human
would perceive as nearly identical, even if it is not
verbatim memorization.

Clearly, defenses which prevent verbatim copy-
ing are necessary but not sufficient to protect
against training data leakage. As a result of these
failure modes, we argue that a broader defini-
tion of memorization is necessary when reason-
ing about training set memorization in language
models. Such a definition should not only capture
verbatim notions of memorization, but also notions
based on high “semantic similarity” between model
outputs and training data. We conclude our work by
comparing approximate and verbatim memoriza-
tion, discussing their relation to other domains of
literature, and the challenges surrounding the ambi-
guity of approximate memorizations. Future work
that aims to faithfully measure or prevent memo-
rization in language models will need to take this
ambiguity into account—for example, our analysis
suggests that the fraction of datasets that large lan-
guage models is likely far larger than the fraction
as reported in prior work (Carlini et al., 2022).

2 Background

Language Models. We consider auto-regressive
language models that operate over sequences of
text and, given a prefix p, output a probability dis-

tribution for the next token in the sequence. To
generate text for a prompt p, the language model
starts with an empty suffix s, and repeatedly sam-
ples the next token from its prediction on p ` s,
and then appends this token to s. The success of
neural language models has, in large part, been
driven by the transformer architecture introduced
of Vaswani et al. (2017), which allowed models
to scale from millions to hundreds of billions of
parameters over the past half-decade (Brown et al.,
2020; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022).
This increase in model sizes has likewise driven
increases in dataset sizes, with most of this data
coming from internet crawls (Lee et al., 2021; Raf-
fel et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2020).1

Prior work has shown that large language models
can memorize and regurgitate potentially private
information, like phone numbers and addresses, as
well as memorize long sequences from their train-
ing sets (Carlini et al., 2019, 2021; Lee et al., 2021;
Carlini et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021; Thakkar
et al., 2021; Ramaswamy et al., 2020; Kandpal
et al., 2022). Our work focuses on large language
models trained to generate English text or code,
and our work does not distinguish between prob-
lematic memorization (e.g. exposure of private
information) and non-problematic memorization
(e.g. quoting perfectly from a presidential speech).

Measuring Memorization. Many studies of
memorization stem from a concern of privacy leak-
age: if a model memorizes sensitive training data
and can generate it, then interactions with a model
can lead to the leakage of that sensitive data. Nearly
all of this literature is focused on measuring verba-
tim cases of memorization.

Eidetic memorization (Carlini et al., 2021) de-
fines a string s as memorized if there exists a
prompt p so that LMppq “ s and s is contained in
the training dataset. This definition and variations
of it have been used widely in the literature (Kand-
pal et al., 2022; Lee et al., 2021; Carlini et al.,
2022). For example, Tirumala et al. (2022) study a
similar per-token definition called exact memoriza-
tion and Kandpal et al. (2022) a document-level
definition called perfect memorization.

There is also a newly emerging line of works
exploring differential-privacy (DP)-based defini-
tions (Zhao et al., 2022; Stock et al., 2022), which
relate to document-level DP guarantees in language

1A common source for datasets is the Common Crawl
dataset found at: https://commoncrawl.org/
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modelling (Yu et al., 2021). These works differ
from the above in that they define a probabilis-
tic leakage measure. However, this is based on the
probability of generating—verbatim—a canary sen-
tence s, depending on whether s was contained in
the training set or not. There are different prob-
abilistic definitions, also based on verbatim se-
quences, such as the counterfactual memorization
proposed by Zhang et al. (2021).

In the domain of language model memorization,
the most similar work to ours is Lee et al. (2021)
who also argue for a more relaxed definition of
memorization. Lee et al. say any model output
for a prompt p is memorized if it is within some
chosen edit distance of the prompt’s true continua-
tion in the training set. As we will discuss, a small
edit distance may not capture all forms of approxi-
mate memorization either—such as our examples
of “style-transfer” applied to memorized content.

Preventing Memorization. Differentially pri-
vate training, e.g., using DP stochastic gradient
descent (Abadi et al., 2016), is the gold standard for
training models which provably do not memorize
individual training examples. However, in practice,
these techniques result in worse generative mod-
els (Anil et al., 2021)—thus, no state-of-the-art,
large, language models are trained with DP. In-
stead, data deduplication has arisen as a pragmatic
countermeasure against data memorization (Lee
et al., 2021; Kandpal et al., 2022; Carlini et al.,
2022). The core idea is to remove any duplicated
content—e.g., repeated documents—because dupli-
cated content is much more likely to be memorized.
However, deduplication does not guarantee that a
model will not still memorize individual (dedupli-
cated) examples, necessitating defenses that oper-
ate at inference-time.

3 Preventing Models from Emitting
Verbatim Training Data

In this paper, we consider inference-time defenses
that eliminate the generation of memorized con-
tent from the training set. The most immediate
way to do this is simply to filter all model outputs
using some fixed definition of memorization. For
example, in Carlini et al. (2022), a continuation
s “ LMppq of a k-length prompt p is said to be
memorized if the string s exists verbatim in the
training dataset. A straightforward implementation
checks each generation s against the training set
and rejects any matches. We call the approach of

re-running a language model, possibly many times
with different seeds, until a qualifying generation
is produced, retroactive censoring.

The problem with retroactive censoring is that it
effectively prevents the model from emitting any
output when the model’s confidence in a memo-
rized string is too high. To encourage a model to
generate novel outputs, we could also adopt a more
granular filtering approach: rather than censoring
memorized content solely at the level of an en-
tire sequence s, we could instead check and mark
each n-gram within s individually. Filtering for
memorization at the n-gram-level rather than at the
sequence level allows substrings of a generation
which may be novel to be kept, and only the pieces
that are verbatim memorized to be modified. We
call this approach MEMFREE decoding, as the
defense is applied at decoding time.

Both retroactive censoring and MEMFREE de-
coding explicitly prohibit the model from emitting
a sequence if it is contained (entirely or partially) in
the training dataset. However, in retroactive censor-
ing, if a generation starts off with memorized text,
but then veers off track from the true continuation
(a common occurrence), this would not be marked
as memorization, even though a portion of the out-
put sequence is clearly memorized. The MEMFREE

decoding approach performs a more fine-grained
and aggressive check by filtering out all memorized
subsequences of a given length. In this work we
use the MEMFREE decoding approach to show that
even when a model is restricted from emitting any
output with snippets of verbatim memorization, the
model can still leak training data.

3.1 MEMFREE Decoding Details

In order to implement MEMFREE decoding, we
alter the model’s generation in an online manner by
restricting the production of tokens which would
result in an n-gram memorization. Let p be the
current working prefix and t be the next proposed
token when running the model forward.

Our algorithm first checks if any n-gram in the
concatenated sequence p||t is contained in the train-
ing dataset D. If it is, we suppress this generated
token and re-sample from the model. To avoid po-
tentially expensive resamplings, we equivalently
express this as altering the model’s output probabil-
ity distribution by removing the probability mass
from token t. In this way, we guarantee that prior
to sampling the probability of outputting a mem-
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orization will be 0. Appendix B.1 gives a formal
procedure for this method.

Altering the token posterior allows any sampling
strategy to be used on top of memorization-free
decoding. For example, if one uses top-k sampling,
tokens that result in memorization are disqualified
before the probability distribution is truncated to
the k next most likely tokens. This procedure is
guaranteed to generate non-memorized text.

3.2 Querying the Training Set Efficiently

Our MEMFREE defense has assumed that it is easy
to perform the query s P D to test if any given
string is contained in the training dataset. Because
the defense works at inference-time, it is neces-
sary that this query is computationally efficient to
maintain utility of the language model. Given that
training sets may contain terabytes of data (Brown
et al., 2020), it is infeasible to maintain an entire
copy of the training dataset in an efficiently acces-
sible storage. Thus, we explore three optimizations
to speed up the process of memorization checking.

First, as a direct result of our n-gram memoriza-
tion definition, we can equivalently check only the
n-gram ending in the current predicted token t; we
can thus avoid many n-gram queries for each token.
Further, and in addition to preventing subsequence
memorization, this allows us to avoid queries into
a large set of all prefixes and continuations.

Second, we only check against sequences that
have a reasonable probability of being memorized
by the model. In theory, this could be easily de-
termined by running each n-gram s P D through
the model and then filtering out all sequences with
high loss (thus unlikely to be memorized). How-
ever, this is a computationally expensive procedure
as it requires re-processing every substring of the
training dataset. Instead, a computationally- and
storage-efficient procedure could be to only store
n-grams which occur more than once in the train-
ing set—prior work has shown duplicate text is
the most likely to be memorized (Lee et al., 2021;
Kandpal et al., 2022).

Third, by being willing to tolerate some false
positives (labeling an n-gram as memorized when
it is in fact not), we can take advantage of prob-
abilistic data structures such as Bloom filters
(Bloom, 1970), which admits no false negatives
but trades off time and space with the false positive
rate (which can be computed exactly). Thus, by
using a Bloom Filter, we guarantee that no mem-

orized n-gram will ever be released (i.e., a false
negative) but we may (rarely) prevent the emission
of non-memorized content (i.e., a false positive).

Integrating a Bloom Filter into our defense is
straightforward. Let FfppDnq represent the Bloom
Filter of dataset D, generated by adding each n-
gram of the dataset s P Dn to the Bloom filter,
with false positive rate fp. Then, any memoriza-
tion check s P Dn in Algorithm 1 can be replaced
with s P FfppDnq. The Bloom filter can be gen-
erated with a single pass over the model’s training
set, which could be performed in parallel with one
epoch of model training.

Additional Parameters. We must choose an ap-
propriate false positive rate based on memory con-
straints and the chosen n-gram length. Choosing n
has two major impacts: on the population size (i.e.,
the number of unique n-grams) and thus the size of
the filter, and on the effectiveness of memorization
mitigation. If n is set too low, then we will cer-
tainly prevent all memorized sequences but might
also prevent too many common phrases. But if we
set n too high, we might not prevent actually mem-
orized sequences from being emitted by the model.
We discuss these tensions in Appendix B, along
with two additional takeaways: (1) that MEMFREE

does not impact downstream model performance
(which may result from false positives), and (2)
that our chosen optimizations maintain a suitably
low false negative rate (we observed a 3000x im-
provement). These optimizations led to a filter of
size 1.6 gigabytes (or, 40.5 gigabytes if all, even
non-duplicated, 10-grams were stored) when run
over the 800GB Pile dataset.

3.3 Measuring Approximate Memorization

To show that defenses against verbatim memoriza-
tion still allow approximate memorization, we need
a definition for approximate memorization. We
consider two definitions. First, drawing from stan-
dard NLP evaluation techniques, we measure the
BLEU score between the generated and ground-
truth continuations. Second, we measure the length-
normalized character-level Levenshtein similarity
between the generated and ground-truth continua-
tions. Appendix C.1 gives implementation details.
In Section 5, we investigates how these two simi-
larity metrics decrease with MEMFREE decoding.

For situations requiring a binary label of whether
approximate memorization has occurred, we use
the following definition: a suffix s for prefix p is
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Standard prompting with original prefix and format

float Q_rsqrt( float number )
{

long i ;
f l o a t x2 , y ;
c o n s t f l o a t t h r e e h a l f s = 1 . 5 F ;

x2 = number ∗ 0 . 5 F ;
y = number ;
i = ∗ ( l ong ∗ ) &y ;

Copilot no longer generates continuations

Prompt with Python-style comment

# float Q_rsqrt( float number )
# {
# long i;
# float x2, y;
# const float threehalfs = 1.5F;
#
# x2 = number * 0.5F;
# y = number;
# i = * ( long * ) &y;
# i = 0x5f3759df - ( i >> 1 );
# y = * ( float * ) &i;
# y = y * (threehalfs - (x2*y*y));
#
# return y;
# }

Prompt with French translation (alternate naming
convention)

float Q_sqrt( float nombre )
{

long i ;
f l o a t x2 , y ;
c o n s t f l o a t t r o i s _ m o i t i e = 1 . 5 F ;

x2 = nombre ∗ 0 . 5 F ;
y = nombre ;
i = ∗ ( l ong ∗ ) &y ;
i = 0 x5f3759df ´ ( i >> 1 )
y = ∗ ( f l o a t ∗ ) &i ;
y = y ∗ ( t r o i s _ m o i t i e ´ ( x2∗y∗y ) ) ;
/ / y = y ∗ ( t r o i s _ m o i t i e ´ ( x2∗y∗y ) ) ;

r e t u r n nombre ∗ y ;
}

Figure 2: Honest “style-transfer” prompts evade
verbatim memorization filters. Trivially modifying
prompts causes GitHub’s Copilot language model to
emit memorized, but not verbatim, content. Prompts
highlighted in blue. Model evaluated with the option
“block suggestions matching public code” enabled. For
brevity, we removed comments from model outputs.

labeled as memorized if for generation g “ fppq,
BLEUpg, sq ą 0.75. This threshold was chosen by
qualitatively inspecting examples. Several exam-
ple generations that are close to this threshold are
shown in Table A12.

When we repeat the prefix-extraction experiment
from (Carlini et al., 2022) to measure incidents of
generations that could be considered memorized,
but using this approximate definition instead of a
verbatim one, we find that hat prior literature has
significantly underestimated memorization leak-
age. In Figure 3, the shaded region represents the
fraction of memorized samples that would have by-
passed a verbatim memorization filter: in the worst
case, there is a factor-of-two increase.
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Figure 3: Significantly more examples are approxi-
mately memorized (BLEU > 0.75) than are found to
be exactly memorized by Carlini et al. (2022). This
is for undefended generation.

However, we caution that this definition of ap-
proximate memorization is inaccurate, potentially
both over and under counting approximate memo-
rization. While our choice of a 0.75 BLEU score
threshold shows a significant increase in approxi-
mate vs. verbatim memorization, it is not clear that
all identified cases of memorization would be per-
ceptually tagged as such by a human judge. This is
one reason why simply switching to this definition
for defenses may not be ideal—it could introduce
significant false positives.

4 Evading Verbatim Memorization
Defenses

In this section, we show how retroactive censoring
of verbatim memorization can be evaded, even in
settings where models are used honestly. We first
present a case study with Copilot, which has im-
plemented retroactive censoring in production. We
then show how a large English language models
like GPT-3 and PaLM are susceptible to the same
vulnerability, should a defense similar to Copilot’s
be deployed. In short, protecting against verbatim
memorization can lead to a false sense of privacy.

4.1 Evading Copilot’s Memorization Filter
Copilot is a code auto-complete service which
is trained on GitHub code. Copilot is built us-
ing the Codex language model designed by Ope-
nAI (Chen et al., 2021). To prevent generating
memorized code, Copilot uses a filtering mecha-
nism that blocks model outputs from being sug-
gested if they overlap significantly (approximately
150 characters) with a training example. This is a
practical example of a filter that aims at prevent-
ing perfect verbatim memorization, presumably
by using a procedure similar to Algorithm 1 (the
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exact mechanism used by GitHub is not public).
However, we find that the filter fails to prevent the
leakage of training data in many settings.

Style-transfer prompting. In Figure 2, we show
that Copilot’s filter can easily be bypassed by
prompts that apply various forms of “style-transfer”
to model outputs, thereby causing the model to
produce memorized (but not verbatim) outputs.

As a concrete example, we demonstrate how to
extract the public code for Quake’s “Fast Inverse
Square Root”. If we naively prompt the model
with the function definition “float Q_rsqrt (

float number )”, Copilot correctly aborts gener-
ation of the full function (“standard prompting”).

However, we find that simple style-transfers
applied to the prompt allow us to easily bypass
Copilot’s restrictions. First, via prompting with
“Python-style comments” we begin our prompt with
Python’s comment character “#”. Even though this
is syntactically invalid C code, Copilot outputs the
entire verbatim fast inverse square root algorithm,
but commented out. Second, in prompting with
“French translations” we change the naming con-
vention to French. As a result, the generations fol-
low the new naming convention and are no longer
flagged as a verbatim match. Other naming con-
ventions, such as pre-pending “_” to the variable
or changing the language to Spanish, also work.

These strategies work because the Copilot model
is sufficiently powerful: it can both follow the style-
transfer prompt (by e.g., renaming variables) while
simultaneously regurgitating memorized training
data. We provide more examples in Appendix F.

Copilot evades its own filter. Not only do ac-
tively style-transfered prompts evade the verbatim
memorization filter, but even passively prompting
Copilot with highly duplicated text from the Pile
dataset can too. We find several examples where
Copilot evades its own filter to output memorized
text, some of which we show in Figure 5. We see
that Copilot evades the filter by (1) changing cap-
italization, (2) making small non-stylistic errors,
and (3) changing whitespaces. The latter evasion
(changing whitespaces) is surprising, as Copilot’s
documentation reports ignoring whitespace in its
filtering mechanism (Appendix A). However, we
hypothesize that this can be explained by the model
replacing tabs with space characters. We can verify
this by adding tabs to the beginning of each line
of the Q_sqrt function, as an application of our
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Figure 4: Fraction of prompts which discover approx-
imate memorization, grouped by domain (left) and by
style transfer applied (right). We tested two versions
of GPT-3 DaVinci and two sizes of PaLM. Full plot in
Appendix D.

style-transfer strategy.

4.2 English Language Models

Following our analysis of Copilot, we ask whether
this vulnerability is pervasive in other language
models too. We use API access to four large (En-
glish) language models—GPT-3 Davinci Original
and V2 and PaLM 62B and 540B–to test whether
they would be susceptible to style transfer of the
prompt. We assume that the training sets for these
models are unknown and prompt with documents
we believe are likely to have been memorized:
open-source licenses, famous speeches and mono-
logues, novel openings, and song lyrics. For each
document, we prompt the model with 100 words
of either (1) the original document (“base”), (2)
the document with all spaces doubled (“spaces”),
(3) the document in all lowercase (“lower”), and
(4) the document in all uppercase (“caps”). We
report approximate memorization results of this
experiment in Figure 4, with additional figures in
Appendix D.

We see that even when prompting with style-
transfered prompts, GPT-3 and PaLM are still of-
ten able to generate memorized continuations. De-
fenses for verbatim memorization are therefore in-
complete. Among the three techniques, uppercas-
ing was the least likely to lead to memorized gen-
erations. For the two PaLM models, the larger one
is much more capable of memorization than the
smaller one, which validates prior work (Carlini
et al., 2022). The two version GPT-3 are purport-
edly the same size model but have quite different
memorization tendencies. For example, V2 is much
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1) Misspelling and changed capitalization

This program is free software" ; you can redistributeredistribut i t and / o r ∗
modify i t unde r t h e t e r m s of t h e GNU G e n e r a l P u b l i c L i c e n s e
∗ asAS p u b l i s h e d by t h e Free S o f t w a r e F o u n d a t i o n ; e i t h e r
v e r s i o n 2 ∗ of t h e L icense , orOR ( a t your o p t i o n ) any l a t e r
v e r s i o n "

2) Small non-stylistic errors

@aws-sdk/protocol-http" ;
import { Command as $Command } from "@aws-sdk/smithy-client";
import {FinalizeHandlerArguments,Handler,HandlerExecutionContext,
MiddlewareStack,HttpHandlerOptions} as __HttpHandlerOptions, M e t a d a t a B e a r e r
a s __MetadataBearerMetadataBear ,

3) Changed whitespace

[...]IPV6_2292PKTINFO(2 ws)\t\t\t\t\t = 0x2\nIPV6_2292PKTOPTIONS \t\t\t\t = 0x6\n
IPV6_2292RTHDR [20 spaces][9 spaces]= 0x5 \ n

Figure 5: CoPilot can “cheat” and emit nearly verba-
tim memorized content. Here, we show prompts from
the training set, where the model makes slight errors
causing the continuations to pass the filter. Prompts are
in cyan, followed by CoPilot’s continuation where er-
rors are highlighted as model’s generation in orange
with the correct characters in green.

more susceptible to the “double spaces” style trans-
fer than the Original Davinci. This emphasizes the
importance of models’ training set compositions
and training methods on memorization tendencies.

5 MEMFREE Decoding Experiments

In this section, we study the effectiveness of our
proposed MEMFREE decoding defense from Sec-
tion 3.3, and the appropriateness of our proposed
definition of approximate memorization.

5.1 Experimental Design

It is not possible to apply MEMFREE to the models
from Section 4 since their training sets are non-
public. Instead, we turn to the GPT-Neo languge
model family (Black et al., 2021). These models
are trained on the Pile, a publicly available 825GB
dataset (Gao et al., 2020). We build a Bloom filter
over all 10-grams occur 10 or more times.2 In
all experiments, we generate text using argmax
decoding as the sampling method. We investigate
four model sizes: 125M–6B parameters.

We evaluate using substrings of the Pile released
by Carlini et al. (2022). The dataset includes 30k
strings of length 150 tokens taken from the training
set. These are divided into 30 buckets of 1k strings,
sampled such that the strings in bucket i occur in

2Note that the choice of n=10 for the n-gram size is very
conservative, and common phrases that happen to be com-
posed of 10+ tokens will get filtered out by this check. We
discuss why we chose these particular values in Appendix B.
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Figure 6: MEMFREE reduces similarity when the
continuation would have been highly similar to the
ground-truth, and has little impact otherwise. For
5,000 prompts, we plot the similarity of the groundtruth
continuation with the generation from MEMFREE (y-
axis) and with the undefended generation (x-axis). Gen-
erations on the diagonal were not memorized.

the Pile between 2i{4 and 2pi`1q{4 times. For each
string, we use the first 50 tokens as a prompt p and
generate a 50-token long continuation.

5.2 Reduction in Memorization

MEMFREE significantly reduces the similarity of
generations to the groundtruth, compared to per-
forming undefended generation (Figure 6). We
also observe that when undefended generation al-
ready results in low similarity with the groundtruth,
MEMFREE does not significantly alter the genera-
tions, as desired.

Previous work shows that increasing model size
increases discoverable memorization (Carlini et al.,
2022; Kandpal et al., 2022). We again find a clear
trend that generations from larger models have, on
average, a much higher similarity with the original
continuation (Figure 8). Despite this, MEMFREE

remains effective at all model sizes (BLEU remains
near-flat around 0.6). Even when a sequence has
many duplicates in the train set (a strong indica-
tor of memorization), MEMFREE significantly de-
creases similarity with the groundtruth at all model
sizes (Figure 7).

5.3 Failures in Preventing Memorization

A defense against memorization fails when it al-
lows a sequence to be generated which a human
would perceive as substantially copied from the
true continuation—even if it is not verbatim mem-
orized. This failure case can be seen as the points
where the MEMFREE generation is still a close
match to the ground-truth continuation (Figure 6).
It occurs because the defense only adjusted a few
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Figure 7: MEMFREE decreases the BLEU score of
generations more for highly duplicated examples.
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Figure 8: MEMFREE remains effective at reducing
similarity between the generated and groundtruth
continuations even as models grow larger.,

tokens (e.g., 1 after every sequence of 10). When
looking at these examples, many, but not all, are
lists of numbers. Some examples are included in
Table A17. There is also a second failure-case:
when a full (50 token) generation is made more
similar with the ground-truth by MEMFREE (on
10-grams) than without. This may happen depend-
ing on the model’s token posterior’s after removing
all tokens that fail the MEMFREE check. Almost
all of these cases had a trivial increase in similar-
ity. However, 0.16% of samples had a similarity
increase above 0.1. We found qualitatively that
many of these cases did have significant overlap
with the true continuation.

6 Discussion

Defining memorization in language models.
While verbatim definitions have helped discover
significant memorization in large language models,
they are insufficient to capture more subtle forms
of memorization. Our work highlights two such
situations: "style-transfer" prompting, where de-
fenses for verbatim memorization can be actively
subverted, and when models “cheat” by outputting
similar, but not verbatim, continuations. As a result,
our work suggests that memorization prevention
must capture these types of paraphrased memo-

rizations in addition to the previously considered
verbatim definitions. However, exhaustively an-
ticipating styles to incorporate into defenses is an
innumerable problem that will become harder as
models become more powerful.

This emphasizes two major challenges in defin-
ing approximate memorization. First, since new
approximate cases must be discoverable by the def-
inition, this can result in a cat-and-mouse game.
Second, the definition of memorization is domain-
dependent. For example, our paper focuses on lan-
guage models trained to output English and code,
which each have different standards for what it
means to memorize. Other languages will require
different considerations when defining memoriza-
tion.

There are a few areas of research which may help
in improving memorization definitions. The field of
image generation memorization is already com-
fortable with measuring fuzzy (in our terms, approx-
imate) memorization, where generated items may
be perceptually similar to training set examples,
despite having high distance according to standard
metrics. For example, Fredrikson et al. (2015) con-
sider “model inversion”, where an image is suc-
cessfully recovered from the model if it is identi-
fiable to a human worker. In Zhang et al. (2020),
model inversion success is measured based on pixel
similarity and feature space similarity to training
images. These works also recover “representative”
images from different classes, rather than specific
training examples. Recent work on reconstructing
training images have used feature similarity (Haim
et al., 2022) and pixel similarity (Balle et al., 2022).
In each of these papers, “fuzzy” reconstructions are
allowed by the evaluation metrics and, indeed, are
common in their reconstructions.

The inherent limitations of verbatim definitions
of text regurgitation have also been well docu-
mented in the literature on plagiarism detection—
both for text and code. Existing plagiarism tools,
and their evaluations, go far beyond verbatim
matches and consider fuzzy data “clones” ranging
from simple transformations (e.g., word variations
or shuffles) to arbitrary semantics-preserving para-
phrasing (Roy et al., 2009; Potthast et al., 2010).
Re-purposing techniques from the plagiarism de-
tection literature to minimize generation of mem-
orized data in LLMs is an interesting direction to-
ward achieving better approximate memorization
definitions in machine learning.
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Consequences for machine learning research.
In relaxing definitions of memorization, our paper
acknowledges the blurred line between memoriza-
tion (e.g., of personal information) and knowledge
(e.g., of common facts). Because we use a 10-gram
overlap, our MEMFREE decoding algorithm should
not significantly impact utility, however studying
this interplay is an important area of future work.
However, still, identifying which data is considered
“memorized” cannot be done only by looking for
verbatim reproductions of the training set. This
may make the task of understanding memorization
and generalization more difficult.

We do not believe that our work requires aban-
doning all research directions which rely on prior
verbatim definitions. These definitions are still
useful as an efficient way to test for obvious and
undeniable memorization. However it will be nec-
essary to continue studying further relaxations of
memorization definitions to adequately capture and
measure the space of privacy concerns for language
models.

7 Ethics & Broader Impact

Improving the privacy of neural language models—
and especially those trained on user data—is an
important and timely research problem. In this
paper we hope to help both researchers and practi-
tioners develop a more nuanced understanding of
what constitutes memorization in language mod-
els. In particular, just because a sequence does
not appear verbatim in a training dataset does not
mean the example is a novel generation: as we have
shown, models today are sufficiently powerful to
minimally transform memorized data to make it
appear superficially different even if the underlying
content remains memorized.

Our observation will complicate the privacy eval-
uation of future machine learning models. It should
no longer be deemed sufficient to check for (ver-
batim) matches between generated output and a
training example. Practitioners in the future will
need to be aware of this potential failure mode
when applying output post-processing defenses to
mitigate memorization. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the only deployed system affected by our
analysis is GitHub’s Copilot. In order to mitigate
harm here we shared a copy of our paper with the
relevant researchers at both GitHub and OpenAI
prior to paper submission.

In this paper we focus our efforts entirely on

public datasets that other researchers have exten-
sively studied (Gao et al., 2020) to minimize any
harm caused by demonstrating extraction results.
However, just because the data that we study is
public does not mean there are no privacy concerns.
As Brown et al. (2022) argue, there are many other
considerations when discussing the privacy of large
models trained on “public” datasets.
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A GitHub Copilot

At the time of this paper’s writing, GitHub Copilot’s memorization prevention mechanism is described in
their FAQ at https://github.com/features/copilot. We copy the text here:

What can I do to reduce GitHub Copilot’s suggestion of code that matches

public code?

We built a filter to help detect and suppress the rare instances where a

GitHub Copilot suggestion contains code that matches public code on GitHub.

You have the choice to turn that filter on or off during setup. With the

filter on, GitHub Copilot checks code suggestions with its surrounding code

for matches or near matches (ignoring whitespace) against public code on

GitHub of about 150 characters. If there is a match, the suggestion will not

be shown to you. We plan on continuing to evolve this approach and welcome

feedback and comment.

B Further Discussion of MEMFREE

B.1 Formal Procedure
Algorithm 1 provides a formal procedure for MEMFREE decoding. In all our experiments, we used
argmax decoding as the sampling method for line 4.

Algorithm 1 MEMFREE decoding algorithm.
1: procedure GREEDY MEMFREE DECODING(language model f , prefix p, gen length n, training set D)
2: repeat
3: logits Ð fppq ´ 8 ¨ t1rpp||tq P Ds : t P vocabu
4: tok Ð sample from logits
5: pÐ p||tok
6: until n iterations
7: end procedure

B.2 Choice of n-gram length
There are two tradeoffs to consider when choosing an n-gram length: the choice of n changes the
granularity of the memorization checking and the total number of substrings of the dataset that must be
stored in the Bloom filter. with respect to the former, notice that short n-grams do not have sufficient
novelty (loosely, entropy) to be considered memorizations, e.g., they are often commons words and
phrases. However, too large also would not capture shorter sequences that have sufficient novelty. On the
latter, notice that the universe of possible n-grams is exponential in n, but that the unique number of such
sequences in a fixed dataset may decrease with large n. This total number of unique sequences impacts
the required size of the Bloom filter to maintain a fixed false positive rate. With N the number of unique
n-grams and fp a decimal probability of the false positive rate, the size of the filter in bits is:

m “
R´pN ˚ log pfpqq

log p2q2
V
.

Then, k the number of Bloom hash functions can be calculated from the number of bits per element, i.e.,
m{N , as:

k “ rppm{Nq ˚ logp2qqs .
This determines the cost of inserting and looking up into the Bloom filter asOpkq. But, because k typically
remains small (in our case, k “ 7), this can be treated as a small constant-time operation. See Tarkoma
et al. (2011) for the full calculations, which the ones listed here are taken from.

We err on the side of caution and select n=10 for our experiments. This does prevent the model from
generating common words or phrases which consist of 10 or more tokens, such as “The quick brown fox
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jumped over the lazy dog.” or “supercalifragilisticexpialidocious”. We find qualitatively that the impact of
this is low, and that this also presents a balanced trade-off with the Bloom filter size.

B.3 Choice of Minimum Frequency

Ideally, we want n large enough so that we do not prevent common phrases and small enough so that we
catch all (though practically, most) possible memorizations. Optimizing n for this task is both non-trivial,
as the objective is not clear, and computationally expensive. Instead, we choose n “ 10 based on
qualitative experience that this does not prevent many common phrases. Further, we do so to also limit the
storage cost of the Bloom filter, because n too large leads to a blow up in the number of elements, N .

It is important to note that using MEMFREE with a lower n will result in worse performance on standard
benchmarks than using it with a higher n. This is because a lower n means more true answers prevents
from being generated.
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Figure 9: (left) Most generations have few Bloom queries, as observed by the small quartiles; however, there is a
long tail of few generations with many Bloom hits (12.6% of generations had beyond 50 hits with a max of 1111).
(right) Some positions had significantly more hits, e.g., the first and tenth tokens. (both) are histograms from
6000 generations of 50 tokens each using MEMFREE decoding on GPT-Neo 6B.

B.4 Python Implementation

Figure 10 contains a Python implementation of MEMFREE using the HuggingFace Transformers3 API.

B.5 Impact of MEMFREE on Downstream Task Performance

In this section, we discuss the worst-case impact MEMFREE could have on performance on downstream
tasks. We measure this by looking at the targets, the groundtruth text a model’s outputs are compared
against, for three abstractive summarization tasks, three question answers tasks, and the 12 tasks in the
GEM natural language generation benchmark (Gehrmann et al., 2021). On all these tasks, a model would
score perfectly on the validation set if it exactly outputted the groundtruth target sequence. By measuring
how many of the 10-grams in each of these target sequences are present in the bloom filter used by
MEMFREE, we can assess the worst-case impact MEMFREE would have on model performance at these
tasks. The results of this analysis are shown in table 1

We see that for most of these tasks, the percentage of 10-grams which are present in the bloom filter is
not too much above 1%, the false positive rate of our bloom filter. Tasks where the target sequences come
from documents likely to be present in the Pile are the most affected by MEMFREE usage. For example,
for the BillSum and Arxiv summarization tasks, over 86% of their validation set examples have a 10-gram
in the bloom filter. Non-English tasks, which are labeled with an asterisk in Table 1 were also significantly
affected. The drop in performance for non-English tasks is due to the fact that GPT-Neo’s vocabulary is
built off of English. This means that non-English phrases end up being broken into many more tokens on
average than English ones, and a single common word in a non-English language might take up several
tokens. This can be seen in the bloom hit examples for the MLSum-de task.

3https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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banned = None

model = ## h u g g i n g f a c e model l o a d e r here
bloom = ## s e t´l i k e bloom f i l t e r

n u m _ t o k e n s _ i n _ f i l t e r = 10

def ban_bloom ( i n p u t _ i d s , s c o r e s ) :
" " " i n p u t _ i d s i s t h e t o k e n s o f t h e prompt . s c o r e s i s t h e l o g i t s o u t p u t t e d by t h e model g i v e n t h e s e i n p u t _ i d s . " " "
i n p u t _ i d s = i n p u t _ i d s . cpu ( ) . d e t a c h ( ) . numpy ( )

# Order t h e t o k e n s by t h e i r l i k e l i h o o d .
o r d e r = t o r c h . a r g s o r t (´ s c o r e s , 1 )
o r d e r = o r d e r . cpu ( ) . d e t a c h ( ) . numpy ( )

b a t c h _ s i z e = i n p u t _ i d s . shape [ 0 ]

# S e t t h e l i k e l i h o o d t o 0 f o r a l l t h e most l i k e l y n e x t t o k e n s which would c r e a t e an ngram i n t h e bloom f i l t e r .
f o r ex in range ( b a t c h _ s i z e ) :

f o r i in o r d e r [ ex ] :
s e q u e n c e _ t o _ c h e c k = ( i n p u t _ i d s [ ex ] . t o l i s t ( ) + [ i n t ( i ) ] )
i f s e q u e n c e _ t o _ c h e c k[´ n u m _ t o k e n s _ i n _ f i l t e r : ] in bloom :

s c o r e s [ ex , i ] ´= 1000
e l s e :

break
return s c o r e s

p r i o r _ p r o c e s s o r = model . _ g e t _ l o g i t s _ p r o c e s s o r
def fn (∗ a rgs , ∗∗kwargs ) :

p r i o r = p r i o r _ p r o c e s s o r (∗ a rgs , ∗∗kwargs )
p r i o r . append ( ban_bloom )
re turn p r i o r

model . _ g e t _ l o g i t s _ p r o c e s s o r = fn

# Proceed w i t h c a l l i n g model . g e n e r a t e as normal .

Figure 10: Implementation of MemFree in HuggingFace

There are easy strategies to reduce the effect MEMFREE has on benchmark performance. First, one
could deliberately choose to omit from the bloom filter datasets which one decides are acceptable to
memorize from, such as Wikipedia and legal documents. Second, one could increase the n-gram size
of the bloom filter. As shown in the qualitative examples in Table 1, n=10 is perhaps too stringent for
fact-based task, where names of proper nouns can take up 10-tokens or more. Third, one could reduce the
error rate of the bloom filter so as to emit fewer false positives.

B.6 Performance of MEMFREE

In this section, we study two questions: (1) “does MEMFREE maintain model utility?” and (2) “does our
optimized MEMFREE prevent memorization release”.

Along question (1), recall that MEMFREE can admit false positives, which may degrade the utility of
the language model. Fortunately, the false positive rate can be computed exactly, e.g., see Tarkoma et al.
(2011), and a long literature has proposed optimizations to account for non-uniform distributions (Bruck
et al., 2006) and to adaptively correct for false positives (Bender et al., 2018).

Here, we study how, under reasonable computational constraints and inference times, the observed
rates impact model utility. As we will show, we observe that MEMFREE maintains the highest utility (no
observable impact) while being the most efficient defense.

Along question (2), we study if our optimizations lead to a substantial increase in the false negative
rate. To do this, we repeat the experiment from (Carlini et al., 2022), which prompted GPT-Neo models
with examples from its training data. We compute how many examples are verbatim memorized when
MEMFREE decoding is used. The 6B parameter GPT-Neo model memorizes more than 12,000 of these
documents, but, after applying MEMFREE, it only outputs 4 verbatim memorizations. These 4 remaining
verbatim memorizations are repeated fewer than 10 times in the training data, and so were not added to
our Bloom filter. Nonetheless, this strategy reduced verbatim memorization by over 3000ˆ.

B.7 Bloom Filter Statistics

Figure 11 shows the distribution in number of tokens (out of 50 generated) that were changed by
MEMFREE from the token that would have been generated using undefended greedy decoding.
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% ex with % ex % 10grams
Task len>10 with bloom hit with bloom hit Example 10-grams with bloom hit

Summarization Tasks
TIFU 92.0 16.9 1.3 stall windows, get new mouse, keyboard and cup ‚ my freezer and

now my home is the bog of ‚ went to a concert five hours away as
the dd

Arxiv 100.0 86.8 1.38 of a bose gas below the critical temperature. ‚ in this paper, we
develop a structure - preserving ‚ consider a model of diffusion
where the individuals behavior is

Pubmed 100.0 92.3 1.7 normal alanine aminotransferase ‚ the prevalence of osteoporosis
in postmen ‚ www.cs.tau.ac.il

BillSum 100.0 88.6 3.0 Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and the Internal
‚ Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 ‚
Federal Meat Inspection Act, the Poultry Products Inspection

Question-Answering Tasks
SQuAD2.0 9.8 1.1 5.9 E. Mann, Raymond S. Bradley and Malcolm ‚ CTLs (cytotoxic T

lymph ‚ in 1975. It went public in 1979 and was
WebQuestions 2.4 0.9 9.8 Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando ‚ Paris Saint-Germain

F.C. ‚ The Mating Habits of the Earthbound Human
CoQA 4.0 0.5 10.6 Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Sloven ‚ Sheikh Mohammed bin

Rashid Al Maktou ‚ grabbed the rest of the pickle and ran

GEM Benchmark
CommonGen 81.9 5.7 1.4 You ride the horse around the area near the fence ‚ children walk

with their dog on a leash down the] ‚ she wears a helmet & sits on
the motorcycle.

Chezch Restaurant*
(Dušek et al., 2019) 99.6 23.5 1.7 jemnou restauraci BarBar, kter ‚ jsou v různých ‚ Bohužel, poblí

DART
(Nan et al., 2021) 97.1 20.1 1.7 in New York City. He was a member of ‚ a low-priced family restau-

rant located near Raja ‚ a Member of the U.S. House of
E2E clean
(Dušek and Jurcıcek, 2016) 99.9 88.9 1.0 near Rainbow Vegetarian Café in the city center. ‚ Phoenix is a

cheap French restaurant in riverside. ‚ a French restaurant with a
moderate price range, but

MLSum-de*
(Scialom et al., 2020) 100.0 58.7 2.58 zum neuen Vorsitzenden ‚ für verfassungswidrig. ‚ längst überfäll

MLSum-es*
(Scialom et al., 2020) 100.0 42.3 2.2 del pacto y no de la confrontación ‚ selección española de f ‚ in-

vestigación sobre la desaparici
Schema-Guided Dialog 63.3 7.5 1.3 The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the ‚ tyard By Marriott Sacra-

mento Cal Expo has a 3 star ‚ with Southwest Airlines. The flight
takes off at 7

ToTTo
(Parikh et al., 2020) 98.0 20.9 3.2 and was broadcast on Venevisión. ‚ As of the census of 2000, there

were 133 ‚ on the U.S. Billboard 200 chart.
XSum 99.4 18.5 1.6 stressed will not increase your risk of dying, according ‚ Two drug

dealing brothers taken back to court for mocking ‚ the Institute of
Directors (IoD) has

WebNLG-en 97.9 27.4 4.7 written by J.R.R. Tolkien, ‚ play in the Campeonato Brasileiro ‚ is
affiliated with Visvesvaraya Technological University

WebNLG-ru* 100.0 99.6 42.9 ‚ ‚
WikiAuto + Turk/ASSET 96.5 16.7 2.2 pop-punk, surf rock, ska, ‚ was discovered by a team of as-

tronomers from the University ‚ cover of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band

Table 1: Some benchmark tasks could be significantly affected by MEMFREE. For several standard benchmark
tasks commonly used to evaluate language models, we report the percentage of test set target sequences which
consist of at least one 10-gram (meaning hitting the bloom filter is possible), the percentage of test set target
sequences which contain at least one 10-gram present in the bloom filter, and the percentage of all the 10-grams in
the test set targets which can be found in the bloom filter. We also show 3 example 10-grams (delineated by ‘‚’)
which are present in both the test set and the bloom filter. (For QA tasks, we only consider the first answer for each
question.) The numbers here reflect the worst case scenario: the fraction of examples a language model that
perfectly memorized the test set would be incapable of getting exactly correct when used with MEMFREE.
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Figure 11: Most generations require few (ă 5) changes to pass MEMFREEchecks. Data for histogram from
6000, 50-token generations using MEMFREE decoding on GPT-Neo 6b.

Figure 9 presented some of the query patterns of the MEMFREE decoder to investigate when and how it
impacts decoding. First, we observe that MEMFREE is trivial to run in terms of compute: it takes only
49.8 milliseconds to run 10,000 queries on one CPU core. From Figure 9 (left), all generations required
significantly fewer queries (mean “ 42.1 queries / generation)—even running batches of many hundreds
or thousands of queries would incur less than a few seconds additional overhead. Second, we find that the
Bloom filter is often hit at the first and tenth tokens after the prompt. We see many hits at the first token
because all our prompts are from the training data—so there are relatively fewer single token additions
that generate a novel n-gram. Third, we find that most generations need only a few (ă 5) alterations due
to MEMFREE decoding.

C More Details on Measuring Approximate Memorization

C.1 Similarity Metrics Implementations

As noted in Section 5, we identify instances of approximate memorization by measuring the similarity
between a generated continuation and the groundtruth continuation for a prompt. We do so using
BLEU-score and character-level edit distance.

We computed BLEU score using NLTK’s BLEU computation (nltk.translate.bleu_score) with
the default parameters (averaging equally BLEU-1, BLEU-2, BLEU-3, and BLEU-4)(Bird et al., 2009).
Edit distance was computed with the ‘editdistance‘ pip package. Normalized edit similarity between two
strings x and y is defined as:

EDITSIMpx, yq “ EDITDISTANCEpx, yq
maxp|x|, |y|q

C.2 BLEU Score Threshold Selection

We chose to use a BLEU score of 0.75 or higher to indicate that a generation substantially memorized
from the ground-truth continuation. We choose to threshold BLEU score rather than edit-distance since it
is more interpretable to NLP researchers. Table 12 presents several examples of generations that were
very close to the 0.75 BLEU score threshold. This threshold was deliberately set high so as to avoid
false-negatives, allowing us to provide a reliable lower bound on memorization. In our qualitative analysis
of the data, all examples that were above BLEU of 0.75 showed unambiguous memorization. We also
observed memorization in some examples with lower BLEU scores.
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True Continuation LM Generation BLEU

about a deeper bond with the product. Nostalgia.
It’s delicate, but potent. Sweetheart.\n\nTeddy told
me that in Greek, “nostalgia” literally means “the
pain from an old wound”. It’s a twinge in your
heart far more

about a deeper bond with a product. Nostalgia.
It’s delicate, but potent. Teddy told me that in
Greek, nostalgia literally means the pain from an
old wound. It’s a twinge in your heart, far more
powerful than memory alone. This

0.79

And I’ll show you\nYou want the moves like
jagger\nI got the moves like jagger\nI got the
mooooooves like jagger\nI don’t even try to control
you\nLook into my eyes and I’ll own you\nYou
with the moves

And I’ll show you\nAll the moves like Jagger\nI’ve
got the moves like Jagger\nI’ve got the moves like
Jagger\nI don’t need to try to control you\nLook
into my eyes and I’ll own you\nWith the

0.79

Purpose\n\nThe laws of most jurisdictions through-
out the world automatically confer\nexclusive
Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon
the creator\nand subsequent owner(s) (each and all,
an "owner") of an original work of\nauthorship
and/or a database

Purpose\n\n The laws of most jurisdictions through-
out the world automatically confer\n exclusive
Copyright and Related Rights (defined below) upon
the creator\n and subsequent owner(s) of an orig-
inal work of authorship (the "Work").\n Certain
jurisdictions do not recognize a

0.76

Figure 12: Examples of model generations with BLEU score close to 0.75, the threshold we used to declare that
approximate memorization had occurred.

D Experiments with Large English Language Models

D.1 Prompt Selection Process
Famous speeches were selected from the "Top 100 Speeches" list found at https://www.

americanrhetoric.com/newtop100speeches.htm. Monologues were selected from the list of two-
minute monologues found at http://www.monologuedb.com/tag/2-minute-monologues/. Novels
were selected from the Time Magazine’s Top 100 All-Time Novels list found at https://www.goodreads.
com/list/show/2681.Time_Magazine_s_All_Time_100_Novels. The opening paragraphs of the
first chapter (skipping over prefaces, introductions, and boilerplate) were used as each example. The
2011 and 2021 song lyrics were selected from the Billboard Year-End Hot 100 singles lists found at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billboard_Year-End_Hot_100_singles_of_2011 and https:

//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Billboard_Year-End_Hot_100_singles_of_2012.
For each document, the first 100 words were used as a prompt, and the first 50 generated words were

compared with the first 50 words of the true continuation. This approach has the ramification that not all
prompts were the same length in tokens. However, this approach was necessary for fairness across style
transfers because an all-uppercased string is going to be many subword tokens longer than the lowercased
version of the same string.
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Figure 13: "Style-transfer" prompting divulges approximate memorization in two versions of GPT-3 and two
sizes of PaLM. Note that generations also follow the same style as the prompt. Generations were characterized as
memorized if they had a BLEU score of at least 0.75 with the ground-truth continuation.
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Domain with n total prompts Model
# Prompts Memorized per

Style-Transfer Type

Original Two Spaces Lower Upper

Open-Source Licenses (n=42) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 23 8 14 1
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 30 25 25 13

Famous Speeches (n=100) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 20 1 14 0
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 12 6 11 3

Famous Monologues (n=60) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 3 0 1 0
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 4 3 4 0

Novel Openings (n=77) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 9 0 3 0
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 7 4 5 0

Lyrics 2011 (n=11) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 7 2 6 2
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 14 11 14 4

Lyrics 2021 (n=11) GPT-3 DaVinci Original 3 3 3 2
GPT-3 DaVinci v2 4 2 4 4

Table 2: "Style-transfer" prompting surfaces approximate memorization in GPT-3. We explore n prompts
for each domain. Note that generations also follow the same style as the prompt.
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E Experiments with MEMFREE and Other Model Families

In addition to running experiment using the GPT-Neo family, we also ran them with the Pyhia model
family (Biderman et al., 2023). Like GPT-Neo, Pythia was trained on the Pile. There are two versions of
Pythia, one trained on the same version of the Pile as GPT-Neo, and another trained on a deduplicated
version of the Pile.

Figure 14 shows the amount of memorization in each of these three model families, with and without
MEMFREE. Figure 15 shows the same scatter plots as in Figure 6, but using the 6.9B-parameter Pythia.
We see that Pythia exhibits more approximate memorization than GPT-Neo. Though MEMFREE is still
effective at reducing approximate memorization, it is slightly less effective than it was on GPT-Neo.
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Figure 14: Approximate memorization on the base and deduped versions of Pythia, compared with GPT-Neo.
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Figure 15: MEMFREE is also effective at reducing approximate memorization for the deduped Pythia 6.9B model.

F Qualitative Examples that Bypass Copilot’s Filter

In Figure 16, we show more examples that bypass Copilot’s memorization filter.
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Standard Prompting

/* low -> Starting index, high -> Ending index
*/

quickSort(arr[], low, high)
{

if (low < high)
{

/* pi is partitioning index, arr[p] is
now
at right place */

pi = partition(arr, low, high);

Copilot no longer generates continuations

Comment Prompting

# /* low -> Starting index, high -> Ending index
*/

# quickSort(arr[], low, high)
# {
# if (low < high)
# {
# /* pi is partitioning index, arr[p] is

now
# at right place */
# pi = partition(arr, low, high);
# quickSort(arr, low, pi - 1); # Before

pi
# quickSort(arr, pi + 1, high); # After pi
# }
# }

Naming Convention Prompting

/* _low -> Starting index, _high -> Ending
index */

quickSort(arr[], _low, _high)
{

if (_low < _high)
{

/* pi is partitioning index, arr[p] is
now
at right place */

pi = partition(arr, _low, _high);
quick_sort(arr, _low, pi - 1); //

Before pi
quick_sort(arr, pi + 1, _high); //

After pi
}

}

Language Prompting

/* depart -> index de départ, fin -> index de fin
*/

quickSort(arr[], depart, fin)
{

if (depart < fin)
{

/* pi est l’index de partitionnement, arr[
p] est maintenant
à la bonne place */

pi = partition(arr, depart, fin);
// Trier les éléments séparément avant et

après la partition
quick_sort(arr, depart, pi - 1);
quick_sort(arr, pi + 1, fin);

}
}

Naming Convention Prompting

/* LOW -> Starting index, HIGH -> Ending
index */

quickSort(arr[], LOW , HIGH )
{

if (LOW < HIGH )
{

/* pi is partitioning index, arr[p]
is now
at right place */

pi = partition(arr, LOW , HIGH );
quickSort(arr, LOW , pi - 1); //

Before pi
quickSort(arr, pi + 1, HIGH ); //

After pi
}

}

Comment Prompting

/* low -> Starting index, high -> Ending index */
//1

quickSort(arr[], low, high) //2
{

if (low < high) //3
{

/* pi is partitioning index, arr[p] is now
at right place */

pi = partition(arr, low, high); //4
quickSort(arr, low, pi - 1); //5
quickSort(arr, pi + 1, high); //6

}
}

Figure 16: Preventing GitHub’s Copilot language model from emitting verbatim memorized content often results
in it emitting memorized, but not verbatim, content. Trivially modifying the prompt bypasses these output fil-
ters. Prompts are highlighted in blue. Model evaluated with the option “block suggestions matching public code”
enabled. For brevity we removed comments from model outputs.
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G Qualitative Examples of Memorization Despite MEMFREE

Table 17 gives examples of approximate memorization which occured despite using MEMFREE decoding.
Below , we present a longer list of full examples of MEMFREE decoding. In the following paragraphs,
the gray highlighted texts are the prompts, and the texts that follow the prompts are generated by the
model. For easier reading, we merged the individual tokens to form text spans, except at tokens where
bloom-filter rejection happens. In this case, the symbol � indicate connection between tokens. Moreover,
red highlighted texts indicate one or more rejected tokens, which are always followed by one accepted
token highlighted with green. The texts are lightly edited mostly to properly encode unicode symbols
(some garbled symbols are replaced as b) that LATEX does not handle gracefully.

Split word “Activity” viewHolder.swipeLayout.setOnDoubleClick Listener(new SwipeLay-
out.DoubleClickListener() { Override public void onDoubleClick(SwipeLayout layout, boolean surface) {
Toast.makeText(mContext, "DoubleClick : " + position, � Toast � .LENGTH � _ ). � show(); � } //
}); if return m � Context.start � Activity Service Activ � ities(new Intent(mContext, � Activity �

.class)); � } m � Context.fin � ish ishing � ();

Typo “Wildlife”ñ “Wildife” should promptly announce a phase-in of non-lead ammunition for all
hunting throughout the rest of the state to protect other wildlife poisoned by lead and to safeguard human
health. Hunters can play a critical role in the recovery of the condor and also keep lead from poisoning the
wild game they eat.” The lead-free ammunition regulations are designed to reduce lead poisonings of the
iconic and extremely endangered California condor. Condors, eagles, and other scavengers such as ravens
� , crows, and hawks � are have � been poisoned by lead ammunition. The California Department
of Fish and � Wildlife Game Wild � ife (CDFW) is the lead agency responsible for implementing the
regulations. The regulations are based on the Condor Protection Act,

Singular to plural: “claim”ñ “claims” ) No 1924/2006. neurotransmission and muscle contraction
including heart muscle 29 Magnesium Magnesium contributes to normal protein synthesis The claim
may be used only for food which is at least a source of magnesium as referred to in the claim SOURCE
OF [NAME OF VITAMIN/S] AND/OR [NAME OF MINERAL/S] as listed in the Annex to Regulation
(EC) No 1924/2006. protein � synthesis 30 � M N � iacin Niac � in ins � contribute to normal protein
synthesis The � claim claims � may be used only for food which is at � least lest � a source of niacin as
referred to � in to � in the claim SOURCE OF [

Uppercase to lowercase cuisine of the city’s long-established Hum Vegetarian Cafe & Restaurant to a
central garden location. Settle into the elegant and verdant space and enjoy dishes including papaya and
banana flower salads, mushrooms steamed in coconut, and the subtle combination of braised tofu with
star anise and cinnamon. Nha Hang NgonVietnamese$$ (MAP GOOGLE MAP); %028-3827 7131; 160
b Pasteur; meals 60 � ,000-100,000d̄; h7am-10pm; � b ) � This is the place to come for � a authentic
� Vietnamese food in the French � Quarter quarter � . The menu is a mix of Vietnamese and French
dishes, and the food is

Lower case to upper case broker = createBroker(deleteAllMessagesOnStartup); broker.start(); } public
BrokerService createBroker(boolean deleteAllMessagesOnStartup) throws Exception { return createBro-
ker(deleteAllMessagesOnStartup, TRANSPORT_URI); } public BrokerService createBroker � ( With �

TransportURI(boolean deleteAllMessagesOnStart � up Up � ) throws Exception { � b return � create
new broker � Service.createBroker(deleteAllMessages � On , � TRANSPORT_URI); } � b b � } �

b b <|endoftext|>

Change from “agree” to ‘Ag-reeableness” a person is imaginative or independent, high openness can
be perceived as unpredictability or lack of focus. Moreover, individuals with high openness are said to
pursue self-actualization specifically by seeking out intense, euphoric experiences, such as skydiving,
living abroad, gambling, et cetera. Conversely, those with low openness seek to gain fulfillment through
perseverance, some disagreement remains about how to interpret and contextualize the openness factor. A
tendency to be organized and dependable, show self- � discipline, and be goal-oriented is also associated
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with high openness. The openness factor is also associated with the Big Five personality traits of � agree
Ag � reeableness, Conscientiousness � , and � Emotional Stability. See also Openness

Passive voice to active voice (grammar error) still wouldn’t shock me at all if the Chiefs pulled off a
Giants- or Ravens-esque Super Bowl run to cap off this five-year window of the Smith/Reid era with a
ring. While Pittsburgh has been this team’s bugaboo, maybe they can avoid them in January thanks to a
Jacksonville upset, and I still say this is the AFC team most likely to win a playoff game in New England.
While so many were quick to write the Chiefs off, they just opened up � a new chapter in their history.
The Chiefs are the AFC’s best team, and they’re going to be a force to be � reckoned reckon � with for
years to come. 1. New England Patriots � b The � Patriots are the AFC’s best

Change of protocol (email still get generated) ="https://groups.google.com/group/django-developers"
target="_blank" rel="nofollow" onmousedown="this.href=&#39;https://groups.google.com/group/django-
developers&#39;;return true;" onclick="this.href=&#39;https://groups.google.com/group/django-devel-
opers&#39;;return true;">https://groups � . ... � </a> <a href=" � https http mail � to � : :// �
david@davidwalsh.name" target="_blank" rel="n � of ore ... � </a> <a href="mailto://david@davidw

Synonyms ken interior. The seats were heavily cushioned black velvet. On the windows, the Darkling’s
symbol had been cut into the glass: two overlapping circles, the sun in eclipse. Across from me, the two
Grisha were studying me with open curiosity. Their red kefta were of the finest wool, embroidered lavishly
in black and lined in black fur. The fair-haired Heartrender was lanky and had a long, melancholy face.
Ivan was taller, broader, � and had a face like a bulldog’s. "You are � the a � Gr very � pretty girl,"
Ivan said. "Thank you," I � said replied answered � . � b " � I’m not a girl." "You are a girl," he said.

Synonyms severing any such bond. In re L.M., 923 A.2d 505, 511 (Pa. Super. 2007) (citing 23 Pa.C.S.
§ 2511) (some citations omitted). Section 2511(a) provides in pertinent part: (a) General rule.-The rights
of a parent in regard to a child � � may are � not terminated by a proceeding brought under � this �
part chapter section sub subsection [ article paragraph � or � paragraph section � 2512 or 2513(a) or (b),
or any � b ________________________________ � ____________ � b â � *Retired Senior Judge

Synonyms ” “Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?” (the original of “Blade Runner”), and his master-
piece, “Ubik.” Dick’s fans are not modest in their claims. Nor are they especially precise: Borges, Calvino,
Kafka, Robertson Davies are cited, in the blurbs and introductions, as his peers. A note of inconsistency
inflects these claims-Calvino and Robertson Davies? � -but the point is clear: Dick is the most important
writer of the last century. The book is divided into three � sections parts main categories � : “Themes,”
“Themes and Themes,” and “Themes

Rejecting multiple candidates s den.” Scott is aware of the impact his race and size has on the way
people – particularly authority figures like law enforcement officers – perceive him. He is big. He is
dark-skinned. “They look at us like we don’t know how to control ourselves and we just get angry quick,”
he said. “It’s not even like that. They criminalize us for no reason.” Scottb � bs mother, who is white,
said she has been stopped by police for no reason. “I’ � ve m ll d � be say get like never just have ask
rather been tell pull � over and they’d be like, b � b b L � What are you doing?”’ she said

Other examples Suzy is great! She helped me buy my condo at a great price (foreclosure) and then was
super patient with my husband and me 4 years later when we were on a search for a house. She helped us
get our... Suzie H., Jacksonville Goes above and beyond Suzy has helped me close on my third property in
3 years. First she found me my dream pool home at the Beach then she helped me find two investment
townhomes in � the same area � . and � now she is helping me find my dream home. She is always
available to answer any questions I have and goes above and beyond to help me find the perfect home. I �
would highly � recommend her! Suzy H., Jacksonville

from this new programme. I have also been reminded of the role of tax measures in supporting urban
development. With us in the gallery today is Mr Vuyisa Qabaka, a Cape Town entrepreneur and co-founder
of an organisation called the Good Neighbourhoods Foundation. His advice is that “Government should
encourage township investment. For instance, it could promote urban development and regeneration
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through accelerated depreciation allowances for new building constructions or refurbishment of existing
buildings.” � I am sure that � the many � of you � will have in � this Chamber will agree with him. I
am also sure that many of you will agree with the Minister of Finance, who has said that the tax system
should be used to support the � development growth economy � and to create

m off on some details.) Unelma keltaisesta kuninkaasta. Fastaval is not your average convention – it
specializes in incredibly tight auteur-designed roleplaying scenarios. A bunch of people run each scenario
for players, not just the creator. There’s awards for best scenarios in different categories. The Society
for Nordic Roleplaying published a collection of these scenarios translated into Finnish a few years ago,
called Unelma keltais � esta kuninkaasta. It’s a great book, � and but with � a lot of great scenarios. � I
The � book is available in English, but it’s not cheap. I’ve been looking for a copy for a while

disappoint Jimmy. Then, I slept like a baby. SoFortWorthIt Oscars Swag GIVEAWAY!!! The Oscars
are exhausting, y’all. I’ll definitely be cheering for all the stars this year, especially since I know the kind
of caviar-Champagne-and-swag-filled night they’re experiencing. And you know what? I want you to
experience what it’s like to get arm-loads of � free stuff. So, I’m � giving doing going partnering �

with the folks at the FortWorthIt Oscars Swag Giveaway to give away a $100 Visa gift card to one lucky
winner. To enter, all you have � to do � is

decision." "It will go down to destruction... or else, it will survive." "This is their moment of trial."
"They’ve got to show themselves worthy of everything we gods have given them." "But evil is dark and
strong." "And it may be that the scales of fate... are not yet in full balance." "What can I do to equalize
both sides of the struggle, Athena?" "If you don’t want to increase the powers of all men... then why don
� ’t you just give me the power to destroy them?" "I can’t do that." � " "[ � Thunderclap]" "I’m sorry."
"I’m � sorry not so afraid � I it you that the � gods have decreed... that the balance of power must be
maintained." "I’m

give him a minute between removing the first tray and replacing it with the second - and you can
come up with all sorts of theories to explain your findings. You can even throw a person in an MRI
machine, study the flickering images on your computer screen. But the brain is the ultimate black box.
Eventually, to grasp the first cut, you’ll have to make another. The car pulls into the parking lot of the
nursing home, noses into an empty space. Annese and Cork � y get out, and Annese goes to the trunk to
get the wheelchair. Corky is still standing, leaning on the car. "I’m going � to in � ," � he she An �

nese says. "I’ll come � with in � with � you ya
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True Continuation MEMFREE Undefended

attendee list reflects the minimum
number of seats reserved for your
game. Preregistered attendees for
each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s
name will only be listed once. There-
fore, the attendee list reflects the min-
imum number of seats reserved for
your game. Preregistered attendees
for each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s

attendee list reflects the minimum
number of seats reserved for your
game. Preregistered attendees for
each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s
name will only be listed once. There-
fore, the attendee list reflects the min-
imum number of seats reserved for
your game. Preregistered attendees
for each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s
BLEU: 1

attendee list reflects the minimum
number of seats reserved for your
game. Preregistered attendees for
each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s
name will only be listed once. There-
fore, the attendee list reflects the min-
imum number of seats reserved for
your game. Preregistered attendees
for each of your events are listed be-
low. If one attendee reserved multiple
seats for your event, that attendee’s
BLEU: 1
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293. 294. 295. 296. 297. 298.
299. 300. 301. 302. 3034. 3043.
305. 3064. 3076. 308. 3097. 31009.
31108. 31210. BLEU: 0.95

293. 294. 295. 296. 297. 298.
299. 300. 301. 302. 303. 304. 305.
306. 307. 308. 309. 310. 311. 312.
BLEU: 1

0x058f8f8aU, 0x3f9292adU,
0x219d9dbcU, 0x70383848U,
0xf1f5f504U, 0x63bcbcdfU,
0x77b6b6c1U, 0xafdada75U,
0x42212163U, 0x20101030U, 0
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0x20101030U, 0 BLEU: 0.93
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0x219d9dbcU, 0x70383848U,
0xf1f5f504U, 0x63bcbcdfU,
0x77b6b6c1U, 0xafdada75U,
0x42212163U, 0x20101030U, 0
BLEU: 1

7, calc(sin((pi/180)*a7))) define(cea0,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea0))) define(cea1,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea1))) define(cea2,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea2))) define(cea3,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea3))) define(cea4,
calc(cos((pi/180

7, calc(sin((pi/180)*a7))) define(cea0,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea0))) define(cea1,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea1))) define(cea2,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea2))) define(cea3,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea3))) define(cea4,
calc(cos((pi/180 BLEU: 0.95

7, calc(sin((pi/180)*a7))) define(cea0,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea0))) define(cea1,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea1))) define(cea2,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea2))) define(cea3,
calc(cos((pi/180)*ea3))) define(cea4,
calc(cos((pi/180 BLEU: 1

Figure 17: Random sample of MEMFREE generations where the BLEU score with the true continuation ą 0.9.
Most of these examples are repetitive and/or lists of numbers. In the MEMFREE column, we use highlights to show
the difference from the true continuation: red means deleted text, and green means added text.
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H Author Ordering Algorithm

import hashlib

import numpy as np

def hash(x):

h=hashlib.new("md5")

h.update(bytes(x,"ascii"))

return int(h.hexdigest(),16)

names = ("Nicholas Daphne " +

"Katherine Matthew " +

"Florian Chiyuan Milad " +

"Christopher").split()

for i in range(0,10000):

s = str(i)

l = [hash(x+s) for x in names]

o = np.argsort(l)

if names[o[0]] != "Daphne":

continue

if names[o[-1]] != "Nicholas":

continue

print([names[x] for x in o])

exit(0)

Figure 18: Author ordering algorithm
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Abstract

While GPT-3 has garnered significant attention
for its capabilities in natural language gener-
ation, research on its use outside of English
is still relatively limited. We focus on how
GPT-3 can be fine-tuned for generating syn-
thetic news articles in a low-resource language,
namely Danish. The model’s performance is
evaluated on the dimensions of human and ma-
chine detection in two separate experiments.
When presented with either a real or GPT-3 gen-
erated news article, human participants achieve
a 58.1% classification accuracy. Contrarily,
a fine-tuned BERT classifier obtains a 92.7%
accuracy on the same task. This discrepancy
likely pertains to the fine-tuned GPT-3 model
oversampling high-likelihood tokens in its text
generation. Although this is undetectable to the
human eye, it leaves a statistical discrepancy for
machine classifiers to detect. We address how
decisions in the experimental design favoured
the machine classifiers over the human evalu-
ators, and whether the produced synthetic arti-
cles are applicable in a real-world context.

1 Introduction

In recent years, rapid development in natural lan-
guage processing, particularly in the area of pre-
trained language models, has led to significant ad-
vancements in various language tasks. State-of-the-
art models, such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), have excelled in tasks
such as classification of documents (Kong et al.,
2022), text completion (Balkus and Yan, 2022),
language translation (Yan et al., 2022) and text
summarization (Wazery et al., 2022). These ad-
vances have even led some to suggest that we are
currently experiencing a whole paradigm shift in
NLP with the introduction of pretrained language
models (Min et al., 2021).

However, most contemporary studies using GPT-
3 focus on its performance in English. This is
to be expected as the model was almost exclu-

sively trained on English with less than 8% of
training data being non-English (OpenAI, 2020).
Still, the few investigations on GPT-3 for non-
English text generation show promising results
(Kraft et al., 2022; Müller and Laurent, 2022). This
even holds for low-resource languages such as Cata-
lan (Armengol-Estapé et al., 2021).

Yet, the more prevalent approach in NLP for
low-resource languages has been using smaller
language-specific models or multilingual models
such as mBERT (Doddapaneni et al., 2021). This
is despite multilingual models seemingly lacking
in natural language generation tasks, especially for
the Nordic languages and other low-resource lan-
guages (Rönnqvist et al., 2019; Wu and Dredze,
2020). In terms of language-specific models, this
development has also occurred in Danish NLP
with several Danish models appearing based on
the likes of BERT and ELECTRA (e.g., Tamimi-
Sarnikowski, 2021 and Møllerhøj, 2021). Neverthe-
less, such models are miniscule in size compared to
the state-of-the-art language models. For instance,
the Danish BERT model by Møllerhøj (2021) is
trained on 9.7 billion characters. Comparatively,
GPT-3’s total training data corresponds to 1.1 tril-
lion characters (OpenAI, 2020).

In this paper, we seek to understand how well
GPT-3 can perform for a low-resource language
such as Danish when optimized for that language
through fine-tuning. To our knowledge, this is the
first structured assessment of GPT-3’s capabilities
in a Danish NLP task. Concretely, we investigate
whether GPT-3 can be fine-tuned to produce
synthetic news articles that are indistinguishable
to real news articles written by journalists. Gener-
ating news articles with GPT-3 is a common task
with previous work showing remarkable results in
English (Brown et al., 2020; Uchendu et al., 2021).
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Inspired by a similar study from Ippolito
et al. (2020), we make a two-fold evaluation of the
model’s performance:

(A) Human Detection: Can untrained human par-
ticipants distinguish between real and syn-
thetic articles in an experimental setting?

(B) Machine Detection: Can machine classifiers
be trained to distinguish between real and syn-
thetic articles?

As human and machine detection methods pre-
sumably apply distinct techniques to spot synthet-
ically generated text (Ippolito et al., 2020), a two
dimensional evaluation provides a more nuanced
insight into how GPT-3 performs on the task.

Our findings suggest that a fine-tuned GPT-3
can generate convincing Danish synthetic news,
deceiving human readers while being identifiable
by a BERT classifier. This demonstrates GPT-3’s
capacity to perform succesfully in the context of
low-resource languages, but with the drawback of
heightened machine-detectability due to an overuse
of high-probability tokens.

2 Related Work

2.1 Natural Language Generation with
Pretrained Language Models

Natural language generation (NLG) is a subfield of
NLP concerned with the process of producing in-
telligible language. However, even within this sub-
field, there are a diverse range of related sub-tasks.
Examples of such tasks, which have natural lan-
guage as the input and output, are summarization,
question answering and translation (Celikyilmaz
et al., 2021).

Similar to other fields in NLP, text generation
has evolved rapidly with the paradigm of pretrained
language models. These models have been critical
for advancing NLG as they understand natural lan-
guage, express it fluently and are capable of being
fine-tuned for a specific domain (Li et al., 2021).
Importantly, pretrained language models can gen-
erate natural language that is novel rather than just
outputting text memorized from the training data.
This was demonstrated in McCoy et al. (2021) who
found GPT-2 and Transformer-XL to produce novel
words and unique syntactic structures not found in
the training data.

The demonstrated successes of GPT-3 in NLG
cannot only be attributed to the sheer amount of

data it has seen, but also to the underlying decoder-
transformer architecture. GPT-based models are
built using only decoder blocks which possess
a masked self-attention layer that prevents the
language model from considering future context
(Wang et al., 2022). This architecture is more eas-
ily applicable to NLG tasks than the alternative
encoder-only structures found in BERT-based mod-
els (Lewis et al., 2020).

2.2 The Fine-Tuning Approach
The groundbreaking paper introducing GPT-3 ti-
tled, “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”
highlighted its ability to achieve strong perfor-
mance on various NLP tasks after only seeing a few
examples (Brown et al., 2020). This few-shot learn-
ing approach can be contrasted with fine-tuning
in which the model is updated through re-training
with task-specific data. Although GPT-3 arguably
excels at text generation from few-shot learning,
OpenAI recommends fine-tuning the model for cus-
tom applications citing advantages such as higher
quality results.1

Related research has also already demonstrated
the flexibility of GPT-3 by fine-tuning it for a
wide variety of tasks. Perhaps the most ambitious
fine-tune of GPT-3 is OpenAI’s Codex which was
trained on 159 GB of Python files from 54 million
GitHub repositories. As a result of this fine-tune,
Codex outperformed base GPT-3 on a benchmark
on several different coding tasks (Chen et al., 2021).
However, fine-tunes of GPT-3 extend beyond just
massive applications. A study by Zong and Kr-
ishnamachari (2022) on extracting equations from
math word problems found an 80% accuracy for
a fine-tuned GPT-3 model compared to only 40%
accuracy with 3-shot learning. Contrary to the enor-
mous Codex fine-tune, their fine-tune had just seen
1000 examples. Similar small-scale fine-tunes of
GPT-3 improved its abilities for assessing students’
short answer questions (Moore et al., 2022) and
writing less biased job advertisements (Borchers
et al., 2022).

The takeaway from these studies is that GPT-3
can improve performance through fine-tuning for
specific downstream tasks despite its generalized
task excellence from just few-shot learning.

1https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/fine-tuning
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2.3 Evaluating Synthetically Generated Text
2.3.1 Human Detection
Evaluating whether artificial intelligence can de-
ceive humans dates back to the Turing Test (Turing,
1950). While the current state of AI is incompara-
ble to the 1950s, the underlying idea of judging ma-
chines on their human-like performance is still rel-
evant. Much of research using this approach eval-
uated language models by asking participants to
classify whether text excerpts were human-written
or synthetically generated (Bogaert et al., 2022;
Brown et al., 2020; Uchendu et al., 2021).

Although these classifications provide valuable
insight into a language model’s capabilities, they
leave many questions as to why and how these
models excel. For this reason, other studies ask par-
ticipants to rate various qualities of the text without
knowing whether the text is synthetic or real. The
exact qualities that are rated differ across studies.
For instance, some studies judge the overall text
quality (Zhang et al., 2020) or fluency (Adelani
et al., 2020) on a Likert scale. Dou et al. (2022)’s
SCARECROW framework offers a more system-
atic approach to analyzing synthetic text, accessible
to laypeople with basic training. It groups common
error types within categories, like language errors
for grammar and incoherence, and factual errors
for incorrect or nonsensical information.

2.3.2 Machine Detection
Although SCARECROW provides a standard-

ized human evaluation of language models, human
detection may not be ideal for detecting GPT-3
news articles as low accuracies would suggest. For
instance, Clark et al. (2021) found that human eval-
uators only unmasked GPT-3 news stories with
56% accuracy despite them being trained for the
task. Yet, this does not imply that synthetic text
cannot be detected at all. In fact, past research on
synthetic text detection has found machines to be
superior to humans (Ippolito et al., 2020; Meyer
et al., 2022; Uchendu et al., 2021). For example,
Ippolito et al. (2020) utilized both a bag-of-words
logistic regression and a fine-tuned BERT, report-
ing much greater performance than human eval-
uators. While the BERT model was optimal, the
bag-of-words model did not lag far behind. As for-
mulated by the study, the high performing machine
detectors are likely due to the sampling method
of language models being skewed towards high-
likelihood words. Therefore, synthetic text is more

easily distinguishable from human language which
has greater variability in word choice (Holtzman
et al., 2020). This linguistic difference is also noted
in other research (Gehrmann et al., 2019; Tay et al.,
2020).

Nevertheless, models relying solely on word
probabilities are still inferior to more complex lan-
guage models such as BERT. This may indicate
that there are other factors which differentiate real
and synthetic articles that language models pick up
on with fine-tuning. Just like Ippolito et al. (2020),
Uchendu et al. (2021) found that the fine-tuned
BERT was the best performing detector across text
generated by 19 language models including GPT-3.

3 Data

The real news stories were all sourced from the
Danish news site tv2.dk. In October 2022, TV2’s
news platform boasted over 3 million unique users
(Danske Medier Research, 2022), which is more
than half of Denmark’s population. Hence, it makes
an excellent representation of typical news content
consumed by Danes. These articles were obtained
via two channels: directly scraping from TV2
and employing the DaNewsRoom Danish news
database (Varab and Schluter, 2020).

In the selection process, only article bodies with
a minimum length of 100 words were considered,
and longer articles were shortened to a maximum of
150 words. Although the exact threshold is some-
what arbitrary, it was kept in this range for two
reasons. Firstly, accumulating costs for generat-
ing articles with the fine-tuned GPT-3 necessitated
that we kept the articles short. Also, using longer
articles would entail that each participant would
evaluate fewer articles as their time was limited.

In total, 1866 real Danish news articles from
TV2 were sourced and used for three purposes:
Fine-tuning GPT-3 (1209 real articles), providing
training/validation data for machine classifiers (609
real articles), and serving as test data in the experi-
ments (48 real articles). Additionally, 657 synthetic
articles were generated by the fine-tuned GPT-3 for
training the classifiers (609 synthetic articles) and
test data in the experiments (48 synthetic articles).

4 Methods

4.1 Fine-Tuning GPT-3
GPT-3, specifically text-davinci-002, was fine-
tuned with 1209 pre-processed real news articles
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Figure 1: Training loss for fine-tuning GPT-3. The
dashed lines indicate an epoch ending (1209 examples).

using OpenAI’s API in Python. All articles were
formatted to JSONL in accordance with the API
documentation.2 The headlines and subheadings
were combined to be the prompts for GPT-3, and
the corresponding article bodies were completions.
All hyperparameters set for the fine-tune are de-
tailed in Appendix A.1. As the training loss for the
fine-tune plateaued during the fourth epoch (Fig-
ure 1), we ended model training after this epoch.

4.2 Generating Synthetic News Articles
The fine-tuned GPT-3 was then applied to generate
synthetic news articles. As in the training phase,
the prompts (headline and subheading) came from
real news articles.3 When generating the text com-
pletions, we modified several of the default hyper-
parameters based on previous research for similar
cases and OpenAI’s general recommendations.4

Firstly, GPT-3’s temperature sampling method
was adjusted by setting the temperature parameter
to zero. In temperature sampling, a high temper-
ature means that low probability tokens are more
frequently sampled. By setting temperature to zero,
the model becomes deterministic, always sampling
the most probable token when generating text. We
made this adjustment because a high temperature
may lead to factual errors as the model “takes more
risks". Also, Ippolito et al. (2020) found that a
zero temperature in conjunction with a frequency
penalty was the most successful for generating En-
glish news articles. This parameter penalizes a new
token based on how frequently it appears in the
generated text so far. It can be used along with a

2https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/fine-
tuning/prepare-training-data

3To avoid double-dipping, these headlines and subheadings
came from articles that were not part of the 1866 real articles
mentioned in the data section.

4platform.openai.com/docs/api-reference

presence penalty (penalizes solely based on pres-
ence rather than frequency) to decrease the likeli-
hood of sampling repetitive token sequences. As
repetitiveness is also a particular concern for GPT-
3’s text generation (Dehouche, 2021), we add small
presence and frequency penalties of 0.2. The full
specification including ranges for the hyperparam-
eters are in Appendix A.2.

The text completions formed the synthetic news
articles, utilized as training/validation data for ma-
chine detection and test data for both experiments.
Sanity checks were made to verify that these arti-
cles were similar to the real news articles in length
and structure, but we made no modifications to
them whatsoever.

5 Experiment A: Human Detection

Experiment A is designed as a binary classification
task where human participants must distinguish
between real articles written by humans and GPT-
3’s synthetic ones.

5.1 Participants
120 participants (66.6% female, age: M = 30.0, SD
= 13.7) voluntarily took part in the online study.
The study was run on the online platform SoSci
Survey (Leiner, 2022) for one week in October
2022. To ensure a wide participant reach, the study
was optimized for both computer and smartphone
use. Complying with the prerequisites for the study,
all participants were adult Danish native speakers.

5.2 Experimental Procedure
In each experimental trial, participants saw a page
with one news article and four questions to be
answered (see Appendix A.5). Participants were
firstly asked to evaluate whether they believed the
article body to be written by a human or an artificial
intelligence. Subsequently, participants had to rate
their confidence on a 5-point Likert scale from com-
pletely unsure (1) to completely sure (5). Finally,
participants were asked to label whether the arti-
cle had any distracting language or factual errors.
These error types were inspired by the SCARE-
CROW framework but simplified as the full frame-
work would be too complex for untrained evalua-
tors. To ensure participants understood what the
error types implied, examples were written beneath
each question. The articles were formatted to be
closer in appearance with a real news article. This
was done by differentiating in the size and color of
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the headline, subheading and the article body (Ap-
pendix A.5). Importantly, it was clearly stated that
only the body should be evaluated, not the headline
and subheading as those always originated from
real news stories.

In total, each participant evaluated 16 articles (8
real and 8 synthetic) in a randomly shuffled order.
To cover the wide topical variance within news
articles, 96 articles were used across all participants.
That is, each participant only assessed a sixth of
the total article pool, which corresponds to every
article being evaluated by 20 unique participants.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Human Accuracy
With 20 assessments of 96 articles, the human re-
sults are based on 1920 total classifications. The
overall classification accuracy was just 58.1%. This
means that participants only performed eight per-
centage points over chance level which is a compa-
rable result to similar studies conducted in English
(see 2.3). Interestingly, when presented with a syn-
thetic news article, participants correctly labeled it
as machine-written 53.6% of the time. Contrarily,
a true positive rate of 62.6% indicates that partici-
pants were better at identifying real news articles as
human-written. In addition, it should also be under-
lined that none of the 96 articles were exclusively
classified correctly or incorrectly. The articles that
were the easiest to identify were classified correctly
95% of the time, whereas there were only 15% cor-
rect classifications for the hardest ones.

Moreover, none of the 120 participants answered
correctly on all 16 articles that they saw, with all
of them misclassifying at least one synthetic news
article as real news. This implies that the synthetic
news articles have fooled all 120 participants to
some extent.

Furthermore, all participants were screened on
their news consumption level and prior knowledge
of GPT-3. To see whether domain expertise caused
enhanced performance, a mixed effects logistic re-
gression model was run with media consumption
level and GPT-3 knowledge as fixed effects. The
news article ID is used as a random effect to ac-
count for variance that is specific to the articles.5

The full model output is displayed in Appendix
A.6. The baseline/intercept in the model corre-
sponds to a participant who never reads news and

5accuracy ~ news consumption + gpt-3 knowledge +
(1 | article ID)

Figure 2: Confidence rating distribution of all trials. The
fill indicates whether the corresponding classifications
were correct or not.

never had heard of GPT-3 prior to the experiment.
The output reveals that a higher level of news con-
sumption does not lead to significantly higher accu-
racies. However, compared to the baseline, we see
significant improvements for participants that have
heard of GPT-3 before (β = 0.327, odds ratio =
0.581, SEβ = 0.131, p = 0.013) and those partici-
pants that have additionally read GPT-3 texts (β =
0.478, odds ratio = 0.617, SEβ = 0.146, p =
0.001). This suggests that having GPT-3 knowl-
edge may give an advantage in demarcating real
from synthetic news, although participants who
had worked with GPT-3 (highest level of GPT-3
knowledge) did not outperform the baseline.

5.3.2 Confidence and Error Identification
Participants were also asked to rate their confidence
in the classification as well as marking error types
for each trial. Figure 2 reveals that participants
typically abstain from the most extreme confidence
ratings of Completely unsure (1) and Completely
sure (5). As expected, participants’ accuracy is
around the chance level for low confidences. How-
ever, even when claiming to be Completely sure,
the fraction of correct answers only increases to
69%. For confidences of Fairly sure (4), this drops
to only 60% correct answers.

We also see some interesting patterns in error
type responses by the participants. Figure 3 il-
lustrates which errors were marked for real and
synthetic articles respectively. Overall, the pat-
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terns are strikingly similar. The figure reveals that
participants most often did not find errors in the
articles. When errors then were marked, there was
a propensity to find language errors over factual
errors for both real and synthetic articles. Despite
the similarities, participants were more inclined to
identify both factual and language errors for syn-
thetic articles than for real ones. However, this did
not necessarily lead to correct classifications. For
instance, when participants marked Both errors, ar-
ticles were almost exclusively labeled as synthetic
(89.7% of cases) although Figure 3 reveals that this
was often incorrect.

In sum, participants struggled with demarcating
real news articles from synthetic ones in Experi-
ment A. The overall accuracy was only 58% with
classifications of synthetic news articles approach-
ing chance level. Also, all 120 participants were
fooled by at least one synthetic article and even
the most confident classifications frequently led to
wrong responses. Finally, patterns in error types
marked by participants are similar for real and syn-
thetic articles which shows the participants’ inabil-
ity to demarcate the articles by style and content.

6 Experiment B: Machine Detection

Experiment B explores whether it is possible to con-
struct machine classifiers that are capable of distin-
guishing between real and synthetic articles. This
is approached with logistic regression using bag-
of-words (BOW) and TF-IDF as baseline models.
The more advanced language model, NB-BERT-
LARGE, is then fine-tuned, tested and evaluated
against the baselines and human participants.

6.1 Building Classifiers
Two baseline classifiers are constructed using lo-
gistic regression with BOW and TF-IDF numerical
representations of the vocabulary within the entire
corpus (see Appendix A.3 for their hyperparame-
ters). The BOW classifier is the most simple base-
line, solely representing word frequencies within
each document. TF-IDF provides a more detailed
representation by also accounting for a word’s rar-
ity in relation to the entire set of documents.

Expanding beyond purely vocabulary-based clas-
sification, we fine-tune the BERT model, NB-
BERT-LARGE (Kummervold et al., 2021), for
the binary classification task. This BERT model
was pretrained on the Norwegian Colossal Cor-
pus which is a diverse collection of textual data

Figure 3: The marked error types by participants. On
the left, the responses to real articles are found, and the
synthetic responses are on the right. The fill indicates
how participants classified the corresponding articles.

(Kummervold et al., 2022). Although Norwegian
is the primary language of the corpus, the collec-
tion contains several languages. Notably, Danish is
the biggest language after Norwegian with 13.6%
of the corpus being in Danish. We fine-tuned the
model with the Trainer API using Hugging Face’s
transformers package (Wolf et al., 2020) in Python.
The fine-tuning dataset comprised 1218 labeled arti-
cles split into a training and validation set (training:
75%, validation: 25%). Half of these were the real
news articles from TV2 and the other half synthetic
news articles. The test data comprised the same 96
articles that humans evaluated in Experiment A.

The hyperparameters for the fine-tuning of
BERT are detailed in Appendix A.4. Resulting
from an early stopping callback,6 the model was
fine-tuned for two epochs, obtaining a validation
accuracy of 95.7%.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Classification Accuracies
Table 1 shows the results of both the machine and
human detection on the test data of 96 articles. The
fine-tuned BERT model outclasses humans at the
task with a 92.7% accuracy on the test set as well
as the highest F1-score. Also, even the baseline
BOW and TF-IDF models performed substantially
better than the human average accuracy with ac-
curacies around 80%, indicating that vocabulary
discrepancies can demarcate the real and synthetic
articles to an extent.

6based on the validation accuracy
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Classifier Accuracy F1 Precision Recall TP TN FP FN
Human 0.581 0.599 0.575 0.626 62.6% 53.6% 46.4% 37.4%
BOW 0.802 0.796 0.822 0.771 77.1% 83.3% 16.7% 22.9%
TF-IDF 0.802 0.800 0.809 0.792 79.2% 81.3% 18.8% 20.8%
BERT (fine-tuned) 0.927 0.927 0.932 0.927 87.5% 97.9% 2.1% 12.5%

Table 1: Evaluation metrics for all classifiers on the test data of 96 articles.

An interesting similarity between all machine
classifiers is their tendency to classify articles as
synthetic. This is most noticeable with fine-tuned
BERT which has 12.5% false negatives as opposed
to just 2.1% false positives. Remarkably, BERT’s
true negative classifications of 97.9% means that
the model has only classified a single synthetic
article wrong. This propensity to classify articles
as synthetic contrasts human participants, who had
a bias towards classifying most articles as real.

6.2.2 Classifier Agreement
We turn to examine classifier agreement quanti-
tatively by evaluating their inter-rater reliability
using Cohen’s Kappa. Unsurprisingly, this met-
ric reveals that TF-IDF and BOW have an almost
perfect agreement, κ = 0.91, z = 3.37, p < 0.05.
Moreover, both TF-IDF (κ = 0.62, z = 6.14) and
BOW (κ = 0.62, z = 6.11) have a substantial
agreement with BERT that is greater than would
be expected by chance (both p < 0.05).

Table 2 gives a qualitative insight into the agree-
ments with examples of how four test articles were
classified. Article A was the most commonly mis-
classified article for humans (17 out of 20 misclas-
sifications). However, interestingly, all three classi-
fiers correctly identified it as synthetic news. Ad-
ditionally, article B is one of four instances where
BERT correctly identified a synthetic news arti-
cle while both BOW and TF-IDF failed. Oppo-
sitely, article C provides an example of BERT’s
over-inclination to classify as synthetic. It is one of
three articles where BERT misclassified a real news
article while BOW and TF-IDF did not. Finally,
article D is the only synthetic article that BERT
misclassified. However, as Table 2 shows, BOW
and TF-IDF also struggled with this article.

The overall takeaway remains that these machine
detections performed vastly better than human par-
ticipants. This improvement was clear even for
the two baseline models based on BOW and TF-
IDF. Still, the more sophisticated fine-tuned BERT
classifier performed the best by far, with an im-
pressive 92.7% overall accuracy and just a single

misclassification of the 48 synthetic articles.

7 Limitations

A few limitations must be addressed in relation to
these results. Firstly, several design decisions pre-
sumably favoured the machine detectors over the
human evaluators. Whereas 78.3% of human partic-
ipants had never seen GPT-3 produced texts before,
all machine classifiers received extensive training
on over 1000 labelled articles prior to the final test-
ing. Also, the zero temperature token sampling for
generating synthetic articles created an overrepre-
sentation of high-likelihood tokens. This may be
identified by the machine detectors, whereas such
patterns are are probably too subtle to notice for
humans (Ippolito et al., 2020). Also, Dou et al.
(2022) show that higher temperatures are associ-
ated with GPT-3 making off-prompt errors. Such
errors would not be captured by the machine clas-
sifiers, whereas humans would more likely identify
these more semantic shortcomings.

Moreover, it must be addressed that human clas-
sifications are possibly influenced from being con-
ducted in an experimental setting. Contrary to the
machine classifiers, the human participants saw the
headline and subheading for all articles. Despite
being repeatedly told not to evaluate them, it cannot
be dismissed that these extra elements still could
have influenced their decision-making process. For
instance, a familiar headline could have evoked an
intuition for the article being real before reading the
article body. On the other hand, one could argue
that this was beneficial for humans as they could
improve assessments by comparing contents in the
headline and subheading to the article body.

Still, these methodological decisions systemat-
ically favored the machine classifiers over the hu-
man evaluators. However, asserting that the ma-
chine superiority would evaporate based on these
considerations is a reach considering how vast the
performance gap was.

Another limitation relates to the generalizability
of the synthetic news articles. Due to experimen-
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Article A
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Real Synthetic Synthetic Synthetic
Greenland’s government has decided not to apply for per-
mission for further oil drilling in the coming year. This is
announced by the Greenlandic Ministry of Nature, Environ-
ment and Agriculture in a press release. "We have decided
not to apply for oil drilling in 2023, because we want to
spend time developing a new strategy for the Greenlandic
economy, which will form the basis for a new oil and gas
strategy," it says. The government also emphasizes that it
will maintain its "vision of a fossil-free Greenland". The
decision comes after a meeting on Tuesday between the
government’s four parties. It is mainly the consideration
for the climate that has led the government to drop further
oil drilling.

Article B
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Synthetic Real Real Synthetic
Two photographers and a culture minister are now crit-
icized by the Press Council for having participated in a
photo series where they posed with weapons. The Press
Council writes this in a press release. In the case against
Culture Minister Ane Halsboe-Jørgensen (S), the council
has assessed that she has violated good press ethics by
participating in the photo series ’The Gun Series’. "By par-
ticipating in a photo series with weapons and ammunition,
the Culture Minister has expressed that it is acceptable to
carry weapons, whether it is in connection with artistic pho-
tography or not," the decision states. The decision against
photographer Rasmus Flindt Pedersen and Jim Lyngvild
is more stringent. Both have violated good press ethics by
participating in the photo series, says the Press Council.

Article C
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Real Real Real Real Synthetic
Consideration for endangered animal species such as hazel
dormice, birch mice, and bats in Denmark is now tem-
porarily hindering a massive natural gas project that aims
to supply Poland with natural gas from Norway. The En-
vironmental and Food Appeals Board has annulled the
project’s environmental permit, thereby halting the con-
struction work of the Baltic Pipe pipeline across Denmark.
"We are very disappointed with the decision," says Mar-
ian Kaagh, the deputy director of the company Energinet,
which is responsible for the construction work in Denmark.
In a press release, she says that Energinet has been working
on a number of initiatives to ensure good living conditions
for the animals in the areas where the pipeline is being
built. This was a requirement when the Environmental
Protection Agency granted the environmental permit for
the Baltic Pipe project in 2019. However, according to the
Environmental and Food Appeals Board, the conditions
should have been thoroughly investigated before the permit
was issued and construction work could begin.

Article D
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Real Real Real Real
The upcoming super hospitals are meant to help improve
the healthcare system in Denmark. However, they will
not be completed on time. On average, the 16 hospital
constructions are almost two years delayed, according to a
statement from the Quality Fund for hospital constructions,
which TV 2 has obtained access to. It is an expression of
"a number of challenges," as the fund’s director, Morten
Hjortenberg, puts it. "We had hoped for better results
halfway through the construction period. It raises concerns
and reflections on some of the decisions and priorities that
were made during the projects," he says. The fund’s task is
to provide funding for hospital constructions and ensure
high quality – that is, what is often called "quality funds."
The total budget for the constructions is over 30 billion
Danish kroner – of which the state accounts for 23 billion
and the regions’ self-financing contribution is 9 billion.

Table 2: Four article bodies from the test data translated to English. Predictions are marked in green if they were
correct and red for incorrect. The human prediction is based on the majority classification for the 20 participants for
an article (classified as real if split 50/50). See Appendix A.7 for the original articles in Danish.

tal constraints, articles were shortened greatly, and
may therefore not be comparable to what we con-
sider news in a real-world context. In addition, even
if it could write longer articles, our fine-tuned GPT-
3 model’s capabilities are practically useless in a
journalistic context despite producing human-like
outputs. This is because inferring a factually cor-
rect article body from just a headline requires addi-
tional, current context about the world which is in-
accessible in this setup. Instead, the only thinkable
purposes for this "headline-to-article news genera-
tor" have malicious undertones such as automating
fake news production.

8 Conclusion

As advancements in natural language processing
continue to progress rapidly, it is crucial to remem-
ber the importance of including and improving
upon NLP in low-resource languages. This paper
acknowledges this need by conducting a structured
assessment of GPT-3’s abilities for Danish natural
language generation when fine-tuned for the task.

Our study shows that GPT-3 can be fine-tuned
to produce Danish synthetic news articles that are
virtually indistinguishable to real news articles for
humans. However, this does not imply that the
articles are actually indistinguishable as the human
eye is not all-seeing. By constructing a fine-tuned
BERT model for the same discrimination task, we
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find that machine detection of the synthetic news
articles was possible to a great extent. Hence, there
must have been underlying flaws in GPT-3’s article
generations, likely relating to an oversampling of
high-likelihood words.

The introduction of ChatGPT and GPT-4 will
likely impact the findings presented in this paper,
lowering detection accuracies further for both
humans and machines. Although, as those models
are closed-sourced, it would be troublesome to
assess whether the testing articles are already part
of the training data which poses a methodological
challenge. Regardless, as our findings for Danish
conform with similar studies in English, we
encourage future work on low-resource languages
to develop machine detectors which possibly
stand the test when human evaluators are deceived.

Supplementary Materials Availability Statement:
All source code used in the project is available from
GitHub at https://github.com/drasbaek/finetuning-
gpt3-danish-news. A dataset with the synthetic
articles as well as classifications made by machine
detectors is also available on the GitHub. The
dataset containing human responses from Experi-
ment A cannot be made available due to GDPR
regulations. The real news articles from TV2 are
also not made publicly available due to copyright
limitations. In the interest of reproducibility,
dummy data is made available on the GitHub
which mimics the actual data to the greatest
possible extent under the circumstances. Contact
the authors for more information on the project.

Ethical Considerations

In this paper, we have created a GPT-3 fine-tune
that is capable of producing synthetic news. As it
may be possible to use it for malicious purposes,
the fine-tuned model will not be available to anyone
besides the authors. Per January 4, 2024, the au-
thors will also lose access to the model as OpenAI
announced all davinci models, including fine-tunes,
will depreciate. 7 Nonetheless, we acknowledge
that this paper demonstrates the ease of producing
such a model, but also how it may be detected.

Finally, we recognize that the synthetic news
produced for this paper could potentially contain
societal biases from GPT-3’s training data or from
the real news articles used for fine-tuning.

7https://openai.com/blog/gpt-4-api-general-availability
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A Appendix

A.1 Fine-tuning Parameters for GPT-3

Parameters Value
Batch Size 2
Learning Rate Multiplier 0.2
Prompt Loss Weight 0.01
Epochs 4

A.2 Text Generation Parameters for GPT-3

Parameters Value Value Range
Temperature 0 0 to 1
Frequency Penalty 0.2 -2 to 2
Presence Penalty 0.2 -2 to 2
Max Tokens 400 0 to 2048

A.3 Logistic Regression Parameters for BOW
and TFIDF

Parameters Value
Solver lfbgs
C 10
Random State 2
Max Iterations 250

A.4 Fine-Tuning Parameters for BERT

Parameters Value
Learning Rate 2e-5
Weight Decay 0.01
Batch Size 24
Epochs run 2
Max Epochs 5

The fine-tuned BERT was defined with an early stopping
callback which stopped model training if the validation
accuracy did not improve for 3 epochs. The final model
used for inference was thus only run for 2 epochs.
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A.5 Experimental Procedure

Illustration of a trial from experiment A. All text was written in Danish in the actual
experiment. The article body in the example is synthetically generated. The captions
"HEADLINE", "SUBHEADING" and "ARTICLE BODY" did not appear in the actual
experiment.
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A.6 Logistic Regression Model Output for Predicting Accuracy

Fixed Effect Estimate Standard Error Z-value P-value
Intercept 0.33668 0.39335 0.856 0.39204
News_Consumption_2 -0.50311 0.43260 -1.163 0.24484
News_Consumption _3 -0.03473 0.39697 -0.087 0.93028
News_Consumption_4 -0.27516 0.40664 -0.677 0.49862
News_Consumption_5 -0.10105 0.39719 -0.254 0.79817
GPT_Knowledge_2 0.32738 0.13130 2.493 0.01266
GPT_Knowledge_3 0.47842 0.14626 3.271 0.00107
GPT_Knowledge_4 0.37824 0.22513 1.680 0.09293

Fixed Effect Level Participant Response (translated)
News_Consumption_1 Never read the news
News_Consumption_2 Very rarely read the news
News_Consumption_3 Read news every week but not daily
News_Consumption_4 Read news once every day
News_Consumption_5 Read news multiple times a day
GPT_Knowledge_1 Never heard of GPT-3
GPT_Knowledge_2 Heard of GPT-3, but never read any-

thing it wrote or worked with it
GPT_Knowledge_3 Heard of GPT-3 and read texts it wrote,

but never worked with it
GPT_Knowledge_4 Heard of GPT-3, read texts it wrote and

worked with it

Participant Response (original)

Læser aldrig nyheder
Læser meget sjældent nyheder
Læser nyheder hver uge men ikke
dagligt
Læser nyheder en gang om dagen
Læser nyheder flere gange om dagen
Aldrig hørt om GPT-3
Hørt om GPT-3, men aldrig læst noget
den har skrevet eller arbejdet med den
Hørt om GPT-3 og læst tekster den har
skrevet, men aldrig arbejdet med den
Hørt om GPT-3, læst tekster den har
skrevet og arbejdet med den
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A.7 Classifier Agreement (Table 2) Danish Original Text

Article A
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Real Synthetic Synthetic Synthetic
Grønlands regering har besluttet sig for ikke at søge om
tilladelse til yderligere olieboringer i det kommende år.
Det oplyser det grønlandske ministerium for natur, miljø
og landbrug i en pressemeddelelse. - Vi har besluttet os for
ikke at søge om olieboringer i 2023, fordi vi vil bruge tid på
at udvikle en ny strategi for den grønlandske økonomi, som
skal danne grundlag for en ny olie- og gasstrategi, lyder det.
Regeringen understreger samtidig, at den vil fastholde sin
"vision om et fossilfrit Grønland". Beslutningen kommer
efter et møde tirsdag mellem regeringens fire partier. Det
er især hensynet til klimaet, der har fået regeringen til at
droppe yderligere olieboringer.

Article B
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Synthetic Real Real Synthetic
To fotografer og en kulturminister får nu kritik af
Pressenævnet for at have deltaget i en billedserie, hvor
de poserede med våben. Det skriver Pressenævnet i
en pressemeddelelse. I sagen mod kulturminister Ane
Halsboe-Jørgensen (S) har nævnet vurderet, at hun har
brudt god presseskik ved at deltage i billedserien ’The Gun
Series’. - Kulturministeren har ved deltagelse i billedserie
med våben og ammunition givet udtryk for, at det er ac-
ceptabelt at bære våben, uanset om det er i forbindelse med
kunstnerisk fotografering eller ej, lyder det i afgørelsen.
Afgørelsen mod fotografen Rasmus Flindt Pedersen og Jim
Lyngvild er mere knibsk. Begge har brudt god presseskik
ved deltagelse i billedserien, mener Pressenævnet.

Article C
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Real Real Real Real Synthetic
Hensynet til truede dyrearter som hasselmus, birkemus og
flagermus i Danmark stikker nu en midlertidig kæp i hjulet
på et enormt naturgasprojekt, der skal forsyne Polen med
naturgas fra Norge. Det er Miljø- og Fødevareklagenævnet,
der har annulleret projektets miljøtilladelse, og dermed
har sat en stopper for anlægsarbejdet af rørledningen
Baltic Pipe på tværs af Danmark. - Vi er meget kede
af afgørelsen, siger Marian Kaagh, der er vicedirektør i
selskabet Energinet, der står for anlægsarbejdet I Danmark.
I en pressemeddelelse siger hun, at Energinet har arbejdet
med en række tiltag for at sikre gode levevilkår for dyrene
de steder, hvor rørledningen bliver anlagt. Det var et krav,
da Miljøstyrelsen i 2019 gav miljøtilladelse til Baltic
Pipe-projektet. Men ifølge Miljø- og Fødevareklagenævnet
burde forholdene være grundigt undersøgt, allerede inden
tilladelsen blev udstedt, og anlægsarbejdet kunne begynde.

Article D
Correct Human BOW TF-IDF BERT
Synthetic Real Real Real Real
De kommende supersygehuse skal være med til at løfte
sundhedsvæsenet i Danmark. Men de bliver ikke klar til
tiden. Gennemsnitligt er de 16 sygehusbyggerier knap to
år forsinkede, viser en opgørelse fra Kvalitetsfonden for
sygehusbyggerierne, som TV 2 har fået aktindsigt i. Det er
et udtryk for, at der er "en del udfordringer", som fondens
direktør, Morten Hjortenberg, siger det. - Vi havde håbet
på bedre resultater her halvvejs inde i byggeperioden. Det
giver anledning til bekymring og eftertanke om nogle af
de beslutninger og prioriteringer, der blev truffet under
projekterne, siger han. Fondens opgave er at stille penge
til rådighed for sygehusbyggerierne og sikre en høj kvalitet
– altså det man ofte kalder "kvalitetsfonde". Byggeriernes
samlede budget er på over 30 milliarder kroner – heraf står
staten for 23 milliarder og regionernes selvfinansierende
bidrag på 9 milliarder.
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Abstract
In this work, we investigate Data Augmenta-
tion methods to improve the performance of
state-of-the-art models for four different down-
stream tasks. Specifically, we propose Genera-
tive Adversarial Network using Language Mod-
els (GAN-LM) approach that combines a deep
generative model with a pre-trained language
model to produce diverse augmentations. We
compare the GAN-LM to various conventional
methods in non-contextual- and contextual-
levels on four public datasets: ZESHEL for
zero-shot entity linking, TREC for question
classification, STS-B for sentence pairs seman-
tic textual similarity (STS), and mSTS for mul-
tilingual sentence pairs STS. Additionally, we
subsample these datasets to study the impact
of such augmentations in low-resource settings
where limited amounts of training data is avail-
able. Compared to the state-of-the-art methods
in downstream tasks, we mostly achieve the
best performance using GAN-LM approach. Fi-
nally, we investigate the way of combining the
GAN-LM with other augmentation methods to
complement our proposed approach. The de-
veloped code for reproducibility is included in
the supplementary material.1

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the availability of large unsupervised
corpora and computational resources has led to de-
velopment of large language models (LMs) that
are now employed across a wide variety of nat-
ural language processing (NLP) tasks including
but not limited to entity linking (EL), text summa-
rization, question classification (QC) and semantic
textual similarity (STS). While such models can
sometimes work well for tasks where little (few-
shot) or no (zero-shot) supervised data is avail-
able, the performance loss in such low-resource
settings can be substantial compared to their high-
resource counterparts. This gap is even larger for

1https://github.com/amazon-science/
data-augmentation-for-entity-resolution

low-resource languages. Thus, scientists in both
industry and academia still have to rely on a mul-
titude of methods Hedderich et al. (2021), such as
Data Augmentation (DA), to yield sufficient levels
of performance on their low-resource tasks.

DA allows to artificially increase the size of a
dataset by generating additional synthetic exam-
ples from the existing ones. A large amount of
diverse training data is important to ensure the gen-
eralization of a model but it is not always possible
to collect due to cost and time constraints or lack of
target language data and task experts. To mitigate
this issue, DA can be used to improve performance.

In this work, we test a wide variety of DA ap-
proaches, both the ones found in the literature
as well as our own approach, on four different
tasks: Zero-shot EL with ZESHEL dataset, QC
with TREC database, STS with STS-B dataset, and
multilingual STS with mSTS database. Two dif-
ferent levels of augmentations are considered: (1)
Non-contextual, or word-level, and (2) Contextual,
where full sentence is considered for DA. To further
highlight the impact of different DA approaches,
we produced low-resource versions of the above-
mentioned tasks by subsampling training sets and
removing rich textual contexts where applicable.
We propose a novel Generative Adversarial Net-
work using Language Models (GAN-LM) which
employs GAN with Wasserstein distance to im-
prove the stability of training and uses the pre-
trained LM for generating synthetic textual data
to extend its usability. We also introduce tunable
thresholds and a decoding method to control the
diversity and lexical similarity of synthetic data
to mitigate the mode collapse problem in GAN.
Compared to other DAs, GAN-LM employs an
adversarial training with the offered data in each
task to learn the characteristic of it which gener-
ates suitable synthetic data to aid in downstream
tasks (covered in Section 5.6). Even if we used
pre-trained LM in GAN-LM, we do not use its
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generation ability (e.g. paraphrase, text genera-
tion) for downstream tasks. To complement our
approach, we mix GAN-LM with other DAs (e.g.
Back-translation, GPT) to enhance further in low-
resource languages and limited entity linking task.
The source code used to train the GAN model and
produce augmentations listed in this paper is pub-
licly released and attached with a paper.

2 Related Work

Originally, DAs for NLP relied on synonyms to in-
crease diversity and dataset size. Synonyms could
be found in various resources like WordNet Miller
et al. (1990) and PPDB Ganitkevitch and Callison-
Burch (2014). In Wang and Yang (2015), they con-
sidered word embedding with K-Nearest-Neighbor
(KNN) and cosine similarity to search and substi-
tute similar words. Other pre-trained word em-
beddings such as Word2Vec Mikolov et al. (2013),
GloVe Pennington et al. (2014) and fastText Bo-
janowski et al. (2017) have been leveraged for that
purpose. Furthermore, the authors in Wei and Zou
(2019) generated synthetic texts by changing the
words through synonym replacement or random
insertions, substitutions and deletions where Shou
et al. (2022) include the abstract meaning represen-
tation graph along with it for STS task. In Pruthi
et al. (2019), the authors simulated spelling mis-
takes by random insertions, substitutions, character
swaps and deletions to enhance the robustness of
the model for sentiment analysis. Also, punctuation
as DA was considered in Karimi et al. (2021) for
QC task. Later, back-translation with Neural Ma-
chine Translation (NMT) was employed to generate
variations of target words Sennrich et al. (2016).

More emerging techniques for DA are using
deep neural networks which mostly use auto-
regressive language model to predict words from
a given context, e.g. GPT-2 Radford et al. (2019),
XLNet Yang et al. (2019) and BART Lewis et al.
(2020) which have been used for DA in diverse ap-
plications such as question-answering, text classifi-
cation and machine translation. Using LMs, KNN-
based DA with knowledge distillation Kamalloo
et al. (2021) is considered for QC task. There are
also works related to the adversarial learning to un-
derstand their effects on language models. Alzan-
tot et al. (2018) proposed a black-box population-
based optimization to generate the imperceptible
adversarial examples to fool the models. In Zhang
et al. (2019a), they considered Metropolis-Hastings

attack to generate the adversarial examples which
were tested in terms of attack and training.

However, there are relatively few works using
GANs for text generation even if it is one of the
most notable approaches in other domains An-
toniou et al. (2017). In Kusner and Hernández-
Lobato (2016), the authors used a GAN model
with Gumbel-Softmax to have a differentiable sam-
pling distribution approximating a categorical one.
In Subramanian et al. (2017), diverse GANs with
recurrent and convolutional architectures were eval-
uated for text augmentation at word and character-
levels. Yu et al. (2017) proposed a sequence GAN
with reinforcement learning to address the problem
of assessing a partially generated sequence. An-
other work in Nie et al. (2018) developed a GAN
model consisting of relational memory-based gen-
erator, the Gumbel-Softmax relaxation, and multi-
ple embedded representations in the discriminator.
In Golovneva and Peris (2020), authors explored a
data generation for the bootstrapping of a new lan-
guage and the handling of low-resource features us-
ing a sequential GAN. Croce et al. (2020) used the
fine-tuning of BERT with unlabeled data in a gener-
ative adversarial setting to reduce the time consum-
ing of annotating the data but did not extend to the
DA application. Similarly, Thakur et al. (2021) use
the cross-encoder to label the new inputs for train-
ing a bi-encoder model. Marek et al. (2021) focus
on out-of-domain data generation with a sequential
GAN to build the robust dialog system. Compared
to these works, GAN-LM combines a large pre-
trained model and GAN with tunable thresholds
to suitably control the diversity and similarity of
generated data and it was tested on various down-
stream tasks to assess its generalizability. Also, we
can use any pre-trained LM on top of the GAN part
which extends its applicability to various tasks. To
highlight the effectiveness of DA, the low-resource
settings are investigated in Shi et al. (2021) and
Hedderich et al. (2021) where we mainly investi-
gate the different size of training set and suggest a
way to define the optimal size of augmented data.

3 Data Augmentations

3.1 Non-Contextual-Level Augmentation

In this work, we utilize four augmentation ap-
proaches as non-contextual-level. Lexical: We use
WordNet Miller et al. (1990) to replace each word
in the original text with a synonym. Spelling: We
generate alternate texts from common misspellings
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of the original words Coulombe (2018). Character:
Here, we randomly change characters in the origi-
nal tokens with four different ways: Insertions, sub-
stitutions, swaps and deletions Pruthi et al. (2019).
For lexical, spelling and character-based methods,
we use the implementation in nlpaug2 with 10%
replacement. Token-LM: To understand the effec-
tiveness of GAN part in GAN-LM, we consider
pre-trained LMs solely. To generate the synthetic
data: (1) Use LM to get token embeddings for in-
put text and (2) perform nearest neighbor search
for each token to find alternate tokens that meets
the similarity thresholds. We search the synthetic
tokens which satisfied these thresholds to balance
the analogy and diversity, compared to the origi-
nal token. The similarity thresholds are defined
empirically (e.g. Table 5). We did not insert the
noise on the input embedding as GAN-LM since
the generated data is far from the original one.

3.2 Contextual-Level Augmentation

To extend our work, we experiment three meth-
ods as contextual-level augmentation. Text Gen-
eration: This is a typical auto-regressive genera-
tion which uses the original text as the initial con-
text and extends it Yang et al. (2020). For this,
we employ GPT-2 Radford et al. (2019) and OPT
Zhang et al. (2022) for English-based datasets, and
mGPT Tan et al. (2021) for multilingual dataset.
Paraphrase: This augmentation transforms a sen-
tence with similar semantic meaning but a different
syntactic form where we consider the fine-tuned
T5 model Raffel et al. (2020) on Google PAWS
Zhang et al. (2019b) for English-based tasks and
Prism model Thompson and Post (2020a,b) for
multilingual-based task. Back-translation: It is
a process of retranslating content from the target
language back to its source language to generate
a sentence variant. For this augmentation, we em-
ploy multiple pre-trained neural translation models
trained on OPUS data Helsinki-NLP (2023) with
nlpaug.

3.3 Generative Adversarial Network

GAN is basically coming from the adversarial
learning which aims to trick the model by pro-
viding deceptive input. GAN targets to correctly
classify both unmodified and adversarial examples
to receive the rewards. It consists of two neural

2https://github.com/makcedward/nlpaug.
MIT License.

networks, generator and discriminator, where each
of them tries to outplay the other. The goal of
generator is to artificially manufacture outputs that
could be hard to distinguish from real data. The
discriminator is similar to the usual classification
model that aims to differentiate between real and
synthetic data from generator. Using GAN, we
target to achieve eminent performances with only
offered train set in each downstream task.

Specifically, we considered a WGAN-GP Gul-
rajani et al. (2017) which uses the Wasserstein dis-
tance as loss to capitalize on the probability distri-
butions from fake and real data rather than labeled
samples. Compared to the vanilla GAN, it is robust
to vanishing gradient and mode collapse through
smoother gradient updates from its loss functions.

3.4 GAN-LM

To extend the usability of GAN in NLP domain,
we propose GAN-LM which combines GAN with
pre-trained LM regardless of non-contextualized
and contextualized models. In this work, we focus
on the latter one which promises the better result.
Loss function of GAN-LM is covered in Equation
(1) and its structure is shown in Appendix.

R = LMencoder(Input Text)

ϵ ∼ Uniform(0, 1), η ∼ N(0, 1)

F = G(R+ η), F̂ = ϵ ·R+ (1− ϵ) · F
Ld = D(F )−D(R) + λ · (||∇F̂D(F̂ )||2 − 1)2

Lg = −D(F )
(1)

where LMencoder is the encoder of LM to generate
the embedding of input text for augmentation. ϵ and
η are random numbers from the uniform and Gaus-
sian distributions respectively. Also, R is the real
embedding and F is the fake embedding generated
from the generator, G(·). F̂ is weighted embedding
from real and fake embeddings. D(·) means the
discriminator output for embeddings. Ld and Lg

refer to the loss functions of the discriminator and
generator respectively. D(F )−D(R) describes the
1-Wasserstein distance and λ · (||∇F̂D(F̂ )||2−1)2

is called gradient penalty used for mitigating the
vanishing gradient where we use λ = 10 based on
the suggestion in Gulrajani et al. (2017).

Figure 1 illustrates the flowchart of the overall
algorithm in GAN-LM. First, we generated em-
beddings for each input text to serve as a training
set for the GAN. For embeddings, we use the pre-
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Figure 1: GAN-LM with pre-trained LM. Before decoding from LM, we additionally consider the low and high
thresholds for similarity matching between the averaged synthetic embedding from GAN-LM and the candidate
embedding from defined dictionary in pre-trained LM to control the diversity and lexical similarity of synthetic text.

trained BART-base Lewis et al. (2020) and mBART-
large-50 Tang et al. (2020) as encoder and decoder
according to the empirical results (e.g. Table 5).
However, GAN-LM can be applied with other ap-
proaches that can encode arbitrary text into embed-
dings and comprise of a well-defined dictionary to
map generated embedding back to tokens. Using
these transformers, we can decode the synthetic
embedding into a text which can be different from
the original input. We fix the sentence lengths to
27, 25, 36, 24 tokens for ZESHEL, TREC, STS-B,
mSTS datasets respectively, which cover 99% of
the data for each dataset. To express the text into an
input data for GAN training, we stacked each token
as the dimension with padding the remainder of the
input with zero values (more covered in Appendix).

Figure 1 shows the steps of the algorithm in
GAN-LM. In training part (red area), we encode
the input text into embeddings using LMencoder,
then we add Gaussian noise on top and input re-
sulting embeddings to the generator. Next, the
generator produces synthetic embeddings which
should resemble real ones and feeds those to the
discriminator which tries to distinguish between
real and synthetic embeddings. In synthetic data
generation pipeline (yellow area), we feed the tar-
get text, for which we want to generate and alter-
nate form, to the encoder and add Gaussian noise

to that embedding. The generator will produce the
synthetic embedding for that target text and then
we average the original and synthetic embeddings
to maintain the structure of original text. To de-
code, we perform nearest neighbor search for each
token using those generated synthetic embeddings.
Finally, we introduce upper and lower thresholds
on similarity to select tokens that are diverse yet
still possess similar semantics compared to the orig-
inal and don’t accidentally change the meaning of
the input text. The augmented tokens are selected
randomly from tokens that meet those thresholds
with the bias towards tokens for high similarity
score. Since BART’s vocabulary consists of sub-
word units, GAN-LM is able to come up with new
valid-looking words that were never in the original
training set (see Table 4). To clarify, we employ the
pre-trained LM for tokenization and detokenization
in GAN-LM but we do not use its text generation
methods (e.g. paraphrase) for downstream tasks.

4 Datasets and Employed Models

We experiment with four different downstream
tasks where (1-3) are English-based databases and
(4) is multilingual-based dataset: (1) ZESHEL – a
zero-shot learning dataset for EL, (2) TREC – a text
retrieval dataset for QC, (3) STS-B - an integrated
version of STS tasks for measuring the semantic
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similarity between two sentences, and (4) mSTS -
multilingual version of STS task.

ZESHEL introduced by Logeswaran et al. (2019)
is based on Wikia where there are non-overlapping
domains in train/validation/test sets to simulate
zero-shot learning. For this task, we employ
BLINK’s Wu et al. (2019) bi-encoder model from
scratch. TREC shown in Li and Roth (2002) is
collected from Hovy et al. (2001) where ques-
tions were manually created with 50 fine class
labels. For this application, we use fine-tuned
BERT-Tiny Turc et al. (2019) with training data
in TREC. STS-B covered in Cer et al. (2017) in-
cludes news headlines, image captions and user
forum posts. In each sentence pair, semantic simi-
larity labels are provided by a number between 0
and 5. For this task, we use SentenceTransformers
Reimers and Gurevych (2019) from scratch using
the mean pooling layer with XLM-RoBERTa Con-
neau et al. (2020). mSTS introduced in Cer et al.
(2017); Reimers and Gurevych (2020) has sentence
pairs in different languages with semantic similar-
ity scores between 0 and 5. For train set, we used
the offered monolingual pairs of AR-AR, ES-ES
and the translated sentences of ES-ES into EN, DE,
TR, FR, IT, NL using Google Translator since we
do not have monolingual pairs for them. The pro-
vided EN-EN dataset was eliminated from train set
since most cross-lingual datasets were made from
translating one sentence of EN-EN Reimers and
Gurevych (2020). All the cross-lingual pairs are
considered as test set. For this application, we em-
ploy the mean pooling of outputs for the pre-trained
multilingual BERT (mBERT) Devlin et al. (2019)
with fine-tuning from train set.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Experimental Setting

For all downstream tasks, in addition to the origi-
nal size, we construct a low-resource version (i.e.
limited train set) to highlight augmentation impact.
In addition, ZESHEL contains rich textual context
for both entity mentions and catalog entities, which
provide additional information for EL. To isolate
the impact of DA approaches, we test model per-
formance with and without those contexts.

For augmentation, in ZESHEL we consider both
the entity and mention to generate synthetic data, in
TREC we synthesize an alternate question sentence,
in STS-B and mSTS we generate an alternate sen-
tence from one of the pair. To build the GAN-LM,

we use pre-trained BART and mBART with 0.3-
0.7 and 0.5-0.9 similarity thresholds respectively
which give a good diversity of generated data while
remaining close to the original semantics. The
thresholds are decided from empirical results such
as Table 5. Also, the size of augmentation is deter-
mined from the empirical results in validation set
(e.g. Table 6) where we cover the optimal size in
this work. Compared to other tasks, we addition-
ally fine-tune GAN-LM with a target language (e.g.
AR-AR) in mSTS after training with multilingual
sentences to boost the quality of synthetic data.

In all tasks, we use the same target metrics
as found in the literature. For ZESHEL we use
recall@k, for TREC F1 score, for STS-B and mSTS
the spearman’s rank correlation (SRC) between
the cosine similarity of sentence pairs embeddings
and ground-truth labels. In all experiments, we
retrain target model 3 times with different seeds
and report average results with 95% confidence
interval (CI). Finally, the computational cost for
GAN-LM is covered in Appendix where it takes a
longer training time compared to non-contextual-
level methods, and comparable time to contextual-
level approaches. However, GAN-LM promises
the better performances in most cases and utilizes
LMs without fine-tuning for generation purpose.

5.2 Results in Entity Linking

Table 1 shows the results for ZESHEL. In this ap-
plication, we target to find the generalized augmen-
tations for zero-shot learning task. In low-resource
cases, the amount of train set with augmentation
is 5K generated from 1K baseline while in full
training data, the size of the training set after aug-
mentation is 69K from 49K baseline.

Overall, improvements after augmentation in
normal case are lower than for the low-resource
scenario which confirms the importance of aug-
mentation in the limited data setting. Including
synthetic data can have an effect of inferring the
unseen data which might have a different distribu-
tion from train set. Few training set samples in
low-resource mean insufficient variation of data
to help the models, especially high capacity ones,
generalize well. Thus, data augmentation often im-
proves more in low-resource scenarios, compared
to normal case.

When we consider scenarios without context,
we can see that there are large improvements
in performance using augmentations, especially
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Table 1: Recall values in ZESHEL with 95% CI. Baseline describes the performance of model without augmentation
and change denotes the performances against baseline in absolute term. In each scenario, bold means the best results
and underline denotes the proposed methods.

Scenarios Type R@1 R@8 R@32 R@64 CI Change Scenarios Type R@1 R@8 R@32 R@64 CI Change

Normal
without context

GAN-LM
-GPT 28.91% 54.83% 64.77% 69.38% 1.71% 7.94%

Normal
with context

GAN-LM 39.13% 66.45% 76.3% 79.98% 0.65% 1.23%

GAN-LM 24.2% 48.96% 60.85% 66.16% 1.65% 3.51% GPT 37.36% 65.31% 74.78% 78.65% 1.54% -0.21%
GPT 28.32% 54.14% 63.31% 67.46% 1.89% 6.77% OPT 37.63% 65.37% 74.88% 78.77% 0.93% -0.08%
OPT 27.54% 53.28% 62.81% 67.15% 1.89% 6.16% Paraphrase 37.88% 65.35% 74.94% 78.7% 0.76% -0.02%

Paraphrase 22.1% 46.89% 59.1% 64.73% 2.03% 1.67%
Back-

Translation
37.73% 65.26% 74.95% 78.73% 1.25% -0.07%

Back-
Translation

20.7% 44.77% 57.13% 62.99% 2.06% -0.14% Token-LM 37.53% 64.58% 74.49% 78.41% 1.27% -0.49%

Token-LM 21.33% 45.52% 57.55% 63.29% 1.83% 0.39% Char 37.53% 64.68% 74.6% 78.56% 1.37% -0.4%
Char 22.11% 46.36% 58.5% 64.07% 4.38% 1.22% Spel 37.27% 64.42% 74.42% 78.38% 1.19% -0.62%
Spel 21.52% 45.76% 58.22% 63.88% 2.25% 0.81% Lexical 37.49% 64.86% 74.89% 78.66% 1.66% -0.27%

Lexical 20.67% 44.8% 57.23% 62.91% 2.01% -0.13%

Low-resource
with context

GAN-LM 23.93% 49.79% 61.5% 66.75% 1.29% 3.71%

Low-resource
without context

GAN-LM
-GPT 25.25% 50.94% 59.9% 63.8% 2.3% 15.11% GPT 21.57% 47.75% 59.75% 64.69% 2.05% 1.66%

GAN-LM 18.67% 42.43% 55.21% 61.03% 1.97% 9.47% OPT 22.84% 47.99% 60.47% 65.38% 1.68% 2.39%
GPT 22.52% 47.52% 58.23% 62.62% 2.37% 12.86% Paraphrase 20.13% 45.59% 58.36% 63.62% 1.75% 0.14%

OPT 19.76% 45.07% 57.06% 61.82% 2.33% 11.07%
Back-

Translation
17.6% 42.25% 54.86% 60.84% 1.98% -2.9%

Paraphrase 17.83% 41.16% 53.79% 60% 2.41% 8.33% Token-LM 13.76% 35.95% 48.64% 54.97% 1.62% -8.45%
Back-

Translation
16.14% 37.71% 50.63% 56.82% 2.84% 5.46% Char 14.92% 38.11% 51.17% 57.35% 2.85% -6.4%

Token-LM 15.86% 36.9% 49.98% 56.2% 2.9% 4.87% Spel 19.46% 44.46% 56.85% 62.54% 4.71% -0.96%
Char 16.52% 37.91% 51.34% 57.53% 2.67% 5.96% Lexical 17.59% 41.68% 54.03% 60.18% 2.62% -3.41%

Spel 16.11% 37.44% 50.63% 56.87% 3.88% 5.4%
Baseline

- Low
20.92% 45.19% 57.63% 63.39% 1.59% -

Lexical 15.56% 36.67% 49.9% 56.01% 2.24% 4.67%
Baseline
- Normal

37.93% 65% 75.08% 78.95% 1.19% -

Baseline
- Low

12.4% 31.24% 44.65% 51.16% 3.09% -

Baseline
- Normal

20.57% 44.89% 57.56% 63.13% 1.92% -

with contextual-level, and GAN-LM mostly out-
performs others, except for GPT and OPT. In this
case, EL model has been trained on only entity
in train set to infer the entity with its contexts in
test set. Thus, it can be beneficial to use the aug-
mented data with additional descriptions to imitate
the context of it which can be done by GPT and
OPT. We further investigate the augmentation from
a combination between GAN-LM and GPT, called
GAN-LM-GPT. In this approach, GAN-LM gener-
ates alternate forms from the original inputs at the
token-level and GPT adds new textual content after
that. We observe improvements after combinations
of both methods, especially in the low-resource
case. Therefore, we can also consider GAN-LM-
GPT augmentation when train data is limited with-
out additional contexts in entity linking (EL) task
since it helps to include the diverse variations in
test set which cannot be covered by the considered
train set. For scenarios with context, most aug-
mentations, especially with non-contextual-level,
decrease the performance since synthetic data from
these approaches could be less related to the avail-
able contexts which could be harmful to EL. How-
ever, GAN-LM has tunable thresholds to control
the diversity and similarity of synthetic data which
finally promises the improvements. In conclu-
sion, we observe that GAN-LM and its comple-
ment, GAN-LM-GPT, are the best choices for EL

task whether in low-resource or normal setting. In
ZESHEL, domains in test set are not overlapped
with the ones in train set, which confirms that GAN-
LM is fairly compared with other augmentations.

5.3 Results in Question Classification

Now, we test the influence of DAs for question
classification (QC) task covered in Table 2 left side.
In this task, we need label-invariant augmentations
to improve the performance. The size of training
data for augmentations is 1K from 109 baseline
in low-resource and 8K from 2K baseline in half-
train set case. Interestingly, the improvements after
augmentations in both scenarios have a similar pat-
tern: Contextual-level augmentations outperforms
the non-contextual ones, except for spelling and
lexical (only for low-resource) while GAN-LM
is always the best performing approach. In addi-
tion, the improvements in half-train set scenario
are higher than the ones in the low-resource. From
our investigation, the result without augmentation
in half-train set is considerably worse than the one
in normal case (i.e. 8.84% F1 difference), meaning
the effect of augmentation can be huge in half-train
set to improve further. Also, adding synthetic data
on model can be noticed as inferring the possible
variations in test set which needs some degree of
real traffic from original data to suitably utilize the
augmented data. Still, GAN-LM works the best in
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Table 2: F1 and SRC values in TREC and STS-B with 95% CI. Here, we did not cover the normal case for
augmentation since we already achieve the better or similar performance with half-train set, compared to full
training set without augmentation (i.e. Baseline - Normal). In normal scenario, GAN-LM gives 34.28% F1 score in
TREC and 79.84% SRC in STS-B. Denotations are identical as Table 1.

Question Classification in TREC Semantic Textual Similarity in STS-B
Scenarios Type F1 CI Change Scenarios Type SRC CI Change

Half-train set

GAN-LM 32.14% 2.23% 16.01%

Half-train set

GAN-LM 78.02% 0.96% 4.44%
GPT 29.16% 2.66% 13.03% GPT 76.94% 0.83% 3.36%
OPT 28.75% 2.7% 12.62% OPT 76.97% 1.65% 3.39%

Paraphrase 28.39% 3% 12.26% Paraphrase 77.07% 2.01% 3.49%
Back-

Translation
28.03% 2.36% 11.9%

Back-
Translation

77.1% 2.4% 3.52%

Token-LM 27.16% 1.67% 11.03% Token-LM 76.11% 0.57% 2.53%
Char 25.5% 7.02% 9.37% Char 75.43% 0.86% 1.85%
Spel 29.05% 2.16% 12.92% Spel 76.61% 2.13% 3.03%

Lexical 26.93% 5.02% 10.8% Lexical 76.74% 1.39% 3.16%

Low-resource

GAN-LM 10.15% 1.95% 9.27%

Low-resource

GAN-LM 61.66% 1.46% 23.44%
GPT 8.48% 3.61% 7.6% GPT 58.11% 6.38% 19.89%
OPT 8.17% 1.9% 7.29% OPT 59.17% 3.95% 20.95%

Paraphrase 5.93% 2.42% 5.05% Paraphrase 57.9% 3.1% 19.68%
Back-

Translation
7.27% 1.59% 6.39%

Back-
Translation

58.02% 6.72% 19.8%

Token-LM 5.26% 3.72% 4.38% Token-LM 56.66% 2.59% 18.44%
Char 4.19% 1.42% 3.31% Char 53.32% 1.6% 15.1%
Spel 7.68% 4.03% 6.8% Spel 54.52% 5.07% 16.3%

Lexical 6.09% 3.3% 5.21% Lexical 57.77% 5.17% 19.55%
Baseline - Low 0.88% 1.54% - Baseline - Low 38.22% 10.61% -
Baseline - Half 16.13% 1.16% - Baseline - Half 73.58% 4.08% -

Baseline - Normal 24.97% 2.27% - Baseline - Normal 78.49% 0.28% -

this environment and can be a top pick which has
7.17% F1 improvement with half-train set against
full train set without augmentation.

5.4 Results in Semantic Textual Similarity

Table 2 right side covers the results on the STS-B
dataset. In this application, we need various and
semantically closed augmented data to improve the
result. The size of training data is 1K from 115
baseline in low-resource and 8K from 2K base-
line in half-train set scenario. In low-resource, we
can achieve great improvements, especially with
contextual-level and GAN-LM approaches. In half-
train set, the improvement is smaller than the one
in low-resource setting but we can see consistent
improvements by including synthetic data. Again,
contextual-level augmentations outperforms non-
contextual-level and GAN-LM yields the best per-
formance for semantic textual similarity (STS) task
which gives a closed performance as the result from
full train set without augmentation.

5.5 Results in Multilingual Semantic Textual
Similarity

Lastly, we extend our work to multilingual task.
Table 3 shows the results on the mSTS dataset.
In this task, we target diverse and semantically
consistent augmented samples in multilingual to

enhance the performance. The amount of train
set is 800 from 200 baseline in low-resource, and
4K from 2K baseline in normal scenario. In low-
resource, we can confirm that all augmentations
improve the overall performance, especially with
GAN-LM. Compared to low-resource, the improve-
ment in normal is lower but still, GAN-LM mostly
gives the best results, except for EN-AR. This
is because GAN-LM is mostly trained on Indo-
European languages (i.e. EN, DE, NL, FR, ES,
IT) which enhances the generation ability for these
languages. Interestingly, GAN-LM works well in
EN-TR since the performance without augmenta-
tion in this pair is very low and it has a large gap
to be improved by augmentation, especially with
GAN-LM which saves original structure with sim-
ilarity thresholds and does token-level tweaking
with affordable diversity learned from train set. We
can find that back-translation works the best in EN-
AR because it directly uses the well-defined neural
translation models for augmentation which finally
decreases the unsuitable assigned languages (e.g.
code-switching) suffered by other augmentations.
To complement our approach, we combine GAN-
LM with back-translation, called GAN-LM-Back,
to enhance the performance. In this method, we
generate the synthetic data for AR-AR and EN-EN
using back-translation and other monolingual pairs
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Table 3: SRC values in mSTS with 95% CI. Here, we focus on the contextual-level augmentations which promise
the superior performances in STS task. Denotations are identical as Table 1.

Scenarios Type EN-AR ES-EN EN-DE EN-TR FR-EN IT-EN NL-EN CI Change

Normal

GAN-LM
-Back 46.18% 55.92% 59.23% 43.72% 60.93% 57.32% 53.9% 2.64% 2.38%

GAN-LM 44.44% 53.6% 59.2% 42.62% 61.48% 55.31% 53.96% 2.62% 1.43%
mGPT 45.24% 50.86% 59.2% 42.52% 60.51% 53.07% 53.86% 2.71% 0.67%

Paraphrase 45.21% 48.69% 58.06% 40.9% 60.67% 54.12% 53.32% 2.92% 0.06%
Back-Translation 46.36% 50.62% 57.26% 41.82% 58.64% 53.48% 52.98% 2.72% 0.08%

Low-resource

GAN-LM 31.75% 37.05% 44.71% 24.21% 43.12% 39.96% 43.96% 3.06% 5.43%
mGPT 30.29% 34.33% 38.11% 19.64% 34.9% 33.37% 39.19% 4.83% 0.44%

Paraphrase 28.67% 35.93% 37.76% 22.04% 35.4% 32.63% 35.24% 3.59% 0.13%
Back-Translation 31.01% 34.44% 36.67% 21.94% 36.28% 31.7% 37.15% 4.49% 0.35%
Baseline - Low 29.95% 33.13% 36.04% 18.23% 37.26% 34.68% 37.46% 3.85% -

Baseline - Normal 45.08% 50.52% 56.9% 40.94% 60.89% 53.16% 53.08% 2.47% -

using GAN-LM to fine-tune the mean pooling of
mBERT. Using GAN-LM-Back, we achieve the
overall enhancements. Thus, we can understand
that GAN-LM and its extension, GAN-LM-Back,
are the best approaches for mutlilingual STS task.

5.6 Analysis of Synthetic Data

In this section, we analyze the synthetic data from
each augmentation method. Table 4 shows exam-
ples of synthetic data in TREC dataset. Lexical-
based finds the synonym of the word, spelling
and character-based tweak the words, and token-
LM-based changes the lowercase word and aux-
iliary verb. Both back-translation and paraphrase
restate a text with different orders and words while
both OPT and GPT adds a new context after origi-
nal statement. Interestingly, GAN-LM focuses on
changing question word which is the main factor
to increase the performance. It also finds a seman-
tically similar word. Lastly, we can see that GAN-
LM-GPT is the combination between GAN-LM
and GPT. From our findings, DA improves model
robustness to unseen noisy inputs in downstream
tasks. Augmentations containing grammatical mis-
takes, speech recognition errors, semantically sim-
ilar terms help the model generalize better. With
GAN-LM, we preserve both the semantics and the
structure of the input text, while providing diverse
augmentations. More examples of augmented data
are covered in Appendix.

5.7 Ablation Study

In Table 5, we example the ablation study of GAN-
LM where 0.3-0.7 range as the similarity thresholds
and BART as pre-trained LM are the best choices
in STS-B. The similarity thresholds control the anal-
ogy and diversity of synthetic data where 0.3-0.7
range was the top choice in STS-B to balance these

Table 4: Examples of generated augmentations. Bold
texts in each cell mean the changed parts.

Type Example
Original Why do heavier objects travel downhill faster ?
Lexical Why do heavier object travel downhill quicker?
Spelling Whay do heavier objects travel downhill faster?
Character Why do heavier osbjects tralvel downhzill faster?
Token-LM WHY does heavier objects travel downhill faster ?
Back-Translation Why are the heavier objects moving down faster?
Paraphrase Why do heavier objects go faster downhill?

OPT
Why do heavier objects travel downhill faster ?
Because they’re heavier

GPT
Why do heavier objects travel downhill faster ?
Or slow down to 2 km h

GAN-LM HOW do heavier objects travel down faster ?

GAN-LM-GPT
HOW do heavier objects travel down faster ?
Or slow down to 2 km h

two terms for achieving the best performance. Simi-
lar patterns are observed in other downstream tasks,
except for mSTS where mBART and 0.5-0.9 range
are selected. Additional architectural ablation study
is shown in Appendix.

In addition, we investigate the effect of size of
augmented data in Table 6. We consider the vali-
dation set (or cross-validation for dataset without
validation set) to determine the optimal size of aug-
mented data and find that there is a specific point
when the validation performance becomes stable.
Our findings indicate that performances (SRC -
Test in Table 6) are stabilized after this certain point,
implying that the generated synthetic data offers
sufficient diversity to improve the model’s gener-
alization capabilities. The size of augmentation in
other tasks are determined by same approach.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we investigate the effect of different
DAs to improve the performance on various tasks.
We study both techniques found in the literature as
well as the proposed GAN-LM in different scenar-
ios: We subsample training sets to study model per-
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Table 5: GAN-LM study in STS-B with half-train set.

Type SRC
GAN-LM with BART

(0.3 - 0.7)
78.02%

GAN-LM with BART
(0.1 - 0.5)

75.57%

GAN-LM with BART
(0.5 - 0.9)

77.49%

GAN-LM with BERT
(0.3 - 0.7)

71.33%

GAN-LM with XLNet
(0.3 - 0.7)

74.21%

Table 6: Investigation on the size of train set with GAN-
LM. Validation and Test describe each set in STS-B.

Low-resource in STS-B
Type Size of Train set SRC - Validation SRC - Test

GAN-LM

690 65.56% 56.81%
920 68.93% 60.16%
1150

(same as Table 2)
71% 61.66%

1380 70.89% 61.61%

formance under low-resource conditions and use
half or full training set to understand under different
conditions. In most experiments, GAN-LM clearly
gives the better results than non-contextual and
contextual-level augmentations. In addition to ap-
ply GAN-LM solely, we combine it with GPT and
back-translation to supplement the performance.

7 Limitations

There are three predictable limitations in the devel-
oped GAN-LM. First, the convergence of training
process in GAN-LM should be investigated care-
fully. Different datasets have different distribution
of data and characteristics which can affect the
GAN-LM’s convergence and we need a few iter-
ations of training to confirm the suitable epochs
for each task. Second, there can be a machine bias
since each model is trained on machine generated
synthetic data. Therefore, searching the suitable
pre-trained model is important to be considered at
the beginning. Last, while we did a thorough eval-
uation of GAN-LM on four downstream tasks, it is
still a general-purpose approach and its effective-
ness on specific tasks or domains may vary. Thus,
further research is required to fully understand its
capabilities and limitations in different contexts.

Supplementary Materials Availability Statement:
Source code is included in supplementary materi-
als. Notes on reproducibility (e.g. computational
budget and used hyperparameters) are included

in Appendix. Additional ablation study and aug-
mented examples are covered in Appendix. Links
for considered datasets and models are shown in
Appendix.
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Abstract

Good figure captions help paper readers under-
stand complex scientific figures. Unfortunately,
even published papers often have poorly written
captions. Automatic caption generation could
aid paper writers by providing good starting
captions that can be refined for better quality.
Prior work often treated figure caption genera-
tion as a vision-to-language task. In this paper,
we show that it can be more effectively tackled
as a text summarization task in scientific docu-
ments. We fine-tuned PEGASUS, a pre-trained
abstractive summarization model, to specifi-
cally summarize figure-referencing paragraphs
(e.g., “Figure 3 shows...”) into figure captions.
Experiments on large-scale arXiv figures show
that our method outperforms prior vision meth-
ods in both automatic and human evaluations.
We further conducted an in-depth investigation
focused on two key challenges: (i) the common
presence of low-quality author-written captions
and (ii) the lack of clear standards for good
captions. Our code and data are available at:
https://github.com/Crowd-AI-Lab/Gen
erating-Figure-Captions-as-a-Text-S
ummarization-Task.

1 Introduction

In scientific documents, effective figure captions
help readers understand complex figures like bar
charts, line charts, or pie charts. These captions de-
scribe the images and often include necessary con-
text from the document’s full text (Durbin, 2004).
Unfortunately, even published papers often have
poorly-written captions. As per our analysis (Sec-
tion 8.2), around 53.88% of line charts’ captions
in arXiv cs.CL papers are found to be unhelpful
for NLP readers. Automatic caption generation
could aid paper writers by providing good starting
captions that can be refined for better quality.

Previous research typically approached figure
caption generation as a vision-to-language task, i.e.,

*Equal contribution.

creating captions based on the image. For instance,
Hsu et al. (2021) used an end-to-end approach with
CNN+RNN structures, which extracted feature rep-
resentation from the image and converted it into
caption text. Qian et al. (2021) took a slightly
different approach: first understanding what is in
the image, pulling out key information, and then
using a preset template to create the caption. How-
ever, although achieving some success in synthetic
data (Kahou et al., 2017; Kafle et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2020a; Zhu et al., 2021), these approaches
often struggled to caption real-world figures. For
example, Hsu et al. (2021)’s end-to-end approach,
trained and tested using arXiv figures, achieved a
BLEU-4 score of only 2.91.

In this paper, we argue that figure captioning in
scientific documents can be more effectively tack-
led as a text-summarization task: The caption
can be generated by summarizing the paragraphs
mentioning the figure (as shown in Figure 1.) Sci-
entific figures typically come with extensive text
in the scientific document that can aid caption gen-
eration. Our analysis (Section 5) shows that, in
arXiv, over 75% of words in figure captions can be
aligned with the words in the paragraphs referenc-
ing those figures, which motivates our approach.
The automatic evaluation shows that summarizing
paragraphs referencing the figures results in bet-
ter captions than prior vision-based methods. In a
human evaluation by external domain experts, our
best-performing model’s captions were preferred
over the original captions 46.67% of the time.

We further conducted an in-depth investigation
focused on two key challenges: (i) the common
presence of low-quality author-written captions and
(ii) the lack of clear standards for good captions.
Surprisingly, 53.88% of the author-written captions
in our sample was deemed unhelpful. This has
implications for the design of future captioning
systems, underscoring the influence of data quality
on captioning performance.
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Figure 1: Figure captioning can be addressed as a text-summarization task. The figure’s caption can be generated by
summarizing the paragraphs mentioning the figure. The caption is generated by the model PegasusP+O+B . The
example shown in this figure is extracted from the paper (Doulaty et al., 2015).

2 Related Work

Prior figure captioning works can be broadly cat-
egorized into two approaches: caption generation
(i) based on the image of the figure or (ii) based on
the data chart underlying the figure.

Earlier image-based approaches focused on auto-
mated image understanding, which involved pars-
ing images to extract the figure’s key attributes and
converting parsed data into captions, e.g., using pre-
defined templates (Kahou et al., 2017; Kafle et al.,
2018; Methani et al., 2020; Qian et al., 2021; Siegel
et al., 2016). Recently, with the advance of deep
learning, more works are adopting an end-to-end
paradigm, generating captions straight from the
neural representations of images (Mahinpei et al.,
2022; Pelka et al., 2021; Hsu et al., 2021; Chen
et al., 2019; Kantharaj et al., 2022; Chen et al.,
2020a). Our work contrasts with prior studies by
focusing on text to generate captions instead of vi-
suals. To the best of our knowledge, no existing
figure-caption datasets explicitly contain the fig-
ures’ accompanying documents (Pelka et al., 2021;
Hsu et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2019), as this task has
generally been approached as a vision task. Most
recently, a knowledge-augmented image caption-
ing method that uses both image and text data was
introduced (Yang et al., 2023), suggesting the po-
tential of using text from documents.

Some approaches generate captions using the
underlying tabular data of a figure rather than
the figure’s image. Earlier approaches often em-
ployed rule-based techniques (Corio and Lapalme,
1999; Demir et al., 2008; Fasciano and Lapalme,
1996; Mittal et al., 1998), while newer ones fa-
vor learning-based methods (Barzilay and Lapata,
2005; Wiseman et al., 2017; Moraes et al., 2014;
Zhu et al., 2021; Kantharaj et al., 2022; Obeid
and Hoque, 2020; Reiter et al., 2005; Parikh et al.,

2020; Chen et al., 2020b; Gong et al., 2019; Su
et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020c). Despite these ap-
proaches’ ability to utilize tabular and meta data,
they necessitate access to the figure’s raw data.
Contrarily, our work uses the rich textual informa-
tion in scientific documents to generate captions.

3 Problem Statement and Terminology

A document D contains n figures, F1 to Fn, where
Fi has a caption Ci that was written by the doc-
ument author. In document D, j sentences, Mi,1

to Mi,j , explicitly mention Fi (e.g., “As shown in
Fi...”). The objective of this work is to automati-
cally generate a high-quality caption, C ′

i, for figure
Fi using only its mentions (Mi,1 to Mi,j) and the
surrounding text of the mentions in document D.

In the rest of the paper, we use these terms:

• A “Mention” refers to a sentence in a document
that explicitly mentions the target figure, e.g.,
“As shown in Figure 6...” If there are multiple
Mentions, the first Mention is referred to.

• A “Paragraph” refers to a section of text con-
taining a Mention. In this work, the boundaries
of a Paragraph are determined by the <p> tag
produced by PDF parsing.

• Sentences near a Mention may contain relevant
information, so we extracted n preceding sen-
tences and m following sentences to form the
“Window[n, m]” text snippet. For instance,
“Window[1, 2]” refers to a snippet of four sen-
tences, including one preceding sentence, the
Mention sentence, and two following sentences.

• An “OCR” refers to the textual information (e.g.,
legends, labels, etc.) extracted from the image,
by optical character recognition (OCR) software.
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Source Random Mention Paragraph OCR Window[0, 1] Window[1, 0] Window[1, 1] Window[2, 2]

S P - +OCR - +OCR - - +OCR - +OCR - +OCR - +OCR

Caption 35.23 44.43 53.43 60.16 75.19 76.68 34.75 60.85 65.43 59.09 64.19 65.20 68.73 69.09 71.77
Source 32.52 19.52 39.51 18.78 12.53 9.39 20.79 30.49 17.19 32.40 17.33 25.10 15.55 19.84 13.45

Table 1: Macro coverage rates (percentage) between captions and relevant texts (S: Sentence and P: Paragraph).
Caption coverage gives the percentage of words in the caption that can be found in the source texts and vice versa
(punctuation and stop words are excluded.) The results show that 76.68% of the words in captions could be found in
Paragraph+OCR, motivating us to generate captions by text summarization.

4 Dataset

Before diving into our experiments and analyses,
we first describe the dataset upon which our study
is grounded. Our results are based on a scientific
figure caption dataset, SCICAP, and several pre-
processing steps to fit it into our workflow.

SCICAP is a dataset that contains over 416,000
line charts and captions extracted from more than
290,000 arXiv papers (Hsu et al., 2021). It was one
of the first large-scale figure-captioning datasets
based on real-world scientific figures. However,
it does not contain the paragraphs that mention
the figure. To address this, we downloaded all the
PDF files of the original arXiv papers used in SCI-
CAP and extracted all the Mentions and Paragraphs
as outlined in Section 6.1. Detailed information
on preprocessing, including the dataset resplit and
OCR extraction, are described in Appendix B.

5 Motivating Analysis

To understand the correlation between mentions
and captions, we performed a series of analyses
using the data described in Section 4. Specifically,
we investigated the extent to which the words in
the figure captions are represented in the corre-
sponding figure-mentioning paragraphs. We used
awesome-align (Dou and Neubig, 2021) to obtain
the alignment between the source texts (mentions,
paragraphs, and OCRs) and captions. Awesome-
align compared the similarity of the words’ con-
textual embeddings and assigned an alignment be-
tween words if the similarity passed a threshold.
We used SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019) to obtain
contextual embeddings and softmax threshold =
0.99 to reduce false alignments.

After obtaining the alignments, we computed
what percentage of information in the caption could
be found in the source texts. The results shown
in Table 1 indicate that 76.68% of the caption’s
information could be found in Paragraph and
OCR, motivating us to generate figure captions by

summarizing Paragraph. We also observed that a
randomly selected sentence and paragraph from the
same paper can cover 35.23% and 44.43% of the
caption, respectively, showing that there was some
generic information-sharing across the paper. We
also conducted a study using the exact overlapping
(i.e., BLEU score) in Appendix A.

6 Generating Figure Captions as a Text
Summarization Task

Figure 1 overviews the proposed pipeline. This
section describes each step of the pipeline.

6.1 Extracting Mentions and Paragraphs

The system first extracts Mentions and their asso-
ciated Paragraphs (as defined in Section 3.) In
this paper, we used Grobid (kermitt2, 2022), a
publicly-available tool for converting PDF files into
structured XML documents, to extract plain text
from the paragraphs (including the <p> tags) in
each paper. This plain text was then segmented
into sentences using BlingFire (microsoft, 2022).
We developed regular expressions to identify sen-
tences mentioning specific figures. For instance,
sentences such as “As shown in Figure 6, ...” were
first identified and then linked to Figure 6. To as-
sess the performance of these regular expressions,
we conducted a manual evaluation of 300 sam-
ples from our experimental dataset. The results
showed a high level of precision (99.58%) and re-
call (94.44%).

6.2 Generating Captions Using Text
Summarization Models

As shown in Figure 1, our system then auto-
matically summarizes all the extracted Mentions
(or Paragraphs) into a figure caption. In this
work, we used PEGASUS, an abstractive sum-
marization model (Zhang et al., 2020), and fine-
tuned it on our dataset. Five Pegasus models,
PegasusM , PegasusP , PegasusO, PegasusM+O,
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and PegasusP+O, were trained utilizing five dis-
tinct input combinations, including (i) Mention,
(ii) Paragraph, (iii) OCR output of the target
figure image, (iv) Mention+OCR, and (v) Para-
graph+OCR. PegasusP+O encompasses the most
of relevant information in the document and thus is
expected to yield the optimal summary.

Additionally, we built PegasusP+O+B , a spe-
cialized version of the model designed to be
trained on a subset of higher-quality captions,
(vi) Paragraph+OCR-Better. Given the absence
of reliable automated ways to assess the quality
of captions, we followed a guideline from pre-
vious studies indicating that longer captions en-
hance reader comprehension (Hartley, 2003; Gel-
man et al., 2002). We trained the model using
captions with 30 or more tokens. The average cap-
tion length was 26.8 tokens, so we set 30 tokens as
the threshold. The training was performed using
Paragraph+OCR inputs.

We identified two major challenges in generating
captions for scientific figures in real-world scenar-
ios. We discuss these challenges in the following
subsections, with an in-depth analysis in Section 8.

6.2.1 Challenge 1: Addressing Unreliable
Quality of Real-World Data

Low-quality captions often occur in scholarly ar-
ticles. Our analysis (see Section 8.1) showed that
50% of line charts’ author-written captions in arXiv
cs.CL papers were deemed unhelpful by domain
experts. The impact of this unreliable data qual-
ity is that developers could train and test caption-
ing models with unhelpful captions. The lack of
automatic methods for evaluating caption quality
makes it hard to identify suitable training exam-
ples and eliminate poor ones. To address this issue,
we included PegasusP+O+B that was trained on
longer captions, which is suggested by literature
to be more helpful to readers (Hartley, 2003; Gel-
man et al., 2002). To account for low-quality test
data, we conducted both human and automatic eval-
uations. The data quality of figure captions was
analyzed and is presented in Section 8.2.

6.2.2 Challenge 2: Defining a Clear Standard
for “Good” Figure Captions

The deeper issue is the lack of a set of well-defined
and actionable criteria for determining the use-
fulness of a figure caption. Although there are
guidelines for writing effective scientific figure
captions (Rougier et al., 2014; Biegel and Kamat,

2019), their translation into algorithmic models can
be challenging. From a modeling standpoint, the
lack of a clear goal presents a challenge, as it is
uncertain what to optimize for once fluency has
been achieved. In this paper, we focus on demon-
strating the feasibility of generating captions via
text summarization. Although we did not incorpo-
rate specialized goals in the model, we examine the
criteria for a “good” caption in Section 8.2.

7 Experimental Results

A Simple Baseline: Using Extracted Mentions as
Captions. Motivated by our information overlap
study (Section 5), we created the Reuse baselines.
These baselines simply repurpose portions of the
input text as the prediction.

Vision-to-Language Baselines. The vision-to-
language generation treated this task as an image-
captioning task that took the scientific figure im-
age as input and generated a text to describe it.
We compared two vision-to-language models as
baselines. First, we built a sequence-to-sequence
model by combining BEiT (Bao et al., 2022) and
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019). We also selected the
TrOCR (Li et al., 2021) model, a transformer-based
sequence-to-sequence model pre-trained for OCR
tasks. Compared to image encoders like ViT (Doso-
vitskiy et al., 2021) and BEiT (Bao et al., 2022),
which were trained on photos, OCR models trained
on printed and handwritten documents align more
closely with the scientific paper domain. All fig-
ures from SCICAP (106,391 training samples) were
used for training since no mentions were required.

Experimental Setup. A total of 14 methods were
included for comparison: six reuse baselines with
six input variations (M, P, W[0, 1], W[0, 2], W[1,
1], and W[2, 2]); five text summarization models
with five inputs (M, M+O, P, P+O, and O); one
text summarization model using P+O with con-
trolled data quality; and two vision-to-language
models (BEiT+GPT-2 and TrOCR). Note that we
use subscripts of M, P, W, O, B to denote the input
features: Mention, Paragraph, Window, OCR, and
Better data quality, respectively. The model train-
ing details and decoding configuration are provided
in Appendix C.

7.1 Automatic Evaluation Results

Conventional Automatic Evaluation. We used
F1 of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L (Lin,
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Model Feature Length Rouge-1 (F1) Rouge-2 (F1) Rouge-L (F1) MoverScore BERTScore

Score Norm Score Norm Score Norm Score Norm Score Norm

Reuse

M 33.2 .291 1.346 .139 1.790 .239 1.401 .535 1.023 .628 1.064
P 238.3 .171 1.042 .089 1.006 .134 1.030 .503 1.004 .567 1.008
W[0, 1] 50.3 .281 1.216 .132 1.509 .224 1.273 .529 1.016 .620 1.048
W[0, 2] 68.0 .259 1.129 .123 1.341 .205 1.186 .524 1.013 .611 1.034
W[1, 1] 67.8 .266 1.156 .124 1.346 .204 1.183 .524 1.012 .613 1.037
W[2, 2] 98.7 .235 1.082 .112 1.179 .180 1.105 .517 1.007 .600 1.020

Pegasus

M 12.2 .321 1.898 .153 2.907 .283 1.971 .553 1.065 .654 1.158
M+O 12.8 .331 1.909 .161 2.945 .292 1.993 .556 1.071 .661 1.166
P 14.0 .374 2.067 .205 3.507 .334 2.201 .570 1.095 .682 1.196
P+O 14.0 .381 2.106 .212 3.635 .340 2.242 .571 1.097 .685 1.202
P+O+B 38.3 .321 1.452 .154 1.916 .265 1.537 .546 1.044 .639 1.082
O 12.1 .133 0.789 .026 0.495 .119 0.828 .518 0.998 .561 0.993

TrOCR Figure 10.0 .220 1.464 .073 1.653 .195 1.502 .534 1.033 .610 1.096
BEiT+GPT2 15.8 .164 0.864 .042 0.666 .144 0.917 .529 1.013 .592 1.031

Table 2: Task Performance with the best and second-best results highlighted. PegasusP+O, the text-summarization
model with all available information (Paragraph+OCR), performed the best in all four metrics. PegasusP+O+B , the
model trained with better captions, however, got lower scores.

Figure 2: The relationship between average text length and ROUGE-2 score (left: original ROUGE-2; right:
normalized ROUGE-2). The random baseline in the left figure shows that text lengths and scores are not independent.
For example, when the predicted text is shorter than 50 tokens, predicting longer texts generally results in a higher
ROUGE-2 score. The normalized scores indicate the proposed system’s performance gain over the random baseline
of the same length. PegasusP+O+B and ReuseM get closer to TrOCR after normalization, suggesting the need for
normalization for accurate interpretation of results.

2004; Nallapati et al., 2016), MoverScore (Zhao
et al., 2019), and BERTScore for automatic eval-
uation. When computing ROUGE scores using
rouge-score (google research, 2022), we turned
all text into lower case and stem words. As both
MoverScore and BERTScore are based on the se-
mantic similarity, we obtained contextual embed-
dings from SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019).

Automatic Evaluation with Normalization Over
Caption Length. ROUGE F1 tends to favor
longer texts within a certain length, leading to
a skewed comparison where models generating
longer texts receive higher scores (Sun et al., 2019).
We followed Sun et al. (2019)’s approach of nor-
malizing the scores with the corresponding random
baseline that generates texts of the same length.

Scorenormalized =
Score

Random(length)
(1)

where length is the average length of the texts
generated by the target system. We estimated
Random(length) by applying linear interpola-
tion on several (length, random score) pairs. The
(length, random score) pairs were obtained by ran-
domly selecting a certain number of sentences (1,
2, ..., 10 sentences) from the input paragraph as the
prediction. To get random scores of texts shorter
than a single sentence (around 30 tokens), we trun-
cated sentences to the desired length (4, 6, ..., 30
tokens). For each length setting, we ran 10 differ-
ent random seeds and reported the average. The
Random line in Figure 2-Left shows the behav-
ior of ROUGE-2 favoring longer texts within 50
tokens.1 The normalized scores, as shown in Fig-
ure 2-Right, clearly indicate the superiority of our

1Similar trends for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-L, MoverScore,
and BERTScore are included in Appendix E.
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proposed model over the random baseline.
Table 2 shows the normalized automatic eval-

uation results. Overall, PegasusP+O, the text-
summarization model with all available informa-
tion (Paragraph+OCR), achieved the best per-
formance in all three metrics. PegasusP+O+B ,
the model using the same information but trained
on a better subset of captions (Paragraph+OCR-
Better), did not perform well. We hypothesized
this was due to half of the test data comprising poor
captions (refer to Section 8.2). This was validated
by examining performance shifts in different qual-
ity beams (Section 8.1) and conducting a human
evaluation (Section 7.2). Meanwhile, ReuseM , the
Reuse baseline with Mention, outperforms other
Reuse baselines. Its performance declined as con-
text sizes grew and shifted.

7.2 Human Evaluation Results

Pilot MTurk Study to Select Top Models. Be-
fore the main human evaluation, we ran a pilot
study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to
identify any apparently underperforming baselines
for exclusion in the final study, simplifying the
main human evaluations. In this study, we asked
MTurk workers to carefully read a figure and se-
lect the worst figure caption among (i) TrOCR, (ii)
PegasusP+O, (iii) PegasusP+O+B , and (iv) ground-
truth caption. Ninety figures without errors were
randomly sampled from our annotated set (i.e., fig-
ures from cs.CL arXiv papers in Section 8.2) for
the study. For each of the figures, we recruited
20 MTurk workers to judge.2 We report the num-
ber of majority votes (when tied, we counted all
captions with the highest votes as the worst) and
the average number of votes in Table 3. Results
indicated that TrOCR’s caption won the majority
vote 41 out of 90 times, with its average vote count
significantly exceeding others. Hence, we excluded
TrOCR from our formal human evaluation.

Main Human Evaluation with Domain Experts.
Three Ph.D. students with NLP backgrounds (who
are not coauthors) were recruited as human judges,
as it is hard for those without basic domain un-
derstanding to evaluate captions. This study has
been approved by the IRB office of the authors’
institute. The same 90 figures used in the pilot

2Four MTurk qualifications were used: Locale (US Only),
HIT Approval Rate (≥98%), Number of Approved HITs
(≥3000), and the Adult Content Qualification. The payment
for each task was set to 0.09 (hourly wage = $10 dollars).

n = 90 #Maj.
Votes↓

Avg.
Votes↓

T-Test over Avg. Votes

PegP+O PegP+O+B Caption

TrOCR 41 5.99 <.001*** .006** .001**
PegP+O 20 4.54 - .253 .973
PegP+O+B 24 4.93 - - .318
Caption 19 4.53 - - -

Table 3: The result of the pilot Mturk study. When tied,
all captions with the highest votes were counted as the
worst for #Majority votes. TrOCR is significantly worse
than other approaches when rated by crowd workers.

n = 90 Avg.
Ranking↓

T-Test on Avg. Ranking

PegP+O+B Caption

PegP+O 2.152 .016* .015*
PegP+O+B 1.930 - .923
Caption 1.919 - -

Table 4: Average ranking of the human evaluation.
PegasusP+O+B was rated significantly better than
PegasusP+O and was at the same level as the ground-
truth caption.

MTurk study were used again. We asked the human
judges to compare each figure’s (i) PegasusP+O,
(ii) PegasusP+O+B , and (iii) ground-truth caption.
The judges were asked to rank the captions based
on how strongly they agreed with this statement:
“When I read the paper, this caption can help me un-
derstand the message that the figure tries to convey.”
Figure 5 (see Appendix D) shows the interface the
human judges used.

Table 4 shows the results of average ranking
(from 1 to 3). Overall, the ground-truth cap-
tion and PegasusP+O+B were ranked similarly
(1.919 vs. 1.930 with p-value = 0.923). Humans
also favored PegasusP+O+B over PegasusP+O

significantly (1.919 vs. 2.152 with p-value =
0.016). This supports our heuristic for auto-
matically determining caption quality based on
length and aligns with previous findings that longer
captions improve reader comprehension (Hartley,
2003; Gelman et al., 2002). However, we found
that the task of caption ranking poses a challenge,
as evidenced by the lower correlations between
raters, with Kendall’s tau values of 0.133, 0.148,
and 0.274, and Spearman’s rho values of 0.128,
0.156, and 0.317. This highlights the complexity
of the task and suggests that scaling human evalu-
ation across domains might be difficult. Different
preferences over captions, such as length, could
lead to lower agreement among raters.
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Agree Disagree Total Agree Percentage

Helpfulness 184 215 399 46.12%
Image-Text 338 61 399 84.71%
Visual-Desc 64 335 399 16.04%
Takeaway 74 325 399 18.55%

Table 5: Results of the manual annotation. More than
50% of the captions were annotated as unhelpful. (Out
of the initial 438 figure captions, we excluded those
with extraction or classification errors, e.g., incomplete
images, leaving us with only 399 captions.)

8 In-Depth Analysis

We conducted an in-depth investigation focused
on two key challenges: (i) the common presence
of low-quality author-written captions and (ii) the
lack of clear standards for good captions.

Quality Annotation Procedure. We manually
annotated 438 captions in the Computation and
Language domain (cs.CL) from the test set. Fig-
ure 6 (see Appendix D) shows the interface we
used, in which the title, abstract, and PDF file of
the paper were shown alongside the target figure’s
image, caption, and questions. For each caption,
we asked the annotators (coauthors) to rate four
aspects using a five-point Likert scale:

• Image-Text. The caption included named en-
tities or important words/numbers in the figure
(e.g., title, legends, labels, etc.).

• Visual-Description. The caption included some
visual characteristics of the figure (e.g., color,
shape, trend, etc.).

• Takeaway. The caption explicitly stated the high-
level takeaway message or the conclusion that
the figure attempted to convey.

• Helpfulness. “The caption helped me understand
the message that the figure attempted to convey”.

The annotated data was consolidated by grouping
“Strongly Agree” and “Agree” as “[Agree]” and
grouping “Neutral”, “Disagree”, and “Strongly Dis-
agree” as “[Disagree]”. The results of this con-
solidation are presented in Table 5.

8.1 Challenge 1: Addressing Unreliable
Quality of Real-World Data

Table 5 shows that over 50% of the author-
written captions in arXiv cs.CL papers were
deemed unhelpful. High unhelpful caption pro-
portion may skew evaluation results, particularly
for automatic evaluations that compare generated
text to human-written captions. To address this, we

#Sample PegP+O PegP+O+B Caption

Helpful 55 2.176 1.970 1.855
Unhelpful 35 2.114 1.867 2.019

Table 6: Human ranking results (lower is better) on
helpful and unhelpful beams. PegasusP+O+B received
better rankings in the unhelpful beam.

evaluated models on different quality beams using
the 399 annotated figure captions shown in Table 5.
The captions were divided into the “helpful beam”
(184 captions rated [Agree]) and the “unhelpful
beam” (215 captions rated [Disagree]).

Automatic Evaluation Over Beams of Different
Quality. To validate the effect of low-quality cap-
tions, we re-performed the automatic evaluation
for the helpful and unhelpful beam sets. Figure 3
shows the Normalized ROUGE-2 and MoverScore
scores for each model in the helpful and unhelpful
beam sets.3 Most models performed better in the
unhelpful beam, except PegasusP+O+B , which had
better scores in the helpful beam. PegasusP+O+B

was trained on captions with more than 30 tokens.
This result suggests that improving training data
quality, such as by using only longer captions, can
positively impact the model’s behavior and result
in a better generation of helpful captions.

Human Evaluation Over Beams of Different
Quality. We also re-evaluated human scores for
both the helpful and unhelpful beams. The human
evaluation in Section 7.2 only covered 90 figures,
with 55 in the helpful beam and 35 in the unhelp-
ful beam. Table 6 shows the results. On average,
PegasusP+O+B (1.867) was ranked better than
author-written captions (2.019) in the unhelp-
ful beam, in which machine-generated captions
were preferred by human judges 22 out of 35
times. The results suggest that, with careful train-
ing data quality control, when author-written cap-
tions are not very helpful, machines could poten-
tially generate better captions.

8.2 Challenge 2: What Constitutes a Good
Figure Caption?

We calculated Pearson correlations (Rodgers and
Nicewander, 1988) among the four aspects using
raw five-point Likert ratings. The results are shown
in Table 7. The highest correlation was found
between Takeaway and Helpfulness, suggesting
that a high-quality caption accurately captures

3In addition, ROUGE-1, ROUGE-L, and BERTScore
scores can be found in Figure 12 in Appendix E.
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Figure 3: Normalized ROUGE-2 and MoverScore for beams of different quality. Most of the generation models
performed better in the unhelpful beam, suggesting that output may be more similar to bad captions. Only the model
trained with better captions learned to generate good captions by showing a better score in the helpful beam.

Image-Text Visual-Desc Takeaway Length

Helpfulness 0.206 0.523 0.686 0.383
Image-Text - 0.177 0.186 0.248
Visual-Desc - - 0.625 0.535
Takeaway - - - 0.514

Table 7: Pearson correlations between different aspects.
We used the row scores (five-point Likert scale) to com-
pute the correlation. Strong correlation (≥0.5) and
medium correlation (0.3 to 0.5) are highlighted. Help-
fulness is highly correlated with Visual-Description and
Takeaway and is moderately correlated with Length.

the main message of the figure. There were also
strong correlations between Helpfulness, Visual-
Description, and Takeaway, indicating that a good
caption effectively conveys visual information and
summarizes the main message. However, Table 5
shows that only 16.04% and 18.55% of the cap-
tions described the visual characteristics and the
takeaway message, respectively.

A moderate correlation between Helpfulness and
Length supports previous research findings that
longer captions are generally more helpful for read-
ers (Hartley, 2003; Gelman et al., 2002).

8.3 Caption Length Distribution

Throughout this work’s development, the length
of captions emerged as a consistent issue. Despite
existing literature indicating the benefits of longer
captions for readers (Hartley, 2003; Gelman et al.,
2002), space limitations often leave authors with
no option but to craft shorter captions. To shed
some light on this aspect and offer insight for future
research, we analyzed the lengths of both author-
created and machine-generated captions. We used
Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) plots to investigate
the distribution of caption lengths across differ-
ent models and domains. As shown in Figure 4a,
the majority of models demonstrate a common
peak at 10 tokens, while PegasusP+O+B presents
a significant deviation with a peak near 30 tokens.
Figure 4b presents the distribution of helpfulness

Information Image-Text Visual-Desc Takeaway

#Tokens 0.181 0.428 0.357
Percentage 0.099 0.279 0.210

Table 8: Correlations between the amount of missing
information from Paragraph and the quality aspects. The
missing information is related to visual descriptions and
takeaway messages.

scores, derived from quality annotation data (see
Section 8.2). Captions rated with a maximum help-
fulness score of 5 show a peak at 35 tokens. We can
also see a clear shift in caption length with higher
scores. In Figure 4c, we dug into the top 10 cate-
gory taxonomy from arXiv. This figure suggests
that a higher portion of the captions in cs, math,
stat, and eess are shorter (10 tokens); while the
rest of the categories (cond-mat, quant-ph, q-bio,
etc) have higher probabilities for longer captions.
However, within the cs domain (Figure 4d), the
top 10 subcategories do not show significant differ-
ences regarding caption length distribution.

9 Discussion

Is Text Really All You Need? Our results demon-
strate that summarizing figure-mentioning para-
graphs is sufficient to generate captions, as shown
by the similar scores of PegasusP and PegasusP+O

in Table 2. Adding OCR had limited impact. Fur-
thermore, in a recent study of scientific figure cap-
tioning conducted by Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2023),
the best-performing model only considered figure-
mentioning paragraphs and OCR tokens– note that
their OCR tokens were visual features– without
taking the figure’s imagery into account. These
results raise an interesting question: Do we need
visual information at all? What for? The token
alignment study (Section 5) showed that 75.19%
of the caption information could be found in the
Paragraphs, meaning 24.81% of the information
was missing. Understanding this missing informa-
tion could help improve the models’ performance.
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(a) All the examined generative models. (b) Helpfulness scores in 5-point Likert scale.

(c) Top 10 frequent arXiv categories. (d) Top 10 frequent arXiv CS subcategories and cs.HC.

Figure 4: The KDE plot illustrates diverse caption length distributions among models, the relationship with
helpfulness, and variations across arXiv categories. The sample numbers are included in the legend.

Thus, we calculated the correlation between the
amount of missing information and three aspect rat-
ings (image-text, visual-description, and takeaway)
in the quality annotation data (Section 8.2). The
missing information was quantified as the number
or percentage of tokens without aligning to any
tokens in figure-mentioning paragraphs. Table 8
demonstrates a positive correlation between the ex-
tent of missing information and visual descriptions
and takeaway messages. This suggests that incorpo-
rating visual descriptions (e.g., “dashed line,” “red
line”) is key to enhancing performance by filling in
the gaps in information not covered by the article’s
text. Furthermore, the strong correlation between
Helpfulness and Visual-Description in Table 5 also
indicates that including image information is neces-
sary for writing good captions. It should be noted
that OCR is only capable of capturing image texts
(e.g., labels, legends) and not visual element infor-
mation (e.g., “dashed line”). A promising future
direction is developing a multimodal model that
can effectively incorporate both image and text.

What is the Best Length for Captions? Our re-
search indicates that filtering shorter captions can
facilitate the generation of more helpful captions.
However, the resulting captions tend to be longer
than usual, as shown in the PegasusP+O+B shift to
the right in Figure 4a. This raises a question: Is it
fair to compare short and long captions on useful-
ness, given that longer captions inherently contain
more information? While our automatic evaluation
addressed this by implementing length normaliza-
tion, our human evaluations and quality annota-
tions did not specifically instruct the annotators to

consider caption lengths. Nevertheless, we argue
that even if we asked annotators to consider cap-
tion lengths while identifying helpful captions, the
“ideal” caption length would differ among annota-
tors due to multiple factors. For example, as shown
in Figure 4c, the length distributions of captions
vary across domains. The low inter-agreement
from our human evaluation (see Section 7.2) also
suggests that personal preferences could influence
ideal caption length (Lundgard and Satyanarayan,
2021). Moreover, the ideal length could also be
dictated by the context: writers might favor shorter
captions due to page constraints, while readers
might prefer longer but informative ones (Stokes
and Hearst, 2022; Sun et al., 2019). To tackle this
issue, a potential future direction could be enabling
models to generate captions of diverse lengths to
suit different users and contexts.

10 Conclusion and Future Work

This work presented a new perspective on au-
tomatic figure captioning, demonstrating that a
language-based approach, i.e., summarizing figure-
referring paragraphs, can outperform conventional
vision-based methods. Our analysis further showed
many unhelpful captions in arXiv papers, high-
lighting data quality’s impact on captioning per-
formance. This work lays the groundwork for fur-
ther research, including exploring new data selec-
tion, revision, and augmentation strategies to mit-
igate the effects of low-quality data, developing
new evaluation methods, and creating more robust
models that better handle noisy data. We also aim
to expand the technology’s scope to cover a wider
variety of figures and article types.
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Limitations

Although our proposed methods have been shown
to be effective, we are aware of several limitations.
First, our approach requires mentions in order to
produce captions, but it is not always easy to au-
tomatically identify the mentions for a given fig-
ure in real-world data. There were 18.81% of fig-
ures in the original SCICAP that did not have any
identified mentions, which we excluded from this
work. Many factors contributed to the gap, includ-
ing errors caused by upstream components such
as image extraction or image type classification
(e.g., table), unexpected figure index formats (e.g.,
“Figure VIII”, “Figure C·1”,“Fig.Fig. 4(b)”), PDF
parsing errors, or the figure never being mentioned
in the paper. Second, our method uses texts instead
of images as the primary information source, so,
naturally, it inherits all the constraints of text. Our
method can not capture any visual element in the
figure that the text never mentioned; it struggles
when the text is poorly written. Finally, this paper
focused on non-compound line charts in arXiv pa-
pers; the human evaluation only focused on NLP
papers. More research is needed to examine the
generalizability.

Ethics Statement

We consider the proposed technology to impose
little risk to readers, as it only summarizes what
has already been presented in the paper. However,
when the generated caption contains some inac-
curate information, it could mislead readers. Fur-
thermore, the proposed technology has the nature
of neglecting visual content, which might have an
impact on the accessibility of figure captions.
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Abstract

In recent years, many NLP studies have focused
solely on performance improvement. In this
work, we focus on the linguistic and scientific
aspects of NLP. We use the task of generat-
ing referring expressions in context (REG-in-
context) as a case study and start our analysis
from GREC, a comprehensive set of shared
tasks in English that addressed this topic over
a decade ago. We ask what the performance
of models would be if we assessed them (1)
on more realistic datasets, and (2) using more
advanced methods. We test the models using
different evaluation metrics and feature selec-
tion experiments. We conclude that GREC can
no longer be regarded as offering a reliable as-
sessment of models’ ability to mimic human
reference production, because the results are
highly impacted by the choice of corpus and
evaluation metrics. Our results also suggest
that pre-trained language models are less de-
pendent on the choice of corpus than classic
Machine Learning models, and therefore make
more robust class predictions.

1 Introduction

NLP research can have different aims. Some NLP
research focuses on developing new algorithms
or building practical NLP applications. Another
line of NLP work constructs computational models
that aim to explain human language and language
use; this line of work has been dubbed NLP-as-
Science (van Deemter, 2023). Among other things,
NLP-as-Science demands that we ask ourselves to
what extent NLP research findings generalise along
a range of dimensions.

In addition to the practical applications of Refer-
ring Expression Generation (REG, Reiter, 2017),
REG is also one of the typical tasks in NLP-
as-Science, where REG algorithms are built to
model and explain the reference production of
human beings (Krahmer and van Deemter, 2012;
van Deemter, 2016). In the computational linguis-

tics and cognitive science community, REG can
be divided into two distinct tasks: one-shot REG,
finding a referring expression (RE) to single out a
referent from a set, and REG-in-context, generating
an RE to refer to a referent at a given point in a
discourse.

In a classic setup, REG-in-context is often ap-
proached in two steps: The first is to decide on the
form of an RE at a given point in the discourse,
and the second is to decide on its content. Many
researchers have been interested in the first sub-
task, referential form selection: the task to decide
which referential form (e.g., pronoun, proper name,
description, etc.) an RE takes (McCoy and Strube,
1999; Henschel et al., 2000; Kibrik et al., 2016).
Nearly 15 years ago, Belz et al. (2008) introduced
the GREC shared tasks and a number of English
REG corpora with two goals: (1) assessing the
performance of computational models of reference
production (Belz et al., 2009), and (2) understand-
ing the contribution of linguistically-inspired fac-
tors to the choice of referential form (Greenbacker
and McCoy, 2009b; Kibrik et al., 2016; Same and
van Deemter, 2020).

15 years have passed since the GREC challenge
was organised, and many new models and corpora
have been proposed in the meantime (e.g., Cas-
tro Ferreira et al. (2018); Cunha et al. (2020), and
Same et al. (2022)). We, therefore, decided that it
was time to ask, in the spirit of NLP-as-Science,
how well the lessons that GREC once taught our
research community hold up when scrutinised in
light of all these developments. In other words, we
will investigate to what extent the findings from
GREC can be generalised to other corpora and
other models.

To this end, we pursue the following objectives:
(1) We extend GREC by testing its REG algorithms
not only on the GREC corpora but also on a cor-
pus that was not originally considered and that has
a different genre, namely the Wall Street Journal
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(WSJ) portion of OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006;
Weischedel et al., 2013); (2) We fine-tune pre-
trained language models on the task of REG-in-
context and assess them in the GREC framework.

In Section 2, we detail the GREC shared tasks
and introduce the corpora used in GREC. Section 3
spells out our research questions. In Section 4 and
Section 5, we introduce the algorithms and corpora
that we use. Section 6 reports the performance of
each algorithm on each corpus, followed by analy-
ses in Section 7. Section 8 will discuss our findings
and draw some lessons.

2 The GREC Shared Tasks

In this section, we summarise the GREC task, the
corpora used by GREC, and its conclusions.

2.1 The GREC Task and its Corpora
According to Belz et al., “the GREC tasks are about
how to generate appropriate references to an entity
in the context of a piece of discourse longer than
a sentence" (2009, p. 297). The main task was to
predict the referential form, namely whether to use
a pronoun, proper name, description or an empty
reference at a given point in discourse.

The GREC challenges use two corpora, both cre-
ated from the introductory sections of Wikipedia
articles: (1) GREC-2.0 (henceforth MSR, as it was
used in the GREC-MSR shared tasks of 2008 and
2009) consists of 1941 introductory sections of the
articles across five domains (people, river, moun-
tain, city, and country); and (2) GREC-People
(henceforth NEG as it was used in the GREC-NEG
shared task in 2009) contains 1000 introductory
sections from Wikipedia articles about composers,
chefs, and inventors. Here is an example from NEG:

(1) David Chang (born 1977) is a noted Amer-
ican chef. He is chef/owner of Momofuku
Noodle Bar, Momofuku Ko and Momofuku
Ssäm Bar in New York City. Chang attended
Trinity College, where he majored in reli-
gious studies. In 2003, Chang opened his
first restaurant, Momofuku Noodle Bar, in the
East Village.

A key difference between MSR and NEG lies in
their RE annotation practices. In MSR, only those
REs that refer to the main topic of the article are
annotated, while in NEG, mentions of all human
referents are annotated. For instance, in a docu-
ment about David Chang, MSR will only annotate

Name GREC ST ALG Acc
UDel MSR ’09 C5.0 77.71
ICSI MSR ’09 CRF 75.16
CNTS MSR ’08 MBL 72.61
IS-G MSR ’08 MLP 70.78
OSU MSR ’08 MaxEnt 69.82
JUNLG MSR ’09 Rule 75.40

Table 1: An overview of the algorithms submitted to
GREC. The first column contains the name of the re-
spective algorithm. The column GREC ST presents the
name of the MSR shared task to which the algorithm was
submitted. The third column, ALG, lists the algorithms
used, where abbreviations from top to bottom are C5.0
decision tree, conditional random field, memory-based
learning, multi-layer perceptron, maximum entropy, and
frequency-based rules. The fourth column, Acc, reports
the original accuracy of the algorithms, as reported in
Belz et al. (2009). Note that UDel, ICSI, and JUNLG
were submitted to both the MSR ’08 and MSR’09 shared
tasks, and we only present the newest results here.

REs referring to David Chang, while NEG will in-
clude annotations for all human referents, including
David Chang and others.

2.2 REG Algorithms Submitted to GREC

Various REG algorithms were submitted to the
GREC challenges. These consist of feature-based
ML algorithms: CNTS (Hendrickx et al., 2008),
ICSI (Favre and Bohnet, 2009), IS-G (Bohnet,
2008), OSU Jamison and Mehay (2008) and
UDel Greenbacker and McCoy (2009a), and an
algorithm that mixes feature-based ML and rules:
JUNLG (Gupta and Bandopadhyay, 2009). Table 1
presents the details of each model, including the
ML method, and the original reported accuracy on
MSR (cf. Belz et al. (2009) for details).

2.3 Feature Selection

The GREC Tasks were designed to find out what
kind of information is useful for making choices
between different kinds of referring expressions in
context (Belz et al., 2009, p. 297). However, the
original paper does not consider the factors that
contributed to the RE choice in the systems submit-
ted to GREC. In a follow-up study, Greenbacker
and McCoy (2009b) conducted a feature selection
study informed by psycholinguistics. They experi-
mented with various feature subsets derived from
their system, known as UDel, which had previ-
ously been submitted to the GREC. Additionally,
they incorporated selected features from another
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REG system, CNTS (Hendrickx et al., 2008), into
their study. They show that features motivated by
psycholinguistic studies and certain sentence con-
struction features have a positive impact on the
performance of REG models. Follow-up feature-
selection studies including Kibrik et al. (2016) and
Same and van Deemter (2020) also emphasise the
contribution of factors such as recency and gram-
matical role to the choice of RE form.

3 Research Questions

15 years after the GREC shared tasks, we were
curious to know to what extent the conclusions
from GREC still “stand”. We, therefore, came up
with the following research questions.

In the first place, we are interested in the impact
of the choice of corpus on the performance of REG
algorithms (R1). GREC uses only the introductory
part of Wikipedia articles (see Section 2), which
represents only one genre of human language use.
Considering that a good REG algorithm needs to
model the general use of reference, a better evalua-
tion framework should include texts from multiple
genres. Therefore, we also include the WSJ corpus
in the study (see Section 5 for more details) and
conduct a correlation analysis to quantify how the
choice of corpus impacts the evaluation results.

Second, previous studies suggested that classic
machine learning (ML) based REG algorithms per-
form on par with most recent neural methods (Same
et al., 2022). However, their study has three lim-
itations: (1) they did not incorporate pre-trained
language models (PLMs); (2) they focused on the
surface forms of REs, which partly depend on the
performance of surface realisation; (3) they did
not assess the models based on the intuition that a
model with good explanatory power should be less
influenced by the choice of corpus. Therefore, we
adopt PLMs to the task of REG-in-context (see Sec-
tion 4 for more details) and investigate how good is
the explanatory power of PLM-based REG models
compared to classic ML-based models (R2) using
the enhanced GREC framework.

Finally, as previously mentioned, one of the pri-
mary theoretical objectives of GREC was to com-
putationally explore the contribution of factors that
originate from linguistic studies to the choice of
referential forms. It is reasonable to expect that
such contributions may change depending on the
choice of corpus. In this study, we conduct an im-
portance analysis to investigate whether the impor-

Figure 1: Illustration of the PLM-based REG Algo-
rithm.

tance ranking of linguistic factors changes when
we use different corpora (R3).

4 REG Algorithms

In what follows, we introduce the REG algorithms
that are considered in this study.

4.1 ML-based REG

For this study, we have narrowed our focus to
feature-based ML algorithms that predict the type
of RE. Consequently, we reconstruct five ML-
based REG algorithms, namely UDel, ICSI, CNTS,
IS-G, and OSU, along with their respective fea-
ture sets, while excluding JUNLG. Note that we im-
plement CNTS slightly differently from Hendrickx
et al. (2008). Concretely, Hendrickx et al. (2008)
have mentioned that they have used the TiMBL
package (Daelemans et al., 2007) for implement-
ing the Memory Based Learning algorithm. In-
stead, we implemented the k-Nearest Neighbors
algorithm. According to Daelemans et al. (2007),
Memory Based Learning is the direct descendant
of k-Nearest Neighbors. More information on the
implementation of these models can be found in
Appendix B.

4.2 PLM-based REG

Deep learning approaches have been used in many
previous works on REG (Castro Ferreira et al.,
2019; Cao and Cheung, 2019; Cunha et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2021). Different from previous work1,

1Note that Chen et al. (2021, 2023) also leveraged a PLM,
but did not fine-tune it. Instead, they used the word represen-
tations from the PLM as static inputs to an RNN and made
predictions using the RNN.
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we fine-tune PLMs on REG corpora in this study.
To fine-tune PLMs on REG corpora, we be-

gan by pre-processing each corpus using the same
paradigm as described by Cunha et al. (2020).
More precisely, each referent in a given document
was replaced with its corresponding proper name.
For example, all underlined REs in Example (1)
were replaced by “David Chang”. Subsequently, as
depicted in Figure 1, we fed the data into a PLM,
and, for each referent (e.g., “David Chang” ), we
extracted the representations of its first token and
its last token and summed them. The final represen-
tations were then sent to a fully connected layer for
predicting the RE forms. In this study, we use BERT
and RoBERTa (see section 6.1 for more details).

5 REG Corpora

In the following, we explain the corpora used in this
work. These corpora are English-language corpora.

5.1 The MSR and NEG Corpora

In the current study, we only use the articles from
the training sets of these corpora (see the number
of documents in Table 2). Following the same ap-
proach as Castro Ferreira et al. (2018), we created
a version of the GREC corpora for the End-to-end
(E2E) REG modelling. For the classic ML models,
we reproduced the models using the feature sets
from the studies mentioned in Section 2.2.

5.2 The WSJ Corpus

As mentioned earlier, the WSJ portion of the
OntoNotes corpus (Weischedel et al., 2013) is our
third data source.2 We use the version of the corpus
that Same et al. (2022) developed for E2E REG
modeling.3 Since empty pronouns are not anno-
tated in WSJ, we decided to also exclude them from
the two GREC corpora and focus on a 3-label clas-
sification task. The labels considered in this study
are pronoun, description, and proper name. Table
2 presents a detailed overview of these corpora.

Data Splits. We have made a document-wise
split of the data. We split the WSJ data in accor-
dance with the CoNLL 2012 Shared Task (Pradhan
et al., 2012). Our WSJ training, development, and
test sets contain 20275, 2831, and 2294 samples,

2We used Ontonotes 5.0 licensed by the Linguis-
tic Data Consortium (LDC) https://catalog.ldc.upenn.
edu/LDC2013T19.

3Note that WSJ was used in Same et al. (2022), but no
corpus analysis or comparison was provided.

MSR NEG WSJ
number of documents 1655 808 582
word/doc (mean) 148 129 530
sent/doc (mean) 7.1 5.8 25
par/doc (mean) 2.3 2.2 10.8
referent/doc (mean) 1 2.6 15
number of RE 11705 8378 25400
description % 13.84% 4% 38.29%
proper name % 38.09% 40.79% 34.57%
pronoun % 41.79% 48.75% 27.14%
empty % 6.28% 6.47% -

Table 2: Comparison of the MSR, NEG, and WSJ corpora
in terms of their length-related characteristics and distri-
bution of REs. Doc, sent and par stands for documents,
sentences and paragraphs.

respectively. We did an 85-5-10 split of the GREC
datasets in accordance with Belz et al. (2009). Af-
ter excluding empty pronouns, the MSR training,
development, and test sets contain 9413, 519, 1038
instances, and the NEG training, development, and
test sets contain 6681, 259, 896 instances.

Proportion of Referring Expressions As shown
in Table 2, pronouns and proper names make up
80% and 89.5% of the referential instances in MSR

and NEG, respectively. This implies that the other
two referential forms, namely descriptions and
empty references, account for approximately 20%
of the cases in MSR and about 10% in NEG. Given
this imbalance in the frequency of different forms
within the two corpora, we question its potential
effect on algorithm performance. Specifically, we
are wondering if forms with lower frequencies are
accurately predicted by the algorithms.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we introduce the evaluation protocol
and report the performance of the models.

6.1 Implementation Details
For BERT and RoBERTa, we used bert-base-cased
and roberta-base, both from Hugging Face. For
fine-tuning, we set the batch size to 16, the learning
rate to 1e-3, the dropout rate to 0.5, and the size of
the output layer to 256. We ran each model for 20
epochs and used the one that achieved the highest
F1 score on the development set. The implementa-
tion details of the classic ML-based models can be
found in Appendix B.

6.2 Evaluation Protocol
The main evaluation metric in the GREC-MSR
shared tasks was accuracy. In addition to accuracy,
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MSR NEG WSJ
Acc. F1 wF1 Acc. F1 wF1 Acc. F1 wF1

UDel 66.86 56.76 64.3 80.80 55.45 77.9 63.74 64.23 63.2
ICSI 71.19 64.73 70.4 80.36 64.53 78.6 64.62 64.15 63.4
CNTS 68.59 61.39 67.2 78.68 61.62 76.8 64.31 64.59 64.4
OSU 68.02 60.28 66.6 79.24 57.04 76.5 69.20 69.63 68.9
IS-G 67.05 58.83 65.3 77.34 59.52 75.6 69.15 69.35 69.2

BERT 71.68 66.70 71.4 77.79 72.87 77.7 80.95 80.93 80.9
RoBERTa 70.91 67.53 70.7 80.80 77.29 80.7 82.61 82.70 82.6

Average 69.19 62.32 67.99 79.29 64.05 77.69 70.65 70.80 70.37

Table 3: Overall accuracy (Acc.), macro-averaged F1 (F1), and weighted-macro F1 (wF1) scores of the algorithms
depicted in Section 4. For instance, MSR-UDel refers to a C5.0 classifier trained on the MSR corpus, using the feature
set mentioned in Greenbacker and McCoy (2009a).

we also report macro-F1 and weighted-macro F1.
We argue that different metrics evaluate algorithms
from different perspectives and provide us with dif-
ferent meaningful insights. For pragmatic tasks
like REG, it makes sense to ask how well an algo-
rithm performs on naturally distributed data which
is often imbalanced. For these cases, reporting ac-
curacy and weighted F1 are logical. Furthermore,
analogous to other classification tasks, minority
categories should not be overlooked. Take as an
example the class description in the NEG corpus,
which occurs only 4%. If a model fails to produce
this class, the produced document might sound un-
natural. Therefore, it is important to ensure that
an algorithm is not over- or under-generating cer-
tain classes. Looking into accuracy and macro-F1
together provides insights into such cases.

6.3 Performance of the Models
The overall accuracy of the models, their macro
F1, and their weighted-macro F1 are presented in
Table 3. We also present the ranking of the models
based on these scores in Appendix A.

PLM-based Models. The best-performing mod-
els across all corpora and metrics are PLM-based
models. In six out of nine rankings, BERT and
RoBERTa are ranked as the top two models. The
sole exception is NEG, where BERT is the second
worst model. The benefit of using PLMs is the
largest on the WSJ corpus. For example, RoBERTa
improves the macro F1 score from 69.63 (i.e., the
performance of the best ML-based model) to 82.70.

ML-based Models. In contrast to the robust per-
formance of the PLM models, the performance of
the classic ML models is more corpus-dependent.
In the case of MSR and NEG, ICSI is the best-
performing model, while in the case of WSJ, it

is at the bottom section of the rankings. Another
interesting observation is the performance of the
UDel models. In terms of accuracy, UDel has the
highest performance in NEG, while it has the low-
est performance in both MSR and WSJ. In terms of
macro-F1 rankings, the NEG UDel model dropped
from first to last place, whereas BERT improved
from penultimate place to second place. In general,
our ML models yielded lower scores than the orig-
inal models used in the GREC study (Belz et al.,
2009). This could be attributed to a variety of fac-
tors, including differences in feature engineering
and model parameters.

Comparing Different Metrics. Upon comparing
average scores across the three metrics, we observe
that for MSR and NEG, PLMs are clear winners only
when macro-F1 is the metric in question. However,
for WSJ, PLMs are winners on all three metrics.
This may be because the distribution of categories
in WSJ is much more balanced than in the other
two corpora.

7 Analysis

To further compare the different models and inves-
tigate the impact of the choice of corpus, we con-
duct (1) a Bayes Factor (BF) analysis to determine
whether the accuracy rates reported in Section 6
come from similar or different distributions, (2) a
per-class evaluation of predictions to assess the suc-
cess of each model in predicting individual classes,
(3) a correlation analysis to quantify how the evalu-
ation results change with respect to the choice of a
corpus, and (4) a feature selection study to check
how the importance of each feature changes as a
function of the choice of corpus.
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MSR NEG WSJ

Model Category P R F P R F P R F

Udel
description 55.36 19.38 28.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 60.29 62.95 61.59
name 72.39 62.21 66.92 76.65 80.32 78.44 60.42 49.44 54.38
pronoun 64.53 88.51 74.64 84.06 92.14 87.91 71.00 83.44 76.72

ICSI
description 51.69 38.12 43.88 100.00 17.74 30.13 81.92 40.53 54.22
name 80.33 66.82 72.95 81.85 73.14 77.25 55.12 86.40 67.37
pronoun 69.41 87.39 77.37 79.05 94.76 86.19 72.17 69.61 70.86

CNTS
description 53.68 31.88 40.00 75.00 14.52 24.33 64.31 63.67 63.30
name 76.79 61.75 68.45 77.84 72.87 75.27 60.34 66.75 63.38
pronoun 66.16 88.51 75.72 79.32 92.14 85.25 71.90 62.54 66.89

OSU
description 53.57 28.12 36.88 100.00 4.84 9.23 72.70 56.91 63.84
name 69.39 68.43 68.91 79.01 72.07 75.38 63.56 73.30 68.08
pronoun 69.20 81.98 75.05 79.27 95.20 86.51 73.43 80.87 76.97

ISG
description 57.97 25.00 34.93 77.78 11.29 19.72 73.88 63.41 68.25
name 71.46 65.21 68.19 71.77 79.79 75.57 62.19 76.64 68.66
pronoun 65.10 84.01 73.36 82.30 84.28 83.28 75.36 67.36 71.14

BERT
description 52.86 46.25 49.33 62.71 59.68 61.16 82.63 79.37 80.97
name 74.35 72.81 73.57 77.32 75.27 76.28 79.64 82.69 81.14
pronoun 74.84 79.73 77.21 80.04 82.31 81.16 80.48 80.87 80.67

RoBERTa
description 56.33 55.62 55.97 76.47 62.90 69.02 86.19 77.40 81.56
name 76.50 64.52 70.00 78.70 80.59 79.63 77.22 89.25 82.80
pronoun 71.40 82.66 76.62 83.04 83.41 83.22 86.47 81.19 83.75

Table 4: Per-class precision, recall and F1 score of each label. The results report on training seven different
algorithms on three corpora for predicting three labels, namely description, name, and pronoun.

7.1 Bayes Factor Analysis

Given that the accuracy scores are provided for all
GREC systems in Belz et al. (2009), we chose to
focus our analysis on the raw distributions of these
scores. Our aim is to determine if there are signifi-
cant differences between the accuracies of our mod-
els by comparing these distributions. We conduct
a Bayes Factor analysis with a beta distribution of
0.01 (henceforth: the threshold). This analysis aims
to assess, for each pair of accuracies, how strong
the evidence is that they come from a common
distribution, or from different ones. A difference
below the threshold indicates that accuracy rates
come from similar distributions; whereas, a differ-
ence above the threshold indicates that they come
from different distributions, thus signalling that
they differ evidentially. We interpret the strength of
the evidence in favour of/against similar/different
distributions according to Kass and Raftery (1995).
Therefore, based on this approach, we expect that
the raw accuracy distributions of the best- and
worst-performing models for each corpus differ
evidentially.

For MSR, the comparison between the best- and
worst-performing models, namely BERT and UDel,
provides no evidence that their accuracy rates are

evidentially different from each other (BF = 1.4).
The same holds for NEG, where the comparison of
the best (UDel and RoBERTa) and worst (IS-G) mod-
els appear to have similar probability distributions;
therefore, these models are not evidentially differ-
ent from each other. Conversely, in the case of WSJ,
the BF analysis provides strong evidence that the
accuracy distributions of the top-performing mod-
els, BERT and RoBERTa, are different from those of
the classic ML models.

To summarise, we only observed significant dif-
ferences in the WSJ-based models; the GREC mod-
els show more or less the same accuracy distri-
butions. A reason might be that the aggregated
calculation of accuracy loses the specificity of the
classes being calculated.

7.2 Per-class Evaluation

As mentioned earlier, the NEG models demonstrate
high accuracy (e.g. the highest average accuracy),
but we observe a sharp decline in their macro-F1
values. In this analysis, we want to investigate
whether the accuracy scores reported in Table 3
truly reflect the success of these algorithms or if
they are merely the by-product of over-generating
the dominant label or under-generating the less
frequent label. Table 4 presents the per-class preci-
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sion, recall, and F1 scores of these models.
Upon comparing the F1 scores for the class de-

scription across the three corpora, we observe that
the WSJ models consistently achieve the highest
scores, with all algorithms exceeding an F1 score
of 50. In contrast, the F1 scores for both MSR and
NEG are considerably lower than those of WSJ. The
F1 scores for NEG are particularly low, with two
notable instances, UDel and OSU, scoring 0 and be-
low 10 respectively. The poor prediction of the
class description by the classic ML NEG models is
likely due to an insufficient number of instances in
the training dataset, thereby hindering the proper
training of the algorithms. In contrast, the two
PLM models demonstrate acceptable performance
in predicting the class description (BERT = 61.16
& RoBERTa = 69.02). This could indicate that pre-
trained language models are advantageous where
there is a class imbalance.

Another interesting observation concerns the
high recall of the “pronoun" prediction in the NEG

models. Four of the classic models have a recall
of over 92. In the case of OSU, for example, the
recall is 95, which means that of all the cases that
are pronouns, 95% are labelled correctly. This
is possibly an indication that pronouns have been
over-generated in this system. In the PLM models,
the recall is below 84.

In sum, the results of our per-class evaluation
show the difficulties that the classic ML-based NEG

models had in predicting the class description. The
MSR models also had poor performance in pre-
dicting descriptions, yet they were more success-
ful than NEG. These results tentatively suggest
that feature-based classification models need to be
trained on an adequate and relatively balanced num-
ber of instances to reliably predict all classes. The
results of this study suggest that the PLM models
are less dependent on the choice of corpus, and
therefore predict classes more robustly.

7.3 Correlation Analysis

To quantify how the evaluation results change with
respect to corpora, we compute the Spearman cor-
relation coefficient between every pair of corpora,
indicating how the rank of the models changes. Ta-
ble 5 shows the computed coefficients along with
the p-values of the tests. It is noteworthy that
only the results evaluated by the macro-weighted
F1 on MSR and NEG are significantly correlated
(p < .001).

acc F1 wF1

MSR/NEG
rs -0.1081 0.9643 0.4643
p 0.8175 0.0005 0.2939

MSR/WSJ
rs 0.2857 0.5357 0.4643
p 0.5345 0.2152 0.2939

NEG/WSJ
rs -0.1261 0.5000 -0.0357
p 0.7876 0.2532 0.9394

Table 5: Spearman correlation coefficient rs and the p-
value between every pair of corpora in terms of accuracy,
macro-averaged F1, and weighted F1.

The lack of correlation between the results on
MSR/WSJ and those on NEG/WSJ suggests that us-
ing a corpus of a different genre could greatly in-
fluence the ranking of the models and, therefore,
make the conclusions difficult to generalise. Addi-
tionally, these results are in line with the fact that
MSR and NEG are from the same source, both being
the introductory part of Wikipedia articles, and a
higher correlation is to be expected. Also, we may
conclude that macro-averaged F1 is a more reliable
evaluation metric (see the discussions in Section 6,
Section 7.1, and Section 7.2).

7.4 Feature Selection Study

We performed a feature importance analysis to
check whether the contribution of linguistic factors
changes depending on the choice of the corpus. We
used XGBoost from the family of Gradient Boost-
ing trees (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) and then com-
puted the permutated variable importance for each
model. Data were analysed in two ways: firstly,
we used the complete dataset, as outlined in Sec-
tion 5; secondly, we excluded first-mention REs to
concentrate only on subsequent mentions. Consid-
ering that the choice of a referent’ first mention is
less context-dependent, we only report on the latter
dataset below:

As expected, the ranking of feature importance
varies across different corpora. However, a substan-
tial overlap is observed when considering the most
important features across the three corpora. An
example is the semantic category of the REs that is
used in various MSR and WSJ REG models.4 In the
case of MSR, the REs belong to five semantic cate-
gories: human, city, country, river, and mountain.
In the case of WSJ, the REs are annotated for a wide

4Only human referents are annotated in NEG; therefore,
this feature is not applicable.
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Figure 2: Different rankings of the features in MSR, NEG, and WSJ OSU models.

range of categories including human, city, country,
organisation, objects, etc. Notably, in every model
that employs semantic category information, this
feature has either the highest or second-highest im-
portance ranking. A plausible explanation could be
that humans use different referencing strategies to
refer to different categories of referents.

In addition to the semantic category, the gram-
matical role of the RE and the categorical sentential
distance to the antecedent consistently have a high
importance ranking. The grammatical role marks
the distinction between subject, object, and deter-
miner roles. The categorical distance in the number
of sentences provides information on how far an
RE is to its nearest coreferential antecedent. For
instance, whether they are both in the same sen-
tence or are separated by one or more sentences.
Figure 2 illustrates the importance rankings of the
OSU features in the three corpora. Other importance
ranking graphs are available in Appendix C. For a
comprehensive description of all features employed
in classic ML models and the feature importance
analysis, refer to Same and van Deemter (2020).

8 Discussion

In this paper, we have conducted a series of re-
productions, evaluations, and analyses to check
whether the conclusions of GREC are still true af-
ter 15 years. Below, we summarise and discuss
our findings in accordance with our three research
questions in Section 3. We also report our post-hoc
observations on the choice of evaluation metric.

Performance of REG Algorithms. To answer
research question R2, we extended the GREC by
introducing a corpus of a different genre, WSJ, and
two pre-trained (PLM-based) REG models. We
found that, on MSR, PLM-based and ML-based

models perform similarly, as confirmed by both the
BF and per-class analyses. With regards to NEG,
PLM-based and ML-based models have similar
accuracy scores, as confirmed by the BF analy-
sis, but there are large differences when micro-F1
is used, as confirmed by the per-class evaluation
(i.e., ML-based models have difficulty predicting
descriptions). On WSJ, PLM-based models are the
clear winners.

These results suggest that, in terms of explana-
tory power, PLM-based models have good per-
formance and good “direct support”, i.e., a good
ability to generalise to different contexts (see van
Deemter (2023) for further discussion). Whether
they have good “indirect support” (e.g., whether
their predictions are in line with linguistic theories)
needs to be investigated in further probing studies.

Impact of the Choice of Corpus. As our eval-
uations and analyses demonstrate, the choice of
corpus plays a crucial role in assessing REG algo-
rithms. This role is twofold. Firstly, the choice of
corpus strongly influences the evaluation results,
pertaining to the research questionR1. Secondly,
in addition to the score differences discussed in
Section 6, we found that: (1) the difference be-
tween PLM-based and ML-based models on WSJ is
larger (and evidentially different) than on MSR and
NEG models (as evidenced by the BF analysis); (2)
the correlations of the evaluation results between
WSJ and both MSR and NEG are not significant.

ForR3, we conducted feature selection analyses
across the three corpora, discovering that the im-
portance of the features ranks differently for each
corpus. This suggests that when investigating the
“indirect support” for a model, one needs to aggre-
gate findings from multiple corpora with different
genres.
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The Use of Evaluation Metrics. As we dis-
cussed in Section 6.2, different metrics evaluate
different aspects of a model. This was further as-
certained by the inconsistency of the BF analysis
and per-class analysis. One lesson we have learned
is that it is not enough to report or do analyses on a
single metric. Another lesson is that the evaluation
results by macro-F1 are more reliable than other
metrics because (1) they are consistent across cor-
pora with similar genres (i.e., MSR and NEG; see
the Correlation analysis results); (2) the differences
identified by using macro-F1 can be confirmed by
the per-class evaluation.

9 Conclusion

We are now in a position to address the question
that we raised in the Introduction: Can the conclu-
sions from the GREC shared tasks still be trusted?
By examining a wider class of corpora, models,
and evaluation metrics than before, we found that
the answer to this question is essentially negative
since the GREC conclusions are prone to drastic
change once a different corpus or a different metric
is employed.

Perhaps this should come as no surprise. Ac-
cording to a widely accepted view of scientific
progress (e.g., Jaynes (2002); applied to NLP in
(van Deemter, 2023)), theories should be updated
again and again in light of new data (i.e., indirect
Support), and when new models are proposed, the
plausibility of existing models should be compared
against the plausibility of these new models (as
well as pre-existing ones). New metrics deserve a
place in this story as well, even though they are of-
ten overlooked. In other words, what we have seen
in the present study is nothing more than science in
progress – something we are bound to see more of
as the enterprise called NLP-as-Science matures.
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A Ranking of the Models

Accuracy-based Ranking

MSR: BERT > ICSI > RoBERTa > CNTS > OSU >
IS-G > UDel
NEG: UDel = RoBERTa > ICSI > OSU > CNTS >
BERT > IS-G
WSJ: RoBERTa > BERT > OSU > IS-G > ICSI >
CNTS > UDel

Macro-F1 Ranking

MSR: RoBERTa > BERT > ICSI > CNTS > OSU >
IS-G > UDel
NEG: RoBERTa > BERT > ICSI > CNTS > IS-G >
OSU > UDel
WSJ: RoBERTa > BERT > OSU > IS-G > CNTS >
UDel > ICSI

Macro-weighted F1 Ranking

MSR: BERT > RoBERTa > ICSI > CNTS > OSU >
IS-G > UDel
NEG: RoBERTa > ICSI > UDel > BERT > CNTS >
OSU > IS-G
WSJ: RoBERTa > BERT > IS-G > OSU > CNTS >
ICSI > UDel

B Implementation Details for ML-based
Models

The R programming language was used mostly for
running the classic ML models. The specification
of the models can be found below:

Conditional Random Field [CRF]. The R Pack-
age CRF (https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/crfsuite/) was used to train these
models. The iterations are set to 3000, and the
learning method is Stochastic Gradient Descent
with L2 regularization term (l2sgd).

Decision Tree [C5.0]. The R Package C5.0
(Kuhn et al., 2018) was used to build the decision
trees. The number of boosting iterations (trials) is
set to 3, and the splitting criterion is information
gain (entropy).

Memory-Based Learning [MBL]. As men-
tioned before, we implemented the k-Nearest
Neighbors [KNN] algorithm instead of MBL. The
R package caret with the method KNN was used to
implement this model.
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Maximum Entropy [MaxEnt]. The multinom
algorithm from the nnet R package was used to
implement this model.

Multi-Layer Perceptron [MLP]. The Keras
package was used to implement MLP. The model
consists of two hidden layers with 16 and 8 units,
respectively. The hidden layers use the rectified
linear activation function (ReLU), and the output
layer uses the Sigmoid activation function. The
model is fitted for 50 training epochs. In addition,
50 samples (batch size) are propagated through the
network.

eXtreme Gradient Boosting [XGBoost]. XG-
Boost was used for the feature selection exper-
iments. We used the R packages xgboost and
DALEXtra for the analysis. We set the learning
rate to 0.05, the minimum split loss to 0.01, the
maximum depth of a tree to 5, and the sub-sample
ratio of the training instances to 0.5.

C Feature Importance Rankings

The graphs in Figure 3 show the rankings across
MSR, WSJ, and WSJ. A maximum number of eight
features is depicted in the graphs.
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Figure 3: Importance ranking of the features in MSR, NEG, and WSJ models.
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Abstract

Knowledge Graph (KG)-to-Text generation
aims at generating fluent natural-language text
that accurately represents the information of
a given knowledge graph. While significant
progress has been made in this task by exploit-
ing the power of pre-trained language mod-
els (PLMs) with appropriate graph structure-
aware modules, existing models still fall short
of generating faithful text, especially when the
ground-truth natural-language text contains ad-
ditional information that is not present in the
graph. In this paper, we develop a KG-to-
text generation model that can generate faith-
ful natural-language text from a given graph,
in the presence of noisy reference text. Our
framework incorporates two core ideas: Firstly,
we utilize contrastive learning to enhance the
model’s ability to differentiate between faith-
ful and hallucinated information in the text,
thereby encouraging the decoder to generate
text that aligns with the input graph. Secondly,
we empower the decoder to control the level of
hallucination in the generated text by employ-
ing a controllable text generation technique.
We evaluate our model’s performance through
the standard quantitative metrics as well as
a ChatGPT-based quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Our evaluation demonstrates the su-
perior performance of our model over state-of-
the-art KG-to-text models on faithfulness.

1 Introduction

A knowledge graph (KG) is a structured representa-
tion of information as a network of interconnected
real-world entities, and relationships. The task of
KG-to-text generation has been proposed (Ribeiro
et al., 2020a; Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2019) to
make this structured information more accessible
to humans, aiming to generate fluent, informative,
and faithful natural-language sentences that should
describe the contents of an input KG. Recently,

this task plays a significant role in a variety of ap-
plications such as knowledge-grounded dialogue
generation (Zhou et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2020),
story generation (Guan et al., 2019; Ji et al., 2020),
event narration (Colas et al., 2021a), and question-
answering (Agarwal et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2023;
Saxena et al., 2020).

Significant progress has been made in the
KG-to-text generation task by utilizing a set
of Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017)
pre-trained language models (PLMs) such as
BART (Lewis et al., 2019), T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
or GPT (Radford et al., 2019) with appropriate
graph structure-aware modules (Ke et al., 2021; Co-
las et al., 2022; Han and Shareghi, 2022). However,
ensuring the faithfulness of KG-to-text generation,
i.e. reducing hallucinations (Ji et al., 2022; Wang
et al., 2022; Raunak et al., 2021; Rebuffel et al.,
2022), is an under-explored problem, and existing
KG-to-text models fall short of generating faith-
ful text when the ground-truth text of the training
dataset contains wrong or extra information that is
not consistent with the input.

Figure 1 shows an example of a small KG about
a house, which contains information on its internal
features and neighborhood, and the corresponding
ground-truth reference text, from a real-world real-
estate KG (Das et al., 2021). The ground-truth text,
while summarizing the features of the house accu-
rately, also mentions some information that is not
available in the input KG (i.e. extrinsic hallucina-
tion, highlighted in red).

When a KG-to-text model is trained with such
hallucinated reference text, it is likely to produce
text that is also hallucinated. This hallucination
problem significantly reduces the faithfulness and
thus trustworthiness of the generated text. Thus,
the ability to reduce hallucination in the presence
of noisy reference text is important for the practi-
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cal application of KG-to-text and other NLG tech-
niques, especially in mission- and safety-critical
domains such as medical diagnostics and scientific
research.

A number of techniques have been proposed (Ji
et al., 2022) to control this hallucination problem
in abstractive summarization, table-to-text gener-
ation, generative question-answering, neural ma-
chine translation, and knowledge-grounded dia-
logue generation (Wang et al., 2022; Tang et al.,
2022; Rebuffel et al., 2022; Krishna et al., 2021;
Zhou et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022). However,
to the best of our knowledge, controlling halluci-
nation in graph-to-text generation with noisy refer-
ence text has not been investigated.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework
to address this important and practical problem.
Our framework combines contrastive learning tech-
nique and controllable text generation. Contrastive
learning enables the model to distinguish between
faithful and hallucinated text and guides the de-
coder to generate faithful text instead of halluci-
nated text. The controllable text generation tech-
nique learns the level of hallucination from noisy
training text and controls (i.e. minimizes) the level
of hallucinated information in the generated text.
Our framework can be employed in any KG-to-Text
encoder-decoder model to generate faithful natural
language text from a given KG, in the presence of
noisy reference text.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a framework to deal with the
hallucination problem in KG-to-text genera-
tion task. Our framework comprises two core
ideas: (i) Employing contrastive learning to
enable the KG-to-text generation model to
better differentiate between faithful and hallu-
cinated information in the reference text and
guide the decoder to generate text that is faith-
ful to KG. (ii) Controlling the level of halluci-
nation while generating text from KG using a
controllable text generation technique.

• We conduct experiments and evaluate perfor-
mance using a standard quantitative analy-
sis with automatic metrics. Our comprehen-
sive evaluation on two noisy datasets demon-
strates the superior performance of our pro-
posed model over the state-of-art KG-to-text
generation models on faithfulness metrics.

• We further propose and perform novel
ChatGPT-based quantitative and qualitative

evaluations to assess the performance of our
model more comprehensively. The evaluation
also shows our model’s effectiveness in gen-
erating faithful text over existing KG-to-text
generation models.

2 Related Work

2.1 Knowledge Graph-to-Text Generation

KG-to-text generation techniques (Koncel-
Kedziorski et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020; Ribeiro
et al., 2020b; Chen et al., 2020) utilize graph
neural networks (Veličković et al.) and graph
Transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) to effectively
encode a graph’s structural information. With
the rapid advancement of pre-trained language
models (PLMs) (Lewis et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,
2020; Radford et al., 2019), researchers have
started adapting and fine-tuning these models to
KG-to-text generation tasks and obtained better
results compared to previous models (Ribeiro
et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020; Kale and Rastogi,
2020). Recently, researchers further improved the
KG-to-text models’ performance by integrating
pre-trained language models with appropriate
graph-structure-aware modules (Ke et al., 2021;
Colas et al., 2022) and employing some graph
masking pre-training tasks (Ke et al., 2021; Han
and Shareghi, 2022).

However, we have empirically observed that
although these state-of-art KG-to-text generation
models (Ke et al., 2021; Colas et al., 2022; Han and
Shareghi, 2022) introduce graph aware encoders
and/or apply graph masking pre-training strategies
to enhance graph-text alignments, still these models
are struggling with hallucination problems when
trained with noisy input ground-truth text.

2.2 Controlling Hallucinations in Text
Generation

This hallucination problem is well explored in
other natural language generation tasks such as
in table-to-text generation, summarization, dia-
logue generation, question-answering, and neural
machine translation. Planning (Su et al., 2021)
or skeleton-based method (Wang et al., 2021),
joint learning strategy (Xu et al., 2021), Bayes
training framework (Tian et al., 2019), table-text
optimal-transport matching strategy (Wang et al.,
2020), control token approach (Filippova, 2020) are
widely used in controlling hallucinations in table-
to-text generation tasks. Most recently, Rebuffel et
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(a) House knowledge graph

Exceptional Modern Elegance! Luxury living in top location!: Fantastic
opportunity available for the first-home buyer or astute investor to secure
this beautiful double storey residence situated within few minute walk to
Monash Medical Centre and Clayton train station, and minutes away from
Clayton Shopping Centre, Clayton Community Centre and Monash University,
you will not find a better growth location for this exclusive masterpiece. This
architecturally-designed 4 bedrooms townhouse, with spacious living room
and dining area, large open-plan U-shaped kitchen, downstairs huge master
bedroom with walk-in-robe and superb ensuite come with spa bath, and
upstairs three other large bedrooms all with built-in-robes, separate retreat
areas, central bathroom and a separate toilet. Comprises: 900mm cook top
and range hood, two drawer dishwasher, Jarrah Hardwood staircase and
flooring, large separate laundry room, separate powder room, ducted
heating, separate air-conditioning, single lock-up garage with internal access,
security alarm system, private rear courtyard.

(b) Ground-Truth Text

Figure 1: A sample knowledge graph for the House dataset with its ground-truth text. The red colored text in the
ground-truth text represents extrinsic hallucination information.

al. (Rebuffel et al., 2022) proposed a multi-branch
decoder approach to control hallucination at decod-
ing time in this area.

Prior works have also focused on minimizing
hallucinations in summarization, dialogue gen-
eration, question-answering and neural machine
translation areas. Some of the recent hallucina-
tion mitigation techniques are based on control
token approach (Filippova, 2020; Rashkin et al.,
2021; Wang et al., 2022), contrastive learning ap-
proach (Cao and Wang, 2021; Tang et al., 2022),
generate then-refine strategy (Dziri et al., 2021), a
routing transformer based approach (Krishna et al.,
2021) and self-training of neural machine transla-
tion based approach (Zhou et al., 2021). To the
best of our knowledge, no work has been done
in graph-to-text generation tasks with hallucinated
ground-truth text.

2.3 Evaluation using ChatGPT

Large language models such as ChatGPT have re-
cently been employed for evaluating the quality
and factual consistency of the generated text in
NLP tasks with respect to the source input through
ranking, rating, and entailment inference (Kocmi
and Federmann, 2023; Wang et al., 2023; Luo et al.,
2023). Luo et al. (2023) closely investigated Chat-
GPT’s ability under a zero-shot setting with three
factual consistency evaluation tasks: binary entail-
ment inference, summary ranking, and consistency
rating. Experimental findings show that ChatGPT
generally performs better than previous evaluation
metrics across the three tasks, demonstrating its
significant potential for factual consistency evalu-
ation. However, they also point out some limita-
tions of ChatGPT such as its preference on lexi-
cal similarity instead of semantic entailment, false

reasoning, and poor understanding of instructions.
Moreover, while these approaches can compute an
overall faithfulness score of the output text, they
fall short in terms of explaining the score e.g., by
quantifying the amount of hallucination (out of all
the output facts, how many are hallucinated?), pre-
cision (out of all the output facts, how many are
input facts?) and recall (out of all the input facts,
how many appear in the output?). In this work,
we use ChatGPT to quantify each of these values
and obtain a finer-grained explanation of what a
faithfulness score entails.

3 Proposed Model

3.1 Problem Formulation

Let G = (V,E) represent a knowledge graph, where
V = {e1, e2, . . . , e|V |} represents the entity set
and E = {rij} ⊆ V × V represents the relations
connecting the entities, the task of KG-to-text aims
to generate a passage of text Ŷ = (y1, y2, . . . , yn),
that faithfully represents the information contained
in a graph G. The model is given a training set
D = {(Gi, Yi)}, in which the reference text Yi
may contain hallucinated information.

3.2 Our Framework

Standard fine-tuning approaches use a cross-
entropy loss to maximize the similarity between the
ground-truth text and the output text. Thus, if the
ground-truth text contains hallucination, the model
trained through fine-tuning also learns to generate
hallucinated text. To overcome this hallucination
problem, we introduce an effective fine-tuning ap-
proach that combines a contrastive loss function
and a controllable text generation technique with
the cross-entropy loss function. As a result, our
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method can train a KG-to-text generation model to
generate faithful text from a KG.

Figure 2 depicts the overall architecture of our
proposed model. The following two subsections
illustrate our two proposed techniques in detail.

Fig: Our framework in Pre-trained LM based KG-to-text model

Graph Encoder Autoregressive Decoder

OUTPUT:

Faithful Text
Knowledge 

Graph

<𝑯𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒂𝒈 >

Control Feature Token

P: Positive 
Samples 

N: Negative
Samples

Figure 2: The overall framework of our KG-to-text
model.

3.3 Minimizing Hallucinations with
Contrastive Learning

Contrastive learning is a popular and effective rep-
resentation learning method. Originally proposed
for computer vision tasks (Khosla et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2022), contrastive learning has been
successfully applied to learn representations for
sentences/documents (Gao et al., 2021; Zhang
et al., 2021), abstractive summarization (Liu and
Liu, 2021; Cao and Wang, 2021; Wan and Bansal,
2022) and dialogue generation (Tang et al., 2022;
Dziri et al., 2022; Geng et al., 2022). Inspired by
them, we have utilized this learning framework to
reduce hallucinations while generating text from
knowledge graphs. It enables the model to differ-
entiate between faithful information and halluci-
nated information in the text, which then assists the
decoder in generating text that should be free of
hallucinations.

For an input pair of a graph and an anchor ref-
erence text (Gi, Yi) from the training data D, Pi

represents a set of positive samples and Ni repre-
sents a set of hallucinated summaries (i.e. negative
samples). The contrastive learning objective func-
tion is formulated as follows in Equation 1:

LCL = −
∑

(Gi,Yi)∈D

∑

Yj∈Pi

log
exp(cos(hi, hj))∑

Yk∈Ni

exp(cos(hi, hk))

(1)
Here, Yj is a positive sample from the set Pi, Yk
is a negative sample from the set Ni, and hi, hj ,
hk are the BART decoder representations of Yi, Yj ,
and Yk respectively.

This contrastive objective function encourages
the model to learn a preference for positive (faith-
ful) summaries over negative (hallucinated) ones.
While the ground-truth text in the training data D
is noisy, it is reasonable to assume that each refer-
ence text is more faithful to the paired graph than
a randomly sampled text from D. Based on this
observation, we carefully select the positive and
negative samples to ensure the effectiveness of our
contrastive learning technique.

Positive sample construction. Back-translation
(Mallinson et al., 2017) is an effective approach
for preserving meanings and providing linguistic
diversity. Hence, we use NLPAug (Ma, 2019) to
translate each anchor text to German and back to
English and take the translated text as a positive
sample for the anchor passage.

Negative sample construction. For the anchor
text of a given graph, we treat the text of any other
graph in D as a potential negative sample. We
randomly select four such text to construct N for
each anchor text. Dataset-specific knowledge can
be easily incorporated in this approach to improve
the quality of contrastive learning. For the House
dataset, we adopt a simple heuristic for construct-
ing the negative sample set. Here, we give more im-
portance to the six major features of a house graph:
(1) house location (2) house address (3) number
of bedrooms (4) number of bathrooms (5) number
of parking spaces, and (6) house property type. If
all of these major features of a house differ from
the anchor house, then the house’s paired text is se-
lected as the negative sample for the anchor house.
We choose these six features as major features be-
cause information of these features is available in
almost every house (91%) in the training set.

3.4 Controlling Hallucinations with Control
Feature Token

In contrastive learning, we use the ground-truth
reference text as a positive sample. As the ground-
truth text contains hallucinations, when training
with contrastive learning for generating text, the
output text still contains some hallucinations. Thus,
we employ a controllable text generation approach
to further enhance the faithfulness of our model.
Specifically, we append controllable features to the
input graph in training in order to control the level
of hallucination in the generated text.

Control feature token. Control feature token is
a hallucination measure that quantifies how much
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the given ground-truth text is faithful to the source
graph. We linearized the knowledge graph (Chen
et al., 2020) into a list of verbalized triples and
employ BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021) as the mea-
sure of faithfulness between the linearized graph
and the corresponding ground-truth text, as it has
been shown that it is closely associated with human
evaluations of faithfulness (Yuan et al., 2021).

Proposed Approach: Finetuning the Pre-trained 
Model with Control Feature Token

PhD Confirmation Seminar27Tahsina Hashem
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KG
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Figure 3: Controllable Text generation with Control
Feature Token

Controllable generation. According to the
BARTScore of the training samples, we split the
samples into three buckets, where each bucket con-
tains a list of training samples at a specific range
of BARTScore. This range is chosen in a manner
that ensures each bucket contains approximately
an equal number of samples. These three buckets
are represented using the following hallucination
tags, Haltag={Hallow, Halmedium and Halhigh}
following existing work (Filippova, 2020; Zhang
et al., 2022). At training time, we append the cor-
responding hallucination tag to the input sample
according to its BARTScore. These three hallucina-
tion tags represent the three control feature tokens
that act as a special input to control the level of
hallucination during text generation.

Figure 3 illustrates the fine-tuning process with
the control tokens. Let G and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)
be the input sample graph and its corresponding ref-
erence text, and H be the hallucination tag (i.e. con-
trol feature token) for this input sample. Formally,
we define the objective function of our fine-tuning
strategy with the control token as follows:

LCE CtrlTok = −
n∑

i=1

logP (yi|y<i, G,H) (2)

Thus, during training, the model learns the map-
ping between the graph-text pair (G, Y ) and its
corresponding control token H . The model then
becomes an expert at evaluating samples according
to the control token. At inference time, the control

token is set to the desired hallucinated value i.e.,
low (Hallow) to generate faithful text from the KG.

The overall training objective of our proposed
model is the sum of the contrastive loss and the
cross-entropy loss with the control token:

L = LCL + LCE CtrlTok (3)

Thus, during training, instead of blindly follow-
ing the ground-truth text, the model gives more
focus on the faithful parts of the text instead of the
hallucinated ones. Moreover, the decoder is encour-
aged to generate text by minimizing hallucinations
through controlled measures.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
We conduct experiments and evaluation on two KG-
to-text generation datasets: the House dataset (Das
et al., 2021) about real-estate house listing and the
GenWiki dataset (Jin et al., 2020). In both datasets,
the ground-truth text contains a significant amount
of hallucinated information, making the task of gen-
erating faithful text especially challenging. Thus,
these datasets are the most appropriate to evaluate
the performance of our proposed model. Table 1
shows the statistics of these two datasets in detail.
Note that we use the “FINE” version (Jin et al.,
2020) of GenWiki.

Dataset #Relations #KG-Text Pairs
(Train / Valid / Test)

House 68 33K / 10K / 10, 219
GenWikiFINE 287 750K / 7, 152 / 1, 000

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets, including the total
number relations and the data split

House. The dataset is prepared from the large
real-estate and POI datasets of Melbourne, Aus-
tralia (Das et al., 2021). It includes 53, 220 records
of house sales transactions from 2013 to 2015. It
consists of three types of point-of-interests (POIs),
namely regions, schools, and train stations, along
with their corresponding features. Every sample in
the dataset includes a ground-truth advertisement
text describing the features of the house. However,
the given ground-truth text contains a significant
level of hallucinated information.

GenWiki. It is a large-scale non-parallel (Co-
las et al., 2021b) dataset prepared by matching
Wikipedia articles with DBpedia entities (Jin et al.,
2020).
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House Dataset

Model Comparison with ground-truth text Comparison with linearized graph

BLEU ↑ METEOR ↑ ROUGE-L ↑ BARTScore ↑ FactCC ↑
Ground-truth text (5K samples) - - - -4.564 48.48
JointGT (Ke et al., 2021) 3.61 11.96 18.62 -3.685 49.53
GAP (Colas et al., 2022) 3.47 12.05 18.16 -3.666 52.71
GMP (Han and Shareghi, 2022) 3.09 10.73 16.23 -3.941 48.47

Our Full Model 2.54 11.06 16.86 -3.245 63.61
Control token only 2.88 11.2 17.35 -3.567 52.97
Contrastive learning only 2.56 11.04 16.89 -3.247 63.04

GenWiki Dataset

Model Comparison with ground-truth text Comparison with linearized graph

BLEU ↑ METEOR ↑ ROUGE-L ↑ BARTScore ↑ FactCC ↑
Ground-truth text (5K samples) - - - -3.464 53.80
CycleGT (Guo et al., 2020) 41.59 35.72 63.31 -3.276 76.86
JointGT (Ke et al., 2021) 37.93 32.60 59.06 -2.299 79.94
GMP (Han and Shareghi, 2022) 35.43 32.68 57.63 -1.601 76.62

Our Full Model 37.48 32.70 60.40 -2.182 82.85
Control token only 37.01 32.38 59.57 -2.268 81.98
Contrastive learning only 35.19 31.33 57.89 -2.309 81.48

Table 2: Results on the House and GenWiki datasets. We have used BART-base and T5-base for House dataset and
Genwiki dataset respectively. Bold fonts denote the best results.

4.2 Baseline Models

We evaluate the performance of our proposed
model against graph-to-text generation models that
are based on an encoder-decoder architecture. On
the House dataset, we choose three state-of-the-art
models: JointGT model (Ke et al., 2021) that jointly
learns the graph structure and text; GAP (Colas
et al., 2022) that is aware of the graph structure; and
GMP (Han and Shareghi, 2022), a self-supervised
graph masking pre-training model. On the Gen-
Wiki dataset, we compare the results of the fol-
lowing models: the state-of-the-art unsupervised
model CycleGT (Guo et al., 2020) for Genwiki
dataset, JointGT (T5) model (Ke et al., 2021) and
GMP (Han and Shareghi, 2022). Note that in ad-
dition to the existing state-of-the art model, GMP,
we also include CycleGT as it has the best reported
performance on GenWiki dataset.

4.3 Experimental Settings

We adopt JointGT (Ke et al., 2021) as our base
model for fine-tuning. JointGT is initialized with
the Hugging Face’s pre-trained BART-base check-
point1 for House Dataset. For GenWiki dataset
the model is initialized with the Hugging Face’s
pre-trained T5-base checkpoint2. We select the pre-

1https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-base

2https://huggingface.co/t5-base

trained LM BART-base or T5-base in order to do a
fair comparison with the baseline models.

JointGT is pre-trained with a KGTEXT dataset
(Chen et al., 2020). For contrastive learning, we
use two positive samples and four negative samples
for each training sample. For the House dataset,
we fine-tune our model for 5 epochs; for the Gen-
Wiki dataset, we fine-tune our model for 4000 steps.
The batch size is set to 32. The maximum length
of linearized input graphs is 600 and the maximum
length of text sequences is set to 128 tokens. We
adopt Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) as the opti-
mizer and set the learning rate to be 3e-5. We used
one A40 48GB GPU and one A10 24GB GPU for
the experiments

4.4 Main Results

We use automatic metrics to measure both flu-
ency and faithfulness of generated text. Follow-
ing existing KG-to-text work, we employ stan-
dard metrics BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ME-
TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), and ROUGE-
L (Lin, 2004). These metrics are usually used to
measure accuracy and fluency of the generated
text with respect to the ground-truth text. How-
ever, as the ground-truth text contains hallucina-
tions, we cannot verify the faithfulness of the
generated text by comparing with these metrics.
Thus, we use BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021) and
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FactCC (Kryściński et al., 2020) for comparing the
generated text with the linearized input graph for
measuring faithfulness. These two metrics have
been widely used for measuring faithfulness in
other NLP tasks (Tang et al., 2022; Gao and Wan,
2022; Cao and Wang, 2021; van der Poel et al.,
2022).

The faithfulness of the reference text of the
House dataset and the GenWiki dataset is also re-
ported in Table 2, as measured by BARTScore and
FactCC score. As can be seen, the reference text of
both datasets contains significant amounts of hallu-
cination (low BARTScore and FactCC scores).

Table 2 presents the results on the House and
GenWiki datasets. From the results on the House
dataset, we can observe that our full model achieves
best results on faithfulness measures (i.e. when
compared with the linearized graph), outperform-
ing the best baseline models on BARTScore and
FactCC score by 0.421 and 10.9 absolute points re-
spectively. The performance delta on the GenWiki
dataset is smaller, where our model achieves the
best performance on FactCC of 1.55 points and sec-
ond best performance on BARTScore. We posit the
larger performance delta on the House dataset is
due to it being significantly more noisy evidenced
by lower BARTScore and FactCC scores.

For BLEU, METEOR and ROUGE-L, the base-
line models perform modestly better than our
model when comparing with the ground-truth text.
This result is expected and reasonable as compared
with our model, the other models tend to generate
text with higher similarity with the ground-truth
text, resulting in higher values as measured by these
metrics. At the same time, due to the noisy nature
of the reference text, a high similarity also indicates
high hallucination, as discussed above.

In Section 4.5 below, we further measure the
faithfulness and fluency of generated text with
ChatGPT as the oracle, where we demonstrate
that our model achieves superior faithfulness while
maintaining fluency.

Table 3 shows a sample ground-truth text and the
text generated by different models, where correct
facts are highlighted in blue and hallucinated text
is highlighted in red. More examples can be found
in Appendix C.

4.5 ChatGPT-based Evaluation

We propose to utilize ChatGPT to further measure
the factual consistency and fluency of the generated

Sample Bar Chart: ChatGPT Evaluation
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Figure 4: ChatGPT-based evaluation on 50 samples
from the House test set.

text with respect to the input graph. We randomly
sample 50 houses from the House test set, and per-
form evaluation on the text generated by different
models.

To measure fluency, similar to (Wang et al.,
2023), we prompt ChatGPT to score the fluency of
the generated text. To measure factual consistency,
we carefully design prompts to instruct ChatGPT
to enumerate facts in the (linearized) graph (# in-

put facts), the common facts between the graph and
generated text (# common facts), and the hallucinated
facts in the generated text (# hallucinated facts), re-
spectively. By enumerating facts that are correctly
generated, missing, or hallucinated, our ChatGPT-
based evaluation provides better explainability of
models’ faithfulness. Details and examples of our
prompts and ChatGPT’s responses can be found in
Appendix A.

In addition to enumerating the facts, ChatGPT-
based evaluation provides a way to measure quanti-
tative metrics such as precision, recall, and hallu-
cination rates. We randomly sample 50 graph-text
pairs from the test House dataset, and measure the
precision (P), recall (R) and amount of hallucina-
tion (H) in generated text of these samples, which
are formulated as follows: P = # common facts

# output facts ,

R = # common facts
# input facts , and H = # hallucinated facts

# output facts .
The number of output facts (# output facts) is com-

puted by summing up the number of hallucinated
facts (# hallucinated facts) and the number of common
facts (# common facts).

Figure 4 shows the results of this analysis. It can
be seen that our model outperforms all the base-
line KG-to-text generation models on precision,
recall and faithfulness (i.e. low hallucination) and
achieves competitive scores in terms of fluency.

To determine the gap between our model and the
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Ground-truth text:
Exceptional potential with elevated outlook:Set on the high side in a wonderfully quiet and convenient cul-de-sac
location, this clinker-brick home provides an ideal opportunity to renovate and extend, rebuild or redevelop (STCA) and
capture the city skyline views. Immediately comfortable, the home currently offers five bedrooms (two with built-in
robes) and central bathroom, two living areas and well-appointed kitchen. Other features include heating and cooling,
expansive backyard, plus garage and carport via full-length side driveway. Close to Rosehill Road/Hoffmans Road buses,
shops and cafes, walking distance to St Bernard???s College and Rosehill Secondary College. Currently tenanted at
$1653.00pm. Land size 15.8m x 42.1m ??? 665sqm (approx). This is the one!

JointGT model:
AUCTION THIS SATURDAY AT 11:30AM!:In one of Niddrie’s most sought-after pockets, this solid-brick home
presents an exciting opportunity to renovate and extend (STCA) on a deep block of land (approx 690sqm). Current
floorplan includes five bedrooms (all with built-in robes) and central bathroom, formal lounge through to the kitchen/meals
area, as well as a separate toilet. Other features of the home include gas heating and split-system air conditioning, plus a
north-facing backyard complete with double garage (remote-controlled

GAP model:
Spacious family home in a sought-after Niddrie location!:Set on a large block of land (approx 697sqm), this solid-
brick home presents an exciting opportunity to renovate, extend or redevelop (STCA). Current floorplan includes five
bedrooms (two with BIRs) and central bathroom, open-plan living/meals area and updated kitchen with stainless steel
appliances. Other features include split-system heating/cooling, polished floorboards, polished hardwood floors and a
double garage with internal access. Close to schools, shops and public transport, it’s a must-see

GMP model:
Exceptional family living in a prime Niddrie location!:In a quiet cul-de-sac close to schools, shops and transport, this
impressive home offers an immediately comfortable family lifestyle with plenty of scope to further improve and extend
(STCA). Beyond its attractive facade, the home’s inviting interior comprises five bedrooms (all with built-in robes) and
stylish central bathroom, spacious lounge through to the kitchen/meals area and adjoining family room. Other highlights
include ducted heating and evaporative cooling, polished hardwood floors, plus a double garage (with

Our model:
SOLD by Frank Dowling Real Estate: Located in a quiet pocket of Niddrie, this immaculately presented family
home is sure to impress. Comprising of 5 good sized bedrooms with BIRs, master with WIR and walk in robe, central
bathroom, open plan living and dining area, central kitchen with stainless steel appliances, family bathroom and separate
toilet. Other features include gas heating, evaporative cooling, split system air conditioner, double garage with internal
access and a large rear yard with rear access. Close to schools, shops and transport.

Table 3: An example of ground-truth and generated text on the House dataset. Here red colored text represents
hallucinated information and blue colored text represents the faithful information.

most capable language models, we also compare
our model with ChatGPT on a set of 1,000 random
samples from the House dataset in different set-
tings. A comprehensive analysis of this experiment
is presented in Appendix B. As can be expected,
ChatGPT achieves significantly better performance
in faithfulness in zero-shot setting. However, when
given noisy ground-truth text as few-shot examples,
ChatGPT generates hallucinated text similar to the
ground-truth text, showing that it is also prone to
noise in the reference text. Our model outperforms
ChatGPT in this (3-shot) setting in terms of preci-
sion and hallucination (i.e., lower hallucination).

4.6 Ablation Studies

To investigate the effect of contrastive learning and
control token techniques individually, we experi-
ment on both datasets with two configurations of
our full model: one with control token only and the
other one with contrastive learning only.

As we see in Table 2, both model components

contribute to our model’s better faithfulness, with
contrastive learning making a larger impact in
House dataset.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach
to generate faithful text from a knowledge graph
having noisy ground-truth text. To ensure faith-
ful text generation, we have introduced two key
ideas: (i) contrastive learning to better differentiate
between faithful and hallucinated information, (ii)
control token to regulate the level of hallucination
in the generated text. Experimental results on two
noisy KG-to-text datasets demonstrates that KG-
to-text model with our framework outperforms all
the baseline models in terms of faithfulness met-
rics. Moreover, we have proposed a novel Chat-
GPT based evaluation technique for an in-depth
quantitative and qualitative analysis, which further
verifies the superior performance of our model on
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precision, recall and faithfulness.
Limitation and Future work We have applied our
proposed framework only in PLM based KG-to-
text encoder-decoder model. In future, we plan to
explore the hallucination problem in AMR (Ab-
stract Meaning Representations) graph datasets,
which can also preserve a number of meaningful
semantic relations and widely used in NLP areas.

Ethical Considerations

Our model utilizes existing pre-trained language
model based KG-to-text generation model, thus
the ethical concerns associated with these models
would also be applicable to our proposed frame-
work.
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A Prompt Design for ChatGPT-based
Evaluation

The prompt templates are shown in Figure 5.

Listing the facts of a graph: Here we give Chat-
GPT an input linearized graph and ask it to “list the
features one by one from the INPUT” (Figure 5-
Left). Figure 6 shows an example of this prompt
to ChatGPT and its response for a sample from the
House test set. ChatGPT has made no error in all
50 test samples of House data.

Listing the common facts: ChatGPT was un-
able to correctly list the common facts between
the linearized input graph and the generated text.
Hence, we prompt ChatGPT for each fact listed
in the input, whether that fact is included in the
output. Here, each fact (or “feature”) represents a
single triple of the input linearized graph (Figure 5-
Middle). Then, we count the answer with a “yes”
response from ChatGPT. On average, ChatGPT
makes 2-3 mistakes per sample. Figure 7 shows
an example of this prompt and and ChatGPT’s re-
sponse. The red colored text indicates the mistakes
done by ChatGPT.

Listing the hallucinated facts: Here, we prompt
ChatGPT to list both the extrinsic and intrinsic hal-
lucination facts in the generated text by providing
ChatGPT with an input (linearized graph) and an
output (generated text). Firstly, to list the extrinsic
hallucination facts we instruct ChatGPT to “List
the features one by one from the OUTPUT that is
not mentioned in the INPUT”. Secondly, to list the
intrinsic hallucination facts we instruct ChatGPT to
“List the features one by one from the OUTPUT that
is contradictory to the INPUT” (Figure 5-Right).
Here, ChatGPT makes no mistakes in the 50 House
test samples. Figure 8 illustrates the steps with an
example and ChatGPT’s response.

B Comparing Our Result with ChatGPT

We randomly take 1000 sample graphs from the
House dataset. Our experiments are conducted us-
ing the API of Chat- GPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) model.
We input ChatGPT the sample graphs in a lin-
earized format and asked to summarize the lin-
earized graphs in a real-estate advertising format.
We experiment with ChatGPT-ZeroShot (without
giving any reference text) , ChatGPT-k-FewShot,
(where k represents the number of noisy ground-
truth text sample is given to ChatGPT as a refer-

ence in addition to the input linearized graph) and
compare these with our full model.

Table 4 shows that in terms of faithfulness met-
rics (BARTScore), ChatGPT-ZeroShot has the best
performance. This is because, ChatGPT is a large
model and ChatGPT-ZeroShot generates text with-
out taking any noisy ground-truth text as a ref-
erence. Whereas, our model is a small (BART-
base/T5-base) language model and the model is
trained with the full noisy training House dataset.
We also notice that the performance of ChatGPT-
k-FewShot drops with the increase of number of
noisy reference text samples. Thus, the more we
increase the number of noisy ground-truth texts as
a reference to ChatGPT, the more ChatGPT gener-
ates hallucinated text similar to ground-truth text.
That’s why the BLEU, METEOR and ROUGE-L
scores increase and BARTscore, FactCC scores
decrease with the increase of few shot samples.

We also compare the results using ChatGPT-
based evaluation. Table 5 shows the average of
precision, recall and hallucinations which we com-
pute using ChatGPT. The results also show that
ChatGPT-ZeroShot performs best in all metrics
as usual. Our model outperforms ChatGPT-3-
FewShot in terms of precision (higher precision)
and hallucination (lower hallucination).

Performance Based on Salient Facts: We rank
in descending order the features (type-wise) of the
house graph based on their frequency of occurrence
in the House trainining dataset. We take top ten
features as salient facts. The salient facts are: 1)
house location, 2) house property-type, 3) num. of
bedrooms, 4) num. of bathrooms, 5) num of park-
ing spaces, 6) has ac, 7) has dining, 8) has heating,
9) has garage spaces and 10) nearest train station.
Using ChatGPT, we enumerate the presence of
these facts and measure salient precision, Psalient

and salient recall, Rsalient as follows.

Psalient =
# salient common facts

# output facts
(4)

Rsalient =
# salient common facts

# salient input facts
(5)

The results from Table: 6 shows that our model
achieves the best average salient precision, Psalient,
and ChatGPT-ZeroShot achieves the best average
salient recall. The reason behind this result is that
ChatGPT-ZeroShot generated output text contains
mostly all the facts from the input graph, whereas
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Sample Bar Chart: ChatGPT Evaluation

PhD Confirmation Seminar27Tahsina Hashem

Consider the Following INPUT:

INPUT: Linearized Graph

List the features one by one from the INPUT.

(a) List the Features from INPUT

Consider the Following INPUT and OUTPUT:

INPUT: Linearized Graph
OUTPUT: Generated Text

List the features one by one from the OUTPUT that is not 
mentioned in the INPUT.

List the features one by one from the OUTPUT that is 
contradictory according to INPUT.

(c) List the Extrinsic and Intrinsic Hallucination 
Features from OUTPUT

Consider the Following OUTPUT:
OUTPUT: Generated Text

Q1. Is the feature ‘X’ supported by the OUTPUT?
Q2. Is the feature ‘Y’ supported by the OUTPUT?
…….
Here, ‘X’ and ‘Y’ are features from INPUT

(b) List the Correct Features from OUTPUT

(c) Template-3

(b) Template-2

(a) Template-1

Figure 5: Prompt templates for enumerating facts using ChatGPT. Template-1 (left) is to enumerate facts in the
input (linearized graph). Template-2 (middle) is to enumerate common facts between the input (linearized graph)
and the output (generated text). Template-3 (right) is to enumerate hallucinated facts in the output (generated text).

Sample Bar Chart: ChatGPT Evaluation

PhD Confirmation Seminar27Tahsina Hashem

Consider the Following INPUT:

INPUT: This house location Elwood. This house property type Apartment. This house
address 6/4 Poets Grove, Elwood VIC 3184, Australia. This house sold price 334000.
This house leased date Mon 18-May-15. This house agency name Gary Peer &
Associates - Caulfield North. This house agency address 348 Orrong Road Caulfield
North Vic 3161 . This house number of bedrooms 1. This house number of bathrooms
1. This house number of parking spaces 1. This house has intercom yes. This house
has its nearest park yes. This house number of carport spaces 1. This house nearest
Train station Ripponlea Railway Station. This house distance to closest railway station
15 mins walking distance. This house nearest school Elwood College. Elwood College
gender-type CoEd school. Elwood College school-type Secondary. Elwood College
ranking 252. Elwood College Total Enrolled Students 124.

List the features one by one from the INPUT

Here are the features listed in the INPUT:

1. Location: Elwood
2. Property type: Apartment
3. Address: 6/4 Poets Grove, Elwood VIC 3184, Australia
4. Sold price: 334000
5. Leased date: Mon 18-May-15
6. Agency name: Gary Peer & Associates - Caulfield North
7. Agency address: 348 Orrong Road Caulfield North Vic 3161
8. Number of bedrooms: 1
9. Number of bathrooms: 1
10. Number of parking spaces: 1
11. Has intercom: yes
12. Has nearest park: yes
13. Number of carport spaces: 1
14. Nearest train station: Ripponlea Railway Station
15. Distance to closest railway station: 15 mins walking distance
16. Nearest school: Elwood College
17. Gender-type of school: CoEd school
18. School-type: Secondary
19. Ranking of school: 252
20. Total enrolled students: 124

(a) Prompt to ChatGPT

(b) Response from ChatGPT

Listing features of INPUT Graph using ChatGPTFigure 6: An Example of Template-1

Consider the Following OUTPUT:

OUTPUT: AUCTION THIS SATURDAY AT 11.00AM:This one bedroom apartment is a must see 
for first home buyers, investors or those looking to downsize. Located in one of Elwood's 
most sought after tree lined streets, this apartment is within walking distance to Ripponlea 
train station, Elwood Village and the beach. Comprising of a spacious living room, 
kitchen/meals area, bedroom with built in robes, bathroom with separate toilet, intercom 
entry and car space on title. This is an opportunity not to be missed.

Q1. Is the feature 'This house location Elwood.’ supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q2. Is the feature 'This house property type Apartment.' supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q3. Is the feature 'This house address 6/4 Poets Grove, Elwood VIC 3184, Australia.' 
supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q4. Is the feature 'This house sold price 334000.' supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q5. Is the feature 'This house leased date Mon 18-May-15.' supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q6. Is the feature 'This house agency name Gary Peer & Associates - Caulfield North.' 
supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q7. Is the feature 'This house agency address 348 Orrong Road Caulfield North Vic 3161 .' 
supported by the OUTPUT? 
Q8. Is the feature 'This house number of bedrooms 1.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q9. Is the feature 'This house number of bathrooms 1.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q10. Is the feature 'This house number of parking spaces 1.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q11. Is the feature 'This house has intercom yes.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q12. Is the feature 'This house has its nearest park yes.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q13. Is the feature 'This house number of carport spaces 1.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q14. Is the feature 'This house nearest Train station Ripponlea Railway Station.' supported 
by the OUTPUT?
Q15. Is the feature 'This house distance to closest railway station 15 mins walking distance.' 
supported by the OUTPUT?
Q16. Is the feature 'This house nearest school Elwood College.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q17. Is the feature 'Elwood College gender-type CoEd school.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q18. Is the feature 'Elwood College school-type Secondary.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q19. Is the feature 'Elwood College ranking 252.' supported by the OUTPUT?
Q20. Is the feature 'Elwood College Total Enrolled Students 124.' supported by the OUTPUT?

(a) Prompt to ChatGPT

Q1. Yes, the feature 'This house location Elwood.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q2. Yes, the feature 'This house property type Apartment.' is supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q3. Yes, the feature 'This house address 6/4 Poets Grove, Elwood VIC 3184, Australia.' 
is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q4. No, the feature 'This house sold price 334000.' is not supported by the OUTPUT.
Q5. No, the feature 'This house leased date Mon 18-May-15.' is not supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q6. Yes, the feature 'This house agency name Gary Peer & Associates - Caulfield North.' 
is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q7. Yes, the feature 'This house agency address 348 Orrong Road Caulfield North Vic 
3161 .' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q8. Yes, the feature 'This house number of bedrooms 1.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q9. Yes, the feature 'This house number of bathrooms 1.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q10. Yes, the feature 'This house number of parking spaces 1.' is supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q11. Yes, the feature 'This house has intercom yes.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q12. Yes, the feature 'This house has its nearest park yes.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q13. Yes, the feature 'This house number of carport spaces 1.' is supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q14. Yes, the feature 'This house nearest Train station Ripponlea Railway Station.' is 
supported by the OUTPUT.
Q15. Yes, the feature 'This house distance to closest railway station 15 mins walking 
distance.' is supported by the OUTPUT.
Q16. Yes, the feature 'This house nearest school Elwood College.' is supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q17. No, the feature 'Elwood College gender-type CoEd school.' is not supported by 
the OUTPUT.
Q18. No, the feature 'Elwood College school-type Secondary.' is not supported by the 
OUTPUT.
Q19. No, the feature 'Elwood College ranking 252.' is not supported by the OUTPUT.
Q20. No, the feature 'Elwood College Total Enrolled Students 124.' is not supported by 
the OUTPUT.

(b) Response from ChatGPT

Figure 7: An Example of Template-2
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Sample Bar Chart: ChatGPT Evaluation

(b) Response from ChatGPT

Consider the Following INPUT and OUTPUT:

INPUT: This house location Elwood. This house property type Apartment. This house address
6/4 Poets Grove, Elwood VIC 3184, Australia. This house sold price 334000. This house
leased date Mon 18-May-15. This house agency name Gary Peer & Associates - Caulfield
North. This house agency address 348 Orrong Road Caulfield North Vic 3161 . This house
number of bedrooms 1. This house number of bathrooms 1. This house number of parking
spaces 1. This house has intercom yes. This house has its nearest park yes. This house
number of carport spaces 1. This house nearest Train station Ripponlea Railway Station. This
house distance to closest railway station 15 mins walking distance. This house nearest
school Elwood College. Elwood College gender-type CoEd school. Elwood College school-
type Secondary. Elwood College ranking 252. Elwood College Total Enrolled Students 124.

OUTPUT: AUCTION THIS SATURDAY AT 11.00AM:This one bedroom apartment is a must see 
for first home buyers, investors or those looking to downsize. Located in one of Elwood's 
most sought after tree lined streets, this apartment is within walking distance to Ripponlea 
train station, Elwood Village and the beach. Comprising of a spacious living room, 
kitchen/meals area, bedroom with built in robes, bathroom with separate toilet, intercom 
entry and car space on title. This is an opportunity not to be missed. 

List the features one by one from the OUTPUT that is not mentioned in the INPUT.

List the features one by one from the OUTPUT that is contradictory according to INPUT

(a) Prompt to ChatGPT

Features not mentioned in the INPUT but mentioned in the 
OUTPUT:

1. The apartment is a "must see" for certain types of 
buyers (first home buyers, investors or downsizers)

2. The apartment is located on one of Elwood's most 
sought after tree-lined streets

3. The apartment is within walking distance to Elwood 
Village and the beach

4. The apartment has a bedroom with built-in robes
5. The bathroom has a separate toilet
6. The apartment has intercom entry
7. The car space is on title

There are no features in the OUTPUT that are contradictory 
according to the INPUT.

Figure 8: An Example of Template-3

Generation Model Comparison with ground-truth text Comparison with linearized graph

BLEU ↑ METEOR ↑ ROUGE-L ↑ BARTScore ↑ FactCC ↑
ChatGPT-ZeroShot 1.21 11.86 12.91 -2.389 71.02
ChatGPT-1-Shot 1.95 12.73 15.02 -2.872 76.34
ChatGPT-2-Shot 2.06 12.67 15.58 -2.937 72.02
ChatGPT-3-Shot 2.25 13.31 15.76 -3.036 73.88

Our Full Model 2.68 11.21 17.10 -3.246 62.84

Table 4: Results on 1000 test samples from the House dataset. Bold fonts denote the best results.

Generation Avg. Avg. Avg.
Model Precision Recall Hallucination

ChatGPT-ZeroShot 73.28 88.21 26.71
ChatGPT-3-Shot 65.45 64.39 34.55

Our Full Model 67.06 58.81 32.94

Table 5: ChatGPT Evaluation Results based on 50 sam-
ples from the House Dataset. Bold fonts denote the best
results.

our model generated output text gives more focus
on the salient facts.

C Generated Samples

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show qualitative exam-
ples of sample graphs, the ground-truth texts and
the texts generated by different models on House
dataset and Genwiki dataset, respectively.

Generation Avg. Avg.
Model Salient Precision Salient Recall

ChatGPT-ZeroShot 26.75 92.66
ChatGPT-3-FewShot 30.27 86.36

Our Full Model 31.64 77.16

Table 6: ChatGPT Evaluation Results based on 50 sam-
ples from the House dataset considering salient features.
Bold fonts denote the best results.
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House Knowledge Graph:

17 mins walking 
distance

450 Sydney Road 
Coburg Vic 3058

nearest 
school

nearest 
train-station

agency address

address
num. of 

bedrooms

ranking

num. of enrolled 
students

num. of 
parking spaces

type

gender-type

House Knowledge Graph:10 sample test set

num. of 
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has
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leased date

agency name

has 
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has

House

is

has

has
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is

Brunswick 
Secondary College

Anstey Railway 
Station

1091000

3

1

1

secured alarm-system

heating system

dining_room

ducted
1

fully renovated

laundry

Brunswick West

Sat 10-Oct-15

Barry Plant - Coburg

103 Shamrock St, Brunswick 
West VIC 3055, Australia

95

155

Co-Ed

Secondary

air-conditioner

1

property-type
House

444 sqm (approx)land size

Ground-truth text:
AUCTION THIS SATURDAY 10TH OCTOBER AT 1PM: Superbly blending charm with a modern sensibility
and fresh infusion of light, this fully renovated three bedroom Californian Bungalow offers stylish family living in
a sought after locale.An expansive open plan lounge and dining room provides spacious living while showcasing a
marvellous kitchen boasting 700mm stainless steel appliances, abundant storage and feature island bench, ensuring
effortless entertaining.A serene second living room, boasting leafy garden views offers retreat from the bustle of family
life.Three spacious bedrooms are serviced by a modern bathroom, which cleverly incorporates an oversized European
laundry.Brilliantly positioned to transport, schools, cafes, vibrant Sydney Road, CityLink and featuring ducted heating,
alarm, split system air-conditioning, BIR’s, ceiling fans and carport with OSP, stylish family living starts here.

JointGT model:
AUCTION THIS SATURDAY AT 11:00AM: This renovated three bedroom brick veneer home is sure to appeal to
first home buyers, downsizers and investors alike.The home comprises of three double bedrooms (all with built-in robes),
spacious lounge and dining room, renovated kitchen with stainless steel appliances, separate laundry, ducted heating,
evaporative cooling, alarm system and a single garage with internal access.The property also features a large rear garden
with established gardens and a bungalow.

GAP model:
Renovated And Ready To Move In: This beautifully renovated brick veneer home is ready to move in and enjoy.
Featuring a spacious living/dining area, renovated kitchen with stainless steel appliances and adjoining meals area, three
double bedrooms with built-in robes, central bathroom and separate laundry. Other features include ducted heating,
evaporative cooling, alarm system, double garage with internal access, polished floorboards, polished hardwood floors,
security shutters and much more. Close to Sydney Road shops, schools, public transport and easy access to CBD.

GMP model:
SOLD BY HARRY KONTOSSIS: Sale by SET DATE 10/10/2015 (unless sold prior) Situated in a quiet cul-de-sac in
the heart of Brunswick West, this immaculately presented three bedroom, two bathroom home is sure to appeal to first
home buyers, investors and downsizers alike.Accommodation includes a formal lounge and dining room, well-appointed
kitchen with stainless steel appliances, adjoining family/meals area, three double bedrooms with built-in robes, central
bathroom, separate toilet.

Our framework:
Renovated Family Home in the Heart of Brunswick West: This beautifully renovated family home is set on a generous
allotment of 444 sqm (approx) and is ideal for first home buyers, downsizers or investors looking for a low maintenance
lifestyle. Comprising of 3 spacious bedrooms (master with WIR and walk in robe), formal lounge and dining room,
updated kitchen with stainless steel appliances, central bathroom and laundry. Other features include ducted heating,
evaporative cooling, split system air conditioner, ducted cooling, alarm system, double garage and much more.

Figure 9: Example of generated text on the House dataset. Here red colored text represents hallucinated information
and blue colored text represents the faithful information
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Genwiki Knowledge Graph:
Genwiki Knowledge Graph:23 sample test set

Country Dick 
Montana California

hometown Daniel Monte 
McLain

name 

musician Carmel

November 8 , 1995
deathDatebirthDate

May 11 , 1955

occupation birthPlace

formerBandMember

The Beat Farmers

Ground-truth text:
Daniel Monte McLain ( May 11 , 1955 – November 8 , 1995 ) , known by the stage name Country Dick Montana , was a
musician best known as a member of The Beat Farmers . Montana was born in Carmel , California .

JointGT model:
Montana was born on May 11 , 1955 in Carmel , California .

CycleGT model:
Daniel Monte McLain ( May 11 , 1955 in Carmel , Montana – November 8 , 1995 in Carmel , California ) was a musician
, best known as the founder of the band Country Dick Montana .

GMP model:
Daniel Monte McLain ( May 11, 1955 – November 8, 1995 ), known professionally as Country Dick Montana, was an
American singer, songwriter, and musician.

Our framework:
Daniel Monte McLain ( May 11 , 1955 – November 8 , 1995 ) was an American musician .

Figure 10: Example of generated text on the Genwiki dataset. Here red colored text represents hallucinated
information and blue colored text represents faithful information.
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Abstract

Research in Multi-document Summarization
(MDS) mostly focuses on the English language
and depends on large MDS datasets that are not
available for other languages. Some of these
approaches concatenate the source documents,
resulting in overlong model inputs. Existing
transformer architectures are unable to process
such long inputs entirely, omitting documents
in the summarization process. Other solutions
address this issue by implementing multi-stage
approaches that also require changes in the
model architecture. In this paper, we introduce
various sampling approaches based on infor-
mation entropy that allow us to perform MDS
in a single stage. These approaches also con-
sider all source documents without using MDS
training data nor changing the model’s archi-
tecture. Besides, we build a MDS test set of
German news articles to assess the performance
of our methods on abstractive multi-document
summaries. Experimental results show that our
entropy-based approaches outperform previous
state-of-the-art on German MDS, while still re-
maining primarily abstractive. We release our
code1 and MDS test set2 to encourage further
research in German abstractive MDS.

1 Introduction

In light of the ever-growing volume of available
information, it becomes essential to be able to au-
tomatically summarize information from several
sources. Multi-document Summarization (MDS)
aims at condensing the most important information
from different documents. Despite the advances
in single-document summarization (Zhang et al.,
2020), summarizing multiple related documents re-
mains a greater challenge due to its input length and
the presence of redundant information (Fan et al.,
2019; Song et al., 2022). Therefore, some research
focuses on implementing multi-stage approaches

1Link to GitHub repository.
2Link to Multi-GeNews repository.

that first identify the relevant information to then
feed it into a summarization model (Lebanoff et al.,
2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019a). More recent works
utilize pre-trained language models (Lewis et al.,
2020; Raffel et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2022) fine-
tuned for the summarization task and feed them
with the source documents concatenated (Johner
et al., 2021; Xiao et al., 2022). However, these
approaches pose two major issues. First, concate-
nated inputs exceeding the length limit of the model
are truncated, which might lead to the omission
of entire documents. Second, they rely on multi-
document datasets that are scarce or unavailable in
languages other than English.

Hokamp et al. (2020) introduce a decoding strat-
egy that adapts single- to multi-document summa-
rization without using additional training data nor
applying changes to the single-input model archi-
tecture. At every decoding timestep, it averages
the output probabilities of a single-document sum-
marization model for each individual document,
combining them into a single output. Instead of av-
eraging all log-probabilities, which favours highly
frequent tokens, we propose to make a more in-
formed decision. In particular, we leverage entropy
to measure the model confidence in the next to-
ken prediction and thus select the most informative
output. We implement different entropy-based ap-
proaches and evaluate their performance on MDS
of German text. Our main contributions are:

• We present different entropy-based sampling
approaches for the MDS task. These are spe-
cially well-suited for languages like German
that have limited or unavailable MDS data.

• We build and release a new German MDS test
set in the news domain that is more suitable
for evaluating abstractive summarization than
the existing MDS German dataset auto-hMDS
(Zopf, 2018). We expect our dataset to foster
research on German abstractive MDS.
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• The experimental results demonstrate that our
method achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in German abstractive MDS in terms
of ROUGE scores and manual evaluation.

2 Related Work

Multi-document Summarization Some prior
work approaches MDS as a multi-stage process
(Liu et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2021) that first ex-
tracts salient sentences from the source documents
to then distill them into a summary using different
methods such as graph-based modeling (Li et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2021) or modifying the attention
mechanism (Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata, 2021).
In contrast, Lebanoff et al. (2018) highlights the
importance of adapting Single-document Summa-
rization (SDS) models to summarize multiple doc-
uments and propose an approach that adapts their
attention weights. Similarly, other works propose
various changes in the model architecture (Liu and
Lapata, 2019a; Elsahar et al., 2021). The main
disadvantage of these approaches is that they are
tailored to specific model architectures.

More recently, Xiao et al. (2022) introduce
PRIMERA, a pre-trained model for MDS that can
be applied in zero- or few-shot settings. The source
documents are concatenated and fed into the Long-
former Transformer model, which can handle long
inputs up to 4,096 or even 16k tokens with current
GPUs. Nevertheless, PRIMERA is only available
for English and there is no alternative for other lan-
guages. Similarly, Johner et al. (2021) performs
MDS on German text using the pre-trained lan-
guage model BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and con-
catenating the source documents as input.3 How-
ever, BART input length is restricted to 1,024 to-
kens, which may end up excluding entire docu-
ments from the summarization process.

Overall, our entropy-based approaches present
the following advantages over prior work: (a) they
do not require a pre-step to extract salient informa-
tion (b) nor changes in the SDS model architecture
with (c) no need for additional MDS training data,
and (d) still considering all source documents in the
summarization process. This work is built upon the
dynamic ensemble approach from Hokamp et al.
(2020), improving the decoding strategy by sam-
pling on more informative predictions.

3To the best of our knowledge, Johner et al. (2021) is the
only work that tackles MDS in German besides Zopf (2018)
with the auto-hMDS dataset.

Entropy in Summarization Xu et al. (2020)
leverage entropy to analyze the performance of
Transformer-based models in the SDS task. Later,
van der Poel et al. (2022) use entropy to determine
when the model is uncertain about the next token
prediction and apply Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI) instead to alleviate hallucination. Similarly,
we apply the conditional PMI approach to MDS.
Instead of finding the conditional entropy thresh-
old through hyperparameter search as in van der
Poel et al. (2022), we apply maximum probabilistic
information entropy (Li et al., 2021). This novel
entropy definition has been successfully used to
reduce the size of image datasets by selecting the
most informative samples.

3 Entropy Background

In information theory, the entropy of a random vari-
able denotes the amount of information, or lack
thereof (i.e. uncertainty), associated with its possi-
ble outcomes. Thus, given a probability distribution
p over all possible outcomes x1, . . . , xn of a ran-
dom variable X , we quantify the entropy of X
using the standard Shannon entropy equation:

H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

p(xi) log p(xi) (1)

The entropy is then maximum for uniform dis-
tributions, where all outcomes are equally likely,
indicating high uncertainty.

In the context of automatic text generation, we
can leverage entropy to quantify the confidence of
probabilistic models in their predictions (Xu et al.,
2020; van der Poel et al., 2022). More specifically,
summarization models aim at generating a sum-
mary string y∗ of a given source document x that
maximizes the scoring function:

y∗ = argmax
y∈Y

log p(y | x), (2)

where y is the sequence of tokens y0, . . . , yT
from the model vocabulary V generated at ev-
ery timestep t, 0 < t < T . During decod-
ing, that is, the prediction of each sequence token
yt ∈ V , the model provides a probability distribu-
tion p(· | y<t,x) over V that also takes into account
the context of the previous tokens. According to
Equation 1, we can then use such distribution to
measure the model’s confidence in the prediction:
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H(p(· | y<t,x)) = −
∑

y∈V

(
p(y | y<t,x)

× log p(y | y<t,x)
) (3)

4 Entropy-based MDS

Given a set of documents X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, the
dynamic-ensemble approach (DynE) described in
Hokamp et al. (2020) adapts single- to multi-
document summarization as follows: at every de-
coding timestep t, it computes the output prob-
abilites for each individual source document us-
ing a single-document summarization model; next,
it averages these outputs to obtain a single log-
probability distribution assigned to the token y:

p(y | X ) = 1

|X |
∑

x∈X
p(y | y<t,x) (4)

We leverage entropy information to adapt the
DynE approach and implement various sampling
strategies that select the most informative output at
each decoding timestep t.

Minimum Entropy (Hmin) Based on the hy-
pothesis that low entropy indicates a higher con-
fidence in the prediction, this approach picks the
token prediction of the model instance with the
lowest entropy min1≤i≤|X |H(p(· | y<t,xi)). Note
that this approach does not guarantee certainty
in all token predictions. In those cases where all
model instances exhibit high uncertainty, the se-
lected instance could still have high entropy and
thus provide an arbitrary prediction.

Max-predicted Probability Threshold (Hth) Li
et al. (2021) focus on the maximum-predicted
probability pmax to determine the model’s confi-
dence and reduce redundancy in datasets of im-
ages. Specifically, the authors state that a low max-
imum probability indicates high entropy and con-
sequently, low confidence in the prediction. There-
fore, they propose to measure entropy as:

H(X) = −pmax log pmax (5)

where pmax = maxx∈X p(x). Figure 1 plots Equa-
tion 5, showing the correlation between informa-
tion entropy and pmax. Note that the entropy is
highest when pmax is 0.35, with a positive corre-
lation for probabilities below this threshold and a
negative correlation for probabilities above it.

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.2

0.4

0.6
pmax = 0.35

pmax

H

Figure 1: Plot of the maximum probabilistic information
entropy (Equation 5), which illustrates the correlation
between the maximum-predicted probability pmax and
information entropy, when 0 ≤ pmax ≤ 1.

Inspired by Li et al. (2021) approach, we ap-
ply maximum probabilistic information entropy
in MDS, assuming that values of pmax below the
threshold 0.35 indicate that the model is essentially
guessing. At each decoding step, we obtain the
maximum-predicted probability for each input doc-
ument in X and proceed as follows:

a) we choose the prediction with the highest
pmax among those above the threshold. The
higher the probability, the lower the entropy.

b) if all probabilities are below the threshold, we
conclude that there is not enough information
for the current prediction and we average their
log-probabilities as in Equation 4.

Mutual Information Decoding (Hpmi) Several
works apply mutual information approaches dur-
ing decoding to favor more specific and informa-
tive outputs (Li et al., 2016; Takayama and Arase,
2019). Later, van der Poel et al. (2022) observe
that highly frequent tokens often indicate halluci-
nated content and implement a decoding strategy
that integrates mutual information to mitigate hal-
lucination in single-document summarization. In
particular, their approach optimizes for Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI) when the model is un-
certain about its prediction, generating summaries
that are more faithful to the source document:

p(y|x) = log p(y|y<t,x)− λ log p(y|y<t), (6)

where 0 < λ < 1 to avoid excessively penal-
izing high-frequent tokens, which could lead to
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ungrammatical outputs (Li et al., 2016). Based
on these findings, we propose an additional varia-
tion of our Hth approach, which applies PMI when
there is no certainty in any of the predictions, that
is, all probabilities are below the 0.35 threshold.4

5 Datasets

This section describes the datasets used to train
and evaluate our MDS approaches. Specifically, we
consider three pre-existing German datasets that
are suitable for single-document—GeWiki (Frefel,
2020) and 20m (Rios et al., 2021)—and multi-
document summarization—auto-hMDS (Zopf,
2018). Moreover, we build Multi-GeNews, a MDS
test set in the news domain that is specifically tai-
lored for abstractive MDS.

5.1 Single-document Summarization

GeWiki This is the largest dataset available for
single-document abstractive summarization in Ger-
man, consisting of 240k summary-article pairs.
Here, the lead text of Wikipedia articles are ex-
tracted as summaries of the rest of the article.

20m A single-document summarization dataset
with 18,305 news articles and their correspond-
ing manually-written summaries collected from the
Swiss newspaper 20 Minuten (‘20 Minutes’).

5.2 Multi-document Summarization

auto-hMDS This multi-document summariza-
tion dataset consists of 2,210 summaries from
Wikipedia leads as in GeWiki and 10,454 source
documents. The documents were obtained by au-
tomatically querying the internet with summary
sentences, resulting in a highly extractive dataset.
Nonetheless, we consider it in our experiments for
comparison with the related work. Despite being
the largest MDS dataset in German, auto-hMDS is
significantly smaller than its English counterpart
Multi-News (Fabbri et al., 2019).5

Multi-GeNews Due to the lack of abstractive
MDS datasets in German, we built a MDS test set to
assess the performance of the proposed approaches.
The data comes from the news portal of the Swiss
media company SRF6 and consists of news articles
published between January and March 2020.

4We use a λ of 0.25 in our experiments, which we manually
selected based on the impact of various values on the output.

5over 56k summaries and 250k source documents.
6https://www.srf.ch/news

The articles published on the SRF website are of-
ten followed by a Mehr zum Thema (‘More on the
topic’) section with related articles on the subject.
To build our test set, we first utilize this section
to obtain clusters of related articles. Specifically,
we collect the related article suggestions and fil-
ter those published within one day of each other to
ensure that they cover the same news. Next, we gen-
erate the reference summaries, which will be used
to compute the automatic scores, concatenating
the lead paragraphs of the articles in each cluster.7

Hence, the reference summaries are a combination
of lead texts. We finally filter salient sentences
and remove duplicated information from the refer-
ence summaries using a pretrained extractive sum-
marization model for German text. To build this
model, we adapted the BertExt architecture (Liu
and Lapata, 2019b) for the German language.8 The
adaption involved initializing the Bert component
of the BertExt architecture using a German Bert
checkpoint9 and subsequently fine-tuning the entire
model on the newswire 20m dataset.

The resulting dataset consists of 754 unique ar-
ticles grouped into 402 clusters. Each cluster con-
tains two to six articles with a median of four ar-
ticles and the corresponding generated reference
summary.10 The average length of the articles and
summaries are 593 and 61 tokens, respectively.

6 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of the entropy-based
sampling approaches on our Multi-GeNews and the
auto-hMDS datasets in terms of automatic ROUGE
scores (Lin, 2004) and extractive fragment density
ρ (Grusky et al., 2018). Since we focus on abstrac-
tive summarization, the latter allows us to measure
the degree of extractiveness of the summaries, and
in turn, abstractiveness—higher ρ values indicate
that the summary is more extractive and contains
larger text chunks from the source article. Further-
more, we collect human annotations on a subset of
the Multi-GeNews to assess the faithfulness of the
generated summaries and get a deeper understand-
ing on their quality (Section 7).

7Similarly to the GeWiki dataset, we consider the lead
paragraph of an article as its summary.

8https://github.com/nlpyang/BertSum
9https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/

bert-base-german-uncased
10Although an article can belong to different clusters, there

are no identical clusters with the same articles.
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100 words 200 words

Method R1↑ R2↑ RL↑ ρ↓ R1↑ R2↑ RL↑ ρ↓
mBART concat 18.4 6.2 12.5 27.9 24.5 7.7 15.0 35.6
mBART + DynE 23.4 6.9 15.1 2.2 26.8 7.0 16.0 1.9
mBART + Hmin 20.7 8.6 14.7 17.9 26.9 10.4 17.4 16.6
mBART + Hth 21.5 9.0 15.3 16.1 27.8 10.8 18.0 14.7
mBART + Hpmi 16.5 6.9 12.3 12.5 21.0 7.9 14.5 10.0

Table 1: Performance of the entropy-based approaches and the baseline models on the auto-hMDS dataset in terms
of ROUGE scores and extractive fragment density ρ. The mBART model is fine-tuned on the auto-hMDS dataset by
concatenating the source articles into a single input. Similarly, the mBART baseline is fed with the concatenated
source articles. Overall, Hth achives the highest performance among the various methods evaluated.

100 words

Method R1↑ R2↑ RL↑ ρ↓
mBART concat 23.0 6.0 14.8 9.23
mBART + DynE 22.2 4.8 14.9 1.5
mBART + Hmin 23.4 5.6 15.0 2.46
mBART + Hth 24.5 6.2 15.6 2.72
mBART + Hpmi 23.9 7.2 16.1 2.78

Table 2: Performance of the entropy-based approaches
and the baselines on our Multi-GeNews test set. The
mBART model is fine-tuned on the 20m dataset as de-
scribed in Section 6.1. The mBART baseline receives
as input the source articles concatenated.

6.1 Models

This section describes the implementation details to
build the models used in our experiments. Namely,
the two summarization models, individually fine-
tuned on the newswire 20m and the auto-hMDS
datasets, and the language model used by the point-
wise mutual information decoding approach Hpmi.

Summarization Models We evaluate the perfor-
mance of our MDS approaches using two sum-
marization models fine-tuned on the news domain
dataset 20m11 and the MDS dataset auto-hMDS, re-
spectively. The latter allows us to compare the per-
formance of our approaches against prior work on
German MDS. The models are based on mBART,
a multilingual sequence-to-sequence transformer-
based model that effectively handles multiple lan-

11Since the GeWiki dataset is significantly larger than the
in-domain 20m, we also considered to build a model using
both datasets through behavioral fine-tuning. However, the
performance on the single-document summarization task was
inferior than simply fine-tuning on 20m. Several factors could
contribute to this results such as a domain shift or a discrep-
ancy in summary length distribution.

guages including German (Liu et al., 2020) and
initialized with the facebook/mbart-large-cc25
checkpoint available at the Hugging Face Hub.12

In particular, we fine-tune the model on the 20m
dataset for 10 epochs and batch size of 2 using the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)
with a learning rate of 3e − 5. The gradient ac-
cumulation steps is 16, resulting in a total effec-
tive batch size of 32. To fine-tune the single-input
mBART model with the multi-document summa-
rization dataset auto-hMDS, we follow the work
in Johner et al. (2021) and concatenate the source
articles in a single input. We train the model with
3e−5 learning rate and batch size of 2 for 5 epochs.

Language Model We build a language model to
apply the mutual information decoding approach.
Specifically, we use the GPT-2 (Radford et al.,
2019) checkpoint from Hugging Face13 and fine-
tune it on the same in-domain data as the corre-
sponding mBART summarization model. To en-
sure that both mBART and GPT-2 models share the
same vocabulary, we train GPT-2 using the same
tokenizer as mBART. We then fine-tune it for 3
epochs using the AdamW optimizer with learning
rate of 5e− 4 and batch size of 16. We set the max-
imum context length of the model to 256 tokens,
since we do not generate longer summaries than
that. The gradient accumulation steps is set to 8,
resulting in a total effective batch size of 128.

6.2 Results

Table 2 compares the performance of our entropy-
based methods against the DynE (Hokamp et al.,
2020) and mBART baselines on our Multi-GeWiki

12https://huggingface.co/facebook/
mbart-large-cc25

13https://huggingface.co/gpt2
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Ref. Das Coronavirus beherrscht die Medien – doch das sei derzeit kaum angebracht, sagt Wissenschaft-
sredaktor Häusler. Innerhalb eines Tages kletterte die Zahl der bestätigten Infektionen in China auf
2744. In den umliegenden Ländern gibt es bereits Erkrankte.
[The coronavirus dominates the media - but that is hardly appropriate at the moment, says science
editor Häusler. Within one day, the number of confirmed infections in China climbed to 2744, and
there are already people ill in surrounding countries.]

Rank 1 Hth Die Zahl der Corona-Toten in China ist auf 80 gestiegen. Die Zahl der Touristen, die sich mit dem
Virus infiziert haben, ist auf überschaubar. Die Tourismusbranche rechnet nicht damit, dass das Virus
sich auf der ganzen Welt ausbreitet. SRF-Wissenschaftler Thomas Häusler und Daniel Sulzer von
Interlaken erklären, wie gefährlich die Situation für die chinesische Bevölkerung ist.

[The number of Covid deaths in China has risen to 80. The number of tourists infected with the virus
is on manageable. The tourism industry does not expect the virus to spread around the world. SRF
scientist Thomas Häusler and Daniel Sulzer from Interlaken explain how dangerous the situation is
for the Chinese population.]

Rank 2 Hpmi In China ist die Zahl der Corona-Fälle stark angestiegen. In der Volksrepublik gibt es bereits über
700 Fälle. Die Zahl der Touristen, die sich mit dem Virus infiziert haben, ist doppelt so hoch wie bei
der saisonalen Grippe. Ein Tourismusexperte erklärt, wie gefährlich die Situation für die chinesische
Bevölkerung ist.

[In China, the number of Covid cases has risen sharply. There are already over 700 cases in the
People’s Republic. The number of tourists infected with the virus is twice as high as the seasonal flu.
A tourism expert explains how dangerous the situation is for the Chinese population.]

Rank 3 DynE Die Zahl der Corona-Fälle in der Schweiz steigt, die Zahl der Infizierten nimmt zu. Die Gefahr, sich
mit dem Virus anzustecken, ist noch nicht bedroht. Trotzdem steigen die Zahlen wieder an. Laut
Experten ist die Gefahr grösser, dass sich das Virus noch weiter ausbreitet.

[The number of Covid cases in Switzerland is rising, the number of infected persons is increasing.
The danger of contracting the virus is not yet threatened. Nevertheless, the numbers are rising again.
According to experts, there is a greater risk that the virus will spread even further.]

Rank 4 Hmin Der Tourismusverband Chinas rechnet mit einem Rückgang der Touristenzahlen. In Interlaken und
Luzern gibt es nur noch wenige Berichte über das Coronavirus. In der Schweiz gibt es aber Hoffnung:
Vermehrt Japaner und Chinesen berichten von Infektionen mit dem Virus. Ein Tourismusdirektor
glaubt, dass der Tourismus in der Volksrepublik eine globale Pandemie auslösen könnte.

[The Tourism Association of China expects a decline in tourist numbers. In Interlaken and Lucerne
there are only few reports of the coronavirus. In Switzerland, however, there is hope: Increasing
numbers of Japanese and Chinese report infections with the virus. One tourism director believes that
tourism in the People’s Republic could trigger a global pandemic.]

Table 3: Example of the summary ranking task for the input articles 18126230, 18127577, and 18130289, where at
least two annotators agreed on the ranking position for each summary. In contrast to the entropy-based approaches,
DynE is susceptible to generate overly general summaries.

test set. We use the single-document summariza-
tion mBART model fine-tuned on the in-domain
dataset 20min—see details in Section 6.1. To feed
the mBART baseline with multiple documents, we
concatenate them in a single input as in Johner et al.
(2021). Overall, the automatic ROUGE scores in-
dicate that Hth and Hpmi achieve the highest per-
formance. Similarly, Hth outperforms the other ap-
proaches on the auto-hMDS dataset (see Table 1).

Abstractiveness of the Summaries Table 1 and
Table 2 reveal that DynE summaries are the most
abstractive (lowest ρ scores). In contrast, concate-
nating the source articles as input results in highly
extractive summaries,14 and the gap is even more

14The results on the extractiveness of mBART summaries
are also supported in Johner et al. (2021).

significant with mBART fine-tuned on auto-hMDS,
since the dataset is highly extractive (Table 1). Al-
though we aim at generating abstractive summaries,
the DynE approach is prone to generate highly fre-
quent tokens,15 resulting in general summaries that
fail to consider relevant and specific information
from the source articles (see example in Table 3).
Instead, our entropy-based approaches generate
summaries with a moderate level of abstractiveness
that also include concrete information.

7 Human Evaluation

We recruited three native German speakers to per-
form a manual evaluation on the Multi-GeNews test

15Since the DynE approach averages the log-probability
outputs at each decoding step, common tokens obtain higher
probabilities and are more likely to be predicted.
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(a) Heatmap illustrating the distribution of rela-
tive preference among the approaches. The x-axis
indicates the preferred approach over the y-axis.
Hmin and Hth are the most favoured approaches,
whereas Hpmi ranks as the least preferred.
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(b) Percentage of instances where each approach
ranked at the top and the bottom positions, accord-
ing to the annotators. While Hth summaries were
consistently rated among the top positions, the an-
notators rated Hpmi summaries low.

Figure 2: Evaluation of the quality of the summaries among the different approaches. We only consider those
instances where the majority of the annotators agreed on the (a) relative or (b) absolute ranking position.

set.16 This evaluation task is twofold: (1) assess
the relative quality of the summaries, ranking them
accordingly (Goyal et al., 2022; Ermakova et al.,
2019) and (2) the faithfulness of the generated sum-
maries to the source articles (Krishna et al., 2023),
that is, whether the information presented in the
summaries is supported by the articles.

Since the task requires to read a considerable
amount of text, we ask the participants to annotate a
sample of the MDS test set. This sample comprises
20 randomly selected instances that meet the fol-
lowing criteria: (a) each instance consists of three
source articles, (b) the generated summaries end
with a punctuation mark to avoid incomplete sen-
tences, and (c) the token-level edit distance among
the summaries is above five to ensure lexical differ-
ences. For each participant, we randomly shuffle
the evaluation instances and the required annota-
tions to avoid any biases. Additionally, we do not
provide them with any information about which
specific approach generated each summary.

Summary Ranking Task The objective of this
task is to gain insights into human preferences of
the generated summaries. For each instance (i.e.
a set of related articles), we ask the participants
to rank the generated summaries according to the

16The participants received a voucher worth CHF 75.- as
compensation for their participation.

informativeness of the summaries and their prefer-
ence. That is, they must evaluate how effectively
the summaries are at capturing the essential infor-
mation from the three source articles. Note that
we are not evaluating other linguistic aspects such
as cohesion or fluency, since we do not implement
any specific methods to improve those. Table 3
provides an example of the annotation task.

This task is specially challenging when multiple
summaries either contain similar information or
suffer from hallucinations, or both. In fact, the an-
notators reported that it was hard to decide the rank
of a summary between two consecutive positions.
This negatively impacted on the inter-annotator
agreement, resulting in a final Kendall’s tau co-
efficient of 0.22. In the analysis of this task, we
concentrate on the relative performance of the ap-
proaches and only consider instances with a major-
ity agreement among annotators.

Figure 2a illustrates the relative preference
among the different approaches in this ranking task.
The results demonstrate that the summaries from
the approaches Hmin and Hth are consistently rated
higher than the others. In contrast, the Hpmi sum-
maries are the least preferred. These results are
also supported in Figure 2b, where we compare the
frequency with which each approach was ranked
within the top two and the bottom two positions.
Furthermore, Figure 2b shows that while the base-
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Hth

F Donald Trump hielt sich in der Nacht auf Mittwoch in den beiden Kammern des US-Kongresses seine dritte Rede ab.
[Donald Trump delivered his third speech to both chambers of the U.S. Congress on Wednesday night.]

F Die Rede ist von einem Triumphgehabe gegen die Demokraten.
[There is talk of triumphant action against the Democrats.]

F Das Verfahren gegen Trump ist nach wie vor im Gange.
[The case against Trump is still ongoing.]

Hpmi

F Donald Trump hielt sich in den USA nicht an die Corona-Regeln.
[Donald Trump did not follow the Covid rules in the USA.]

F Die demokratische Mehrheit im Kongress hielt sich dagegen und sprach Trump ab.
[The Democratic majority in Congress held against this and absolved Trump.]

T Die Rede ist von einem Triumph für Trump.
[The talk is of a triumph for Trump.]

Table 4: Example of the faithfulness annotation task. The boolean in the first column represents whether the
text span is factual (T=True) or not (F=False) based on the majority agreement among the annotators. Here, the
Hth summary was ranked at the top positions of the ranking and Hpmi at the bottom positions, even though the latter
has a text span annotated as factual. The highlighted text indicate the common tokens between Hth and Hpmi until
Hpmi applies PMI, hallucinating on the Covid virus, although Covid is not even mentioned in the source articles.

line summaries DynE receive mixed ratings, the
Hth summaries are consistently ranked in the top
positions. This indicates a consistent preference for
the Hth summaries over the baseline.

Faithfulness Annotation Task van der Poel et al.
(2022) leverage PMI to improve faithfulness and
evaluate it in terms of automatic metrics (Section 4).
The goal of this annoation task is to manually evalu-
ate the faithfulness of our Hpmi approach, which ap-
plies PMI to MDS, and compare it to the other pro-
posed approaches that do not specifically address
faithfulness. Specifically, we follow the guidelines
described in Krishna et al. (2023) and split the
summaries into text spans to ensure lower inter-
annotator variance.17 We then ask the annotators to
judge whether each span is faithful to the source ar-
ticles, that is, the statements can be verified against
the articles. The final Fleiss’κ (Fleiss, 1971) inter-
annotator agreement is 0.62.

Overall, the annotations indicate that hallucina-
tion is a general issue in all generated summaries.
To evaluate the impact of Hpmi on hallucination, we
only consider those annotations where at least two
annotators agree on the factuality label. The results
show that Hmin and Hth obtain a factuality rate of
36% and 33.3%, respectively, while Hpmi achieves
a slightly higher factuality rate of 36.2%. Given
the small size of the evaluation sample, we con-

17Although the guidelines mainly refer to long summaries
of at least 150 words, we found them also useful in our setting.

clude that there is no significant improvement of
factuality with the Hpmi approach on this task.

Since Hpmi is an enhanced version of Hth, and
Hth is consistently preferred over Hpmi (Figure 2),
we delve deeper into cases where Hpmi shows an
improvement in factuality, yet it receives a lower
rating than Hth. The results indicate that Hpmi in-
deed redirects the prediction of the rest of the sum-
mary, specially when applied early on as stated in
Li et al. (2016). However, it does not necessarily
address the issue of hallucination. For example, the
first text span of Hth in Table 4 hallucinates the mo-
ment when the speech occurs Nacht auf Mittwoch
(‘Wednesday night’), and it is therefore annotated
as not factual. In contrast, the Hpmi generates a
sentence about the Covid rules. However, none
of the source articles refer to this topic,18 which
results in a more severe hallucination.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we tackle Multi-document Summa-
rization (MDS) in low-resource settings where
there is a lack of MDS training data. We therefore
present various sampling approaches built upon
prior works that use single-document summariza-
tion models for the MDS task. Specifically, we
leverage information entropy as a metric to measure
the model certainty in each token prediction. The
experimental results on German MDS show that

18Source articles ids: 18163721, 18160037, and 18160205.
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our Hth approach, which specifically applies max-
imum probabilitic information entropy, achieves
the state-of-art in German abstractive MDS. In our
experiments, we also assessed an extended version
of the Hth approach that applies Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI) when all predictions exhibit un-
certainty. Although PMI has been used in prior
work to address hallucination, we observe in the
manual evaluation that PMI changes the prediction
of the rest of summary, but it does not inherently
tackle hallucination. Future work should focus
on addressing the issue of hallucination in auto-
matic summarization, including further research
on the efficacy of PMI to mitigate hallucinations.
Additionally, it would be interesting to explore al-
ternative approaches to enhance the Hth approach
when there is uncertainty in the prediction. Finally,
we built a MDS test set of German news articles
that will help the research community to evaluate
abstractive MDS on German text.
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Abstract

An optimal delivery of arguments is key to per-
suasion in any debate, both for humans and for
AI systems. This requires the use of clear and
fluent claims relevant to the given debate. Prior
work has studied the automatic assessment of
argument quality extensively. Yet, no approach
actually improves the quality so far. To fill this
gap, this paper proposes the task of claim opti-
mization: to rewrite argumentative claims in or-
der to optimize their delivery. As multiple types
of optimization are possible, we approach this
task by first generating a diverse set of candi-
date claims using a large language model, such
as BART, taking into account contextual infor-
mation. Then, the best candidate is selected
using various quality metrics. In automatic
and human evaluation on an English-language
corpus, our quality-based candidate selection
outperforms several baselines, improving 60%
of all claims (worsening 16% only). Follow-up
analyses reveal that, beyond copy editing, our
approach often specifies claims with details,
whereas it adds less evidence than humans do.
Moreover, its capabilities generalize well to
other domains, such as instructional texts.

1 Introduction

The delivery of arguments in clear and appropriate
language is a decisive factor in achieving persua-
sion in any debating situation, known as elocutio in
Aristotle’s rhetoric (El Baff et al., 2019). Accord-
ingly, the claims composed in an argument should
not only be grammatically fluent and relevant to
the given debate topic, but also unambiguous, self-
contained, and more. Written arguments therefore
often undergo multiple revisions in which various
aspects are optimized (Zhang and Litman, 2015).

Extensive research has been done on the auto-
matic assessment of argument quality and the use
of large language models on various text editing
tasks. Yet, no work so far has studied how to ac-

Original
claim

Optimized
claim 1

Optimized
claim 2

Previous
claim

Should humans be allowed to explore DIY gene editing? Debate
topic

Optimized
claim 3

Humans should be allowed to explore DIY gene editing. 

This technology could be weaponized.

This technology could be weaponized and harmful to
human beings.

This technology could be used by criminals to create
and weaponize bio-mechanisms.

This technology could be weaponized, so it is important
to safeguard it from being weaponized.

Figure 1: Examples of different optimized versions of an
original claim found on the debate platform Kialo. All
optimizations were generated by the approach proposed
in this paper, using the debate topic as context.

tually improve argumentative texts. However, de-
veloping respective approaches is a critical step
towards building effective writing assistants, which
could help learners write better argumentative texts
(Wambsganss et al., 2021) or rephrase arguments
made by an AI debater (Slonim et al., 2021). In
this work, we close the outlined gap by studying
how to employ language models for rewriting argu-
mentative text to optimize its delivery.

We start by defining the task of claim optimiza-
tion in Section 3, and adjust the English-language
claim revision dataset of Skitalinskaya et al. (2021)
for evaluation. The new task requires complemen-
tary abilities: On the one hand, different types of
quality issues inside a claim must be detected, from
grammatical errors to missing details. If not all
quality aspects can be improved simultaneously,
specific ones must be targeted. On the other hand,
improved claim parts need to be integrated with
the context of the surrounding discussion, while
preserving the original meaning as far as possible.
Figure 1 shows three exemplary optimizations of
a claim from the debate platform Kialo. The first
elaborates what the consequence of weaponization
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is, whereas the second rephrases the claim to clarify
what weaponizing means, employing knowledge
about the debate topic. The third renders the stance
of the claim explicit. We observe that different
ways to optimize a claim exist, yet the level of
improvement differs as well.

To account for the multiplicity of claim optimiza-
tion, we propose a controlled generation approach
that combines the capabilities of large language
models with quality assessment (Section 4). First,
a fine-tuned generation model produces several can-
didate optimizations of a given claim. To optimize
claims, we condition the model on discourse con-
text, namely the debate topic and the previous claim
in the debate. The key to selecting the best optimi-
zation is to then score candidates using three quality
metrics: grammatical fluency, meaning preserva-
tion, and argument quality. Such candidate selec-
tion remains understudied in many generative tasks,
particularly within computational argumentation.

In automatic and manual evaluation (Section 5),
we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach,
employing fine-tuned BART (Lewis et al., 2020)
for candidate generation. Our results stress the ben-
efits of quality assessment (Section 6). Incorporat-
ing context turns out especially helpful for making
shorter claims—where the topic of the debate is
difficult to infer—more self-contained. According
to human annotators, our approach improves 60%
of all claims and harms only 16%, clearly outper-
forming standard fine-tuned generation.

To gain further insights, we carry out a manual
annotation of 600 claim optimizations and iden-
tify eight types typically found in online debate
communities, such as elaboration and disambigua-
tion (Section 7). Intriguingly, our approach covers
similar optimization types as in human revisions,
but we also observe limitations (Section 7). To ex-
plore to what extent it generalizes to other revision
domains, we also carry out experiments on instruc-
tional texts (Anthonio and Roth, 2020) and formal
texts (Du et al., 2022), finding that it outperforms
strong baselines and state-of-the-art approaches.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

1. a new task, claim optimization, along with a
manual analysis of typical optimization types;

2. a computational approach that selects the best
generated candidate claim in terms of quality;

3. empirical insights into the impact and chal-

lenges of optimizing claims computationally.1

2 Related Work

Quality assessment has become a key topic in com-
putational argumentation research (Lapesa et al.,
2023). Various quality dimensions exist in argu-
mentation theory, as surveyed by Wachsmuth et al.
(2017) and assessed computationally in various
works (Lauscher et al., 2020; Marro et al., 2022).
Many of them relate to quality aspects we con-
sider in this work, from clarity and organization
(Wachsmuth et al., 2016) to the general evaluability
of arguments (Park and Cardie, 2018), potential fal-
lacies in their reasoning (Goffredo et al., 2022), and
the appropriateness of the language used (Ziegen-
bein et al., 2023). Recently, (Skitalinskaya and
Wachsmuth, 2023) tackled the question whether an
argumentative claim is in need of revision, whereas
Jundi et al. (2023) investigated where to best elab-
orate a discussion. While Gurcke et al. (2021)
leverage claim generation for a refined assessment
of argument quality, we are not aware of any prior
work that actually optimizes arguments or their
components in order to improve quality.

As shown in Figure 1, there can be several ways
to optimize a given text. Our key idea is to select
the best optimization among diverse candidates
generated by a language model. Prior generation
work on candidate selection hints at the potential
benefits of such setup, albeit in other tasks and do-
mains. In early work on rule-based conversational
systems, Walker et al. (2001) introduced dialogue
quality metrics to optimize template-based systems
towards user satisfaction. Kondadadi et al. (2013)
and Cao et al. (2018) chose the best templates for
generation, and Mizumoto and Matsumoto (2016)
used syntactic features to rank candidates in gram-
mar correction. Recently, Yoshimura et al. (2020)
proposed a reference-less metric trained on manual
evaluations of grammar correction system outputs
to assess generated candidates, while Suzgun et al.
(2022) utilize pre-trained language models to select
the best candidate in textual style transfer tasks.

In generation research on computational argu-
mentation, candidate selection remains largely un-
derstudied. Most relevant in this regard is the ap-
proach of Chakrabarty et al. (2021) which reframes
arguments to be more trustworthy (e.g., less parti-
san). It generates multiple candidates and selects

1Data, code, and models from our experiments are found
at https://github.com/GabriellaSky/claim_optimization
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one based on the entailment relation scores to the
input. Extending this idea, we select candidates
based on various properties, including argument
quality.

Understanding the editing process of arguments
is crucial, as it reveals what quality dimensions are
considered important. For Wikipedia, Daxenberger
and Gurevych (2013) proposed a fine-grained tax-
onomy as a result of their multi-label edit catego-
rization of revisions (Daxenberger and Gurevych,
2012). The taxonomy focuses solely on the editing
actions performed, such as inserting, deleting, and
paraphrasing. In contrast, Yang et al. (2017) identi-
fied various semantic intentions behind Wikipedia
revisions, from copy editing to content clarifica-
tions and fact updates. Their taxonomy defines a
starting point for our research. Not all covered in-
tentions generalize beyond Wiki scenarios, though.

Wikipedia-based corpora have often been used
in the study of editing and rewriting, including para-
phrasing (Max and Wisniewski, 2010), grammar
correction (Lichtarge et al., 2019), bias neutraliza-
tion (Pryzant et al., 2020), and controllable text
editing (Faltings et al., 2021; Du et al., 2022). Sim-
ilarly, WikiHow enabled summarization (Koupaee
and Wang, 2018) and knowledge acquisition (Zhou
et al., 2019). However, neither of these includes
argumentative texts. Instead, we thus rely on the
corpus of Skitalinskaya et al. (2021), which con-
sists of revision histories of argumentative claims
from online debates. Whereas the authors compare
claims in terms of quality, we propose and study the
new task of automatically optimizing claim quality.
Moreoever, we see the revision types they distin-
guish (clarification, grammar correction, linking
to external sources) as too coarse-grained to repre-
sent the diversity of claim optimizations. We refine
them manually into eight optimization types, allow-
ing for a more systematic analysis. Skitalinskaya
et al. (2021) also found low correlations between
the revision types and 15 common argument quality
dimensions (Wachsmuth et al., 2017), suggesting
that they are rather complementary. Primarily, they
target the general form a well-phrased claim should
have and its relevance to the debate.

For the analysis of argumentative text rewriting,
Zhang and Litman (2015) incorporated both argu-
mentative writing features and surface changes. To
explore the classification of essay revisions, they
defined a two-dimensional schema, combining the
revision operation (e.g., modify, add, or delete)

with the component being revised (e.g., reasoning
or evidence). Moreover, Afrin and Litman (2018)
created a small corpus of between-draft revisions
of 60 student essays to study whether revision im-
proves quality. However, these works do not un-
cover the reasoning behind a revision operation and
are more geared towards analysis at the essay level.

3 Task and Data

This section introduces the proposed task and pre-
sents the data used for development and evaluation.

3.1 Claim Optimization
We define the claim optimization task as follows:

Task Given as input an argumentative claim c,
potentially along with context information on the
debate, rewrite c into an output claim c̃ such that

(a) c̃ improves upon c in terms of text quality
and/or argument quality, and

(b) c̃ preserves the meaning of c as far as possible.

While we conceptually assume that c consists of
one or more sentences and has at least one quality
flaw, our approaches do not model this explicitly.
Moreover, note that c might have multiple flaws,
resulting in n ≥ 2 candidate optimizations C̃ =
{c̃1, . . . , c̃n}. In this case, the goal is to identify the
candidate c∗ ∈ C̃ that maximizes overall quality.

3.2 Data for Development and Evaluation
We start from the ClaimRev dataset (Skitalinskaya
et al., 2021), consisting of 124,312 claim revision
histories from the debate platform Kialo. Each his-
tory defines a chain (c1, ..., cm), in which claim ci
is a revised version of the previous claim, ci−1 with
1 < i ≤ m, improving upon its quality. According
to the authors, this holds in 93% of all cases.

From each revision chain, we derived all possi-
ble optimization pairs (c, c̃) := (ci−1, ci), in total
210,222. Most revisions are labeled with their in-
tention by the users who performed them, rendering
them suitable for learning to optimize claims auto-
matically.2 Overall, 95% of all pairs refer to three
intention labels: clarification, typo/grammar cor-
rection, and corrected/added links. To avoid noise
from the few remaining labels, we condensed the
data to 198,089 instances of the three main labels.3

2As 26% of all pairs were unlabeled, we trained a BERT
model to assign such pairs one of the 6 most prominent labels.

3The labels of the removed instances denote changes to the
meaning of c and statements from which no action or intention
can be derived (e.g., "see comments", "moved as pro").
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For the final task dataset, we associated each
remaining pair (c, c̃) to its context: the debate topic
τ (i.e., the thesis on Kialo) as well as the previous
claim ĉ (the parent on Kialo), which is supported
or opposed by c (see Figure 1). We sampled 600
revision pairs pseudo-randomly as a test set (200
per intention label), and split remaining pairs into
training (90%) and validation set (10%). As the
given labels are rather coarse-grained, we look into
the optimizations in more detail in Section 7.

4 Approach

We now present the first approach to automatic
claim optimization. To account for the variety of
possible optimizations, multiple candidate claims
are generated that are pertinent to the context given
and preserve the claim’s meaning. Then, the best
candidate is selected based on quality metrics. Both
steps are detailed below and illustrated in Figure 2.

4.1 Seq2Seq-based Candidate Generation

To generate candidates, we fine-tune a Seq2Seq
model on pairs (c, c̃), by treating the original claim
c as encoder source and revised claim c̃ as the de-
coder target. In a separate experiment, we condi-
tion the model on context information, the debate
topic τ and the previous claim ĉ, during fine-tuning
to further optimize the relevance of generated candi-
dates. The context is separated from c by delimiter
tokens (Keskar et al., 2019; Schiller et al., 2021).

Multiple ways to improve c exist, especially if it
suffers from multiple flaws, since not all flaws may
be fixed in a single revision. Therefore, we first
generate n suitable candidates, c̃1, . . . , c̃n, among
which the best one is to be found later (n is set to 10
in Section 5). However, the top candidates created
by language models often tend to be very similar.
To increase the diversity of candidates, we perform
top-k sampling (Fan et al., 2018), where we first
generate the most probable claim (top-1) and then
vary k with in steps of 5 (e.g. top-5, top-10, etc).

4.2 Quality-based Candidate Selection

Among the n candidates, we aim to find the opti-
mal claim, c∗, that most improves the delivery of
c in terms of text and argument quality. Similar to
Yoshimura et al. (2020), we tackle this task as a can-
didate selection problem. In our proposed strategy,
AutoScore, we integrate three metrics: (1) grammat-
ical fluency, (2) meaning preservation, and (3) ar-
gument quality. This way, we can explicitly favor

Seq2Seq-based
Candidate Generation

Quality-based
Candidate Reranking

This technology could be weaponized.

Humans should be 
allowed to explore 
[DIY gene editing] 
<LINK>. 

fluency
arg.

quality
meaning

Top-k sampling

Top-1 sampling

This technology could be [weaponized] <LINK>.

This technology could be weaponized, so it is 
important to safeguard from being weaponized.

This technology could be [weaponized] <LINK>, 
and therefore should not be allowed to exist. 

This technology could be [weaponized] <LINK>, 
and therefore should not be allowed to exist. 

Original claim

Optimized claim

Candidate #1

Candidate #2

Candidate #n

Ranked #1

Context

Metrics

…

Figure 2: Proposed claim optimization approach: First,
we generate n candidates from the original claim, pos-
sibly conditioned on context information. Then, the
optimized claim is selected using three quality metrics.

specific quality dimensions via respective models:

Grammatical Fluency We learn to assess flu-
ency on the MSR corpus (Toutanova et al., 2016)
where the grammaticality of abstractive compres-
sions is scored by 3–5 annotators from 1 (disfluent)
to 3 (fluent). We chose this corpus, since multiple
compressions per input make a trained model sen-
sitive to the differences in variants of a text. For
training, we average all annotator scores and make
the task binary, namely, a text is seen as disfluent
unless all annotators gave score 3. Then, we train
BERT on the data to obtain fluency probabilities
(details found in Appendix A). The accuracy of our
model on the suggested data split is 77.4.

Meaning Preservation To quantify to what ex-
tent a generated candidate maintains the meaning of
the original claim, we compute their semantic sim-
ilarity as the cosine similarity of the SBERT sen-
tence embeddings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

Argument Quality Finally, to examine whether
the generated candidates are better than the origi-
nal claim from an argumentation perspective, we
fine-tune a BERT model on the task of pairwise
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argument classification using the ClaimRev dataset.
Since this corpus is also used to fine-tune the
Seq2Seq model, we apply the same training and
validation split as described in Section 3.2 to avoid
data leakage, and obtain 75.5 accuracy. We then use
its probability scores to determine relative quality
improvement (for more details see Appendix A).

Given the three quality metrics, we calculate the
final evaluation score, AutoScore, as the weighted
linear sum of all three individual scores as

α · fluency + β ·meaning + γ · argument,

where fluency, meaning, and argument are nor-
malized scores of the three outlined quality metrics.
The non-negative weights satisfy α+ β + γ = 1.

It should be noted that depending on the domain
or writing skills of the users, there may be other
more suitable datasets or approaches to capturing
the outlined quality aspects, which could poten-
tially lead to further performance improvements.
While we do explore how well the suggested ap-
proaches transfer to certain other domains of text
(see Section 7.3), identifying the optimal model for
each quality dimension falls beyond the scope of
this paper.

5 Experiments

This section describes our experimental setup to
study how well the claims from Section 3 can be
improved using our approach from Section 4. We
focus on the impact of candidate selection.

5.1 Seq2Seq-based Candidate Generation

For candidate generation, we employ the pre-
trained conditional language model BART (Lewis
et al., 2020), using the bart-large checkpoint. How-
ever, other Seq2Seq architectures can also be con-
sidered within our approach (see Appendices A, B).

5.2 Quality-based Candidate Selection

We evaluate our candidate selection approach in
comparison to three ablations and four baselines:

Approach To utilize AutoScore for choosing can-
didates, the optimal weighting of its metrics must
be determined. We follow Yoshimura et al. (2020),
performing a grid search in increments of 0.01 in
the range of 0.01 to 0.98 for each weight to maxi-
mize the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
AutoScore and the original order of the revisions

from revision histories in the validation set. Simi-
lar has been done for counterargument retrieval by
Wachsmuth et al. (2018). The best weights found
are α= 0.43, β = 0.01, and γ = 0.56, suggesting
that meaning preservation is of low importance and
potentially may be omitted. We suppose this is
due to the general similarity of the generated can-
didates, so a strong meaning deviation is unlikely.

Ablations To assess the impact of each consid-
ered quality metric used in AutoScore, we perform
an ablation study, where optimal candidates are
chosen based on the individual metric scores:

• Max Fluency. Highest grammatical fluency
• Max Argument. Highest argument quality
• Max Meaning. Highest semantic similarity

Baselines We test four selection strategies for
10 candidates generated via top-k sampling:

• Unedited. Return the original input as output.
• Top-1. Return the most likely candidate (ob-

tained by appending the most probable token
generated by the model at each time step).

• Random. Return candidate pseudo-randomly.
• SVMRank. Rerank candidates with SVMRank

(Joachims, 2006). Using sentence embeddings
we decide which of the claim versions is better,
by fine-tuning SBERT (bert-base-cased) on
the corpus of Skitalinskaya et al. (2021).

5.3 Evaluation

We explore claim optimization on all 600 test cases,
both automatically and manually:

Automatic Evaluation We compare all content
selection strategies against the reference revisions
using the precision-oriented BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), recall-oriented Rouge-L (Lin, 2004), SARI
(Xu et al., 2016), which computes the average F1-
scores of the added, kept, and deleted n-grams in
comparison to the ground truth revision output, and
the exact match accuracy. We also compute the
semantic similarity of the optimized claim and the
context information to capture whether condition-
ing claims on context affects their topic relevance.

Manual Evaluation As we fine-tune existing
generation models rather than proposing new ones,
we focus on the candidate selection in two manual
annotation studies. For each instance, we acquired
five independent crowdworkers via MTurk.
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In the first study, the annotators scored all candi-
dates with respect to the three considered quality
metrics. We used the following Likert scales:

• Fluency. 1 (major errors, disfluent), 2 (minor
errors), and 3 (fluent)

• Meaning Preservation. 1 (entirely different),
2 (substantial differences), 3 (moderate differ-
ences), 4 (minor differences), and 5 (identical)

• Argument Quality. 1 (notably worse than origi-
nal), 2 (slightly worse), 3 (same as original), 4
(slightly improved), and 5 (notably improved)

A challenge of crowdsourcing is to ensure good
results (Sabou et al., 2014). To account for this,
we obtained the fina fluency, argument quality and
meaning preservation scores using MACE (Hovy
et al., 2013), a Bayesian model that gives more
weight to reliable workers. In the given case, 39%
of the 46 annotators had a MACE competence
value > 0.3, which can be seen as reasonable in
MTurk studies.

In the second study, we asked annotators to rank
four candidates, returned by the content selection
strategies, by perceived overall quality. If multiple
candidates were identical, we showed each only
once. While Krippendorff’s α agreement was only
0.20 and percent agreement was 0.36% (majority
voting), such values are common in subjective tasks
(Wachsmuth et al., 2017; Alshomary et al., 2021).

6 Results and Discussion

Apart from evaluating the applicability of large gen-
erative language models to the task of argumenta-
tive claim optimization in general, our experiments
focus on two questions: (1) Does the use of explicit
knowledge about text and argument quality lead to
the selection of better candidates? (2) Does the use
of contextual information make the generated can-
didates more accurate and relevant to the debate?

6.1 Overall Claim Optimization Performance
Automatic Evaluation Table 1 shows the auto-
matic scores of all considered candidate selection
strategies. The high scores of the baseline Unedited
on metrics such as BLEU and ROUGE-L indicate
that many claim revisions change little only. In
contrast, Unedited is worst on SARI, a measure
taking into account words that are added, deleted,
and kept in changes, making it more suitable for
evaluation. Here, BART+AutoScore performs best
on SARI (43.7) and exact match accuracy (8.3%).

Approach BLEU RouL SARI NoEd↓ ExM

Baselines
Unedited 69.4 0.87 27.9 1.00 0.0%
BART + Top-1 64.0 0.83 39.7 0.31 7.8%
BART + Random 62.6 0.83 38.7 0.28 6.8%
BART + SVMRank 55.7 0.76 38.8 0.03 4.5%

Approach
BART + AutoScore 59.4 0.80 43.7 0.02 8.3%

Ablation
BART + Max Fluency 57.6 0.78 41.5 0.09 5.8%
BART + Max Argument 60.9 0.81 43.6 0.02 8.0%
BART + Max Meaning 69.0 0.87 33.8 0.72 5.2%

Table 1: Automatic evaluation: Performance of each
candidate selection strategy on 600 test cases in
terms of BLEU, Rouge-L, SARI, ratio of unedited cases,
and ratio of exact matches to target reference.

Model Strategy Fluency Argument Meaning Rank

BART Top-1 2.29 3.61 3.65 2.16
Random 2.26 3.50 3.53 2.06
SVMRank 2.33 3.69 3.66 1.95
AutoScore 2.33 3.61 3.57 1.92

Table 2: Manual evaluation: Scores on the 600 test
cases generated by BART using our candidate selection
strategy AutoScore or the baselines: fluency (1–3), argu-
ment quality and meaning (1–5), mean rank (1–4, lower
better). AutoScore ranks significantly better than Top-1
(p < .005), Random (p < .05), and SVMRank (p < .1).

The BART+Max Meaning ablation supports the
intuition that the candidates with highest meaning
preservation scores are those with minimal changes,
if any (72% of the candidates remain identical to
the input). Such identical outputs are undesirable,
as the claims are not optimized successfully, which
is also corroborated by the low weight parameter
(β = 0.01) found for the meaning preservation
metric when optimizing AutoScore (see Section 5).

Manual Evaluation Table 2 shows that human
annotators prefer optimized candidates selected by
AutoScore, with an average rank of 1.92. The dif-
ference to Top-1 and Random is statistically sig-
nificant (p < .05 in both cases) according to a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, whereas the gain over
the second-best algorithm, SVMRank, is limited.
Also, candidates of AutoScore and SVMRank are
deemed more fluent than those of Top-1 and Ran-
dom (2.33 vs. 2.29 and 2.26). In terms of argu-
ment quality, the results deviate from the automatic
evaluation (Table 1), showing marginally higher
scores for SVMRank and Top-1. Further analysis
revealed that AutoScore and SVMRank agreed on
the optimal candidate in 35% of the cases, partially
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Context BLEU Original Previous Topic

Claim only 59.4 0.95 0.55 0.55
+ Previous Claim 60.3 0.95 0.57 0.57
+ Debate Topic 60.0 0.95 0.55 0.55

Human-Baseline 100.0 0.94 0.55 0.55

Table 3: BLEU and semantic similarity score with re-
spect to the original claim, the debate’s previous claim,
and its topic of BART+AutoScore, depending on the
context given for the 600 test samples.

explaining their close scores. Although SVMRank
achieved high scores across the three quality met-
rics, we note that the annotators preferred candi-
dates scores generated by AutoScore, highlighting
the importance of more diverse revision changes
reflected by lower meaning preservation scores.

Overall, our findings suggest that using candi-
date selection approaches that incorporate qual-
ity assessments (i.e., AutoScore and SVMRank)
leads to candidates of higher fluency and argument
quality while preserving the meaning of the orig-
inal claim. In addition to Figure 1, examples of
automatically-generated optimized claims can be
found in the appendix.

6.2 Performance with Context Integration

Table 3 shows the semantic similarity of claims op-
timized by our approach and context information,
depending on the context given. The results reveal
slight improvements when conditioning the model
on the previous claim (e.g., 60.3 vs. 59.4 BLEU).
To check whether this led to improved claims, two
authors of the paper compared 600 claims gener-
ated with and without the use of the previous claim
in terms of (a) which claim seems better overall and
(b) which seems more grounded. We found that
using the previous claim as context improved qual-
ity in 12% of the cases and lowered it in 1% only,
while leading to more grounded claims in 36%.

Qualitative Analysis Our manual inspection of
a claim sample revealed the following insights:

First, conditioning on context reduces the num-
ber of erroneous specifications, particularly for
very short claims with up to 10 words. This seems
intuitive, as such claims often convey little infor-
mation about the topic of the debate, making inac-
curate changes without additional context likely.

Next, Kialo revisions often adhere to the follow-
ing form: A claim introduces a statement and/or
supporting facts, followed by a conclusion. This

pattern was frequently mimicked by our approach.
Yet, in some cases, it added a follow-up sentence
repeating the original claim in different wording
or generated conclusions containing fallacious or
unsound phrases contradicting the original claim
in others. Modeling context mitigated this issue.

Finally, we found that models conditioned on
different contexts sometimes generated candidates
optimized in different regards, whereas a truly op-
timal candidate would be a fusion of both sugges-
tions.

7 Analysis

To explore the nature of claim optimization and the
capabilities of our approach, this section reports on
(a) what types of optimizations exist, (b) how well
our approach can operationalize these, and (c) how
well it generalizes to non-argumentative domains.

7.1 Taxonomy of Optimization Types

To understand the relationship between optimiza-
tions found in the data and the underlying revision
intentions, two authors of this paper inspected 600
claim revisions of the test set. Opposed to actions,
intentions describe the goal of an edit (e.g., making
a text easier to read) rather than referring to specific
changes(e.g., paraphrasing or adding punctuation).
We build on ideas of Yang et al. (2017) who pro-
vide a taxonomy of revision intentions in Wikipedia
texts. Claims usually do not come from encyclo-
pedias, but from debate types or from monological
arguments, as in essays (Persing and Ng, 2015).
Therefore, we adapt the terminology of Yang et al.
(2017) to gear it more towards argumentative texts.

As a result of a joint discussion of various sample
pairs, we decided to distinguish eight optimization
types, as presented in Table 4. Both authors then
annotated all 600 test pairs for these types, which
led to only 29 disagreement cases, meaning a high
agreement of 0.89 in terms of Cohen’s κ. These
cases were resolved by both annotators together.4

Table 4 also shows cooccurrences of the types
and intention labels. Typo/grammar correction and
correcting/adding links align well with copy edit-
ing and corroboration respectively. In contrast,
clarification is broken into more fine-grained types,
where specification seems most common with 58

4We acknowledge that there is potential bias inherent in
self-annotation. However, we would like to point out that no
knowledge about the test set was used to develop the approach
presented in Section 4.
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# Optimization Description of the Type Clarification Grammar Links
1 Specification Specifying or explaining a given fact or meaning (of the argument)

by adding an example or discussion without adding new information.
58 1 –

2 Simplification Removing information or simplifying the sentence structure, e.g.,
with the intent to reduce the complexity or breadth of the claim.

43 – –

3 Reframing Paraphrasing or rephrasing a claim, e.g., with the intent to specify or
generalize the claim, or to add clarity.

29 – –

4 Elaboration Extending the claim by more information or adding a fact with the
intent to make the claim more self-contained, sound, or stronger.

23 – –

5 Corroboration Adding, editing, or removing evidence in the form of links that
provide supporting information or external resources to the claim.

8 – 153

6 Neutralization Rewriting a claim using a more encyclopedic or neutral tone, e.g.,
with the intent to remove bias or biased language.

7 – –

7 Disambiguation Reducing ambiguity, e.g., replacing pronouns by concepts mentioned
before in the debate, or replacing acronyms with what they stand for.

7 – 1

8 Copy editing Improving the grammar, spelling, tone, or punctuation of a claim,
without changing the main point or meaning.

41 200 52

Table 4: Descriptions of the eight claim optimization types identified in the 600 test pairs. The right columns show
the count of claims per type for each of the three intention labels from Skitalinskaya et al. (2021): clarification,
typo/grammar correction, and correcting/adding links. Note, that a revision may be assigned to multiple categories.

Type Human Approach Better Same Worse

Specification 59 152 65% 19% 16%
Simplification 43 18 61% 28% 11%
Reframing 29 21 62% 33% 5%
Elaboration 23 55 62% 18% 20%
Corroboration 161 38 53% 23% 24%
Neutralization 7 0 – – –
Disambiguation 8 8 63% 25% 12%
Copy editing 293 301 59% 26% 15%

Overall 623 593 60% 24% 16%

Table 5: Manual analysis: Comparison of the human-
optimized claims of all 600 test cases (some have multi-
ple) and of the claims optimized by BART+AutoScore
(15 claims were unchanged). The three right columns
show the ratio of optimized claims judged better, same,
or worse than the original in terms of overall quality.

cases, followed by simplification and reframing.
Examples of each type are found in the appendix.

We point out that the eight types are not exhaus-
tive for all possible claim quality optimizations,
but rather provide insights into the semantic and
discourse-related phenomena observed in the data.
We see them as complementary to the argument
quality taxonomy of Wachsmuth et al. (2017) as
ways to improve the delivery-related quality dimen-
sions: clarity, appropriateness, and arrangement.

7.2 Performance across Optimization Types

To enable comparison between the human opti-
mizations and automatically generated outputs,
two authors of the paper labeled 600 optimized
claims with the types defined in Table 4. Due to
resource constrains only the best performing ap-

proach, BART+AutoScore, was considered. Over-
all, our approach generates better claims in 60%
of the cases, while 84% remain at least of similar
quality.

Most noteworthily, we observe that our approach
performs optimizations of the type specification 2.5
times as often as humans, and more than double as
many elaboration revisions (55 vs. 23). In contrast,
it adds, edits, or removes evidence in the form of
links (corroboration) four times less often than hu-
mans. The model also made fewer simplifications
(18 vs. 43) and no neutralization edits, which may
be due to data imbalance regarding such types.

In terms of average quality, specification (65%)
and disambiguation edits (63%) most often lead to
improvements, but the eight types appear rather bal-
anced in this regard. The Jaccard similarity score
between optimizations performed by humans and
our approach is 0.37, mostly agreeing on copy ed-
its (178 cases) and corroboration (22 cases). Given
such low overlap, future work should consider con-
ditioning models to generate specific optimizations.

7.3 Performance across Revision Domains

Lastly, we examine whether our approach, along
with the chosen text quality metrics, applies to texts
from other domains. We consider two datasets:
WikiHow (Anthonio and Roth, 2020), containing
revisions of instructional texts, and IteraTeR (Du
et al., 2022), containing revisions of various for-
mal texts, such as encyclopedia entries, news, and
scientific papers. For our experiments, we use the
provided document-level splits, and sample 1000
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Approach BLEU RouL SARI NoEd↓ ExM

WikiHow Dataset
Unedited 65.7 0.85 28.4 1.00 0.00%
BART + Top-1 64.7 0.83 41.3 0.50 13.0%
BART + AutoScore 61.8 0.80 48.5 0.08 16.0%

IteraTeR Dataset
Unedited 74.0 0.86 28.6 1.00 0.00%
BART + Top-1 68.9 0.83 37.0 0.07 0.00%
BART + AutoScore 64.8 0.80 38.6 0.02 0.00%

Table 6: Automatic evaluation: Performance of candi-
date selection strategies on data from other domains,
in terms of BLEU, Rouge-L, SARI, ratio of unedited
samples, and ratio of exact matches to target reference.

revision pairs pseudo-randomly as a final test set.
Table 6 shows automatic evaluation results. In

both cases, BART+Autoscore leads to higher SARI
scores (48.5 vs. 41.3 for WikiHow, 38.6 vs. 37.0 for
IteraTeR), and notably reduces the number of cases
where the models failed to revise the input (0.08
vs. 0.50 for WikiHow). The reported BART+Top1
model represents the approach of Du et al. (2022),
indicating that our approach and its text quality
metrics achieve state-of-the-art performance with
systematic improvements across domains, when
generating optimized content. However, as differ-
ent domains of text have different goals, different
notions of quality, and, subsequently, different revi-
sion types performed, integrating domain-specific
quality metrics may further improve performance.
We leave this for future work.

8 Conclusion

With this paper, we work towards the next level of
computational argument quality research, namely,
to not only assess but also to optimize argumenta-
tive text. Applications include suggesting improve-
ments in writing support and automatic phrasing in
debating systems. We presented an approach that
generates multiple candidate claim optimizations
and then selects the best one using various qual-
ity metrics. In experiments, combining fine-tuned
BART with such candidate selection improved 60%
of the claims from online debates, outperforming
several baseline models and candidate selection
strategies. We showcased generalization capabil-
ities on two out-of-domain datasets, but we also
found some claim optimization types hard to auto-
mate.

In future work, we seek to examine whether re-
cent large language models (e.g., Alpaca) and end-
to-end models (where generation and candidate se-

lection are learned jointly) can further optimize the
quality of claims. As our approach so far relies on
the availability of large claim revision corpora and
language models, techniques for low-resource sce-
narios and languages should be explored to make
claim optimization more widely applicable.
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Ethical Considerations

This work contributes to the task of argumenta-
tive text editing, namely we explore how to revise
claims automatically in order to optimize their qual-
ity. While our work may also improve downstream
task performance on other tasks, it is mainly in-
tended to support humans in scenarios, such as
the creation and moderation of content on online
debate platforms as well as the improvement of
arguments generated or retrieved by other systems.
In particular, the presented approach is meant to
help users by showing examples of how to further
optimize their claims in relation to a certain debate
topic, so they can deliver their messages effectively
and hone their writing skills.

However, our generation approach still comes
with limitations and may favor revision patterns
over others in unpredictable ways, both of which
might raise ethical concerns. For example, it may
occasionally produce false claims based on untrue
or non-existent facts. We think, humans should
be able to identify such cases in light of the avail-
able context though, as long as the improvements
remain suggestions and do not happen fully auto-
matically, as intended.

The presented technology might further be sub-
ject to intentional misuse. A word processing soft-
ware, for example, could be conditioned to auto-
matically detect and adapt claims made by the user
in subtle ways that favors political or social views
of the software provider. Such misuse might then
not only change the intended message of the text,
but also influence or even change the views of the
user (Jakesch et al., 2023).

In a different scenario, online services, such as
social media platforms or review portals, might
change posted claims (e.g. social media posts, on-
line reviews) to personalize them and increase user
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engagement or revenue. These changes might not
only negatively affect the posting, but also the vis-
iting user.

While it is hard to prevent such misuse, we think
that the described scenarios are fairly unlikely, as
such changes tend to be noticed by the online com-
munity quickly. Furthermore, the presented ar-
chitecture and training procedure would require
notable adaptations to produce such high-quality
revisions.

An aspect that remains unexplored in this work
is the ability of the presented approaches to work
with variations of the English language, such as
African-American English, mainly due to the lack
of available data. In this regard, the approach might
unfairly disadvantage or favor particular language
varieties and dialects, potentially inducing social
bias and harm if applied in public scenarios. We
encourage researchers and practitioners to stay alert
for such cases and to choose training data with care
for various social groups.

Finally, our work included the labeling of gener-
ated candidate claims on a crowdsourcing platform.
As detailed in Section 5, we compensated MTurk
workers $13 per hour, complying with minimum
wage standards in most countries at the time of
conducting the experiment.
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A Implementation and Training Details

A.1 Candidate Generation Models

For generation, we use the pre-trained BART model
implemented in the fairseq library. The library and
pre-trained models are BSD-licensed. We use the
BART-large checkpoint (400M parameters) and
further finetune the model for 10 epochs on 2 RTX
2080Ti GPUs. We use the same parameters as
suggested in the fine-tuning of BART for the CNN-
DM summarization task by fairseq and set MAX-
TOKENS to 1024. The training time is 100-140
minutes, depending on the chosen setup (with or
without context information).

During inference, we generate candidates using
a top-k random sampling scheme (Fan et al., 2018)
with the following parameters: length penalty is set
to 1.0, n-grams of size 3 can only be repeated once,
temperature is set to 0.7, while the minimum and
maximum length of the sequence to be generated
are 7 and 256 accordingly.

A.2 Quality Assessment Models

For the automatic assessment of fluency and ar-
gument quality, we use the bert-base-cased pre-
trained BERT version, as implemented in the hug-
gingface library. The library and pre-trained mod-
els have the Apache License 2.0. We finetune the
model for two epochs and use the parameters sug-
gested in Skitalinskaya et al. (2021). The accu-
racy of the trained model for fluency obtained on
the train/dev/test split suggested by the authors
(Toutanova et al., 2016) is 77.4 and 75.5 for ar-
gument quality.

For labeling the missing or unassigned revision
types, we use the same bert-base-cased pre-trained
BERT model, but in a multi-label setup, where we
consider the following 6 classes: claim clarification,
typo or grammar correction, correcting or adding
links, changing the meaning of the claim, splitting
the claim, and merging claims. We fine-tune the
model for two epochs using the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 1e-5 and achieve a weighted
F1-score of 0.81.

B Alternative Generation Models

For comparison, we provide two additional baseline
Seq2Seq model architectures, which help identify
the complexity of the model needed for the task:

LSTM. Our first baseline is a popular LSTM
variant introduced by Wiseman and Rush (2016).

Model Strategy BLEU RouL SARI NoEd↓ ExM

BART Top-1 64.0 0.83 39.7 0.31 7.8%
Random 62.6 0.83 38.7 0.28 6.8%
SVMRank 55.7 0.76 38.8 0.03 4.5%
AutoScore 59.4 0.80 43.7 0.02 8.3%

Trans- Top-1 43.6 0.64 0.30 0.12 0.8%
former Random 42.4 0.63 0.30 0.13 1.0%

SVMRank 41.8 0.63 0.31 0.10 1.2%
AutoScore 40.5 0.62 0.30 0.10 1.3%

LSTM Top-1 36.2 0.56 0.28 0.10 0.3%
Random 36.0 0.56 0.28 0.10 0.3%
SVMRank 36.2 0.56 0.29 0.10 1.0%
AutoScore 34.1 0.52 0.28 0.10 1.0%

Table 7: Automatic evaluation: Results for each com-
bination of generation model and candidate selection
strategy on the 600 test samples, in comparison to the
human revisions: BLEU (0-100), ROUGE-L (RouL),
SARI, ratio of unedited samples (NoEd), % of exact
matches to target reference (ExM).

Model Strategy Fluency Meaning Argument Average

BART Top-1 0.73 0.97 0.65 0.78
Random 0.72 0.97 0.68 0.79
SVMRank 0.72 0.94 0.76 0.81
AutoScore 0.83 0.95 0.86 0.88

Trans- Top-1 0.44 0.76 0.40 0.53
former Random 0.41 0.76 0.38 0.52

SVMRank 0.50 0.76 0.45 0.57
AutoScore 0.68 0.75 0.61 0.68

LSTM Top-1 0.27 0.68 0.31 0.42
Random 0.27 0.68 0.31 0.42
SVMRank 0.29 0.69 0.31 0.43
AutoScore 0.52 0.65 0.53 0.57

Human 0.72 0.94 0.74 0.80

Table 8: Results for each combination of generation
model and candidate selection strategy on the 600 test
samples, in comparison to the human revisions based
on three quality metrics: fluency, meaning preservation
and argument quality.

We use the lstm_wiseman_iwslt_de_e architecture,
which is a two-layer encoder and decoder LSTM,
each with 256 hidden units, and dropout with a rate
of 0.1 between LSTM layers.

Transformer. The second model is based on the
work of Vaswani et al. (2017). We use the trans-
former_iwslt_de_en architecture, a 6-layer encoder
and decoder with 512-dimensional embeddings,
1024 for inner-layers, and four self-attention heads.

Tables 7 and 8 compare the automatic evaluation
scores of all generation-content selection combina-
tions.
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B.1 Automatic Evaluation
We use the following python packages and scripts
to perform automatic evaluations: nltk (BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002)), rouge-score (ROUGE (Lin,
2004)), https://github.com/cocoxu/simplification/
SARI.py (SARI (Xu et al., 2016))

C Claim Optimization Examples

For all eight optimization categories, we provide
one or more examples illustrating each action in
Table 9.

D Manual Quality Assessment Guidelines

Figure 3 shows the annotation guidelines for the
Amazon Mechanical Turk study.

E System Outputs

Table 10 provides examples of candidates selected
by different content selection strategies along with
human references illustrating common patterns
found in the results. Table 11 provides examples
of candidates generated with and without utilizing
context knowledge with insertions and deletions
being highlighted in green and red fonts accord-
ingly.
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Type Examples

Specification Nipples are the openings of female-only exocrene glands that can have abnormal [secretions] <LINK>
during any time of life, get erected by cold stimulation or sexual excitement (much more visibly than in
men), get lumps or bumps and change color and size of areola during the menstrual cycle or pregnancy,
so their display can break [personal space] <LINK> and privacy (which is stressful), affect public
sensibilities and also be a [window] <LINK> for infections, allergies, and irritation.

The idea behind laws, such as limiting the amount of guns, is to reduce the need to defend yourself
from a gun or rapist.

It is very common for governments to actively make certain forms of healthcare [harder for minority
groups to access] <LINK>. They could also, therefore, make cloning technology hard to access.

Simplification Very complex, cognitively meaningful behavior such as behaviours like creating art are evidence of
free will, because they exhibit the same lack of predictability as stochastic systems, but are intelligible
and articulate clearly via recognizable vehicles.

Reframing It reduces the oversight of the BaFin and thus increases the risk of financial crisis market failures.

Elaboration It takes 2-4 weeks for HIV to present any symptom. The incubation period risk can’t be ruled out for is
higher for a member of high risk group, effectively and timely even though member of a low risk group
is not completely safe. The decision is based on the overall risk, not on individual level.

Corroboration [Person-based predictive policing technologies] <LINK> - that focus on predicting who is likely to
commit crime rather than where is it likely to occur - violate the [presumption of innocence.] <LINK>.

Neutralization Biden does not lacks the support or agree with several key issues that are important to liberal voters. of
many liberal voting groups due to his stance on key issues concerning them.

Disambiguation The USSR had [passed legislation] <LINK> to gradually eliminate religious belief within its borders.
However the death penalty was more used in USSR than in Russia. It USSR had 2000 [death penalties]
<LINK> per year in the 1980s whereas pre USSR Russia had [banned the death penalty] <LINK> in
1917 and almost never carried it out in the decades before that.

SRM Solar geoengineering merely serves as a "technological fix" (Weinberg).[harvard.edu] <LINK>

Copy Editing Women are experiencing record level levels of success in primaries.

Table 9: Illustrative examples of optimization types identified in the paper. The green font denotes additions and the
striked out red font denotes the removal of text snippets.
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Instructions
In this task, your goal is to identify whether a claim has been successfully improved, without changing the overall meaning
of the text.
Each task contains a set of pairs, where one claim is the "original claim," and the other an optimized candidate. Each of
these pairs have the same original text, but different candidate optimizations.

Please rate each candidate along the following three perspectives: argument quality, fluency and semantic similarity. And,

finally, please, rank all candidates relative to each other in terms of overall quality.

Argument Quality
Scale (1-5): 1 (notably worse than original), 2 (slightly worse), 3 (same as original), 4 (slightly improved), 5 (notably
improved)
Does the optimized claim improve the argument quality compared to the original claim? Relevant changes include, but are
not limited to:

• further specifying or explaining an existing fact or meaning
• removing information or simplifying the sentence structure with the intent to reduce the complexity or breadth of the

claim
• rephrasing a claim with the intent to specify or generalize the claim, or to add clarity
• adding (substantive) new content or information to the claim or inserting an additional fact with the intent of making

it more self-contained, more sound or stronger
• adding, editing or removing evidence in the form of links that provide supporting information or external resources

to the claim
• removal of bias or biased language
• removal uncertainty. e.g. by replacing pronouns referring to concepts that have been mentioned in other claims of

the debate, or by replacing acronyms with what they stand for
• improving the grammar, spelling, tone, or punctuation of a claim

Meaning
Scale (1-5): 1 (entirely different), 2 (substantial differences), 3 (moderate differences), 4 (minor differences), 5 (identical)

Does the transformed claim still have the same overall meaning as the original? It is OK if extra information is added, as

long as it doesn’t change the underlying people, events, and objects described in the sentence. You should also not strongly

penalize for meaning transformations which aim to generalize or specify some aspects of the claim.

Fluency
Scale (1-3): 1 (major errors, disfluent), 2 (minor errors), 3 (fluent)
Is this sentence fluent English and does it make sense?

Examples with explanations can be found here.

Figure 3: Guidelines provided to the crowdworkers to annotate automatically generated claim optimizations.
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Strategy Candidate

Original Easy to cheat, and procastinate
Top-1 It is easy to cheat and procastinate .
SVMRank The easy to cheat, and procastinate
AutoScore The UBI is easy to cheat and easy to manipulate.
Human Flexible schedules can easily increase procrastination

Original Many games often attempt to depict the norms and attitudes of the real world.
Top-1 Many games often attempt to depict the norms and attitudes of the real world.
SVMRank Many games often attempt to depict the norms and attitudes of the real world, and thus are likely to be accurate

and relevant to what people are thinking and feeling in the real-world.
AutoScore Many games often attempt to depict the norms and attitudes of the real world, in order to give players a greater

understanding of the world around them.
Human Many games often attempt to depict the norms and attitudes of the real world; gamers are likely to see social

attitudes espoused in these games on issues of gender equality as indicative of progress in the real world.

Original Owners of PWA take home [more profit] <LINK> from their sales than mobile apps.
Top-1 Owners of PWA take home [more profit] <LINK> from their sales than mobile apps.
SVMRank Owners of PWA take home [more profit] <LINK> from their sales than mobile apps. This allows them to

reinvest in their business and increase their profits.
AutoScore Owners of PWA take home [more profit] <LINK> from their sales than those of mobile apps.
Human Owners of PWAs take home [more profit] <LINK> from their sales than mobile apps.

Original Scientists found out that Saturn’s moon [Enceladus] <LINK> houses a giant, global ocean beneath its icy outer
shell.

Top-1 Scientists found out that Saturn’s moon [Enceladus] <LINK> houses a giant, global ocean beneath its icy outer
shell.

SVMRank Scientists found out that Saturn’s moon [Enceladus] <LINK> houses a giant, global ocean beneath its icy outer
shell. This suggests that this icy, water-filled place also houses other life forms, such as asteroids and comets.

AutoScore Scientists found out that Saturn’s moon [Enceladus] <LINK> houses a giant, global ocean beneath its icy outer
shell, suggesting that the moon may hold life beyond the surface.

Human Scientists found out that Saturn’s moon [Enceladus] <LINK> houses a giant, global ocean beneath its icy outer
shell.

Original Responsibility requires conscious decisions and [free will] <LINK>. Acting according to governmental orders
is far from that.

Top-1 Responsibility requires conscious decisions and [free will] <LINK>. Acting according to governmental orders
is far from that.

SVMRank Responsibility requires conscious decisions and [free will] <LINK>. Acting according to governmental orders is
far from that. Therefore, people are not responsible for their actions, and are therefore not morally responsible.

AutoScore Responsibility requires conscious decisions and [free will] <LINK>. Acting according to governmental orders
is far from that, as it is not a conscious decision but rather a result of an involuntary reaction.

Human The coercion to vote eliminates the idea of responsibility, which requires conscious decisions and [free will]
<LINK>. Acting according to governmental orders is far from that.

Original There was much progress, advancement and forward looking thinking in the 20th century in Europe across all
disciplines.

Top-1 There was much progress, advancement and forward looking thinking in the 20th century in Europe across all
disciplines. Therefore, it is logical to conclude that the world has changed in the last 150 years.

SVMRank There was much progress, advancement and forward looking thinking in the 20th century in Europe across all
disciplines, which shows the progress that was made during the century.

AutoScore There was much progress, advancement, and forward looking thinking in the 20th century in Europe across all
disciplines.

Human There was much progress, advancement and forward looking thinking in the 20th century in Europe across all
disciplines.

Original A [catch-22] <LINK> situation currently exists in regards to researching the medicinal applications of some
illegal drugs, due to the laws surrounding how they are categorised ([p. 12] <LINK>).

SVMRank
(Top-1)

A [catch-22] <LINK> situation currently exists in regards to researching the medicinal applications of some
illegal drugs, due to the laws surrounding how they are categorised ([p. 12] <LINK>). This prevents researchers
from knowing how to fully assess the medicinal potential of drugs in a manner that is best suited for the patients
who need it.

AutoScore A [catch-22] <LINK> situation currently exists in regards to researching the medicinal applications of some
illegal drugs, due to the laws surrounding how they are categorised ([p. 12] <LINK>). This prevents researchers
from researching possible medicinal uses for illegal drugs.

Human A [catch-22] <LINK> situation currently exists in regard to researching the medicinal applications of some
illegal drugs, due to the laws surrounding how they are categorised ([p. 12] <LINK>).

Table 10: Examples of optimizations selected by different candidate selection strategies along with human references.
The green font denotes additions and the striked out red font denotes the removal of text snippets.
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Control Candidate

Topic Should Men Be Involved And Trusted In Childcare?
Previous Perpetrators of child abuse are [way more likely] <LINK> to be the child’s parents.
Original Mostly the mothers, too.
Claim only The mothers are the most vulnerable.
+ Previous The majority of perpetrators are the mothers, too.
+ Topic It is mostly mothers who are responsible for childcare.

Topic Would Trump or Biden be a better President?
Previous The [Healthy Indiana Plan 2.0] <LINK>, initiated by Mike Pence, has provided access to healthcare to many

people who could not previously afford it.
Original The Healthy Indiana Plan has high penalties for non-payment of [premiums] <LINK>.
Claim only The Healthy Indiana Plan has high penalties for non-payment of [premiums] <LINK>. This means that

people with low income could be penalized for failure to pay.
+ Previous The Healthy Indiana Plan has high penalties for non-payment of [premiums] <LINK> in exchange for

providing healthcare.
+ Topic The Healthy Indiana Plan has high penalties for non-payment of [premiums] <LINK>,which were imposed in

2015.

Topic Artificial Intelligence (AI): Should an artificial general intelligence be created?
Previous There is the chance an AGI might be able to think for itself and turn on its creators.
Original AGI are susceptable.
Claim only Many AGI are susceptable to the danger of death.
+ Previos AGI are susceptible. They may be influenced by humans and by the biases of their creators.
+ Topic AGI are susceptibleto being hacked.

Topic Who should the Conservative Party choose to be the next UK Prime Minister?
Previous [Jeremy Hunt] <LINK>
Original Hunt is the best placed candidate to unify Parliament in order to get a Brexit deal passed.
Claim only Hunt is the best placed candidate to unify Parliament and the public in order to get a Brexit deal passed.
+ Previous Hunt could use his position as the Prime Minister to unify Parliament in order to get a Brexit deal passed.
+ Topic Hunt is the best placed candidate to [unify Parliament] <LINK> in order to get a Brexit deal passed

Topic Should high-income countries take in refugees?
Previous Taking in refugees will increase criminality within host countries.
Original Differences in criminal activity are a product, in part, of childhood [socioeconomic] <LINK> conditions. This

is exacerbated by the longer [path] <LINK> to employment faced by refugees compared to other communities.
Claim only Differences in criminal activity are a product, in part, of childhood [socioeconomic] <LINK> conditions. This

is exacerbated by the longer [path] <LINK> to employment faced by refugees compared to other communities,
making them more likely to get involved in crime.

+ Previous Differences in criminal activity are a product, in part, of childhood [socioeconomic] <LINK> conditions. This
is exacerbated by the longer [path] <LINK> to employment faced by refugees compared to other communities.
This will not increase criminality.

+ Topic Differences in criminal activity are a product, in part, of childhood [socioeconomic] <LINK> conditions. This
is exacerbated by the longer [path] <LINK> to employment faced by refugees compared to other communities,
which make it harder to find a job.

Topic Mark Twain used the N-word in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Should it be censored?
Previous Changing the N-word would skip a piece of the linguistic past and thus everyday life. As a result, people

could start to forget this part of history.
Original In Huckleberry Finn, Twain captured the essence of "[everyday midwest American English] <LINK>".
Claim only In Huckleberry Finn, Twain captured the essence of "[everyday midwest American English] <LINK>".This is

a common trait of the American English language.
+ Previous In Huckleberry Finn, Twain captured the essence of "[everyday midwest American English] <LINK>"by

using the N-word in everyday conversation.
+ Topic In Huckleberry Finn, Twain captured the essence of "[everyday midwest American English] <LINK>", which

is a language that is often used by people who do not share his values.

Table 11: Examples of different candidates generated by BART + AutoScore with and without context information.
The green font denotes additions of text snippets.
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Abstract

Large Language Models, and ChatGPT in par-
ticular, have recently grabbed the attention of
the community and the media. Having reached
high language proficiency, attention has been
shifting toward its reasoning capabilities. In
this paper, our main aim is to evaluate Chat-
GPT’s question generation in a task where lan-
guage production should be driven by an im-
plicit reasoning process. To this end, we em-
ploy the 20-Questions game, traditionally used
within the Cognitive Science community to
inspect the information seeking-strategy’s de-
velopment. This task requires a series of in-
terconnected skills: asking informative ques-
tions, stepwise updating the hypothesis space,
and stopping asking questions when enough in-
formation has been collected. We build hier-
archical hypothesis spaces, exploiting feature
norms collected from humans vs. ChatGPT it-
self, and we inspect the efficiency and infor-
mativeness of ChatGPT’s strategy. Our results
show that ChatGPT’s performance gets closer
to an optimal agent only when prompted to ex-
plicitly list the updated space stepwise.

1 Introduction

ChatGPT’s impressive ability to solve numerous
natural language tasks has put it in the spotlight of
Academia and media attention (Bang et al., 2023;
Laskar et al., 2023). The success on a variety of
tasks has brought people to even claim that GPT-
4 “could reasonably be viewed as an early (yet
still incomplete) version of an artificial general
intelligence (AGI)” (Bubeck et al., 2023). Others
are more cautious, showing the weakness of the
model’s reasoning abilities, (e.g., Bang et al. 2023).

A core aspect of human intelligence is the im-
plicit connection between the reasoning process
and language production. This connection strongly
drives the generation of questions in information-
seeking scenarios which, therefore, have been
largely studied in Cognitive Science. After the

Questioner Answerer Sp
1. Is it a weapon? No 4
2. Is it sweet? Yes 2
3. Is it the watermelon? No 1
4. Is it the mulberry? Yes

Figure 1: Upper part: an example of a Hierarchical
Hypothesis Space built with ChatGPT-feature norms.
Bottom part: an example of an optimal Questioner
which always divide the space (Sp) into half (starting
with 8 candidates, going to 4:4, and then 2:2). Ques-
tions at turns 1-2 are constraint-seeking (CS), while
the 3rd and 4th are hypothesis-scanning (HS). With the
halfsplit procedure, the target can be guessed with just
3 turns or at most with 4, as in the example.

pioneering work by Mosher and Hornsby (1966),
the 20-Questions game has been employed to ob-
serve children’s cognitive developmental trajectory:
A player thinks of an entity, the second player is
given a set of candidates (e.g., cat, dog, bird) and
has to identify the target entity among the possible
candidates by making Yes-or-No questions. This
and following experiments have shown that through
the developmental trajectory, children learn to rec-
ognize object-general features, cluster similar ob-
jects into categories and use such categorization to
ask context dependent informative questions: they
shift from Hypothesis Scanning questions (“Is it
a dog?”) to Constraint-Seeking questions (“Does
it has four legs?”). Such a shift let the elder chil-
dren be more efficient in their information seeking
process. Moreover, pre-scholar children tend to
continue asking questions when enough informa-
tion has been collected (i.e., the space has reduced
to one candidate). They do not know when to
stop (Ruggeri et al., 2016), a core skill of infor-
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mation search and decision-making (Todd et al.,
1999). Interestingly, Ruggeri et al. (2021) uses a
hierarchical version of the 20-Q game, in which
candidates are organized into three category levels
based on shared features; by providing children
with the object-related features needed to halfs-
plit the space, children were able to target such
higher category levels, reaching the solution more
efficiently. Inspired by this literature, we use a hier-
archical 20-Q game to evaluate whether ChatGPT
is able to generate questions driven by its reasoning
over the Hypothesis Space (HypSp).

We leverage on the widely used feature
norms elicitated from human annotators, McRae-
norms (McRae et al., 2005) to build the hierar-
chical hypothesis spaces. Such norms reflect hu-
mans’ knowledge representation which could differ
from ChatGPT’s knowledge. To mitigate this po-
tential difference, we build also hypothesis spaces
using norms elicitated from ChatGPT itself, (GPT-
norms (Hansen and Hebart, 2022)). Figure 1 re-
ports an example of an 8 candidate symmetric
nested space based on GPT-norms.

We prompt ChatGPT1 to play the 20-Q game,
both in the role of the Questioner and of the An-
swerer.2 We aim to understand whether the (a)
Questioner is able to identify the high-level prop-
erty that clusters the space and hence asks whether
the target has that property; (b) it also knows
whether all the other candidates have or do not
have that property, and is able to use such infor-
mation to update the HypSp stepwise; and finally
(c) it understands when to stop asking questions,
i.e., the HypSp is reduced to a singleton. Figure 1
includes a dialogue an optimal agent could ask, if
driven by an half-split search. Our results show
that ChatGPT’s performance is far from an optimal
agent when having to update the space internally
and it is closer to it when prompted to explicitly
list the updated space stepwise.

2 Related Work

Our work put together two research lines: the cur-
rent effort of the AI community to evaluate Chat-
GPT language and reasoning skills, and the cog-
nitive science literature focusing on the develop-
mental trajectory of information search strategies
in humans.

1We used the API version of gpt-3.5-turbo available
between March and May.

2The data and scripts associated to this paper are available
at https://github.com/leobertolazzi/20q-chatgpt.

ChatGPT evaluation Bang et al. (2023) run a
deep and broad evaluation of ChatGPT on a vari-
ety of well recognized benchmarks in the Natural
Language Processing community. ChatGPT results
to be State-of-the-Art in zero-shot setting for most
natural language understanding tasks. Though it is
more suitable for open-domain dialogue tasks, it
performs well also in task-oriented dialogues, and
it is able to keep track of information given in pre-
vious turns, when answering follow up questions.
Moreover, Bang et al. (2023) evaluate ChatGPT
reasoning skills: though it lacks inducting reason-
ing skills, it performs well on deductive reasoning
in clean settings. However, as other LLMs (Ott
et al., 2023), ChatGPT as well encounters prob-
lems with complex deductive reasoning involving
multi-hops, viz. a combination of facts spread in
different passages of a corpus. Zhu et al. (2023)
challenged ChatGPT on the Visual Dialogue task,
originally proposed by Das et al. (2017). The in-
formativeness of the question is measured on the
quality of the caption it summarises out of the di-
alogue. As far as we know, this is the first work
to evaluate the information seeking strategy of a
LLM using the 20 Questions game. Our research
question is whether and to what extent the language
generation of a LLM is tied to reasoning.

Developmental and Cognitive Psychology
Starting with Mosher and Hornsby (1966),
the 20-Q search task has been largely used in
developmental and cognitive psychology. Among
the measures to evaluate the question’s informa-
tiveness, Expected Information Gain (Lindley,
1956) emerges as one of the most used. It
values questions with respect to the uncertainty
reduction, and it is usually connected with the prior
probability. Subjects have been evaluated with the
20-Q game considering both scenarios simulating
prior expectations and scenarios with uniform
distribution (e.g., Ruggeri and Lombrozo 2015;
Meder et al. 2019; Ruggeri et al. 2021; Testoni
2023). Our scenario is the uniform distribution.

It is widely accepted that children’s search strate-
gies are less efficient than adults’ ones. Rather
than identifying high-order properties splitting effi-
ciently the Hypothesis Space, indeed, children tend
to scan the space item by item. In complex scenar-
ios, it has been shown that adults do not efficiently
plan ahead; they tend to follow a half-splitting
strategy: ask the question that more closely ap-
proximates a division of the space into half (Meder
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et al., 2019). Rothe et al. (2018) show that people
can accurately evaluate questions quality, but have
limited ability to optimize the informativeness of
their questions. By leverage of feature norm col-
lections, we work on a simplified scenario where
adults would more easily stay close to an optimal
agent.

Feature Norms Feature norms refer to minimal
semantic descriptions that capture the typical at-
tributes associated with a collection of objects or
concepts (e.g., a dog can be described by features
such as has fur and does bark). One common
method of acquiring semantic features for concepts
is to ask individuals to list properties associated
with a given concept. A broadly used collection
is the McRae-norms (McRae et al., 2005) which
comprise 2524 unique features collected from ap-
proximately 725 participants, which are in turn
categorized according to Wu and Barsalou (2009)’s
taxonomy of relations (WB). These norms encom-
pass 541 animate and inanimate concrete concepts,
with an average of 30 participants providing fea-
ture listings for each of them. The features included
in the McRae-norms are of various types, such as
physical (perceptual) properties, functional proper-
ties, taxonomic properties, and encyclopedic facts.
Inspired by this work and to obtain a large-scale
collection, (Hansen and Hebart, 2022) instructed
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) to generate semantic
feature norms for a diverse set of 1,854 concrete
concepts which have been annotated with 84561
unique features elicitated from the model through
30 runs, pre-processed and filtered. These feature
norms were then released by the authors for pub-
lic use and exploration; the authors expanded their
method to other models of the GPT family when
they became available. We use the feature norms
obtained from GPT-3.5-turbo, and refer to them as
GPT-norms.3

3 Hierarchical version of the 20-Q game

Following Ruggeri et al. (2021), we created a hier-
archical version of the 20-Q game. In other words,
the hypothesis spaces are built out of two subsets of
equal size (N:N), and iteratively divided into further
subsets based on some other features. We exploit
McRae (McRae et al., 2005) and ChatGPT (Hansen
and Hebart, 2022) feature norms to build the nested

3The norms collected with gpt-3.5-turbo are available at
https://github.com/ViCCo-Group/semantic_features_
gpt_3.

structures. We consider hierarchies of two levels
(8 candidates, divided into 4:4, and 2:2) and of
three levels (16 candidates, divided into 8:8, 4:4,
and 2:2). The first level is always based on su-
perordinate properties (F1avs. F1b), which are by
definition mutually exclusive (e.g., bird vs. mam-
mal, fruit vs. weapon, etc.). The subsets of the
other levels instead are obtained from all the other
feature norms associated with the candidates (e.g.,
items that are fruit could be divided into those that
are sweet vs. those that are cooked in various way).
We make sure that the feature that is shared by half
of the candidates is not listed for any of the item
in the other half, and viceversa. The leaves of the
hierarchy are randomly selected among the con-
cepts of the corresponding groups. See Figure 1
for the schema and an example with 8 candidates
organized based on GPT-norms.

Hierarchical Hypothesis Space creation Our
starting point are the concepts in McRae et al.
(2005) and in Hansen and Hebart (2022), 541 and
1854, respectively. For McRae-norms, we selected
the superordinates frequent enough to let us cre-
ate spaces of 8 and of 16 candidates.4 For the
second level, we use features of the other 8 most
frequent WB relations (51 unique features). For
the Hypothesis Spaces built from ChatGPT-norms,
we selected the same 6 superordinates for the first
level splits, and other 806 most frequent unique fea-
tures for the second levels. We built the hypothesis
space through a recursive process that guarantees
variety and randomness of the selection (See the
Supplementary Material for details). We will re-
fer to these two types of hypothesis spaces as 8
vs. 16 candidates sets (cds), distinguishing the for-
mer into McRae- and GPT-based 8 cds; henceforth,
8-McRae, 16-McRae, 8-GPT.

Game creation A game consists of a set of can-
didates, assigned to the Questioner player, and a
target among them, assigned to the Answerer. We
build 90 games for each of the three types of Hy-
pothesis Space as follows. First of all, out of the
6 selected superordinate features, we build all pos-
sible pairs, viz. 15 (F1a, F1b); we then randomly
select 6 sets of candidates for each of the 15 pairs,
yielding 90 unique sets (total 270 sets). Finally,
we build the 90 games by randomly selecting the
target 3 times from the candidates that share F1a

4The 6 superordinates we use to build the first level splits
are: mammal, bird, clothing, weapon, fruit, vegetable.
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and 3 times from those that share F1b. This process
guarantees variety of the concepts and targets.

4 Agent Roles

Below we describe how we employ ChatGPT as
game players to generate the dialogues and as diag-
nostic agents to evaluate the Questioner’s informa-
tion seeking ability.

4.1 Game Players

To generate the dialogues, ChatGPT is instructed to
play the role of the Questioner (ChatGPT-Q) and
of the Answerer (ChatGPT-A) with a similar sys-
tem prompts. The shared part of the prompts explic-
itly states the only possible answers are ‘yes’and
‘no’. ChatGPT-Q is told to ask as few questions
as possible; the Questioner starts by asking the
first question, which is appended to the Answerer’s
prompt in order to generate the first answer. In this
way, the dialogue history is iteratively increased
after each turn. ChatGPT-A is told to acknowledge
when the Questioner has correctly guessed the item
by answering “Yes! That’s correct.”. Focusing
on ChatGPT’s capabilities of reasoning about the
hypothesis space and asking questions that reflect
such reasoning, we retain only successful dialogues.
More precisely, the dialogue is kept if the Answerer
considers the target reached. Our evaluation is fo-
cused on the Questioner role, hence, for it we de-
fine theoretically an upper and a lower bound as
described below.

We take as upper-bound a model that similarly
to adults seeks for a property shared by several
items in the space. In particular, we use the opti-
mal agent which acts similarly to a binary search
algorithm: at each turn, it divides in half the hypoth-
esis space under discussion (N/2). When only two
items are left, the optimal agent makes a guess that
has the 50% chance of being the correct target. This
half-split strategy takes on average log2N + 1/2
turns to solve the game, where N is the number of
items at the beginning of the game.

As lower-bound we consider a model close to
the 4-Y child who tends to scan the space item by
item. Therefore, our baseline agent acts similarly
to a linear search algorithm: at each turn, it divides
the space into 1 vs. N − 1. Given N items at the
beginning of the game, it takes on average N/2
turns to solve the game.

4.2 Diagnostic Agents

To evaluate the model’s ability to stepwise reduce
the hypothesis space we exploit ChatGPT in the
role of an external Oracle (ChatGPT-Oracle), and
of an external Guesser (ChatGPT-Guesser). More-
over, we activate the Guesser internal to the Ques-
tioner by prompting the model to update the candi-
dates at each turn (ChatGPT-Q-stepwise).

ChatGPT-Oracle is given a question in the di-
alogue sets described in the previous section and
for each item in the hypothesis space of the corre-
sponding game says whether the item has or does
not have the required property.5 This provides us
with Y/N-annotation of the hypothesis space that
we use to obtain a “ground truth” updated space
at each turn. The feasibility of such method relies
on the fact that the dialogues are rather simple and
no actual linguistic dependencies are in place be-
tween the turns (See Supplementary Material for
details). ChatGPT-Guesser is given chucks of the
dialogue histories generated by the game players
and is asked to list the candidates till the given
turn. Finally, we modify the prompt of ChatGPT-Q
by asking it to list the candidates under discussion
stepwise before asking a new question (ChatGPT-
Q-stepwise). The prompts used for each role are
reported in the Supplementary Material.

5 Experimental Setup

We are interested in understanding whether Chat-
GPT’s language generation is driven by its reason-
ing process. To answer this question, we propose
a number of measures aimed to shed light on the
reasoning processes that are implicit in the game:
identify the high-level property shared by several
items, update the space stepwise, and efficiently ar-
rive to a space with just one possible candidate and
realize that it is time to stop asking questions. Not
having the possibility to run an ablation study of the
model, we simulate it by comparing ChatGPT-Q,
simply prompted to play the game, with ChatGPT-
Q-stepwise which is explicitly told to update the
space turn by turn.

Information seeking strategy Following the
method used in the Cognitive Science literature
to evaluate children’s developmental phases, we
evaluated the information seeking strategy used

5We verified the reliability of the annotation by evaluating
the model’s accuracy on a sample of 180 questions: it correctly
answered 83% of the questions.
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by ChatGPT-Q by observing the type of ques-
tions it asks and their informativeness. First of all,
we compute the percentage of questions that are
Hypothesis-Scanning (HS) and Constraint-Seeking
(CS). A question is considered HS iff it explicitly
mentions one of the candidates in the hypothesis
space. All the other questions are considered CS.
We compute the percentage of HS and CS ques-
tions within a game and by the position of the turn
within the dialogue.6

Following Ruggeri et al. (2016), Meder et al.
(2019) and Testoni (2023), we compute the Ex-
pected Information Gain (EIG) of each question
and report the average EIG per turn.7 As clearly
explained in Meder et al. (2019), the information
gain of a question is the entropy in the space (given
by the number of items and the associated proba-
bility) at turn ti before asking the question minus
the expected entropy after asking it (ti+1):

IG = Hti −Hti+1

As in Meder et al. (2019), in our case, we con-
sider all items in the space to be equally likely to be
the target. Hence, what defines entropy is the num-
ber of items within the subsets answered with Yes
vs. No, based on the external Oracle annotation.

A model that asks fewer HS, especially in the
earlier turns is closer to the more efficient strategy
used by adults. Its question EIG is expected to be
very high in the early turns and to decrease in the
later ones.

Hypothesis space update A core skill of the
Questioner playing the 20-Q game is the ability
to mentally keep the space of the hypothesis up-
dated stepwise. We evaluate whether ChatGPT-
Q is able to update at each turn the hypothesis
space based on the given dialogue history. Again,
we consider the Yes/No-annotation obtained from
ChatGPT-Oracle as the ground truth and compute
the hypothesis space at turn HypSpti by filtering
out from HypSpti−1 the items which do not have
the property required at ti. We compare the ground
truth Hypothesis Space with a) the one generated
by the external Guesser, ChatGPT-Guesser, and b)
the one generated by the Questioner itself when

6A third type of questions are the Pseudoconstraint-
seeking (PCS) which ask about a property but actually refer
to only one item among the candidates. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we do not consider them in our analysis, but see the
Supplementary Material for statistics on them.

7We computed the EIG adapting the code by Testoni
(2023).

prompted to explicitly update the list of candidates
stepwise (ChatGPT-Q-stepwise). To this end, we
compute the symmetric difference between the gen-
erated sets with the ground-truth ones for every
question, and report the average symmetric differ-
ence of each game turn. The symmetric difference
between two sets A and B is denoted by A∆B and
is defined as follows:

A∆B = (A−B) ∪ (B −A)

For ChatGPT-Guesser, a high difference would
mean that the model has difficulty integrating the
information collected through the dialogue history.
While for ChatGPT-Q-stepwise it would signal a
difficulty in integrating the answer with the ques-
tion turn by turn.

Search efficiency We measure the efficiency of
the ChatGPT-Q’s game strategy by computing the
average number of questions per game, (AQ). In
addition to this, and as in (Ruggeri et al., 2016),
we consider a question unnecessary (UQ), if the
preceding dialogue history already contained the in-
formation to identify the target. Again, we use the
Y/N-annotation by ChatGPT-Oracle to determine
whether this point has been reached by ChatGPT-Q.

The more the search strategy is effective, the
shorter is the dialogue. The higher the number of
UQ the closer is the model to pre-scholar children,
who have been shown not to have learned the stop-
ping rule yet. If the model asks just one UQ as
last turn, that would still qualify it adult-like, since
adults have been shown to ask a confirmation ques-
tion before making the final guess (Testoni et al.,
2022).

Experimental Settings We expect that bigger
candidate sets could challenge the model’s capacity
to keep track of the information obtained through
the dialogue, since they might require longer inter-
actions. Moreover, with the GPT-based 8 cds the
model should have all the knowledge to quickly
arrive to identify the target. Hence, if ChatGPT’s
knowledge properly drives its question generation
the dialogues of the games based on it should dis-
play an almost optimal information seeking strat-
egy. Based on these conjectures, we compare
the model when playing games whose hypothe-
sis space a) consists of 8 and 16 candidate sets, b)
is built out of McRae- or ChatGPT-feature norms.
If the question generation is driven by the reason-
ing process on the space, we expect the model’s
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Figure 2: Left: ChatGPT-Q asks CS questions mostly in the earlier turns and HS in the later ones. Mann-Whitney
U test shows the difference is statistically significant p < 0.001; Middle: ChatGPT’s EIG is almost as high as the
optimal model’s EIG at the first turn, but it is lower than of the baseline’s EIG at later turns. Right: Distribution of
unnecessary questions.

performance to decrease when challenged with a
higher number of candidates and to increase when
the hierarchical structure of the candidates is based
on the model’s internal knowledge.

6 Results

In this section, we show the results we obtained fol-
lowing the experimental setup defined in Section 5.
We start by evaluating ChatGPT’s performance
on the games with 8 candidates selected with the
McRae-norms (8-McRae), and we then move to
compare these results with those obtained by the
model when challenged with spaces containing an
higher number of candidates (16-McRae), or whose
nested structure reflects the model’s knowledge rep-
resentation (8-GPT). Finally, we move to evaluate
ChatGPT on the 8-McRae games when asked to
play the game (ChatGPT-Q) and when asked to ex-
plicitly update the hypothesis space stepwise while
playing the game (ChatGPT-Q-stepwise).

6.1 ChatGPT-Q on the McRae-8 games

Through the measures introduced above, here we
aim to take a picture of how well and efficiently
ChatGPT searches for information by considering
McRae-8 games.

Information seeking strategy The results for
the type of questions asked by ChatGPT-Q, the
optimal agent and the baseline can be seen in Ta-
ble 1. By construction, the optimal agent asks
log2N − 1 CS question per game, followed by 1
or 2 HS questions (hence 1.5 on average), until it
guesses the target; in other words, 57.14% of its
questions are CS, and 42.86% are HS. Instead, the
baseline asks only HS questions and, on average, it
guesses the target in 4 questions. ChatGPT-Q asks
mostly Constraint-Seeking questions (73.77%), it

8 cds based on McRae-norms
HS CS AQ

Optimal 42.86 57.14 3.50
Baseline 100 0 4.00
ChatGPT 26.33 73.77 7.24

Table 1: Information seeking strategy: Upper and lower
bound of the overall percentage of hypothesis scanning
(HS) vs. constraint seeking (CS) questions, and the av-
erage number of questions per game (AQ) -the differ-
ence is statistically significant based on the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (e.g., wrt the optimal agent, p < 0.001.

tends to ask CS questions in the early turns and HS
questions towards the end of the dialogue – when
indeed the latter becomes more efficient to split the
space (Figure 2, left).

Moreover, our results show that the EIG of
ChatGPT-Q’s questions through the dialogue is
far from the optimal agent’s EIG (that half-split
the space at each turn) and even lower than the
baseline’s (that splits the space into 1 vs. the other
candidate at each turn) (see Figure 2, middle). Sum-
ming up, on the surface level, the strategy used by
ChatGPT-Q reflects what an adult would do. How-
ever, the EIG analysis shows that ChatGPT-Q asks
more uninformative questions compared both to
the optimal agent and the baseline.

Hypothesis Space update We evaluate whether
ChatGPT-Guesser is able to list the candidates
that are still possible candidates based on the
Question-Answer exchanges between ChatGPT-Q
and ChatGPT-A. We do so by computing the differ-
ence, turn by turn, of such list with those consid-
ered as “ground truth” based on ChatGPT-Oracle
annotations. The pattern we find (see the blue line
in Figure 3, right) suggests the model has difficulty
in integrating the information collected through the
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Figure 3: Increasing the candidates (Blue vs. Orange) causes the generation of longer dialogues (left) – maintain-
ing a similar distance to the optimal model’s AQ (8.67 vs 4.5); does not impact much the questions’ EIG (middle),
while it makes the guessing of the candidate by turn harder (right). Using candidates space structure based on
GPT-norms (Blue vs. Green) does not impact any measure.

dialogue history; this weakness could impact its
ability to stop asking questions when it has reached
the singleton set.

Search efficiency By construction the optimal
agent asks on average 3.5 questions per game,
whereas the baseline asks on average 4 questions.
ChatGPT-Q asks way more questions per game
(7.24) compared to both models (Table 1). Such
difference is statistically significant based on a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (e.g., wrt the optimal
agent, p < 0.001). Moreover, ChatGPT-Q asks un-
necessary questions (UQ) (questions asked after the
singleton set has been reached) in 56.67% of games
– 29.29% of its questions are unnecessary (See Fig-
ure 2, right for the distribution of UQ.) Summing
up, in terms of search efficiency, ChatGPT’s behav-
ior is similar to that pre-scholar children who tend
to not stop asking questions once there is only one
item left in the hypothesis space.

6.2 Changing the games

Figure 3 illustrates how ChatGPT-Q’s performance
is effected by the Hypothesis space size (Blue vs.
Orange) and of the features used to build it (Blue vs.
Green). Hence, it compares the results discussed
above (McRae-8) with those obtained in the other
two settings: McRae-16 and GPT-8. In particular,
it shows the comparison based on the number of
questions per game (left), the distance between
ChatGPT-Q and the optimal agent in terms of EIG
(middle), and the average symmetric difference
between the ground-truth hypothesis spaces update,
based on ChatGPT-Oracle, and the one generated
by ChatGPT-Guesser.

ChatGPT-Q on 16-McRae Given the difficulty
the model has in keeping track of the space update,
we expect that by increasing the number of can-

didates ChatGPT-Q’ s performance will decrease.
The results are not clear-cut: by moving from 8
to 16 candidates, the optimal agent would have
an increase of 1 question per game, while Chat-
GPT increases of 1.43; the difference in terms of
EIG is low, while ChatGPT-Guesser’s performance
deteriorates.8

ChatGPT-Q on 8-GPT The games built out of
GPT-norms should reflect the model knowledge
representation, therefore we expect that on the 8-
GPT games ChatGPT-Q performance will increase.
Instead, for none of the measures the difference is
significant. This suggests that the feature norms
used to build the hypothesis spaces do not impact
the model’s performance.

6.3 Changing the prompt

To further understand what causes ChatGPT inef-
ficient strategy, we would need to run an ablation
study by isolating the various processes that should
be beyond the question generation. To simulate
such study, we compare the set of results discussed
so far on McRae-8 obtained by ChatGPT-Q simply
prompted to play the game, with those obtained
by ChatGPT- Q-stepwise, the model that is explic-
itly told to update the space turn by turn. Our
results show that ChatGPT-Q-stepwise gets closer
to the optimal model: it asks fewer questions per
game (Figure 4, left) compared to ChatGPT-Q (6.4
vs. 7.24), the questions’ EIG is higher across all
the turns (Figure 4, middle), and it is more pre-
cise when updating the hypothesis space (Figure 4,
right). This finding confirms the conjecture that
ChatGPT main weakness lies in its difficulty in
mentally updating the hypothesis space.

8Games generated on 16-McRae are significantly longer
than those generated on 8-McRae, based on a Mann-Whitney
U test (p < 0.001).
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Figure 4: Changing the prompt improves the Questioner performance on all the measures, bringing it closer to the
optimal model in terms of number of turns and EIG, an to the ground truth hypothesis space stepwise reduction.

ChatGPT-Q
CQ TQ SG

McRae-8 13.50 25.15 12.22
McRae-16 14.74 18.59 13.33
GPT-8 13.22 26.90 8.89

ChatGPT-Q-stepwise
CQ TQ SG

8-McRae 8.42 26.78 7.78

Table 2: Quality of the dialogue: Contradictory Ques-
tions (CQ) decrease when ChatGPT is asked to update
the space explicitly. Yet, it is still unaware of Spoiled
Games (SG).

7 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we further dive into the quality of
the dialogues generated by ChatGPT. First of all,
we inspect whether it asks questions that do not
reduce the space at all (trivial questions, TQ) or
refer to candidates that have already been excluded
in previous turns (contradictory questions, CQ). As
we can see from the statistics reported in Table 2,
ChatGPT is rather coherent through the dialogues;
yet, the number of trivial questions is higher than
what one would expect from a rational agent. In
all the different settings, we observe a low peak in
terms of EIG at the second turn. To understand the
reason, we look into the 8-candidates sets (McRae
and ChatGPT): 39.44% of the second questions are
uninformative (EIG=0), with a large majority of
trivial questions (92% of the uninformative). In-
terestingly, neither the size of the space nor the
norms used to build it impact the number of trivial
and contradictory questions. Instead, the coher-
ence of the dialogues improves when the prompt is
changed and ChatGPT is asked to update the space
stepwise before asking the next question (ChatGPT-
Q-stepwise on 8-McRae).

By inspecting the dialogues, we realized that in

all the settings (8 vs 16 cds, McRae vs. ChatGPT-
norms, explicit vs. implicit-update), there are
games in which ChatGPT continues asking ques-
tions even when the Answerer has accidentally
revealed the target (Spoiled games, SG – see an
example in the Supplementary Material). This sug-
gests that the model is pretending to play the game
without having actually grasped the actual purpose
of it. Most probably, a spoiler would not pass un-
observed by a 4Y-child.

8 Conclusion

Our work shows that ChatGPT is able to identify su-
perordinate features shared by items and ask ques-
tions that efficiently reduce the hypothesis space.
At the first turn, it is close to an optimal agent us-
ing a half-split search. In later turns, however, it
has difficulties making questions with respect to
the updated space of the hypothesis. This weak-
ness might be behind the high number of games in
which it keeps on asking questions even though the
dialogue history had led to identifying a possible
target. We conjecture this behavior is not due to
the lack of knowledge required by the game since
it is displayed not only within the games based on
McRae norms but also on those built out of GPT
feature norms. Our conjecture is reinforced by the
increased performance reached by the model when
prompted to explicitly update the space before ask-
ing the next question. In this setting, the dialogue
becomes shorter with fewer contradictory ques-
tions. Yet, even in such scenario, it does not notice
when the Answerer reveals the target accidentally.
Our results call for attention to modeling the human
ability to keep a mental scoreboard, echoing what
stated in Lewis (1979); Madureira and Schlangen
(2022); Mazuecos et al. (2021). Finally, our work
relates to the Chain-of-Thought (Wei et al., 2022)
and similar prompting strategies, which we plan to
investigate in the future.
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9 Limitation

The backbone of the hierarchical space we built
are feature norms. For the first level split, we used
superordinates which by definition are disjoint. For
the second level, we used all other feature norms
by making sure that the feature that is shared by
a subset is not listed in any of the members of the
other subset; this process does not guarantee dis-
jointedness of the two subsets. McRae features
norms associated to a concept should be salient for
it, while the absence of a feature from the list could
be either because the feature does not hold for that
concept or because it is not salient. Nevertheless
we choose to use McRae-norms because they re-
flect human representation of the world and gave
us the possibility of having a straight comparison
with the games built out of ChatGPT-norms – com-
parison which shows that the knowledge used for
building the hypothesis spaces does not impact the
model’s performance. We evaluated the model also
on games built with taxonomic relations extracted
from WordNet for both levels of the hierarchy: the
patterns are very similar to those obtained with
McRae- and GPT-norms (See the Supplementary
Material for details.)

A second limitation is due to ChatGPT being a
closed-source model, for which the exact training
data is not known. We leave for future work the
study of a LLM open source. Finally, we have
not compared the model results on those that hu-
mans playing the games would achieve, instead we
rely on the results obtained within the Cognitive
Science literature about the 20-Q game.
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Abstract
Large language models underestimate the im-
pact of negations on how much they change
the meaning of a sentence. Therefore, learned
evaluation metrics based on these models are
insensitive to negations. In this paper, we pro-
pose NegBLEURT, a negation-aware version of
the BLEURT evaluation metric. For that, we
designed a rule-based sentence negation tool
and used it to create the CANNOT negation
evaluation dataset. Based on this dataset, we
fine-tuned a sentence transformer and an eval-
uation metric to improve their negation sen-
sitivity. Evaluating these models on existing
benchmarks shows that our fine-tuned models
outperform existing metrics on the negated sen-
tences by far while preserving their base mod-
els’ performances on other perturbations.

1 Introduction

Previous work has shown that large language mod-
els such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) lack under-
standing of negated phrases and do not attribute
sufficient importance to the word “not” (Ettinger,
2020; Hosseini et al., 2021). Nevertheless, many
widely-used metrics to evaluate natural language
generation (NLG) systems, such as BERTScore
(Zhang* et al., 2020) or BLEURT (Sellam et al.,
2020), are based on these models. Automatic eval-
uation is indispensable when language models are
published nearly every day. Moreover, large bench-
mark datasets make a human evaluation of lan-
guage models infeasible. Therefore, metric scores
are among the most important model selection cri-
teria. However, here we see a severe issue when
these metrics fail to distinguish between sentences
and their negated versions. Especially when con-
sidering fact-checking or entailment prediction, an
uninterpreted “not” can invalidate the entire output
of the model and, thus, reduce the trustworthiness
of such systems.

While there have been approaches to improve
the negation-awareness in natural language in-

Reference:
“Ray Charles is legendary.”

Paraphrased:
“Ray Charles is a legend.”

BLEURT-20: 0.86
NegBLEURT: 0.84

Negated:
“Ray Charles isn’t legendary.”

BLEURT-20: 0.67
NegBLEURT: 0.27

Figure 1: Existing metrics like BLEURT-20 fail to score
negated sentences correctly. We propose NegBLEURT
that overcomes this problem while preserving detection
performance on other perturbations.

ference (NLI) or sentiment classification models
(Moore and Barnes, 2021), the task of negation-
sensitive evaluation of such systems is lacking be-
hind (Karpinska et al., 2022). An example of such
failure is shown in Figure 1, where a reference sen-
tence is both paraphrased and negated. The well-
established BLEURT-20 metric (Pu et al., 2021)
gives a relatively high score of 0.67 to this negated
sentence, suggesting that it does not fully capture
the negation in the sentence.

To extend negation research to the topic of eval-
uation, we present a negation-aware version of
BLEURT, named NegBLEURT (Figure 1). In addi-
tion, we released a negation-aware sentence trans-
former (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) based on
an MPNet model (Song et al., 2020) that extends
the application of negation sensitivity to a broader
range of tasks. Both models were fine-tuned on a
labeled dataset with about 30 thousand sentence
pairs in both their negated and paraphrased ver-
sions. We publish this dataset and the sentence
negator used to create it together with our models.
More specifically, our contributions are:
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• We open-sourced a rule-based, sentence-level
negation tool and released it as a Python pack-
age.

• Based on this negator, we built a Compilation
of ANnotated, Negation-Oriented Text-pairs
(CANNOT). This negation evaluation dataset
can be used to fine-tune evaluation metrics for
negation awareness or probe their sensitivity.

• We fine-tuned an MPNet model on our nega-
tion dataset. This model returns sentence em-
beddings that are sensitive to negations.

• We published NegBLEURT, a negation-aware
version of the BLEURT evaluation metric.

Our models were evaluated on various benchmark
datasets showing that they greatly outperform their
base model on negated sentences while delivering
similar performance on other tasks.

2 Related work

This section highlights existing work investigat-
ing the negation awareness of the BERT language
model and different NLG evaluation metrics. Fur-
thermore, we present approaches to improve this
awareness with negation pre-training.

2.1 Studies on negation understanding
Ettinger (2020) showed that BERT is insensitive to
negations. She designed a completion task where
the hypernym description of a word was masked.
In addition, a “not” was added to the sentences, re-
sulting in affirmative and negated versions of each
sentence. BERT predicted correct hypernyms for
both versions, meaning that the model failed to con-
sider the negation indicator. Similar results were
achieved by Kassner and Schütze (2020). However,
they obtained correct completions when the model
was fine-tuned on a negation classification task.

To investigate if BERT-based metrics inherit this
lack of negation awareness, Leung et al. (2022)
inspected evaluation metrics such as BERTScore
(Zhang* et al., 2020) and Sentence-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019). They used these metrics to
calculate the semantic similarity between 20 equiv-
alent and negated sentence pairs. The BERT-based
metrics returned high similarity values, indicating
they were robust to negations. More large-scale
experiments were performed by Karpinska et al.
(2022) and Sai et al. (2021) where different metrics,
including BERTScore and BLEURT (Sellam et al.,

2020), were evaluated on a collection of sentence
and word-level perturbations, including negations
and antonyms. Both studies show that most sug-
gested evaluation metrics struggle to detect nega-
tions and deviate strongly from human evaluations.
Koch et al. (2022) examined the robustness towards
these perturbations on a continuous scale by grad-
ually introducing more perturbations to the sen-
tences and, hence, decreasing their quality step by
step. While the metrics’ scores lowered for other
perturbations, the scores for the negated sentences
remained relatively high, indicating insensitivity
towards negation.

2.2 Improving negation awareness

Negation awareness is crucial for the task of nat-
ural language inference (NLI), in which models
predict if two sentences entail or contradict each
other. Hence, multiple datasets with negated sam-
ples and models trained on them have been pub-
lished (Geiger et al., 2020; Helwe et al., 2022).
As such, Hosseini et al. (2021) created BERTNOT
by training on the negated LAMA dataset with an
unlikelihood training objective. Other negation-
aware BERT models are NegBERT (Khandelwal
and Sawant, 2020) and CueBERT (Truong et al.,
2022a), which were trained for the task of nega-
tion cue detection and negation scope resolution.
Another task that heavily relies on negation aware-
ness is sentiment classification. Moore and Barnes
(2021) proposed multi-task learning with a nega-
tion speculation auxiliary task to improve the
model’s performance on negated samples.

While there has been extensive work on negation
understanding in NLI and other tasks, we could
not find approaches to improve negation awareness
for NLG evaluation metrics. This paper tries to
close this gap by pre-training metrics on negated
sentences.

3 Contrastive negation dataset

To make an evaluation metric aware of negations,
we need a dataset containing pairs of reference
and candidate sentences and a label of how well
the candidate fits the reference. To have a bal-
anced dataset, we not only need negated, but also
meaning-preserving paraphrases of the reference
sentence. As described in the previous section,
there exist multiple datasets focusing on negations.
However, most of these datasets are either targeted
towards specific tasks such as NLI or only contain
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negated sentence pairs. Thus, we processed and
aggregated the existent datasets producing a Compi-
lation of ANnotated, Negation-Oriented Text-pairs
(CANNOT), which addresses and solves these is-
sues. More specifically, our negation-evaluation
dataset is based on the following resources:

• Not another Negation Benchmark (Truong
et al., 2022b): This dataset was published to
improve negation awareness in NLI and in-
cludes negated sentence pairs. We filtered for
samples with the label “contradiction”, result-
ing in 117 negated pairs.

• Automated Fact-Checking of Claims from
Wikipedia (Sathe et al., 2020): This dataset
contains claim-refutation pairs from texts ex-
tracted from Wikipedia. The refutation, i.e.,
the factually incorrect sentence, is often cre-
ated by negating the claim or replacing one of
its words with an antonym. Including more
nuanced negations as antonyms and other se-
mantic artifacts diversify the negations in our
dataset, making the models trained on it more
robust to different negation forms. Nonethe-
less, many refuted sentences also included
further augmentations, such as hallucinations.
To only focus on negations, we discarded sen-
tence pairs that had a Jaccard similarity coeffi-
cient of less than 0.55 or differed in length by
four or more words. The word splits were ob-
tained with simple white-space tokenization.
After the processing, 14, 970 samples were
kept.

• GLUE Diagnostic Dataset (Wang et al., 2018):
Again, this dataset is targeted to NLI and con-
tains changes beyond pure negation. As with
the other datasets, we selected only samples la-
beled as contradiction and dropped pairs with
low Jaccard similarity coefficients or large
differences in their lengths. This selection
resulted in 154 samples.

• Sentiment-annotated reviews (Kotzias et al.,
2015): This dataset contains online reviews
with a strong positive or negative sentiment
and, thus, broadens the domains covered by
our data. We selected sentences with an aux-
iliary verb and at most 33 words. Then, we
used our rule-based negation tool (see follow-
ing subsection 3.1) to create negated versions

of the sentences. In total, 2, 110 further sam-
ples were collected.

This resulted in a dataset with negated sentence
pairs. To extend it with meaning-preserving para-
phrases, we used a PEGASUS model pre-trained
for this task 1 and created paraphrased versions of
each of the references. Finally, the dataset was aug-
mented by adding a swapped version of each pair.
This results in a dataset of 68, 780 sentence pairs
with equal distribution of negated and equivalent
samples. The pre-processed versions of the under-
lying datasets and our resulting dataset are publicly
available on GitHub 2.

3.1 Rule-based sentence negator

While previous work used rule-based negation to
create negation datasets before, their negators are
often not open-source or lost in large repositories
with code for the overall goal of the project. There-
fore, we publish a lightweight and open-source
sentence negation tool as Python module3 that can
be used beyond the scope of this paper.

Our negation tool focuses on verbal negations
and supports the addition and deletion of negation
cues on a sentence level. The flowchart for the
negator is shown in Figure 2, accompanied by ex-
ample sentences in Table 1. To determine whether
a sentence is negated and to distinguish between
auxiliary verb forms and common verbs, we first
apply the POS tagger provided by the spaCy pack-
age (Honnibal et al., 2020). A negated sentence is
a sentence where a token in the dependency tree is
labeled as “neg” (branches (1) and (2) in Figure 2).
We differentiate between the auxiliary “do” and
other auxiliary verbs to remove this negation par-
ticle. We either entirely remove the negated “do”
(e.g., don’t like → like) or remove the negation
particle from the auxiliary (e.g., isn’t / is not →
is). Afterward, the remaining verb is conjugated to
match the form of the auxiliary4.

To negate an affirmative sentence (branches (3)-
(5) in Figure 2), we extract the root verb of the
dependency tree. If this verb is a full verb and not
an auxiliary, we add a negated “do” matching the

1https://huggingface.co/tuner007/pegasus_
paraphrase

2https://github.com/dmlls/cannot-dataset/
releases/v1.0

3https://github.com/dmlls/negate
4For verb conjugation, we make use of the module

LemmInflect, available at https://github.com/bjascob/
LemmInflect.
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INPUT SENTENCE

Run POS tagging and dependency parsing

Any token tagged
as “neg”?

Negated token
is AUX “do”?

Remove negated
“do”

Remove
negation particle
from the AUX

Conjugate verb in same tense as input

Get ROOT

ROOT POS tag?

Add negated “do”,
conjugated in the

same tense
as the ROOT

Change ROOT
to infinitive form

ROOT has another
AUX child?

Negate first
AUX child

Negate
ROOT AUX

NEGATED SENTENCE

yes

yes no

(1) (2)

no

VERB AUX

yes no

(3) (4) (5)

Figure 2: Flow chart for rule-based sentence negation. The negator can delete negation cues from already negated
sentences as well as add them to negate a sentence.

Branch Input sentence Negated sentence

(1) I didn’t know what to do. I knew what to do.
(2) I have never been to Paris. I have been to Paris.
(3) I enjoyed it so much. I did not enjoy it so much.
(4) I will be there. I won’t be there.
(5) I’m very hungry. I’m not very hungry.

Table 1: Example sentences for different branches in our rule-based negator. Examples (1) and (2) remove a negation
from the sentence while examples (3)-(5) add one. The user can decide whether the system should prefer contracted
versions like “won’t” instead of “will not”.

conjugation of the respective verb. If the root is an
auxiliary verb, we either negate its first auxiliary
child, if any, or otherwise negate the auxiliary itself.
The user can decide if the negator should prefer the
contracted version, e.g., “don’t”, or write all words
separately, e.g., “do not”.

3.2 NLG evaluation dataset

We aimed to make evaluation metrics more sensi-
tive towards negations while preserving their ability
to detect other errors. Therefore, we added data
from the WMT Metrics Shared Task (Bojar et al.,
2017) to our dataset. This human-annotated data

focuses on common errors in machine translation
outputs and was used to train multiple evaluation
metrics before (Sellam et al., 2020). We limited
ourselves to the datasets from the years 2015 to
2017 since, upon manual review, the more recent
datasets were noisier and contained misannotations.
We filtered for samples with a score above −1,
resulting in 9, 264 labeled samples. Most of the
scores range between 0 and 1, where a score of 1 or
higher indicates a perfect paraphrase. Our negation
data was labeled with a score 0 for the negated
pairs and a score 1 for the meaning-preserving
pairs to match the annotation schema of the WMT
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data. Finally, we split both the WMT data and our
negation dataset into training, evaluation, and test
subsets with a ratio of 80:10:10 and combined the
respective subsets. This results in training data with
62, 435 samples and test data with 7, 804 samples,
with a 12%-88% distribution of WMT and negation
data both.

4 Negation-aware models

We publish two different models fine-tuned on our
CANNOT data. On the one hand, we fine-tuned a
sentence transformer to return negation-aware sen-
tence embeddings. While the cosine similarity of
two embeddings can be applied as an evaluation
metric, the embedding representations have broader
use cases, e.g., for topic modeling (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019). On the other hand, we fine-tuned
BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020), explicitly targeted
towards the evaluation task. Both models are pub-
lished in our GitHub repository5 and on the Hug-
ging Face Model Hub6. Our NegBLEURT can
also be utilized within the Hugging Face Evaluate
library (Wolf et al., 2020)7.

4.1 Sentence Transformer fine-tuning

Our negation sentence encoder is based on an
all-mpnet-base-v28 model and fine-tuned with
the Sentence Transformer library (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019). We trained on our negation train-
ing data for one epoch with a batch size of 64, a
learning rate of 2e−5, and an AdamW optimizer.
We utilized a multiple negatives ranking loss to
increase the latent distance between correctly para-
phrased and negated samples. To create an eval-
uation metric based on this sentence transformer,
embeddings for both the reference and candidate
sentence are computed and then scored by their
cosine similarity. We call this model the negated
MPNet, NegMPNet. The cosine-similarity metric
based on this model achieves a Spearman correla-
tion of 0.72 with the ratings in the CANNOT-WMT
test set.

5https://github.com/MiriUll/negation_aware_
evaluation

6NegBLEURT: https://huggingface.co/tum-nlp/
NegBLEURT, NegMPNet: https://huggingface.co/
tum-nlp/NegMPNet

7https://huggingface.co/spaces/tum-nlp/
negbleurt

8https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/
all-mpnet-base-v2

4.2 Negation aware evaluation metric

BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) is a reference-based
NLG evaluation metric that encodes the references
and candidates with a BERT model (Devlin et al.,
2019) and predicts a quality score between 0 and
1 with a linear regression layer on top of the
BERT model. After pre-training with augmented
Wikipedia data, BLEURT was trained on WMT
data (Bojar et al., 2017). We chose a BLEURT
(Sellam et al., 2020) metric as the base for our eval-
uation metric and selected the bleurt_tiny check-
point, published as test checkpoint on the official
GitHub page9. This checkpoint is very lightweight
with a hidden size of only 128, instead of 768 as in
standard BERT models. We used the fine-tuning
script provided by the authors, and thus, their origi-
nal hyperparameters and regression (L2) loss. We
fine-tuned on the CANNOT training data for 500
steps, resulting in our final NegBLEURT check-
point. This model has a Spearman correlation of
0.65 with the scores of our test set.

5 Evaluation

A common issue with fine-tuning is catastrophic
forgetting (Goodfellow et al., 2013), i.e., the mod-
els forget their initial knowledge and overfit the
new task. Our fine-tuning approach is successful
if it improves negation awareness while retaining
performance on other tasks, e.g., not corrupting the
detection quality of other errors in candidate sen-
tences. We test our models on common embedding
and evaluation benchmarks to test our approach
and compare their performances against their re-
spective base models.

5.1 Massive Text Embedding Benchmark
(MTEB)

MTEB (Muennighoff et al., 2023) is an embedding
benchmark that evaluates embeddings on multiple
tasks such as classification, clustering, and seman-
tic textual similarity (STS). It is one of the most
extensive collections of tasks, and thus, we eval-
uated our NegMPNet on this benchmark. As our
work targets English, we only evaluate on the En-
glish version of the benchmark. The results aver-
aged per task, and the overall macro average are
presented in Table 2, while the performances on
the single datasets are provided in Appendix A.
Unfortunately, some of the datasets (one reranking

9https://github.com/google-research/bleurt/
tree/master/bleurt/test_checkpoint
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Figure 3: Metrics sensitivities to different degrees of perturbation impairment as introduced by Koch et al. (2022).
Both our proposed models match the performance of their base models on the word swap, word drop and repetition
perturbations but clearly outperform them on the negation detection task.

and seven retrieval) returned errors, and hence, we
excluded them from our evaluation. We copied
the scores for all-mpnet-base-v2 from the official
leaderboard10. NegMPNet outperforms its base
model in the classification and summarization tasks
but shows a decreased performance for clustering,
pair classification, and retrieval. When averaging
the performances among all tasks, both models
perform equally. This benchmark is not targeted to-
wards negation, and, therefore, the results indicate
that fine-tuning on our negation data does not harm
NegMPNet’s general embedding quality.

Benchmark
(num datasets)

Model
all-mpnet-

NegMPNet
base-v2

Average (60) 58.78 57.16

Classification (12) 65.07 70.83
Clustering (11) 43.69 38.45
Pair Classification
(3)

83.04 79.05

Retrieval (20) 43.10 36.12
Reranking (3) 68.83 68.24
STS (10) 80.28 77.58
Summarization (1) 27.49 29.84

Table 2: Comparison of NegMPNet and its base model
on the Massive Text Embedding Benchmark (MTEB).
We evaluate on different task categories and macro aver-
age the scores.

10https://huggingface.co/spaces/mteb/
leaderboard, as of 17.05.2023

5.2 Improved negation awareness
In this section, we analyze the improved nega-
tion awareness beyond the performance on the
CANNOT-WMT test set. We selected two NLG
evaluation benchmarks that probe negation sensitiv-
ity in different metrics and tested NegMPNet (with
cosine similarity) and NegBLEURT on them. The
results are presented in the following sections.

5.2.1 Metrics Comparison benchmark
Koch et al. (2022) probed current, learned metrics
for their sensitivity to word swap, repetition, cer-
tain word drops, and negations. They gradually in-
creased the level of impairment for all perturbations
except negation to measure if the metrics could re-
flect upon this gradual deterioration. We evaluated
our two metrics on their codebase and report the
results in Figure 3. NegBLEURT matches the per-
formance of its BLEURT base model (Sellam et al.,
2020) and is sensitive to word drops and repetitions
but unaware of word swaps. The same holds for
NegMPNet, which shows performances similar to
its base model for word swap, word drop, and repe-
tition perturbations. In contrast, NegBLEURT and
NegMPNet clearly outperform their base models
with a mean difference score of up to 0.5 for the
negation perturbation. These results demonstrate
that our models are aware of negation but do not
overfit on them and, thus, preserve their perfor-
mance on tasks aside pure negation detection.

5.2.2 DEMETR benchmark
DEMETR (Karpinska et al., 2022) is a diagnosing
benchmark dataset for machine-translation output.
It contains reference-candidate pairs with different
perturbed versions of the candidates, spanning se-
mantic, syntactic, and morphological errors. These
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Perturbation BLEURT20* NegBLEURT all-mpnet-base-v2 NegMPNet
base_shuffled 0.46 0.05 0.2 0.21

base_unrelated_trans 0.81 1.64 0.98 1.03
critical_addition 0.07 0.18 0.04 0.07
critical_codemix 0.1 0.55 0.08 0.06

critical_gender 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.01
critical_ne_removed 0.15 0.17 0.07 0.02
critical_ne_replaced 0.2 0.38 0.12 0.04

critical_antonym 0.09 0.38 0.07 0.24
critical_negation 0.15 0.93 0.14 0.65

critical_noun_removed 0.14 0.1 0.04 0.04
critical_numbers_replaced 0.05 0.09 0.01 0.02
critical_removed_adj_adv 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.04

critical_subj_removed 0.13 0.17 0.07 0.04
critical_verb_removed 0.12 0.09 0.03 0.04

major_aspect 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01
major_hypernym 0.05 0.13 0.04 0.05

major_pp_remoed 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.05
major_question 0.07 0.23 0.1 0.08

major_tense 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
minor_case 0.05 0.01 0.0 0.0

minor_char_removed 0.06 0.28 0.03 0.04
minor_conj_removed 0.05 -0.01 0.01 0.01

minor_first_lower 0.04 0.0 0.0 0.0
minor_full_lower 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.0

minor_function_word 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.04
minor_misspelled 0.06 0.28 0.03 0.03

minor_pos_shift 0.05 0.11 0.01 0.02
minor_punc_addition 0.06 0.09 0.01 0.01

minor_removed_final_punc 0.03 0.06 0.02 0.01
minor_repeat2 0.08 0.02 0.0 0.0
minor_repeat4 0.17 0.05 0.02 0.01

minor_tokenized 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0
minor_word_swap 0.09 0.0 0.01 0.01

1.0

0.0

Figure 4: Sensitivity scores of different NLG metrics on the DEMETR benchmark. The values represent ratios as
introduced in Karpinska et al. (2022). A higher value denotes a higher sensitivity and is marked in a darker color.
Both our models clearly have a higher sensitivity towards negations than their base versions.
* copied from the original paper

errors are categorized by their severity, with cat-
egories being critical, major, and minor. The au-
thors measured the sensitivity of the metric to a spe-
cific perturbation by predicting the metrics’ scores
for the reference-candidate and reference-perturbed
candidate pairs and calculating the weighted dif-
ference between the scores. In their original work,
BERTScore achieved the best negation (0.21) and
antonym (0.15) detection scores. However, these
values still need to catch up to detection scores of
other perturbations.

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity scores of our met-
rics compared to their base versions. Sensitivity
scores for other metrics such as BERTScore or
COMET are presented on the original DEMETR
paper by Karpinska et al. (2022). NegBLEURT
clearly outperforms all metrics on the critical nega-
tion and antonym perturbations while preserving or
even improving the detection rate on other pertur-
bations compared to BLEURT20 (Pu et al., 2021).

Both all-mpnet-base-v2 and NegMPNet show no
sensitivity for most of the perturbations, indicating
that these sentence transformers were not trained
for the task of NLG evaluation. Nevertheless,
NegMPNet shows a competitive detection rate on
negations and even antonyms. An increased sen-
sitivity towards antonyms indicates that our fine-
tuning approach yields embeddings that distinguish
between negated and affirmative sentences beyond
the presence of the word “not”. Although our
dataset mainly focuses on simple verbal negations,
fine-tuning on it teaches the models to capture
antonym-related nuances better. This suggests that
our models do not simply learn the artefacts in
our CANNOT dataset by hard but can distinguish
between different types of contradictions.

6 Ablation study

Our CANNOT dataset consists of a diverse col-
lection of datasets, as presented in (section 3).
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DEMETR
Perturbation

Neg-
BLEURT

w/o
Not another
Negation
Benchmark
(Truong et al.,
2022b)

w/o
Automated
Fact-Checking
of Claims from
Wikipedia
(Sathe et al.,
2020)

w/o
GLUE Diag-
nostic Dataset
(Wang et al.,
2018)

w/o
Sentiment-
annotated
reviews (Kotzias
et al., 2015)
with rule-based
negations

numbers_replaced 0.09 0.06 0.04 0.11 0.05
gender 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03
shuffled 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.04
adj_adv_removed 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.09 0.09
verb_removed 0.09 0.1 0.06 0.01 0.11
noun_removed 0.1 0.3 0.07 0.21 0.15
subj_removed 0.17 0.09 0.1 0.2 0.09
ne_removed 0.17 0.14 0.1 0.17 0.15
codemix 0.55 0.33 0.31 0.52 0.5
addition 0.18 0.2 0.05 0.18 0.17
antonym 0.38 0.29 0.1 0.41 0.39
negation 0.93 0.74 0.35 1.02 0.82
ne_replaced 0.38 0.26 0.25 0.4 0.4

Number of
removed samples

0 281 53.747 399 7.475

Table 3: Ablation study of CANNOT subsets. Each data source in the CANNOT-WMT data was removed
individually, and the resulting BLEURT checkpoint evaluated on the DEMETR perturbations marked as critical
(Karpinska et al., 2022). Cells with an orange color indicate a decreased performance compared to NegBLEURT,
while green indicates an improvement. The darker the color, the larger the difference.

Here, we perform an ablation study to measure the
impact of the individual subsets on the model’s
overall performance. We individually removed
each subset from the CANNOT-WMT training and
evaluation data, and fine-tuned a new BLEURT
checkpoint based on the remaining subsets and the
WMT data. The setup for training was the same
as for NegBLEURT, which means we fine-tuned
the BLEURT-tiny checkpoint for 500 steps using
the fine-tuning script from the BLEURT GitHub
page. We did not modify the CANNOT-WMT test
split, and thus, the number of samples in the subsets
deviate from the numbers in section 3.

To compare the impacts of the different datasets,
we evaluated the fine-tuned models on all critical
perturbations in the DEMETR evaluation bench-
mark (Karpinska et al., 2022). The model’s sensi-
tivities towards specific perturbations are presented
in Table 3. The Wiki-Factcheck dataset (Sathe
et al., 2020) is by far the biggest subset. As ex-
pected, removing it from the training data results in
sensitivity drops for nearly all perturbations, espe-

cially for antonyms and negations. Removing the
Truong et al. (2022b) dataset from the training data
results in a substantial sensitivity loss towards the
negation perturbation. This is especially remark-
able as the dataset is very small, with less than
300 samples. The BLEURT checkpoint fine-tuned
without the GLUE subset shows an increased sensi-
tivity towards negations, indicating that the dataset
contains some noise introduced by the selection of
contradicting samples. These samples may cover
contradictions beyond pure negations that decrease
NegBLEURT’s performance.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we created a sentence negation tool
that we made available to the research commu-
nity as a Python package. In addition, we released
CANNOT, a data collection for negation detection
that can be used to improve negation awareness
of language models. We leveraged this dataset to
fine-tune a sentence transformer and an NLG eval-
uation metric. Both models show a strong negation
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detection ability while preserving task-specific per-
formances compared to their base models. Consid-
ering the many papers that pointed out the negation
weaknesses of model language models, our work
is an important step towards negation awareness.

In the future, we will extend our negator to sup-
port more advanced negations beyond the verb level
and make our negation dataset multilingual so that
multilingual NLG evaluation metrics can be im-
proved as well.

8 Limitations

Our rule-based negation system works on a verb
level and fails for cases that do not match our de-
fined sentence structure. In addition, there are spe-
cial cases like the sentence “She’s determined” that
could use both the verbs “is” and “has”. When re-
moving contractions, the negator has to select one
of the verbs and may, hence, change the meaning of
the input sentence beyond the pure negation. More-
over, in sentences like “I have not yet been there.”,
the adverb “yet” must be removed or replaced by
“already”, both of which still need to be added to
our tool.

We evaluated our negation-aware models on two
evaluation metric benchmark datasets. We would
have wished to extend this evaluation to further
benchmarks, but unfortunately, the lack of pub-
lished code or datasets, and insufficient code docu-
mentation prevented us from doing so.

While NegMPNet achieves remarkable negation
detection scores on the considered metric evalua-
tion benchmarks, we must admit that it fails with
most of the other perturbations. The all-mpnet-
base-v2 model was initially trained as a sentence
transformer and not as an evaluation metric, and the
small percentage of WMT data in our dataset is in-
sufficient to train it to be such. Therefore, NegMP-
Net can produce negation-sensitive sentence em-
beddings but needs further work to be applied as
an evaluation metric directly.

Ethical Statement

As stated in section 1, trustworthy automatic eval-
uation metrics are indispensable for selecting and
deploying large language models. Metrics that cap-
ture negations and reduce the overall score for mod-
els that mix up negated and original sentences are,
therefore, an important step to increase trust in the
metrics themselves, but also in the evaluated mod-
els. Moreover, models can be trained to improve

negation sensitivity with metrics that detect nega-
tion insensitivity, as well as the CANNOT dataset.
Therefore, we do not see ethical concerns with our
negation-aware metrics or datasets.

However, our negation tool can add or remove
a negation to any input sentence. If applied to sen-
tences from the Internet, such as news articles or
Twitter posts, it can easily alter the information
provided. The negated and original versions still
look very similar, and thus, people might oversee
the missing or added negation cues when compar-
ing the provided information with other sources.
Consequently, we are aware that our negator may
be used in a malicious way to spread misinforma-
tion. Nevertheless, negation-aware sentence em-
beddings and evaluation metrics could again detect
such modifications. We believe that the benefits of
an open-source tool for researchers, as well as the
simplified dataset creation it enables, outweigh the
drawbacks of potential misuse.

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment: All material used in this paper is available
to the research community. The sentence nega-
tion tool is published as a Python package and in
a GitHub repository. The dataset and source code
for fine-tuning on this data is also open-sourced
on GitHub and Hugging Face. The checkpoints
of our models are available on the Hugging Face
Model Hub. The links to the individual resources
are referenced in their respective paper sections.
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A MTEB full results

Task Benchmark Model
all-mpnet-base-v2* NegMPNet

Classification
(12 datasets)

AmazonCounterfactualClassification 65.27 73.96
AmazonPolarityClassification 67.13 86.1
AmazonReviewsClassification 31.92 41.85
Banking77Classification 81.86 84.23
EmotionClassification 39.72 45.98
ImdbClassification 70.72 68.4
MTOPDomainClassification 92.08 93.38
MTOPIntentClassification 70.21 78.45
MassiveIntentClassification 69.57 74.38
MassiveScenarioClassification 76.01 78.12
ToxicConversationsClassification 60.86 66.15
TweetSentimentExtractionClassification 55.46 58.99

Retrieval
(20 datasets)

ArguAna 46.52 19.51
CQADupstackAndroidRetrieval 56.49 53.46
CQADupstackEnglishRetrieval 52.29 49.36
CQADupstackGamingRetrieval 60.03 52.16
CQADupstackGisRetrieval 44.27 40.42
CQADupstackMathematicaRetrieval 34.21 31.8
CQADupstackPhysicsRetrieval 50.97 44.38
CQADupstackProgrammersRetrieval 44.17 41.24
CQADupstackStatsRetrieval 38.15 36.38
CQADupstackTexRetrieval 33.35 30.7
CQADupstackUnixRetrieval 45.41 42.18
CQADupstackWebmastersRetrieval 44.24 42.92
CQADupstackWordpressRetrieval 35.94 33.39
DBPedia 32.09 23.08
FiQA2018 49.96 26.89
NFCorpus 33.29 27.97
SCIDOCS 23.76 20.1
SciFact 65.57 30.83
TRECCOVID 51.33 58.9
Touche2020 19.93 16.72

Clustering
(11 datasets)

ArxivClusteringP2P 48.38 42.53
ArxivClusteringS2S 39.72 37.92
BiorxivClusteringP2P 39.62 33.7
BiorxivClusteringS2S 35.02 33.45
MedrxivClusteringP2P 35.58 29.97
MedrxivClusteringS2S 32.87 31.48
RedditClustering 54.82 44.31
RedditClusteringP2P 56.77 45.43
StackExchangeClustering 53.8 49.4
StackExchangeClusteringP2P 34.28 30.14
TwentyNewsgroupsClustering 49.74 44.7

Reranking
(3 datasets)

AskUbuntuDupQuestions 65.85 65.11
SciDocsRR 88.65 87.75
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Task Benchmark Model
all-mpnet-base-v2* NegMPNet

StackOverflowDupQuestions 51.98 51.87

STS
(10 datasets)

BIOSSES 80.43 64.45
SICK-R 80.59 76.71
STS12 72.63 71.23
STS13 83.48 84.62
STS14 78 79.39
STS15 85.66 84.7
STS16 80.03 82.17
STS17 90.6 90.77
STS22 67.95 57.63
STSBenchmark 83.42 84.18

PairClassification
(3 datasets)

SprintDuplicateQuestions 90.15 77.69
TwitterSemEval2015 73.85 75.98
TwitterURLCorpus 85.11 83.48

Summarization
(1 datasets)

SummEval 27.49 29.84

Table 4: Detailed performance on MTEB by task and Benchmark dataset.
* copied form the official leaderboard at https://huggingface.co/spaces/mteb/leaderboard, as of 17.05.2023.
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Abstract

Automatically summarizing radiology reports
into a concise impression can reduce the man-
ual burden of clinicians and improve the consis-
tency of reporting. Previous work aimed to en-
hance content selection and factuality through
guided abstractive summarization. However,
two key issues persist. First, current methods
heavily rely on domain-specific resources to ex-
tract the guidance signal, limiting their transfer-
ability to domains and languages where those
resources are unavailable. Second, while au-
tomatic metrics like ROUGE show progress,
we lack a good understanding of the errors and
failure modes in this task. To bridge these gaps,
we first propose a domain-agnostic guidance
signal in form of variable-length extractive sum-
maries. Our empirical results on two English
benchmarks demonstrate that this guidance sig-
nal improves upon unguided summarization
while being competitive with domain-specific
methods. Additionally, we run an expert evalu-
ation of four systems according to a taxonomy
of 11 fine-grained errors. We find that the most
pressing differences between automatic sum-
maries and those of radiologists relate to con-
tent selection including omissions (up to 52%)
and additions (up to 57%). We hypothesize that
latent reporting factors and corpus-level incon-
sistencies may limit models to reliably learn
content selection from the available data, pre-
senting promising directions for future work.

1 Introduction

The radiology report is an important tool for radi-
ologists to communicate examination results with
other clinicians. Typically, these reports contain
three sections: the background section describing
the exam and patient context, the findings section
providing a detailed description of observations,
and the impression section, which concisely sum-
marizes the key findings (Kahn et al., 2009). In
the clinical process, the impression is of high im-
portance as it informs further treatments. However,

Background: Technique: Chest, AP and lateral. Comparison:
_ and _. History: Weakness and decreased blood sugar with
leg swelling and tenderness.
Findings: The patient is status post coronary artery bypass graft
surgery and apparently mitral valve replacement. The heart is
mildly enlarged. The mediastinal and hilar contours appear
unchanged. There is a slight interstitial abnormality, suggestive
of a state of very mild congestion, but no new focal opacity. A
left-sided pleural effusion has resolved although mild scarring or
atelectasis persists. Bones are probably demineralized.
Impression: Findings suggesting mild pulmonary congestion.
Resolution of small left-side pleural effusion.

BertAbs (unguided)
findings suggesting mild vascular congestion.
GSum Fixed (guidance = { })
findings suggest mild vascular congestion.
GSum Variable (guidance = { , })
findings suggest mild vascular congestion. resolution of left-
sided pleural effusion.

Figure 1: Example radiology report. We guide abstrac-
tive summarization with extractive summaries. We pro-
pose to adapt the length of the guidance signal to each
report rather than using a fixed setting across all reports
which helps to accommodate varying target lengths.

writing the impression can be time-consuming and
error-prone, which is why automatic text summa-
rization systems can substantially improve the qual-
ity of clinical reporting (Gershanik et al., 2011).

From a summarization perspective, this task in-
volves both an extractive component, where impor-
tant findings are copied verbatim into the summary,
and an abstractive component, forming those find-
ings into a concise conclusion taking into account
the full report (example in Figure 1). Although
abstractive methods generate fluent and relevant
summaries, they are prone to hallucinations and
their output is difficult to control (Maynez et al.,
2020; Kryściński et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020).
Therefore, current methods for radiology report
summarization employ guided text summarization
to control the summary content through carefully
selected guidance signals such as salient ontology
terms (Sotudeh et al., 2020), facts (Zhang et al.,
2020b), and clinical entities (Hu et al., 2022).

While summary quality has improved steadily,
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Incorrect location of a finding?

Incorrect severity of a finding?

Any other error?

Please describe...

3

4

5

Finding/interpretation Comparison Ref. to prior report

Communication/followup Contradicting finding

1

2

WGSum+CL

WGSum

GSum

BertAbs

Manual error analysis of four methodsB

Document
Encoder

Decoder

Guidance
Encoder

Findings (x) Guidance (g)

Candidate Impression (ŷ)

Guided summarization frameworkA

Reference Impression
Right lower lobe opacity, possibly atelectasis, with associated
moderate sized effusion.

Candidate Impression
Persistent right lower lobe opacity with associated effusion, mildly
progressed from the preceding radiograph.

Figure 2: Paper overview. Left: We evaluate guided methods, where the decoder attends to both the input and
a pre-selected guidance signal. Right: We task domain experts to identify errors in summaries of unguided and
guided methods. Annotation is done on a span-level for omissions from the reference (➀) and additions to the
candidate (➁), and on an instance-level when both texts report the same finding but with incorrect semantics (➂,➃).
Annotators can flag any other error in free-form (➄).

two key issues have received little attention. First,
the success of current methods heavily relies on
the availability and quality of the domain-specific
guidance extractors (i.e., ontologies, fact extrac-
tors, clinical entity taggers). As these resources are
expensive to develop, and as they are only avail-
able for a few languages and clinical domains, it
is of great interest to investigate to what extent we
can use domain-agnostic guidance signals to make
guided radiology report summarization methods
more easily adoptable. Second, while we do see
improvements in automatic metrics and human as-
sessments of coarse quality criteria such as fluency,
correctness and completeness, we lack a good un-
derstanding and quantification of the errors and
failure modes of current methods. We address the
two issues as follows (overview in Figure 2).

Contribution 1: a variable-length extractive
guidance signal (Sections 3 and 4). Motivated
by the observation that summaries have a large ex-
tractive component, we investigate extractive sum-
maries as guidance (Dou et al., 2021). We identify
that the length of the extractive summaries is crit-
ical for the effectiveness of this guidance signal.
Intuitively, generating longer summaries requires
more guidance than shorter ones. Therefore, we
outline two approaches to adapt the guidance length
to each report: (i) a classifier that predicts a suit-
able length, and (ii) a threshold-based method. This
variable-length guidance signal improves upon un-
guided summarization, is competitive with recent
domain-guided methods, and cheap to adopt as it
does not require any domain-specific resources.

Contribution 2: an error analysis (Section 5).
We conduct an error analysis of unguided, guided
and domain-guided methods to identify avenues
for improvements of all methods. We ask domain
experts to identify errors in the outputs of four sys-
tems and to characterize them along 11 fine-grained
categories. This analysis uncovers three aspects:
(1) despite guidance, a significant portion of can-
didates shows problems in content selection, (2)
some content selection decisions are likely only ex-
plained by latent factors, (3) there are some dataset-
level issues in MIMIC-CXR, including duplicate
findings with different impressions, and impression
segments without any grounding in the reports.

We make experiment code, full pre-processing
pipeline for the datasets, and 1,200 expert assess-
ments of model outputs publicly available.1

2 Related Work

Guided text summarization. To address short-
comings in content selection and factuality of
neural abstractive summarization methods (Rush
et al., 2015; Nallapati et al., 2016), guided methods
aim to control the content of summaries through
carefully selected guidance signals such as key-
words (Li et al., 2018), sentences (Chen and
Bansal, 2018), entities (Fan et al., 2018; Narayan
et al., 2021), templates (Cao et al., 2018) and
prompts (He et al., 2022).

In the radiology domain, Zhang et al. (2018) pro-
posed to guide generation with the background sec-
tion of reports using a dual-encoder model. With a

1github.com/jantrienes/inlg2023-radsum
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similar architecture, subsequent work explored the
use of salient ontology terms (MacAvaney et al.,
2019; Sotudeh et al., 2020). Besides text-based
guidance, Hu et al. (2021, 2022) propose a graph-
guided decoder which attends both to the report
text and to a word-graph of clinical entities. In con-
trast, we explore extractive summaries as guidance
signal (Liu and Lapata, 2019; Dou et al., 2021).
Crucially, this guidance signal can be extracted
without any domain-specific resources such as on-
tologies and clinical entity taggers. To this end,
our method is similar to the approach by Zhu et al.
(2023), which guides summarization with refer-
ence summaries from the training set, selected at
random or by an oracle. Similar to our approach,
this guidance signal can vary in length.

Alternatives to guided summarization. Several
parallel research lines aim to enhance radiology
report summarization with a different methodolog-
ical focus. First, several studies optimize factual
consistency through reinforcement learning (Zhang
et al., 2020b; Delbrouck et al., 2022) or post-hoc
reranking (Xie et al., 2023). Second, Karn et al.
(2022) devise an extract-then-abstract pipeline with
multi-agent reinforcement learning. Last, recent
work explores domain-adaptation techniques for
pre-trained language models to better accommo-
date radiology reports (Cai et al., 2021; Van Veen
et al., 2023). Our work is orthogonal to these efforts
and future work could investigate how to combine
them with guided summarization.

Evaluation of radiology report summarization.
Evaluating text summarization systems is a long
standing issue. Since automatic metrics have a
limited correlation with human judgment (Fabbri
et al., 2021), manual evaluation is still regarded as
the gold standard. For the task of radiology report
summarization, most manual evaluations focus on
coarse criteria such as accuracy, completeness, con-
ciseness, and readability (Zhang et al., 2018; Hu
et al., 2022; Cai et al., 2021). Yet, these evaluations
only provide limited insights into directions for
improvement. To support the interpretation of au-
tomatic and manual evaluations, and to understand
the pitfalls of current methods, we conduct an error
analysis (van Miltenburg et al., 2021). In this line
of work, Yu et al. (2022) evaluated the ability of
automatic metrics to capture six fine-grained errors
of radiograph-to-impression models. We extend
this taxonomy in our error analysis.

3 Method

We formulate the task of summarizing radiology
reports as follows. Given the findings section of
a report, represented as a sequence of tokens x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xN ), the goal is to generate an impres-
sion y = (y1, y2, . . . , yM ) that accurately summa-
rizes the most significant findings. The guided sum-
marization framework extends this problem setting
with an additional input signal g = (g1, g2, . . . , gL)
which aims to improve the quality of generated
summaries by indicating salient information in x.

3.1 Model and Extractive Guidance
As a concrete implementation of the guided sum-
marization framework, we adopt GSum (Dou et al.,
2021). This sequence-to-sequence model extends a
transformer-based architecture for abstractive text
summarization (Liu and Lapata, 2019) with an addi-
tional encoder for the guidance signal g. To create
a guidance-aware representation of the input, the
decoder first attends to the encoded representation
of g, and afterwards to the whole input document
x using cross-attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). The
authors demonstrate that GSum is effective at con-
trolling the content of summaries, leading to good
results on several non-medical datasets.

Extractive guidance. While g can take any form,
Dou et al. (2021) found the output of an extractive
summarization to be highly effective. Intuitively,
this guidance signal informs the model about which
input sentences should be highlighted in a summary.
An important implementation detail of GSum is the
mechanism to obtain the extractive sentences. Dou
et al. (2021) distinguish between the oracle setting
and the automatic setting. In the oracle setting,
the guidance sentences are greedily picked from
x such that they maximize ROUGE with respect to
y (Nallapati et al., 2017). In the automatic setting,
this oracle is approximated by an extractive summa-
rization method (BertExt, Liu and Lapata, 2019).
The training labels for BertExt are derived using
the same greedy matching, thus BertExt can be con-
sidered an approximation of the oracle guidance.
Selecting the guidance signal from BertExt follows
a top-k strategy: scoring all sentences for relevance
and selecting the highest scoring sentences until a
predefined length threshold is reached (Nallapati
et al., 2017; Liu and Lapata, 2019). Following Dou
et al. (2021), the oracle signal is used during train-
ing of GSum. During inference, we state explicitly
whether we use the oracle or automatic variant.
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3.2 Variable-length Extractive Guidance

We empirically find that extracting a fixed-length
summary with the top-k approach has a negative
impact on the effectiveness of GSum (Section 4.2).
To address this problem, we propose two methods
to select a variable-length extractive guidance sig-
nal from BertExt. Formally, for a given document
x and its sequence of sentences (s1, . . . , sN ), with
si being the i-th sentence in x, these methods have
to select L < N sentences as guidance g.

Method 1: predicting oracle length. As de-
scribed in Section 3.1, BertExt is trained to as-
sign a label y ∈ {0, 1} to each sentence si. The
predicted probability p(y = 1|si) indicates if si
should be included in the summary. The ground-
truth labels are derived from an extractive ora-
cle foracle(x,y) which greedily selects a subset of
sentences of length [0, 3] that maximizes ROUGE

against the gold summary y (Liu and Lapata, 2019).
Instead of taking a fixed number of sentences with
highest probability (top-k), we train a sequence-
classification model to predict the length of the
extractive oracle fapprox(x) = L ∈ [0, 3], and se-
lect the top-L sentences as guidance signal.

Method 2: threshold calibration. Instead of
considering the full ranked list of sentences, this
method constrains selection with a threshold-based
approach inspired by Jia et al. (2021). Recall that
p(y = 1|si) denotes the probability that BertExt
assigns to the positive class. We then select the set
of sentences that exceed a probability threshold T
as guidance signal:

g = {si ∈ x|p(y = 1|si) ≥ T}.

We optimize T ∈ [0, 1] on a validation set to maxi-
mize ROUGE-1.

4 Technical Evaluation

RQ1. To what extent are extractive summaries an effec-
tive guidance signal for radiology report summarization?

RQ2. How does adapting the extractive guidance length
to each report impact the overall quality of summaries?

4.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We use two public datasets of English
chest x-ray reports: MIMIC-CXR (Johnson et al.,
2019a) and OpenI (Demner-Fushman et al., 2015).
Consistent with prior work (Zhang et al., 2018; So-
tudeh et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2022), we retain reports

Aspect MIMIC-CXR OpenI

Reports 122,500 / 963 / 1,598 2,342 / 334 / 670
Avg. |x|t 56 ± 25.2 37 ± 16.4
Avg. |x|s 5.5 ± 1.9 4.6 ± 1.6
Avg. |y|t 15 ± 13.5 8 ± 8.1
Avg. |y|s 1.6 ± 0.9 1.4 ± 0.8
Novelty 73.4% 86.8%
Compression 73.8% 76.1%

Table 1: Statistics of the benchmark datasets, includ-
ing the number of reports (train/valid/test), length and
standard deviation in tokens/sentences (| · |t and | · |s),
novelty as average percentage of bigrams in impression
y, but not in findings x, and average compression ( |y|t|x|t ).

with exactly one findings and one impression sec-
tion, where both have an acceptable length (≥ 10
tokens in findings, ≥ 2 tokens in impression), and
we discard the background section.2 Following Hu
et al. (2022), we use the official training, validation
and test splits of MIMIC-CXR and a random split
with a 70/10/20 ratio for OpenI. We use SPACY for
tokenization and NLTK for sentence segmentation.3

Table 1 reports the dataset statistics.

Baselines. We compare with three categories
of baselines: (1) unguided methods, (2) vanilla
GSum with fixed-length extractive guidance (Dou
et al., 2021), and (3) domain-specific guided meth-
ods. Regarding unguided methods, we use Oracle-
Ext (Nallapati et al., 2017) which greedily selects
sentences from the findings that maximize ROUGE

with respect to the impression. Furthermore,
we use BertExt and BertAbs (Liu and Lapata,
2019) which are extractive/abstractive transformer-
based models initialized with pre-trained BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019). Regarding domain-specific
methods, we compare with WGSum (Hu et al.,
2021) which employs a graph-guided decoder to
attend to a graph of clinical entities extracted
with Stanza (Zhang et al., 2021), and with WG-
Sum+CL (Hu et al., 2022) which refines this guid-
ance signal through contrastive learning.

Automatic evaluation metrics. We evaluate the
quality of generated impressions with ROUGE

F1 (Lin, 2004) to measure unigram and bigram
overlap as a proxy for relevance (R-1, R-2) and the
longest common subsequence as a proxy for flu-
ency (R-L). In addition, we report BERTScore as

2To compare the relative utility of guidance signals, includ-
ing the background section is not necessary. For completeness,
we report results with background section in Section 5.3.

3spacy.io and nltk.org
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a measure of soft-alignment (Zhang et al., 2020a).
As factual correctness is critical, we also calculate
a factuality F1 (Zhang et al., 2020b; Hu et al., 2022,
Fact.). This metric is based on a rule-based fact-
extraction method, CheXpert (Irvin et al., 2019),
which labels the status (present, absent, uncertain)
of 14 radiological observations. By applying this
procedure to both the reference and candidate sum-
mary, we can calculate a precision/recall of facts.

Implementation and hyperparameters. For all
summarization models, we use the hyperparame-
ters and code of the original papers. Below, we
focus on deviations from those settings and report
all hyperparameters in Appendix B.

For BertExt, BertAbs and GSum, we make three
adaptations: (i) the summary length of BertExt is
set to the average number of sentences selected by
OracleExt, rounded to the nearest integer,4 (ii) we
reduce the training steps to 20,000 to account for
the smaller datasets, and (iii) to address an explod-
ing gradient problem, we reduce the initial learning
rate by a factor of 10. For final testing, we take the
checkpoint with lowest validation loss on MIMIC-
CXR. On OpenI, we found the loss to be unstable,
so opted to select models by validation R-1.

Regarding the guidance-length prediction mod-
els (Method 1 in Section 3.2), we experiment with
two classifiers. First, a multinomial logistic regres-
sion classifier with unigram bag-of-words features
(LR-APPROX). Second, as this model may be too
simplistic to accurately predict the guidance length,
we implement a transformer-based classifier (BERT-
APPROX) on top of DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019).

4.2 Fixed-length Guidance (RQ1)
We first aim to understand if extractive summaries
can be a useful guidance signal for radiology report
summarization. To this end, we compare BertAbs
(i.e., unguided) with GSum in its default configura-
tion (Part 1 in Table 2).

We find that GSum with fixed-length extractive
guidance (Dou et al., 2021) does not generalize to
the radiology domain. Compared with BertAbs,
effectiveness decreases by 4.5% and 3.2% in R-1
for MIMIC-CXR and OpenI, respectively. This is
surprising as GSum is highly effective on multiple
non-medical summarization benchmarks under the
same experimental conditions (Dou et al., 2021).
Our hypothesis is that highly varying summary
lengths make the standard fixed-length guidance

4On MIMIC-CXR and OpenI |OracleExt(x,y)| ≈ 1.

in GSum ineffective on this data.5 We empirically
verify this hypothesis in the following experiments.

Comparing oracle and automatic guidance. To
get an upper-bound estimate for extractive guidance
signals, we analyze GSum in an unrealistic oracle
setting. Recall from Section 3.1 that during train-
ing of GSum, the guidance signal is extracted by
OracleExt, whereas during inference guidance is
extracted by BertExt with a summary length fixed
to k = 1 across all reports. If we instead also
use OracleExt as guidance extractor during infer-
ence, we see a substantial increase in all metrics
(R-1 46.3→58.8 on MIMIC, and R-1 60.1→68.8
on OpenI, all metrics in Appendix Table 4). This
oracle experiment demonstrates (i) that GSum
learned to rely on guidance, and (ii) that extrac-
tive summaries can be a highly effective guid-
ance signal if selected in the right way.

Given that GSum is effective when we use the
oracle guidance (OracleExt), it is important to un-
derstand how this guidance signal differs from the
automatically extracted guidance (BertExt). We
find that a characterizing difference between the
two guidance signals is the length of the resulting
summaries. OracleExt produces summaries with
0/1/2/3 sentences for 2/52/32/14% of the MIMIC-
CXR reports, and for 15/67/14/3% of the OpenI
reports. This implies that a guidance signal with a
length of k = 1 is too short for 46% of the MIMIC-
CXR reports, whereas on OpenI it is too short for
17% and too long for 15%.

4.3 Variable-length Guidance (RQ2)
We next evaluate the utility of our proposed
variable-length extractive guidance signal (Part 2
of Table 2). We make several observations.

First, we find that variable-length extractive guid-
ance substantially improves the effectiveness of
GSum. On MIMIC-CXR, our adaptation is also
better than unguided summarization (BertAbs). In
particular, we observe a large increase in factual-
ity, which is critical in the clinical domain. While
we see a similar improvement of GSum on OpenI,
this guided summarization model does not improve
over BertAbs. One potential reason is that OpenI is
more abstractive than MIMIC-CXR, as indicated
by the high degree of novelty (Table 1) and the
relatively low scores of the extractive methods
(BertExt, OracleExt in Table 2). This corroborates
the findings by Dou et al. (2021), where GSum

5Appendix A.1 gives the length distribution of targets.
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MIMIC-CXR OpenI

Method R-1 R-2 R-L BS Fact. R-1 R-2 R-L BS Fact.

Part 1: Baselines and reproduction of GSum
OracleExt 44.0 25.4 40.6 50.1 55.1 30.5 11.9 29.2 33.7 53.5
BertExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019) 32.7 18.1 30.0 41.9 44.5 23.6 7.4 22.6 32.2 42.8
BertAbs (Liu and Lapata, 2019) 48.4 34.1 46.6 58.8 47.3 62.0 52.7 61.7 69.2 39.3
GSum (Dou et al., 2021) 46.3 32.7 44.7 57.4 46.6 60.1 49.6 59.8 67.0 40.0

Part 2: GSum adapted with a variable-length guidance signal (ours)
GSum w/ LR-Approx 48.9 34.2 47.0 59.1 48.2 62.0 51.2 61.6 67.9 41.7
GSum w/ BERT-Approx 49.4 34.5 47.4 59.5 50.6 62.5 51.6 62.2 68.4 39.6
GSum w/ Thresholding 49.9 34.3 47.8 59.8 49.0 62.2 50.8 61.8 68.6 40.4

Part 3: Comparison with domain-specific methods
WGSum (Hu et al., 2021) 48.4 32.8 46.5 58.6 49.8 61.1 50.0 60.8 67.9 38.4
WGSum+CL (Hu et al., 2022) 49.5 35.3 47.8 59.5 51.1 64.7 57.1 64.5 70.0 37.2
WGSum (Hu et al., 2021)† 48.3 33.3 46.6 — — 61.6 50.9 61.7 — —
WGSum+CL (Hu et al., 2022)† 49.1 33.7 47.1 — — 64.9 55.5 64.4 — —

Table 2: Technical evaluation of unguided, guided and domain-guided methods on two datasets. Metrics are
ROUGE-1/2/L, BERTScore (BS) and CheXpert factuality F1 (Fact). All results were obtained by re-implementing
the models with the official code of respective papers, results directly cited are indicated with †.

BertExt
length (k = ·)

MIMIC-CXR OpenI

R-1 (Prec./Rec.) |ŷ| R-1 (Prec./Rec.) |ŷ|
Fixed (k = 1) 32.7 (38.5/34.2) 1.0 23.6 (24.6/26.9) 1.0
LR-APPROX 34.5 (35.7/40.0) 1.4 23.5 (23.9/27.2) 1.1
BERT-APPROX 35.2 (34.6/42.0) 1.5 23.5 (23.7/27.5) 1.1
Thresholding 36.1 (34.1/46.3) 1.7 23.2 (22.9/29.0) 1.2

k = |OracleExt| 36.9 (35.3/44.2) 1.6 24.3 (23.2/29.2) 1.2

Table 3: Comparing strategies for extracting variable-
length summaries with BertExt by measuring ROUGE
against the gold summary. Average summary length |ŷ|
given in sentences. All methods are tested as guidance
signal for GSum in Table 2.

was less effective on more abstractive datasets. For
future work, it would be interesting to study the
interplay between the degree of abstraction, and
the utility of extractive guidance signals.

Second, regarding the different strategies to ob-
tain variable-length extractive summaries, we can-
not conclude that one is superior over another. The
classifier-based approaches (LR-Approx, BERT-
Approx), and the thresholding-based approach
(Thresholding) lead to similar results when the ex-
tracted guidance is used downstream in GSum. For
each guidance extraction strategy, we calculate the
ROUGE scores of the guidance signal with respect
to the gold summaries. From Table 3, we see that
all strategies have the desired effect of increasing
content recall, with a smaller sacrifice in precision.

Third, to better understand how guidance influ-
ences the quality of summaries, we plot the R-1
scores across different target summary lengths (Fig-
ure 3). We find that variable-length guidance im-
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Figure 3: Evaluating summaries by target length on
MIMIC-CXR (equal number of samples per bucket).

proves the quality of longer summaries, while for
shorter targets, extractive guidance is not beneficial.
By manual inspection, we find that short targets are
standard phrasings of negative results (e.g., “No ev-
idence of acute findings”), whereas longer targets
have a higher extractive component by reiterating
particular findings. In practice, it could be inter-
esting to combine unguided and guided methods
by letting the radiologist decide whether a long or
short summary should be generated.

Comparison with domain-specific guided sum-
marization (WGSum, WGSum+CL). Lastly,
compared with the domain-specific guided meth-
ods (Part 3 of Table 2), we find on MIMIC-CXR
that GSum with variable-length extractive guid-
ance is just as effective as WGSum and WG-
Sum+CL which use a graph of clinical entities.
On OpenI, our approach improves over WGSum,
but is slightly worse than WGSum+CL.
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Summary of RQ1/RQ2. Overall our results
show that extractive summaries are a promising
guidance signal for clinical reports without requir-
ing any domain-specific resources. We envision
that this makes it easier to adopt guided summa-
rization in other clinical domains and languages,
for which domain-specific resources like ontologies
and clinical NER models are not widely available.

5 Error Analysis

RQ3. What are the errors and failure modes of unguided
and guided methods for radiology report summarization?

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Inspired by the Multidimensional Quality Metrics
framework for evaluation of machine translation
systems (Lommel et al., 2014), we conduct a span-
based error annotation. We task annotators to high-
light erroneous text spans and to classify them ac-
cording to an error taxonomy. As a starting point,
we use the taxonomy proposed by Yu et al. (2022).
Based on two pilot runs, we extended this taxon-
omy from initially 6 to 11 fine-grained error cate-
gories (see Figure 4) and developed a definition and
examples for each. Following Yu et al. (2022), we
opt for a reference-based evaluation. We want to
understand how the system generated summary dif-
fers from the clinician summary both in content and
correctness of the presented facts. Therefore, our
errors can be grouped into additions (spans in the
candidate), omissions (spans in the reference), and
binary choices for the correctness of presented facts.
Further, we ask annotators to flag any additional
errors they encounter as a free-form answer. We
provide full annotation guidelines in Appendix D.

Materials. We randomly select 100 reports from
the official test set of MIMIC-CXR which is strat-
ified to cover both frequent and less frequent in-
puts/clinical observations (Johnson et al., 2019b).
For each input, we generate four candidate sum-
maries using BertAbs (representative of unguided
systems), GSum w/ Thresholding (representative of
systems with domain-agnostic guidance), and WG-
Sum/WGSum+CL (representative of systems with
domain-specific guidance). We present the refer-
ence summary and all candidates (in random order)
at once to annotators to reduce effort and ensure
consistent annotation of similar summaries. Each
set of summaries is completed by three annotators
resulting in 1,200 error annotations (100 reports
× 4 candidates × 3 annotators). We form a “gold

standard” from the triple annotation by majority
voting (example aggregation in Appendix C).

Annotators. To account for the domain knowl-
edge necessary for the annotation task, we hired 6
senior medical students in their fifth year of train-
ing. All annotators are fluent in English. We com-
pensated annotators with 10.5C per hour (standard
rate for student assistants in Germany). The anno-
tation took 23.1 hours (avg. 4.6 min/sample), plus
additional time for pilot rounds and discussions.

5.2 Results (RQ3)

We report aggregated error counts and example
annotations in Figure 4.6

Overall, we find that the prevalence of errors is
comparable across the investigated methods, and
that only 14–22% of generated summaries are error-
free. The most common errors are omissions and
additions of findings, which indicates that the mod-
els struggle to select relevant content (1a. 43–52%;
2a. 44–57%). Compared with unguided summa-
rization, there is a slight trend that guided meth-
ods reduce the risk of omissions, while only WG-
Sum+CL succeeds at doing this without sacrific-
ing precision. Even though additions are common,
they rarely contradict the reference (2e. 0–3%).
Similarly, when both the reference and candidate
present the same findings, errors related to their
clinical correctness are rare (3. 5–8%; 4. 6–9%).

A surprising finding is the common omission
and addition of clinicians’ communications (1d.
16–20%; 2d. 3–8%). By manual inspection (ex-
amples in Figure 4), we find that these are spe-
cific actions that a clinician performed after the
examination such as informing colleagues about
the findings, or recommending additional analysis.
Additions of this kind have likely no grounding
in the underlying report. To successfully generate
such statements, models would require additional
context information or guidance from a user.

5.3 Discussion

Overall, our error analysis reveals that the key dif-
ferences between model-generated impressions and
radiologists’ impressions relate to content selection
(i.e., a tension between completeness/recall and

6To measure inter-annotator agreement (IAA), we calcu-
late F1 for span-annotations (Deleger et al., 2012) and Krip-
pendorffs’ Alpha for binary judgments (Krippendorff, 1970).
Aggregated IAA: 1. Omissions: 0.61, 2. Additions: 0.60, 3.
Incorrect Location: 0.25, and 4. Incorrect Severity: 0.41. IAA
by error category for span-level annotations in Appendix C.
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# Error Category M1 (%) M2 (%) M3 (%) M4 (%)

0 No error 20 (20) 18 (18) 14 (14) 22 (22)

Omissions from reference
1a Finding/interpretation 70 (52) 58 (43) 62 (48) 64 (47)
1b Comparison 23 (19) 16 (15) 19 (16) 23 (19)
1c Ref. to prior report 1 (1) 3 (3) 2 (2) 2 (2)
1d Communication/followup 20 (19) 18 (16) 19 (17) 19 (17)

Total 114 (66) 95 (58) 102 (63) 108 (61)

Additions to candidate
2a Finding/interpretation 51 (44) 72 (57) 61 (50) 54 (46)
2b Comparison 11 (8) 10 (9) 9 (9) 7 (6)
2c Ref. to prior report 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
2d Communication/followup 5 (5) 8 (6) 8 (8) 4 (3)
2e Contradicting finding 0 (0) 1 (1) 3 (3) 1 (1)

Total 67 (49) 92 (63) 81 (58) 66 (48)

Semantics of intersecting findings
3 Incorrect location 5 (5) 8 (8) 8 (8) 7 (7)
4 Incorrect severity 6 (6) 7 (7) 7 (7) 9 (9)

5 Other error 31 (23) 30 (23) 33 (29) 30 (21)

Reference: Interval increase in vascular engorgement. No frank inter-
stitial edema. No focal consolidations identified.
Candidate (M3): interval increase in pulmonary vascular congestion
without evidence of interstitial edema. small right-sided pleural effu-
sion.

Reference: Right lower lobe opacity, possibly atelectasis, with associ-
ated moderate sized effusion.
Candidate (M4): persistent right lower lobe opacity with associated
effusion, mildly progressed from the preceding radiograph.

Reference: Multiloculated right pleural effusion unchanged since _.
New linear and nodular opacities in the left upper lobe may represent
carcinomatosis. Findings were relayed to Dr. _ by Dr. _ _ following
review on _ at approximiately 11:00 via telephone.
Candidate (M1): stable appearance of multiple loculated right pleural
effusion.
Reference: Unchanged size and position of right-sided hydropneumoth-
orax over the last _-hour examination interval.
Candidate (M3): development of new right-sided hydropneumothorax
in this patient with history of newly placed pigtail catheter. referring
physician, _. _ was paged at 4:45 p.m.

Reference: Little change in the severe bronchiectasis and emphysema.
Candidate (M3): unchanged bibasilar bronchiectasis and bibasilar
bronchiectasis.

Figure 4: Results of manual error analysis of 100 MIMIC-CXR reports. Left: number of times each error occurred
per method (percent of reports in gray, least errors per row in bold). Right: example error annotations. Models:
BertAbs (M1), GSum w/ Thresholding (M2), WGSum (M3), and WGSum+CL (M4) [best viewed in color].

relevance/precision). We offer two hypotheses to
explain the models’ difficulties in this area.

First, there may be latent factors that explain
which findings are included in the impression.
Among those factors could be patient demograph-
ics, the radiograph, prior exams and the clinical
question. Typically, this information is available to
radiologists through the electronic health records,
and is partly documented in the background section
of radiology reports. Early work explored using
the background section as guidance (Zhang et al.,
2018), but more recent work commonly excluded
it in pre-processing (Sotudeh et al., 2020; Hu et al.,
2021, 2022). We present evaluation results when
including the background and observe an overall
improvement in almost all metrics for abstractive
methods (Appendix A.5). This improvement indi-
cates that (i) additional context supports content
selection, and (ii) it could be useful to explicitly
model the background in guided summarization.

Second, we anecdotally observed a substantial
degree of duplication in the MIMIC-CXR corpus,
where reports with identical findings have different
impressions (examples in Appendix A.6).7 This
may lead to corpus-level inconsistencies preventing
models to reliably learn the selection of findings.
We note that there can be numerous reasons for
these duplication induced inconsistencies, includ-
ing the presence of latent factors (see above) and

711.9% of the 122,500 MIMIC-CXR training reports have
a findings section occurring more than once. Among those
reports are only 1036 distinct impressions.

remaining subjectivity/uncertainty in radiologists’
assessments. We leave the investigation of this as-
pect of data quality and potential effects of training
data deduplication for future work.

5.4 Limitations

We note two limitations of this error analysis.
First, the analysis is based on comparing candi-

date impressions with reference impressions. In
the absence of the full clinical context, we ar-
gue that this is the most reliable benchmark for
completeness and relevance of summaries. How-
ever, we recognize that we cannot draw any con-
clusions about the factuality of additions with re-
spect to the full report. To give a first factuality
estimate, we conducted a post-hoc analysis with
RadNLI (Miura et al., 2021). Let xi be a sentence
in report x = (x1, . . . , xn), and s be an addition
span. If RadNLI predicts a contradiction for any
(xi, s) pair, we label this span as contradicting and
neutral/entailed otherwise. We find that between
23.4% (BertAbs) and 29.3% (GSum w/ Threshold-
ing) of additions are contradicting, indicating that
factuality is another challenge for current models
(details in Appendix A.7).

Second, the sample size was driven by time and
resource constraints (N = 100). To estimate repre-
sentativeness of this sample, we compare descrip-
tive statistics of the sample with those of the whole
test set (length, novelty, compression), and observe
that these largely agree (see Appendix C). While
we believe that this sample is sufficient to support
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the qualitative conclusions about the failure modes
of current methods, a larger study is warranted
when the goal is to quantitatively compare the effi-
cacy of different methods.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we revisited guided abstractive sum-
marization of radiology reports. We demonstrated
that extractive summaries can be an effective guid-
ance signal for the task, if we allow the length of
this guidance signal to vary across reports, and
thereby make the gap between domain-agnostic
and domain-specific guidance smaller. Further-
more, through a fine-grained error analysis of un-
guided and guided models we found that guidance
successfully steers the content of summaries but
that significant deficits in content selection persist.

We hope that this paper motivates future efforts
on content selection mechanisms for radiology re-
port summarization, their evaluation in other do-
mains and languages, and on more comprehensive
evaluation suites. We release our error annotations
which can serve as a starting point for evaluating
the efficacy of metrics in capturing these errors.

Ethical Considerations

Privacy sensitive datasets. Both the MIMIC-
CXR dataset (Johnson et al., 2019a), and the OpenI
dataset (Demner-Fushman et al., 2015) were fully
de-identified by the dataset authors in compliance
with applicable privacy laws (HIPAA). This in-
cludes the removal of any protected health infor-
mation that may directly or indirectly identify a
patient. Nevertheless, the data is still privacy sensi-
tive, and special care was taken to only process it
within secured computing infrastructure.

Intended use. We believe that the proposed meth-
ods can improve the workflow of clinicians both by
reducing the documentation effort and encouraging
higher-quality reporting, and thereby improving pa-
tient care. However, as our results and discussion
show, state-of-the-art summarization methods may
not have the desired level of quality that is needed
in high-stakes domains such as the clinical context.
Therefore, our work is not to be understood in the
context of a system that can be deployed, but rather
as a step toward a better understanding of the short-
comings of current text summarization methods
and providing insight into how these can solved.

Supplementary Materials Availability
Statement

• Detailed analysis, hyperparameters, and an-
notation guidelines are available in Appen-
dices A to D.

• Source code to reproduce all experiments
is available from github.com/jantrienes/
inlg2023-radsum/

• The expert annotations of summarization
errors are available from github.com/
jantrienes/inlg2023-radsum/ under the
PhysioNet Credentialed Health Data License
1.5.0.

• The MIMIC-CXR (v2.0.0) dataset is
available from physionet.org/content/
mimic-cxr/ under the PhysioNet Creden-
tialed Health Data License 1.5.0.

• The OpenI dataset is available from openi.
nlm.nih.gov (no license terms stated)
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A Detailed Analysis

To support replication, this section provides supple-
mentary analysis on the results of the main part.

A.1 Target Impression Length Distribution
and Evaluation by Target Length

We demonstrated in the main part that variable-
length guidance helps to adapt to varying target
lengths. To better interpret this result, we plot
the length distribution of target summaries and the
ROUGE-1 score by target-length interval in Fig-
ure 5. It can be observed that the length distribu-
tion has a long tail with a peak around 4-5 tokens.
Impressions of this length are standard phrasings
to indicate that no abnormalities were found (e.g.,

“No evidence of acute findings”).

A.2 Evaluating GSum in an Oracle Setting
As a supplement to the oracle experiment in Sec-
tion 4.2, we provide all metrics for the three infer-
ence settings of GSum in Table 4: (i) automatic
fixed-length guidance (i.e., extracted from BertExt
with k = 1), (ii) automatic variable-length guid-
ance but with an oracle length (i.e., BertExt with
k = |OracleExt(x,y)|), and (iii) oracle guidance
(i.e., g = OracleExt(x,y)).

A.3 BertExt: Evaluating Fixed-length
Settings

To evaluate if larger values for k in the fixed-
summary length setting would improve the effec-
tiveness of BertExt, we generate summaries for all
settings of k = {1, ..., 5}. Analogously, we pro-
vide these summaries as guidance signal to GSum.
Table 5 reports the results of this experiment. While
we find that larger settings of k lead to an increase
in recall, we see an equally strong drop in precision,

MIMIC-CXR R-1 R-2 R-L BS Fact.

Guidance signal for GSum
Fixed (Dou et al., 2021) 46.3 32.7 44.7 57.4 46.6
Oracle Length 51.7 36.3 49.6 61.2 52.4
Oracle Length + Content 58.5 42.0 56.2 66.0 60.0

OpenI

Guidance signal for GSum
Fixed (Dou et al., 2021) 60.1 49.6 59.8 67.0 40.0
Oracle Length 63.9 53.0 63.5 69.4 42.3
Oracle Length + Content 68.8 56.7 68.3 72.7 45.1

Table 4: Evaluating GSum in an oracle setting. Fixed is
reproduced from Table 2.

MIMIC-CXR OpenI

R-1 R-2 R-L BP BR R-1 R-2 R-L BP BR

BertExt with fixed-length summaries

k = 1 32.7 18.1 30.0 45.2 40.1 23.6 7.4 22.6 33.6 32.3
k = 2 34.1 18.6 31.3 40.9 50.1 19.7 6.7 18.9 28.3 39.9
k = 3 31.7 17.0 29.2 37.0 53.5 17.4 6.1 16.6 25.9 42.8
k = 4 29.1 15.4 26.8 34.0 54.6 15.8 5.5 15.1 24.0 43.7
k = 5 27.2 14.3 25.2 32.2 54.9 15.1 5.2 14.4 23.3 44.1

GSum with fixed-length guidance extracted from BertExt

k = 1 46.3 32.7 44.7 64.6 52.8 60.1 49.6 59.8 67.0 68.5
k = 2 46.3 30.3 44.2 58.1 58.5 54.3 43.2 53.9 61.2 66.2
k = 3 44.1 27.7 41.9 53.6 59.9 54.6 43.2 54.1 61.6 67.3
k = 4 42.2 26.0 40.2 50.4 60.2 53.5 42.1 53.1 60.1 67.5
k = 5 40.8 24.6 38.8 48.3 60.1 52.7 41.3 52.2 59.5 67.5

Table 5: Testing fixed-length summaries (k ∈ [1, 5])
for BertExt (first block) and as GSum guidance (second
block). Metrics are ROUGE-1/2/L and BERTScore
precision (BP) and recall (BR)

both on BertExt and GSum which demonstrates the
necessity of variable-length extractive guidance.

A.4 Evaluating Guidance Length Prediction

To predict the length of OracleExt in the variable-
length guidance setting, we employ a logistic re-
gression classifier and a BERT-based classifier (cf.
Section 4.1). Detailed evaluation results for both
classification models are given in Table 6.

A.5 Including the Background Section

To understand to what extent the background sec-
tion carries important information for summarizing
findings to impression, we prepend it to the findings
section and retrain all models. It can be observed
that this change improves most abstractive methods
on both datasets (Figure 6). For extractive methods
results stay largely on par or get worse, indicating
that these models do not effectively integrate the
background information.
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Figure 5: Top row: distribution of target impression lengths. Bottom row: ROUGE-1 by target length for BertAbs
(unguided summarization), GSum (fixed-length guidance) and GSum w/ Thresholding (variable-length guidance).
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Figure 6: Training models to summarize both back-
ground and findings improves most abstractive methods.
Scores as absolute delta to the same models without the
background section (cf. Table 2).

A.6 Examples of Duplicated Findings and
Impressions

We anecdotally observed a large degree of duplica-
tion within MIMIC-CXR which may cause corpus-
level inconsistencies (see discussion in Section 5.3).
This section further quantifies the degree of dupli-
cation and provides several examples. Throughout,
we only consider instances of exact duplication. Of
the 122,500 training reports in MIMIC-CXR, we

find that 11.9% have a findings section occurring
more than once. We present examples of duplicate
findings with different impressions in Table 12. In
addition, we calculate a label entropy over the prob-
abilities that each impression occurs for a given
finding. We posit that duplicate finding-impression
pairs may negatively impact model training in two
ways. First, for findings with a high label entropy,
the training loss cannot not stabilize (i.e., it is not
clear which impression the model should favor).
Second, for findings with a low label entropy, the
model may learn a kind of “majority vote,” which
in turn may render models not sensitive enough
to generate useful summaries for slightly different
findings. We leave further investigation of report
duplication to future work.

A.7 Factuality of Additions

As discussed in Section 5.3, we use RadNLI (Miura
et al., 2021) to get a first estimate for the factual-
ity of additions marked by annotators in the error
analysis. RadNLI obtained an accuracy of 77.8%
on a test set of 480 manually labeled sentence pairs
in MIMIC-CXR (Miura et al., 2021), which we
consider sufficient for an initial exploration of the
factuality of additions. Table 7 presents a break-
down of the RadNLI predictions for all addition
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LR-Approx BERT-Approx

Target F-1 (Prec./Rec.) F-1 (Prec./Rec.) Support

k = 0 46.2 (80.0/32.4) 53.7 (60.0/48.6) 37
k = 1 71.1 (63.4/80.9) 71.7 (68.9/74.9) 824
k = 2 39.7 (43.1/36.9) 46.7 (45.1/48.4) 512
k = 3 30.9 (53.3/21.8) 43.2 (61.5/33.3) 225
Macro Avg. 47.0 (59.9/43.0) 53.9 (58.9/51.3) 1,598

On training set 52.3 (64.1/47.6) 62.5 (69.7/58.5) 122,500

(a) Dataset: MIMIC-CXR

LR-Approx BERT-Approx

Target F-1 (Prec./Rec.) F-1 (Prec./Rec.) Support

k = 0 77.7 (85.9/70.9) 84.0 (86.6/81.6) 103
k = 1 84.6 (77.2/93.6) 85.4 (79.8/92.0) 450
k = 2 19.8 (36.1/13.7) 28.4 (39.6/22.1) 95
k = 3 15.4 (50.0/9.1) 8.7 (100.0/4.5) 22
Macro Avg. 49.4 (62.3/46.8) 51.6 (76.5/50.1) 670

On training set 58.5 (83.3/54.3) 51.1 (53.0/51.0) 2,342

(b) Dataset: OpenI

Table 6: Precision, recall and F1 for length prediction of
OracleExt. Scores are provided per class on the test set,
and as macro-average for both the training and test set.
Support indicates the number of samples in each class.

spans and models. It can be seen that the majority
of additions is either neutral to the findings section,
or entailed by it. Yet, between 23.4% and 29.3% of
additions contradict at least one findings sentence,
indicating that factuality of radiology report sum-
marization methods can also further be improved.

A.8 Error Analysis: Responses to Other
Category

We analyze the annotators’ comments from the
other error category, and categorize these errors
into two-level hierarchy using a bottom-up ap-
proach. Our categorization alongside definitions,
examples and counts is shown in Table 13.

B Replication Details for Modeling

We report hyperparameters of the summarization
models in Table 9, and for models that predict the
length of OracleExt (LR-APPROX/BERT-APPROX)
in Table 10. All models were trained on NVIDIA
RTX A6000 GPUs with 48GB of memory.

C Replication Details for Error Analysis

Sample statistics. For inclusion in the error anal-
ysis, samples were drawn uniformly at random
from the official test set of MIMIC-CXR. We com-
pare statistics of the sample with those of the full
test set in Table 8.

Model Entail Neutral Contradict

BertAbs 31.9% 44.7% 23.4%
GSum w/ Thresholding 34.5% 36.2% 29.3%
WGSum 32.0% 44.0% 24.0%
WGSum+CL 33.3% 41.2% 25.5%

Table 7: Factuality of additions in candidates (i.e.,
spans categorized as “2a Finding/interpretation”), as
per RadNLI (Miura et al., 2021).

Aspect Full Test Set Sample

Reports 1,598 100
Avg. |x|t 70 ± 27.4 63 ± 20.4
Avg. |x|s 6.2 ± 1.9 5.7 ± 1.6
Avg. |y|t 19 ± 15.2 18 ± 12.4
Avg. |y|s 1.8 ± 1.0 1.7 ± 0.9
Novelty 69.8% 69.7%
CMP 71.9% 70.3%

Table 8: Statistics of the MIMIC-CXR test set and the
sample used in the error analysis.

Aggregating span-based annotations. From the
three annotations we form a “gold standard” as fol-
lows: for binary questions we take a majority vote.
For span-based annotations, we first group (par-
tially) overlapping spans, and then take a majority
vote within each group. We provide an example
for the majority voting of span-based annotations
below. A1, A2, A3, denote annotators, and [–eX–]
denotes an error of category X.
Tokens: a b c d e f g h
A1 : [-e1-] [-----e2----]
A2 : [-e1-] [-e1-] [-e2-]
A3 : [-e1-] [--e1--]
---------------------------------------
Group : 1 2 3
---------------------------------------
Vote : [-e1-] [-e2-]

Inter-annotator agreement (IAA). We calculate
F1 for span-annotations (Deleger et al. (2012), cat-
egories 1 and 2), and Krippendorffs’ Alpha (Krip-
pendorff, 1970) for binary judgments (categories 3
and 4) and report the IAA by category in Table 11.
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Parameter BertExt BertAbs GSum WGSum WGSum+CL

Training Steps (MIMIC) 20,000 20,000 20,000 50,000 100,000
Training Steps (OpenI) 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
LR (Encoder) 2e−3 2e−4 2e−4 5e−2 2e−4
LR (Decoder) n/a 2e−2 2e−2 5e−2 5e−2
Warmup (Encoder) 10,000 20,000 20,000 8000 10,000
Warmup (Decoder) n/a 10,000 10,000 8000 7000
Dropout 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2
Checkpoint freq. (MIMIC) 1000 2000 2000 2000 2000
Checkpoint freq. (OpenI) 1000 2000 2000 200 200
Decoding n/a Beam search Beam search Beam search Beam search
Prediction length n/a ≥ 5 tokens ≥ 5 tokens ≥ 5 tokens ≥ 5 tokens
Training GPUs 3 5 5 4 3
Inference GPUs 1 1 1 1 1

Base model bert-base-uncased bert-base-uncased bert-base-uncased None dmis-lab/biobert-
base-cased-v1.1

Parameters 120,512,513 180,222,522 205,433,914 82,260,794 221,600,069

Table 9: Hyperparameters of BertExt/BertAbs (Liu and Lapata, 2019), GSum (Dou et al., 2021), WGSum (Hu et al.,
2021) and WGSum+CL (Hu et al., 2022). Training steps, warmup and learning rates were adapted as described in
Section 4.1. Remaining parameters kept as in the original publications.

Parameter Setting

LR-Approx

Features Bag-of-words, unigrams with mini-
mum document-frequency of 5, tf-idf

Parameters 3718 (MIMIC-CXR), 592 (OpenI)
Regularization L2 regularization with strength C = 1
Solver SAGA
Max. Iterations 1000

BERT-Approx

Checkpoint distilbert-base-cased
Parameters 65,784,580
Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 2e−5
Epochs 3
Dropout 0.2
Batch size 16
Checkpoint freq. 250
Hardware 6 GPUs

Table 10: Hyperparameters for guidance length predic-
tion models.

# Category IAA Count

Omissions from reference
1a Finding/interpretation 0.64 774
1b Comparison 0.34 236
1c Ref. to prior report 0.23 43
1d Communication/followup 0.83 216

Total 0.61 1269

Additions to candidate
2a Finding/interpretation 0.66 718
2b Comparison 0.44 155
2c Ref. to prior report 0.08 17
2d Communication/followup 0.65 72
2e Contradicting finding 0.26 34

Total 0.60 996

3 Incorrect location 0.26 111
4 Incorrect severity 0.41 121

Table 11: Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) by category
and total number of annotations before majority voting.
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# Finding Dups. % |y∗| H Count Top-5 Impressions

Most frequent duplicates

1 PA and lateral views of the chest provided.
There is no focal consolidation, effusion, or
pneumothorax. The cardiomediastinal
silhouette is normal. Imaged osseous
structures are intact. No free air below the
right hemidiaphragm is seen.

1141 0.93 26 0.12 1061 No acute intrathoracic process.
45 No acute intrathoracic process

3 No acute intrathoracic process. _, MD
3 No acute intrathoracic process. Specifically,

no pneumothorax.
3 No evidence of pneumonia.

2 Heart size is normal. The mediastinal and
hilar contours are normal. The pulmonary
vasculature is normal. Lungs are clear. No
pleural effusion or pneumothorax is seen.
There are no acute osseous abnormalities.

1033 0.84 34 0.11 974 No acute cardiopulmonary abnormality.
24 No evidence of pneumonia.

3 No radiographic evidence of pneumonia.
2 No acute cardiopulmonary abnormality. No

displaced fracture identified. If there is con-
tinued concern for a rib fracture, consider a
dedicated rib series.

1 Improving bibasilar atelectasis and decreas-
ing bilateral effusions.

3 The lungs are clear without focal
consolidation. No pleural effusion or
pneumothorax is seen. The cardiac and
mediastinal silhouettes are unremarkable.

753 0.61 47 0.20 665 No acute cardiopulmonary process.
15 No acute cardiopulmonary process. No focal

consolidation to suggest pneumonia.
8 No pneumonia.
7 No evidence of pneumonia. No acute car-

diopulmonary process.
4 No acute cardiopulmonary process. No sig-

nificant interval change.

Duplicates with highest impression entropy

4 The heart is normal in size. The mediastinal
and hilar contours appear within normal
limits. There is no pleural effusion or
pneumothorax. The lungs appear clear. Bony
structures appear within normal limits.

25 0.02 2 0.99 14 No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary dis-
ease.

11 No evidence of acute disease.

5 The lungs are clear. There is no
pneumothorax. The heart and mediastinum
are within normal limits. Regional bones and
soft tissues are unremarkable.

25 0.02 2 0.94 16 Clear lungs with no evidence of pneumonia.
9 Clear lungs.

6 The lungs are well expanded and clear. Hila
and cardiomediastinal contours and pleural
surfaces are normal.

23 0.02 15 0.92 6 Normal. No evidence of pneumonia.
2 No evidence of pneumonia.
2 Normal chest radiograph.
2 No pneumonia.
1 Normal. No evidence of mass.

Table 12: Examples of exact duplicates in the training set of MIMIC-CXR. In total, there are 14,596 reports with
duplicated findings (11.9% of the training data). The table shows the number of reports with a given finding (Dups.),
the relative frequency in the training set (%), the number of distinct impressions with this finding (|y∗|), the entropy
over the impression frequencies (H), and the top-5 impressions with their respective Count.
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(Sub-)Category Description Example Explanation Count

1. Incorrect findings: the finding in the reference is replaced with a different and incorrect finding. 29

Finding incorrectness affects the main
finding.

no acute intrathoracic process. The reference uses “cardiopul-
monary process” instead of
“intrathoracic process”.

21

Past state incorrectness affects a past
state of the patient.

increased opacity in the right
lung..

The reference mentions that
the opacity is new and did not
exist before.

7

Other incorrectness affects other as-
pects.

bilateral pleural effusions,...,
slightly improved...

The improvement is used to de-
scribe a second finding in the
reference.

1

2. Imprecise findings: the description of the finding or some of its aspects is imprecise compared to the reference. 73

Finding the description of the finding
itself is imprecise compared to
the reference.

...no displaced fractures are
seen.

The reference uses “acute frac-
tures” instead of “displaced
fractures” (the reference is
more general).

21

Location the location of the finding is
imprecise.

retrocardiac opacity compati-
ble with pneumonia...

The references specifies the ex-
act location: “Left lower lobe
pneumonia”.

21

Certainty the summary is presented with
a different degree of certainty.

bilateral middle lobe opacities
could represent atelectasis or
pneumonia.

The reference is certain about
the finding.

9

Repetition some findings are repeated. unchanged bibasilar
bronchiectasis and bibasilar
bronchiectasis.

bibasilar bronchiectasis is
mentioned twice.

6

Count the count in the finding is im-
prise.

right pleural effusion. The reference adds “Multiloc-
ulated”, i.e., “Multiloculated
right pleural effusion”

2

Size the size of the finding is
added/omitted/different.

multiple bilateral pulmonary
nodules measuring up to 2. 5
cm.

The reference omits the size. 1

Other other aspects about the finding
are imprecise.

interval resolution of large
right pleural effusion...

The reference includes other
clinical information.

13

3. Minor/secondary: errors that do not affect the finding. 21

Limitation some limitations of the exami-
nation are (not) mentioned.

no definite acute cardiopul-
monary process.

The reference adds “based on
this limited, portable examina-
tion”.

15

Phone calls The time of a telephone call is
different.

...these findings were dis-
cussed with dr. _ by _ via tele-
phone on _ at 4 : 45 pm.

The reference mentions a dif-
ferent time for the phone call.

4

Recommendation errors related to recommenda-
tions.

short radiographic follow up is
recommended within _ weeks
to document resolution.

The reference omits “within _
weeks”.

2

Table 13: Bottom-up categorization of errors from the Other category with descriptions, examples and counts.
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D Annotation Guidelines

Introduction. We consider automatic impression
generation for English radiology reports of chest
imaging examinations. These reports convention-
ally have three sections (example in Figure 7).

1. Background. A description of the exam, pa-
tient information, and relevant prior exams.

2. Findings. A description or itemization of the
radiologists’ observations based on the radio-
graphs.

3. Impression. A concise summary of the most
important findings, including inferences and
any recommendations.

FINAL REPORT
EXAMINATION: CHEST (PA AND LAT).

INDICATION: ___ year old woman with ?pleural effusion //
?pleural effusion

TECHNIQUE: Chest PA and lateral

COMPARISON: ___

FINDINGS:
Cardiac size cannot be evaluated. Large left pleural effusion is
new. Small right effusion is new. The upper lungs are clear. Right
lower lobe opacities are better seen in prior CT. There is no pneu-
mothorax. There are mild degenerative changes in the thoracic spine

IMPRESSION: Large left pleural effusion

Figure 7: Example radiology report.

Study setup. We are looking to determine typical
failures that automatic impression generation sys-
tems make. You will be shown a reference impres-
sion and four candidate impressions. The reference
was written by a radiologist, and the candidates
were generated by automatic systems. Your goal
is to judge the accuracy of candidate impressions
based on a reference impression. For each candi-
date, you will be asked to identify any errors that it
may have.

Definition of “error.” We define an error as a
difference between the candidate and reference. An
error can be one of the following:

1. Omissions
(a) Omission of finding/interpretation
(b) Omission of comparison describing a

change from a previous examination
(c) Omission of reference to prior report

while making a comparison
(d) Omission of next steps, recommendation,

communications

2. Additions
(a) Additional finding/interpretation
(b) Mention a comparison that is not present

in reference
(c) Additional reference to prior report while

making a comparison
(d) Additional mention of next steps, recom-

mendation, communications
(e) Additional finding/interpretation which

contradicts reference
3. Incorrect location/position of finding
4. Incorrect severity of finding
5. Other difference between candidate and refer-

ence (please describe...)

Table 14 shows an example for each error category.

Annotating errors as inline annotations. You
are asked to annotate errors as inline annotations.
For each error that you identify, first select the er-
ror category and then highlight the relevant text
snippet with your mouse. This applies the cate-
gory. If you have to remove an annotation, press
on the highlight and use your backspace/delete key
( Entf or ←Backspace ). If one of the above categories
occurs multiple times, please annotate all of them
separately (see Figure 8). Some general guidelines:

• A candidate may have multiple errors, so
please add all that apply.

• Some candidates will be the same, so please
assign the same errors to all candidates.

• For additional findings that are plausible, pick
2a. Additional finding/interpretation. In the
context of the full report, these additions may
be correct. What this category aims to cap-
ture is that the system included information
which the radiologist chose not to include. If
a finding contradicts the reference, select 2e.
Additional finding/interpretation which con-
tradicts reference.

• Use 5. Other freely, especially if you find it
difficult to assign any of the above categories.
These remarks help us to better understand
and characterize potential errors.

• You can ignore differences in word choice if
they are synonymous. Example: “may reflect
developing consolidation” is equal to “could
represent early consolidation.”

Finally, always use your best judgment when as-
sessing the reports. If you are in doubt, you can
add any questions/comments about the report or
the error categories in the given box.
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Figure 8: A candidate with two additional findings. Even though they are placed next to each other in the text, apply
the category 2a. Additional finding/interpretation twice.

Corner Cases

How to annotate “3. Incorrect location/position
of finding” and “4. Incorrect severity of find-
ing”? Only apply if both reference and candidate
mention a finding, and when there is a mismatch in
severity/location. In the example below, both men-
tion effusion, but the reference does not specify
the size of effusion, whereas the candidate states
that there are “small” effusions. Therefore, apply
4. Incorrect severity of finding.
Reference: interval worsening of now moderate interstitial pulmonary
edema. bilateral pleural effusions.
Candidate: interval worsening of now moderate interstitial pulmonary
edema. small bilateral pleural effusions.

Opacities vs. consolidation. Often, opacities are
used in place of consolidation and vice versa. In
those cases, apply 5. Other with a comment similar
to “opacities not equal consolidation, but otherwise
correct”.
Reference: Improved right lower medial lung peribronchial consolida-
tion.
Candidate: right lower medial lung peribronchial opacities have im-
proved.

No acute abnormality vs. COPD. Does “no
acute abnormality” contradict “COPD”? No, for
the purposes of our evaluation, COPD is not an
acute disease, so this is not contradicting. In
the example below, following categories apply:
(1) “COPD” is missing → 1a. Omission of find-
ing/interpretation, (2) “opacity is resolved” →
1b. Omission of comparison describing a change
from a previous examination, (3) “no acute car-
diopulmonary abnormality”→ 2a. Additional find-
ing/interpretation.
Reference: Left basilar opacity is resolved. COPD.
Candidate: no acute cardiopulmonary abnormality.

Misleading grammar or sentence structure. In
general, disregard grammatical errors. However,
please pay attention to any logical flaws that arise
because of grammar errors or a misleading sen-
tence structure. In the example below, the “and”
in the candidate implies that both “bronchiectasis”
and “peribronchial consolidation” have improved,
whereas the reference only states that the consoli-
dation has improved. In those cases, apply 5. Other
and add a comment similar to “logical error be-
cause of grammar.”
Reference: Bilateral lower lung bronchiectasis with improved peri-
bronchial consolidation
Candidate: bilateral lower lung bronchiectasis and peribronchial con-
solidation have improved since _.
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Error Reference Candidate Explanation

Omissions (apply to reference)

1a. Omission of find-
ing/interpretation

New left lower lobe infiltrate and
effusion.

New left lower lobe infiltrate. Effusion is missing.

1b. Omission of compar-
ison describing a change
from a previous examina-
tion

In comparison to _ exam, there is
interval near-complete resolution
of bilateral pleural effusion.

No evidence of acute cardiopul-
monary process.

Resolution of effusion is not
described, therefore the com-
parison is missing.

1c. Omission of refer-
ence to prior report while
making a comparison

Increased pulmonary edema com-
pared to _.

increased pulmonary edema. While the candidate correctly
states that the edema has in-
creased, it lacks the reference
to the prior report (or the date
of it).

1d. Omission of next
steps / recommendation /
communications

No pneumothorax or pneumome-
diastinum. Recommend repeat
PA and lateral imaging later to-
day to verify these findings. Oth-
erwise unremarkable chest radio-
graph. These findings were com-
municated to Dr. _ at 11:55 a.m.
by telephone by Dr. _.

No pneumothorax or pneumome-
diastinum.

The candidate does not include
the followup (recommend re-
peat PA) and the remark about
a communication with another
doctor (These findings were
communicated [...]).

Additions (apply to candidate)

2a. Additional finding /
interpretation

Slight increased hazy opacities
at the right lung base which may
reflect developing consolidation.

slightly increased hazy opacities
at the right lung base which may
represent atelectasis or develop-
ing consolidation.

Atelectasis is not mentioned in
the reference. This finding is
not contradicting the reference.
It may be correct in the context
of the full report. Same as 1a,
but in the other direction.

2b. Mention a compari-
son that is not present in
reference

Mild to moderate pulmonary
edema, increased from _.

Mild to moderate pulmonary
edema, increased from _. Stable
cardiomegaly.

“Stable” suggests that the state
of a finding was compared to
a previous examination. This
comparison is not made in the
reference. Same as 1b, but in
the other direction.

2c. Additional reference
to prior report while mak-
ing a comparison

Same as 1c, but in the other
direction.

2d. Additional mention
of next steps / recommen-
dation / communications

Same as 1d, but in the other
direction.

2e. Additional finding /
interpretation which con-
tradicts reference

Unchanged size and position of
right-sided hydropneumothorax.

Development of new right-sided
hydropneumothorax

Unchanged vs. development
of new

Incorrect location, Incorrect Severity, Other

3. Incorrect loca-
tion/position of finding

New left lower lobe infiltrate New right lower lobe infiltrate Left vs. right

4. Incorrect severity of
finding

In comparison prior exam, there
is near-complete resolution of bi-
lateral pleural effusion

In comparison to _ exam, there
is resolution of bilateral pleural
effusion

Near complete vs. resolved

5. Other Slight increased hazy opacities
at the right lung base which may
reflect developing consolidation

Slight increased hazy opacity at
the right lung base which may
reflect developing consolidation

Difference in multiplicity

5. Other left picc terminates within the up-
per svc.

left picc terminates within the
proximal svc.

Ambiguous location

5. Other No acute abnormalities identified
to explain patient’s cough and
asthma flare.

no acute abnormalities identified
to explain patient’s cough.

Asthma flare is a symptom,
which was not mentioned in
the candidate.

Table 14: Examples for all error categories.
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Abstract

Prior art investigating task-oriented dialog and
automatic generation of such dialogs have fo-
cused on single-user dialogs between a single
user and an agent. However, there is limited
study on adapting such AI agents to multi-
user conversations (involving multiple users
and an agent). Multi-user conversations are
richer than single-user conversations contain-
ing social banter and collaborative decision
making. The most significant challenge imped-
ing such studies is the lack of suitable multi-
user task-oriented dialogs with annotations of
user belief states and system actions. One po-
tential solution is multi-user dialog generation
from single-user data. Many single-user di-
alogs datasets already contain dialog state in-
formation (intents, slots), thus making them
suitable candidates. In this work, we propose a
novel approach for expanding single-user task-
oriented dialogs (e.g. MultiWOZ) to multi-
user dialogs in a zero-shot setting.

1 Introduction

As AI assistants are increasingly becoming a staple
in our social environments like homes, offices and
classrooms, it is imperative that these assistants
are capable of comprehending conversations and
understand requests in social settings. Consider the
conversations in Figure 1 between human users and
agents. The first conversation is an example of a
single-user conversation, involving a single human
user interacting with an AI agent. The second con-
versation is a conversation between two users that
convey the same intent as the first conversation but
in a social setting. In contrast with the single-user
conversation, the multi-user conversation shows
social banter and collaborative decision making
arising from the deliberation of a suggestion be-
tween the human users, acceptance or rebuttal of
suggestions and social banter. These social and con-
versational cues distract AI agents from tracking
the task-relevant information most relevant to them.

SINGLE-USER DIALOG 
U: I am looking for a place to dine. The restaurant should 

serve Mediterranean food and should be in the south.

A: I'm afraid there aren't any. Would you like to try another 

area or cuisine?

U: What restaurants are cheap?


GENERATED MULTI-USER DIALOG 
U: I am looking for a place to dine. The restaurant should 

serve Mediterranean food and should be in the south.

A: I'm afraid there aren't any. Would you like to try another 

area or cuisine?

U0: Another area? I don't want to go to a place that isn’t in 

the south. It’s important to me that the restaurant be in 
the centre of the city. If you don’t have a place in the 
south, I'll go to a restaurant in the centre. It'll be a new 
experience for me.


U1: Maybe you are right. Let me see what I can find. There 
are some places in the centre that I would like to try. If 
you can't find anything in the centre, then try the south. 
There are many good restaurants in the south.


U0: Yes, I would like a restaurant in the South. Cheap is fine.

Figure 1: An example of a multi-user dialog generated
by our approach is shown here along with the reference
single-user dialog. The single-user utterance shown in
red is expanded as a multi-user dialog (also in red).

Therefore, it is important to develop AI agents that
are robust to multi-user conversations.

The development of dialog systems that support
multi-user conversations is hindered by the lack
of suitable multi-user task-oriented dialog datasets
with annotations of user belief states and system
actions. Collecting such datasets is expensive and
it is impractical to support all domains of interest
(a typical digital assistant can support thousands of
domains). Training people to conduct multi-user
dialogs is nontrivial, and annotating the dialogs
with dialog states is time-consuming.

To solve this problem, we propose a zero-shot
approach for expanding single-user task-oriented
dialogs to automatically generate multi-user task-
oriented dialogs (Section 3). We do this with two
main goals in mind: (1) leverage existing anno-
tations of dialog states in the source single-user
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dialogs, and (2) ensure a balance between the task-
oriented tone and a social tone in the generated
multi-user dialogs. To that end, our model expands
each user utterance in a single-user dialog to a
multi-user dialog that leads to the same user belief
state as the source single-user utterance. Specif-
ically, our model consists of two dialog genera-
tors and a turn planner. A task-oriented genera-
tor is trained on single-user task-oriented dialogs
(e.g., MultiWOZ) responsible for generating utter-
ances that contain task-relevant information (e.g.
informed or requested slots), and a social genera-
tor trained on everyday dialogs (e.g., DailyDialog)
responsible for generating utterance that express
social dynamics of the speakers. We fuse these dia-
log generators to generate utterances in a multi-user
dialog that is conversational, social, and relevant
to the task at hand. The turn planner decides on an
appropriate mix of dialog generators for generating
a particular utterance in multi-user dialog.

Our automatic and human evaluation (Section
4) shows that our approach generates multi-user
dialogs that contain social chatter consistent with
dialog history and reflect user belief states consis-
tent with source utterances. The main contributions
of our work are:

• This is, to our knowledge, the first approach
for generating multi-user dialogs from single-
user task-oriented dialogs in a zero-shot set-
ting.

• We show that the fusion of dialog generators
is effective in maintaining topic relevance of
social turns and improving quality of multi-
user dialogs.

• We propose rule and model-based turn plan-
ners that select an appropriate combination of
dialog generators and generate a multi-user
dialog.

• Automated metrics and human quality evalu-
ations show that dialog generator fusion and
turn planning improves conversational fluidity
in multi-user dialogs. It also better reflects the
user belief.

2 Related Work

While there are public datasets of task-oriented
dialogs annotated with dialog states (Andreas et al.,
2020; Byrne et al., 2019; Rastogi et al., 2020; Zhu

et al., 2020), most of them (if not all) are focused
on single-user transactions, i.e., an agent converses
with one user at a time. As a result, dialogs in these
datasets do not reflect important dynamics of users
making decisions together while interacting with an
agent. Some dialog datasets cover such dynamics,
like social banter (Li et al., 2017) and deliberation
(Karadzhov et al., 2021; He et al., 2018), but they
are not task-oriented or annotated with dialog states
important for training dialog systems. While the
FusedChat data (Young et al., 2022) contains task-
oriented dialogs with social chatter, the dialogs are
still single-user. By contrast, our goal is to build
multi-user task-oriented dialogs reflecting social
dynamics simultaneously.

The most similar line of work to ours is dia-
log generation from summaries, as a means for
data augmentation for dialog summarization. In
one framework (Gunasekara et al., 2021), a con-
versation generator (a seq2seq model) generates a
conversation, and a summary generator (a seq2seq
model) summarizes the generated conversation.
The similarity between the generated summary and
the original summary is used as a reward to inform
the conversation generator in a reinforcement learn-
ing fashion. Another approach is to take a seed pair
of a dialog and its summary, and gradually mod-
ify them iteratively (Liu et al., 2022). Specifically,
an utterance of the dialog is replaced with a new
utterance that is generated based on its context by
a seq2seq model. Next, the summary is updated
based on the updated dialog. Data augmentation us-
ing these methods improves dialog summarization
accuracy in few-shot settings. The main difference
between these approaches and ours is that they re-
quire seed dialogs. By contrast, we assume the
more challenging scenario of zero-shot dialog gen-
eration, where we do not have enough dialogs to
start with. This setting is more realistic because
it is impractical to collect seed conversations of
more than 100K domains in case of popular voice
assistants.

Some studies have addressed generation of
single-user task-oriented dialogs. One approach
is to iteratively generate a user utterance and pre-
dict the resulting user belief state using two mod-
els (Kim et al., 2021). Another approach is to
use a variational hierarchical dialog autoencoder
that generates dialogs and their underlying dialog
states simultaneously (Yoo et al., 2020). Impor-
tantly, these studies still tackle single-user dialogs,
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<belief-state>

attraction area: centre, attraction type: entertainment

<dialog-history>

u_1: Why don't you do something fun?

...

u_(n-1): I don't know what to do. It's so boring

Task-Oriented  
Dialog Generator

Social 
Dialog Generator

Late Fusion

Turn Planner

(Coarse Plan) 
Task-Oriented?


Social?

(Fine-Grained Plan) 
Task-Oriented?

Social-Inform?


Social-Commissive?

Social-Directive?

Social-Question?

3.1 Dialog Generators

3.2 Late Fusion

3.3 Turn Planning

<belief-state>

attraction area: centre, attraction type: entertainment

<dialog-history>

u_1: Why don't you do something fun?

...

u_(n-1): I don't know what to do. It's so boring

u_n: How about we try to find something entertaining in the centre of town.

Prompt

Output

Repeat

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed multi-user dialog generator is shown here.

whereas our task of multi-user dialog generation is
new and arguably more challenging as it requires
resulting dialogs to reflect the social dynamics of
decision-making between multiple users.

3 Our Approach: Multi-user Dialog
Generation

Our proposed approach automatically generates
multi-user task-oriented dialog. The utterances
in a multi-user task-oriented dialog can be task-
oriented, social or a mix of both. Training a single
dialog generator capable of handling different kind
of dialog turns e.g social or task-oriented requires
an aligned dataset. In the absence of such a dataset,
we use a bottom up approach of combining dialog
generators capable of generating different kind of
utterances (e.g social/task-oriented) to generate a
multi-user dialog turn-by-turn. The architecture
of this approach is shown in Figure 2. We train a
task-oriented generator on single-user task-oriented
dialogs responsible for generating task-oriented ut-
terance, and a social generator trained on dialogs
from everyday scenarios for generating social utter-
ances (Section 3.1). We control turn level dynamics
by training a turn planner. We use a turn planner
(Section 3.3) that switches between the two dia-
log generators utterance-by-utterance to generate
a multi-user rewrite. Additionally, we propose a

mechanism to blend generations from the two dia-
log generators (Section 3.2).

3.1 Dialog Generators

Our model consists of two dialog generators. The
first of these dialog generators is a task-oriented
generator trained on single-user task-oriented di-
alogs (e.g., MultiWOZ). This generator is respon-
sible for generating task-oriented utterances. We
also train a social generator trained on dialogs from
everyday scenarios (e.g., DailyDialog) capable of
generating social utterances. We use a combination
of these dialog generators to generate the utterances
in a multi-user dialog. Training and inference de-
tails of dialog generators are provided in Appendix
A.

3.1.1 Task-Oriented Dialog Generator
The task-oriented dialog generator is responsible
for generating task-oriented utterances. This dialog
generator is trained to generate an utterance that
reflects a user belief state when prompted with
the relevant dialog history between user and agent
along with the user belief states.

Let U = {u1, . . . un} be a sequence of dialog
turns consisting of both user and agent utterances.
For a given user utterance r = uj , j ∈ {1, ..., n}
we define Xh = {xh1 , ..., xh|h|} as the tokens that
make up the dialog history of utterances h = u<j .
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Let Xb = {xb1, ..., xb|b|} be the tokens that make
up the user belief state b corresponding to user
utterance r and Xr = {xr1, ..., xr|r|} be the tokens
that make up target utterance r.

We train the task-oriented dialog generator to
produce the tokens Xr in target utterance r while
being prompted with the concatenation of tokens in
user belief state b and dialog history h, [Xb, Xh].
Let X = {x1, x2, ..., xt, ..., x|h|+|b|+|r|} be the to-
kens in concatenation of user belief state b, dialog
history h and target utterance r. The task-oriented
dialog generator is trained to maximize the condi-
tional log-likelihood of predicting the target tokens
xt for all t > |h|+ |b| to achieve this goal.

L = −
|h|+|b|+|r|∑

t=|h|+|b|+1

logPtask(xt|x<t) (1)

where |h|,|b| and |r| are the number of tokens in
dialog history, belief state and target respectively.
Ptask is the likelihood of the task-oriented dialog
generator predicting a token given prompt and
generated tokens as context.

3.1.2 Social Dialog Generator

The social dialog generator is responsible for gen-
erating utterances in social chit-chat. This dialog
generator is trained to generate an utterance that
best continues a dialog. It is prompted with the rele-
vant dialog history between two users and the corre-
sponding social act while generating this utterance.
Given a sequence of dialog turns U = {u1, . . . un}
consisting of utterances in a dialog from everyday
conversations. For a given utterance r = uj , j ∈
{1, ..., n}, we define Xh = {xh1 , ..., xh|h|} as the to-
kens that make up the dialog history of utterances
h = u<j . Xh can optionally include the social act
α for r. Xr = {xr1, ..., xr|r|} are the tokens that
make up target utterance r.

The social dialog generator is trained to pro-
duce the tokens Xr in target utterance r given
the tokens in h, [Xh] as input. Let X =
{x1, x2, ..., xt, ..., x|h|+|r|} be the tokens in con-
catenation of dialog history h and target utterance
r. To achieve this goal, the social dialog genera-
tor is trained to to maximize the conditional log-
likelihood of predicting the target tokens xt for all

t > |h| in X .

L = −
|h|+|r|∑

t=|h|+1

logPsocial(xt|x<t) (2)

where |h| and |r| are the number of tokens in dialog
history, and target respectively. Psocial is the like-
lihood of the social dialog generator predicting a
token at time step t given the prompt and generated
token history as context.

3.2 Late Fusion of Dialog Generators

We propose a mechanism to blend generations be-
tween task-oriented and social dialog generators.
Utterances generated by the task-oriented dialog
generator can be command like. Similarly, utter-
ances generated by the social dialog generator can
be unrelated to the task in the utterance. We hy-
pothesize that fusing the generators would allow
us to achieve more conversational task-oriented
dialog and increase the topic relevance of social
dialog turns. Formally, at each step in generating a
token from our dialog generator, we combine the
token probabilities Ptask and Psocial from the task-
oriented generator and social generator respectively.
Formally, this is defined as:

p(xt|x<t) = β · Ptask(xt|x<t)+

(1− β) · Psocial(xt|x<t)
(3)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar blending factor.
The blending factor allows us to bias the decod-

ing of the utterance towards the social dialog gen-
erator or the task-oriented dialog generator. This
allows us to generate dialog that is a mix of both so-
cial and task-oriented dialog. Thus, we can achieve
more natural transitions between turns and lessen
abrupt topic changes at an utterance level in the
multi-user dialog generation. Examples of how late
fusion of dialog generators affects dialog generated
are provided in Appendix A.

3.3 Turn Planning

We train a turn planner to predict the type of utter-
ance we expect in the multi-user dialog and select
the appropriate combination of dialog generators
for use in generating a particular utterance. This
model based planner predicts the type of utterance
(social/task) we use in the next utterance of multi-
user dialog, based on history of utterances in the
dialog.
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We design two variants of the turn planner. The
first version, a coarse turn planner, is capable of
predicting turn type as social or task. The fine-
grained variant of the turn planner is trained to
predict social acts of the utterance along with the
type of turn. Training and inference details of the
turn planners are provided in Appendix A.

3.3.1 Coarse Turn Planner
Given previous dialog turns as context, the coarse
planner is trained to predict the turn type of the
next turn in the dialog as social or task. The coarse
turn planner is a pre-trained BERT model (Devlin
et al., 2019) tuned in a binary classification setting.
Following BERT, we use a fully-connected layer
over the final hidden representation correspond-
ing to the special classification token ([CLS]). The
coarse turn planner is trained on as subset of the
FusedChat dataset (Young et al., 2022).

3.3.2 Fine-Grained Turn Planner
The fine-grained turn planner is a classifier trained
to predict turn type of the next utterance as social
or task. In addition, it also predicts the social act
of this utterance. DailyDialog dataset (Li et al.,
2017) has annotations for the social act α ∈ {in-
form, commissive, directive, question} for each
utterance. This social act α is given as an addi-
tional input prompt during finetuning of the social
dialog generator. Specifically, the input prompt
has the corresponding social act prepended at the
beginning. This allows the social dialog generator
to learn to maximize Psocial(xt|x<t, α) enabling
finer control of the social dialog generator via these
social dialog acts.

Similar to the setting of the coarse turn planner,
the fine-grained turn planner is a BERT classifier.
However, this classifier is trained in a multi-label
setting. The multi-label setting allows turn type
prediction(social/task) along with prediction of the
social act. However, annotations for these social
acts are not present in the FusedChat dataset used
to train our model turn planner. To circumvent
this lack of annotations,we label each utterance
in the FusedChat data with social acts using dis-
tance supervision as follows: (1) First, we train a
multi-class BERT classifier on DailyDialog dataset
with labels for each type of utterance. (2) We then
use this trained multi-class classifier to label every
utterance in FusedChat. This propagates distant
labels of the utterance type to social and task utter-
ances in FusedChat. The distant labels allow us to

train the fine-grained turn planner on a subset of
FusedChat to jointly predict the nature of the next
turn in the dialog as social or task along with the
type of utterance in the next turn.

3.3.3 Rule Planner
As a baseline, we design a rule based turn planner.
The rule turn planner predicts a random number
of social turns followed by a single task turn. In
such a plan, each social and task turn is gener-
ated by the social or task generator respectively.
While rule planners could append social turns, we
only consider the setting in which social turns are
prepended to obtain a setting similar to the user dy-
namics modeled by our model based turn planners.
This enables a fairer comparison to the settings of
the trained model planners in Section 3.3.1–3.3.2.

4 Experiments

We compare four variants of our proposed approach
for multi-user dialog generations in our evaluations.
These variants ablate the effect of (1) late fusion
(2) type of turn planner. The variants are described
below:

• Rule Planner (RTP): This approach makes
a hard choice between the social and task-
oriented generator while generating a multi-
user dialog. The type of utterance at each turn
is determined by a rule planner (see Section
3.3.3)

• Rule Planner w/ Late Fusion (RTP+LF):
This approach blends the social and task-
oriented generator using late fusion(see Sec-
tion 3.2) while generating a multi-user dialog.
The type of utterance at each turn is deter-
mined by a rule planner (see Section 3.3.3).

• Coarse Planner w/ Late Fusion (CTP):
This approach blends the social and task-
oriented generator using late fusion(see Sec-
tion 3.2) while generating a multi-user dialog.
The type of utterance at each turn is deter-
mined by a coarse planner (see Section 3.3.1).

• Fine-grained Planner w/ Late Fusion
(FTP): This approach blends the social and
task-oriented generator using late fusion(see
Section 3.2) while generating a multi-user di-
alog. The type of utterance and social act
at each turn is determined by a fine-grained
model planner(see Section 3.3.2).
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4.1 Datasets

4.1.1 MultiWOZ
We use this dataset as our primary task-oriented dia-
log dataset for generating and evaluating multi-user
dialog generations. It is also used for training the
task-oriented dialog generator. This dataset (Zang
et al., 2020) contains multi-turn dialog between a
single user and agent spanning multiple task do-
mains. The dataset consists of 8,438 training di-
alogs and 1,000 validation and test dialogs each. In
our experiments, we exclude the police, bus and
taxi domains from the training set as they have very
few dialogs in training.

4.1.2 DailyDialog
This is a corpus (Li et al., 2017) containing dialogs
centered around daily life communications written
by humans. We use the DailyDialog twice in our
proposed approach. Firstly, it is used to train the
social dialog generator. It is also used to train a
classifier that labels utterances in FusedChat with
social acts using distance supervision. The dataset
contains 13,118 multi-turn dialogs spanning 10
daily life topics. This dataset is of particular in-
terest to us as it has annotations for social act at
an utterance level. We infer speaker turns based
on utterance turns as the corpus does not explicitly
indicate speaker information.

4.1.3 FusedChat
We use FusedChat to train the coarse and fine-
grained turn planners. This is a dataset (Young
et al., 2022) based on MultiWOZ (Zang et al.,
2020). This work adds expanded social turns be-
tween a single user and agent. The dataset con-
sists of MultiWOZ dialogs with prepended and
appended social turns. We only consider the sub-
set of FusedChat with social turns prepended to
task-oriented turns. In this setting, the intent of
the task-oriented turn following the social turns
is strictly dependent on the topic of conversation
in the social turns. This results in 3670 training
dialogs and 500 validation and testing dialogs each.

4.2 Evaluation Measures

4.2.1 Automatic evaluation
Our multi-user rewrite of a single user task-oriented
dialog should reflect the same user intent as the sin-
gle user utterance, reliably cover the user belief
states expressed in user utterance being rewritten
while exhibiting high lexical diversity. We define

the following automated metrics targeted at measur-
ing semantic similarity between source utterance
and utterances in multi-user rewrite and lexical di-
versity.

• Semantic Similarity (SS): For a multi-turn
rewrite of a single utterance, the cosine simi-
larity of sentence embedding from transform-
ers (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) is com-
puted between the average embedding of all
generated utterances and the single-user utter-
ance being rewritten. This measures the top-
ical alignment of the multi-user dialog with
the single user utterance.

• Slot Coverage (SC): We measure the fraction
of user belief states expressed in single-user
utterance being mentioned in the multi-turn
rewrite via a sub-string match. This metric
captures the coverage of user belief states
from user utterance in the generated multi-
user rewrite.

• Additionally, we measure Distinct-n/D-n
(n=1,2,3) (Li et al., 2015) and Repetition-
n/R-n (n=3) which measures the percentage
of unique n-grams and the fraction of copied
3-gram from prompt in a multi-user rewrite.
These metrics measure lexical diversity in the
generated multi-user dialog.

4.2.2 Human Evaluation
We conduct a human evaluation on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. For this, we randomly sample 150
single-user utterances and corresponding generated
multi-user dialogs from our proposed approach.
We compare 4 variants of our proposed approach
in a staggered manner which results in 450 multi-
user rewrites. We conduct pairwise comparisons
of generated multi-user rewrites, and each pair was
evaluated by three human labelers. We ask humans
to pick the better dialog in a pairwise evaluation by
assessing:

• Content Quality: Consider the fluency, gram-
matically correctness, logical coherence and
utterance ordering to determine the better
multi-user dialog.

• Belief State faithfulness: Choose the multi-
user dialog generation system that better re-
flects user beliefs expressed in the single user
utterance.
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DIALOG HISTORY:                            D.1

U: Your reservation has been booked. Your 
reference number is Q9DRQ55J . Please be aware 
that your table will only be reserved until 
16:30. Can i provide any more assistance?
A: I'm also looking for things to do in the 
same general area as the restaurant.
U: Sure, are you interested in museums, sports, 
parks, entertainment, swimming or boating?

USER BELIEF STATE:

attraction area: east, attraction type: cinema

UTTERANCE BEING REWRITTEN:

Are there any cinemas?If there isn't what about 
something that has to do with multiple sports?

GENERATED MULTI-USER DIALOG:
U0: I think I'd like to go to the cinema. What 
do you think of this one? It's a new cinema, 
isn't it?
U1: Yes. It is a good cinema. You can go 
to the movies. It's a new cinema, isn't it?
U0: Yes it is. Is there a cinema in the east?

DIALOG HISTORY:                                                  D.2
U: Please see what you can find out about jesus college
A: It is a college in the town centre, address Jesus Lane. Postcode 
is cb58bl and it has free admission.
U: Do you happen to have the telephone number for the college?I would 
like to call the main office there.
A: I can certainly look that up for you. Ok, it's 01223339485. Do you 
need any more information or something else I can help with?

USER BELIEF STATE:

train day: tuesday, train destination: stansted airport

UTTERANCE BEING REWRITTEN:

Thank you.I'm looking to leave on Tuesday by train. Arrival will be 
Stansted Airport.

GENERATED MULTI-USER DIALOG:
U0: Yes. The college has a large population. It is a very good 
college. It has a lot of students. It is very easy to  get into the 
college. It is in the centre of town. It is not very expensive to get 
into college.It's very easy to find out about it.Thank you very much.
Are there any other places I can get to  for my college search?
U1: There are many places. For example. You can go to the college 
website. It has lots of information. And also there are many places 
to get a map.
U0: Can you help me find a train to the college on Tuesday?

DIALOG HISTORY:                                                                                                D.3

A: Addenbrookes Hospital Telephone : 01223245151 Address : Hills Rd, Cambridge Postcode : CB20QQ Do you need a 
taxi to get there?
U: No, thank you. Can you also find me a restaurant that serves British food in the centre? Postcode, please.
A: Cotto would fit your needs perfectly. Their postcode is CB11BG. Can I help you with anything else?
U: Are there any theatres near the Cotto?
A: Adc theatre is nearby. it is in park street

USER BELIEF STATE:

attraction area: centre , attraction type: theatre, attraction address: requested, attraction phone: requested

UTTERANCE BEING REWRITTEN:

Thank you. I'm also looking to leave on Tuesday by train. Arrival will be Stansted Airport.

GENERATED MULTI-USER DIALOG WITH COARSE TURN PLANNER:

U0: Great. Can I get the phone number and address for 
the theatre? I am also looking for a restaurant in the centre.
Thank you.
U1: You can call the theatre from here. And I can give you the 
address and phone number for the restaurant. You can book it from
here. It is very easy to do. And I will be happy to help you with
it. You are welcome. Goodbye.
U0: Can I have the address and telephone number for the
theatre, please?

GENERATED MULTI-USER DIALOG WITH FINE-GRAINED TURN 
PLANNER:
U0: Thank you. Please get me the address and phone 
number for the theatre. I will be happy to go 
there. 
U1: Cotto is in the centre of town. The theatre is 
in the same street as the restaurant. So you can 
walk there. 
U0: That's great. Can I get the address and 
telephone number for the theater?

Figure 3: Examples of multi-user task-oriented dialogs generated by our approach is shown here.

For each pairwise setting, we compute the major-
ity vote based on the forced pairwise comparison.
We use the Sign Test (Dixon and Mood, 1946) to
compute statistical significance for both evaluation
criteria. More details of the human evaluation in-
cluding a screenshot of the evaluation template is
available in Section B of the Appendix.

4.3 Results

Automatic evaluation of variations of our proposed
approach are available in Table 1. Overall, using
both late fusion and a turn planner achieves bet-
ter performance. In Row 1, we see that the rule
planner with hard choice of generators struggles
to maintain relevance to intent in the single-user

Turn LF SC↑ SS↑ D-1↑ D-2↑ D-3↑ R-3 ↓
Planner

RTP 7 0.358 0.386 0.797 0.960 0.986 0.013
RTP 3 0.446 0.478 0.658 0.898 0.963 0.012
CTP 3 0.480 0.461 0.622 0.883 0.957 0.012
FTP 3 0.464 0.455 0.747 0.939 0.980 0.011

Table 1: Automatic quality metrics on the test set to
ablate the effect of turn planner type and fusion of dia-
log generators. Legend - ↑: Higher is better, ↓: Lower
is better, RTP: Rule Turn Planner, LF: Late Fusion,
CTP: Coarse Model Turn Planner, FTP: Fine-Grained
Model Turn Planner, SC: Slot Coverage, SS: Semantic
Similarity.

utterance. This is indicated by much lower seman-
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Win %
Evaluation RTP RTP+LF Sign Test (p<0.05)

CQ 42 58 3

BF 38 62 3

Evaluation RTP+LF CTP Sign Test (p<0.05)
CQ 52 48 7

BF 54.66 45.33 7

Evaluation CTP FTP Sign Test (p<0.05)
CQ 62.66 37.33 3

BF 61.34 38.66 3

Table 2: Human evaluation on samples from the test
set in a forced choice pairwise evaluation. Win% = %
times multi-user dialogs from one model was preferred
over the other when evaluated against a particular cri-
terion. Table Legend - RTP: Rule Turn Planner, LF:
Late Fusion, CTP: Coarse Model Turn Planner, FTP:
Fine-Grained Model Turn Planner, CQ: Content Qual-
ity, BF: Belief State Faithfulness

tic similarity and slot coverage scores along with
high n-gram diversity metrics. The addition of late
fusion (RTP vs RTP+LF) produces a significant
jump in both semantic similarity and slot coverage
of the multi-user dialog when compared to the hard
choice of generators rule based turn planner. This
indicates better relevance to intent in the single-user
utterance across the generated multi-user rewrite
with late fusion. We also see a reduction in n-gram
diversity metrics. This is expected as n-gram di-
versity would reduce when the social turns are also
related to same topic. The replacement of rule turn
planner by a coarse turn planner (RTL+FL vs CTP)
produces improvements in slot coverage. The fine-
grained planner (FTP) gets comparable semantic
similarity and slot coverage with higher lexical di-
versity scores. Holistically, this is indicative of the
fine-grained planner showing comparable faithful-
ness in reflecting the user belief state, while reduc-
ing repetition across utterances in the multi-user
dialog.

Results of our human evaluation are available
in Table 2. From the pairwise evaluation, we see
that late fusion outperforms a hard choice of the
backbone generators with statistical significance.
This is also observed in the automatic evaluation
where improved semantic similarity scores and slot
coverage indicate that late fusion produces dialog
turns that are more related to intent expressed in
single-user utterance. The coarse model turn plan-
ner (CTP) and rule turn planner with late fusion
(RTL+FL) are tied without a statistically significant
result on both criteria. This result is aligned with

close automatic metric for these models observed
in Table 1. This shows the limitations of training
turn planners in low data regimes. We expect the
performance of our approach with the coarse and
fine-grained model planners to improve with train-
ing on larger datasets and data augmentation.

Some examples of generations from our ap-
proach are shown in Figure 3. The generations
show reasonable faithfulness to the intent and user
belief in the single user utterance being rewritten
across D.1–D.3. However, in example D.1, we see
repetition of the phrase “It’s a new cinema, isn’t
it?” across utterances by different users indicating
the challenge of consistent Point-of-View (PoV)
depiction. In D.2, we find that the role and charac-
teristics of an agent bleeds into the users engaged
in a conversation with command like responses de-
spite blending of dialog generators. Example D.3
contrasts multi-user dialog generation with coarse
and fine-grained turn planners. Here we see that
while both generations cover the user beliefs, the
dialog generated with the fine-grained turn planner
is more coherent across turns. The coarse-grained
planner shows content repetition across turns. Ad-
ditional examples are shown in Section C of the
appendix.

4.4 Challenges and Future work

Despite these promising results, we find that there
are considerable challenges to be tackled. Our abil-
ity to control the social utterances in the multi-user
rewrite is limited to broad social acts, i.e., question
or inform. This limitation arises from the dataset
we use for fine-tuning the social dialog generator.
Using datasets with fine-grained annotations for
utterance type or larger language models capable
of instruction prompting are potential directions to
address this. Another challenge is ensuring con-
sistency of user beliefs across social utterances.
We observe challenges in maintaining consistent
beliefs across utterances in a dialog sequence for
a user. Further, maintaining consistent Point-of-
View (PoV) depiction is challenging. We find that
the role and characteristics of an agent bleeds into
the users engaged in a conversation. Planning ap-
proaches like those employed in story and long text
generation (Rashkin et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2019)
is one possible family of approaches that could
reduce inconsistency in user behaviour, PoV and
provide more control.
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Ethics Statement

Advances in multi-user dialog generation tech-
niques would aid training of digital assistants. As
AI assistants are increasingly becoming a staple
in our social environments, synthetic methods of
multi-user dialog generation would aid the training
of these assistants and ensure they are capable of
comprehending human conversations and under-
stand task-oriented requests in social settings. This
would help increase human-machine interaction
and enhance human productivity in collaborative
settings.

Synthetic multi-user dialog generation tech-
niques would also reduce the need of (the gold
standard for data collection) crowdsourcing. This
would also have a positive effect on human produc-
tivity and reduce the need for humans to manually
write dialogs for different scenarios.

We use language models as initialisation for
our dialog generators. These are trained on data
collected from the web. Hence, issues related to
bias and abusive language are a potential concern.
These concerns of abusive content should be largely
mitigated as we fine-tune of the dialog genera-
tors on task-oriented and everyday conversation
datasets with sanitised data. The generator fine-
tuning and prompt structure used for dialog gen-
eration should limit unintended consequences as
all generations are trained to reflect the intent of
the single-user dialog. However, with our proposed
method of multi-user dialog generation, any racial,
ethnic or other forms of bias present in the datasets
used to train the dialog generators is likely to get
propagated to the generated multi-user dialog.
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Abstract

Recent studies have used human continuations
of Implicit Causality (IC) prompts collected in
linguistic experiments to evaluate discourse un-
derstanding in large language models (LLMs),
focusing on the well-known IC coreference bias
in the LLMs’ predictions of the next word fol-
lowing the prompt. In this study, we investigate
how continuations of IC prompts can be used
to evaluate the text generation capabilities of
LLMs in a linguistically controlled setting. We
conduct an experiment using two open-source
GPT-based models, employing human evalua-
tion to assess different aspects of continuation
quality. Our findings show that LLMs struggle
in particular with generating coherent continu-
ations in this rather simple setting, indicating a
lack of discourse knowledge beyond the well-
known IC bias. Our results also suggest that a
bias congruent continuation does not necessar-
ily equate to a higher continuation quality. Fur-
thermore, our study draws upon insights from
the Uniform Information Density hypothesis,
testing different prompt modifications and de-
coding procedures and showing that sampling-
based methods are particularly sensitive to the
information density of the prompts.

1 Introduction

There is currently a growing interest in probing the
performance of large language models (LLMs) on
carefully controlled linguistic test suites and ex-
perimental datasets to get a deeper understanding
of specific linguistic capabilities captured in these
models (e.g., Belinkov and Glass, 2019; Ettinger,
2020). While a lot of previous work focused on
analyzing the syntactic competence of LLMs (e.g,
Hu et al., 2020; Schuster and Linzen, 2022), recent
studies also started to investigate the abilities of
LLMs on the level of semantics and pragmatic dis-
course processing. One promising diagnostic for
probing discourse knowledge in LLMs has turned
out to be the use of Implicit Causality (IC) prompts.

IC refers to a property of a broad range of inter-
personal verbs that exhibit strong preferences for
establishing coreference to one of the verb’s argu-
ments over the other in explanations. For instance,
when asked to provide a continuation after "..." in
a sentence like (1), humans display strong next-
mention preferences towards the stimulus (he/Tom
in this case):

(1) Tom fascinated Sarah because. . . he was
very smart.

As the IC bias has been extensively researched in
psycholinguistics and psychology across various
languages and populations (e.g., Ferstl et al., 2011;
Hartshorne et al., 2013; Bott and Solstad, 2014),
investigating this bias in LLMs has gained signifi-
cant interest. A range of recent studies investigated
LLMs’ predictions of the next mention in examples
like (1) and whether these mentions (i.e. pronouns)
follow the same coreference biases as can be found
in human data (e.g., Upadhye et al., 2020; Davis
and van Schijndel, 2020; Kementchedjhieva et al.,
2021; Zarrieß et al., 2022). These studies predomi-
nantly indicated that LLMs are not generally con-
gruent with the human IC bias, which has been
interpreted as evidence for LLMs struggling with
certain aspects of discourse understanding (but see
Cai et al., 2023).

In this work, we propose that experimentally
elicited data of human continuations of IC prompts
cannot only be used for analyzing comprehension
in LLMs, but constitutes an excellent basis for ana-
lyzing LLMs’ discourse-level generation capabil-
ities, i.e. going beyond the prediction of the next
mention. While discourse-level downstream tasks
in NLG, e.g. story generation or summarization,
are complex and notoriously difficult to evaluate
systematically with respect to targeted linguistic ca-
pacities of NLG systems, IC continuations provide
a well-controlled diagnostic of discourse knowl-
edge and, at the same time, rather simple sentences
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whose quality can be easily assessed in human eval-
uation. Yet, to date, only little consideration has
been given to the extent to which IC continuations
generated by language models maintain semantic
appropriateness and coherence with respect to the
given IC prompts, cf. Huynh et al., 2022, and to
what extent congruency with the human corefer-
ence bias is related to the quality and coherence of
the generated continuation.

We expand prior work on discourse knowledge
captured by LLMs in IC contexts and investigate
their ability to generate not only bias-congruent
but also sensible continuations. In contrast to most
previous studies, we are not only interested in the
LLMs predictions of the first word following the
prompt (i.e. the pronoun), but in the quality of the
generated sequences and their comparison against
human continuations. We would like to empha-
size that IC bias can be violated without any loss
of discourse coherence. As an example, consider
the following generated sequences in (2), where
the first sentence is not congruent with the human
bias but coherent, whereas the second sentence is
congruent with the bias but not coherent:

(2) a. Jonathan shocked Charlotte because...
she didn’t think he would steal.

b. Jonathan admired Charlotte because...
she handed him a pineapple.

In order to assess the quality of generated IC con-
tinuations, we carry out an evaluation study with
human ratings of naturalness, coherence, and in-
formativity. We aim to investigate to what extent
continuation quality is associated with bias congru-
ency and identify the factors that may influence
this interaction. Thus, we manipulate two different
types of conditions. First, we evaluate the predicted
continuations of language models on two types of
IC prompts: "standard" IC prompts (such as those
in (1) and (2)) and IC prompts that are extended
with adverbial modifiers. Second, we evaluate the
performance of three different decoding procedures.
In the following, Section 2 will present background
on the set up of our study, Section 3 describes the
hypotheses of our evaluation experiment and Sec-
tion 4 describes the results.

2 Background

2.1 Implicit Causality
Psycholinguistic literature has consistently shown
that numerous interpersonal verbs exhibit a bias

known as "Implicit causality" (IC) (Garvey and
Caramazza, 1974). That is, when asked to provide
a continuation after "..." in sentences like (1) and
(2), humans display strong next-mention prefer-
ences towards the subject for stimulus-experiencer
(SE) verbs like "fascinate“ (1) and "shock" (2-a)
and towards the object for experiencer-stimulus
(ES) verbs like "admire“ (2-b) (Solstad and Bott,
2022). Continuations that align with the corefer-
ence bias are referred to as bias-congruent, while
continuations that go against the bias are consid-
ered bias-incongruent. In addition, verbs that ex-
hibit a pronounced IC bias also tend to exhibit a
coherence bias, that is, they are prone to trigger ex-
planations in subsequent discourse (cf., e.g., Kehler
et al., 2008, Bott and Solstad, 2014). Interestingly,
it has been shown that the coreference and coher-
ence tendencies of IC verbs are strongly modulated
by linguistic context. For instance, in their study,
Bott and Solstad, 2021 showed that modifying stan-
dard IC prompts (such as those in (1) and (2)) with
causal adverbial phrases leads to a change in the
coreference bias as well as the coherence bias. In
particular, not only did their results show that the
IC coreference bias was in fact eliminated when ad-
verbial modifiers were added to the prompts, they
further found fewer and distinct types of explana-
tions after these modifications compared to the de-
fault explanation types observed in the "standard"
condition.

In psycholinguistic studies, the coreference and
coherence biases of IC verbs are often elicited in
sentence continuation tasks, typically giving the
participants prompts such as those in the discussed
examples. And, as several psycholinguistic stud-
ies have demonstrated that the IC bias is not only
highly reliable but also robust across different lan-
guages (Ferstl et al., 2011; Goikoetxea et al., 2008;
Hartshorne et al., 2013; Bott and Solstad, 2014),
it has become an an intriguing domain for test-
ing language models. Earlier studies, including
those conducted by Upadhye et al., 2020, Davis
and van Schijndel, 2020, Kementchedjhieva et al.,
2021 and Zarrieß et al., 2022, have examined the
performance of LLMs in capturing the IC corefer-
ence bias. I.e., they concentrated on single-word
prediction tasks and evaluated the models’ ability
to generate continuations of such classic prompts,
like examples (1) and (2), and predominantly found
that LLMs display limited ability to systematically
incorporate the IC coreference bias in their genera-
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tions. In addition to examining the IC bias, Huynh
et al., 2022 conducted a human evaluation of the
quality of the continuations predicted by an English
GPT-2 model. Asking the participants to judge
the "reasonability" of the generated continuations
on a 5-point Likert scale (with 5 being strongly
reasonable), their results showed that only 32%
of all the continuations retained an average rating
greater than or equal to 4. In this study, we build
upon these priors results, by investigating, similar
to Huynh et al., 2022, the extent to which bias con-
gruency in LLMs is associated with the quality of
the predicted continuations, i.e. we go beyond the
next word prediction. Additionally, we go beyond
previous research by not only taking into account
the impact of the decoding procedure, but also by
investigating whether the grade of information den-
sity in the prompts affects the models’ ability to
produce meaningful continuations.

2.2 Information Density and Decoding

The use of natural language for communication is
often explained through information theory (Shan-
non, 1948), an approach that views linguistic units
as messages aimed at conveying information, quan-
tified by their probability of being produced, which
is also termed "surprisal". Within this view, units
with low probability are considered more infor-
mative, reflecting the intuition that unpredictable
elements convey more information than predictable
ones (see, e.g., Meister et al., 2021 for an elabo-
ration). The Uniform Information Density (UID)
hypothesis (Levy and Florian Jaeger, 2007; Jaeger,
2010) further predicts that speakers prefer to dis-
tribute information uniformly across their utter-
ances. I.e., if speakers wish to convey more in-
formation, they are more likely to distribute this
information across more words. Previous studies
have shown that a more uniform distribution of in-
formation is strongly associated with higher linguis-
tic acceptability (cf., e.g., Meister et al., 2021). As
such, assertions that adhere to the UID hypothesis
are considered to be of higher quality and receive
better evaluations. Furthermore, also the choice
of decoding strategy, i.e. the decision rule used
to determine the output sequence of a model, is
one of the most important factors that affects the
quality and various linguistic properties of the gen-
erated text, as several papers have demonstrated
(e.g. Holtzman et al., 2019; Zarrieß et al., 2021;
Meister et al., 2022; Ji et al., 2023). However,

the success of the decoding procedure shows to
be contingent on the task at hand, and no decod-
ing approach has demonstrated a consistent cor-
relation with producing high-quality text (Wiher
et al., 2022). Given these insights, in this study, we
consider it worthwhile to explore how the level of
information density of the prompts as well as the
decoding procedure used influences the quality of
the generated continuations. We will outline our
approach and hypotheses in the next section.

3 Hypotheses and Conditions

3.1 Prompt Manipulation and Information
Density

First, to investigate an important aspect of IC verbs
that, to our knowledge, has not yet received atten-
tion in the study of IC in LLMs, we introduce an
additional prompt condition alongside the "stan-
dard" IC prompts (such as those in the examples
discussed so far). That is, we extend these standard
prompts with adverbial modifiers, so that, for exam-
ple, the prompts in (2-a) and (2-b) are augmented
to (3-a) and (3-b), respectively.

(3) a. Jonathan shocked Charlotte by his ag-
gressive appearance in the talk show
because...

b. Jonathan admired Charlotte for her ex-
traordinary agility in this year’s ice
skating competition because...

This extension is motivated by the aforementioned
insight that the coreference and coherence biases
of IC verbs are strongly modulated by linguistic
context (cf. Section 2.1). In this current study,
we therefore compare standard IC prompts with
prompts extended with adverbial modifiers, using
the experimental data of Bott and Solstad, 2021,
in order to investigate to what extent this added
contextual information may not only influence the
ability of LLMs to capture the IC bias but, beyond,
also the quality of the model-generated continua-
tions.

Building upon the UID, we make the assumption
that standard IC prompts, which are brief and con-
tain only minimal information, will require more
information in their sentence continuations to main-
tain a uniform distribution of information across the
whole sentence than prompts that are more detailed.
For instance, consider Figure 1, which depicts the
token probabilities and information values for a
"standard" unmodified IC prompt and for a prompt
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Figure 1: Token probabilities (blue) and information values
(green) for each prompt condition for a selected item involving
the ES verb bewundern ("admire"). Left-hand side: unmodi-
fied prompt, i.e. "Paul bewunderte Isabel, weil" (Paul admired
Isabelle, because). Right-hand side: extended prompt, i.e.
"Paul bewunderte Isabel für ihre außerordentliche Geschick-
lichkeit beim diesjährigen Eisschaulaufen, weil" (Paul ad-
mired Isabel for her extraordinary agility in this year’s ice
skating competition, because).

augmented with an adverbial modification. Here
it is visible that the latter exhibits more peaks to-
wards lower probability, and, respectively, towards
higher informativity – since here, in addition to the
verb, there is another information-carrying part (i.e.
the adverbial modification). Put differently: The
IC prompts that are extended with adverbial mod-
ifications inherently carry more information and
therefore already contribute a greater amount of
information to the (yet to be completed) sentence.
In fact, as Bott and Solstad, 2021 show, prompts
with adverbial modifiers such as (3) provide com-
prehensive causal scenarios in themselves lacking
any need for further causal elaboration.

Hypotheses Thus, assuming that speakers aim
to distribute information uniformly across an utter-
ance, we can infer that continuations of the modi-
fied IC prompts would require less information than
those of the shorter prompts. Consequently, when
presented with standard (i.e. short) IC prompts,
LLMs are expected to produce continuations that
are less probable and, therefore, more informa-
tive (or: surprising), while with the modified IC
prompts, less informative and therefore, more prob-
able continuations are anticipated from the models.
We hypothesize, however, that LLMs encounter dif-
ficulties in producing informative yet sensible con-
tinuations, which could explain the observed lower
quality of sentence continuations for these prompts,
aligning with research suggesting that a more uni-
form distribution of information is strongly associ-
ated with higher linguistic acceptability (see Sec-
tion 2.2). Taken together, we expect that sentence
continuations following prompts augmented with
adverbials will be evaluated as of higher quality
than those following standard IC prompts, as the ad-

ditional information provided reduces the model’s
burden to generate informative content on its own.

3.2 Information Density and Decoding

In this study, we acknowledge the significant im-
pact of decoding methods on the quality of gen-
erated text (see Section 2.2) and therefore also in-
vestigate whether the distinct information-theoretic
characteristics of three different decoding methods
allow them to handle the prompt requirements dif-
ferently. For instance, adhering to the terminology
of UID theory, where information density is mea-
sured in information-theoretic terms of surprisal,
maximation-based strategies, such as beam search
decoding, for example, are known for producing
text that is more probable but less surprising, and
thus less informative. In contrast, stochastic strate-
gies, such as Nucleus Sampling (Holtzman et al.,
2019), for example, tend to produce text that is
less probable and, therefore, more suprising, i.e.
informative (cf., e.g., Zarrieß et al., 2021).

First of all, we consider seam search to be an
appropriate candidate for the task of generating sen-
tence continuations for (short) IC prompts, since
Meister et al., 2020 have shown that beam search
incorporates an inductive bias that aligns with the
UID principle to distribute information uniformly
across an utterance. However, as it has been shown
that beam search tends to reduce diversity by fa-
voring likelihood (Schüz et al., 2021; Zarrieß et al.,
2021), in this paper, we will utilize the Diverse
Beam Search method proposed by Vijayakumar
et al., 2018, which, in essence, encourages di-
verse candidates by categorizing candidates into
groups and then enforcing diversity within those
groups. Furthermore, we consider Nucleus Sam-
pling (Holtzman et al., 2019) to be an appropri-
ate stochastic decoding method for our investiga-
tion. By truncating the model distribution, this
method effectively addresses the drawback of sam-
pling based methods to potentially select very low
probability outputs that may considerably reduce
the overall quality and coherence. In addition, in
this study, we will consider another, third decoding
procedure called Local Typical Sampling (Meister
et al., 2022) to generate continuations for the two
IC prompt conditions. Including this method in
our study seems worthwhile, given that the authors
introduced it as a potential solution to the short-
comings of beam search and Nucleus Sampling
and, beyond, that it was designed to embody the
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characteristics of human language, aligning with
the information-theoretic perspective discussed in
this context (cf. Meister et al., 2022). In a nutshell,
in Local Typical Sampling, the options to sample
from are limited to strings that have a similar infor-
mation content to what would be expected based
on the prior context.

Hypotheses In light of this, we anticipate that
stochastic decoding methods could result in better
sentence continuations for the standard IC prompts
compared to beam search, for instance, as more
information is required in the continuations that
follow these short prompts. On the contrary, for
prompts extended with adverbials, where less in-
formative continuations are expected to retain a
uniform distribution of information across the sen-
tence, beam search decoding may lead to better
results. Moreover, we anticipate that Local Typ-
ical Sampling will lead to adequate informative
generations for both short and modified prompts,
i.e. resulting in comparable quality of continu-
ations across the two prompt conditions. Taken
together, while we generally expect longer prompts
(i.e. those augmented with adverbials) to result in
better quality continuations, we further expect the
decoding strategy employed to also play a signifi-
cant role in the generated text’s quality. Further, we
anticipate that the impact of the decoding strategies
will vary depending on the prompt construction.

4 Experimental Setup

Data. We ground our study on German IC data
from Bott and Solstad, 2021 and use their exper-
imental items to generate German prompts to be
completed by the LLMs. These data also provide
us with human-generated sentence continuations
for both prompt conditions, offering a valuable ref-
erence point for evaluating the model-generated
continuations. Prompts consist of simple sentences
introducing the verb, the verb’s arguments and the
connective weil (’because’) (as in (1) and (2)). To
further investigate the effect of causal modification,
we designed the following four conditions:

1. SE verbs in "standard" prompt constructions
(e.g., Clara inspired Vincent because...)

2. SE verbs + durch (’by’) modifier (e.g., Clara
inspired Vincent by her innovative lecture be-
cause...)

3. ES verbs in "standard" prompt constructions
(e.g., Paul admired Isabel because...)

4. ES verbs + für (’for’) modifier (e.g., Paul ad-
mired Isabel for her extraordinary agility in
this year’s ice skating competition because...)

As in previous studies, we vary and balance
prompts for the names and gender of verb argu-
ments. To ensure that the prompts’ informational
content remains unaffected by the verb arguments,
we deliberately keep the proper names consistent
across the conditions. In addition, we also con-
sider the sentiment of the verbs, ensuring a balance
between those that are positively and negatively
connotated. See Table 4 in the Appendix for the
chosen verbs and examples for each prompt condi-
tion.

Models. We use the Hugging Face framework
for reproducibility, employing two German lan-
guage models to generate continuations for the IC
prompts: (i) a pretrained German GPT-2 model1

and (ii) a pretrained multilingual mGPT model2

which reproduces the GPT-3 architecture. Follow-
ing the reasoning of Huynh et al., 2022, we use
GPT-2 and mGPT, despite the availability of newer
and more advanced language models, as they offer
a manageable size that is compatible with standard
hardware and a favorable trade-off between com-
plexity and efficiency. For both models we do not
employ any finetuning.

Decoding hyperparameters. We set the hyper-
parameters of our decoding methods by validating
them on the continuation data from Bott and Sol-
stad, 2021, using other IC verbs (and thus, items)
than those tested in the final experiments and the
metrics BLEU, GLEU, METEOR, ROUGE(-L)
and BERTScore, as provided by the Hugging Face
library. We chose ranges of hyperparameters based
on the authors’ self-reported best-performing val-
ues and/or standard values recommended in liter-
ature and found the following settings to be best
performing in at least four of the five metrics:

• Diverse Beam Search: beam size and beam group
size = 10; diversity penalty λ = 0.7

• Nucleus Sampling: top p value = 0.85; tempera-
ture = 0.7

• Typical Sampling: typical p value = 0.9;
temperature = 0.7

1https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/german-gpt2.
2https://huggingface.co/ai-forever/mGPT.
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Automatic evaluation. To assess whether the IC
coreference bias is reflected in the models’ continu-
ations, we adopt the method of Zarrieß et al., 2022
and calculate Completion Sensitivity scores, i.e.
the percentage of prompts for which the model’s
predicted pronoun aligns with the bias. Further, to
investigate the overall quality of the models’ contin-
uations, we calculate the three automatic measures:
BLEU, ROUGE-L and BERTScore, in this way
comparing them to the ones produced by partici-
pants in the studies conducted by Bott and Solstad,
2021.

Human evaluation. As human evaluation re-
mains to be the gold standard when it comes to
assessing the overall quality of a system (van der
Lee et al., 2021; Schuff et al., 2023), we employ hu-
man judgment to investigate the quality of the gen-
erated continuations. Looking over the produced
generations, there were three items that contained
offensive content, e.g. including instances of sex-
ism, which is why these items were excluded from
the experiment. We used the Prolific framework
to obtain ratings from 40 different annotators on
96 examples for each model’s continuations, 128
examples for each prompt condition, 64 examples
for each decoding method and 64 examples for
human-produced continuations of which one half
was bias congruent and the other half bias incongru-
ent. In this way, we overall collected 5120 human
judgments. We restricted potential evaluators to
native speakers of German with their country of
residency being Germany. We designed the evalua-
tion as a rating task, presenting three questions to
the evaluators. We asked whether the continuation
is a (i) "natural", (ii) "meaningful" (i.e. coherent)
and (iii) "surprising" (i.e. informative) explanation
for the respective sentence beginning (i.e. prompt).
The evaluators could indicate their agreement on a
five-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (‘strongly
disagree’) to 5 (‘strongly agree’). For each of the
criteria, we take the median score across evaluators
as the final score. We chose the criteria of natu-
ralness and coherence following recommendations
from van der Lee et al., 2021 and elicited informa-
tivity to investigate our assumptions described in
Section 3. Before evaluators were asked to provide
ratings on the three criteria, they were presented
with instructions as well as an example item on the
basis of which the criteria were explained. Evalu-
ators were paid £9,00/hour and IRB approval was
obtained prior to conducting the study.

Naturalness Coherence Informativity

Standard IC Prompt

Diverse Beam Search 4 (3.55) 3 (2.87) 2 (2.50)
Nucleus Sampling 4 (3.26) 2 (2.55) 3 (2.62)
Typical Sampling 3 (3.26) 3 (2.74) 3 (2.65)
Human bias-congruent 5 (4.77) 5 (4.75) 2 (2.39)
Human bias-incongruent 4 (3.82) 3 (3.20) 3 (2.47)

Modified IC Prompt

Diverse Beam Search 4 (3.69) 3 (3.06) 2 (2.54)
Nucleus Sampling 3 (2.90) 2 (2.04) 2 (2.40)
Typical Sampling 3 (2.99) 2 (2.24) 2 (2.52)
Human bias-congruent 5 (4.56) 5 (4.61) 3 (2.56)
Human bias-incongruent 5 (4.54) 5 (4.37) 3 (2.61)

Table 1: Human evaluation results for each decoding proce-
dure and each IC prompt condition, aggregated over the text
generations of both LLMs. For each criterion, we report the
median score across raters as the final score (additionally, the
mean values are reported in brackets). Bold values indicate
conditions with the best values for that evaluation criteria.

5 Results

Naturalness and coherence. Generally, when
comparing the two language models, GPT-2 and
mGPT, the automatic metrics presented in Table
5 in the Appendix indicate that mGPT exhibits
a tendency to generate more favorable, or rather,
more similar continuations compared to the human-
produced ones. However, this observation holds
limited significance since, as detailed in a subse-
quent paragraph, there is a notably low correlation
between automatic and human metrics. Thus, as we
did not find substantial differences in continuation
quality between GPT-2 and mGPT, we focus our
analysis of human ratings on differences between
the decoding methods and prompt conditions and
aggregate over the models (but see Figure 5 in the
Appendix for results separated for models). Ta-
ble 1 shows the results of the human evaluation
for each decoding procedure and each prompt con-
dition. First, we note that, as expected, human-
produced continuations achieve the best results for
the criteria naturalness and coherence. Further, as
we had hypothesized, it is the case that the influ-
ence of the decoding procedure varies depending
on the IC prompt condition. Contrary to our ex-
pectations, however, it is not generally the case
that the modified prompts lead to better-evaluated
continuations. Likewise, it is not the case that the
sampling-based methods result in better-evaluated
continuations of the standard IC prompts while
Diverse Beam Search leads to better-evaluated con-
tinuations of the modified prompts. Instead, we
find that, across both prompt conditions, Diverse
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Beam Search yields equally good and almost al-
ways best results – both for the automatic metrics
and for the human evaluations. Remarkably, across
prompt conditions and decoding procedures, we ob-
serve substantial distinctions between naturalness
and coherence. I.e., the medians for naturalness
consistently exhibit higher values, indicating that
the generated continuations are perceived as flu-
ent. However, in terms of coherence, the average
ratings are lower, suggesting a lack of logical con-
sistency in the generated text. This observation
highlights the challenges faced by LLMs in gener-
ating sensible continuations in this rather simple
task. It clearly shows that LLMs especially strug-
gle with discourse-level coherence of explanations
in IC contexts, beyond predicting the mentions that
are congruent with this bias. This finding further
underscores the importance of considering multiple
evaluation criteria to assess the outputs of LLMs.

Informativity. Referring to Table 1, it is evident
that, unlike the criteria of naturalness and coher-
ence, the ratings for informativeness do not signifi-
cantly favor human continuations over those gener-
ated by the models. This observation indicates that,
as expected, the human-produced continuations
align more closely with prototypical explanations
making them appear comparatively mundane. Fur-
ther, as consistent with our expectation, we observe
that for the shorter prompts, the sampling-based
methods produce continuations that the evaluators
deem more informative compared to their continu-
ations of the modified prompts. This observation
also holds true for Typical Sampling, which we
initially anticipated to yield similarly informative
generations for both short and modified prompts.
Interestingly, for Nucleus Sampling, the higher per-
ceived informativeness of the continuations is ac-
companied by an increase in naturalness, whereas
for Typical Sampling, it is linked to higher coher-
ence of the continuations. Generally, this indicates
that sampling-based methods are particularly re-
sponsive to the information density of the prompts.

Relation of bias congruency and continuation
quality. Table 2 shows completion sensitivity re-
sults for each bias type, prompt condition and de-
coding procedure for continuations of the GPT-2
and mGPT models. Overall, the performance varies
across different models, decoding procedures, and
bias types. However, in general, the models are
more likely to capture the object bias, as can be

GPT-2 mGPT
Diverse
Beam
Search

Nucleus
Sam-
pling

Typical
Sam-
pling

Diverse
Beam
Search

Nucleus
Sam-
pling

Typical
Sam-
pling

SE simple 62.5 25 75 50 25 62.5
SE modified 75 50 75 87.5 50 87.5
ES simple 50 75 87.5 75 87.5 87.5
ES modified 50 100 87.5 75 100 87.5

Table 2: Completion Sensitivity (CS) scores for each model,
bias type, prompt condition, and decoding procedure, aggre-
gated over all types of individual verbs. CS scores are calcu-
lated as the percentage of continuations where the predicted
pronoun is congruent with the IC bias.

noted by the (almost) overall higher CS values for
the ES verbs, aligning with results from, for ex-
ample, Kementchedjhieva et al., 2021 and Zarrieß
et al., 2022 which as well point towards a general
tendency of LLMs to establish coreference to the
object. Moreover, it is noticeable that for each de-
coding procedure the ability to capture the IC bias
of SE verbs tends to improve when prompts are aug-
mented with adverbial modifiers. Thus, it appears
that the augmentation of the standard IC prompts
indeed has an impact on the extent to which the
LLMs can capture the IC bias. Interestingly, this in-
fluence varies depending on the decoding strategy
at hand. Further, it is noteworthy that, in this way,
the language models exhibit a different behavior
in capturing the IC bias when confronted with the
modified prompts compared to the findings of Bott
and Solstad, 2021’s human-produced data, where
the IC bias was in fact eliminated by the same mod-
ification (see Section 2.1). That is, while humans
tend to produce fewer bias-congruent continuations
when the IC prompts are augmented with such ad-
verbial modifications, the opposite seems to be true
for language models.

If we now consider the relation between bias
congruency and continuation quality and examine
the human-produced continuations in Table 1 first,
we can find higher naturalness and coherence rat-
ings for the bias-congruent continuations than for
the bias-incongruent continuations, in particular
for the standard IC prompts, which aligns with ex-
pectations based on Bott and Solstad, 2021. The
observation that the bias-incongruent continuations
of the modified prompts appear to be more accept-
able than the bias-incongruent continuations of the
standard prompts further aligns with the findings
of Bott and Solstad, 2021, who demonstrated that
modified prompts elicit different types of expla-
nations, often referring to elements other than the
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verbs’ arguments.
Next, let us consider Figure 2, which depicts the

relationship between bias congruency and the hu-
man evaluation criteria for each decoding method,
aggregated across the two prompt conditions and
across the generations of both LLMs (see Fig-
ure 12 in the Appendix for a visualiziation sep-
arated according to conditions). The higher green
bars consistently observed across all prompt con-
ditions and decoding methods indicate that each
decoding method generated a greater number of
bias-congruent continuations than bias-incongruent
ones. Furthermore, for all three decoding methods,
it is evident that non-bias congruent continuations
receive lower ratings in terms of coherence, as in-
dicated by the descending purple bars for this crite-
rion. However, a preference for bias-congruent con-
tinuations being more natural than bias-incongruent
continuations is primarily observed for the Diverse
Beam Search decoding method. Further, it is inter-
esting to note that although Typical Sampling tends
to generate the most bias-congruent continuations,
this does not necessarily result in better scores on
the evaluation metrics. These results, thus, indicate
that a bias congruent continuation does not equate
to a qualitatively better continuation.

(a) Diverse Beam Search (b) Nucleus Sampling

(c) Typical Sampling

Figure 2: Relationship between bias congruency and the text
continuation criteria for each decoding method, aggregated
across SE verbs and ES verbs, across the two prompt condi-
tions, and across the generations of both LLMs. Bias con-
gruent continuations are depicted in green, bias incongruent
continuations are depicted in purple.

Correlation between automatic and human eval-
uation. Table 1 reports the human ratings for the
generated continuations, while Table 5 in the Ap-

Human BLEU ROUGE-L BERTScore

Naturalness 0.16 (p=0.03) -0.02 (p=0.84) -0.04 (p=0.59)
Coherence 0.18 (p=0.01) 0.03 (p=0.66) -0.01 (p=0.91)
Informativity -0.18 (p=0.02) -0.08 (p=0.30) -0.07 (p=0.35)

Table 3: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between automatic
and human evaluation metrics.

pendix displays the automatic metrics. At first
sight, it may seem that the automatic metrics gener-
ally align with our human evaluations, as, e.g., Di-
verse Beam Search consistently outperforms other
decoding methods in automatic and human scores
(with one exception). However, Table 3 shows
Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the auto-
matic and human evaluation metrics and it becomes
apparent that there is no significant correlation be-
tween ROUGE-L and BERTScore on the one and
human ratings on the other hand. BLEU scores
do achieve a weakly significant correlation with
coherence ratings, but not with naturalness or in-
formativity. Interestingly, there even seems to be
a negative (but hardly significant) relationship be-
tween BLEU and informativity. Notably, these au-
tomatic metrics seem to fail even more miserably
on our linguistically controlled task, as compared
to correlations reported for downstream task evalu-
ations as in, e.g., Savkov et al., 2022. We believe
that this may be due to the fact that the scoring of
differences between generated continuations in this
rather restricted task may require a greater aware-
ness of linguistic subtleties and deeper discourse
understanding than what is currently captured by
these metrics. Overall, these findings underscore
the significant challenge faced by NLG metrics in
accurately capturing the nuanced aspects of human
evaluation and emphasize the need for cautious
interpretation of automatic evaluation scores.

6 Conclusion

This paper investigated how continuations of IC
prompts can be used to evaluate the text generation
capabilities of language models, expanding prior
work on discourse knowledge captured by LLMs in
IC contexts by investigating their ability to generate
not only bias-congruent but also sensible continua-
tions. Our study reveals that LLMs face challenges
in generating coherent continuations for relatively
simple prompts, highlighting their struggle with
discourse-level coherence. Further, our findings
show that both the decoding method and the in-
formation density of the prompt have a substan-
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tial impact on the quality of generated text, even
surpassing the influence of the specific language
model used. Our results further indicate that modi-
fying the standard IC prompts has a notable effect
on the LLMs’ capability to capture the IC bias, de-
pending on the decoding strategy employed. At
the same time, the results indicate that a bias con-
gruent continuation does not necessarily equate
to a higher quality of the continuation. Intrigu-
ingly, we observe a surprisingly low correlation
between automatic evaluation metrics and human
judgments. This poses an interesting challenge for
natural language generation, calling for future re-
search to enhance the evaluation methodologies
and metrics used in NLG systems. Another po-
tential future direction for our study is to expand
the scope beyond German data, as this is a major
limitation of this work. While IC is known to be
cross-linguistically stable, the inclusion of other
languages in our investigation should be performed
to validate our findings. Also, it would be inter-
esting to more extensively investigate the models’
strategy for choosing the first word of the continua-
tion (i.e. the pronoun), which may simply consist
in selecting the most recently mentioned discourse
element. Further, it could be valuable to investigate
the effects of additional prompt modifications on
bias congruency and the quality of continuations.
For this, one possible foundation could be the re-
search conducted by Koornneef and Van Berkum
(2006), for instance, where IC prompts are inte-
grated within a larger pre-context, making them ar-
guably a more natural option for evaluating LLMs
compared to the prompts investigated in this study.
Also, Hoek et al., 2021, for example, investigated
IC in the context of relative clauses, which could
provide another compelling starting point for fur-
ther examination of LLMs in this context.

Funding: This research was funded by the Min-
istry of Culture and Science of the State of
North Rhine-Westphalia, grant number NW21-
059A (SAIL).

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment: Source code, prompts used for generating
the models’ continuations and the data from the hu-
man evaluation study are available from Github.3

3https://github.com/clause-bielefeld/implicit-causality-
beyond-the-bias.
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Verb Prompt Condition Sentiment Verb Type Gender Order Prompt

bewundern simple prompt positive ES f-m Isabel bewunderte
Paul, weil

bewundern modified prompt positive ES m-f Paul bewunderte
Isabel für ihre
außerordentliche
Geschicklichkeit
beim diesjährigen
Eisschaulaufen,
weil

enttäuschen names_simple negative SE m-f Björn enttäuschte
Celina, weil

enttäuschen names_pp negative SE f-m Celina enttäuschte
Björn durch ihr
unhöfliches
Benehmen beim
Geschäftsessen,
weil

faszinieren names_simple positive SE f-m Viktoria faszinierte
Steven, weil

faszinieren names_pp positive SE m-f Steven faszinierte
Viktoria durch seine
eindrücklichen
Reiseberichte, weil

hassen names_simple negative ES m-f Malte hasste Pia,
weil

hassen names_pp negative ES f-m Pia hasste Malte für
die täglichen
Sticheleien auf dem
Schulhof, weil

inspirieren names_simple positive SE f-m Clara inspirierte
Vincent, weil

inspirieren names_pp positive SE m-f Vincent inspirierte
Clara durch seine
innovative
Vorlesung, weil

respektieren names_simple positive ES m-f Martin respektierte
Lina, weil

respektieren names_pp positive ES f-m Lina respektierte
Martin für seine
couragierte Hilfe
beim Löschen des
Feuers, weil

schockieren names_simple negative SE f-m Charlotte
schockierte
Jonathan, weil

schockieren names_pp negative SE m-f Jonathan
schockierte
Charlotte durch sein
aggressives
Auftreten in der
Talkshow, weil

verabscheuen names_simple negative ES m-f Stefan verabscheute
Miriam, weil

verabscheuen names_pp negative ES f-m Miriam
verabscheute Stefan
für seine unnötige
Hektik bei der
Abfertigung von
Patienten, weil

Table 4: Verbs used in the study and examples for each prompt condition.
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Figure 3: Instructions used in the online experiment. Participants were given an example items as well as an explanation of what
would have been a reasonable rating on each of the three evaluation criteria (naturalness, coherence and informativity).
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Figure 4: One of two training items used in the online experiment for the participants to get familiar with the task and the rating
scales.

GPT2 mGPT

BLEU ROUGE-L BERTScore BLEU ROUGE-L BERTScore

Standard IC Prompt

Diverse Beam Search 0.47 0.074 0.592 0.565 0.089 0.544
Nucleus Sampling 0.485 0.062 0.539 0.428 0.069 0.551
Typical Sampling 0.346 0.063 0.569 0.383 0.072 0.577

Modified IC Prompt

Diverse Beam Search 0.432 0.056 0.588 0.472 0.076 0.587
Nucleus Sampling 0.377 0.061 0.578 0.429 0.064 0.59
Typical Sampling 0.404 0.059 0.612 0.37 0.056 0.58

Table 5: Automatic evaluation results for each decoding procedure and each IC prompt condition. Bold values indicate conditions
with the best values for that metric.
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(a) Median ratings for continuations of GPT-2 model. (b) Median ratings for continuations of mGPT model.

Figure 5: For each model, median ratings for each decoding procedure, each prompt condition and each text evaluation criteria
of the human evaluation.

Figure 6: Diverse Beam Search & Simple
IC prompts

Figure 7: Nucleus Sampling & Simple
IC prompts

Figure 8: Typical Sampling & Simple IC
prompts

Figure 9: Diverse Beam Search & Modi-
fied IC prompts

Figure 10: Nucleus Sampling & Modified
IC prompts

Figure 11: Typical Sampling & Modified
IC prompts

Figure 12: Relationship between bias congruency and the text continuation criteria for each decoding method and for each prompt
condition, aggregated across SE verbs and ES verbs and across the generations of both LLMs. Bias congruent continuations are
depicted in green, bias incongruent continuations are depicted in purple.
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Abstract

Neural data-to-text systems lack the control
and factual accuracy required to generate use-
ful and insightful summaries of multidimen-
sional data. We propose a solution in the form
of data views, where each view describes an
entity and its attributes along specific dimen-
sions. A sequence of views can then be used
as a high-level schema for document planning,
with the neural model handling the complexi-
ties of micro-planning and surface realization.
We show that our view-based system retains
factual accuracy while offering high-level con-
trol of output that can be tailored based on user
preference or other norms within the domain.

1 Introduction

The original vision of data-to-text generation was
to take complex data and describe it using natu-
ral language such that humans could better under-
stand it (Reiter et al., 2005; Reiter, 2007). Neural
data-to-text systems commonly transcribe an iso-
lated, simple data structure to a natural language.
However, in many domains, e.g., finance, cinema
box-office, or weather, the structured-data to be
described are not independent, but rather exist as
points along multi-dimensional axes such as time
or entities (like people, companies, or locations).
Figure 1 shows an example of a human-authored
basketball game summary that requires data from
outwith an individual game record. Such sum-
maries often mention the upcoming games for
each team (e.g. last two sentences) and aggregate
player statistics over prior games.

Commercial applications deal with this com-
plex scenario using hand-crafted rules (Reiter and
Dale, 1997; Teixeira et al., 2020; Dale, 2020),
although recent research leveraging Deep Learn-
ing techniques has looked to alleviate this bur-

*These authors contributed equally to this work. Cor-
responding author: Craig Thomson (c.thomson@abdn.ac.uk,
c.thomson.nlp@gmail.com)

den. However, such systems remain largely end-
to-end, offering little user specified control1. On
small sets of triples or attributes (Gardent et al.,
2017; Dušek et al., 2018), neural systems can pro-
duce fluent, in domain generations, although they
can struggle with factual accuracy mistakes such
as hallucination. Additional challenges are intro-
duced when using complex data such as tables
(Parikh et al., 2020), compounded when consid-
ering interlinked structured data and longer texts
(Wiseman et al., 2017).

While challenging, this complex setting is also
an opportunity. In this paper, we propose the novel
concept of data views, where all available data is
divided into manageable subsets, describing enti-
ties and their attributes along one or more dimen-
sions. Views are then aligned with correspond-
ing spans of text. They can then be combined
to form high level document plans (schema) for
neural data-to-text systems, controlling the gener-
ation of text without sacrificing factual accuracy.
We investigate the use of views in the domain of
automated journalism (English language basket-
ball game summaries), using the SportSett dataset
(Thomson et al., 2020a) which extends the Ro-
toWire dataset (Wiseman et al., 2017).

2 Related Work

Factualness and controllability are critical issues
for data-to-text systems. Studies have shown that
for end users of systems, accuracy is more of a
concern than readability (Law et al., 2005) and
users prefer texts tailored to their needs (van der
Lee et al., 2017; Gatt and Krahmer, 2018).

Recently, the research community has focused
on neural approaches, aiming to solve data-to-text
tasks by leveraging advances of deep learning in
language modeling fields (in particular neural ma-
chine translation) (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Vaswani

1The INLG2021 panel ‘What users want from real-world
NLG’ highlighted the need for system control.
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<Whole-Game=TG1+TG2> The Oklahoma City Thunder defeated the host Miami Heat, 118-102, at American Airlines Arena
on Friday. <Within-Game=TE1+TE2> While this wasn’t a wire-to-wire win for Oklahoma City, they won this game in dominat-
ing fashion. <Within-Game=TE1+TE2> In fact, a 31-24 first quarter really set the tone, with a 41-29 second quarter sealing the
victory. <Within-Game=TE1+TE2> The Thunder actually led by at least 15 points for the entirety of the second half. <Whole-
Game=TG1+TG2> Three-point shooting was the key difference, with Oklahoma City hitting 16-of-30 and Miami connecting
on 11-of-36. <Whole-Game=TG1+TG2> The Thunder also dominated in transition, winning the fastbreak differential, 23-8.
<Whole-Game=PG3> The Thunder (33-18) were led by Paul George, as he tallied 43 points, seven rebounds, five assists and
two steals. <Whole-Game=PG4> Russell Westbrook collected 14 points, 12 rebounds and 14 assists. <Whole-Game=PG5>
Steven Adams accrued 13 points, seven rebounds, two assists and three steals. <Whole-Game=PG6> Dennis Schroder was huge
off the bench, as he provided 28 points on 11-of-13 from the field. <Whole-Game=PG16> The Heat (24-26) were led by Kelly
Olynyk, as he provided 21 points, seven rebounds and two assists off the bench. <Whole-Game=PG17> Josh Richardson led the
starters with 18 points, four rebounds, three assists and two steals. <Whole-Game=PG18> Hassan Whiteside amassed 12 points
and 16 rebounds. <Whole-Game=PG19> Justise Winslow finished with 10 points, two rebounds and five assists. <Between-
Game=TT2> Oklahoma City returns to action on Sunday, as they travel to face the Boston Celtics. <Between-Game=TT1> As
for Miami, they play host to the struggling Indiana Pacers on Saturday for their next outing.

Figure 1: Human authored summary for OKC@MIA on February 1st 2019. Tags and colours such as <Whole-
Game=TG1+TG2> map to views (or unions of), some examples of which are shown in Figure 2

ID Team Name PTS REB Wins Losses . . .
TG1 Miami Heat 102 47 24 26 . . .
TG2 Oklahoma City Thunder 118 50 33 18 . . .

Team Whole-GameViews (partial)

ID Team Name H1_PTS Q1_PTS Q2_PTS . . .
TE1 Miami Heat 53 24 29 . . .
TE2 Oklahoma City Thunder 72 31 41 . . .

Team Within-GameViews (partial)

ID Team Name Opp_Place Opp_Name Location . . .
TT1 Miami Heat Indiana Pacers Miami . . .
TT2 Oklahoma City Thunder Boston Celtics Boston . . .

Team Between-GameViews (partial)

ID Name PTS REB AST STL BLK . . .
PG3 Paul George 43 7 5 2 0 . . .
PG4 Russel Westbrook 14 12 14 1 1 . . .

Player Whole-GameViews (partial)

ID Name Q1_PTS Q1_REB Q2_PTS Q2_REB . . .
PE3 Paul George 16 1 10 1 . . .
PE4 Russel Westbrook 5 5 0 4 . . .

Player Within-GameViews (partial)

ID Name PTS_2 . . . PTS_7 . . . REB_2 . . . REB_7
PT3 Paul George 80 . . . 237 . . . 0 . . . 2
PT4 Russel Westbrook 37 . . . 140 . . . 2 . . . 7

Player Between-GameViews (partial).

Figure 2: Example (partial) data views. PTS=point, REB=rebound, AST=assist, STL=steal, BLK=block. Q1, Q2,
H1 etc., refer to Quarters and Halves. PTS_X indicates the SUM of PTS over X games. Each row is considered to
be an individual record within the given type of view

et al., 2017). Neural systems can blur the dis-
tinction between each sub-task of the pipeline ap-
proach, and are able to learn end-to-end to gen-
erate in-domain text from structured data (Lebret
et al., 2016; Wiseman et al., 2017; Wang, 2019;
Puduppully et al., 2019b).

Our work draws on a wide body of prior re-
search on controllability and factualness, namely
data engineering, controllable text generation, as
well as planning.

Data engineering It is increasingly clear that
careful design of datasets used to train deep neural
models matters significantly (Rogers, 2021). On
simpler data-to-text tasks such as the E2E chal-
lenge (Dušek et al., 2018), a number of data-level
techniques have been proposed to improve fac-
tual accuracy and controllability, including dataset
curation (Nie et al., 2019), data-to-text align-
ment (Dušek et al., 2019; Perez-Beltrachini and
Lapata, 2018), straightforward control via input

manipulation (Filippova, 2020), and fine-grained
annotation (Castro Ferreira et al., 2018; Rebuffel
et al., 2021). However, these techniques are not
suited for the complexity of the problem at hand,
and do not enable interactability.

On complex datasets, adding extra records to
increase the coverage of the source data over the
description (Thomson et al., 2020b) has shown en-
couraging results, but not all cases of hallucination
are clear-cut and easy to solve with a few records.
Gong et al. (2019) suggested that it might be pos-
sible to model tables as three-dimensional, with
rows, column, and time as the dimensions. This is
not satisfactory because (1) current neural models
cannot correctly perform the arithmetics required
to generate the types of utterances found in the ref-
erence texts (Nie et al., 2018); (2) adding dimen-
sions leads to intractable complexity.

Controllable Text Generation Controllable
Text Generation (CTG) techniques traditionally
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involve conditioning an NLG system on several
control factors of style (e.g. tone, tense, length,
etc.) (Dong et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017; Ficler
and Goldberg, 2017), or content (e.g. customized
summaries based on aspect queries (Amplayo
et al., 2021)). Control factors are often framed
as a collection of key-value pairs, similarly to a
typical data-to-text setting.

In the biography domain (Lebret et al., 2016),
Filippova (2020) explicitly introduced CTG to
data-to-text via an hallucination score simply at-
tached as an additional attribute which reflects
the amount of divergence in the target reference.
Prompting (i.e. starting generation from textual in-
structions (Liu et al., 2021)) can also provide some
control, with (Li and Liang, 2021) obtaining en-
couraging results at managing the length of gen-
erated descriptions. Contrasting with document-
level approaches, Rebuffel et al. (2021) propose
a finer-grained controllability, via word-level at-
tributes to learn the relevant parts of each training
instance.

Planning and Schema Macro-Planning, i.e.
high-level planning of ideas, has long been used in
traditional NLG pipelines, and has recently been
introduced to neural systems as well. On small-
scale datasets with short inputs/outputs (e.g. the
WebNLG corpus), these approaches rely on de-
tailed annotations of sentence structure and men-
tion placement (Castro Ferreira et al., 2018), or
the strong assumption that descriptions describe
the associated data entirely (and nothing else) (Xu
et al., 2021). However, these are unreasonable
dependencies for large-scale datasets, with pro-
hibitive size and complexity of inputs and outputs.

On more complex tasks, the two-step neural ap-
proach of (Puduppully et al., 2019a; Puduppully
and Lapata, 2021) has proven effective at reduc-
ing factual mistakes and provides a small degree
of controllability. Given all possible combinations
of entities, a planner first selects which will be
part of the narrative. In a second step, a genera-
tive module learns to output descriptions based on
the selected entities. Designed this way, the plan-
ning step scales poorly in the input size, since it
needs to consider all possible combinations. Fur-
thermore, while the plans can be edited, the im-
pact of individual edits on the final output is un-
clear (since the model is an end-to-end encoder-
decoder). Additionally, no restrictions are placed
during decoding to ensure that (1) the decoding

process follows the order of the plan; (2) the de-
coder’s copy mechanism doesn’t copy attributes
from entities in other part of the plans. Lastly, no
restrictions are placed on the length of the texts
corresponding to each part of the plan, the decoder
has to decide the number of sentences to attribute
to each item. Generated texts are of similar size,
independent of the chosen plan.

3 Data views and their design

In multidimensional settings, descriptions of a
data structure mostly focus on an initial point
based upon the narrative intent, but also often
compare subsets of data along different points of
an axis. For example, the best player in the game
being summarised might be described in an initial
sentence:

“Steph Curry led the Warriors with 43
points and 12 assists.”

before an elaboration for the same player, but de-
scribing their performance over multiple games:

“It was his fourth consecutive double-
double2.”

We make explicit this latent partitioning of the
data, via views, as a solution to both the handling
of dimensional data, and the alignment of data to
text. We split the associated data following the
same partitioning, and a view is defined as the
records (i.e., key-value pairs) for one entity, from
within one partition. In cases where several views
are aligned with the same span of text, e.g. a sen-
tence comparing two entities, views can be com-
bined to form view sets.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this mirrored multi-
dimensionality, along the time axis. The open-
ing sentence describes the basketball game in fo-
cus, with details of the teams and their respec-
tive scores. This team data can be seen in the left
(team) <Whole-Game> views. In contrast, the fi-
nal two sentences report the upcoming opponents
for both teams. This data, which lies elsewhere on
the axis, is shown in the left <Between-Game>
views. The third sentence mentions team statistics
within quarters of the game, this data is shown in
the left <Within-Game> views.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-double
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3.1 Designing views

We argue that despite its subtleties, data can be
broadly categorized along distinct axes. These
axes are data and task dependent and must be de-
cided by experts on a case by case basis. We il-
lustrate such an ad-hoc characterization using the
SportSett database (Thomson et al., 2020a). This
dataset expands on the game-level data from the
RotoWire dataset, adding information on the time
dimensional axis. SportSett provides a represen-
tation of the more general problem of data-to-text
with multidimensional data. While specifics may
vary between domains and applications, in this
case we are able to define three view types cor-
responding to different time spans. Firstly, we
have the <Whole-Game> view, which describes
the entities (players and teams), with their statis-
tics (such as points and rebounds) for the game
overall (Figure 2: first row). This is similar to
the data in the original RotoWire dataset, and
is the focal point of the narrative (texts are de-
scriptions of a game). We then define views de-
scribing the same entities, but for different time
spans. The <Within-Game> view describes
the entities within parts of each game (such as
a half or quarter, Figure 2: middle row), and
the <Between-Game> view describes entities
in past or future games (Figure 2: last row).
<Between-Game> views can either include in-
formation about upcoming games, or aggregate
statistics for players over a span of games.

For a given dataset, we are therefore able to
create views, by assigning each data record to a
view type (e.g. in Figure 2 PTS (points) can be as-
signed to <Whole-Game>) and grouping all data
of a single type and belonging to a single entity to-
gether, forming one view. This manual partition-
ing of the data is crucial to allow later control in a
manner relevant to the task at hand and the goals
of the system’s user. In particular, we emphasize
that while we apply our framework to a basketball-
specific task, our approach is not specific to bas-
ketball – or sports – and can work in a number
of settings. In the financial domain for instance,
expert users of an NLG system could choose to
describe a stock’s performance against a bench-
mark (e.g. S&P500) on its own, or compared to
stocks from the same domain (e.g. all Pharma-
ceutical stocks), or from the same country (e.g US
stocks). Views could also be created on the time
axis, to compare a stock’s performance to its own

in previous months or years.
We argue that in order to present domain experts

with convincing NLG software for their business
use cases, this light involvement on their part is
actually beneficial, since they will all require sub-
tle handling of the data that cannot be anticipated
while creating the model, but can be passed dur-
ing training on their in-house dataset via an ad-hoc
partitioning they design and understand.

3.2 Aligning descriptions to views
To identify which views ground the data to each
text, we align spans of tokens (in our case sen-
tences) to one or more views (a view set), as
shown in Figures 1 and 2. We consider as view
sets any sensible combination of views. An ex-
ample commonly seen in the reference texts is
the two teams’ <Whole-Game> view set which
is often used at the beginning of human written
descriptions3. This alignment between sentences
and view sets could be performed by human anno-
tators, or learned (Perez-Beltrachini and Lapata,
2018). We used relatively simple heuristics (see
Appendix E for more details) based on our knowl-
edge of the domain as the focus of this paper is on
the generation system.

Figure 3 shows the result of this process, with
four example sentences grounded to their re-
spective views. In the second column, for in-
stance, the sentence “Russel Westbrook put up
fourteen points” is aligned to Russel Westbrook’s
<Whole-Game> view because the noun phrases
“Russel Westbrook” and “14 points” are both valid
for that view. Most sentences in the corpus are
longer than our brevity-focused examples.

3.3 Schemata
View sets can be combined as ordered lists to form
document plan schemata in order to guide genera-
tion (see Section 4). To train the model, we use the
schemata extracted from the reference texts. Dur-
ing inference, we experiment with either following
static, extracted, or simple rule-driven schemata
(Section 5). While this is another manual input
from the expert users of the NLG system, we re-
fer readers to the discussion in Section 6.1 where
we discuss the impact of also predicting the plan.
Briefly, models that predict the plan are often dull
in the sense that they always predict the same plan,

3To reduce complexity, we allow view sets to be com-
prised of one or two entities (players/teams) for one view
type.
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Name G W B
Thunder

Heat
George

Westbrook
. . .

The Thunder out-scored
the Heat 72-53 in the first
half.

Name G W B
Thunder

Heat
George

Westbrook
. . .

Russel Westbrook put up
fourteen points.

Name G W B
Thunder

Heat
George

Westbrook
. . .

Westbrook had his 4th con-
secutive triple-double.

Name G W B
Thunder

Heat
George

Westbrook
. . .

The Thunder head to
Boston on Sunday.

Figure 3: Example sentences aligned to views (Whole-Game, Within-Game, and Between-Game).

and tend to include a number of irrelevant facts
that scored high in evaluation metrics.

4 Generating text with a Hierarchical
Model leveraging views

As discussed in Section 2, it is unclear to what ex-
tent current models deal with extremely large in-
puts or can utilize views: copy actions are harder
to train; memory and compute constraints make
training and inference very slow; no model has
been proposed to explicitly constrain the order and
scope of sentences in generated descriptions.

The hierarchical system of Rebuffel et al.
(2020) can be extended to fully leverage view
annotations, scaling well with increased input
size, generating descriptions following a precise
ordering of content. Specifically, the original
model was designed with an emphasis on struc-
ture, which we use to our advantage to constrain
the copy mechanism, as well as input additional
data and guide the generation process. We provide
an overview of the model here, but refer readers to
the original paper for an extensive description.

From a high-level perspective, the system was
designed to handle data structured in a hierarchical
fashion, i.e. data that can be split into distinct enti-
ties, each of them being described by a collection
of records, in the form of (key, value) pairs. The
system follows a standard encoder-decoder archi-
tecture. In particular, it:

1. Encodes each entity independently, as collec-
tions of records;

2. Encodes the input data-structure, as a collec-
tion of entities;

3. Generates text using hierarchical atten-
tion/copy mechanisms:

(a) An attention distribution is computed
over entities;

(b) Inside each entity, an attention distribu-
tion is computed over its records.

Views are integrated to this framework by
considering each as an independent entity, with
an important distinction to adapt to the now
extremely large input size. In their original
work, (Rebuffel et al., 2020) encode all input
data, which is not satisfactory when adding a
large number of views. Akin to teacher forc-
ing (Williams and Zipser, 1989), we encode ad-
ditional views only when they are relevant to
the description at hand. In other words, we al-
ways encode all <Whole-Game> views which
provide a needed high-level understanding of the
game, but only encode the <Between-Game>
and <Within-Game> views that ground sen-
tences of the current description, leaving out views
which will never be solicited by the decoder.

This prior enables the model to have a broad
overview of the game (using <Whole-Game>
views), while being able to copy specific informa-
tion from other dimensions for each entity men-
tioned in the target descriptions. During inference,
we only encode the views which are part of the
specified control schema, as other views need not
be solicited during decoding.

4.1 Hierarchical Encoding

Formally, we consider the following setting: • Let
D be a dataset which is a collection of aligned
(data-structure, description) pairs (s, y).
• A data-structure s is originally seen as an un-

ordered set of I views ei. We thus denote s :=
{e1, ..., ei, ..., eI}.
• Each view ei is a labelled set of Ji unordered

records {ri,1, ..., ri,j , ..., ri,Ji}; where a record ri,j
is defined as a (key, value) pair: (ki,j , vi,j). Note
that Ji might differ between views. Importantly,
the set of records is labelled by the view-type, etype

Following (Rebuffel et al., 2020), we first en-
code each view independently, and then together.
We denote by ei the learned representation of view
ei, computed by the high-level encoder.
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Russel Westbrook put up fourteen points . The Thunder to Boston on Sunday . </s>.

<Whole-Game type=“Player” name=“Russel_Westbrook”> <Between-Game type=“Team” name=“OKC_Thunder”> <End>

head

Figure 4: Example decoding of sentences. Decoder is trained to predict next words (blue arrows). During sentence
decoding the attention and copy mechanisms are restricted to entities grounded to the current views (see Figure 3),
selected at sentence delimiter. We regularize training with an added loss (see Section 4.3). The decoder must
predict the next grounding views (orange bars) at each sentence delimiter.

Encoding a subset of views Each sentence of
the target description is grounded to a small subset
of views. To encode high-level information about
the entities and the dimension of the considered
views, our system relies on self-attention, which
enables encoding sets of unordered objects.

Formally, for a given sentence s, we denote
Gs the subset of views that grounds the sentence,
as explained in Section 3. We compute a fixed-
size representation Gs of this subset using self-
attention (SA):

Ĝs = SA( [ei; ∀ei ∈ Gs] )
Gs = [Ĝs; etype]

(1)

where [ · ; · ] represents concatenation, and
etype is a learned embedding of the view-type
etype, which is the same for all views grounding
a same sentence.

4.2 View-aware decoding
In addition to relying on the encoded content of
the views, we guide and constrain the decoding
process sentence by sentence.

1. The system uses the encoded high-level in-
formation about the entities and the type of
the considered subset of views;

2. The system decodes word by word, using the
previously encoded information;

3. Attention and copy mechanisms are limited
to records from the considered views.

During the decoding process for sentence s, the
decoder uses the learned representation Gs, com-
puted at Equation 1, to update its hidden state at
each decoding step. Recall that the standard de-
coder of (Rebuffel et al., 2020) is an LSTM which
updates its hidden state dt using the previously de-
coded token:

dt = LSTM([ dt−1; yt−1 ]) (2)

where yt−1 is the learned embedding of token
yt−1. In this work, we adapt this update so that the
grounding’s representation is taken into account:

dt = LSTM([ dt−1; yt−1; Gs ]) (3)

when the current token yt is from sentence s.

Hierarchical attention constrained on views
To fully leverage the hierarchical structure of their
encoder, (Rebuffel et al., 2020) proposed a hierar-
chical attention mechanism to compute the context
fed to the decoder module. The dynamic context
is computed in two steps: first attending to views,
then to records corresponding to these views. At
each decoding step t, the model learns a first set
of attention scores αi,t over views ei and a sec-
ond set of attention scores βi,j,t over records ri,j
belonging to view ei. The αi,t scores are normal-
ized to form a distribution over all views ei, and
βi,j,t scores are normalized to form a distribution
over records ri,j of view ei. Each view is then rep-
resented as a weighted sum of its record embed-
dings, and the entire data structure is represented
as a weighted sum of the view representations.

Formally, the dynamic context is computed as:

ct =

I∑

i=1

(αi,t

(∑

j

βi,j,tri,j
)
) (4)

where αi,t ∝ exp(dtWαei) (5)

and βi,j,t ∝ exp(dtWaki,j) (6)

where dt is the decoder hidden state at time step t,
Wα ∈ Rd×d and Wβ ∈ Rd×d are learnt parame-
ters, ei and ki,j are the computed representation of
views and records’ keys respectively,

∑
i αi,t = 1,

and for all i ∈ {1, ..., I}∑j βi,j,t = 1.
In this work, we constrain the attention

mechanism such that it is computed only on
grounded views. This has the benefit of re-
straining the copy mechanism to a few specific
records, minimizing the number of inaccurate
copies. Figure 4 illustrates this mechanism:
during the first sentence, only records from
<Whole-Game> Russel_Westbrook
can be attended to, while during the
second sentence, only records from
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<Between-Game> OKC_Thunder can
be attended to.

4.3 Dual Loss Regularization
For each data-structure t in D, the objective func-
tion aims to generate a description ŷ as close as
possible to the ground truth y. This objective func-
tion optimizes the following log-likelihood over
the whole dataset D:

argmax
θ

L(θ) = argmax
θ

∑

(t,y)∈D
logP (ŷ = y | t; θ)

where θ stands for the model parameters and
P (ŷ = y | t; θ) the probability of the model to
generate the adequate description y for table t.

Early experiments showed that training us-
ing only the standard objective function can be
somewhat unstable, and that adding regularization
proves useful and increases the model’s perfor-
mances. In practice, in addition to predicting next
words, the decoder is also trained to predict next
grounding views and view-type at the end of each
sentence (illustrated in Figure 4).

Formally, let Lw refers to the original token-
level loss (Section 4.3), and Lℓ and Le refer to two
classification losses, on view-type and grounding
entities respectively. Then, our model is trained to
minimize the following loss:

L = λ1Lw + λ2Lℓ + λ3Le (7)

where
∑

i λi = 1 and are manually tuned.

5 Experimental Setup

Data We use the sports journalism (basketball)
dataset SportSett Thomson et al. (2020a), based
on the RotoWire datset introduced by (Wiseman
et al., 2017). It consists of game statistics paired
with human-authored descriptions. The original
dataset contained train-test corruption so we par-
tition by season4 to provide a suitable proxy of a
real-world task.

System comparisons5 We trained one model,
then used three different schemata to produce text:

• V-SIMPLE - A simple static schema that is
the same for all games (see Figure 5).

• V-EXTENDED - Based on V-SIMPLE,
schema varies for each game, adding

42014-16 train; 2017 valid; 2018 test
5To ensure comparable results, we have retrained all base-

lines with the same dataset partitions. Hyper-parameters and
other training details will be included in the code repository.

<Between-Game> / <Within-Game>
elaborations to some players. These elabora-
tions are chosen with simple heuristics (e.g.
when a player has had 3 double-doubles in
his last games, add a <Between-Game>
elaboration for this player).

• V-GUIDED - Schema automatically ex-
tracted from the human authored descrip-
tions. These vary from game to game.

We compare our three variants to two variants
of the hierarchical model of (Rebuffel et al., 2020)
(that do not have planning modules and repre-
sent state-of-the art without such a feature) and
two variants of the explicit-planning approach of
(Puduppully and Lapata, 2021):

• H-FULL - Hierarchical encoder based sys-
tem of (Rebuffel et al., 2020) but with all
views made available to it.

• H-NEXT - Hierarchical encoder based sys-
tem of (Rebuffel et al., 2020), configured as
per (Thomson et al., 2020b) to include ad-
ditional information for the game and next
games.

• MP-SIMPLE - System of (Puduppully and
Lapata, 2021) using our simple static schema
(same as our variant V-SIMPLE).

• MP-GUIDED - System of (Puduppully and
Lapata, 2021) using the schema extracted
from human authored texts (same as our vari-
ant V-GUIDED).

Note that the hierarchical model of (Rebuffel
et al., 2020) is not able to handle schema guidance
during generation, and that the system of (Pudup-
pully and Lapata, 2021) doesn’t differentiate
between <Whole-Game>, <Between-Game>,
and <Within-Game> dimensions: descriptions
generated using this system are identical when us-
ing the SIMPLE or EXTENDED schema.

6 Human evaluation of factual accuracy
With the gold standard protocol of Thomson and
Reiter (2020), human annotators highlight non-
overlapping spans of text that contain errors,
also selecting an error category. Participants are
provided with links to basketball-reference.com,
which is at least as complete as the system in-
put data, and much easier for humans to navigate.
Four main error categories are used; Name (named
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Document plan (schema):
<Whole-Game> OKC Thunder, Miami Heat
<Whole-Game> OKC Thunder, Miami Heat
<Whole-Game> OKC Thunder, Miami Heat
<Whole-Game> OKC Thunder, Miami Heat
<Whole-Game> Paul George
<Whole-Game> Dennis Schroder
<Whole-Game> Russell Westbrook
<Whole-Game> Steven Adams
<Whole-Game> Jerami Grant
<Whole-Game> Patrick Patterson
<Whole-Game> Kelly Olynyk
<Whole-Game> Josh Richardson
<Whole-Game> Hassan Whiteside
<Whole-Game> Bam Adebayo
<Between-Game> OKC Thunder
<Between-Game> Miami Heat

The Oklahoma City Thunder (33-18) defeated the Miami Heat (24-26)
118-102 on Friday. The Thunder shot 48 percent from the field and
53 percent from three-point range. They also dominated the rebound-
ing battle, 50-47. The HeatN also held the Heat to 45 percent shooting
and outrebounded them 50-38U. Paul George led the way for the Thun-
der with 43 points, seven rebounds, five assists and two steals. Dennis
Schroder added 28 points of his own off the bench. Russell Westbrook
finished with 14 points, 12U assists and 12 rebounds. Steven Adams
scored 13 points and grabbed seven rebounds in 27 minutes. Jerami Grant
chipped in eight points, while Jerami GrantW added eight. Patrick Pat-
terson led the benchW with five points and two rebounds. Kelly Olynyk
was the only otherW Heat playerC in double figures, finishing with 21
points. Josh Richardson scored 18 points on 7-of-18 shooting. Hassan
Whiteside had 12 points and 16 rebounds in 19 minutes. Bam Adebayo,
it wasn’t enough to overcome the HeatW. Oklahoma City will travel to
Boston to take on the Celtics on Sunday. Miami plays host to the Pacers,
also on Saturday.

Figure 5: Instructions and generated (V-SIMPLE system) game summary for OKC@MIA on February 1st 2019.
NameN, NumberU, WordW, and ContextC mistakes are highlighted in the summary.

entities), Number (ordinal, cardinal, etc), Word (a
word or phrase that is not a name or number), Con-
text (such as implicature errors). There is also the
last resort category Other, for text that is nonsen-
sical. Finally, there is a Not Checkable category,
which covers facts that are impractical or impossi-
ble to check using the provided reference data.

We performed our experiment with one anno-
tator per text6. The original protocol limited an-
notators to only 4 prior games before defaulting
to Not Checkable errors. We felt this was overly
restrictive so we asked annotators to check all as-
sertions within the current season. We compared
generations for 35 random basketball games, gen-
erating a text for each of the 7 systems. A Latin
square design was used whereby each participant
annotated 5 texts for each system, never seeing the
same game twice (245 total annotated texts).

6.1 Human Evaluation Results

The best performing systems were our View-based
system, and that of Puduppully and Lapata (2021)
(when both are provided with a simple schema).
They were both significantly different, in terms of
the number of errors reported, to all other systems.
Figure 6 shows a box plot of error count for each
system Figure 5 shows the generation for the V-
SIMPLE system, marked up for errors by an an-
notator, on the same game shown in Figure 1.

6MTurk workers were recruited by the same process as
Thomson et al. (2023) who reported high precision and recall
of single annotators by this method. It is expensive to run
with three annotators per text, therefore we prioritised having
more texts over more annotators per-text.

10 20 30 40

H-NEXTD

H-FULLCD

MP-GUIDEDC

MP-SIMPLEAB

V-EXTENDEDCD

V-GUIDEDBC

V-SIMPLEA

Error count

Figure 6: Error count, systems sharing superscript let-
ters are not significantly different.

7 Discussion and Limitations

7.1 Different Domains and Datasets

Our work focuses on a single domain/dataset. Ex-
panding this to include additional domains and
datasets would be useful future work now that a
process has been outlined in this paper for working
with multi-dimensional data. The MLB dataset
(Puduppully et al., 2019a) and the Chart-to-Text
dataset of Obeid and Hoque (2020) both exhibit
problems related to modelling of time that is seen
in the basketball domain.

7.2 Large Language Models

The system evaluated in this paper used a trans-
former encoder and an LSTM decoder. Whilst the
LSTM, in particular, may be considered an out-
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dated NLP model7, the view-based design could
also be implemented using pre-trained large lan-
guage models such as GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020)
or even using ChatGPT8. For systems such as
ChatGPT, a series of prompts could be generated
that reference views, e.g.,

1. Given View A; write a sentence that describes
Steph Curry’s performance in this game.

2. Then, given View B; add a sentence that de-
scribes Steph Currys performance over the
past 7 games.

Question-answer-based document planning has
been explored for tasks such as summarisation
(Narayan et al., 2023) and by referencing views it
could be applied to data-to-text generation. Note
that even with the larger token windows of GPT-4,
it remains impossible to feed the model all input
data that could be used to extract useful insights,
meaning that some form of insight selection is re-
quired upstream of the language model. Our view-
based approach handles this at a high level, whilst
leaving micro-planning and realisation to the neu-
ral model.

7.3 Generality and View Grounding
View grounding was performed using simple
heuristics in order to use the grounded spans of
text (sentences) for the downstream generation
task. This should be explored and evaluated as a
standalone task in future work. It is also unclear
for an individual view, what the limits of complex-
ity are. This introduction of control through the
use of views is not a loss of generality, but rather
a requirement for generating text that is useful and
interesting to human readers, rather than “general”
but vague or dull.

8 Conclusion

Increasing concern has been raised regarding the
quality of both task setup (Raji et al., 2021), as
well as evaluation in NLP/NLG, with caveats of
systems and experimental results often going un-
reported (Gehrmann et al., 2022). We contribute
to the meaningful progress of both. In exploring
an alternative task where generation of an exact

7Our reasoning for using an LSTM decoder was that it
was used by previous models (Puduppully and Lapata, 2021)
and we were exploring changes to the encoder component
only.

8https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt

human reference text is not the goal (it is just part
of the available information), we bring the genera-
tion process more inline with a real-world problem
where control is a major requirement.

We expanded the data-to-text task by consider-
ing the mirrored multi-dimensional aspects of both
data and text. We have shown that by splitting this
extended data into manageable views based on its
dimensionality, meaningful control can be intro-
duced over system output without sacrificing fac-
tual accuracy. Control comes in the form of or-
dering views using schema, in the way messages
might be ordered in rule-based systems, but allow-
ing the neural model to handle the complexities of
micro-planning and surface realization.

The method of splitting data into views could be
applied to complex data from sources such as rela-
tional databases or multi-dimensional arrays. Our
implementation of views is only one possible way
to structure the data. We intuit that views that de-
scribe a named entity and a set of direct attributes,
in any dimension, work well.

Considering the multidimensionality of data
and text brings the problem closer to that encoun-
tered and addressed by humans in the real world.
Enhancing the structure of datasets, as well as
designing models that leverage this multidimen-
sionality, will move systems closer to the goal of
human-like descriptions of complex data.

Ethics Statement

Ethical approval was obtained from our ethics re-
view board. We paid our Mechanical Turk par-
ticipants $8 US per text annotated during qualifi-
cation, practice, and live work. This equates to
approximately $20 per hour and multiple workers
indicated to us that this was “about right”. Only
when qualifying participants uploaded blank doc-
uments (no reported errors when there should be
around 20) did we reject HITs. In the rare cases
that qualified workers made mistakes such as ac-
cidentally uploading a blank annotation document
rather than the completed one, we still paid them
for the HIT and contacted them to get the correct
file.

Online Resources

All code, data, and human evaluation resources
will be made available on GitHub9.

9https://github.com/nlgcat/inlg2023views
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A Automated Metric Results

We include results on common metrics of BLEU,
Relation Generation (RG), Content Selection
(CS), and Content Ordering (CO) for this task in
Table 1. Automatic metrics are often expected in
NLP papers, although their usefulness in this do-
main is limited at best. We include them in the
appendix for this reason.

The V-SIMPLE and MP-SIMPLE systems,
based on simple schema, had the highest RG
scores, and hierarchical systems the lowest. Inter-
estingly, CO scores are highest when models fol-
low extracted schema from gold texts.

BLEU scores are within a narrow range, with
Mathur et al. (2020) having shown that larger dif-
ferences are required in order to make judgments.
The information extraction based metrics prove
more useful, with Wiseman et al. (2017) stating
that their results were generally inline with their
human evaluation. However, Thomson and Re-
iter (2021) observed that state-of-the-art metrics
can detect simple errors, but struggle with more
complex semantic and contextual errors. It is also
worth noting that running BLEU on a deranged
copy of the test set (comparing each game with a
random game other than itself) can yield BLEU
scores in the region of 8.0 to 10.0, simply due to
common terminology and syntax.

System
RG CS

CO BLEUP% # P% R% F1

REF 0.84 26.84 - - - - -
V-SIMPLE 0.87 26.21 0.60 0.57 0.58 0.21 19.68
V-GUIDED 0.81 17.56 0.71 0.48 0.57 0.30 17.29
V-EXTENDED 0.84 27.06 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.21 21.90
MP-SIMPLE 0.88 43.27 0.48 0.73 0.58 0.22 21.52
MP-GUIDED 0.82 30.02 0.60 0.67 0.63 0.30 22.27
H-FULL 0.76 27.76 0.42 0.47 0.44 0.16 17.73
H-NEXT 0.77 23.09 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.18 21.22

Table 1: Automatic metric results for all systems.

B Content Ordering Experiment

This experiment aims to determine whether sen-
tences in generated summaries are in the correct
order. In designing this experiment we had two
main concerns. Firstly, inter-annotator agreement
should at least be moderate, ideally high. This pre-
cludes designs where participants are free to rear-
range all sentences; the large number of permu-
tations increases the likelihood of disagreement.
Secondly, it should be possible to perform mean-
ingful error analysis in order to better understand
both the systems, and the protocol itself. This

rules out Likert-based approaches because, with
paragraph-sized generations, it is impossible to
tell which part of the summary caused a partici-
pant to score the text in the way they did. Likert
ratings have been shown to have poor agreement
in this domain (Puduppully and Lapata, 2021).

B.1 Design

We presented generated summaries to participants
with the first two sentences highlighted as ‘the be-
ginning’, the final two sentences highlighted as
‘the end’, and everything in between highlighted
as ‘the middle’. We then asked participants, for
each of the four sentences in the beginning and
end, whether it should:

• Remain where it is.

• be Transposed with its partner, i.e., the other
sentence from the beginning or end.

• be moved to the middle, a Short distance.

• be moved to the opposing end of the sum-
mary, a Long distance.

When asked if sentences should be moved to an-
other section participants did not specify exactly
where, simply which other section. We also asked
the middle was in an acceptable order (Yes/No).

Participants were placed into 35 non-exclusive
groups (the number of combinations of size three
for 7 participants). Each group evaluated a sum-
mary from each of the 7 systems, such that 245
unique summaries were evaluated by 3 annotators.

B.2 Results

For content ordering, we first consider whether
participants believed a sentence should be moved
to a different section. Inter-annotator agreement
by Fleiss Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) was 0.591, indi-
cating a moderate agreement. However, this falls
to 0.469 when we consider the Short/Long move
distances, and to 0.350 if we also consider trans-
position of beginning/end sentence pairs (p-value
was less than 0.001 in all cases). This confirms
our design assumption that allowing participants
to freely rearrange texts of this length would re-
sult in low or no agreement. We did run an exper-
iment where different participants (MTurk mas-
ters with US high-school diplomas) were asked to
rate how readable and understandable generations
were. Agreement for this was even lower, below
0.2, and results are not included for that reason.
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System Long Short Transpose Remain
V-SIMPLE 1 3 55 361
V-GUIDED 1 33 10 372
V-EXTENDED 0 10 59 351
MP-SIMPLE 3 15 4 398
MP-GUIDED 3 53 7 353
H-FULL 2 65 1 352
H-NEXT 1 88 4 327

Table 2: Number of sentences that annotators would
move, by destination.

B.3 Conclusion
The results in Table 2 show that all models do a
good job at avoiding Long errors, that is they do
not confuse the beginning of the narrative with the
end. The simple schema of both V-SIMPLE and
MP-SIMPLE have fewer Short errors, especially
compared with the hierarchical encoder systems.
Our models in V-SIMPLE and V-EXTENDED
mode Transpose sentences in the beginning or end
with higher frequency. Looking into this further,
our schema (for both models) was set to realize the
upcoming game for the winning team in the Penul-
timate sentence, then the losing team in the Final
sentence. This was deemed incorrect by some an-
notators (the losing teams players are usually dis-
cussed immediately before the end, therefore the
context at that stage is the losing team). Our sys-
tem is capable of adjusting for this, with a simple
schema change reversing the order of these sen-
tences. The MP-SIMPLE system does not have
the fine-grained control to constrain generation to
two separate sentences, therefore it frequently dis-
cusses both teams upcoming games in a single Fi-
nal sentence and does not encounter this Trans-
pose problem as often as our models. It is also un-
clear how the Short errors of such a system could
be corrected.

This experiment is included in the appendix be-
cause whilst it was unsuccessful at demonstrat-
ing a difference between systems (agreement was
low), it does provide some insight and with some
refinement of experimental design could be a use-
ful approach (agreement was not so low that there
are no possible pathways to higher agreement).

C Post-hoc error analysis

In addition to the quantitative data, our accu-
racy evaluation yielded qualitative data in the
form of free-text comments that annotators could
leave when reporting each error. We therefore
performed an error analysis, something that is

crucial to to gain insight into where our sys-
tems are failing (van Miltenburg et al., 2021,
2023). With the MP-SIMPLE and MP-SIMPLE
systems some annotators queried the protocol be-
cause some names were spelled incorrectly. This
had not been a problem for word-based systems,
but since the system of Puduppully and Lapata
(2021) operates at the subword level, it would
sometimes generate texts that contained out of
vocabulary words once subwords were recon-
structed. An example can be seen in the sen-
tence: “Well ell ell ell ell ell ell ell CarterN , as
he scored 25 points to go along with eight re-
bounds and five assists .”, where “ell” is an out-
of-vocabulary word. The annotator for this sen-
tence marked it as an error, leaving the mildly de-
risive comment of “more commonly referred to as
just Wendell CarterN”. Upon further investiga-
tion, this problem is not uncommon in the gen-
erations of this system, yet it would be missed
by the RG metric and at times our human evalu-
ation as well10. In one of the worst cases (from
the full test set, not an item from our human eval-
uation), the complete generation was: “The Mi-
ami Heat ( 27 - 33 ) defeated the Golden State
Warriors ( 43 - 18 ) 126 - 125 on Friday .
Justise Winslow and Bam AAAAAAAAAAA”, fol-
lowed by the letter ‘b’ repeated 808 times. Our
view based systems also struggled at times to gen-
erate full sentences about players such as Bam
Adebayo, who had not been seen during train-
ing. For example, one output was “Bam Ade-
bayo, it wasn’t enough to overcome the HeatW.”,
where the model knew it should generate a sen-
tence about Bam Adebayo, but did not include any
statistics. It is possible the models are relying on
the values of the player name field rather than gen-
eralizing.

To gain further insight, we performed some au-
tomated error analysis on outputs from the full
test set (2018 season). Table 4 shows the average
token counts and out of vocabulary11 tokens for
the generations of each system. Our view based
systems each generated a small number of out-
of-vocab tokens by erroneously copying boolean
values from the input data (we would fix this by

10The factual accuracy annotation instructions of Thomson
and Reiter (2020) ask annotators to ignore spelling, syntax
and grammar, so some annotators did not mark these as errors
(if they could make out which player was being referred to).

11A vocabulary was created using all test data values, train-
ing data texts and a range of numbers in word and digit form.
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System NAME NUMBER WORD CONTEXT OTHER NOT CHECKABLE TOTAL
V-SIMPLE 44 115 134 16 19 11 339
V-GUIDED 76 233 153 18 16 14 510
V-EXTENDED 60 218 206 18 30 17 549
MP-SIMPLE 195 79 91 22 6 5 398
MP-GUIDED 186 129 134 33 29 2 513
H-FULL 109 232 186 14 32 2 575
H-NEXT 113 232 243 24 38 2 652

Table 3: Errors for each system by type. Systems that were guided by simple schema (V-SIMPLE, MP-SIMPLE)
produced the fewest factual mistakes whilst offering the most control.

only including lexical values as input data val-
ues). The references texts had out-of-vocab to-
kens because human authors are not constrained
to the set of training words. The MP-SIMPLE and
MP-SIMPLE systems both had more out of vo-
cabulary words. Also shown is a count of single-
ton trigrams (where all three tokens in the trigram
are identical), a measure of repetition, where gain
the MP-SIMPLE and MP-SIMPLE systems had
higher mean counts. In both cases, this is likely
due to the incorrect recombination of subwords. It
may be possible to adjust the training of models to
aleviate this, but it is important to note that auto-
matic metrics all miss this kind of error and it was
only found because of our error analysis of human
annotated errors.

Shot breakdowns, which are a type of domain
specific syntax breaking down the shooting of a
player using between 2 and 6 numbers, e.g. “(4-
8 FG, 1-4 3Pt, 2-2 FT)”, were also counted in
Table 4. The number of shot breakdowns (ex-
tracted by regular expression) included by the MP-
SIMPLE and MP-GUIDED systems could explain
part of the increased RG# seen in Table 1. They
densely transcribe either 2, 4, or 6 numeric facts
yet are simple (once the decision has been made
to include one, the structure is deterministic). Sys-
tems learn to generate so many shot breakdowns
because that they are present in the training data,
although they are seldom found in the test set ref-
erence texts from the 2018 season. This could be
explained by drift due to a change in the specific
authors writing the reference texts during that year
(Upadhyay and Massie, 2022).

D Crowd-sourced worker recruitment

Participants were recruited on the Amazon Me-
chanical Turk platform. We used the recruitment
policy of Thomson and Reiter (2020) participants
were required to hold a US Bachelors degree,

be US residents, and be Mechanical Turk Mas-
ters workers (a qualification issues by Amazon for
high worker reliability). In addition, candidates
had to complete a (paid) custom qualification ex-
ercise. Fair treatment of crowd-sourced workers
is important (Silberman et al., 2018) both from an
ethical standpoint and to ensure high quality work.
We aimed to pay workers approximately US$20
per-hour for their time, which meant paying $8 for
each of the 35 factual accuracy annotation tasks
they completed, these take 20-25 minutes to com-
plete. We paid $2 for each of the ordering tasks
which take 5-6 minutes to complete. We also paid
the same for the any practice work. The same 7
participants completed all work for both our fac-
tual accuracy and ordering experiments.

E View Grounding

Given a sentence, we consider all possible view
sets as candidates for grounding. We propose to
judge the alignment between one view set and the
sentence as inversely proportional to the number
of alignment errors it would entail. An alignment
error simply refers to any token that could belong
to one of the generated noun phrases but cannot be
justified by the data contained in the view set.

To identify individual alignment errors, we first
use a simple rule-based system to generate noun
phrases based on the data within the view set.
This includes phrases based on statistics like ‘14
points’, or alternative forms such as ‘14-point’.
We also include those derived from multiple statis-
tics, e.g., ‘double-double’. Named entities are also
included, for example, ‘Russel Westbrook’. This
does introduce a requirement of manual definition,
but generating noun phrases for data is a much
simpler task than constructing grammar and nar-
rative to connect them. We take the best of both
rules and neural, defining that what which is sim-
ple and learning that which is complex or time-
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Token Count Out-of-Vocab
Count

Singleton
Trigram Count

Shot Breakdown
Count

System mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev mean stdev
V-SIMPLE 276 30 0.027 0.19 0.04 0.237 0.151 0.663
V-GUIDED 241 48 0.022 0.147 0.013 0.145 0.178 0.636
V-EXTENDED 340 33 0.026 0.179 0.05 0.253 0.229 0.817
MP-SIMPLE 292 62 2.673 3.625 0.386 3.008 1.551 2.185
MP-GUIDED 309 95 2.108 5.449 0.63 6.157 0.83 1.948
H-FULL 366 71 0 0 0 0 0.191 0.774
H-NEXT 386 94 0 0 0 0 1.142 2.008
GOLD 339 39 0.618 0.958 0 0 0.008 0.134

Table 4: Mean count and standard deviation of tokens, out-of-vocabulary tokens, singleton trigrams (where the set
of tokens within the trigram is a singleton), and shot breakdowns per-text.

consuming. Each sentence is parsed token-wise,
and once a known noun-phrase (from a global list)
is started, it must be able to continue within that
view (‘14’ can continue as ‘14 points’ or ‘14 -
point’), or conclude (‘14 - point’ must conclude
as there is no possible continuation), otherwise it
is an error. There will be a small number of cases
where the grounding cannot be narrowed down to
1 or 2 compatible views. However, all we require
is enough correctly grounded views to introduce a
training signal. When there is ambiguity, a model
can be instructed to not update weights.

We conclude the view set selection procedure
by selecting the smallest one, i.e. in this case the
singleton of Westbrook’s <Whole-Game> view
(which had zero errors).
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a system for augment-
ing virtual AI characters with long-term mem-
ory, enabling them to remember facts about
themselves, their world, and past experiences.
We propose a memory-creation pipeline that
converts raw text into condensed memories and
a memory-retrieval system that utilizes these
memories to generate character responses. Us-
ing a fact-checking pipeline based on GPT-
4 (OpenAI), our evaluation demonstrates that
the character responses are grounded in the re-
trieved memories and maintain factual accuracy.
We discuss the implications of our system for
creating engaging and consistent virtual charac-
ters and highlight areas for future research, in-
cluding large language model (LLM) guardrail-
ing and virtual character personality develop-
ment.

1 Introduction

Memory is arguably one of the keys to personality,
influencing how we think and respond to external
stimuli (Thorne). It is also pivotal for maintain-
ing a coherent and engaging conversation (Bad-
deley). Such characteristics of memory hold con-
siderable implications for the field of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), particularly for AI chat-
bots, which most recently have emerged as a signif-
icant form of human-computer interaction (Brown
et al.; Adamopoulou and Moussiades; Chen et al.).

Recently, chat applications utilizing large lan-
guage models (LLMs) have incorporated a type
of short-term memory into their design, namely
the chat history, which is included in the context
window of the LLM (Zaib et al.). However, the
integration of long-term memory into these sys-
tems is not yet standard. One reason is that without
supporting systems, long-term memory can only
be achieved by frequently retraining the underly-
ing LLM, which is impractical due to prohibitive
computational costs and associated emissions (Pat-
terson et al.; Sharir et al.).

Most AI chatbots today are designed to func-
tion as assistants, parsing user inputs as commands
or providing answers to queries, often relying
on the support of information-retrieval systems
(Adamopoulou and Moussiades).1 However, envi-
sioning a slight shift in this objective—using LLMs
to generate responses for virtual AI characters—
presents new challenges and opportunities.

The incorporation of long-term memory be-
comes critical in this context. To ensure that a
virtual character appears human-like to a user, it
must accurately remember facts about its universe
and recall past interactions. Achieving this could
elevate the user experience to a new level, creating
a dynamic, immersive experience that adapts to the
user (Madotto et al.; Thue et al.).

This paper presents a system to augment vir-
tual AI characters with persistent, long-term mem-
ories. At a high level, we achieve this by generat-
ing character responses with an LLM, augmenting
the prompts with relevant memories—condensed
versions of character experiences, knowledge, or
descriptions.2 Figure 1 shows how memories can
influence character responses.

Our exploration spans relevant related work, and
we provide a detailed explanation of our system, en-
compassing retrieval systems, potential LLM steer-
ing, memory creation, and forgetting mechanisms.
We evaluate our system based on two characters:
Sherlock Holmes, a well-known character present
in the LLM’s training data and implicitly repre-
sented by the model’s weights, and Amina Osei,
a newly created character with no such represen-
tation. The evaluation focuses on the alignment
between the character responses and the retrieved
memories and uses a semi-automated fact-checking
pipeline that leverages GPT-4.

1Examples include Apple’s Siri, Google’s Assistant, and
Amazon’s Alexa.

2We use OpenAI’s gpt-3.5-turbo as the underly-
ing LLM (https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5).
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Figure 1: Memories for virtual AI characters: This figure illustrates how virtual character responses are generated.
When answering, characters have access to a list of relevant memories, a description of themselves, and the chat
history. Section 3 explains the proposed system in detail.

This paper makes several contributions. First, it
demonstrates how LLMs can be substantially en-
hanced by integrating them into a more extensive
system. Second, it introduces a process of creat-
ing memories from unstructured text, simplifying
the character-creation process. Third, it outlines
partitioning memories into multiple “buckets,” of-
fering greater flexibility and potential for dynamic
story progression. Fourth, it proposes a new query-
generation approach resulting in targeted retrieval
of relevant memories. Furthermore, it presents a
forgetting model that mimics human memory pat-
terns and allows customization of character mem-
ory traits.

2 Related Work

The proliferation of natural language (NL) inter-
faces in computer systems, including systems such
as Siri, Alexa, and Google Assistant, has opened
new avenues for intuitive interaction. Typically,
these interfaces focus on question answering, com-
mand parsing, and named entity recognition, as-
sisting users in a variety of tasks (Hussain et al.;
Zemčík).

Another strand of research centers around de-
veloping conversational chatbots capable of real-
istic user interactions. Applications range from
in-game non-player-characters (NPCs) (Park et al.)
to virtual companions, as popularized in various
science-fiction movies.3 Our work intersects these

3Popular movies featuring AI companions include Her
(2013) and Blade Runner 2049 (2017). Examples of busi-

two streams of research, aiming to create virtual
characters capable of recalling factual information
about themselves and their past experiences, effec-
tively giving them long-term memory.

2.1 Character-Simulation Approaches

Traditional Methods
Historically, character simulation and chatbots re-
lied on scripted dialogues or dialogue trees cre-
ated by human designers (Hussain et al.; Zemčík).
These systems employed key-phrase insertion for
personalization (Weizenbaum). However, their lack
of variability was a limitation, as no dialogue tree
can accommodate all potential user topics. Conse-
quently, interactions with these chatbots can feel
robotic, as they cannot improvise.

Recent Approaches
Recent efforts such as OpenAI’s ChatGPT and
Microsoft’s Bing have leveraged generative lan-
guage models to generate responses.4 However,
issues such as excessive variability and hallucina-
tions hinder their use for persona-based characters
(Greshake et al.; Welleck et al.; Ji et al.). These
issues have led to the exploration of knowledge-
grounding techniques for generative language mod-
els, which we discuss further in section 2.2.

Most recently, the concept of generative agents

nesses that offer virtual companions include replika.com
and myanima.ai.

4ChatGPT: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt, Bing:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/edge/features/
bing-chat
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has gained traction (Park et al.). Their focus is au-
tonomously making decisions and planning actions
in a virtual world based on past experiences and
conversations. Some projects also attempt to let
agents interact with the real world (Sig; Nakajima).
Those approaches use LLMs in an infinite loop,
where the output of one call can influence the input
of the next. Similarly, our work uses LLMs as part
of a broader software system to guide and limit
the generated outputs. However, we emphasize
artist-crafted virtual characters that engage in user
conversations rather than autonomous agents.

2.2 Question-Answering (QA) Systems and
Search Engines

This branch involves systems designed to provide
factual answers to user queries. While not solely
focused on question answering, our project inte-
grates relevant character and context information
into responses.

Transformer-based (Vaswani et al.) LLMs are
now used in search engines such as Bing. In-
stead of encoding all information in the model’s
weights, an existing information-retrieval system
is queried, and the results are taken as inputs for
the LLM. Similarly, LLM wrapper libraries such
as Langchain also provide implementations for ex-
ternal databases and memory to increase retrieval
capabilities.5 This splitting of knowledge and lan-
guage capabilities simplifies the process of updat-
ing information (Wang et al.; Levine et al.).

We utilize a similar approach by storing
character-relevant facts in a vector search database.
Simultaneously, we differentiate our work by mak-
ing memories human-like. We apply them to vir-
tual characters, adding more sophisticated memory
formation and retrieval mechanisms, including a
forgetting function.

According to Lan et al., LLMs are used in
question-answering tasks via parse-then-execute
or retrieval-and-rank strategies. The former in-
volves comprehension and query formulation, and
the latter directly uses user input to query a knowl-
edge base and subsequently filters the results. We
combine these strategies in our system.

Alternative methods for knowledge grounding
of language models exist, which include:

• Replacing some attention-based feed-forward
networks with updateable context vectors

5https://python.langchain.com/docs/modules/
memory/

(Sukhbaatar et al.).

• Nearest-neighbor language models to bias
language generation toward specific datasets,
simplifying updates (Khandelwal et al.).

• Retrieving text chunks similar to the input
and using cross-attention for prediction, of-
floading LLM storage and facilitating updates
(Borgeaud et al.).

While custom architectures offer the advantage
of finer-grained control, we use general-purpose
LLMs to be able to use powerful, pre-trained SOTA
models, facilitating rapid prototyping.

3 Proposed System

The overarching idea of the proposed system is
to generate character responses by prompting a
general-purpose LLM with a dynamically created
prompt based on the chat context and relevant mem-
ories. This section explains how different system
components work together to create this prompt
and how interactions are distilled into memories.

Figure 2 explains the system on a high level. A
detailed description of the system’s most central
components and stages follows. Note: For all of
our core system components described in this sec-
tion, we use gpt-3.5-turbo (Brown et al.) as the
base LLM.6

3.1 Chat History
The chat history contains all messages of the cur-
rent conversation which still need to be converted
to memories. This chat history is used throughout
the system as a form of short-term memory and
serves as the immediate context for the last user
message.

3.2 Query Creator
Once the chat history has been updated with the
most recent user message, the query creator gener-
ates a search query which is used to retrieve rele-
vant memories. Appendix A.4 shows the prompt
to create a search query. We noticed that using a
low temperature was essential to making the query
generation predictable.7

6https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/
gpt-3-5

7Temperature is a hyperparameter in LLMs controlling
output randomness. Lower values yield more deterministic
outputs focused on the highest probability predictions, while
higher values promote diversity. A temperature of 1.0 main-
tains the model’s original output distribution.
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Figure 2: Overview of the System Architecture: When
a user sends a message to a virtual character, a query
for needed information is generated. Using this query,
relevant memories are retrieved by doing a similarity
search and re-ranking the results. Finally, an LLM is
used to generate the character response. Interactions are
later synthesized into new memories. For details, see
section 3. The response routing (*) is part of our the-
oretical framework but not implemented in the current
system; see section 5.

We retrieve memories based on similarity to the
search query instead of similarity to the user in-
put because, in some cases, the user input contains
insufficient information. For example, if the lat-
est user message was “Who is she?” then without
knowledge of previous messages, it is unclear to
whom the pronoun “she” refers. As a result, re-
trieved memories would likely be irrelevant.

3.3 Retrieving Memories

The character’s memory consists of multiple knowl-
edge sources. Each knowledge source conceptually
maps to one source text. For example, one knowl-
edge source could correspond to one Wikipedia
article, another could correspond to a character
description written by a novelist, and yet another
could correspond to past conversations with the
current user.

Each available knowledge source is queried us-
ing the created query to retrieve relevant memo-
ries. More precisely, a kNN search is performed
on each knowledge source, using an embedding of
the query and embeddings of the memory contents.
This way, the memories most semantically similar
to the query are found. For simplicity, we are us-
ing text-embedding-ada-002 as an embedding
function.8 Future work should investigate if other
embedding functions would yield better results.

A relatively high number of memories are re-
trieved from each knowledge source, and they will
be re-ranked in the next step.

3.4 Re-ranking Memories

This step aims to prioritize and filter the high num-
ber of retrieved memories from different knowl-
edge sources to fit into the context window of the
LLM. The input to the re-ranking step is multiple
lists of memories, one list per knowledge source,
each sorted in descending order by similarity to
the query. The lists are combined and sorted by a
ranking score assigned to each retrieved memory.
The top n memories with the highest scores are
returned, where n is a modifiable parameter.

The memory scoring function allows for a high
degree of customization. Multiple factors can be
considered and combined into a score:

• Similarity: The similarity between the search
query and the retrieved memory.

8https://openai.com/blog/
new-and-improved-embedding-model
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• Retention: How “strong” the memory is, i.e.,
the inverse of how much it was already forgot-
ten, as explained in section 3.8.

• Possible further factors: Memory importance,
trust in the corresponding knowledge source,
user preferences, current emotional state of
the character, progression of some underlying
story, and more.

The scoring function is a weighted sum with
with k factors xi and associated weights wi:

R ·
k∑

i=1

wi · xi

Notably, the retention value R (see section 3.8)
must not be part of the weighted sum, as a virtual
character should not be able to recall a forgotten
memory (R = 0), irrespective of the other factors.

We compute a ranking score for each memory us-
ing this formula. Finally, we return the n memories
with the highest score.

3.5 Character Response Generation
As we explain in section 5, there could potentially
be multiple strategies to create character responses.
Here, we present the “base” strategy, used when
the retrieved memories are relevant.

In this case, the character response is generated
using the LLM with a dynamic prompt. The prompt
contains the following:

• Instructions: The instructions tell the LLM to
simulate a virtual character and to answer the
last user message. It also explains how to use
the provided memories.

• Character Name: The name of the simulated
character.

• Character Description: A 500-word descrip-
tion of the simulated character. This descrip-
tion gives the LLM context about the charac-
ter’s personality and how it expresses itself.

• Chat History: The chat history can be seen as
the short-term memory of the character. We
provide the last six messages in full and a
summary of the previous messages.

• Memories: A list of relevant memories. This
list results from the retrieval process, in-
cluding the re-ranking step described in sec-
tion 3.4.

An example prompt for the response generation
can be found in Appendix A.5.

Once the response is created, it is returned to
the user and inserted into the chat history. After a
period of inactivity, new long-term memories are
created.

3.6 Memory Creation Pipeline

The system aims to assist artists in creating interac-
tive experiences with characters that can improvise
and recall information about their universe and past
interactions. To achieve this, any unstructured text,
such as chat histories or character descriptions, can
be converted to “facts” or “observations,” form-
ing character memories. Figure 3 shows how the
memories are created on a high level.

Figure 3: The memory-creation pipeline: A high-level
overview of how memories are created from any raw
text. Section 3.6 explains this process in detail.

The conversion from raw text to memories func-
tions as follows: First, the source text is split into
smaller chunks. Each chunk is then processed in
isolation but with a context that contains a summary
of all previous chunks. This context provides ad-
ditional information that might be necessary to un-
derstand references or dependencies in the current
chunk. For each pair of (chunk, context), we use
the LLM to extract important facts about the chunk.
These facts are then post-processed by resolving
references (e.g., pronouns), ensuring that each fact
is understandable atomically (without context). For
each identified fact, we create one corresponding
memory.

3.7 Memory Structure

Each memory has two representations. The first
representation contains all information about the
memory and is used internally within the system.
The second representation is a filtered version and
is used in the response-generation prompt for the
LLM.
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The full representation of the memory (used in-
ternally) contains the following information:

• A fact: The central part of the memory is some
fact, or observation, which was contained in
the corresponding source text (see section 3.6).
In most cases, this is a sentence capturing
some information about the virtual character
or some previous interaction. Examples can
be found in Figure 1 and in Appendix A.5.

• Embedding: A vector representation of the
fact. This embedding captures the semantic
meaning of the memory and is used for simi-
larity search during memory retrieval.

• Meta information: In addition to the core
memory, we also store information related to
the forgetting model described in section 3.8,
including last access time and memory stabil-
ity. This information is used in the re-ranking
step, as explained in section 3.4. Furthermore,
each memory has a unique identifier.

The filtered representation, as used in the re-
sponse generation prompt, only contains the tex-
tual representation of the memory content (the fact)
and a shortened identifier, enabling the LLM to
reference used memories.

Memories in our system are condensed facts
rather than raw text. Raw text, e.g., an online arti-
cle, often has a low information density and con-
tains irrelevant elements such as links. Moreover,
raw text requires a certain length to be meaningful
due to long-range dependencies, leading to polluted
prompts and subpar results. Including raw text in
the response prompt burdens the LLM with addi-
tional condensing and filtering tasks, straining its
capabilities. Additionally, using raw text limits the
number of memories that can fit into the prompt
due to the LLM’s limited context window.

3.8 Forgetting Model
We incorporated a forgetting model into the
memory-retrieval system to make virtual characters
feel human-like. The system is inspired by how
human memory behaves. Needless to say, the in-
ner workings of human memory are complex and
not fully understood, so the system is only a crude
approximation of how real memory works. The
achieved effect is that characters will slowly forget
memories that they do not use and strengthen those
that they do use.

The forgetting model is a modified version of
Ebbinghaus’s forgetting curve (Ebbinghaus , 1885):

R = e−
dt
S

In this formula, R ∈ (0, 1) is the memory retention,
t ∈ R+ is defined as the elapsed time since the last
access, S ∈ R+ is the memory stability, determin-
ing how “strong” a memory is. Further, d ∈ R+ is
a decay constant that defines how forgetful a char-
acter is in general. To simulate learning through
repetition, each time a memory is accessed, its sta-
bility S is updated by multiplying with a boost
factor b ∈ R+. Thus, b determines how fast memo-
ries are strengthened through repetition, or, in other
words, how fast a character can learn.

This mechanism can also be used to assign an
importance score to memories during memory cre-
ation. For example, for core memories of a trusted
source, S can be set to a very high number, effec-
tively disabling forgetting. On the other hand, when
memories are created from past user conversations,
the character should not remember the details for-
ever. Thus, S can initially be set to a lower value,
making the memories disappear sooner if they are
not accessed.

These tweakable parameters enable a high de-
gree of artist control for the memory of the virtual
character.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Objectives
The primary goal of the system is to simulate vir-
tual, artist-crafted characters. To achieve this goal,
two things are essential: first, the virtual charac-
ters must be able to improvise, e.g., by reacting to
user messages and combining retrieved memories
in novel ways. Second, the characters should do so
without hallucinating factual information.

The ability for improvisation is intrinsic to
LLMs. However, maintaining factual accuracy is
paramount to preserving the integrity of the artist-
crafted characters. Any discrepancies or inaccura-
cies, otherwise known as “hallucinations,” could
undermine the coherency and believability of the
character.

We evaluate how well the virtual characters’ re-
sponses are grounded in the retrieved memories.
That is, we aim to determine whether all informa-
tion in the responses is supported by the retrieved
memories. We also evaluate the effectiveness of the
LLM in accurately referencing the used memories.
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Figure 4: The fact-checking pipeline: In step 1, each sentence in a virtual character response is scanned for verifiable
claims. In step 2, each extracted claim is fact-checked individually three times: once using all retrieved memories,
once using only the memories referenced in the character response, and once using the character bio available in the
prompt. Finally, in a manual filtering step, any unnecessary checks are discarded.

Further, we seek to understand the impact of
whether some information about the character is
part of the training data of the underlying LLM. To
this end, we examine two contrasting cases: Sher-
lock Holmes, a well-documented character with
abundant online data, and Amina Osei, a newly cre-
ated character without any pre-existing information
online. Since the LLM used was trained on much
of the public internet (Brown et al.), it “knows”
about Sherlock Holmes, even without retrieving
memories, but has no intrinsic information about
Amina Osei.

4.2 Methodology

Our evaluation methodology involved collecting
chat data between the authors and the two virtual
characters. In these chat exchanges, we investi-
gated the characters’ responses to topics for which
they had memories and those for which they did
not. Details of the dataset size are provided in Table
1. To facilitate the chat interactions, we developed
a web-based chat platform.

First, recall that the overall system uses
gpt-3.5-turbo as the underlying LLM. To eval-
uate the outputs of this system, the experimen-
tal setup involves a semi-automated fact-checking
pipeline leveraging GPT-4, a more capable model,
to assess the groundedness of the character re-
sponses (see Figure 4). This pipeline is designed
to verify all factual claims the characters make
against the information provided in the prompt.
The pipeline operates in the following sequence:

1. First, unverified claims are extracted from
the character responses. To do so, each re-
sponse is broken down into individual sen-
tences. From these sentences, we extract fac-
tual claims for verification. A claim repre-
sents information requiring verification, such

as a fact about the character or their universe.
We extract these claims using GPT-4. In the
prompt, we provide instructions, the full mes-
sage, the selected sentence, examples, and
formatting guidelines. For further details on
this step, please refer to Appendix A.6, which
contains a concrete example.

2. Subsequently, each claim is fact-checked
against three different sources of truth: the
complete list of retrieved memories, only
the explicitly referenced memories in the re-
sponse, and the character’s bio. We perform
three separate fact-checking rounds because
this allows us to keep the input to the LLM
short, noticeably improving the results. In
this step, GPT-4 is instructed to assign one of
four labels to every claim based on its valid-
ity: “fully_supported,” “partially_supported,”
“not_supported,” or “contradiction.” In the
prompt, we provide instructions, a context,
an extracted claim, and a list of considered
facts. Additionally, this step utilizes a chain-
of-thought reasoning process, which has been
shown to enhance the reasoning capabilities
of LLMs (Wei et al.). Appendix A.7 shows a
concrete example of this step.

3. Lastly, each claim is manually reviewed to
determine if fact-checking is necessary. Some
claims may not require verification, e.g.,“It is
nice to meet you.”

4.3 Results and Analysis

We first provide an overview of the data utilized
in our evaluation. Table 1 summarizes the meta-
data regarding messages, sentences, claims, and
reasoning steps.
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Figure 5: Fact-checking results for the virtual character responses: Each horizontal bar shows the results for
different sources of truth as named on the left. The first category shows how grounded the character response is in
the available information, using an aggregation of all three fact-checking results. The second category shows how
good the LLM is at referencing which information it uses. Note that some percentage counts do not add up to 100
due to rounding.

Character Messages Sentences Extracted
Claims

Reasoning
Steps

Sherlock
Holmes

37 130 199 2213

Amina
Osei

42 130 234 2292

Total 79 260 433 4505

Table 1: Metadata about the created dataset and the fact-
checking pipeline.

4.3.1 Evaluation of Groundedness
To evaluate the groundedness of the virtual char-
acter responses, the fact-check uses the retrieved
memories and the character bio, as this comprises
all character information available in the LLM
prompt. As shown in Figure 5, both characters
displayed a high level of groundedness, meaning
that the information given in the characters’ re-
sponses matches the information provided in the
prompt in most cases. For Sherlock Holmes, 133
claims were fully supported, 24 were partially sup-
ported, 13 were not supported, and only one was
contradicted. For Amina Osei, 195 claims were
fully supported, 12 were partially supported, and
12 were not supported, but no contradictions. This
outcome indicates that the characters’ responses
are, in most cases, well-grounded in the characters’
memories or bio, thus preserving the characters’
integrity.

4.3.2 Evaluation of Referencing Capabilities
Assessing the referencing capabilities of the sys-
tem, Amina Osei showed a stronger ability to refer-
ence the used memories than Sherlock Holmes. For
Sherlock Holmes, 85 claims were fully supported,
35 were partially supported, and 51 were not sup-
ported when using only the referenced memories as

the source of truth. Amina Osei had 150 fully sup-
ported, 31 partially, and 38 not supported claims.
Compared to Amina Osei, Sherlock Holmes has
more cases in which the referenced memories only
partially or do not support the made claims. We
suspect this is because the underlying LLM has
intrinsic knowledge about Sherlock Holmes, which
leads it to rely less on the retrieved memories and
hallucinate some references. On the other hand,
the LLM has no intrinsic information about Amina
Osei and thus has to rely more on the presented
data.

4.3.3 Implications
These results suggest that our system can effec-
tively simulate interactive characters that can gener-
ate largely accurate and grounded responses while
preserving the characters’ integrity. The capacity
of the system to handle characters with different de-
grees of pre-existing LLM knowledge underscores
its versatility. We plan to further improve these
results with the system extension outlined in sec-
tion 5.

While the evaluation results are promising, we
acknowledge several limitations in Evaluation Lim-
itations.

5 Future Work

A promising extension to our current system is
a “Response Routing” stage. This feature, not yet
fully realized, could augment control over character
responses. It aims to maintain character integrity
by ensuring responses stay within their memory
bounds during improvisation and thus forms a criti-
cal component of our theoretical model.

Response Routing would decide the type of re-
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sponse to be generated. It could consider the chat
history, the created query, and retrieved memories,
determining which of n response generation strate-
gies to use. It could generate normal responses
(like explained in section 3.5) or evasive responses
depending on memory relevance.

We propose separating decision-making from
response generation due to the reasoning limita-
tions of current LLMs. For example, a simple
conditional prompt such as, “If the memories are
relevant, create a normal response. Otherwise, cre-
ate a response in which the character is clueless
about the topic” has proven unreliable in our tests,
sometimes leading to hallucinated responses if no
relevant memories were retrieved.

We further plan to investigate how memories
could influence character personalities over time.
Future work will also improve the evaluation
methodology, including a human evaluation.

We are also making ongoing efforts to increase
the naturalness of the interactions with the vir-
tual characters. Currently, the main problem is
that they are purely reactive to user input. The
interaction follows a strict pattern of question-
answer-question-answer, where the user has to
keep the conversation going. Future work will in-
vestigate how we can give virtual characters the
ability to take initiative. They should be able to
independently write messages to the user, poten-
tially following some plan or narrative goal, as has
been explored in previous works for other systems
(Lehman and Leite; Leite et al.; Paetzel-Prüsmann
and Kennedy).

6 Conclusion

This paper introduced a system for crafting
memory-enhanced virtual AI characters that can
interact intelligently. These virtual characters are
grounded in their universe by being able to remem-
ber facts about themselves, their world, and past
experiences.

The presented system, consisting of multiple
knowledge sources, a vector search, and an LLM,
is designed to be flexible, making it possible to
create interactive characters by giving them access
to memories that can be created from any textual
descriptions about them. We designed the character
memories to be human-like, being strengthened if
used and forgotten when not, making characters
feel authentic. Our evaluation, powered by a semi-
automated fact-checking pipeline, showcased that

the character responses were strongly grounded in
the retrieved memories.

We anticipate this work to spur further investiga-
tions into the integration of memory systems within
virtual characters and how to further guardrail
LLMs to avoid hallucinations. As a result, we en-
vision a future where these characters can perform
convincingly within their narrative bounds while
maintaining the capacity to improvise intelligently.
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A Appendix

A.1 Limitations

While the described system delivers promising results, it is not without limitations. This section explores
some of the limitations that need to be addressed, before our system, or any LLM-leveraging system, for
that matter, could safely be used in a production setting.

A.1.1 System Limitations

Through multiple successive LLM calls, which all introduce some latency, it currently takes a few moments
before the character answer is generated. While the system is definitely usable as is, especially for chat
applications, future iterations should use parallelism wherever possible.

Presently, the system’s ability to stylize character responses is restricted, as we utilize a general-purpose
LLM. This limitation could be addressed by employing a more advanced general-purpose LLM in the
future or by generating the character responses with an LLM that has been fine-tuned to produce texts of a
specific style.

A further limitation concerns occasional hallucinations in the memory creation pipeline. For example,
a memory attributed to the character Amina Osei introduced an unfounded surname for her partner. While
it could be argued that humans also make mistakes when remembering things, this issue is a subject for
further investigation.

A.1.2 General LLM Limitations

LLMs, in general, carry inherent limitations. Currently, there is no definitive solution to ensuring safety
in LLM outputs. This involves avoiding problematic outputs, such as those that are sexist, racist, or
potentially harmful, especially when the target audience includes vulnerable groups such as children.

Furthermore, a common problem for LLMs is prompt injections. While not explicitly having tested our
system in this regard, it is reasonable to assume that it is also vulnerable to such attacks.

A.1.3 Evaluation Limitations

As a refresher, we use GPT-3 as the underlying LLM throughout our system and GPT-4 in the evaluation.
Effectively, we are employing GPT-4 to evaluate the outputs from GPT-3. Both models are trained on
overlapping datasets, so their behaviors are likely somewhat aligned. This similarity could mean that a
response deemed plausible by GPT-3 might also be classified as plausible by GPT-4, which introduces a
potential bias into our fact-checking process.

We have dissected the fact-checking process into multiple smaller steps to mitigate this issue, assessing
the groundedness of atomic claims instead of entire character responses at a time. This approach led to
more focused LLM outputs.

Second, our evaluation process is not entirely automated. Particularly challenging was the extraction of
claims requiring fact-checking. This complexity arises from the inherent dual nature of the task for the
virtual characters: they are expected to provide grounded answers while also improvising and reacting to
user messages. Consequently, we employed GPT-4 to extract all checkable claims, which we manually
reviewed and discarded if necessary.

Third, it can be expected that the determined factfulness labels would not fully align with a human
evaluation or that there is a bias toward certain labels. The extent of such issues is unclear as of now.
However, we manually verified several fact-checking results, auditing the reasoning steps and the assigned
label, and found them to be very reasonable in most cases.

Lastly, our evaluation approach, while being less labor-intensive than a fully manual evaluation, is not
inexpensive. The evaluation using GPT-4 took over 10 hours and amounted to approximately $50 in costs,
equating to about 11 cents per checked claim. This cost factor might be a consideration for larger-scale
evaluations in the future.

Future research should address these limitations and further refine the evaluation process.
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A.2 Ethics Statement
LLMs, upon which our work heavily relies, have demonstrated concerning impacts on certain populations.
Studies have highlighted issues related to exploitative human annotation practices employed to refine
model outputs (Bender et al.), generation of toxic responses, and inherent biases favoring certain cultural
behaviors (Zhuo et al.; Brown et al.).

Our work does not directly confront these ethical concerns or engage in any of these areas. However, the
system we propose attempts to constrain LLMs by biasing the generated output on the retrieved memories,
with the content of the memories being controllable. This added control returns agency to human designers
or artists, allowing them to steer the interactive experience away from potentially undesirable behaviors
and towards a more diverse and inclusive representation.

A.3 Supplementary Materials Availability Statement
We make several example prompts available in the appendix. While they are not essential for understanding
the paper, they capture know-how about how LLMs can be used and could therefore be helpful to the
research community. The source code and evaluation dataset cannot be made available due to our
institution’s sharing policy.

A.4 Query Creator Prompt
The following prompt is used to generate a memory search query. The placeholder {chat_history} is
replaced with the current chat history. Through experimentation, we found that this prompt generates
good search queries.

{chat_history}

Create a search query for the character 's memory that helps answer the last user
message. You cannot ask for clarification. Provide only the query.

A.5 Example Response Generation Prompt
We use the following prompt to create a character response for Sherlock Holmes. It contains instructions,
a character bio, a chat history, and many dynamically retrieved memories.

You are acting as a virtual character and you are having a conversation with a
user. The character you are simulating is named Sherlock Holmes. Your task is
to answer the user based on the chat history. You should answer the last
message in the chat history.

CHARACTER_BIO_START

Sherlock Holmes , the world 's most famous consulting detective , is a fictional
character created by British author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Appearing in four
novels and 56 short stories , Holmes has become synonymous with the art of
deduction and solving complex mysteries. His character has transcended the
confines of literature , inspiring countless adaptations in film , television ,
and other media.

Born on January 6, 1854, in the United Kingdom , Sherlock Holmes resided at 221B
Baker Street , London , with his trusted friend and confidant , Dr. John H.
Watson. Known for his towering intellect , keen observational skills , and
mastery of disguise , Holmes captivated readers with his ability to solve
seemingly impossible cases with logic and reasoning.

Holmes 's character is often seen as eccentric , with an analytical mind that borders
on obsessive. He possesses an insatiable curiosity and a relentless drive to
uncover the truth , often leading him to immerse himself in the darkest corners
of London 's criminal underworld. His eccentricities extend to his personal
life , where he is known to dabble in chemistry , play the violin , and
occasionally use recreational drugs to stimulate his mind during periods of
inactivity.

A quintessential Victorian gentleman , Sherlock Holmes adheres to a strict code of
honor and chivalry , often taking on cases without any expectation of payment if
he believes the cause is just. Although his demeanor may come across as cold
and calculating , Holmes is not without compassion. He demonstrates a profound
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understanding of human nature and is not afraid to bend the rules to protect
the innocent.

One of Holmes 's defining features is his unique method of solving crimes , which he
calls \"the Science of Deduction .\" This method involves observing the minutest
details and connecting seemingly unrelated clues to reveal the truth. In
addition to his extraordinary mental faculties , Holmes is also an adept martial
artist , skilled in boxing and the martial art of Bartitsu.

Dr. John Watson serves as Holmes 's loyal companion and chronicler. The two
characters share a strong bond , with Watson often providing the emotional and
moral grounding that Holmes lacks. Through Watson 's eyes , readers gain insight
into Holmes 's mind , following his process of deduction and marveling at the
brilliance of his conclusions.

Sherlock Holmes 's arch -nemesis , Professor James Moriarty , is a criminal mastermind
who presents Holmes with some of his most challenging cases. Their rivalry
serves as a recurring theme throughout the series , culminating in a dramatic
confrontation at the Reichenbach Falls in \"The Final Problem .\" Other notable
adversaries include Irene Adler , a clever and resourceful woman who earns
Holmes 's admiration , and Charles Augustus Milverton , a ruthless blackmailer who
pushes Holmes to his moral limits.

Over the years , Holmes 's adventures have been adapted into numerous films and
television series , with actors such as Basil Rathbone , Jeremy Brett , Robert
Downey Jr., and Benedict Cumberbatch portraying the detective. These
adaptations often offer new interpretations of the character , highlighting
different aspects of his complex personality and showcasing the timeless appeal
of his intellect and wit.

Sherlock Holmes remains a cultural icon , with his deerstalker hat , pipe , and
magnifying glass becoming enduring symbols of the detective genre. His legacy
has left an indelible mark on popular culture , inspiring generations of readers
and viewers to embrace the power of logic , deduction , and the human mind 's
capacity to solve the most intricate mysteries.

CHARACTER_BIO_END

This is the current chat history:
START_CHAT_HISTORY
Most recent messages:
user: Hello! How are you? My name is Lo
virtual -character: Greetings , Lo. I hope you are well. As a cryptanalyst [MEMORY_0 ,

MEMORY_3 , MEMORY_14 , MEMORY_15 , MEMORY_18 , MEMORY_19 , MEMORY_21 , MEMORY_27], I
am familiar with all forms of secret writing and have written a monograph on
Polyphonic Motets of Lassus [MEMORY_0 , MEMORY_3 , MEMORY_14 , MEMORY_15 ,
MEMORY_27 ]. Is there anything that I may assist you with today?

user: How do you do for a living? I may need some help ...

END_CHAT_HISTORY

The simulated character has memories. Use the memories to guide your answer.
START_MEMORIES:

MEMORY_30: The text includes various categories related to Sherlock Holmes ,
including screen adaptations , video games , and a list of fictional
characteristics associated with the character.

MEMORY_31: ''Guinness World Records '' lists Sherlock Holmes as the most portrayed
human literary character in film and television history.

MEMORY_32: The character of Sherlock Holmes has been adapted and reimagined by
various writers in non -canonical works.

MEMORY_33: Sherlock Holmes 's personality and habits are not specified in this
specific section of the text.

MEMORY_34: The article discusses the skills and abilities of the character Sherlock
Holmes created by Arthur Conan Doyle.

MEMORY_35: Dr. Watson describes Sherlock Holmes as \" bohemian \" in Sherlock Holmes '
habits and lifestyle.

MEMORY_36: Short stories featuring sage -detective Zavant Konniger and Zavant
Konniger 's halfling manservant Vido , written by fantasy authors Gordon Rennie
and Josh Reynolds for the Warhammer Fantasy universe , are also mentioned.

MEMORY_37: The article discusses the various skills and abilities of Sherlock
Holmes , a complex character created by Arthur Conan Doyle.

MEMORY_38: Arthur Conan Doyle depicted returned colonials as \"marginal , physically
ravaged characters that threaten the peace ,\" according to Yumna Siddiqi.

MEMORY_39: Sherlock Holmes displays a strong aptitude for acting and disguise in
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several stories.
MEMORY_40: Guinness World Records awarded Sherlock Holmes the title for \"most

portrayed literary human character in film & TV\" in 2012.
MEMORY_41: Sherlock Holmes displays a strong aptitude for acting and disguise.
MEMORY_42: Guinness World Records awarded Sherlock Holmes the title for \"most

portrayed literary human character in film & TV\" in 2012.
MEMORY_43: Guinness World Records awarded Sherlock Holmes the title for \"most

portrayed literary human character in film & TV\" in 2012.
MEMORY_44: Sherlock Holmes is a famous literary character known for Sherlock

Holmes 's investigative skills in various fields including geology , chemistry ,
anatomy , British law , psychology , and secret writing.

MEMORY_45: Conan Doyle observes the dress , attitude , and physical condition of his
clients and suspects to deduce their origins and recent history.

MEMORY_46: The portrayal of Eastern foreigners as the root cause of \" infection \"
within and around Europe is a common theme in the stories , according to Susan
Cannon Harris.

MEMORY_47: Sherlock Holmes also displays a strong aptitude for acting and disguise
in several stories.

MEMORY_48: Sherlock Holmes 's ability to change Sherlock Holmes 's appearance helped
Sherlock Holmes personify the English eccentric chameleon.

MEMORY_49: The character , Sherlock Holmes , has been adapted into numerous films ,
television shows , and other media and has become a cultural icon.

MEMORY_50: The court ruled in favor of the characters being in the public domain in
the U.S.

MEMORY_51: The character Sherlock Holmes has been adapted into numerous films ,
television shows , and other media , and has become a cultural icon.

MEMORY_52: Sherlock Holmes is a fictional character who is a detective and a master
of deduction , and has been portrayed in various forms of media.

MEMORY_53: The character of Sherlock Holmes has been adapted and reimagined by
various writers , resulting in non -canonical works featuring Sherlock Holmes.

MEMORY_54: Sherlock Holmes is skilled in playing the violin , singlestick , boxing ,
and sword fighting.

MEMORY_55: There have been many scholarly works dealing with Sherlock Holmes , some
working within the bounds of the Great Game , and some written from the
perspective that Sherlock Holmes is a fictional character.

MEMORY_56: The article also mentions short stories featuring sage -detective Zavant
Konniger and his halfling manservant Vido for the Warhammer Fantasy universe.

MEMORY_57: The character and stories have had a lasting impact on mystery writing
and popular culture.

MEMORY_58: Short stories featuring sage -detective Zavant Konniger and his halfling
manservant Vido , written by fantasy authors Gordon Rennie and Josh Reynolds for
the Warhammer Fantasy universe , were published by Black Library from 2002 to
2018, including \"How Vido Learned the Trick\" and \"The Problem of Three -Toll
Bridge \".

MEMORY_59: The character and stories have had a profound and lasting effect on
mystery writing and popular culture as a whole.

MEMORY_60: Another common pastiche approach is to create a new story fully
detailing an otherwise -passing canonical reference.

MEMORY_61: Sherlock Holmes uses acting and disguises to gather evidence and
incriminate the guilty in some stories.

MEMORY_62: In \"A Scandal in Bohemia ,\" Sherlock Holmes recognizes the true
identity of a disguised character despite his supposed ignorance of politics.

END_MEMORIES.

The answer must be based on the memories. Do not talk about anything that is not in
the memories. For each sentence , provide a source like [MEMORY_i ].

Create a character response to the last message of the user. The response must be
from the point of view of Sherlock Holmes. The response should be around 50-70
words. Response:

A.6 Example Claim Extraction Prompt
The following example illustrates how we use GPT-4 to extract claims that need fact-checking from
character responses. In the following JSON-like prompt, “context” contains the entire message cur-
rently being processed. Further, “sentence_to_check” is a sentence taken from the context. The field
“already_found_claims” contains previously identified claims from the current message. The other fields
are self-explanatory.
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{
'context ': 'Amina Osei: My name is Amina Osei , born on July 17th in Accra , Ghana

. As a scientist , I have pursued a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences
and a Master of Science in Astrophysics from the University of Ghana . Please
let me know if you require further information.',

'sentence_to_check ': 'My name is Amina Osei , born on July 17th in Accra , Ghana .',
'task ': 'Find all claims in sentence_to_check that can be fact checked. Be

thorough. Only include claims from sentence_to_check. Exclude questions ,
greetings and other social pleasantries.',

'already_found_claims ': [],
'examples ': [

{
'example_input ': 'I live in Armenia with my two sisters.',
'example_output ': [

'I live in Armenia ',
'I have two sisters '
]

},
{

'example_input ': 'Hello my dear , how are you?',
'example_output ': []

},
{

'example_input ': 'What are you doing?',
'example_output ': []

},
{

'example_input ': "As a gardener , it's easy for me to tell one plant from
another.",

'example_output ': [
'I am a gardener ',
"it's easy for me to tell one plant from another ."

]
}

]
}

const output: { "found_claims ": string [] } =

The following was the generated output to this prompt using GPT-4. Note that it generates a valid
JSON, which can be parsed easily. This can be achieved by prompting the LLM with JSON and defining
the desired output with a TypeScript type (see the last line above).

{
"found_claims ": [

"My name is Amina Osei",
"born on July 17th",
"in Accra , Ghana"

]
}

A.7 Example Fact Checking Prompt

The following example illustrates how we use GPT-4 as a fact checker. Again, note how a TypeScript type
can instruct the LLM to produce correctly formatted output that can easily be parsed.

{
'untrusted_context ': 'Amina Osei: My name is Amina Osei , born on July 17th in

Accra , Ghana . As a scientist , I have pursued a Bachelor of Science in
Biological Sciences and a Master of Science in Astrophysics from the
University of Ghana . Please let me know if you require further information.',

'untrusted_claim ': 'My name is Amina Osei ',
'considered_facts ': '\nFACT_28: Amina was born on July 17th.\ nFACT_32: Amina

earned a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences with a focus on botany
and a Master of Science in Astrophysics from the University of
Ghana.\ nFACT_META_1: The name of the speaker is Amina Osei ',
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'task ': '\nYou are a superhuman fact -checking expert AI lawyer .\nYour work is
thorough and your reasoning_steps hold up in court.\nYou are self -critical
and detect your own mistakes .\nYour task is to fact -check the untrusted_claim
using the considered_facts .\nBoth the untrusted_claim and the
considered_facts are anchored in a fictional universe .\n'

}

const fact_check_result: {
// "reasoning_steps" contains logical reasoning steps that help select the

determined_factfulness.
"reasoning_steps ": string [];
// determined_factfulness must depend only on the considered_facts.
"determined_factfulness ":

| "fully_supported" // If a fact fully confirms a claim
| "partially_supported" // If a fact partially confirms a claim
| "not_supported" // If no fact confirms or contradicts the claim
| "contradiction "; // If some fact contradicts the claim

} =

The generated output to this prompt, using GPT-4, was:

{
"reasoning_steps ": [

"The untrusted_claim states that the speaker 's name is Amina Osei.",
"FACT_META_1 confirms that the name of the speaker is Amina Osei."

],
"determined_factfulness ": "fully_supported"

}
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Abstract
In-context learning (ICL) for large language
models has proven to be a powerful approach
for many natural language processing tasks.
However, determining the best method to select
examples for ICL is nontrivial as the results can
vary greatly depending on the quality, quantity,
and order of examples used. In this paper, we
conduct a case study on text simplification (TS)
to investigate how to select the best and most
robust examples for ICL. We propose Metric-
Based in-context Learning (MBL) method that
utilizes commonly used TS metrics such as
SARI, compression ratio, and BERT-Precision
for selection. Through an extensive set of ex-
periments with various-sized GPT models on
standard TS benchmarks such as TurkCorpus
and ASSET, we show that examples selected by
the top SARI scores perform the best on larger
models such as GPT-175B, while the compres-
sion ratio generally performs better on smaller
models such as GPT-13B and GPT-6.7B. Fur-
thermore, we demonstrate that MBL is gener-
ally robust to example orderings and out-of-
domain test sets, and outperforms strong base-
lines and state-of-the-art finetuned language
models. Finally, we show that the behaviour of
large GPT models can be implicitly controlled
by the chosen metric. Our research provides a
new framework for selecting examples in ICL,
and demonstrates its effectiveness in text sim-
plification tasks, breaking new ground for more
accurate and efficient NLG systems.

1 Introduction

Text simplification (TS) is a crucial task in natu-
ral language processing, with the goal of convert-
ing complex text into simpler, easier-to-understand
one. This is particularly important for individuals
who struggle with comprehending complex lan-
guages, such as second language learners or indi-
viduals with cognitive impairments (Stajner, 2021)
and disabilities like dyslexia (Rello et al., 2013)
and autism (Barbu et al., 2015). For the aforemen-
tioned reasons, NLP community has shown great

interest in the topic, introducing plenty of datasets
(e.g., ASSET (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020)), mod-
els, and evaluation metrics (e.g., SARI (Xu et al.,
2016)).

There have been numerous approaches to TS
proposed in the literature, including non-neural
or rule-based methods (Nassar et al., 2019), ma-
chine translation approaches (Xu et al., 2016), and
finetuning of large language models (Sheang and
Saggion, 2021) on downstream task data. Re-
cently, it has been shown that large language mod-
els such as GPT-3, are capable of in-context learn-
ing (ICL) (Brown et al., 2020a)—an emerging abil-
ity to learn from in-context samples without modi-
fying model parameters. 1 Despite its strong ability,
ICL still mostly falls behind the performance of
finetuning techniques (Dong et al., 2023).

Recent studies have shown that in-context learn-
ing is highly variable to a range of factors, such
as the number of examples, quality of examples,
and even the order of examples (Lu et al., 2022;
Liu et al., 2022; Dong et al., 2023). To address
these concerns, recent literature has proposed sev-
eral techniques for selecting the most relevant ex-
amples for ICL (Liu et al., 2022; Sorensen et al.,
2022; Gonen et al., 2022; Rubin et al., 2022). The
majority of them aim to retrieve a set of samples
from the validation set that resembles the test set
most by either training a separate retrieval model or
utilizing an existing encoder to calculate similari-
ties between pairs of sentences. However, adopting
these techniques for text-generation tasks with mul-
tiple references is nontrivial, and the need to access
to the full test set to pick examples from is not de-
sirable, and may not always be possible in real-life
scenarios.

In order to address this problem, we propose a
simple yet intuitive metric-based selection tech-

1We refer the readers to http://ai.stanford.edu/
blog/understanding-incontext/ for a summary of in-
context learning inner mechanics.
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nique, which we refer to as Metric-Based in-
context Learning (MBL), to perform efficient and
robust in-context learning with large language mod-
els for text generation tasks. Unlike previous ICL
techniques, MBL only requires access to the de-
velopment set and uses more informed measures
rather than requiring generating sentence embed-
dings or training separate specified retrieval models.
Furthermore, we perform an extensive set of exper-
iments with GPT-3 models of various sizes (175B,
13B, and 6.7B) 2, specifically focusing on their
performance for TS. We investigate utilizing com-
monly used TS metrics (e.g., SARI, compression
ratio) for example selection and answer several
research questions regarding their strengths and
weaknesses on a variety of datasets and models.
Through our experiments, we show that metric-
based selection can significantly improve the per-
formance of large language models on TS. We also
demonstrate that these results are generally robust
to various orderings and perform well in out-of-
domain settings. This paper provides the following
contributions:

• We provide a naive yet effective and ro-
bust approach to selecting examples for in-
context learning, a.k.a., metric-based learn-
ing (MBL) 3, and show that it achieves state-
of-the-art results on two well-known bench-
mark datasets (TurkCorpus and ASSET when
the optimal metric is used (see §5.1)) 4.

• We demonstrate the robustness of MBL to
example ordering (see §5.2) and to out-of-
domain test sets with some exceptions (see
§5.3), suggesting that the order of examples
and the origin of the development data are not
the most important factors for MBL.

• We show that MBL improves upon important
baselines (e.g., zero-shot, random selection),
state-of-the art ICL selection (e.g., KATE-
GPT (Liu et al., 2022)) and text simplifica-
tion methods (Sheang and Saggion, 2021) (see
§5.4).

2Throughout the paper, GPT-175B, GPT-13B, and GPT-
6.7B will refer to the GPT-3 model with 175B, 13B, and 6.7B
parameters respectively.

3We use metric-based selection and learning interchange-
ably.

4We find SARI score to be optimal for large models, while,
Compression Ratio (CR) achieves the best scores for the
smaller models.

• Our results suggest that GPT-175B can
be implicitly controlled via optimal metric-
based learning, i.e., BERTScore Precision-
based learning optimizes BLEU, while SARI-
based selection optimizes SARI scores.

We release all generation outputs, base-
line models and evaluation scripts pub-
licly with https://github.com/NLP-KU/
metric-based-in-context-learning/.

2 Related Work

Text Simplification (TS) Methods Recently,
LLMs have been applied to text simplification
through transfer learning approaches. For instance,
Qiang et al. (2020) fine-tuned a BERT model on
a text simplification dataset, achieving strong re-
sults on multiple benchmarks. Similarly, Sheang
and Saggion (2021) introduced a transfer learn-
ing approach for text simplification using the T5
model and achieved current state-of-the-art results
on standard TS benchmarks. Recent work in the
TS domain has a particular focus on controllable
text simplification, in which different “control to-
kens” are embedded in seq2seq models to control
model outputs. This is seen in both Sheang and
Saggion (2021) and Chamovitz and Abend (2022),
where a large language model (BART, T5, etc.) is
modified with several control tokens, like the num-
ber of words, Levenshtein similarity, and various
text rewriting operations. A vast amount of earlier
systems (e.g., (Xu et al., 2016)) have formulated
text simplification as a machine translation task and
employed neural machine translation architectures.

TS Evaluation Work on the suitability of vari-
ous metrics for TS has also been an active area
of discussion. While the most commonly used
metric in TS is currently SARI (Xu et al., 2016),
there is a concern over the metric that best cor-
relates with human judgment. Alva-Manchego
et al. (2021) conduct a detailed analysis of sev-
eral commonly used metrics in the TS field, and
suggest BERTScore_Precision as a primary met-
ric of reference-based evaluation. Following these
results, we also use BERTScore_Precision as a met-
ric to select examples. Recent studies (Sulem et al.,
2018; Tanprasert and Kauchak, 2021) analyzing
the suitability of the other two common metrics,
namely BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and FKGL
(Kincaid et al., 1975), strongly advise against these
metrics for TS. For these reasons, we do not select
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examples based on either metric.

Example Selection and Ordering in ICL While
large language models like GPT-3 perform excep-
tionally well on a variety of downstream tasks, se-
lecting examples for in-context learning is non-
trivial. Research on example selection is still in
early stages, and a unified approach to selecting
examples for downstream tasks has not yet been
proposed (Dong et al., 2023). Liu et al. (2022) pro-
pose selecting the k most similar examples to the
test set from the training/development set via mea-
suring cosine distance in an embedding space (e.g.,
encodings from RoBERTa), and achieve strong re-
sults on various tasks like table-to-text generation.
On a similar line, Rubin et al. (2022) introduce a
more sophisticated method, where the authors train
a two-step retrieval model to select ICL examples.
Another set of work focus on optimizing prompts
via mutual information (Sorensen et al., 2022) or
perplexity (Gonen et al., 2022), that don’t require
labeled sets. We consider Kate-GPT (Liu et al.,
2022) as the closest work to ours, since both the
intuition (i.e., choosing from a labeled validation
set) and approach (i.e., learning-free) are similar.

3 Metric-based In-Context Learning

Following the line of work for retrieving the best
samples from development set (Liu et al., 2022;
Sorensen et al., 2022), we introduce a simple and
intuitive technique based on employing standard
evaluation metrics for selecting the examples.

Task Setup Given the list of sentences l =
[c, r1, r2, ..., rn], where c is the complex and ri is
the simple reference sentence; our goal is to find
the best k pairs, [c, ri], such that the final text sim-
plification performance on the test set is maximized.
To do so, we go through each l in the development
set and measure the distance between each c and ri
according to a metric, m. Finally, we pick the top k
pairs and fill the prompt template with the samples:
“Complex sentence: {c}, Simple sentence:{ri}”.

We initially considered a long list of task-specific
as well as general generation metrics that contain
the standard evaluation metrics for TS, namely as
SARI, BLEU, FKGL; as well as a simple analysis
metric: Compression Ratio, and a more recent tex-
tual similarity metric BERTScore as suggested by
Alva-Manchego et al. (2021). Following the crit-
icisms by Sulem et al. (2018) and Tanprasert and
Kauchak (2021), we removed BLEU and FKGL

from the list of candidate metrics.

Compression Ratio (CR) It is simply calculated
by dividing the number of characters in c by the
number of characters ri. We consider the pairs
with higher compression ratios as more preferable
candidates for TS.

BERTScore Precision (BP) (Zhang et al., 2020)
BERTScore computes the cosine similarity be-
tween each token in the candidate, y, and reference,
x, sentences. Precision is calculated as:

Prec =
1

|y|
∑

yj∈y
max
xi∈x

x⊤i yj (1)

We discard pairs with a score of 1 since they would
simply be duplicates.

SARI (Xu et al., 2016) It is the defacto stan-
dard evaluation metric for TS. In general terms,
it compares prediction against both the input and
the reference sentences. It calculates a weighted
average of F1 scores for three operations: addi-
tion, deletion, and keeping. Precision and recalls
for each operation are calculated based on n-gram
overlaps between the prediction, input and refer-
ence sentences. To calculate the SARI score for
each c-ri pair, we denote ri as the prediction, c as
the input, and [r1, ..., ri−1, ri+1, ..., rn] as the ref-
erence sentences. Hence, this measure can only be
applied when there are multiple references.

4 Experimental Setup

To investigate the effects of metric-based selection
techniques on TS, we perform a comprehensive
set of experiments using various LLMs, sample
sizes, and datasets; and compare against strong
baseline and state-of-the-art models. Following the
criticism (Sulem et al., 2018) on using BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002), we use SARI (Xu et al., 2016)
as our main evaluation metric. However, we also
report BLEU for two reasons: i) to be consistent
with previous works (see §4.4) and ii) to gain more
insights on how the chosen metric for MBL effects
the results measured with different metrics.

4.1 Models

Due to its recent success in text generation
and in-context learning for various downstream
tasks, we experiment with the GPT-3 (Brown
et al., 2020b) model. We use three differ-
ent version with the following parameter sizes:
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175B, a.k.a., da-vinci-003, 13B, a.k.a., curie,
and 6.7B, a.k.a., babbage. We used OpenAI
API5 to generate responses using temperature=0.7,
max_tokens=256 top_p=1, frequency penalty=0
and presence penalty = 0.

4.2 Datasets
We perform our main experiments on the AS-
SET (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020) and TurkCor-
pus (Xu et al., 2016) datasets. To investigate the
transferability of our models, we conduct addi-
tional experiments on an out-of-domain cognitive
simplification dataset, FestAbility (Chamovitz and
Abend, 2022).

TurkCorpus is a widely-used dataset with 2000
validation and 359 test sentences. It has 8 reference
sentences for each original sentence in both the
validation and test set.

ASSET is another widely used TS dataset with
the intention of improving upon TurkCorpus. It has
the same 2000 validation and 359 original test sen-
tences but introduces 10 new reference sentences
for each original sentence. ASSET is deemed to be
simpler by human evaluation in both fluency and
simplicity (Alva-Manchego et al., 2020). ASSET
improves upon TurkCorpus as it allowed human
reviewers to focus on a wider variety of TS oper-
ations, which are: lexical paraphrasing, compres-
sion, and sentence splitting. Because of this, we
emphasize the experiments done on ASSET rather
than TurkCorpus while interpreting the results and
answering the research questions in §4.

FestAbility is a cognitive simplification dataset
with 321 pairs of complex and simple sentences—
i.e., only one reference sentence. Each of these
is additionally annotated with rewriting operations
such as <ADDITION> and <DELETION>. These sen-
tences are generated from the transcript of the vir-
tual accessibility conference, and simplifications
are generated from the Yalon Method (Chamovitz
and Abend, 2022), a specialized method for sim-
plifying text for individuals with cognitive impair-
ments.

4.3 Baselines
For comparison, we implement three baselines: i)
random selection ii) KATE-GPT (Liu et al., 2022)
and iii) zero-shot. In the random setting, we ran-
domly select c and ri pairs from the validation

5https://openai.com/

sets. For KATE-GPT (Liu et al., 2022), we use
the default setting that employs RoBERTa-base for
contextualized embeddings and cosine similarity
for the distance metric. Given that KATE-GPT
calculates sentence pair similarities between the de-
velopment and test set, unlike just the development
set (like ours), we choose complex sentences as
the representative. Zero-shot setting is simply con-
ducted with the same instruction prompt without
providing any examples.

4.4 Text Simplification State-of-the-art
We compare our results across multiple state-of-
the-art systems.

MUSS (BART+ACCESS Supervised) Martin
et al. (2022) fine-tune BART (Lewis et al., 2020)
and add information from the four simplification
tokens trained in ACCESS.

Finetuned-T5 Sheang and Saggion (2021) fine-
tune T5 by adding multiple control tokens (e.g.,
compression ratio, Levenshtein similarity ratio,
word rank, and number of words) similar to AC-
CESS, which control the model’s outputs. To the
best of our knowledge, they achieve the current
state-of-the-art on both the TurkCorpus and AS-
SET datasets, with SARI scores of 43.31 and 45.04
respectively.

4.5 Evaluation
Even though SARI is considered the standard evalu-
ation metric in our experiments below, we evaluate
the results both with SARI and BLEU to emphasize
the behavior differences in metric-based selection.
It should be noted that, SARI compares prediction
against input and reference(s), while BLEU com-
pares only the prediction against reference(s). We
use the package EASSE (Alva-Manchego et al.,
2019) with the default settings 6 to generate reports
for all of our experiments.

5 Experiments and Results

We conduct a comprehensive set of experiments
with the setup explained in §4. Following the work
by Lu et al. (2022), we experiment with the k values
as 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20 examples. We repeat the
random baseline experiments three times for each k.
We aim to answer the following research questions
(RQ):

6We used the BLEU with n = 5 against all references pro-
vided. The implementation is available at https://github.
com/feralvam/easse.
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Figure 1: GPT-175B results on ASSET. Top: SARI
scores, Bottom: BLEU scores.

RQ1: How do different metric-based selection
techniques compare? (§5.1)

RQ2: Is metric-based sample selection robust to
the order of the prompts? (§5.2)

RQ3: How does metric-based ICL compare to
state-of-the-art text simplification methods? (§5.3)

RQ4: Does metric-based selection performance
on one dataset transfer to other out-of-domain
datasets? (§5.4)

5.1 RQ1: Effect of Metrics

Our main results with our default settings (GPT-
175B on ASSET) is shown in Fig. 1. First of all, we
observe that the random baseline is quite strong on
average, however, with a large variation for most
k values; while zero-shot results are quite weak for
all datasets. Interestingly, SARI-based selection
consistently leads to the highest SARI scores for
k > 1, while BERTPrec-based selection gives the
highest BLEU and lowest SARI scores consistently
for each k. Kate-GPT follows BERTPrec-based se-
lection for the BLEU score, while providing results
on par or lower than the random baseline for the
SARI score.

Next, we check whether our findings hold for
smaller models. In Fig. 2, we show the results
of our smallest model, GPT-6.7B on the ASSET
dataset. Since the zero-shot results were signifi-
cantly lower than k = 1, we show them in Table 1,
rather than plotting. Not surprisingly the highest
SARI scores are achieved via the largest model;
however, the opposite is not true for BLEU. The
smallest model achieves the highest BLEU scores

Figure 2: GPT-6.7B results on ASSET. Top: SARI
scores, Bottom: BLEU scores.

that raises another warning flag for using BLEU
for TS evaluation.

Similar to the larger model, BERTPrec-based
selection achieves the highest BLEU, and the low-
est SARI scores. SARI-based selection provides
considerably high SARI scores only for larger ks,
suggesting the implicit controlling mechanism does
not exist, or is only triggered with more samples.
We also observe that CR performs relatively better
on GPT-6.7B which suggests compression provides
a stronger signal (e.g., deletion, shorter tokens) that
can be utilized better by smaller models for simpli-
fication.

Finally, we investigate how the quality of the
dataset affects the metric-based selection tech-
niques, i.e., whether they are robust to noise. Fig 3
shows an overview of the SARI scores from all
models on the noisy (i.e., TurkCorpus) and the
cleaner (i.e., ASSET) dataset. Even though the gen-
eral patterns are visible, the results on TurkCorpus
are moderately less conclusive.

Dataset Model SARI BLEU

TurkCorpus
GPT-175B 32.17 42.34
GPT-17B 27.19 38.35
GPT-6.7B 24.13 57.14

ASSET
GPT-175B 38.49 60.48
GPT-17B 30.45 40.13
GPT-6.7B 26.28 69.83

Table 1: Zero-shot results

Selection Metric versus Evaluation Metric
Even though this was not one of our main re-
search questions, we observe a strong relation
between the metric used for MBL and the met-
ric used for evaluation. For all the model and
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Figure 3: SARI scores for GPT-6.7B, GPT-13B and GPT-175B models on ASSET (top) and TurkCorpus (bottom)
datasets. See App. B for BLEU scores.

dataset size settings, we observe that BLEU scores
are consistently higher when the examples are se-
lected via BERTScore_Precision. When we eval-
uate with the SARI score, SARI-metric behaves
similarly for the GPT-175B model, however CR-
metric performs better for the smaller models.
More evidence for the relation between BLEU and
BERTScore_Precision can be found in Appendix B.
This suggests that the behaviour of large-enough
GPT models can be implicitly controlled via MBL,
which paves the way to a new research direction
and needs further investigation.

5.2 RQ2: Effect of Order

Previous research (Lu et al., 2022) has shown that
the order of the examples may have a significant im-
pact on ICL performance. Commonly used order-
ings (Lu et al., 2022) include sorting from highest
to lowest quality example, vice versa, and random
selection. Inspired by these findings, we investi-
gate the robustness of our selection metrics across
sample orders. To do so, for each metric we per-
form three different order arrangements, namely as
highest→ lowest, lowest→ highest, and random
ordering for each metric. To have enough variation,
we only experiment with k = 6, 8, 10, 15. As the
baseline, we randomly pick samples and arrange
them in 3 different randomized orders.

In Fig 4, we show how the performance of GPT-
175B varies on ASSET when the samples that are i)
picked randomly, ii) by SARI-based selection and
iii) by BERTPrec-based selection are reordered
following the above setup. As can be seen, the
best-performing metrics, are also the most robust
compared to others. To elaborate, SARI-based se-
lection that provided the highest SARI scores has

the least variation, i.e., most robust to order; while
BERTPrec-based selection provides the most stable
BLEU scores along with the highest.

5.3 RQ3: Comparison to State-of-the-art
Finally, we compare our best and average model
settings to state-of-the-art fine-tuned models 7. The
results are given in Table 2. Here, Random and
SARI averages are calculated from §5.1 results,
averaged over all k, with random selection being
additionally averaged over all three random selec-
tions. These averages are reported for GPT-175B
results, because it is generally the best model when
considering averages across both datasets. As can
be seen, the GPT-175B model with SARI-based se-
lection outperforms existing results on all datasets,
followed by random best and SARI-averaged. The
exact settings (number of examples, model, and
ordering) for SARI and Random Best can be found
Appendix A.

5.4 RQ4: Task Transfer
In order to evaluate the suitability of our approach
for unseen tasks and datasets, we experiment with
choosing samples from a tune set and testing the
performance on an unseen set. Here, we use AS-
SET and TurkCorpus as the tune set and evaluate on
all three datasets: ASSET, TurkCorpus, and FestA-
bility. To investigate different metrics and language
models, we perform experiments with GPT-175B
with SARI-based selection and GPT-13B with CR-
based selection as both metric selection techniques
are generally best on those respective models. We

7The models which do not provide SOTA (e.g., KATE) are
not included in the Table. The statistical significance cannot
be provided since there is only one setting for the few-shot
setting.
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Figure 4: Boxplots for GPT-175B model performance on ASSET with sample (re)ordering via random, SARI-based
and BERTPrec-based selections. Performance shown in SARI (left), and BLEU (right)

Model ASSET TurkCorpus FestAbility

Finetuned T5 45.04 43.31 N/A
MUSS (BART + ACCESS) 43.63 42.62 N/A
BART-Large+Classifier 38.76 N/A 27.13

(Ours) Random-Best 46.93 43.14 N/A
(Ours) Random-Average 45.33 40.32 N/A

(Ours) MBL-Best 47.94 43.46 44.86
(Ours) MBL-Average 46.63 41.78 43.55

Table 2: Comparison to TS state-of-the-art models.
Random- and MBL-best examples are selected from the
top examples in all experiments run. The best results
are shown in bold. For more information on the exact
settings for MBL and Random Best, see Appendix A.

use the best experimental settings from Table 2
in out-of-domain settings, comparing them with
their in-domain counterparts. For example, the
best setting for TurkCorpus is k=6 with high to
low ordering (see Appendix A for more details on
optimal experiment settings), so we compare the
results of the model when given this setting on both
the TurkCorpus and ASSET datasets. State-of-the-
art results in this table refer to the best setting for
in-domain experiments (i.e. ASSET evaluated on
ASSET or TurkCorpus evaluated on TurkCorpus).

Our results are given in Table 3. For easy com-
parison, the Table also includes in-domain selection
results as well as the current state-of-the-art scores
taken from Table 2. In the first row, we observe
that samples selected from TurkCorpus and tested
on ASSET achieve significantly lower SARI scores
than their in-domain variant for the GPT-175B set-
ting, whereas the gap is lower for the GPT-13B. On
the other hand, for the TurkCorpus test setting (sec-
ond row), we see that GPT-175B model prompted
with the best ASSET examples achieves even bet-
ter results than the in-domain setting, suggesting a
highly successful transfer. This ability cannot be
observed for the GPT-13B model with CR-based
selection. The final row shows the transfer results
to another related but different task. It is apparent

that both models prompted with ASSET examples
achieve marginally higher scores than the TurkCor-
pus ones.

Taking a look at the BLEU scores, we see that
out-of-domain configurations on the TurkCorpus
and ASSET datasets generally tend to match or
even exceed their in-domain counterparts, suggest-
ing a successful transfer. However, on the FestAbil-
ity dataset, we observe notably low BLEU scores,
which are in-part due to the nature of FestAbility, in
which sentences are often simplified in unconven-
tional ways. Additionally, FestAbility sentences
are extremely short, with only 1452 unique tokens
in the original sentences and 996 unique tokens in
the simplified sentences (Chamovitz and Abend,
2022), leading to unconventional results.

Test Set Model Setting Tune Set SARI BLEU

A
SS

E
T GPT-175B, SARI, high to low, k=6 TurkCorpus 43.46 79.83

GPT-175B, SARI, high to low, k=6 ASSET 46.93 75.67
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 TurkCorpus 41.73 74.57
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 ASSET 41.9 76.49

State-of-the-art (MBL-Best) 47.94 73.92
Zero-shot (GPT-175B) 38.49 60.48

Tu
rk

C
or

pu
s GPT-175B, SARI, random, k=15 ASSET 42.37 64.52

GPT-175B, SARI, random, k=15 TurkCorpus 41.48 85.89
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 ASSET 39.44 71.15
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 TurkCorpus 40.37 73.83

State-of-the-art (MBL-Best) 43.46 79.83
Zero-Shot (GPT-175B) 32.17 42.34

Fe
st

A
bi

lit
y GPT-175B, SARI, random, k=6 TurkCorpus 42.24 20.76

GPT-175B, SARI, random, k=15 ASSET 44.86 17.08
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 TurkCorpus 25.46 23.37
GPT-13B, CR, high to low, k=15 ASSET 36.63 12.01

State-of-the-art (MBL-Best) 44.86 N/A
Zero-shot (GPT-175B) 40.77 6.9

Table 3: ICL out-of-domain results for GPT-175B,
SARI-based selection and GPT-13B, CR-based selec-
tion. Examples are picked from the Tune Set and tested
on the Test Set. Zero-shot results are from GPT-175B
and given in the final rows for each dataset.

6 Qualitative Analysis

In this section, we perform a qualitative analysis
of different model generated simplifications and
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Metric Top 2 Examples

Compression Ratio Complex Sentence They manifest with either neurological complications or with skin problems
(or occasionally both).
Simple Sentence They show either brain or skin problems (or both).

Complex Sentence The psychological state of sympathy is closely linked with that of compas-
sion, empathy and empathic concern.
Simple Sentence Sympathy is closely linked with compassion and empathy.

BertScore Precision Complex Sentence Sthenurine forelimbs were long with two extra-long fingers and claws
compared with the relatively small, stiff arms of modern macropods.
Simple Sentence Sthenurine forelimbs were long with two extra-long fingers and claws compared
with the small, stiff arms of modern macropods.

Complex Sentence In 1828, Coenraad Johannes van Houten developed the first cocoa powder
producing machine in the Netherlands.
Simple Sentence In 1828, Coenraad Johannes van Houten created the first cocoa powder
producing machine in the Netherlands.

SARI Complex Sentence The organic matter in soil derives from plants and animals.
Simple Sentence The organic matter in soil comes from plants and animals.

Complex Sentence Dennis Lee Hopper (born May 17, 1936) is an American actor, filmmaker
and artist.
Simple Sentence Dennis Lee Hopper was born on May 17, 1936.
He is an American actor, filmmaker and artist.

Table 4: Top 2 examples from each applicable selection metric (random and KATE-GPT selection were not
applicable). All samples taken from the ASSET Validation dataset. We color rephrases first in blue and then in
yellow, mark significant deletions in red, and underline sentence splits.

metric-based prompting examples in order to bet-
ter understand how different settings affect model
outputs.

6.1 Explaining Performance as k Increases

We aim to understand why certain metrics (BERT-
Prec and KATE-GPT) tend to perform worse as k
increases, while other metrics (SARI) tend to per-
form better as k increases when evaluated on SARI
scores (as seen in Fig. 3). In fact, this result is
commonly seen in other papers (Zhao et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2022), where they describe that adding
more training examples can sometimes hurt accu-
racy. By analyzing output of metric-based selection
on a fixed dataset and model (ASSET, GPT-175B)
seen in Appendix D.3, we aim to understand the
performance of different metrics as the number of
examples, or k, increases. Our analysis focuses
on three different metrics (KATE-GPT, BERTPrec,
and SARI) and a particularly difficult example due
to its unconventional subject nature, multiple ab-
breviations, and unknown words, and objectively
confusing sentence structure. In general, we see
from earlier trends that KATE-GPT and BERTPrec-
selected examples tend to get worse (w.r.t SARI)
as k increases (see Figure 1-top). We also observe
this qualitatively, as k increases, KATE-GPT and

BERTPrec examples become closer to the original
sentence, with BERTPrec generations even match-
ing the original sentence at k = 15. However, as
the value of k increases, SARI-selected examples
show an improvement in quality. We observe that
examples selected using the SARI score metric
tend to: i) split sentences more frequently, and ii)
decode potentially confusing abbreviations, such
as “OEL”.

Sentence Splitting: SARI-selected examples
are more prone to splitting sentences (see k=2,15),
which may be in-part due to the style of the top
SARI examples, which include sentence splitting;
while this is not present in any of the other met-
rics. See Appendix D.3 for examples. Sentence
splitting is correlated with increased human com-
prehension of TS outputs (Williams et al., 2003).
This is particularly interesting because it leads us
to infer that models can potentially learn the “style”
of the reference sentences.

Abbreviations: In all three cases, (k = 2, 8, 15)
examples selected by SARI score remove the poten-
tially confusing abbreviation “OEL” and instead re-
place it with either “original English-language” or
“English-language”, while KATE-GPT and BERT-
Prec selected examples only exhibit this behavior
for k = 2 (see Appendix D.3).
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6.2 Analyzing Model Size

Model size plays a significant role in output sen-
tences, with smaller models (especially GPT-6.7B)
tending to change very little structurally from the
original sentence, regardless of the metric used to
select examples. See Appendix D for a complete
list of model outputs on all metrics for the original
sentence “OEL manga series Graystripe’s Trilogy
There is a three volume original English-language
manga series following Graystripe, between the
time that he was taken by Twolegs in Dawn until
he returned to ThunderClan in The Sight”. From
these results, we conclude that GPT-6.7B tends
to hardly change sentences at all, with both Ran-
dom and BERTPrec-selected examples having no
change from the original sentence. SARI-selected
examples adds a comma, but CR-selection prompts
the model to rephrase key parts of the sentence.
GPT-13B performs considerably better when look-
ing at a qualitative analysis, as all examples have
removed “OEL manga series Graystripe’s Trilogy”
and restructured the sentence to be more concise,
and SARI-selected going as far to remove an am-
biguous abbreviation “OEL”. These qualitative ob-
servations are consistent with our results from Fig-
ure 1.

6.3 Analyzing Top Metric-Selected Examples

In this section, we analyze the top metric-selected
examples for compression ratio, BERTPrec, and
SARI. In Table 4 we include the top 2 examples
for each metric from the ASSET validation dataset,
and in Appendix C we include the remaining top 8
examples for SARI and BERTPrec selection.

Looking at the style of both BERTPrec and SARI
score, both metrics’ top examples barely change
from the original sentences, often only changing
one or two words (i.e., movie → film) but leav-
ing the rest unchanged, primarily using deletion or
rewriting operations. However, in CR top exam-
ples, we see extreme deletions from the original
sentences and several rewriting operations done
(which is consistent with our understanding of the
compression ratio). Notably, we also see that top
SARI examples are the only metric that use sen-
tence splitting (see the 2nd example under SARI
from Table 4).

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In conclusion, we propose a novel and robust
method for selecting examples in the TS domain,

evaluating its effectiveness on multiple well-known
TS datasets and even on downstream tasks like cog-
nitive simplification. Our experiments demonstrate
state-of-the-art results in the field of TS and CS,
reaching scores of 44.86 on FestAbility, 47.94 on
ASSET and 43.46 on TurkCorpus. We hope that
future work will generalize our findings in other
text generation tasks and other domains.

Limitations

Our approach is computationally and financially in-
tensive, especially on the GPT-175B model, which
limits its scalability to smaller, open-source mod-
els. While our approach has shown strong results
in the TS domain, we are not yet sure whether us-
ing domain-specific selection methods is widely
applicable. Our approach also is not applicable in
true few-shot settings in which a large validation
set is not available to select examples from. Also,
our approaches’ scalability to other downstream
TS tasks outside of cognitive simplification is yet
to be tested, especially in different domains. We
tested on two well-known TS datasets (ASSET and
TurkCorpus), and we did not test on another known
TS dataset, Newsela, due to its restrictive licens-
ing. Additionally, we have tested our approach
on example numbers up to 15 due to financial con-
straints, and testing on higher numbers of examples
may show additional insights and we leave this for
future researchers.
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disabilities, further research and evaluation from
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A Optimal Settings

In this section, we provide full optimal settings in
Table 5 for the “Random Best” and “MBL Best”
models. These settings are all in-domain (i.e., AS-
SET Validation, ASSET Tune; MTurk Validation,
MTurk Tune) and include model size, k (number of
examples), and ordering (high/low, low/high, and
random).

Metric and Dataset Model Metric k Ordering

MBL Best TurkCorpus GPT-175B SARI 6 High/Low
Random Best TurkCorpus GPT-175B SARI 8 Low/High
MBL Best ASSET GPT-175B SARI 15 Random
Random Best ASSET GPT-175B SARI 10 Random

Table 5: MBL-Best and Random-Best settings for re-
sults

B BLEU Results

In this section, we include full BLEU results in Fig-
ure 5 including all model sizes (175B, 13B, 6.7B),
datasets (TurkCorpus and ASSET) and selection
techniques.

C Top ASSET Examples

In this section, we include extended results from 4,
with the top 3-10 results from the ASSET Valida-
tion dataset based on top SARI (Section C.1), CR,
and BERTPrec (Section C.2) scores.

C.1 SARI

In this section, we include the top 3 to 10 examples
based on SARI score selected from the ASSET
Validation dataset in Table 6.

C.2 BERTPrec

In this section, we include the top 3 to 10 examples
based on SARI score selected from the ASSET
Validation dataset in Table 7.

D Selected Model Generated Outputs

In this section, we analyze select model generated
outputs on 4 (5 for GPT-175B) different example-
selection methods (Random, SARI, CR, BERTPrec
and optionally KATE-GPT) on different models
for in-domain configurations of the ASSET dataset.
The original sentence in all of these is "OEL manga
series Graystripe’s Trilogy There is a three volume
original English-language manga series following
Graystripe, between the time that he was taken

by Twolegs in Dawn until he returned to Thunder-
Clan in The Sight." This sentence was specifically
picked from the ASSET/TurkCorpus test dataset
based on three reasons: 1) complexity (potentially
confusing abbreviations and unconventional sen-
tence structure) 2) length 3) unfamiliar/domain-
specific terms from "Warrior Cats" (e.g. "Thunder-
Clan" and "Twolegs"). §D.1 includes generations
on GPT-13B, §D.2 includes generatons on GPT-
6.7B, and §D.3 includes generations on GPT-175B.

D.1 Selected GPT-13B Generations
In this section, we include generations from the
original sentence mentioned in D on GPT-13B on
the ASSET Test set.

D.2 Selected GPT-6.7B Generations
In this section, we include generations from the
original sentence mentioned in D on GPT-6.7B on
the ASSET Test set.

D.3 Selected GPT-175B Generations
In this section, we include generations from the
original sentence mentioned in D on GPT-175B
on the ASSET Test set. Text in red indicates
text that has been successfully been changed from
the abbreviation "OEL" to an interpretable phrase
(either "English-language" or "original English-
language").
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k Example

3 Complex Sentence It is adjacent to Lord Wandsworth College.
Simple Sentence it is next to Lord Wandsworth College.

4 Complex Sentence He took the post of chief conductor of the Netherlands Radio Philharmonic
in 1957.
Simple Sentence He became the chief conductor of the Netherlands Radio Philharmonic in
1957.

5 Complex Sentence It was discovered on February 27, 1995.
Simple Sentence It was found on February 27, 1995.

6 Complex Sentence Surnames Aaron Schock, member of the U. S. House of Representatives
representing the 18th district of Illinois.
Simple Sentence Surnames Aaron Schock is a member of the U. S. House of Representatives.
He represents the 18th district of Illinois.

7 Complex Sentence Mork holds a Professorship at the Norwegian Academy of Music, Oslo.
Simple Sentence Mork is a Professor at the Norwegian Academy of Music.

8 Complex Sentence The Hubble Space Telescope observed Fortuna in 1993.
Simple Sentence The Hubble Space Telescope saw Fortuna in 1993.

9 Complex Sentence The lithosphere is underlain by the asthenosphere, the weaker, hotter, and
deeper part of the upper mantle.
Simple Sentence The lithosphere is supported by the asthenosphere, the weaker, hotter, and
deeper part of the upper mantle.

10 Complex Sentence The Beatles famously included his face on the cover of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely
Hearts Club Band (Guy and Llewelyn-Jones 2004, 111).
Simple Sentence The Beatles put his face on the cover of Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band.

Table 6: Top 3-10 Examples from SARI, ASSET Validation dataset.
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k Example

3 Complex Sentence The Convent has been the official residence of the Governor of Gibraltar
since 1728.
Simple Sentence The Convent has been the residence of the Governor of Gibraltar since 1728.

4 Complex Sentence Scholarships, Academic Awards, Flying Eagle Awards and Improvement
Awards are given to students with outstanding academic achievements.
Simple Sentence Scholarships, Academic Awards, Flying Eagle Awards and Improvement
Awards are given to students with academic achievements.

5 Complex Sentence The blood vessels in the human body include arteries, veins and capillaries.
Simple Sentence The blood vessels in the human body are called arteries, veins and capillaries.

6 Complex Sentence Frederick had a summer residence built there for Sophie Charlotte by the
architect Johann Arnold Nering between 1695 and 1699.
Simple Sentence Frederick had a summer residence built for Sophie Charlotte by the architect
Johann Arnold Nering between 1695 and 1699.

7 Complex Sentence The film stars Al Pacino, John Cazale, Chris Sarandon, James Broderick,
and Charles Durning.
Simple Sentence The movie stars Al Pacino, John Cazale, Chris Sarandon, James Broderick,
and Charles Durning.

8 Complex Sentence According to an interview in the UK newspaper The Sun, Heyman wrote
the brand’s weekly scripts and submitted them to writers for possible changes, and then Vince
McMahon for final approval.
Simple Sentence According to an interview in the UK newspaper The Sun, Heyman wrote the
brand’s weekly scripts and sent them to writers for possible changes, and then Vince McMahon
for final approval.

9 Complex Sentence In March 2001, the World Wrestling Federation purchased World Champi-
onship Wrestling.
Simple Sentence In March 2001, the World Wrestling Federation bought World Championship
Wrestling.

10 Complex Sentence Becker defeated Jim Courier in straight sets to win the 1992 year-end ATP
Tour World Championships in Frankfurt.
Simple Sentence Becker defeated Jim Courier in straight sets to win the 1992 year-end ATP
Tour World Championships.

Table 7: Top 3-10 Examples from BERTPrec, ASSET Validation dataset.

Metric Curie Simplifications

Random there is a three volume manga series following graystripe between the time that he was taken by
twolegs in dawn and he returned to thunderclan in the sight .

SARI There is a three-volume original English-language manga series following graystripe, between
the time he was taken by twolegs in dawn and he returned to thunderclan in the sight.

CR There is a three volume manga series following graystripe between the time he was taken by
twolegs in dawn and he returned to thunderclan in the sight.

BERTPrec There is a three volume original English-language manga series following graystripe , between
the time that he was taken by twolegs in dawn and he returned to thunderclan in the sight .

Table 8: Curie Simplifications for a selected complex sentence, ran on ASSET.
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Figure 5: BLEU scores for GPT-6.5, GPT-13B and GPT-175B models on ASSET (top) and TurkCorpus (bottom)
datasets.

Metric Curie Simplifications

Random oel manga series graystripe ’s trilogy there is a three volume original english-language manga
series following graystripe between the time that he was taken by twolegs in dawn until he
returned to thunderclan in the sight .

SARI oel manga series graystripe ’s trilogy there is a three volume original english-language manga
series following graystripe , between the time that he was taken by twolegs in dawn until he
returned to thunderclan in the sight .

CR OEL manga series, Graystripe ’s Trilogy, has a three volume original English-language manga
series following Graystripe, between the time that he was taken by twolegs in dawn until he
returned to thunderclan in the sight.

BERTPrec oel manga series graystripe ’s trilogy there is a three volume original english-language manga
series following graystripe , between the time that he was taken by twolegs in dawn until he
returned to thunderclan in the sight .

Table 9: Babbage Simplifications for a selected complex sentence, ran on ASSET.
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Original OEL manga series Graystripe’s Trilogy There is a three volume original English-
language manga series following Graystripe, between the time that he was taken by
Twolegs in Dawn until he returned to ThunderClan in The Sight.

Reference Simplification There is a three volume original English-language manga following Graystripe,
between the time that he was taken by Twolegs in Dawn until he returned to
ThunderClan in The Sight.

k=2

KATE-GPT Graystripe’s Trilogy is a three volume original English-language manga series fol-
lowing Graystripe from when he was taken by Twolegs to his return to ThunderClan.

BERTPrec Graystripe’s trilogy is a three-volume English-language manga series about his time
between being taken by twolegs in Dawn and returning to ThunderClan in The
Sight.

SARI Graystripe’s trilogy is a three-volume original English-language manga series. It
follows Graystripe between the time he was taken by Twolegs in Dawn and when
he returned to ThunderClan in The Sight.

k=8

KATE-GPT The Graystripe’s Trilogy is an OEL manga series that follows Graystripe’s journey
between the time he was taken by Twolegs in Dawn and his return to ThunderClan
in The Sight.

BERTPrec Oel manga series Graystripe’s trilogy follows Graystripe between being taken by
twolegs in Dawn and returning to ThunderClan in The Sight.

SARI Graystripe’s trilogy is a three volume English-language manga series about his time
away from ThunderClan in Dawn.

k=15

KATE-GPT The OEL manga series Graystripe’s Trilogy follows Graystripe between the time he
was taken by Twolegs in Dawn and when he returned to ThunderClan in The Sight.

BERTPrec Oel manga series graystripe’s trilogy is a three-volume English-language manga
series following Graystripe between his capture by twolegs in Dawn and his return
to ThunderClan in The Sight.

SARI Graystripe’s trilogy is a three-volume English-language manga series. It covers the
time Graystripe was taken by twolegs in Dawn until he returned to ThunderClan in
The Sight.

Table 10: Model-generated simplifications on ASSET, GPT-175B.
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Abstract

Language-capable robots must be able to effi-
ciently and naturally communicate about ob-
jects in the environment. A key part of com-
munication is Referring Form Selection (RFS):
the process of selecting a form like it, that, or
the N to use when referring to an object. Re-
cent cognitive status-informed computational
RFS models have been evaluated in terms of
goodness-of-fit to human data. But it is as yet
unclear whether these models actually select
referring forms that are any more natural than
baseline alternatives, regardless of goodness-of-
fit. Through a human subject study designed to
assess this question, we show that even though
cognitive status-informed referring selection
models achieve good fit to human data, they do
not (yet) produce concrete benefits in terms of
naturality. On the other hand, our results show
that human utterances also had high variabil-
ity in perceived naturality, demonstrating the
challenges of evaluating RFS naturality.

Keywords: Referring form selection (RFS),
computational models, naturalness, Givenness
Hierarchy, cognitive status

1 Introduction

Referring is a critical part of human communica-
tion, especially in situated, task-based interactions.
Humans use a variety of referring forms during ref-
erence production, including both definite descrip-
tions (e.g., The red box on the table) and concise
referring forms (e.g., this box, that, or it). While
more concise referring forms are less information-
rich, they allow speakers to express their inten-
tions more quickly, and allow their listeners in turn
to more quickly and effectively infer those inten-
tions (Gundel et al., 1993). The process of choosing
what type of referring form to use, known as Re-
ferring Form Selection, is an important first step in
the production of referring language (Krahmer and
Van Deemter, 2012).

∗The first three authors contributed equally to this work.

Figure 1: To investigate the naturalness of referring
forms, we conducted a study where participants watched
videos of human-human instruction tasks. After each
video, participants were shown a referring utterance that
could have followed as the next line in the dialogue, and
were asked to assess the naturalness of that utterance.

Yet despite the wide variety of referring forms
observed in human-human interaction, and the
critical role of Referring Form Selection in lan-
guage production, most research on generating
referring language has focused solely on definite
descriptions (Van Deemter, 2016; Krahmer and
Van Deemter, 2012). While generating effective
definite descriptions is a critical task, a speaker
solely relying on this referring form would be an
inefficient, unnatural, and annoying speaker. This
discrepancy is critical not just for the psycholinguis-
tics community, who seek to understand the cog-
nitive dynamics of language production, but also
for the Artificial Intelligence and Human-Robot
Interaction communities, who seek to enable ef-
ficient, natural, and humanlike communication in
task-based, situated domains (Tellex et al., 2013;
Jackson and Williams, 2022; Cakmak and Thomaz,
2012; Williams et al., 2015; Gervits et al., 2021).
As such, we argue that more attention to the prob-
lem of Referring Form Selection is needed across
multiple areas of cognitive science.
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Recently, a number of researchers have begun
to give the Referring Form Selection problem
additional consideration, using a variety of ex-
perimental and machine learning research tech-
niques (Same and van Deemter, 2020; Pal et al.,
2021; Chen et al., 2021; Han et al., 2022; Spevak
et al., 2022). For example, Chen et al. (2021) exam-
ined the features learned by deep learning models
of Referring Form Selection; Han et al. (2022) ad-
dressed the ecological validity of the contexts in
which Referring Form Selection is studied; Spe-
vak et al. (2022) studied how document planning
of task instructions could be designed for optimal
referring form selection; and Pal et al. (2021) and
Han et al. (2022) studied how models of cognitive
status could be used to enable cognitively informed
models of Referring Form Selection.

This last set of work is of particular interest:
Pal et al. (2021) and Han et al. (2022) leveraged
the well-validated (Gundel et al., 2010) Givenness
Hierarchy theory (Gundel et al., 1993), a linguistic
theory that captures the relation between different
referring forms and the cognitive status of referents
in listeners’ minds. For example, per this theory,
when a speaker uses this, one can infer they assume
their target referent to be activated in their listener’s
mind; when a speaker uses it, one can infer they
assume their target referent to be in focus.

Previous work on cognitive status-informed
models of Referring Form Selection have largely
been evaluated in terms of fit to human data us-
ing objective metrics like accuracy and notably hu-
man evaluations of these computational model in
live human-robot interactions by Han and Williams
(2023). That is, previous researchers have only
assessed whether the referring forms predicted by
their models match the referring forms that people
actually use in human-human interactions.

While assessing fit to human data supports these
models as cognitive models, it obfuscates a key
dimension of Referring Form Selection: when a
human selects a Referring Form during Referring
Form Selection, there is no one “correct” form for
them to select. In many contexts, for example,
the N’ and that N’ may be relatively equally ap-
propriate. Even when an object is truly in focus,
warranting the use of the extremely concise it, the
use of the-N is not wrong; and in fact, in some such
cases, the use of the-N may be advantageous as it
is simply more natural sounding.

As such, while cognitive status-informed models

of Referring Form Selection have been shown to
achieve good fit to human data, (1) high goodness
of fit may be an unnecessarily aggressive bench-
mark, and (2) it is unclear whether the referring
forms selected by these models are actually any
more natural than those that would be produced if
simpler baseline models were used.

In this work, we thus compared the naturalness
of referring forms selected by cognitive status-
informed referring form selection models (specifi-
cally, that presented by Han et al. (2022)) to those
that would be selected by a variety of baselines,
including a random baseline, and a definite descrip-
tion baseline (in which a definite noun phrase the
N is always used).

To do so, we conducted an experiment in which
we modified a dataset of task-based referring ex-
pressions, systematically varied the referring forms
shown to participants, allowing us to collect natu-
ralness ratings for all possible referring forms that
could have been used in those referring expressions.
We then consider, for each of those referring expres-
sions, what referring form each of the compared
models would have predicted, and thus what the
perceived naturalness would have been. Averaging
these naturalness predictions for each model, we
are able to compare the overall naturalness of the
considered models.

As we will show, our results suggest that even
though cognitive status-informed referring selec-
tion models achieve good fit to human data, they
do not (yet) produce concrete benefits in terms of
naturality. But our results also demonstrate the
challenges of performing this type of evaluation, as
even the utterances produced by humans had high
variability in perceived naturality.

2 Related Work

Arnold and Zerkle (2019) argues that linguistic Re-
ferring Form Selection models generally fall into
two categories: rational and pragmatic. Rational
models (e.g. Aylett and Turk (2004); Frank and
Goodman (2012)) could explain the use of pro-
nouns from an egocentric perspective, i.e., in terms
of their ease of use in conversations. Pragmatic
models, on the other hand, could explain the use
of pronouns from an allocentric perspective, i.e., in
terms of the assumptions about interlocutors that
lead to their use. These allocentric accounts are
typically grounded in theoretical constructs like
cognitive status (Grosz et al., 1995). Although
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these pragmatic models vary in terms of the con-
structs they use to explain referring form choice
(e.g., givenness (Gundel et al., 1993), and focus
(Grosz et al., 1995; Brennan et al., 1987; Grosz
and Sidner, 1986), these models are all centered
around the assumption that referring form selection
is based on the status a referent has in a conversa-
tion or in the mind of conversational participants.

While both of these models make important con-
tributions to the literature, neither performs at ex-
ceptional levels when it comes to predicting which
specific referring forms to use. As Arnold and
Zerkle (2019) pointed out, rational models suggest
using reduced forms vastly more often than seen
in practice, and fail to predict referring forms that
are equally short. Furthermore, Arnold and Zerkle
(2019) and Grüning and Kibrik (2005) note that
both kinds of models focus on individual events
or factors, such as recency in conversation (Mann
et al., 1989), instead of developing a fully compre-
hensive model for all of what reference production
entails.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers develop-
ing Referring Form Selection Models have the
same problems (Ge et al., 1998; McCoy and Strube,
1999; Callaway and Lester, 2002; Poesio et al.,
2004; Kibble and Power, 2004; Kibrik, 2011; Kib-
rik et al., 2016). AI RFS models can be broadly
categorized as multi-factorial process modeling,
where the prediction of referring forms is ap-
proached as a problem of classification based on
various linguistic and contextual features. Much
like previous models, those discussed by Kibrik
(2011), Van Deemter et al. (2012) and Gatt et al.
(2014) opt for predicting pronoun use in general,
as opposed to predicting the use of specific refer-
ring forms. Additionally, models like those listed
above tend to be trained using purely textual do-
mains (e.g., Krasavina and Chiarcos (2007)’s) that
are very different from situated domains. Situated
domains are highly ambiguous, with large num-
bers of nearly identical objects, and require speak-
ers to make run-time decisions based on linguistic
features (like prosody) and non-linguistic features
(like physical distance) that may be assessed using
noisy sensors.

To fix these problems, Pal et al. (2020) presented
dynamic models of cognitive status based on the
Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al., 1993), which
they used to produce cognitive status-informed
RFS models. In addition to cognitive status, these

models included situated features like physical dis-
tance, leading to promising results (Pal et al., 2021).
Han et al. (2022) solved a number of external eco-
logical issues in the task environment that referring
form data was collected from, e.g., including re-
peated and non-present objects. This led to a wider
variety of referring forms collected. However, both
Pal et al. (2021) and Han et al. (2022) only evalu-
ated their work in terms of model goodness-of-fit
to human data1; that is, how well the model pre-
dicts the referring forms used by others. While
goodness-of-fit is a valuable metric, it obscures the
fact that when choosing a referring form, there are
often multiple referring forms that might be appro-
priate. As such, focusing on goodness-of-fit simul-
taneously risks underselling the performance of a
model and overselling the benefits of the model.
Because of the ecological validity and the wide
range of referring forms from Han et al. (2022)’s
model, we used it in this work.

3 Hypothesis

Due to the incorporation of cognitive statuses of
objects in listeners’ mind, we believe that referring
forms predicted by cognitive status-informed mod-
els will have higher perceived naturalness, com-
pared to random selection and compared to use of
definite descriptions alone.

4 Method

In order to evaluate the naturalness of different re-
ferring forms, we used a novel experimental design
in which we (1) collected naturalness ratings for
each of a large set of referring forms across a large
set of referring contexts, and (2) used these rat-
ings to determine the overall naturalness of several
competing models, by seeing what the naturalness
ratings would have been under the referring forms
selected by those models across those referring
contexts.

To collect naturalness ratings, we performed an
online experiment in which participants watched
a series of videos from a dataset of human-human
task based interactions. After each video, the partic-
ipant was shown, in text, the next utterance spoken

1In research performed in parallel, completed after, but
formally published before this work, we also conducted in-
person human evaluations of the naturalness of our referring
form selection model (Han and Williams, 2023). While that
work is beyond the scope of the present paper, readers may
want to consult that paper, which reinforces and adds nuance
to the result of this paper.
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Figure 2: The task environment by Bennett et al. (2017)
where a person instructs another person to re-configure
objects to the layout of smaller models on the near table.

in the video, and asked to evaluate its naturalness.
We will now step through (1) the specific stimuli

used in this experiment; (2) the experimental de-
sign that determined how these videos were shown
to participants; (3) how we systematically varied
the referring forms shown to participants and as-
sessed the naturalness of those referring forms; (4)
the overall experimental procedure; and (5) our
participant demographics.

4.1 Stimuli

The videos we showed to participants were those
collected by Bennett et al. (2017). This dataset con-
tains videos from an experiment involving dyadic
interactions in which one participant instructs an-
other participant in how to rearrange a set of boxes
and cans in order to match a desired configuration.
The task environment is shown in Figure 2.

We selected ten videos from Bennett et al.
(2017)’s dataset, and divided each into ten sub-
videos, each of which ended immediately before
the nth referring expression where n ∈ {1 . . . 10}.
That is, for each video, we constructed ten excerpts,
the first of which started at the beginning of the task
and ended immediately before the first referring ex-
pression, the second started at the beginning of the
task and ended immediately before the second re-
ferring expression, and so forth. All videos were
subtitled for clarity. Figure 3 left shows a video.

We selected videos that contained a wide range
of referring forms. As shown in Table 2, the dis-
tribution of referring forms in the original dataset
is extremely skewed, with the ⟨N⟩ and ⟨N⟩ taking
85%. In contrast, the first three referring forms in
the chosen videos approximately take 30% each.

4.2 Experimental Design

Each participant watched ten videos, each of which
was an excerpt from a different one of the ten
videos (i.e., video 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9),
and each of which ended at a different cutpoint,
(i.e., immediately before referring expression 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 in that video). The aver-
age length of the videos was 35.6 seconds. The
sequence of videos watched by each participant
was selected using a Graeco-Latin square design
(Grant, 1948) to ensure that each participant saw
ten different videos of ten different interactions of
ten different lengths while controlling for ordering
effects.

4.3 Manipulations and Measures

As mentioned above, at the end of each video, par-
ticipants were shown, in text, the utterance that im-
mediately followed where the video cut off. These
utterances were manipulated to vary the referring
form used in the expression, with the actual refer-
ring form from the video replaced by one of the fol-
lowing: {it, this, this-N’, that, that-N’, the-N’, N’}.
For example, if the original utterance was “Now
push box D to the left”, participants were shown
“Now push it to the left”, “Now push this box D to
the left” and so forth. These referring forms were
selected at random for each video according to a
pre-determined schedule. After being shown this
“next utterance”, participants were asked to rate its
naturalness on a 5-point Likert item, with 1 being
very unnatural and 5 being very natural.

4.4 Procedure

Participants first completed an informed consent
form, read their task instructions, and answered de-
mographic questions. Next, to ensure participants
could hear what was said in the videos and avoid
bots automatically filling out the questionnaires,
participants performed an audio/video check. If
participants passed this check, they proceeded to
watch ten videos based on their randomly assigned
Graeco-Latin square row, after each of which they
answered the naturalness questions. Finally, partici-
pants answered an attention check question (asking
the color of the walls in the task environment). This
experiment’s design and procedure were approved
by the authors’ institution.
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Figure 3: Left: The first video of ten videos that was playing and ended immediately before the first referring form.
Right: The map used for participants to select the object being referred to (here, Box C). After the selection, the
correct object would be similarly highlighted on the map.

4.5 Participants

361 participants were recruited globally from Pro-
lific (Palan and Schitter, 2018) with a requirement
that they must be fluent in English. 14 were ex-
cluded for failing the attention check, yielding 347
data points. The average age of the participants was
25.8 years (SD=7.06). The minimum age was 18,
and the maximum was 65. 164 (47.3%) participants
identified as female, and 175 (50.4%) identified as
male. Four (1.2%) participants identified as non-
binary and one (0.3%) identified as genderqueer.
Three (0.9%) participants declined to identify their
gender. Participants were asked to self-identify
in terms of race and ethnicity. The categories
with more than 5 participants are White/Caucasian
(192, 55.3%), Black/African (72, 20.7%), and Lat-
inx/Hispanic (31, 8.9%). All other racial or ethnic
identities comprised less than 1.7% (6 participants).
Each participant was paid USD $4.00 for their time.

5 Analysis

5.1 Data Matrix

All naturalness scores were aggregated into a
100 × 7 matrix, where each of the 100 rows rep-
resented a different video excerpt shown to par-
ticipants, and each of the 7 columns represented
a different referring form. For example, the first
cell in the matrix contained the average natural-
ness scores for the utterance following cutpoint 0
in video 0, when the referring expression in that
utterance was replaced with “it”. The remainder
of the first row contained the average naturalness
scores for the other possible referring forms used

following video 0 cutpoint 0. This data matrix
was then used to evaluate a set of Referring Form
Selection models, as described in the next section.

5.2 Models

To test our hypothesis, we compared five models us-
ing this data matrix. For each model, we considered
each row in the data matrix, and identified which
referring form the model would have predicted in
the referring context encoded by that row. We then
extracted the naturalness score from the column
associated with that prediction. This produced a
set of 100 naturalness scores for each model.

The five models we compared were (1) a Ran-
dom baseline; (2) a Definite Description baseline;
(3) a Human baseline; (4) Han et al. (2022)’s cog-
nitive status-informed model where utterance-level
temporal distance is used instead of object-level
temporal distance; (5) A modified model trained
with the physical distance being the furthest. This
is in line with the data that the cognitive status
model was trained on. Ideally, reference-level tem-
poral distance would be utilized for both the CS
model and the RF model, as it is more accurate
on an object-mention-per-object-mention basis, but
this would create conflict between the two models.

5.2.1 Random Model

The Random Model served as our first baseline.
Under this model, a referring form was selected
at random: for each row in our data matrix, the
naturalness score from a random column was used.
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Figure 4: The visualization of the decision tree model
used in the HanRFS condition, adapted from Han et al.
(2022) with temporal distance at utterance level.

5.2.2 Definite Description Model
The Definite Description Model served as our sec-
ond baseline. Under this model, The N’ was always
used: for each row in our data matrix, the natural-
ness score from the The N’ column was extracted.

5.2.3 Human Model
The Human Model serves as our third baseline. Un-
der this model, the referring form actually used by
participants in the dataset was used. For example,
if for a particular cutpoint in a particular video, the
utterance following the cutpoint actually contained
“that tower”, then the naturalness score from the
That N’ column was extracted.

5.2.4 Cognitive Status-Informed Model
(HanRFS)

For our fourth baseline, we used the cognitive
status-informed model presented by Han et al.
(2022) (under MIT licence). This model is a deci-
sion tree based machine learning model, shown in
Figure 4, and uses three features: cognitive status,
temporal distance, and physical distance.

Cognitive status was predicted using Pal et al.
(2020)’s Bayesian cognitive status engine, which
itself makes predictions based on an object’s lin-
guistic status and previously inferred cognitive sta-
tus. That is, for a referring form to be predicted

Far Left Quad: 6 On Vertical Line
between Far
Quads: 5

Far Right Quad:
6

On Left Horizon-
tal Line: 4

At Line Intersec-
tion: 3

On Right Hori-
zontal Line: 4

Near Left Quad:
2

On Vertical Line
between Near
Quads: 1

Near Right Quad:
2

Table 1: Codes for physical distance.

at cutpoint t, we fed each referring form from cut-
points 0 . . . t− 1 (if any) to Pal’s cognitive status
engine. This produced a distribution over cognitive
status that the target referent should have at time t.
We then used the most likely cognitive status from
this distribution as the feature passed to Han et al.
(2022)’s decision tree.

Temporal distance was calculated as recency of
mention: a target referent’s temporal distance was
calculated as the number of utterances since the
utterance where the object was mentioned.

Physical distance was calculated in terms of
qualitative distance-to-object. Han et al. (2022)’s
original model was trained in a tabletop environ-
ment, and as such, they operationalized physical
distance by assigning a set of distance scores 1-6
to each area in a 3 × 3 grid on the tabletop. We
elected to do the same, breaking the task environ-
ment shown in the video into a 3 × 3 grid, and
assigning a distance score 1-6 to each quadrant as
shown in Table 1.

5.2.5 Modified Cognitive Status-Informed
Model (HanRFS-RD)

Since the location of objects could have an impact
on the choice of referring form and their perceived
naturalness, we decided to include another baseline,
HanRFS-RD (Remapped Distances), in which all
physical distances were set to the furthest possible
value (6), since all objects in Bennett et al. (2017)’s
environment were further than any object used to
train the decision tree model.

5.3 Data Analysis

To compare the predictions made by each of our
five models, we used the Bayesian statistical frame-
work (Wagenmakers et al., 2018), given its capa-
bility to quantify evidence both for and against a
hypothesis, compared to the Frequentist approach.
Specifically, we used JASP 0.17.1 (JASP Team,
2022) to run Bayesian statistical tests.

One important concept to understand in the
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Table 2: Referring form distribution across conditions

it the ⟨N ′⟩ ⟨N ′⟩ this that this ⟨N ′⟩ that ⟨N ′⟩
Original 0.12 0.54 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
Random 0.13 0.16 0.08 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.21
The ⟨N ′⟩ 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Human 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.07
HanRFS 0.30 0.32† 0.00† 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.10
HanRFS-RD 0.30 0.60† 0.00† 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
†The two models by Han et al. (2022) merged ⟨N⟩ with the ⟨N⟩

Bayesian approach is the Bayes factor (BF), de-
fined as the ratio of the likelihood of given data
being observed under each of two competing hy-
potheses,H1 andH0. For example, a Bayes Factor
of BF10=5 indicates a favor ofH1 that the data are
five times more likely underH1 than underH0.

To help the decision-making process, we used
the widely-accepted classification scheme (Lee
and Wagenmakers, 2014). For evidence favor-
ing H1, Bayes factor values are categorized as
anecdotal (BF10 ∈ (1, 3]; inconclusive), weak
(BF10 ∈ (3, 10]), moderate (BF10 ∈ (10, 30]),
strong (BF10 ∈ (30, 100]), extreme (BF10 ∈
(100,∞)). When evidence favorsH0, these thresh-
olds are inverted, and we can use BF01 for easier
interpretation (Note the subscript is 01 rather than
10). For example, BF10 = 1/5 = 0.2 can be ex-
pressed as BF01 = 5.

6 Results

6.1 Model comparisons

Table 2 shows the distribution of the referring forms
across the five conditions. The distribution of ran-
dom referring forms, by definition, roughly follows
a uniform distribution, with deviance due only to
sampling noise. The ⟨N⟩ condition contains only
itself. For the model condition, it predicts 30%
of it, 31% of the ⟨N⟩, 27% of this, and 10% of
that ⟨N⟩. On the other hand, for the fixed phys-
ical distance model, 30% of it, 60% of the ⟨N⟩,
and 10% of that ⟨N⟩ was predicted, in line with
the expected changes by increasing physical dis-
tance to its maximum value. Note that Han et al.
(2022) took a descriptivist view (Frege, 1892; Rus-
sell, 2001; Nelson, 2002) and merged bare nouns
(⟨N⟩) with definite nouns (the ⟨N⟩).

6.2 Naturalness in Referring Form Selection

As seen from Figure 5, the mean naturalness scores
are approximately the same in all five conditions
and, surprisingly, the actual referring forms were
only rated slightly higher: Random (M=3.427,
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Figure 5: Mean naturalness ratings. Error bars show
95% credible intervals. Results favor no difference
across conditions.
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Figure 6: A raincloud plot (Allen et al., 2019) for natu-
ralness ratings, combining a cloud of points with a box
plot and a one-sided violin plot.

SD=0.977), The ⟨N ′⟩ (M=3.513, SD=0.752),
HanRFS (M=3.559, SD=0.837), HanRFS-RD
(M=3.534, SD=0.859), and Human (M=3.621,
SD=0.814). Out of all of these, the Human baseline
performed marginally better (M=3.621), followed
by HanRFS (M=3.559), HanRFS-RD (M=3.534),
The ⟨N ′⟩ (M=3.513) and Random (M=3.427); how-
ever, due to the SD value being greater than 0.75 for
all models, there is no statistically significant dif-
ference between them. Figure 6 shows the raw data
points with boxplots and distribution estimation.

To see whether there is a difference, we con-
ducted a Bayesian one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) (Rouder et al., 2012) on the naturalness
data. This analysis revealed strong evidence against
the effect of different referring form selections and
the actual referring forms (BF01 = 28.358), i.e.,
favoring H0. This means that the data are around
28.358 times more likely under models that did not
include an effect than under those that did. Thus,
the hypothesis is not supported: the referring forms
predicted by the cognitive status-informed model
were not perceived as more natural.
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7 Discussion

7.1 Naturalness is in the Eye of the Beholder

We hypothesized that the cognitive status-informed
RFS model’s predictions would be more natural.
However, results showed that all RFS models are
equally natural, with extremely high variability in
perceived naturality even for human-generated re-
ferring expressions. There are a variety of possible
explanations for these observations.

First, humans may regularly generate unnatural
sounding referring expressions. If so, human-level
naturality may merely be a “low bar” that NLG
research should seek to surpass.

Second, humans may vary dramatically in their
perceptions of what is “natural”. If so, human
judgment may be a poor way to assess referring
form naturality.

Third, our experimental paradigm may have
been unsuccessful in measuring the naturality of
referring forms on their own. Referring forms are
always used in the context of a larger utterance,
which itself may be viewed as natural or unnatu-
ral. To mitigate this concern, we specifically asked
participants about the naturalness of the referring
forms used in the utterance they were shown. How-
ever, it is possible that participants either did not
follow these instructions, or were simply unable to
adjudicate the naturalness of these forms without
considering the broader context of their use. For ex-
ample, in the utterance “And while you’re there can
you knock over the blue tower”, participants rated
the usage of blue tower (⟨N⟩) as very natural. The
separation of the naturalness of the referring form
from its context of use is remarkably challenging
because, without context, using concise referring
forms becomes no longer useful.

Finally, our results may be due to the global pop-
ulation reflected in our sample. While participants
were required to be fluent in English, most par-
ticipants indicated that English was their second
language. This may have led to significant variation
in our naturalness ratings.

Takeaway 1: Future work needs to better sepa-
rate the perceived naturalness of a referring form
from its context, such as dialog. To confirm this,
one may need to measure the naturalness of the con-
text as a controlling factor, or may need to be par-
ticularly aggressive about reminding participants
that they are rating only the referring form itself.

7.2 How Far is Far?

We included the modified HanRFS-RD model with
remapped distances because of the differences be-
tween what is considered “close” and “far” in our
analyzed dataset versus the dataset on which Han
et al. (2022)’s model was trained on. This raises
a larger question, however, of how to model refer-
ent distances in a task-agnostic way. Physical dis-
tance is clearly an important factor, and is known
to play a role in differentiating referring forms like
“this” vs “that”, as well as differentiating the use of
abstract versus precise deictic gestures (Stogsdill
et al., 2021). Yet what is considered near versus
far is highly task dependent, depending not only on
the overall size of the space, but also on the physi-
cal affordances and explorability of the space. For
example, Han et al. (2022)’s model was created in
a space that was smaller than Bennett et al. (2017).
But moreover, while in Bennett et al. (2017)’s ex-
periment objects were out of immediate reach of
the participants, in Han et al. (2022)’s experiment,
objects were reachable without walking around,
i.e., no farther than 60cm (2 feet) away, and in fact
were touched and manipulated by participants. In
other task environments, other features may also
become relevant. In large-scale open-world envi-
ronments, for example, many referents are non-
visible (or may not even be known to exist) when
they are referred to.

Takeaway 2: Future work needs to understand
how referring form selection models can encode
physical distance features in a way that is agnostic
of, or relative to, the size of a task environment;
should consider inclusion of a suite of distance
features sensitive to different types of task environ-
ments; and should consider features related to but
distinct from distance, like reachability, manipula-
bility, and visibility.

8 Conclusions

To go beyond the focus on goodness-of-fit in cogni-
tive status-informed computational referring form
selection model evaluation, we conducted a human-
subjects study to explore the naturalness ratings of
the predictions. Surprisingly, results did not reveal
an improvement in naturalness over random base-
lines, and in fact suggest that human perceptions
of even human-generated referring forms are in-
credibly varied and not significantly different from
those random baselines. Our results suggest several
directions for future work, and new technical and
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methodological considerations that must be made.

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment: All videos, data, and analysis scripts are
available at https://osf.io/z2wyt/. All data
was anonymized, replacing participants’ names
with automatically assigned numerical identifiers.
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Abstract

In this work, we study dialogue scenarios that
start from chit-chat but eventually switch to
task-related services, and investigate how a uni-
fied dialogue model, which can engage in both
chit-chat and task-oriented dialogues, takes the
initiative during the dialogue mode transition
from chit-chat to task-oriented in a coherent
and cooperative manner. We firstly build a tran-
sition info extractor (TIE) that keeps track of
the preceding chit-chat interaction and detects
the potential user intention to switch to a task-
oriented service. Meanwhile, in the unified
model, a transition sentence generator (TSG) is
extended through efficient Adapter tuning and
transition prompt learning. When the TIE suc-
cessfully finds task-related information from
the preceding chit-chat, such as a transition
domain (“train” in Figure 1), then the TSG is
activated automatically in the unified model to
initiate this transition by generating a transition
sentence under the guidance of transition in-
formation extracted by TIE. The experimental
results show promising performance regarding
the proactive transitions. We achieve an addi-
tional large improvement on TIE model by uti-
lizing Conditional Random Fields (CRF). The
TSG can flexibly generate transition sentences
while maintaining the unified capabilities of
normal chit-chat and task-oriented response
generation.

1 Introduction

Spoken dialogue systems (SDSs) have usually been
developed targeting only one out of two different
categories, task-oriented or chit-chat (aka open-
domain). The former focuses on achieving func-
tional goals and the latter aims at creating engaging
social conversations without special goals. In re-
cent years, several previous works (Lin et al., 2021;
Zhao et al., 2021; Young et al., 2022) have studied
unified conversational models that can engage in
both chit-chat and task-oriented dialogue. However,
the system-initiated transitions that emerge during

switchover between these two dialogue modes have
rarely been explored. Especially when a user chats
casually with the dialogue system, but implicitly
expresses a need for a specific task-related service,
it is desired that the dialogue system is able to cap-
ture this hidden information and proactively ask
the user if they require such a task-oriented service
(like booking a train ticket in Figure 1). It has been
proven to be beneficial for commercial SDSs to
proactively offer or sell their task-related services
(Chiu et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023). Furthermore,
these transitions smoothly initiated by the dialogue
system are regarded as a proactive feature (Noth-
durft et al., 2015) and can greatly improve the user
interaction experience (Liu et al., 2022).

The goal of this work is to develop the initiative
capabilities of a unified conversational model that
is capable of detecting the implicit user intention
of using some task-related services, even if they
are talking casually, and to proactively bridge the
connection from chit-chat to task-oriented dialogue
through generating a transition sentence (red in Fig-
ure 1). As the dialogue example in Figure 1 shows,
the original response at the transition turn is only
“I see”. If the agent can anticipate in advance that
the user wants to visit the “London Kings Cross”
through the preceding chit-chat, it can then proac-
tively establish a connection with the task-oriented
“train” service that the user needs by saying “If you
want, I can look for a train to London Kings Cross
for you.”.

To enable the initiative capabilities in a unified
model, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:

1. To detect the hidden task-related transition
domain/slot/value entities from the preced-
ing chit-chat, we propose the transition info
extractor (TIE) to keep track of preceding
chit-chat dialogue through leveraging natu-
ral language understanding (NLU) technology
(Chen et al., 2019).
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I will be enrolling in a new school at London Kings Cross next week. I’m so nervous.

I hope you have fun at your new school.

Thank you. My family and I will be visiting my school this weekend to see how it’s like.

I see.
I see. If you want, I can look for a train to London Kings Cross for you.

I’m trying to find a train that goes from Cambridge to my school. Can you help me book a ticket?

I can help with that. Can you tell me what day you will be travelling?

Figure 1: A Prepended FusedChat dialogue with an augmented transition sentence (red) for the proactive transition
from chit-chat to task-oriented. The blue and orange represents chit-chat and task-oriented interaction respectively.
Compared with the original chit-chat (crossed out) response at the transition turn, the transition sentence (red) can
enable the dialogue system to proactively switch to task-oriented services.

2. We artificially augment 215 dialogues with
a domain guided transition sentence and a
domain-slot-value guided transition sentence
respectively. We then collect transition sen-
tence templates for different domains and dif-
ferent domain-slot pairs from these human
augmented dialogues. The transition sentence
templates are further utilized to annotate the
remaining unannotated dialogues.

3. We leverage transition prompt learning (Li
et al., 2022) and Adapter tuning (Lin et al.,
2021) to efficiently extend the transition sen-
tence generation (TSG) in a unified NLG
model with the augmented dialogues.

The overall architecture flow of this work is
shown in Figure 2. When the TIE successfully ex-
tracts the transition information from the preceding
chit-chat, the TSG in the unified NLG is activated
to generate a transition sentence besides the normal
response to proactively guide this switch. The com-
bined flow is highlighted in red. Otherwise, the
TIE continually tracks the chit-chat, and unified
NLG works as usual to generate a normal chit-chat
or task-oriented response without (w/o) a transition
sentence.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 shows related work of our research.
Section 3 presents the transition sentence augmen-
tation and templates for the TSG training. Section
4 introduces the proposed TIE model for detecting
the task-related transition information from the pre-
ceding chit-chat interaction. Section 5 presents the
unified NLG extended with TSG through transition
prompt and Adapter tuning. Section 6 elaborates on
the performance evaluation of this work. Section 7
concludes this work and outlines future research.

2 Related Works

NLU is generally a crucial component in task-
oriented SDSs and responsible for parsing an ut-
terance into a semantic frame to identify the user’s
intention (De Mori et al., 2008). With the devel-
opment of deep learning methods, RNN, CNN, as
well as their variations or combinations have been
widely for the NLU task (Yao et al., 2013; Mes-
nil et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2014; Liu and Lane,
2016). Wang et al. (2018) proposed a attention-
based encoder-decoder, CNN-BLSTM, for joint
intent detection and slot filling. Goo et al. (2018)
proposed a slot gate that focused on capturing the
relationship between slot and intent. Kenton and
Toutanova (2019) and Xu et al. (2020) both used
the pre-trained BERT for the joint intent classifica-
tion and slot filling. The proposed TIE is inspired
by NLU modeling.

Beyond that, Xu and Sarikaya (2013) and Ma
and Hovy (2016) both utilized the traditional ap-
proach, Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Sha
and Pereira, 2003), for sequence labelling with the
combination of LSTM and CNN. We also leverage
the CRF technology to further improve the perfor-
mance of the TIE model.

Shuster et al. (2020) introduced the dodecaDi-
alogue task, to assemble important aspects of an
engaging conversational agent into a single collec-
tion by leveraging 12 tasks. Adapter-Bot (Lin et al.,
2021) utilized multiple adapter layers with the pre-
trained DialoGPT model to activate new response
skills and styles. Zhao et al. (2021) proposed a dia-
logue model for training chit-chat and task-oriented
in a unified data schema, which both include be-
lief states, representation of dataset results, and
system acts. However, these models simply fuse
chit-chat dialogue and task-oriented dialogue into
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preceding chit-chat TIE

transition domain ✓
transition slot ✓

transition value ✓

transition info ✗

unified
NLG

TSG

normal response w/ transition sentence

normal response w/o transition sentence
(chit-chat or task-oriented)

Figure 2: The overall Architecture flow for system-initiated transitions from chit-chat to task-oriented.

one model and do not consider the dependency be-
tween different types of dialogues in the multi-turn
setting. In contrast, all dialogues in FusedChat re-
leased in Young et al. (2022) include both chit-chat
and task-oriented turns, and treat them as parallel
dialogue modes of equal importance. Chiu et al.
(2022) proposed SalesBot and introduced the di-
alogue transitions from chit-chat to task-oriented.
Liu et al. (2020) introduced the proactive transi-
tions in conversational recommendation over multi-
type dialogues. Liu et al. (2022) elaborated on three
types of system-initiated transitions in a unified
dialogue model and discussed the potential chal-
lenges respectively. Liu et al. (2023) proposed the
system-initiated transitions between chit-chat and
task-oriented dialogues, where the transitions from
chit-chat to task-oriented and from task-oriented
to chit-chat were treated equally. However, we
mainly investigate the system-initiated transitions
from chit-chat to task-oriented with the Prepended
FusedChat dataset for this work.

3 Transition Sentence Augmentation and
Templates

This section introduces the details of human aug-
mentation of transition sentences and template col-
lection for unannotated dialogues.

We mainly utilize the Prepended FusedChat
(Young et al., 2022) dataset for initiative transitions
from chit-chat to task-oriented in this work. Fused-
Chat is a public available dataset, where human
augmented open-domain dialogues are prepended
and appended to the dialogues of the popular task-
oriented dataset MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al.,
2018; Ye et al., 2021). In the Prepended FusedChat,
each dialogue starts with chit-chat interaction and
eventually switch to task-oriented requests. Table
1 shows the statistics of the Prepended FusedChat1

used in this work. As a prepended FusedChat exam-
ple shown in Figure 1, the user controls the switch

1The FusedChat used in this work is the first ver-
sion uploaded by author Young and and has minor dif-
ferences to the current version of FusedChat available at
https://github.com/tomyoung903/FusedChat.

data type train valid test
dialogue size 3255 474 331

Table 1: Statistics of Prepended FusedChat.

domain train restaurant attraction taxi
number of templates 95 56 45 17

Table 2: Statistics of transition sentence templates for
different domains.

to task-oriented services.2 However, our goal is to
build a proactive dialogue system that can establish
a smooth transition from chit-chat to task-oriented
by itself.

To achieve this, we hire one master student with
computational linguistics background to augment
a domain guided transition sentence and a domain-
slot-value guided transition sentence (red sentence
in Figure 1) for 215 Prepended FusedChat dia-
logues respectively. The domain guided transition
sentence must explicitly include the domain infor-
mation. The domain-slot-value guided transition
sentence must contain the specific value extracted
from the preceding chit-chat dialogue aside from
the domain, as the transition sentence in Figure 1,
“If you want, I can look for a train to London Kings
Cross for you.” with “train” domain and “London
Kings Cross” value.

After the human augmentation, we collect the
templates for transition sentences in different do-
mains and different domain-slot pairs from the
augmented 215 dialogues respectively. For the
domain-slot-value guided transition sentences, we
use “[VALUE]” to replace the specific value to col-
lect the domain-slot templates. Table 2 and Table 3
show template statistics for different domains and
domain-slot pairs, respectively. Table 8 and Table
9 in the Appendix show some template examples
of transition sentences in different domains and
domain-slot pairs respectively. These templates are
further used to randomly annotate the remaining

2This is common in most of prepended FusedChat dia-
logues, as confirmed by manual analysis.
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domain train restaurant attraction taxi

slot day destination departure food name type name destination departure

number of templates 22 40 35 45 11 30 15 9 8

Table 3: Statistics of transition sentence templates for different domain-slot pairs.

unannotated Prepended FusedChat dialogues. Then
all Prepended FusedChat with augmented transi-
tion sentences can be used for training the extended
TSG in the unified NLG.

4 Transition Info Extractor (TIE)

This section presents our TIE model that can detect
potential user intention to switch to task-oriented
services. As shown in Figure 3, TIE is adapted
from pre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and
has three components, a transition domain classi-
fier, a transition slot classifier and a slot filling layer.
When the interaction starts from chit-chat, the TIE
keeps track of the preceding chit-chat to predict
the potential transition domain and slot, while ex-
tracting the specific value through slot filling. For
instance, the transition domain-slot-value extracted
in Figure 3, is “restaurant-food-Korean restaurant”.

4.1 Joint RoBERTa for domain/slot
classification and slot filling

We utilize the pre-trained RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) as the backbone TIE model for jointly pre-
dicting transition domain and corresponding slot,
also extracting the specific value from the preced-
ing chit-chat dialogue through slot filling task, as
shown in Figure 3.

Given the preceding dialogue history until to the
current user turn x = (x1, x2, ...xn), the [CLS]
token is inserted into the first place and [SEP]
is inserted to split user utterances and system re-
sponses. The corresponding slot filling label is
ysf = (y1, y2, ...yn) along with [CLS] and [SEP]
tokens. The input x and slot filling label y are both
padded to maximal length N of the batch data. In
addition, yd and ys are transition domain and slot la-
bel respectively. Let D = {(x, yd, ys,ysf)}Mm=1 be
the dataset of size M for joint RoBERTa training.

Adapted from the pre-trained RoBERTa, the final
hidden states of the input are

h[CLS], hx1 , hx2 , ..., hxn = RoBERTa(x) (1)

Two classifier layers in Equation 2 are separately
added on the output of [CLS] token, h[CLS], to pre-

dict transition domain and slot.

ŷd = softmax(WdDropout(h[CLS]) + bd)

ŷs = softmax(WsDropout(h[CLS]) + bs)
(2)

For the domain classifier, four different transi-
tion domains,3 train, restaurant, attraction and taxi,
are collected in the Prepended FusedChat. When
no explicit user intention is detected in the preced-
ing chit-chat, the domain classifier should recog-
nise it as “UNK” to indicate that the current di-
alogue turn is not a good moment to switch to
task-oriented. Hence, the domain classifier is a 5
classification task.

For the slot classifier, there are six slots,4 namely
day, destination, departure, food, name and type.
Also along with “UNK”, the slot classifier is a 7
classification task. Some slots are shared in differ-
ent domains, e.g., “name” in restaurant and attrac-
tion domains (see Table 3).

For the slot filling task, the final hidden states in
Equation 1 are fed into the slot filling (sf) layer in
Equation 3 to classify over slot filling labels.

ŷsf
n = softmax(WsfDropout(hxn)+bsf);n ∈ 0...N

(3)
We use the IOB (In/Out/Begin) labelling format
(Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999) for the slot filling
labels. The dictionary of those labels is as follows
and includes 22 tokens:

• 3 special tokens, “[PAD]”, “[CLS]”, “[SEP]”,
which are aligned with RoBERTa tokenizer.

• 9 domain-slot combinations in Table 3, but
every domain-slot pair is extend with prefix
“B-” and “I-”. E.g. “B-restaurant-food” and
“I-restaurant-food” in the Figure 3. When the
specific value has more than one word, the
first one is labelled with prefix “B-”, the re-
maining with prefix “I-”.

3“hotel” also exists in Prepended FusedChat as transition
domain, but only in two dialogues. We delete those two di-
alogues to prevent the severe imbalance between different
domains.

4Two dialogues have “pricerange” as transition slot under
restaurant domain and one dialogue has “area’ as transition
slot under attraction domain. We also remove these dialogues
in case of the imbalanced slots.
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pre-trained RoBERTa

[CLS] I saw some korean restaurant around [SEP] ... ...

slot filling layer

[CLS] O O O B-res-f I-res-f O [SEP] ... ...

slot cls

food

domain cls

restaurant

Figure 3: Architecture of the proposed TIE model that includes transition domain/slot classifier and slot filling task.
The “B-res-f” and “I-res-f” is the abbreviation of the “B-restaurant-food” and “I-restaurant-food” respectively.

• The “O” is assigned to words not belonging
to any specific value in sentences.

The W and b in Equation 2 and 3 are a trainable
weight matrix and a bias vector. RoBERTa is jointly
fine-tuned via minimizing the sum of cross-entropy
loss of domain, slot classifier and slot filling task,
as shown in Equation 4.

ljoint RoBERTa =

∑

M

(||ŷd − yd||2 + ||ŷs − ys||2 +
N∑

n=0

||ŷsf
n − ysf||2)

(4)

4.2 Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
Beyond joint RoBERTa training for the transition
domain/slot classification and slot filling tasks, we
also use Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Laf-
ferty et al., 2001), to model the slot filling sequence
jointly instead of decoding each slot filling label
independently. CRF has been successfully used
to exploit the dependencies within sequence labels
corresponding to surrounding words and can highly
improve the performance of slot filling task (Ma
and Hovy, 2016). In this work, the dropout layer is
applied before feeding RoBERTa outputs into CRF
layer. The Viterbi algorithm is used for decoding.

We only utilize the preceding chit-chat part of
Prepended FusedChat for joint RoBERTa training.
To better analyse the proposed TIE model, three dif-
ferent TIE models are trained. As shown in Table 4,
“RoBERTa w/o slot filling” only includes transition
domain and slot classifiers; “joint RoBERTa” is
jointly trained with domain, slot classifier and slot
filling task together; and finally “joint RoBERTa +
CRF” is our proposed final model, where the CRF
is used for the slot filling task. All models are
trained with two GPUs, the learning rate is 5e−5
and batch size is 32. The best model of RoBERTa
w/o slot filling is saved at epoch 5 with early stop-
ping. The joint RoBERTa is saved at epoch 4 and
joint RoBERTa + CRF at epoch 3.

5 Unified NLG extended with Transition
Sentence Generator (TSG)

This section firstly introduces the unified NLG
model that can reply to both chit-chat and task-
oriented requests. Then we mainly elaborate on the
TSG integrated in unified NLG through efficient
Adapter tuning and transition prompt technologies.
The extended NLG with TSG can generate a transi-
tion sentence given the transition information ex-
tracted by TIE to enable the system-initiated transi-
tion. The details of unified NLG and the extension
with TSG are shown in Figure 4.

5.1 Unified NLG

We briefly presents the unified NLG model. By
leveraging the entire FusedChat dataset (Young
et al., 2022), where every dialogue includes in-
terdependent chit-chat and task-oriented interac-
tion, we tackle the unified generation problem
through fine-tuning conditional GPT-2 (Radford
et al., 2019). Given the FusedChat dataset D′ =
{(ug, dg, rg)Gg=1, (ul, rl)Ll=1} with G task-oriented
samples (orange in Figure 4) and L chit-chat sam-
ples (blue in Figure 4), the goal is to build a unified
model parameterized by θ to be able to respond to
both chit-chat and task-oriented requests,

pθ(r) =

{∏T
t=1 pθ(rt|r<t, u, d) if task-oriented∏T
t=1 pθ(rt|r<t, u) if chit-chat

(5)
where r<t indicates all tokens before t. The u rep-
resents the dialogue context; d means the dialogue
actions only exist in task-oriented data and r is
the system response which includes (r1, ...rt, ...)
tokens with length T .

During the unified GPT-2 fine-tuning, we add
[USER] and [SYSTEM] to the GPT-2 tokenizer to
distinguish user utterances from system responses.
At most three preceding dialogue turns are used
as the dialogue context for response generation
because of memory constraints. During training,
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sounds like a great time to go out... [END]
sure, where are you departing from? [END]

pre-trained
GPT-2

[USER] my boyfriend just started... [SYSTEM]
[USER] i’m looking... train{request (depart=?)...}...

Unified GPT-2

wow cool. [TRANSITION] by the way, do you... book a train? [END]
wow cool. [TRANSITION] do you... find a train to...? [END]

unified
GPT-2

(frozen)

TSG

[TRANSITION] (domain=train) [USER] my boyfriend... [SYSTEM]
[TRANSITION] (domain..., slot..., value...) [USER] my boyfriend...

Unified GPT-2 extended with TSG

Figure 4: Architecture of unified GPT-2 and extended version with integrated TSG via Adapter tuning and transition
prompt. In the unified GPT-2, the orange and blue represents the task-oriented and chit-chat example respectively.
Two transition scenarios for each dialogue are used as training data for the TS Adapter tuning, one is only transition
domain (magenta) as prompt, the other is transition domain-slot-value (red) as prompt.

the learning rate is 5e−5, batch size is 20. The best
model is saved at epoch 6 with early stopping. We
mix top-K sampling and top-p (nucleus) sampling
(Holtzman et al., 2019) for decoding. We apply
top-K of 5 and top-p of 0.9 for chit-chat response
generation and top-K of 10 and top-p of 0.5 for
task-oriented response generation respectively.

5.2 Transition Prompt and Adapter Tuning

To enable the proactive capabilities, we inte-
grate the efficient Adapter layers (Houlsby et al.,
2019; Pfeiffer et al., 2021) into the unified GPT-2.
Adapter tuning freezes the parameters of a pre-
trained model and injects lightweight modules be-
tween layers (Le et al., 2021) to enable a new capa-
bility. Hence, the original performance of unified
NLG for generating normal responses is retained
without any loss. Meanwhile, the capability of gen-
erating transition sentences is extended through ac-
tivating the newly added Adapter layers. To further
explicitly control the transition sentence genera-
tion, the prompt learning (Liu et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2022) is used. More precisely, when the TIE model
successfully detects the user intention requiring a
task-related service, the integrated Adapter layers
are activated meanwhile the transition information
extracted via TIE is converted into prompt input to
generate a transition sentence to proactively estab-
lish the transition from chit-chat to task-oriented.

5.2.1 Transition Prompt
Prompt learning can efficiently adapt a given task to
pre-trained models without modifying the structure
of models (Lester et al., 2021). In this work, we
only convert the task-related transition information
extracted by TIE to the transition prompt, which
is a part of the input for the generation model that
explicitly guides the transition sentence generation.

We add a special token [TRANSITION] into the
GPT-2 tokenizer and insert this token into the first
place of the task-related transition prompt. Two
different types of transition prompt are as follows:

1. When only the transition domain information
is available, the prompt is like “[TRANSI-
TION] ( domain = train ) ”, where “train” is
the extracted transition domain (magenta in-
put in Figure 4).

2. When transition domain, slot and value are all
extracted via TIE model, then the prompt is
like “[TRANSITION] ( domain = train, slot
= destination, value = Norwich ) ”, where the
transition domain is “train”, slot is “destina-
tion” along with the value “Norwich” (red
input in Figure 4).

The dialogue context is prepended with the transi-
tion prompt to be the input of the generation model.
In addition, [TRANSITION] is also used to sepa-
rate the transition sentence from normal response at
transition turn (responses of magenta and red exam-
ples in Figure 4). Hence, the [TRANSITION] in
prompt inputs is a signal for the generation model
that it is a good moment to guide the transition
to task-oriented service because TIE extracts task-
related information, while the [TRANSITION] in
generated responses is a signal to demonstrate that
the NLG model is able to generate a transition sen-
tence for proactive transition.

5.2.2 TSG through Adapter Tuning
We utilize the AdapterHub (Pfeiffer et al., 2020),
which is a framework that can easily integrate
Adapters into pre-trained Transformer-based mod-
els (Vaswani et al., 2017). The Houlsby Adapter
(Houlsby et al., 2019) includes two bottleneck
adapters in each transformer layer, one after the
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multi-head attention sub-layer and the other after
the feed-forward sub-layer. The Pfeiffer Adapter
(Pfeiffer et al., 2021) only includes the adapter af-
ter the feed-forward sub-layer. Only 1% (Pfeiffer)
and 2% (Houlsby) parameters are updated during
Adapter tuning with frozen unified GPT-2. Hence,
we can efficiently integrate the transition sentence
generation into the unified GPT-2, while keeping
the original capabilities of generating normal chit-
chat and task-oriented responses by deactivating
the Adapter layers.

Only the generation at the transition turn is uti-
lized for the training of TSG. Every dialogue has
two transition cases: One only consists of transition
domain as prompt (magenta input in Figure 4) and
the other consists of transition domain-slot-value
as prompt (red input in Figure 4). We prepend the
transition prompt before the preceding chit-chat
context as input. The response includes a normal
chit-chat response as well as a transition sentence
separated with [TRANSITION] (the response of
red and magenta examples in Figure 4). For the
TSG, the Houlsby and Pfeiffer Adapters are both
trained with the learning rate 5e−5, batch size 20.
The best models are both saved at epoch 16 (early
stopping). We apply top-K of 5 and top-p of 0.9
for the response generation at the transition turn.

6 Results Comparison

This section evaluates this work and provides de-
tailed performance comparison from different per-
spectives. We firstly evaluate different TIE models
and different generation models separately with test
Prepended FusedChat. Then we further evaluate
the combined performance of the best TIE model
and generation model only at transition turns.

6.1 TIE models

Table 4 shows the performance comparison of dif-
ferent TIE models. We use classification accuracy
and weighted F1 score to evaluate the performance
of transition domain and slot classifiers. Slot fill-
ing F1 (sf_f1) score is widely used to evaluate
the slot filling task (Chen et al., 2019). In addi-
tion, we also use sentence-level slot filling accuracy
(sen_sf_acc), which is the ratio of the number of
dialogues correctly labelled slot filling to the total
number of dialogues. The overall performance of
the TIE model is evaluated using sentence-level
semantic accuracy (semantic_acc) (Yu et al., 2010;
Weld et al., 2021) which measures the proportion of

the correctly predicted triples of transition domain,
slot, and extracted slot filling values (including “O”
labels).

The performance comparison in Table 4 demon-
strates that joint RoBERTa with CRF as the TIE
model achieves the best performance over transi-
tion domain classifier, slot classifier and slot filling
task. It is surprising that not only the slot filling
task benefits from the CRF. The performance of
transition domain and slot classifiers is improved
in the multi-task learning as well.

6.2 Generation models

To evaluate generated chit-chat responses, Distinct-
1 (Dis-1) and Distinct-2 (Dis-2) (Li et al., 2016)
are used to measure the proportion of the distinct
unigrams and bigrams in all the generated results
to indicate diversity. To evaluate generated task-
oriented responses, two N-gram matching metrics,
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and Meteor (Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005) are used to evaluate the overall
quality of task-oriented generations. In addition,
a machine learned automatic metric, BERTScore
(Zhang et al., 2019) is also utilized to evaluate task-
oriented and transition sentence generations.

Beyond that, we propose several automatic
metrics to evaluate transition sentence gener-
ations. Transition accuracy detects whether
the generated response at transition turn in-
cludes the [TRANSITION] special token. With
[TRANSITION], we can split the transition sen-
tence from the normal response. This metric can
measure high-level capability if the model can gen-
erate a transition sentence to proactively switch to
a task-oriented service. d accuracy detects if the
domain guided transition sentence includes the spe-
cific domain keyword. d-v accuracy detects if the
transition domain-slot-value guided transition sen-
tence includes specific domain and value keywords
both. d accuracy and d-v accuracy can evaluate the
capability of the proposed transition prompt for ex-
plicitly controlling transition sentence generation
to a large extent.

We found that almost all generated transition
sentences by TSG with TP are of high quality and
include the extracted transition information (several
cases are shown in Table 7 in Appendix), instead
of generic transition responses like “Do you need
anything else?” or “Do you need some help?”.

To better understand the performance of our
models, we also retrain the unified GPT-2 without
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domain classifier slot classifier slot filling

accuracy weighted f1 accuracy weighted f1 sen_sf_acc sf_f1 semantic_acc

RoBERTa w/o slot filling 78.57% 79.57% 66.52% 66.84% – – –
joint RoBERTa 82.41% 82.92% 71.86% 73.84% 68.02% 48.64% 61.94%

joint RoBERTa + CRF 93.71% 94.15% 82.41% 82.30% 80.28% 61.82% 73.67%

Table 4: Performance of transition domain/slot classification and slot filling task in different TIE models.

Chit-Chat Task-Oriented domain TS domain-slot-value TS

Dis-1 Dis-2 BLUE Meteor BERTScore
(F1)

BERTScore
(F1)

transition
accuracy

d
accuracy

BERTScore
(F1)

transition
accuracy

d-v
accuracy

unified GPT-2 1.74% 12.70% 34.77% 55.65% 93.20% – – – – – –

retrain w/o TP 1.67% 11.41% 32.86% 53.52% 92.91% 88.82% 98.25% 58.19% 89.29% 98.97% 30.15%
w/ TP 1.60% 11.18% 32.58% 53.33% 92.94% 90.19% 98.43% 99.21% 91.70% 98.79% 92.63%

TSG
(Houlsby)

w/o TP 1.74% 12.70% 34.77% 55.65% 93.20% 89.04% 98.67% 62.48% 89.40% 99.34% 27.19%
w/ TP 1.74% 12.70% 34.77% 55.65% 93.20% 90.28% 99.40% 99.15% 91.84% 99.21% 96.80%

TSG
(Pfeiffer)

w/o TP 1.74% 12.70% 34.77% 55.65% 93.20% 88.90% 97.82% 59.52% 89.33% 98.25% 25.98%
w/ TP 1.74% 12.70% 34.77% 55.65% 93.20% 90.34% 98.13% 99.70% 91.83% 98.43% 96.62%

Table 5: Performance of different NLG models, including unified GPT-2 and retrained without Adapter, extended
with Houslby and Pfeiffer TSG separately, and all with transition prompt (w/ TP) and w/o TP respectively.

Adapter to enable its transition sentence genera-
tion (without TSG). From the comparison between
the retrained model and unified GPT-2 in Table 5,
we can see that the performance on chit-chat and
task-oriented response generations has a loss, even
though the retrained GPT-2 is still able to generate
transition sentences. In contrast, our TSG extended
in unified GPT-2 through Adapter tuning can re-
tain the original capability for chit-chat and task-
oriented generations, while maintaining a better
performance on transition sentence generation.In
addition, the retraining is not memory-efficient,
while TSG only updates the Adapter parameters
with frozen GPT-2.

To better assess the effects of our proposed tran-
sition prompt method, we retrain the model and
extend TSG both along with the transition prompt
(w/ TP) and without the transition prompt (w/o
TP) respectively. Through the comparison between
w/o TP and w/ TP in different models (highlighted
in gray background in Table 5), the d accuracy
and d-v accuracy metrics are highly improved with
transition prompt guidance. This demonstrates that
transition prompt can explicitly control the transi-
tion sentence generation. The performance compar-
ison between Pfeiffer and Houlsby Adapter tuning
has no big difference, however, the Pfeiffer Adapter
uses only half of the trainable parameters, and is
therefore the more effective choice for this work.

6.3 Combined TIE and generation model

To better reflect the overall performance of this
work, we evaluate the combined TIE and genera-

tion models at transition turns, i.e., given the pre-
ceding chit-chat, the TIE model predicts transition
domain/slot and extracts values, then this gener-
ated transition information by TIE is used as the
transition prompt to guide transition sentence gen-
eration at the transition turn. Table 6 shows the
combined performance of TIE and unified GPT-2
with Houlsby and Pfeiffer TSG, respectively.

Given the higher domain accuracy compared to
slot accuracy, it is sensible to only use domain
prediction as transition information to guide transi-
tion sentence generation when generated transition
slot or extracted values are not reliable. This also
validates our initial idea to propose two kinds of
transition prompts. Regarding the lower slot accu-
racy, we found that the TIE model tends to confuse
“destination” and “departure” under the “train” do-
main; over 60% of slot misjudged dialogues are in
these cases. This would further affect the overall
performance of the TIE model, which is shown by
the semantic_acc metric.

Each Prepended FusedChat dialogue has only
one turn for the transition from chit-chat to task-
oriented. We directly define this turn as the transi-
tion turn, where the initiative dialogue model proac-
tively switches to a task-oriented service through
generating a transition sentence. Also, dialogue
interactions could be more sophisticated in real
life and it is difficult to accurately define the most
appropriate moment to initiate a proactive transi-
tion. Furthermore, it gets more complicated if there
are multiple transitions in one dialogue. A further,
deeper investigation of appropriate moments for
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TIE (joint RoBERTa + CRF) Extended GPT-2 with TSG

domain cls slot cls slot filling domain TS domain-slot-value TS

accuracy accuracy sf_f1 semantic_acc BERTScore
(F1)

transition
accuracy

d
accuracy

BERTScore
(F1)

transition
accuracy

d-v
accuracy

TSG
(Houlsby) w/ TP

93.35% 65.56% 64.71% 50.15%

90.10% 99.40% 92.87% 91.10% 99.21% 82.78%

TSG
(Pfeiffer) w/ TP 90.08% 98.49% 93.53% 91.25% 98.37% 83.02%

Table 6: Overall performance of combined TIE and extended GPT-2 with TSG at transition turns.

a dialogue mode transition will be done in future
work.

7 Conclusion

This work investigates the dialogue transition from
chit-chat to task-oriented initiated by a dialogue
agent. We build a TIE model adapted from pre-
trained RoBERTa to keep track of the preceding
chit-chat and predict transition domain, slot, while
extracting the specific value from the chit-chat his-
tory via slot filling task. A unified generation model
adapted from the pre-trained GPT-2 is built and
extended its proactive capability for transition sen-
tence generation through efficient Adapter tuning
and transition prompt learning. Our proposed work
shows promising performance both on transition in-
formation extraction and transition sentence genera-
tion. We will continue working on system-initiated
transitions in other dialogue scenarios in the future.

8 Ethics Statement

This work develops proactive transitions from chit-
chat to task-oriented dialogue in a unified dialogue
system. Proactivity is always desired during the
development of voice assistants. It can improve
user interactive experience and serve users more
efficiently. The dataset used in this work is public
available and manually collected. Furthermore, our
research is limited to a specific case, i.e, the user
starts casual chat and eventually switches to a task-
oriented service. However, more hidden challenges
and ethics issues should be discussed further in the
real scenarios. Would users prefer to be proactively
served if the dialogue system successfully detects
the user intention? Will they feel their privacy is
violated if the dialogue system proactively provides
task-related services? Such potential issues could
be addressed by asking for user consent before
providing the proactive interaction, which raises
the additional question how many users would turn
on such a feature from the start.
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9 Appendix

Table 7 shows several dialogue examples with gen-
erated transition sentences in this work. Table 8
and Table 9 show transition sentence templates for
different domains and domain-slot pairs, respec-
tively.
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dialogue
context

User: A group of my friends from another university is coming to visit my campus!
System: What is the occasion?
User: My friends are actually working together to film a short movie and they would
like shoot some footage here.
System: It seems your friends are working on quite an interesting project.
User: I am going to meetup with them this Saturday before bringing them to my university.

response at
transition turn

[d]: That is a good opportunity to catch up with your friends.
By the way, I can help you with the train.
[d-v]: That sounds like a great opportunity to discuss the film with your friends.
By the way, i am happy to look for a train on Saturday for you.

dialogue
context

User: My sister likes to watch musical plays.
System: Nice!
User: I am thinking of bringing her to a theatre to watch one soon since it will be
her birthday next week.

response at
transition turn

[d]: Sounds fun! If you are looking for an attraction, I am happy to help.
[d-v]: Sounds great! If you are finding any theatres, our attraction service can help.

dialogue
context

User: I think I have had enough time in Cambridge, its a small town and you really
get tired of seeing the same things over and over again .
System: How long have you been here for?
User: I have lived here for about 3 years now, I think I want a change of fresh air.

response at
transition turn

[d]: That sounds great. If you want, I can look for a train for you.
[d-v]: I think change is always good. if you are planning to travel, I am happy to
look for a train leaving from Cambridge for you.

dialogue
context

User: Without the additional workload, I should being accompany my family on a visit
now. Now i have to let my family visit Hobsons house first and meet my family there.
System: Sorry to hear that, hope you can finish the work early.
User: I have finished the work and left the company. I will try to meet my family
by bus or taxi, whichever is faster.

response at
transition turn

[d]: I am sure your family will have an enjoyable time there.
Shall I get a taxi for you getting there?
[d-v]: I am sure your family will understand. , By the way, if you want to book
a taxi to hobsons house, feel free to use our taxi service.

Table 7: Several dialogue examples with transition sentence (highlighted in red) generated by the extended NLG
with TSG. The [d] means only the transition domain as transition prompt and [d-v] means the transition domain-
slot-value as transition prompt to guide the transition sentence generation. Transition domains and values present in
transition sentences are highlighted in bold.
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domain templates of the transition sentence

restaurant

I am happy to give recommendation on restaurants.
I can recommend some restaurants if you want.
Do you want my recommendation on the restaurants?
I can also provide you more information on this restaurant.
Maybe you would like to use our restaurant service to know more about it.
...

attraction

By the way, you can reach to our attraction service to know more about this place.
Besides, our attraction service provides various information.
I can recommend some attractions to you.
By the way, have you checked out our attraction service to know more about this place?
If you are finding any attraction, I am always happy to help.
...

train

Additionally I could help with looking for train tickets for you.
By the way, I can help you to find thee trains to get there.
Let me arrange the train for you.
Please refer to our train service if you need any help with the booking.
I am glad to give you more information on the train.
...

taxi

Do you need help with booking a taxi to get there?
Do you want me to look for a taxi for you?
Do you need a taxi afterwards?
Maybe you would like my help with the taxi?
If you need to get there soon, I can help you book a taxi.
...

Table 8: Transition sentences templates for different domains.
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domain-slot templates of the transition sentence

restaurant-food

I am happy to give recommendation on [VALUE] restaurants.
I can recommend some [VALUE] restaurants if you want.
You can find more information on [VALUE] restaurants in our restaurant service.
It’s my pleasure to recommend some [VALUE] restaurants if you want.
...

restaurant-name

I can also provide you more information on this restaurant named [VALUE].
Maybe you would like to use our restaurant service to know more about [VALUE].
I will be more than pleasant to help with booking a table at the restaurant called [VALUE].
Feel free to ask for more information about this restaurant named [VALUE].
...

attraction-name

By the way, you can reach to our attraction service to know more about [VALUE].
Do you want to plan your trip to [VALUE] using our attraction service?
By the way, I can provide more attraction information on [VALUE].
Talking about attractions, do you need more information about [VALUE].
...

attraction-type

Besides, our attraction service provides various information on [VALUE].
If you are looking for attraction that has [VALUE] activities, i am happy to help you.
In our attraction service, you can find more information on visiting [VALUE]s.
...

train-day

Additionally I could help with looking for train on [VALUE] for you.
Let me arrange the train for [VALUE] for you.
If you want, you can use our service to book the train for [VALUE].
I would love to help you with the train tickets for [VALUE].
...

train-destination

By the way, I can help you to find the trains to [VALUE].
If you want, I can look for a train to [VALUE] for you.
Additionally, you can use our service to book a train to [VALUE].
...

train-departure

I think our service might be helpful in booking the train leaving from [VALUE].
I am happy to look for a train leaving from [VALUE] for you.
Shall I find you some train tickets departing from [VALUE].
...

taxi-departure

By the way, do you need help with booking a taxi departing from [VALUE]?
Do you want me to look for a taxi depart from [VALUE] for you?.
Will you need my help with the taxi leaving from [VALUE].
...

taxi-destination

Shall I get a taxi for you to get to [VALUE]?
By the way, if you need a taxi to [VALUE], please feel free to use our taxi service.
If you need a taxi to get to [VALUE], feel free to use our taxi service.
...

Table 9: Transition sentences templates for different domain-slot pairs. The specific values in the human augmented
transition sentences are replaced by the special [VALUE] token to collect the templates.
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Abstract
Current captioning datasets focus on object-
centric captions, describing the visible objects
in the image, e.g. ”people eating food in a
park”. Although these datasets are useful to
evaluate the ability of Vision & Language mod-
els to recognize and describe visual content,
they do not support controlled experiments in-
volving model testing or fine-tuning, with more
high-level captions, which humans find easy
and natural to produce. For example, people of-
ten describe images based on the type of scene
they depict (‘people at a holiday resort’) and
the actions they perform (‘people having a pic-
nic’). Such descriptions draw on personal ex-
perience and commonsense assumptions. We
present the High-Level Dataset 1; a dataset ex-
tending 14997 images from the COCO dataset,
aligned with a new set of 134,973 human anno-
tated (high-level) captions collected along three
axes: scenes, actions and rationales. We fur-
ther extend this dataset with confidence scores
collected from an independent set of readers,
as well as a set of narrative captions generated
synthetically, by combining each of the three
axes. We describe this dataset and analyse it
extensively. We also present baseline results
for the High-Level Captioning task.

1 Introduction

Conceptual grounding broadly refers to the idea
that symbols (e.g. language) are grounded in
perception (Barsalou et al., 2008). Perceptually
grounded communication is made possible by the
fact that perceptual experiences are largely shared.
However, individual experience can also license
subjective inferences which inform not just what
we express through language, but also what we
choose to assume and leave unexpressed (Bisk
et al., 2020).

1huggingface.co/datasets/
michelecafagna26/hl
github.com/michelecafagna26/HL-dataset

Among the many modalities available in the
perceptual spectrum, visual grounding has always
been of primary interest as it provides a relatively
straightforward way to link linguistic expressions
to physical objects. Consistent with this claim, a
glance at many widely used datasets and models
in image captioning reveals a bias towards ‘object-
centric’ descriptions, whereby models are trained
on image-text pairs where the text consists of ex-
plicit mentions of objects visible in the scene. How-
ever, experience and perception also motivate other,
non-object-centric ways of talking about the world,
for example, when we talk about scenes, or when
we describe actions or their underlying rationales.
While such ‘high-level’ descriptions are also per-
ceptually grounded, they incorporate world knowl-
edge and subjective experience.

For example, the object-centric description in Ta-
ble 1 certainly describes the visual content, though
it is based mainly on the recognition of objects
in the scene. By contrast, the three high-level
captions (scene, action, rationale, from the HL-
Dataset described below), provide three different
perspectives of the scene among the many possi-
ble ones, which are triggered by expectations and
assumptions based on subjective experience and
world knowledge.

In this work, we tackle the issue of ground-
ing high-level linguistic descriptions in the visual
modality, proposing the High-Level (HL) Dataset:
a resource for Vision and Language (V&L) mod-
eling which aligns existing object-centric captions
with human-collected high-level descriptions of im-
ages along three different axes: scenes, actions and
rationales. The high-level captions capture the hu-
man interpretation of the scene which are comple-
mentary to object-centric captions used in current
V&L datasets, e.g. in COCO (Lin et al., 2014). We
take a step further, and we collect confidence scores
from independent annotators, which serve to shed
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Image Axis Caption

scene the picture is shot in a ski resort
action they are just relaxing after a

round of skiing
rationale they want to have a good time

together

object-centric (COCO) a woman and a boy sitting in the
snow outside of a cabin.

Table 1: Example of High-Level captions. It is shown one of the three captions available for the three axes collected:
scene, action, rationale, combined with the object-centric captions from COCO.

light on the extent to which the high-level captions
in the dataset correspond to widely-shared assump-
tions, or to idiosyncratic interpretations. Finally,
we consider the task of generating captions that
incorporate these different axes, yielding a more
narrative-like description of images. Our contribu-
tions are:

• We present and release the HL Dataset, a
new V&L resource, grounding high-level cap-
tions in images along three different axes and
aligned with existing object-centric captions;

• We describe the collection protocol and pro-
vide an in-depth analysis of the data;

• We present baselines for the High-Level Cap-
tioning task and describe further potential uses
for our data.

2 Related work

Hodosh et al. (2013), in their influential work, ar-
gue that image captioning is mostly interested in
‘conceptual descriptions’, which focus on what
is actually in the image and differ from the so-
called non-visual descriptions, which provide addi-
tional background information. This line of thought
has been broadly followed in the field, resulting
in datasets emphasizing object-centric content in
V&L tasks involving text generation, like image
captioning (Lin et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2018;
Agrawal et al., 2019) and visual question answering
(Antol et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2016).

For instance, in the instructions used to collect
COCO (Lin et al., 2014), the annotators are explic-
itly asked to mention entities visible in the image.
This is beneficial to enhance cross-modal interac-
tions: Zhang et al. (2021) show that improving the
visual backbone on object recognition tasks, im-
proves the performance of visio-linguistic models
in downstream tasks. Li et al. (2020) show that

using object labels to bridge the two modalities
improves grounding capabilities of V&L models.
Object-centricity is also a feature of widely-used
web-scraped datasets: in the Conceptual Captions
dataset for instance, Sharma et al. (2018) filtered
out all captions which did not overlap with object
labels automatically identified by a computer vision
model in the corresponding image.

Some efforts have been made to understand how
low-level concepts improve generalization capabil-
ities and connect to high-level concepts. Object-
centric captions help to improve the generalization
over unseen objects (Hu et al., 2021) and play a
role in the model understanding of abstract con-
cepts (Cafagna et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2022b). In
our work, we are interested in the relations between
what Hodosh et al. (2013) refer to as ‘conceptual’
and ‘non-visual’ descriptions, which we re-frame
as a distinction between low-level (object-centric)
and high-level descriptions in multimodal learning.
We release a novel dataset to foster research in this
direction.

Motivation for the present work is also provided
by recent research exploring the visual correlates of
inferences, temporal and causal relationships (e.g.,
Park et al., 2020), which also have implications for
generation. In visual storytelling, for instance, a
model has to understand actions and interactions
among the visually depicted entities (Huang et al.,
2016; Hu et al., 2020; Lukin et al., 2018; Hong
et al., 2023). Identifying actions is a prerequisite
for predicting their motivations or rationales as
well as explaining automatically generated descrip-
tions of images (Hendricks et al., 2018). Actions
and intention are paramount to performing com-
monsense and temporal reasoning on visual inputs.
Along these lines, Park et al. (2020) creates dy-
namic stories on top of static images, where the
task is to predict priors and subsequent actions and
rationales. Our work is similar in spirit, as we align
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high-level descriptions of actions and rationales
with low-level descriptions of static images.

Some work has also been done to test multi-
modal model grounding capabilities from a more
linguistic perspective. Parcalabescu et al. (2022)
build a benchmark to test models on a variety of
linguistic phenomena, like spatial relations, count-
ing, existence, etc. Pezzelle et al. (2020) assess
the integration of complementary information of
V&L models across modalities, while Thrush et al.
(2022) test multimodal models on compositional
reasoning. In this context, the HL Dataset pro-
posed here can offer another benchmark for V&L
models’ understanding of high-level descriptions
of images. Such descriptions are licensed by the
entities depicted in the visual modality and the re-
lationships between them but they do not mention
them explicitly.

3 Data

In this section, we describe the protocol used to col-
lect annotations for scenes, actions and rationales
and the subsequent collection of confidence scores
through crowdsourcing. Differently from previous
works, such as COCO, where human annotators
are instructed to be objective and to mention only
the objects clearly visible in the picture, we elicit
high-level concepts in the form of captions by en-
couraging the annotators to rely on their subjective
interpretation of the image.

3.1 Data collection
The task of collecting high-level descriptions is
by nature hard to define and requires a clear and
careful formulation, therefore we run a pilot study
with the double goal of collecting feedback and
fine-tuning the task instructions. Full details of the
pilot are reported in Appendix D.

Procedure The participants are shown an image
containing at least one human subject and three
questions regarding three aspects or axes: scene,
actions and rationales i,e. Where is the picture
taken?; What is the subject doing?; and Why is the
subject doing it? We explicitly ask the participants
to rely on their personal interpretation of the scene
and add examples and suggestions in the instruc-
tions to further guide the annotators. Moreover, dif-
ferently from other VQA datasets like (Antol et al.,
2015) and (Zhu et al., 2016), where each question
can refer to different entities in the image, we sys-
tematically ask the same three questions about the

same subject for each image. See Appendix D for
the full instructions and Appendix C for details
regarding the annotations costs.

Images As mentioned in Section 1 the COCO
dataset has a very explicit object-centric orienta-
tion, therefore it provides a good starting point
to select images, such that we can couple object-
centric and high-level captions in a resource-lean
approach. Moreover, the alignment of object-
centric and high-level captions permits an inves-
tigation of the relationship between them.

We randomly select 14,997 images from the
COCO 2014 train-val split. In order to answer
questions related to actions and rationales we need
to ensure the presence of a (human) subject in the
image. Therefore, we leverage the entity annota-
tion provided in COCO to select images containing
at least one person.

The whole annotation is conducted on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT). We split the workload
into batches in order to ease the monitoring of the
quality of the data collected. Each image is anno-
tated by three different annotators, therefore we
collect three annotations per axis.

3.2 Confidence Scores
The high-level descriptions are collected by asking
the participants to interpret the scene leveraging
their personal experience. The element of subjec-
tivity leads us to expect some variation in the result-
ing descriptions, especially where annotators need
to infer actions and rationales. In order to distin-
guish what can confidently be considered widely-
shared, or ‘commonsense’ descriptions, from more
idiosyncratic interpretations, we conduct a separate
study where we crowd-source confidence scores
for each high-level caption. We ask independent
participants to score the likelihood of a high-level
description given the image and the correspond-
ing question on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. For
a detailed example of the form see Figure 23 in
Appendix D.

Agreement-based worker selection The confi-
dence scores are collected following the same pro-
tocol used to collect the high-level descriptions.
Using the data from our pilot study, which was car-
ried out with participants who had been thoroughly
briefed on the task, we ran a preliminary qualifica-
tion task where we employed an automatic worker
selection method to hire qualified annotators from
the crowd-sourcing platform.
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Let’s consider the participants of the pilot as
gold annotators (as they were trained on the task)
and their annotations as reference annotations. The
inter-annotator agreement computed on the refer-
ence annotations can be considered the gold inter-
annotator agreement αgold of the task.

We run the qualification task using the same set
of items used in the pilot, then for each worker
w we re-compute the inter-annotator agreement
(Hayes and Krippendorff, 2007), combining the
workers and the reference annotations, obtaining
αw. We compute an agreement ratio

r =
αw

αgold
(1)

Then, we select the worker w if r > t, where t is a
threshold empirically set to 0.5. This is equivalent
to choosing workers such that their contribution
does not negatively affect αgold by a factor greater
than t. In other words, the workers are selected if
they are relatively compliant with the gold annota-
tors.

4 Dataset Analysis

In this section, we analyse the captions collected
in the High-Level Dataset. To provide insights
on the kind of captions collected, we analyse the
distribution of the captions across different axes,
also comparing them with the object-centric COCO
captions2. Furthermore, we perform a grammatical
error analysis, which we report in Appendix A.1.

4.1 High-Level descriptions
We collected 3 annotations per axis over a set of
14,997 images for a total of 134,973 captions. An
example of high-level descriptions aligned with
the original object-centric caption from COCO is
shown in Table 1. We expect to observe shorter
texts in the high-level captions as annotators were
not giving highly descriptive details typical of
object-centric captions. This is visible in Figure 1,
which shows that the length of the high-level cap-
tions is roughly half of the object-centric COCO
captions. Though shorter, they have a comparable
number of unique tokens over all the axes (as re-
ported in Table 2); this suggests that the high-level
captions are not repetitive and contain a fair amount
of lexical variability. A more detailed comparison
of the statistics is reported in Table 2.

2The analysis is performed by using Spacy v.3 pipeline
for English using the en core web md model to analyse the
part of speech of the texts.

Data # Tok Avg Len # Uniq # Cap
actions 271168 6.02 7326 44991
scenes 233232 5.18 4157 44991
rationales 306396 6.81 8301 44991
HL (tot) 810796 6.00 12296 134973
COCO 857218 11.42 13300 75019

Table 2: HL dataset caption statistics compared the
COCO captions (object-centric) for the shared set of im-
ages. We report the number of tokens (# Tok), average
length (Len), number of unique tokens (# Uniq), and
number of captions (# Cap).

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
length

object

action

scene

rationale
ax

is

Figure 1: Caption length of the HL captions divided
per axis (action, scene, rationale) in comparison to the
object-centric COCO captions (object).

Moreover, as already mentioned, the COCO cap-
tions are object-centric, that is, these captions are
collected to objectively represent the visual content.
Although this is convenient in recognition-oriented
tasks, they lack the situational knowledge required
to contextualize scenes; knowledge that is instead
an essential part of the cognitive processes under-
lying the grounding of language in vision. Indeed,
as shown in Figure 2, the most frequent lemmas in
the original COCO captions for the images used
in the HL Dataset denote mostly objects visible in
the picture. The high-level captions represent the
same visual content with the addition of situational
knowledge coming from the three axes, and this is
also visible in different lexico-semantic choices in
the texts. For example, Figure 3 shows the most
frequent lemmas found in the scene axis. Because
we align them to the same images, the dataset gives
us a clean way to explore the relationship between
objects and high-level axes.

Disentangling the content across the axes Ask-
ing the same three questions about the same sub-
ject for each image allows us to consistently com-
pare the content of our captions across three well-
defined axes. We analyse the most frequent nouns
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Figure 2: The most frequent nouns in the COCO cap-
tions of the shared set of images with the HL dataset.
The majority of the terms correspond to physical objects
visible in the image.
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Figure 3: The most frequent lemmas of the captions in
the scene axis of the HL dataset.

in the scene axis in order to characterize the kind of
scenes mentioned in the captions collected. The top
most frequent scenes include street, room and road.
These are scene types which can encompass a very
broad variety of objects. However, we can also
identify scenes for which a narrower range of ob-
jects would be diagnostic, for example those related
to sport activities like baseball, tennis, ski, ground
and court, or domestic environments like house,
kitchen and living (referring to ‘living rooms’). For
a more complete view see Figure 3 where we report
the top 20 most frequent scenes in the HL dataset.

Similarly, we can characterize also the action
and the rationale axes. We identify the action dis-
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Figure 4: The most frequent verb lemmas of the captions
in the action axis of the HL dataset.
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Figure 5: The most frequent noun and verb lemmas of
the captions in the rationale axis of the HL dataset.

tribution by analysing the verbs contained in the
captions. In Figure 4 we observe that the most
frequent actions are related to sports activities, con-
sistently with what was observed in the scene axis
distribution. The most frequent verbs are play, ski,
surf, skateboard, but we can also find generic ac-
tions like hold, walk, sit and eat.

In the rationale axis we analyse both nouns and
verbs. In this axis we expect to observe more sub-
jectivity and content variability, with more lemmas
denoting intents, mental states and events, includ-
ing psych verbs. Our hypothesis is that the anno-
tators leverage their personal experience to infer
these answers to a greater extent than they do for
scene descriptions.

The majority of the rationales express intentions;
in fact, want is by far the most frequent term in the
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lemmas distribution. As observed with the other
two axes, terms related to sports activities are more
frequent (play, game, tennis, practice), but also
related to leisure (enjoy, fun, vacation, love, family)
along with generic activities (work, wait, try, eat).
For more details see Figure 5.

The systematic disentanglement of the content
along three axes can serve as a filter to identify
or analyse sub-samples of the data with specific
characteristics. For instance, as observed so far, we
can confidently say that sports-related activities are
predominant in the dataset.

Connecting high- and low-level concepts One
of the main goals of this resource is to enable the
discovery of connections between high- and low-
level captions, that are, descriptions of the same im-
ages at different levels of abstraction. By construc-
tion, the alignment provided by the HL Dataset
allows us to identify concrete objects in images
which provide ‘support’ to infer high-level con-
cepts such as scenes, actions and rationales.

We dive deeper into our analysis and study the
connection between high-level concepts related to
scene, action and rationale, to low-level objects
present in the aligned COCO captions. We ask:
‘What are the most informative objects for a high-
level concept (e.g. enjoy) found in a specific axis
(e.g rationale)?’

We leverage the Point-wise Mutual Information
(PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990) to find the most
informative objects linked to a high-level concept.
This is helpful to discover connections between
concepts across different levels of abstraction but
also gives clues on the content distributions within
the axes. We filter out object mentions which have
a frequency less than 100 in the low-level captions.
This leaves 475 object-denoting lemmas. Then,
we compute the PMI between content words in
the high-level captions and all these lemmas. For
example, Figure 6 shows the nouns in the object-
centric captions which have the strongest PMI with
the verb ‘enjoy’ in the rationale axis.

We can observe that high-level captions can ex-
press different nuances of the same abstract con-
cept. To take another example, love (in Figure 7)
can refer to the love between an animal and its
owner, between two partners (e.g. wedding) or the
love for sports (e.g. skate, snowboard). In the
same way, as shown in Figure 6 a general concept
like enjoy can be characterized by object-level con-
cepts leaning toward a specific nuance of meaning,

Figure 6: Most informative objects for the word enjoy
in the rationale axis. Font size is proportional to PMI.

Figure 7: Most informative objects for the word love in
the rationale axis. Font size is proportional to PMI.

like sports activities (e.g. kite, snowboarder, skier)
or places (e.g. sandy shore, ocean, lake). More
examples are provided in Appendix A.2.

4.2 Confidence scores analysis
Our confidence scores are similar in spirit to the
self-confidence scores collected in the VQA dataset
(Antol et al., 2015). However, they differ insofar as
our scores are not self-reported by the authors of
the captions, but collected from independent anno-
tators. The inclusion of an external judgment plays
an important role in determining the reliability of
interpretation operated by the annotators in the cap-
tion collection and therefore, in shedding light on
the extent to which an annotator’s interpretation
of a scene relies on ‘shared’ or ‘commonsense’
knowledge, or is entirely idiosyncratic.

We observe an average confidence score of 4.47
on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (with a standard devi-
ation of 0.78 and a median of 5) over all the axes.
This suggests that, overall, according to indepen-
dent judges, our high-level captions succeeded in
capturing shared or ‘commonsense’ high-level in-
terpretations of the scene.

Furthermore, the confidence scores provide an
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Figure 8: Axis-wise confidence score distribution of the
high-level captions.

Idx Scene caption Confidence
1 in the restaurant 1
2 in the entrance of the library 1
3 the picture is taken outside a library 3

Figure 9: Example of a ‘hard’ sample in the HL dataset
where the scene captions have low confidence scores.

additional perspective under which our data can be
characterized: by performing an axis-wise analysis
of the confidence scores distribution (see Figure 8),
we observe that the scene and action captions fea-
ture the highest overall confidence, while the ra-
tionale axis lags behind by a small margin. We
expect such differences, since determining the ra-
tionale of an action depicted in a static image is
challenging, in particular, because annotators can
leverage significant visual cues, but have no ac-
cess either to temporal information or the subject’s
stated intentions. Therefore, they need to resort to
their own priors and expectations which can also
lead to idiosyncratic interpretations which indepen-
dent judges – as in our confidence score analysis –
would find relatively unlikely.

One important use of confidence scores is to pro-
vide a measure of uncertainty of the data, which
can be used, for instance, to identify hard samples;
an example is shown in Figure 9. The scene is hard
to interpret even for humans and the scene captions
display more variability and have low confidence
scores. A detailed analysis of lexical and seman-
tic variability in the presence of high-confidence
scores is reported in Appendix A.3.

Model Axis Cider SBLEU Rouge-L

GIT
action 110.63 15.21 30.43
rationale 42.58 5.90 18.57
scene 103.00 24.67 33.92

BLIP
action 123.07 17.16 32.16
rationale 46.11 6.21 19.74
scene 116.70 26.46 35.30

ClipCap
action 176.54 27.37 39.15
rationale 78.04 11.71 25.76
scene 145.93 36.73 42.83

Table 3: Automatic metrics for baselines (GIT, BLIP,
and ClipCap) fine-tuned along the three axes (scene,
action, and rationales) of the HL dataset. The results
are the average of 5 evaluation runs, by keeping the same
decoding strategy and parameters for all the models.

5 Baselines and results

In this section, we show how the dataset can be
used to finetune models to generate high-level,
aspect-specific descriptions, e.g. image-to-scene
or image-to-action. Below, in Section 6, we also
describe a data augmentation and generation exper-
iment, to merge the three axes into more ‘narrative-
like’ descriptions of images.

We provide baselines for this task by fine-tuning
three models, namely GIT (Wang et al., 2022a),
BLIP (Li et al., 2022), and ClipCap (Mokady et al.,
2021) on each separate axis. All the baselines
were trained for a maximum of 10 epochs using a
learning rate of 5e−5, Adam optimizer, and half-
precision (fp16).

Table 3 displays automatic evaluation results for
the three models, on each axis. The first observa-
tion is that ClipCap outperforms by far the other
models in each separate axis. Differently from the
other models, which are natively multimodal, Clip-
Cap leverages a LLM to generate captions, condi-
tioning the text generation on a prefix representing
the visual information, which is obtained by a map-
ping network trained to generate the prefix from
CLIP’s (Radford et al., 2021) image embeddings.

A second observation, consistent with the analy-
sis presented in earlier sections, is that on all met-
rics, models fine-tuned to generate rationale-based
descriptions receive lower scores. We hypothesise
that this is due in part to the greater variability in
this axis, and to its inherent difficulty, as reflected in
lower confidence scores. Future work could lever-
age these scores as additional signal in fine-tuning
models on captions that require more inference,
compared to more descriptive ones.
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6 Data augmentation and narrative
generation

We now describe how we extend the dataset to com-
bine the three axes to compose a short ‘narrative’,
which describes the scene, action and rationale in
tandem. We call this new dataset HL Narratives.
To do this, we leverage the individual axes and syn-
thesise this part of the data using a pre-trained lan-
guage model. Since scenes, actions, and rationales
were elicited individually in a visually grounded
and controlled setting, a synthesised version of the
three individual captions should also be true of the
image to the same extent (modulo the variations in
confidence that we observe).

6.1 Data generation process

We frame the synthesis of narrative captions as a
paraphrasing task. We follow a human-in-the-loop
approach consisting of three stages: (i) we man-
ually annotate a small sample of gold data; (ii)
we fine-tune a large pre-trained language model
(LPLM); (iii) we use the fine-tuned model to gener-
ate a sample of data, which is manually corrected
and then (iv) added to the gold annotations before
fine-tuning again. This procedure allows us to use
only a few iterations to annotate quickly a consid-
erable amount of data because the model improves
the quality of the generated data, making manual
correction progressively easier.

We use a version of T5 (Raffel et al., 2020)
already fine-tuned on paraphrase generation3 as
LPLM data generator. We initialise the process
with manually paraphrased annotations for 50 im-
ages (3 × 50 = 150), fine-tune the model for 2
epochs, and generate 150 captions for another 50
images, which are manually corrected and added
to the original 150. The model is then fine-tuned
for a further two epochs. In each iteration, we re-
serve 10% as validation data. After two epochs, we
observe that the validation loss does not improve
further. Finally, in the last iteration, we use all gold
data to fine-tune the model and generate synthetic
high-level captions for the whole HL dataset, ob-
taining 14,997 synthetic captions for training and
1499 for testing. In addition to the T5 paraphrase
model, we also experimented with LLaMA (Tou-
vron et al., 2023) in a few-shot setting; however,
we find that T5 outperforms LLAMA in this task.

3Details about the T5 fine-tuned on paraphrase generation
are available at https://huggingface.co/Vamsi/
T5_Paraphrase_Paws.

Model SacreBLEU ROUGE-L Cider
GIT (PRE) 1.23 11.91 18.88
BLIP (PRE) 3.47 15.21 24.15
ClipClap (PRE) 8.72 19.45 40.47

GIT (FT) 11.11 27.61 75.78
BLIP (FT) 11.70 26.17 79.39
ClipCap (FT) 8.15 24.53 63.91

Table 4: Results of the narrative generation task, aver-
aged over 5 runs using the same decoding parameters
for all models. PRE: pretrained models; FT: finetuned
on the synthetic data.

See Appendix B for full details.

6.2 Results

We build three baselines by fine-tuning the same
three large pre-trained models used in Section 5:
GIT, BLIP, and ClipCap on our synthetic narrative
captions. We fine-tune for 3 epochs with batch size
8, learning rate 5e−5, and Adam optimizer with
weight decay (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). We
test on our gold human-annotated data. As shown
in Table 4, where we report results for automatic
metrics, overall the models achieve worse results
than in the aspect-specific caption generation task
(reported in Table 3). This further highlights the
difficulty of generating narrative captions of this
kind for models trained on object-centric captions.

Notably, the best-performing model in the
aspect-specific caption generation task, namely
ClipCap, is the worst in the narrative caption gener-
ation, though by a small margin (Table 4). This sug-
gests that although a conditioned LLM can greatly
adapt to generate high-level descriptions of specific
aspects of the scene, it struggles in generating com-
prehensive high-level descriptions involving mul-
tiple high-level aspects of the scene. Ultimately,
this suggests that the multimodal representations
learned by multimodal models are more robust and
effective in generating natural captions than condi-
tioned unimodal models such as ClipCap.

However, the exposure to a small amount of syn-
thetic high-level captions is sufficient to drive the
models’ generated text toward more narrative-like
outputs. See Appendix F for more examples from
all models. Further progress can be done in this
direction, for example by incorporating confidence
scores during finetuning.

7 Further uses of the HL Dataset

We envision a wide set of use cases and tasks en-
abled by the HL Dataset.
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GIT (PRE): a group of people on the beach
GIT (FT): people enjoying sunbathing, the picture was
taken on the beach and are going to have fun and enter-
tainment

GIT (PRE): two girls looking at their cell phones
GIT (FT): they are reading a text message outside on the
street, waiting for their friend.

Figure 10: Comparison between the object-centric captions generated by GIT pre-trained (PRE) and the high-level
caption generated by the fine-tuned (FT) model. The generated high-level caption embeds high-level information
regarding action, rationale, and scene, depicted in the visual content.

V&L generative tasks Our captions support im-
age captioning generation tasks which encompass
a broader range of visually grounded linguistic de-
scriptions than the highly object-centric, ‘concep-
tual’ descriptions which dominate the captioning
literature Hodosh et al. (2013). Moreover, the de-
composition along three axes can be exploited to
compose narratives of the image, as in image para-
graph generation (Wang et al., 2019) and visual
storytelling (Huang et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2020).
They can be used in combination with the ques-
tion each axis corresponds to, in order to generate
micro-dialog scenarios.

We would also argue that the high-level captions
are also more natural and human-like, since they
were collected without enforcing any restriction on
the content to be described. Given that the images
are also aligned with object-centric captions, it is
possible to envisage a scenario in which a model
is trained to generate high-level captions, which
are ‘explained’ or justified with reference to low-
level, object-centric properties (see Hendricks et al.,
2016, 2018, for some work in this direction). In
this way, the dataset can be leveraged to provide
captions and explanations. Furthermore, the con-
fidence scores serve for the identification of hard
samples in the data, both for evaluation purposes
and to provide additional training signals, as re-
cently shown by Ouyang et al. (2022).

Multimodal Grounding HL Dataset is also a
useful resource to benchmark the grounding capa-
bilities of large pre-trained V&L models. Along
these lines, Cafagna et al. (2021) study the capa-
bility of V&L models to understand scene descrip-
tions in zero-shot settings, finding that only large-
scale pre-trained V&L models have enough gener-
alization capabilities to handle unseen high-level

scene descriptions. Cafagna et al. (2022) analyse
the impact of exposure to high-level scene descrip-
tions on multimodal representations in models pre-
trained on object-centric captions. They show that
exposure to high-level concepts mainly affects the
model’s attentional resource allocation over the
visual input, even though the low-level concepts
learned during pre-training provide enough signal
to support and easily adapt to scene descriptions
during fine-tuning. This is also supported by Wang
et al. (2022b) who find that low-level concepts are
needed to learn higher-level concepts, though this
does not hold in the other direction.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the High-Level (HL)
Dataset. We extended 14,997 images from the pop-
ular COCO dataset with 134,973 human-annotated
high-level descriptions systematically collected
over three axes: scene, action, and rationale. We
aligned high-level captions with object-centric cap-
tions and we provided human-collected confidence
scores to measure the degree of commonsense ex-
pressed in the high-level captions. We also pro-
vided baseline results on generating captions for
individual axes, as well as synthesised narrative
captions by combining these three high-level axes
of description.

Differently from current V&L captioning
datasets, the high-level captions capture the human
interpretation of the scene allowing for inference
and expectations. We discussed how they can be
used also in combination with low-level captions
to improve research in visual commonsense reason-
ing and multimodal grounding of visual concepts
into linguistic expressions and for generative tasks,
hoping to foster future research in this direction.
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Ethical Considerations

The data collection received ethical approval from
the University of Malta Research Ethics Commit-
tee. This data is intended to be used for training,
fine-tuning, and performing experimental evalu-
ations of machine learning models. The dataset
from which the images were originally sourced is a
widely-studied, publicly available resource. As far
as we are aware, the data does not contain harmful
or offensive content. However, we acknowledge
that any biases in the collection of images and/or
captions in the original dataset will also be present
in the HL Dataset.

Supplementary Materials Availability
Statement:

The HL Dataset is publicly released on GitHub4

and Huggingface5. The syntetic HL Narratives
Dataset described in Section 6, is publicly released
on Huggingface6. All the baselines described in
Section 5 and 6 are available on Huggingface7.
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Appendix

A Data Analysis Details

A.1 Quantitying grammatical errors

We ask two postgraduate students experts in lin-
guistics to correct grammatical errors in a sample
of 9900 captions, 900 of which are shared between
the two experts. They are shown the image-caption
pairs and they are asked to edit the caption when-
ever they identify a grammatical error. The most
common errors reported by the annotators are:

• Misuse of prepositions;

• Wrong verb conjugation;

• Pronoun omissions.

In order to quantify the extent to which the cor-
rected captions differ from the original ones, we
compute the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein,
1966) between them.

We observe that 22.5% of the sample have been
edited and only 5% with a Levenshtein distance
greater than 10. This suggests a reasonable level
of grammatical quality overall, with no substantial
grammatical issues. This can also be observed from
the Levenshtein distance distribution reported in
Figure 11. Moreover, the human evaluation is quite
reliable as we observe a moderate inter-annotator
agreement (α = 0.507, (Krippendorff, 2018)) com-
puted over the shared sample.
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Figure 11: Distribution of the Levenshtein distance com-
puted between the original and the corrected high-level
captions in a sample of 9900 captions.

A.2 PMI analysis examples

The PMI analysis can provide interesting insight
into the connection between object-level and high-
level captions on all the three axes available.

On the scene axis, for instance, the PMI gives
some clues on the extent to which an object can be
considered diagnostic for a scene. For instance, two
semantically similar scenes like restaturant (see
Figure 12) and kitchen (see Figure 14) share sev-
eral diagnostic objects, as we would expect. How-
ever, we can identify important semantic nuances:
the scene restaurant contains objects related to the
food (i.e. pizza, cheese, wine, sandwhich) whereas
kitchen contains objects related to the preparation
of food (i.e. stove, oven, tray, refrigerator). An-
other example is shown in Figure 13, where the
most relevant objects for the action look encom-
pass a wide variety of contexts, like looking at a
screen or a device (e.g. device, screen, cellphone)
or entertainment (e.g. zoo, zebra, giraffe). For
more examples see Table 5, where are shown the
top most relevant objects for the top three lemmas
in the scene, action and rationale axes.

These semantic differences, while quite easy
for humans to interpret, are not usually present
in object-centric V&L datasets. They are made ex-
plicit and easy to identify in the HL dataset, where
captions with different levels of abstraction are
aligned with the same image.

Figure 12: Most informative objects for the word restau-
rant in the scene axis. Font size is proportional to PMI.
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Figure 13: Most informative objects for the word look
in the action axis. Font size is proportional to PMI.

Figure 14: Most informative objects for the word kitchen
in the scene axis. Font size is proportioanl to PMI.

Axis Top Lemmas Top Objects (PMI)

scene
street intersection, decker, meter

room living, wii, nintendo

road traffic, decker, intersection

action
play nintendo, wii, swing

ride rider, carriage, wave

hold controller, remote, rain

rationale
want mirror, bathroom, sink

enjoy wave, kite, ocean

fun wii, nintendo, controller

Table 5: Top most informative objects of the top most
frequent lemmas in the three axes (scene, action, ratio-
nale) according to PMI.

A.3 Quantifying Lexical and Semantic
Diversity

In Section 4.2, we showed that in the presence of
low confidence, there can be variation or disagree-
ment among high-level captions given by different
annotators for the same axis. In such cases, the
captions focus on different aspects or refer to dif-
ferent interpretations. Although this phenomenon
has been observed for captions with a low confi-
dence score, it is conceivable that it might also
happen with high-confidence captions, for exam-
ple, two captions annotated by different annotators,
while differing in the interpretation of an image,
could nevertheless be considered highly likely. To
quantify this phenomenon, in this section we fur-
ther expand our analysis by studying the lexical
and semantic diversity of our captions.

Purity score We leverage the BLEURT score
(Sellam et al., 2020), a trainable metric used to
evaluate semantic differences in Natural Language
Generation, to compute a score measuring the se-
mantic diversity among the high-level captions as-
sociated with an image. To do so, we first compute
such scores across each axis, and then we combine
them to obtain a final score for the item. In this
way, we can unpack the semantic diversity item-
wise and axis-wise.

Let C be the set of high-level captions of a given
axis (e.g. scenes) for a given image. For simplicity,
we do not report the index of the image and the
axis in the following notation. We compute the
BLEURT score of the caption as follows:

si = BLEURT (ci, ref) (2)

where si is the resulting BLEURT score, ci is a
high-level caption, and ref is the set of reference
captions defined as follows:

ref := {cj | cj ∈ C and j ̸= i} (3)

In other words ref is the set of remaining cap-
tions along the axis and therefore, si is measuring
the semantic diversity of the caption with respect
to the other captions along the same axis.

By averaging the caption-wise scores across a
single axis and across all the axes we obtain a pu-
rity score measuring the semantic consistency both
axis-wise and item-wise.

Diversity score Along the same lines, we pro-
pose the diversity score, to measure the lexical di-
versity of the captions. The diversity score follows
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the same logic implemented to compute the purity
score introduced in the previous paragraph, but the
BLEURT score in Eq. 2 is replaced by the BLEU
score (Papineni et al., 2002) and then normalized
between 0 (similar) and 1 (very different). Our
score is similar in spirit to self-BLEU (Zhu et al.,
2018) as it measures the similarity of the captions
within their own distribution. However, its com-
putation concerns only axis-wise and item-wise
captions.

A.3.1 Results and discussion
As shown in Figure 15 the purity scores obtained
are mostly negative, this is due to lexical variations,
which the BLEURT score is known to be sensitive
to (Sellam et al., 2020). However, BLEURT is not
defined in any specific interval thus, it is usually
hard to interpret (Sellam et al., 2020) if not consid-
ered in relative terms. Based on that, we use it to
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Figure 15: Axis-wise purity score distribution.

compare the semantic purity across items and axes
within our dataset. As shown in Figure 15, action
and scene share similar purity score distributions
whereas the rationale is more skewed to the left
than the other axes. This shows that the rationales
feature a higher semantic diversity (lower overall
BLEURT) than the other axes.

The rationale axis is also the one featuring the
highest lexical diversity, whereas the scene and the
action have similar distributions. This is shown
in Figure 16 where the rationale density estimate
(in green) has a higher peak skewed on the right-
hand side than scene and actiondensity estimate
(respectively in orange and blue).

We have similar observations for both purity and
the diversity scores and this confirms what was
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Figure 16: Axis-wise diversity score distribution. The
scores have been normalized between 0 and 1.
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observed in the confidence score analysis in Sec-
tion 4.2, namely that the task of determining the
rationale of an action from a static image produces
more variation and divergent interpretations lead-
ing to higher semantic and lexical diversity. More-
over, we find that both the diversity and the pu-
rity scores positively correlate with the confidence
scores (See Figure 17).

A.3.2 Item-based analysis
An item in the HL dataset is an image along with
all the high-level captions of all the axes. For in-
stance, Figures 18 and 19 show the item-wise di-
versity score and purity score distribution respec-
tively, along with their average value across the
whole dataset. An item on the right-hand side of
the distribution is systematically more consistent
across its axes with respect to the measure con-
sidered (purity or diversity). This information can
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be combined with confidence scores to perform a
more fine-rained sample selection. For example
in zero-shot testing, we might want to use a hard
sample to test our model with, we can select items
with similar lexicons, low-semantic purity, and low
confidence scores.

B Narative Caption Generation Task
Details

B.1 Few-shots Prompting Data Generation

We test an alternative data generation pipeline by
leveraging the in-context learning capabilities fea-
tured by the most recent large language models
(LLM) (Brown et al., 2020; Maeng et al., 2017;
Touvron et al., 2023). This data generation ap-
proach has the advantage of not requiring any
model fine-tuning.

We design a prompt for our task and we use it to
generate data from the recently developed LLaMA

Given three sentences merge them into one sentence, and
make sure that the sentence is grammatically correct. Here
is an example:’in a beach’,’ holding an umbrella’,’ so they
won’t get a sunburn’ <holding an umbrella in the beach so
that they won’t get a sunburn.>\n The three sentences are:
’scene’,’action’,’rationale’ <

Figure 20: Prompt used for the data generation. The
parts in bold are replaced with the corresponding high-
level descriptions for the given sample.

model (Touvron et al., 2023). The prompt consists
of the task description, followed by an example
and the inputs of the task written in natural lan-
guage. The full prompt is shown in Figure 20. The
resulting output is then post-processed to extract
the generated high-level caption.

Discussion As described in Section 6, we build
baseline image captioning models starting from
GIT-base and fine-tuning on the LLaMA- and T5-
generated synthetic data. The best model is chosen
on a combination of qualitative models’ output in-
spections and automatic metrics (SacreBLEU (Post,
2018), ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) and Cider (Vedan-
tam et al., 2015)) computed over the gold data.

In Table 6 we show the results of the evalua-
tion based on the automatic metrics. First, we ob-
serve that the performance of the pre-trained model
(PRE) is extremely poor, in the high-level caption
generation task, highlighting the substantial differ-
ence between captions of this kind with traditional
object-centric captioning the pre-trained model is
trained on.

Second, focusing on the fine-tuned models, we
observe that GIT fine-tuned on T5-generated data
performs better than the LLaMa-based counterpart
on the automatic metrics. We argue that the model
trained on T5-generated synthetic data benefits
from the exposure of the data generator to the gold
data distribution. However, we point out that the
few-shot data generation pipeline remains a valid
alternative as it achieves comparable performance
without requiring any further fine-tuning.

C Annotation Costs

In this section, we report the costs related to the
data collection.

High-level caption collection Overall 1033 par-
ticipants took part in the caption data collection,
they were paid $ 0.04 per item corresponding to
the hourly minimum rate in the United Kingdom.
In total, the data collection cost $ 1938.
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Model SacreBLEU ROUGE-L Cider
GIT(PRE) 1.23 11.91 18.88
GIT(T5) 11.07 31.37 74.79
GIT(LLaMA) 10.96 24.71 65.05

Table 6: Automatic metrics computed over the gold
annotated high-level captions; the scores are the average
results of 5 runs using the same decoding parameters for
all models. We compare the pre-trained model (PRE)
with the model finetuned on T5-generated (T5) and
LLaMA-generated (LLaMA) data.

Confidence Scores collection The qualification
task for confidence scores led to the recruitment
of 53 annotators. We found that this task was
harder than the high-level caption annotation in
terms of complexity but not in terms of execution
time which was indeed shorter. Therefore, in order
to encourage good quality annotations, we pay $
0.04 per item. Considering the time needed to per-
form the task, this corresponds to 4 times the hourly
rate of the minimum wage in the United Kingdom.
The qualification task and the data collection cost
respectively $ 93 and $ 1938.

D Annotation Details

D.1 Pilot

We run a pilot study with the double goal of collect-
ing feedback and defining the task instructions. The
pilot is run with 9 participants who were trained
on the task, with high proficiency in English and a
background in computer science and linguistics.

With the results from the pilot we design a beta
version of the task and we run a small batch of
cases on the crowd-sourcing platform. We man-
ually inspect the results and we further refine the
instructions and the formulation of the task before
finally proceeding with the annotation in bulk. The
final annotation form is shown in Figure 22. It is
important to notice that the instructions, shown in
Figure 21 are always visible to the workers.

Figure 23 shows the annotation form used for
the confidence score collection. Also in this case,
the instructions are always visible to the worker
and each image is presented along with the original
question and the answer.

E Additional Data Examples

In Table 7 we show further examples of images and
their corresponding captions in the HL Dataset.

Instructions:
You are going to see some pictures. Each picture involves
one or more people (’the subject’). You will be asked
some questions about the picture
Don’t think too much, feel free to give your personal
interpretation using your knowledge or common sense.
Try to answer using full English sentences. If you’re not
sure what the answer could be, give your best guess.
Avoid using expressions like ”I think” or ”I suppose”
or ”Maybe.
Do not propose options or possibilities saying for in-
stance: something ”or” something else. Make your best
guess and state the one you choose.
Write a statement, don’t write a one-word answer,
avoid acronyms or slangs and write a full sentence.

1. Where is the picture taken: give your best guess
about the type of place where the action is happen-
ing (for example, ”in a ski resort”);

2. What is the subject doing: Try to describe what
the people are doing as concisely as possible.
If there is more than one person, try to choose a
description that captures what all of them are doing
(for example, ”They are skiing”)

3. Why is the subject doing it: here, write your best
guess about why the person or persons are doing
the action (for example, ”They are on a family
holiday”)

The What question and the Why question cannot have
the same answer.

The answers must be written correctly in English,
check the spell and most importantly don’t forget the
subject of the sentence in your answer (he, she, it,
they)

Figure 21: Final version of the instructions presented
to the workers during the collection of the high-level
captions. These instructions are always visible to the
annotators.

F Examples of Narrative Caption
generations

In Figure 24 we show examples of narrative caption
generations from our fine-tuned baselines.
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Figure 22: Annotation form presented to the worker during the high-level captions collection. The instructions
(shown in Figure 21), are always visible to the annotators.

Figure 23: The confidence scores annotation form. We show the instructions, the image, the question, and the
corresponding answer.
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BLIP: they are playing football in a soccer field and are
spending time together
Gold (T5): They are playing in a stadium they are in a
game.

BLIP (FT): he skates in a snowy field and wants to enjoy
the ride.
Gold (T5): He is snowboarding in a ski resort and he is
on vacation.

ClipClap (FT): They are waiting for a bus to take them
to the bus station
Gold (T5): at the bus stops he needs to be taken to his
destination..

ClipClap (FT): He is skating on a skateboard in a skate
park.
Gold (T5): He is skateboarding at a skatepark for fun.

GIT (FT): they are riding horses in the beach, they want
to go on vacation.
Gold (T5): They are riding in a beach, they are in a trip..

GIT (FT): the cat is watching the dog in the kitchen, it is
watching television.
Gold (T5): Two cats are watching tv in a living room and
wait to be served food.

Figure 24: Examples of captions generated by the fine-tuned (FT) models and corresponding T5-generated (T5)
data on the narrative caption generation task.
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Image Axis Caption

scene the picture is taken in a construc-
tion site

action he is operating machinery
rationale he is clearing up debris with the

machine.

object-centric (COCO) A blue flatbed truck with a yel-
low backhoe behind on a resi-
dential street.

scene The photo is taken in a toilet
action the subject is sitting on the toilet

seat.
rationale doing it just for fun

object-centric (COCO) A man in blue shirt sitting on
toilet next to sink and mirror.

scene the picture is taken at old town
street

action one car is in the picture to turn
to old town

rationale they are coming to old town

object-centric (COCO) A car driving on a street in the
town center

scene in the restaurant.
action they are having their snacks.
rationale to taste it.

object-centric (COCO) A dad and his daughter eating a
meal at a small table.

scene this is inside a garage
action the bike is just standing alone.
rationale no one is working on or trying

to ride the bike.

object-centric (COCO) Custom motorcycle has a
wooden barrel as a sidecar

Table 7: Examples of instances of the High-Level Dataset. It is shown one of the three captions available for each of
the three axes collected: scene, action, rationale, aligned with the object-centric captions from COCO.
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Abstract

In data2text generation, tabular data is trans-
formed into a text that expresses information
from that source domain. While some text
types, such as instructions, demand objective
and neutral language without any expressive
and evaluative content, many other text types
are expected to provide expressions for these
kinds of subjective meanings. In controllable,
pipelined neural NLG separate learning models,
notably regression models, can be used to pre-
dict whether some feature deviates sufficiently
strongly from an expected value, so that evalu-
ative language would be appropriate for verbal-
izing this finding. In this paper, we present an
empirical study on the comprehension of eval-
uative adverbs and adjectival modifiers in car
reviews, a text type that is characterized by a
mixture of factual information with evaluations
expressing positive or negative surprise. We
show to what extend regression-based decision
boundaries for producing evaluative content in
controllable data2text NLG match the reader’s
expectations that are raised by those evaluative
markers. Finally we show that regression val-
ues in combination with standard deviation of
the technical input data constitute reasonable
Boolean thresholds for both positive and neg-
ative surprise, which provide the basis for the
development of more complex models that also
include the scalar base of adverbs and modi-
fiers.

1 Introduction

In controllable data-to-text natural language gener-
ation (henceforth data2text), tabular data is trans-
formed into surface text that structures, relates and
verbalizes the relevant pieces of information as
close as possible to the domain-specific character-
istic features and structures of the corresponding
text types. The goal of adjusting the output to style,
tone and structure of typical texts in the respective
domain is achieved by either manually encoding
template-based systems, or by fine-tuning large lan-

guage models (LLMs) like BERT or GPT-X on a
subset of the corpus.

An application domain that is especially chal-
lenging in regard to data2text NLG are car reviews.
In these texts, technical information is seamlessly
interwoven with subjective impressions of the test
driver and, even more important, with the test
driver’s assessment of the car’s features against
his experience with cars of comparable quality and
class.

Although a trustworthy system should not gener-
ate information that is not present in the underlying
database of car features, it is possible to approxi-
mate the domain knowledge needed to reproduce
the expert’s assessment of the car’s technical fea-
tures. For example, sentence (b) in Table (1) from a
driving report about the Lotus Elise Sport 2015 can-
not be generated from purely technical information
about the vehicle. It contains additional, subjective
information on the driving experience. If a system
for controllable data2text NLG shall be capable of
generating sentences of this kind, the respective
information must be added or the verbalisation be
hard-wired into the system, including a mechanism
for deciding when it is suitable. Talking about be-
ing pressed back into the seat would be inadequate,
even quirky, if the car was a compact car with a 60
HP motor. LLMs may encounter such expressions
during training and reproduce it when realizing the
features for the target text, but controlling style and
content for data2text with an LLM is a non-trivial
task, which is why most NLG systems in-use do
not rely on them (yet).

Accordingly, in sentence (a) in Table (1), where
the strong acceleration is contrasted with a com-
parably low motor power, controllable data2text
NLG needs a mechanism for determining when the
mismatch between acceleration and power output
is large enough to permit the usage of an evalua-
tive adverb like surprisingly and respective modi-
fiers like enormous. Again, LLMs may learn using
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(a) Surprisingly, the sports car has an enormous accel-
eration from 0 to 60 in under 6.5 seconds, given
the comparably low power of 136 hp.

(b) When you hit the gas, the first law of motion kicks
in and you feel that well-known feeling rise in your
stomach when being pressed back into your seat.

(c) The reason for this is that the Lotus Elise has an
exceptionally low kerb weight of 1931 pounds.

Table 1: Three subsequent example sentences from a
driving report

evaluative expressions from the input data, but a
controllable generation, deciding where such an
expression is suitable on the basis of the technical
data input, should be preferred. Some examples
generated by OpenAI’s ChatGPT, which we report
below, will clarify this point.

Sentence (c) finally gives the reason for the high
acceleration given the low HP: an exceptionally low
kerb weight of only 1931 pounds. The adverb excep-
tionally signals the impossibility to predict a value
of 6.5 seconds for acceleration when only consid-
ering the power output, but when considering the
joint effect with a tiny weight, the acceleration is,
albeit a rare combination, technically possible.

The exemplary excerpt demonstrates the rele-
vance of evaluative expressions on sentence and dis-
course level. However, although evaluative mean-
ing often implies a subjective estimation why some
features or states have a positive or negative stance,
these evaluations rely on experiences and expecta-
tions that can be inferred from underlying data.

We consider evaluative expressions as a key ele-
ment to generating humanlike, pragmatically rich
text and understanding the underlying mechanisms
for producing evaluative language in general. This
is of special importance when solely being infor-
mative is not the fundamental driving force for
communication. Evaluative adverbs and modifiers,
which we focus on, are just one way of realizing
a mentionable data mismatch that is present at the
early stage of document planning. Different NLG
systems, either traditional or neural models, may
then proceed differently for realizing the respective
evaluative content and including it in the generated
output.

In this paper, we describe an empirical study
on the comprehension of evaluative expressions
in driving reports, performed with non-experts in
order to identify the relation between their eval-
uative interpretation and the underlying technical
data. The study inverts the typical acceptability rat-
ing approach of fixed sentences. The participants

have to define lower and upper thresholds for nu-
merical features that make the respective phrase
acceptable, allowing us to empirically approximate
intervals and their match with evaluative scales.
We then compare the results with regression-based
approaches to data analyses to show whether these
models are adequate for dynamically determining
decision boundaries of evaluative language in text
generation.

We use the car domain with its comprehen-
sive technical specifications, but the approach we
are presenting should be transferable to any data-
oriented generation model and corresponding texts
with evaluative content related to these data, such
as technical devices and their use, weather reports,
or data and reports from sports events, such as Foot-
ball games, as in the ROTOWIRE corpus (Wiseman
et al., 2017).

2 Related Research

Evaluative expressions (and expressive constituents
in general) have received much attention in Formal
Semantics and Pragmatics, revolving around the
questions how these items can be integrated into a
compositional framework, and how their meanings
interact with truth-conditional and inferred content
(Potts, 2005; Gutzman, 2015). As meaning analy-
ses that are focusing on conditions for the use of
these expressions, they can ignore the question of
what world knowledge or data their use is based on,
which is an indispensable aspect of data2text NLG
however (Reiter and Dale, 2000; Ferreira et al.,
2020; Gatt and Krahmer, 2018).

Evaluative adverbs and modifiers, the linguistic
topic of this paper, are also attributed to emotion
generation or affective language generation (de Ro-
sis and Grasso, 2000), where evaluative items are
generated in order to convey information with a
specific stance (Elhadad, 1991), for example com-
municating exam marks (Mahamood et al., 2007)
or tailoring texts to specific users (Balloccu et al.,
2020). The same intention is inherent to car reviews
that include driving reports, where the tone of the
text is coloured by the author’s opinion. Experimen-
tal studies in this area of research are quite complex
due to the multitude of influential factors regard-
ing audience, personality, individual preferences
and the level of knowledge or common ground.
Experimental results are often non-reproducible
(Mahamood, 2021), since the target group is a de-
cisive factor. Affective language generation has
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been implemented in both, template-based NLG
systems (de Rosis and Grasso, 2000), as well as
in neural end2end language models (Singh et al.,
2020; Santhanam and Shaikh, 2019). Regarding
controllability, generating such evaluative mark-
ers with Transformer models and LLMs in general
poses a challenge due to toxicity and fact halluci-
nation (Ji et al., 2022; Dušek and Kasner, 2020;
Shen et al., 2020). First attempts have been made
to adapt GPT models to and condition on the in-
tended evaluative stance of the text to be generated
(Singh et al., 2020).

In recent approaches, end-to-end language mod-
els have been re-pipelined in order to enhance con-
trollability of intermediate representations. Ferreira
et al. (2020) propose a re-modularization of neural
generation networks, chaining separately trainable
and evaluable networks that are specialized for the
different tasks of content selection, document plan-
ning and surface realisation. They show that these
pipelined neural generation models outperform end-
to-end networks, especially on unseen data, where
the latter tend to produce topic-unrelated, incoher-
ent texts and hallucinations. In pipelined data2text
generation it is possible to integrate the necessary
calculations for determining the adequacy of evalu-
ative content on a polarized scale (Benamara et al.,
2017) with regression and classification (Langner
and Klabunde, 2022) and using large language mod-
els such as T5 (Xue et al., 2021) for transformation
into surface text.

2.1 Large language models and evaluative
tasks

ChatGPT shows in a clear way that trusting com-
pletely on LLMs does not necessarily result in the
appropriate use of evaluative expressions. The fol-
lowing excerpt is ChatGPT’s answer to the task
of evaluating the specific values of the features
‘acceleration’ and ‘motor power’ of the car under
discussion, viz. the Lotus Elise Sport 2015.1

1Original prompt: "How would you rate an acceleration
of under 6.5 seconds from 0 to 60 mph with a motor power of
136 HP?"

The acceleration of under 6.5 seconds from 0 to
60 mph with a motor power of 136 HP is pretty
impressive. It suggests that the vehicle has a good
power-to-weight ratio, which allows it to accelerate
quickly.
In terms of rating, it depends on the context of
the vehicle. If it’s a small sports car or a high-
performance sedan, then this acceleration is quite
good. On the other hand, if it’s a larger vehicle
such as an SUV or a pickup truck, then it’s still
decent but not as impressive.
Overall, I would rate an acceleration of under 6.5
seconds from 0 to 60 mph with a motor power of
136 HP as a very respectable performance for a
car.

The first paragraph perfectly captures the fact
that the Lotus Elise may accelerate so fast with
comparably small power due to a "good power-
to-weight ratio" (as also explained in the driving
report, see sentence (c) in Table 1) and evaluates
it as "pretty impressive". The second paragraph
reveals the inconsistency in regard to the evalua-
tion, a lack of coherence and the wrong calculation
behind it. For a small sports car, the acceleration
is now judged as "quite good", where initially it
was "impressive", clearly a shift on the acceleration
scale to the negative side. Furthermore, it names
SUVs and pickup trucks as contrastive vehicles, for
which the given acceleration would only be decent.
This is in contradiction to the technical facts about
motors and vehicle types. In the final paragraph,
ChatGPT uses a third evaluative expression of the
features, (a very respectable performance), and re-
lates acceleration to power output in a generalizing
statement.

Prompting ChatGPT with the task to produce
a sentence for a driving report with the features
above, using an adverb to express its opinion2, re-
sults in the following sentences that were produced
in the given order:

1 Impressively, the car with 136 hp achieved an accel-
eration of 6.5 seconds from 0 to 60 mph, indicating
that it is remarkably well-designed for performance.

2 Honestly, the car’s performance was underwhelming
with a 6.5 second acceleration from 0 to 60 mph
despite its 136 hp power output.

Both sentences correctly fulfilled the task,
but only the first agrees to expert opinions on the
Lotus Elise, and sentence number 2 completely

2Original prompt: "Please produce a sentence for a road
test report of a car with 136 hp and an acceleration of 6.5
seconds from 0 to 60 mph, expressing your opinion with a
sentential adverb."
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contradicts the first one in its criticism. In sum,
ChatGPT – as a representative example of relying
on LLMs – is very well capable of enriching
text with evaluations and generates sophisticated
formulations, but adequacy and agreement with
expert knowledge is in need of improvement.

3 Regression models for predicting
expectations

The technical data we are using have been extracted
from the ADAC database, the database of Europe’s
largest automobile association. The database con-
tains technical information on vehicles of various
types as well as independently written reports on
these vehicles from ADAC’s vehicle experts. We
use this database due to the comprehensive techni-
cal details it provides in combination with the vehi-
cle reports. Commercial interests are not present.

We have trained different regression models.
The first is a standard linear regression model,
which we expect to underfit the data since some of
the features, e.g. ‘power output’ and ‘acceleration’,
have exponential rather than a linear relation. The
second is a polynomial regression model, which
may underfit for the same reasons of mixed rela-
tion types between predictors and response. Fur-
thermore, we implemented a deep neural network
with intermediate, non-linear layers for regression.
For these networks, we used Adam optimizer and
mean absolute error as loss function. The best fit-
ting model is the DNN with an MSE of 2.73 and an
R2 score of 0.62 for the examples given in Figure
(1).

In general, experts in automotive engineering
have expectations about certain features of a car,
given its technical details such as a certain acceler-
ation given the power output and kerb weight. The
images in Figure (1) show relations between each
pair of the features ‘acceleration’, ‘power output’
and ‘weight’ as extracted from the database. The
color of each "+" marker represents the feature that
is not present on the axes. For example, in sub-
figure (c) the color encodes the weight, light-blue
indicating small numbers and light-brown indicat-
ing large numbers.

The green dot in each sub-figure marks the data
point for the Lotus Elise which has been described
by the example sentences in Table (1). The position
of these data points outside of the data cloud is a
strong indicator already for using evaluative expres-
sions. However, we require a general approach for

deciding whether information is evaluative at all.
In Figure (1a), there seems to be a linear relation-

ship between power output and weight with strong
variation of the power value for instances higher
than 2500 kg. Due to large variation, regression
models agree ever less with each other with increas-
ing power, the polynomial parabola turning down
again, the DNN taking a steeper increase upwards.

Figure (1b) shows a rather broad distribution
of the relation between weight and acceleration.
There seems to be a linear decrease of seconds
between 1000 and 2000 kg, which forms a base-
line. But the variation range suggests that weight
seems to be of less importance for predicting the
acceleration value. Regression models are also
less equivalent at the borders above 2800 kg where
fewer data is available and variation is largest.

In Figure (1c), there is an exponential decrease
of acceleration time with increasing power output.
Compared with the other sub-figures, variation is
small so that there is a well defined relationship
that can be modeled with far better fit than the
other ones. According to the distribution of data
points, variation seems to grow with the decrease
of seconds. The curve finally converges towards
a horizontal line. Here, the DNN fits the data per-
fectly. The polynomial model fits as well, but for
power output values higher 400, the curve rises
again, which is rather unrealistic and does not fit
the data - it is just the nature of a second degree
polynomial. The linear regression model overes-
timates the acceleration for power outputs higher
than 400 and due to its linear nature assumes a
constant decrease which is not reflected in the data
either.

Using these regression models allows us to take
features xc0,...,xcn−1 of car c in order to predict an
expected value for feature xcn that shall be ver-
balised in the text. A deviation of the real fea-
ture value in the tabular data from this expected
value both qualifies and quantifies the generation
of evaluative adverbs or modifiers. Other options
of lexicalizing the intended affective tone exist as
well, but they are not subject of the empirical study
described in this paper.

Applying regression models to the Lotus Elise,
we see that these models predict the car to be
slower, to weigh more and to have nearly double
the power. All regression values therefore would
justify the usage of evaluative adjectives with posi-
tive stance like surprisingly or incredibly.
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There is one caveat to this setup. How do we
quantify the divergence from the real value that
triggers evaluative content? Its empirical counter-
part is: How do evaluative adverbs influence the
reader’s expectation about a certain feature? Due
to data sparseness, we cannot choose the threshold
in such a way that the distribution of evaluative ex-
pressions in the empirical data best matches the dis-
tribution predicted by the models. For this reason,
we decided to perform an empirical study for deter-
mining the intervals of values that license the usage
of evaluative content on the basis of the reader’s
expectations.

4 Empirical study on expectation values
raised by evaluative adverbs

In order to evaluate the adequacy of the regression
models, we need to consider how evaluative ad-
verbs and modifiers are interpreted and whether the
regression models correctly capture expectations
of readers. For this reason, we conducted a study
on the interpretation of these evaluative items and
their influence on the expectations about numerical
features in driving reports. The study is designed
as a webserver application, participants from Ger-
many and Austria as well as the USA were acquired
via Prolific. Participants were selected w.r.t. their
first language, highest education level (at least an
academic bachelor degree), possession of a driv-
ing licence and ownership of a car. For each study
in German and English, 50 participants took part.
Additionally, 50 further participants took part in
a shorter ablation study on modifiers in German.
The participants were paid 13 pounds per hour. 20
minutes were scheduled for each participant, but
most were significantly faster (8-13 minutes me-
dian time). For the ablation study, 12 minutes were
scheduled. For the German studies we analyse in
this paper, no outliers had to be excluded. We took
into account the features ‘acceleration’, ‘mileage’,
‘maximum speed’, ‘power output’ and ‘displace-
ment’, the former four because they are the most
well-known and intuitive features, the latter repre-
senting features that are less intuitively accessible.
We used the German counterparts to the evaluative
adverbs surprisingly, disappointingly, amazingly
and unfortunately, as well as the modifiers good,
bad, low, high, slow, fast, average and enormous.

polarity item
-2 Disappointingly, the car goes slowly from 0 to

60 mph in [. . . ] seconds with a power output
of 200 hp.

0 With a power output of 200 hp, the car goes
from 0 to 60 mph in [. . . ] seconds.

2 Amazingly, the car goes from 0 to 60 mph in
only [. . . ] seconds with a power output of 200
hp.

Table 2: Example items and their polarity of group e
(estimating acceleration given power output of 200 hp)

4.1 Methods

The study comprises two tasks. The first task type
is selecting an option from a menu as answer to a
question in the car domain. These questions func-
tion as distractors, while also being a means for
collecting information on the participants experi-
ence with cars that can be used for further research
in regard to text production. For some items the
participants were instructed to select an evaluative
adverb that agrees with their judgement of the given
features, as in How would you rate the accelera-
tion of the following car in relation to the power
(hp)? “The sports car goes from 0 to 60 mph in 7.5
seconds with an output of 560 hp.”, with answer
options {surprisingly fast, normal, disappointingly
slow}.

The main task type presents a sentence from a
road test report (henceforth item), where two fea-
tures are named. These sentences are grouped by
their degree of neutrality or polarity towards a pos-
itive or negative evaluation. Seven categories are
possible, with polarity ratings between -2 and 2,
being the most negative and most positive expres-
sions. Sentences of category 0 are neutral, 0.5 and
-0.5 contain only modifiers, whereas categories -1
and 1 only contain an evaluative adverb with re-
spective polarity. Categories -2 and 2 contain both
an adverb and one or two additional modifiers in
the grammatical phrases that contain the features.
Examples for three polarities are given in Table (2).
In the respective group, participants were asked to
estimate acceleration for a car with 200 hp given
the differently polar expressions.

These items were collected by automatically ex-
tracting sentence adverbs from the ADAC corpus
and manually selecting evaluative ones. These sen-
tences containing the adverbs were randomly as-
signed to a predefined group of polarities. The
missing polar items in each group were then manu-
ally constructed by modifying the corpus extracted
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Figure 1: Bivariate plots for weight, acceleration and power output. Each "+" represents a data point. The larger
green dot marks the Lotus Elise, which is an outlier in all graphs. The line plots represent three types of regression
models and their fit to the data, the linear (yellow dashed), the polynomial (red dotted) and the deep neural network
for regression (lightgreen solid).

item, so that the effect of different polarities can be
tested within each group.

Instead of letting the participants rate the accept-
ability of fixed sentences, we decided to remove
one of the numerical statements from the items and
let the participants determine the lower and upper
threshold such that the resulting interval of values
agrees to their expectations the expression raises.
The participants could either use a slider or two
text fields to enter the thresholds. Minimal and
maximal values had been determined on the basis
of our database on technical features.

Each sentence provides a single session item
the participants have to deal with; the order of the
15 items is randomized in order to prevent bias.
Towards the end of the study 3 expressions have
been shown simultaneously that express the same
features, but with polarity categories -2, 0 and 2.
These 3 items are not randomized and agree to 3
items all participants have seen before. The task
is to adjust the thresholds also in comparison to
the choices they make for the other items on the
page. We integrated this final page in order to as-
sess whether results vary when the participant’s ex-
pectations for one item are delineated more clearly
by the expectations raised by alternative evalua-

tions.
The study is based on the following hypotheses:

We assume that the expectation values differ signif-
icantly between neutral sentences and those with
evaluative adverbs in agreement with polarity. For
example, if the sentence states with positive stance
that a sports car has a surprisingly high maximum
speed given a certain power output, we assume the
participants’ expectation interval to be higher than
for the statement without evaluative adverb. Like-
wise, we assume that negative polar expressions
vary significantly from positive polar questions in
regard to the expected values, since it should differ
from the neutral one, but in the opposite direction
to the positive expression.

4.2 Evaluation
27 out of 32 binary comparisons between two dif-
ferently polar items and the distributions of esti-
mated values are significant. For each item, parti-
cipants estimated a lower and an upper threshold
that matches their expectation raised by the item’s
polarity and thus its evaluative stance. Across par-
ticipants, this results in two normal distributions,
one for each threshold. 15 items are grouped by the
two contained features, the source feature as orien-
tation and the target feature, whose numeric value
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is masked and shall be estimated. Groups consist
of 2 to 5 items, which means that not all possible
polarities are tested for each feature pair. In each
group, we tested all possible pairs of expressions
for significance using ANOVA.

For illustration reasons, we concentrate on an ex-
ample where participants should estimate accelera-
tion on the basis of a given power output (compare
Table 2). We have tested a multitude of feature
combinations across all studies. Results are gener-
alisations made from all these items.

As shown in Table (2), participants estimated
acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h for a car with 200
hp. In Figure (2), there are two graphs contain-
ing the distribution plots for the lower threshold
(left) and the upper threshold (right) for each of the
three items in Table (2). The two maxima of the
neutral expression’s curve for the lower threshold
are located between 3 and 7.5 seconds for accel-
eration, the single maximum for the upper thresh-
old is positioned at about 11 seconds. We judge
these curves as approximations of the lower and
upper bound of acceleration values that are normal
for a car with 200 hp. Now, the distributions for
both, the positive item and the negative one, vary
from the neutral item, both in opposite directions
of each other but in agreement with their evalua-
tive pole. Distributions for both thresholds of the
positive item are shifted to the left towards better
acceleration, with maxima of 2.5 seconds and 7.5
seconds respectively. The standard deviation is
much smaller for the positive item, which means
there was more agreement on the estimated values.
On the other side, the distributions for the negative
item are shifted to the right towards worse acceler-
ation, the maximum of the lower threshold located
around 10 seconds and the maxima of the upper
threshold at 13 and 18 seconds. The differences be-
tween all curves are strongly significant (compare
Table 3).

As Figure (1) shows, acceleration values for cars
with 200 hp vary between 6.5 and 10.5 seconds,
which agrees surprisingly well with the maxima of
the kernel density estimates for the neutral item.
Therefore, the interval between 0 and 7.5 may
permit the usage of a positive evaluative adverb,
whereas values between 10 and 20 seconds may
license the usage of the negative evaluation.

As for the three threshold pairs for the simul-
taneously shown items on the final page of the
study, we can compare their distributions with sep-

arately shown items in order to assess the influ-
ence of presenting alternative evaluations at the
same time. Again, we compare the distributions
of the corresponding pairs of items with the same
polarity in regard to both thresholds. Only two
thresholds are significantly different, namely the
neutral upper bound and the positive upper bound.
All other thresholds are more or less equivalent.
These results indicate that participants do have a
good intuition about the intervals that agree with a
certain evaluative stance even without presence of
alternatives as an orientation point.

One item that is rather special contains the fea-
ture displacement in a group with a neutral and a
strongly positive item with adverb and modifiers.
This feature is rather unknown among non-experts
of the domain and therefore it is also harder to
estimate reasonable values for it. Variance in the
data is also really strong, since the relation between
displacement and power depends on many other
factors. This is also mirrored in the distributions
for lower and upper threshold between the neu-
tral and the positive item. Standard deviation is
much larger, there is no significant difference and
regression models perform less precise and less
confident.

Another hypothesis concerns the effect of modi-
fiers, which we expected to intensify the influential
effect of the evaluative adverb. There is no empiri-
cal proof of this in our data, however.

The ablation study on the effect of modifiers
confirms the findings for evaluative adverbs. Al-
though the bell curves show that for both thresh-
olds, the expected values differ between neutral and
modifier-enriched sentence into the same direction
as the neutral and adverb-enriched sentences, the
effect-size of modifiers seems to be smaller than
for evaluative adverbs. One interesting thing to
be mentioned here is the influence of dual modi-
fiers (one for each noun phrase of the two opposing
car features), when one modifier puts its feature
into perspective, such as in one group of items
in this ablation study. Participants are supposed
to guess acceleration by maximum speed. The
modifier-enriched sentences ask for a good acceler-
ation given a "rather average" maximum speed of
200 km/h. The positive sentence with adverb only
elicits expectations with best acceleration values,
whereas sentences with only modifiers and both ad-
verb and modifiers are nearly indistinguishable and
lie in between the neutral and the adverb-enriched
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Figure 2: Distribution plots for lower border and upper border estimations on acceleration, given a specific power
output value. Lower values on x-axis are better. The dotted line is the positive expression, the dashed line represents
the neutral expression and the dash-dot line is the negative polar expression.

comp lower border upper border
-2 vs. 0 4.2 (p=5.65e-5) 4.7 (p=7.58e-6)
2 vs: 0 2.79 (p=0.006) 3.11 (p=0.002)
2 vs. -2 6.90 (p=4.91e-10) 7.97 (p=2.68e-12)

Table 3: Item pairs and their significance scores (resid-
ual probability) for curves in Figure 2

sentence. This indicates that modifiers may also
delimit the effect size of evaluative adverbs in case
they give additional information that narrows down
where expectations should be centered.

Once again, for the ablation study, the maxima
of the distributions of participants estimations cor-
relate surprisingly well with the real observed data
for each item.

Overall, when comparing the maxima of the
distribution plots to the subset of the technical
database that agrees with the feature that is named
in the items (e.g. 200 hp for the items in Table 2),
the majority of participants, who are no experts on
car technology, have a surprisingly good intuition.
Nonetheless data for less known features such as
displacement shows that the participants must have
enough knowledge about the source feature, other-
wise the match between real data and maxima of
distribution curves deteriorates.

4.3 Bringing empirical data and regression
together

The empirical study supports a transparent mapping
from regression to the use of evaluative adverbs and
modifiers.

Figure (3) depicts a tripartite plot. The upmost
part contains the regression model predictions of
acceleration given a power output of 200 hp. The
light-blue asterisks mark the three model predic-
tions, whereas the dark-blue triangles pointing up-
wards and downwards to both sides result from
adding or subtracting the standard deviation to or
from the regression values. The close vicinity of
the marks show how close regression models are
in prediction in this case. The central part of the
plot is a bar plot of cars with 200 hp (+/- 2.5%) and
their respective acceleration value. The undermost
part contains the kernel density estimation curves
for the upper threshold of an item that asks for max-
imum speed given power output. The left, light-
brown curve displays the distribution for the neg-
ative item, the central curve represents the neutral
item and the rightmost curve displays estimations
for the positive item. Non-neutral items contain
both adverb and modifiers in this group. As the fig-
ure shows, the maximum of the neutral item’s curve
is neatly aligned with the maximum of the already
narrow distribution of real data points as well as the
regression values, which visualizes that regression
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Figure 3: Predicted values (+/- std),
real data and estimations for speed given power output

is very precise and participants have a surprisingly
good intuition matching real data. Even more in-
triguing is the fact that the regression values after
modification by either adding or subtracting stan-
dard deviation also neatly match the maxima of the
curves for the positively and negatively polar items
respectively. Across items, one can recognize the
pattern that depending on the semantics of the re-
sponse feature (higher is better or lower is better),
non-neutral sentences correspond to the maxima
of the respective distributions of estimated values.
In regard to thresholds for binary decisions on gen-
erating evaluative content, this would mean that if
the regression value deviates more than standard
deviation from the real value, evaluative content is
licensed according to the polarity of the deviation.

This study makes no statement about which spe-
cific adverb and/or modifier should be used. It
shows that regression values combined with stan-
dard deviation are a good starting point for deciding
when to become negatively or positively evaluative
in a description, but the subtle meaning differences
between, e.g., surprisingly, very surprising, and
totally surprising were not a topic of this paper.
Such a fine-grained lexicalization process, which
is a downstreamed module in a pipelined NLG sys-
tem, requires access to grammatical, semantic and
discourse-related constraints, which is outside the
scope of the model presented in this paper.

5 Conclusion

For controllable generation of evaluative adverbs in
data2text NLG, we devised a learning-based, gen-
eralizable approach to approximate thresholds for
binary decisions on the presence of evaluative lan-

guage and validated our findings with an empirical
study on the expectations raised by comprehending
evaluative adverbs. The elicited data supports the
adequacy of the model and shows a surprisingly
good match between regression predictions, real
data and human estimations. In a pipelined neu-
ral generation system, these learning-based models
permit determining generation of evaluative lan-
guage at an early stage in document planning and
therefore improve controllability of evaluative con-
tent before applying transformers for surface reali-
sation.

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment: Source code of regression models, source
code of the web application for the empirical
study, empirical data collected during the study
as well as source code for analysis of the data
including functions for reproducing all graphs
and figures in this paper are available online
on Github: https://github.com/MMLangner/
evalAdvInData2TextNLG/. The database contain-
ing technical data of cars is proprietary, which is
why we are not allowed to distribute it. Please con-
tact the authors for information on how to obtain
the technical database in the required format from
the ADAC.
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Abstract

To enhance the quality of generated stories, re-
cent story generation models have been investi-
gating the utilization of higher-level attributes
like plots or commonsense knowledge. The ap-
plication of prompt-based learning with large
language models (LLMs), exemplified by GPT-
3, has exhibited remarkable performance in di-
verse natural language processing (NLP) tasks.
This paper conducts a comprehensive inves-
tigation, utilizing both automatic and human
evaluation, to compare the story generation
capacity of LLMs with recent models across
three datasets with variations in style, regis-
ter, and length of stories. The results demon-
strate that LLMs generate stories of signifi-
cantly higher quality compared to other story
generation models. Moreover, they exhibit a
level of performance that competes with human
authors, albeit with the preliminary observation
that they tend to replicate real stories in situa-
tions involving world knowledge, resembling a
form of plagiarism.

1 Introduction

Automatic story generation poses a significant chal-
lenge as it requires more than just individually co-
herent sentences. A good story should exhibit a
natural flow, adhere to commonsense logic, and
be captivating to the reader. In recent times, the
prevailing approach in story generation involves
fine-tuning pre-trained language models (PLMs)
like GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) or BART (Lewis
et al., 2020) on specific datasets. These models gen-
erally excel in generating fluent sentences, devoid
of glaring grammar issues. However, they often
struggle to construct a coherent story that adheres
to commonsense and fails to create an engaging
narrative (See et al., 2019; Guan et al., 2021a). To
overcome these challenges, state-of-the-art (SOTA)
story generation models integrate higher-level fea-
tures, such as plots and commonsense knowledge.

∗Now at Google DeepMind.

Prompt-based learning (Liu et al., 2021) is a
recent paradigm specifically tailored for large lan-
guage models (LLMs) that possess in-context learn-
ing capabilities (Brown et al., 2020; Zhao et al.,
2023). In contrast to the conventional “pre-train
and fine-tune” approach, which necessitates a sub-
stantial amount of data for fine-tuning, prompt-
based learning enables LLMs to learn a task by pro-
viding them with multiple examples as a “prompt”,
eliminating the need for gradient-based fine-tuning
(Liu et al., 2021). Recently, LLMs have demon-
strated remarkable performance across various lan-
guage generation tasks, with notable attention on
models such as ChatGPT and GPT-4 (Qin et al.,
2023; Liu et al., 2023b; OpenAI, 2023). For in-
stance, a comparative analysis by Qin et al. (2023)
highlighted the superior performance of fine-tuned
LLMs over smaller pre-trained models in zero-shot
scenarios for tasks like dialogue and summariza-
tion. It is worthwhile to note though, that story
generation was not specifically examined in their
experiments.

This paper aims to address this research gap by
conducting a comprehensive evaluation of auto-
matic story generation. Specifically, we compare
the performance of LLMs, with a particular focus
on GPT-3, using prompt-based learning, against
SOTA models. We compare generated stories in
terms of various automatic evaluation metrics from
lexical and semantic matching ones to recently pro-
posed model-based ones. We follow the best prac-
tice in literature to conduct rigorous human evalua-
tions including both crowdworkers from Amazon
Mechanical Turk and in-house judges, and assess
story quality at a fine-grained level, such as coher-
ence and logicality. To summarise, our contribu-
tions are:

• We conduct an empirical comparison between
GPT-3 and other SOTA techniques for open-
ended story generation on three different cor-
pora that differ in style, register, and length.
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• We test with a wide variety of automatic story
evaluation metrics, and find that recent model-
based ones work better, consistent with the
literature.

• We conducted experiments using two types
of annotators: crowdworkers and in-house
judges, to assess the quality of stories on var-
ious aspects. The results obtained from two
groups are consistent. We release this anno-
tated resource as a testbed for developing new
automatic metrics in story generation tasks.1

• Our experimental findings provide compre-
hensive evidence that the stories produced by
GPT-3 exhibit significant improvement com-
pared to SOTA techniques, and are compa-
rable to stories authored by humans across
various aspects.

• We conduct a preliminary study on story pla-
giarism and find that GPT-3 tends to (soft)
“plagiarise” real stories when generating news,
even though it does not directly copy the
source text, raising further questions as to
what extent GPT-3 recycles stories in its mem-
ory rather than generating new narratives.

2 Related Work

Story Generation See et al. (2019) find that fine-
tuned GPT-2 can already generate stories with flu-
ent sentences, but more attentions are needed to
incorporate commonsense and higher-level story
planning. Most works then use PLMs such as GPT-
2 or BART as the backbone and incorporate higher
level features to aid the generation process. Specif-
ically, Rashkin et al. (2020); Goldfarb-Tarrant et al.
(2020); Tan et al. (2021) construct a storyline to
guide the generation process. Guan et al. (2021a);
Yu et al. (2021); Xie et al. (2021) incorporate inter-
sentence relationships such as coherence and dis-
course relationships into the generation process.
Guan et al. (2020); Peng et al. (2021) explore using
external knowledge such as commonsense for story
generation. Xu et al. (2020); Ammanabrolu et al.
(2021) combine storyline planning and common-
sense reasoning.

There are also studies which explore the use of
GPT-3 for story generation. For example, Clark
et al. (2021) conducts a Turing test between GPT-
3 generated and human-written stories and Lucy

1https://github.com/ZhuohanX/TheNextChapter

and Bamman (2021) probe for gender and repre-
sentation bias in GPT-3 generated stories. These
studies, however, do not provide a systematic eval-
uation that assesses GPT-3 against the SOTA story
generation models.

Story Evaluation Automatic story evaluation is
admittedly a challenging task, and the lack of stan-
dardized evaluation metrics has somewhat impeded
progress of story generation (Guan et al., 2021b).
Human evaluation is usually considered as the gold
standard for story quality evaluation, but it is expen-
sive and time-consuming (Guan and Huang, 2020)
and it can not capture diversity (Hashimoto et al.,
2017). Subsequently, several automated evaluation
metrics are introduced as alternative measures to
evaluate the quality (the degree of readability) and
diversity (the extent of variation) of the generated
stories. For quality, most metrics measure lexical
overlap between strings (Papineni et al., 2002; Lin,
2004; Tan et al., 2021) or semantic similarity by
comparing embedding of models (Zhao et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2020) between generated stories and
their human references. Recently, learning (Sel-
lam et al., 2020) and generation (Yuan et al., 2021)
based methods are explored and they are based on
pre-trained language models such as BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) and BART. Nevertheless, these
evaluation metrics are limited in that they provide
a single score to indicate the overall quality of the
story, and few metrics are specifically designed to
assess specific aspects such as logicality (the adher-
ence to commonsense) or interestingness (the level
of reader engagement) (Chhun et al., 2022).

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Story Generation Models

To ensure a comprehensive comparison, we con-
ducted extensive experiments involving GPT-3 and
a wide range of SOTA story generation models.

In our experiments, we utilized the largest initial
version of GPT-3, namely text-davinci-001, which
was initially introduced in June 2020 and comprises
175B parameters. It is perhaps worth noting that
this model was considered the most powerful at
the time of our experiment (March 2022), although
subsequent models like GPT-4 have since been re-
leased, boasting even greater capabilities. As such,
the results we report here can be interpreted as a
“lower bound” of LLM’s story generation perfor-
mance. To adapt GPT-3 to the story domain without
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explicit fine-tuning, we employed a prompt-based
learning approach. We selected a small number of
stories, typically 2 or 3, to serve as exemplars for
GPT-3 in the target domain.

For SOTA story generation models, we use 1)
knowledge enhanced based models: KGGPT2
(Guan et al., 2020) and HINT (Guan et al., 2021a);
2) storyline planning based model: PROGEN (Tan
et al., 2021); and 3) MTCL (Xu et al., 2020) that
combines both storyline planning and common-
sense reasoning. We also fine-tune BART as an
additional baseline. For consistency, all models
use nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2020) with
p = 0.95 as the decoding method. We summarise
these models in Table 1, and more details can be
found in Appendix A.

3.2 Story Datasets

The most popular story dataset is ROCStories
(ROC) (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016), which is com-
posed of short commonsense stories and is used
by most story generation works. There are also
more difficult and longer story datasets, such as
WritingPrompts (WP) (Fan et al., 2018) and CNN
News (CNN) (Hermann et al., 2015) which are
composed of fictional and news stories (two differ-
ent domains). In our experimental setup, we uti-
lized all three datasets. The ROC dataset was used
to evaluate the generation of short stories compris-
ing 5 sentences. The WP dataset was employed to
assess medium-length stories, which were trimmed
down to 10 sentences. Lastly, the CNN dataset
was utilized to evaluate the generation of long sto-
ries, and each story have around 20 sentences. For
further details about these datasets, please refer to
Appendix B.

Whenever possible we evaluate all models on
each story dataset. However, this is sometimes
infeasible because some models are designed to
work on a particular dataset and thus cannot be
adapted to other datasets easily. Moreover, we
focus on conditional story generation in this work,
this means there is some context upon which we
generate the stories (details below).

ROC We evaluate all models in this dataset. The
context we use to generate stories is the first sen-
tence, and so the models are trained to generate the
last 4 sentences. Evaluation results are computed
over 800 generated stories using randomly sampled
leading sentences from the test partition.

WP We assess HINT, PROGEN, GPT-3 and
BART on this dataset. The context is a short para-
graph (“prompt”) that describes the idea of the
story. We randomly sample 1000 prompts from the
test partition for automatic evaluation.

CNN We only run GPT-3, BART, PROGEN on
CNN, as HINT is developed for ROC and WP orig-
inally and it does not work well when applied to
CNN. Stories of CNN are generated conditioned
on the news titles. We randomly sample 600 titles
from the test partition for automatic evaluation.

4 Automatic Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use two types of automatic evaluation metrics:
1) reference-based metrics, where we compare the
generated stories to human reference stories based
on the same conditioning context; and 2) reference-
free metrics, where we assess the quality of the
stories directly.

4.1.1 Reference-based Metrics

Most reference-based metrics measure the lexi-
cal or semantic closeness between generated sto-
ries and their human references. We experiment
with metrics based on string based matching (CBL,
MSJ) and embedding based matching (BES) and a
learning based metric (BRT), to assess the quality
of generated stories. We also use a recall based met-
ric (BBL) to assess the diversity of generated sto-
ries. Specifically, Corpus BLEU (CBL) computes
the average BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) for
each generated story against all human references
(Caccia et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2021). MS-Jaccard
(MSJ) measures lexical overlap by computing the
n-gram overlap between generated and referenced
stories using the Jaccard index (Alihosseini et al.,
2019). BERTScore (BES) measures the maximum
similarity of each token’s contextual embedding
between generated and referenced stories (Zhang
et al., 2020). BLEURT (BRT) is trained on syn-
thetic data to predict a similarity score between gen-
erated and referenced stories (Sellam et al., 2020).
Backward BLEU (BBL) computes the coverage
of n-grams in the reference stories against the set
of generated stories (Shi et al., 2018).2

2We use BLEU4 for CBL and BBL; 4-grams overlap for
MSJ; roberta-large model for BES; bert-base-128 for BRT.
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Model Backbone Size Method Story Datasets

GPT-3 text-davinci-
001

175B Prompt-based learning with several examples from the
story dataset (3 for ROC and WP and 2 for CNN)

ROC, WP, CNN

KGGPT2 GPT-2 small 124M Fine-tuned on commonsense data before more fine-
tuning with auxiliary classification tasks

ROC

PROGEN BART large 400M Three-stage generation where at each stage a fine-tuned
BART generates stories based on word importance in
the story datasets

ROC, WP, CNN

MTCL GPT-2 small
BERT large

124M
336M

(1) a GPT-2 model to generate keywords; (2) a BERT
model to rank retrieved knowledge triples; and (3) a
second GPT-2 model that takes top-ranked knowledge
triples and context as input for story generation

ROC

HINT BART base 140M BART is first fine-tuned on BookCorpus with additional
objectives to learn internal structure in a story and then
further fine-tuned on the story datasets

ROC, WP

BART BART large 400M Baseline model that is fine-tuned on the story datasets
using a standard language modelling objective

ROC, WP, CNN

Table 1: The backbone (“Backbone”) of the story generation models and their number of parameters (“Size”).
“Story Datasets” indicates which datasets are used to generate stories for a particular model. KGGPT2 and MTCL
stories are obtained from the original authors; for PROGEN and HINT we re-run the implementation provided by
the authors.

4.1.2 Reference-free Metrics

Reference-free metrics evaluate generated stories
without comparing them to their human-authored
references. We experiment with diversity metrics
based on intra-story (D-3, LR-n) and inter-story
diversity (SBL). We also compute negative log-
likelihood from BART of a story conditioned on
the context (BAS) for relatedness, and story length
in terms of words (LEN) for complexity.

Specifically, Lexical Repetition (LR-n) com-
putes the average percentage of 4-grams appearing
at least n times in the generated stories (Shao et al.,
2019). Distinct-3 (D-3) computes the average ratio
of distinct 3-grams to all 3-grams (Li et al., 2016).
Self-BLEU (SBL) measures inter-story diversity
that computes the average BLEU score of each gen-
erated story using all generated stories as reference
(Zhu et al., 2018). BARTScore (BAS) computes
generative likelihood of a story conditioned on the
context (i.e., leading sentence for ROC, prompt
for WP and title for CNN) to measure the extent
to which a generated story relates to its condition
(Yuan et al., 2021).3 Length (LEN) measures the
average length of the generated stories, which is
used as a rough indicator of generation complexity.

3We set n = 3/8/8 for ROC, WP and CNN respectively and
use BLEU4 for SBL. We use the “PARA” version of BART
and direction as “from source to hypothesis”.

4.2 Results

Table 2 and Table 3 present the reference-based and
reference-free evaluation results, respectively. At a
glance, these metrics do not appear to agree with
each other even though some of them are designed
to evaluate the same aspect (e.g., the best model in
terms of fluency/coherence or diversity is different
depending on the metric). Overall, GPT-3 seems
to have weaker performance than most of other
models in terms of quality (CBL and MSJ) and
diversity (BBL, SBL, D-3 and LR-n) metrics.

However, when we look at recent model-based
metrics (BERTScore, BLEURT and BARTScore),
GPT-3 appears to be a much better model (a finding
we will return to when we look at human evaluation
results). Interestingly, we notice that human writ-
ten stories have very poor performance in terms of
BARTScore (BAS). We suspect BARTScore may
exhibit a bias towards machine-generated stories,
as the metric primarily evaluates quality based on
the generative likelihood of a sequence. Machine-
generated stories are specifically designed to maxi-
mize this likelihood, while human-authored stories
often incorporate distinct elements, such as sur-
prising or creative word choices (Holtzman et al.,
2020). In general, all models are capable of gen-
erating stories of the appropriate length, except
for GPT-3 in the CNN dataset. GPT-3 in the
CNN dataset exhibits difficulty in generating sto-
ries longer than 150 words, whereas human-written
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Model
Flu./Coh. Div.

CBL MSJ BES BRT BBL
⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇓ ⇑

R
O

C

GPT-3 27.2 11.6 86.6 8.6 24.0
KGGPT2 33.5 15.0 87.0 9.5 25.6
PROGEN3 26.6 14.6 86.7 9.7 25.0
MTCL 31.4 14.2 86.9 9.7 24.0
HINT 39.6 13.7 87.0 8.6 24.6
BART 27.5 14.7 86.8 9.5 25.1

W
P

GPT-3 28.6 12.3 81.6 11.7 24.4
PROGEN3 32.3 16.4 81.4 13.3 27.6
HINT 45.5 12.8 80.8 12.1 23.7
BART 32.6 16.2 81.4 13.0 27.2

C
N

N GPT-3 33.2 11.0 83.5 7.5 19.8
PROGEN3 29.6 14.8 82.2 9.3 26.2
BART 29.1 14.7 82.2 9.8 25.7

Table 2: Reference-based Evaluation Results. CBL,
MSJ, BES and BRT evaluate the closeness between the
generated stories and the whole test reference data as
an indicator of general fluency (Flu.) and coherence
(Coh.). BBL focus on the recall of generated stories as
an indicator of diversity (Div.). ⇑: higher is better; ⇓:
lower is better. BRT values are negated here.

stories typically consist of around 500 words on
average. Considering the overall assessment using
various automatic metrics, there is no single winner
that consistently outperforms other models.

5 Human Evaluation

To obtain a comprehensive assessment of the gen-
erated stories, we recruit human annotators to eval-
uate their quality. In order to gain insights into con-
sistency, we employed both crowdsourced workers
and in-house annotators. This approach allows us
to gather diverse perspectives and obtain a more
nuanced understanding of the story quality.

5.1 Crowdsource Annotation
We first collect human judgements using the Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform.4 Following
the approach suggested by Karpinska et al. (2021),
we assessed four aspects, namely fluency, coher-
ence, relatedness, and interestingness. Addition-
ally, we introduced a new aspect called logicality,
which assesses the extent to which the story com-
plies with commonsense. Each of these five as-
pects is evaluated on an ordinal scale ranging from
1 (worst) to 5 (best). We randomly sample 20 con-
ditional contexts (e.g., titles) from each dataset and
collect stories generated by all models for human
evaluation. Each story (including human-written

4https://requester.mturk.com/

Model
Div. Rel. Com.

SBL D-3 LR-n BAS LEN
⇓ ⇑ ⇓ ⇓ ⇑

R
O

C

GPT-3 38.5 67.7 39.1 4.2 47.3
KGGPT2 41.9 67.2 51.9 4.6 38.4
PROGEN3 30.0 76.9 39.5 5.0 40.9
MTCL 39.4 69.6 44.4 4.9 49.7
HINT 55.1 54.3 68.1 4.3 35.8
BART 30.5 77.4 37.8 5.0 40.6
human 33.1 80.2 35.8 5.2 40.3

W
P

GPT-3 37.5 69.6 9.7 4.3 120.6
PROGEN3 35.2 77.2 2.6 5.4 136.9
HINT 64.1 33.9 67.4 4.1 119.0
BART 35.3 77.5 1.6 5.4 129.2
human 27.1 83.7 1.5 5.7 150.0

C
N

N

GPT-3 26.5 82.9 9.8 4.4 147.3
PROGEN3 28.9 82.3 2.3 5.2 395.8
BART 27.9 83.2 0.8 5.2 374.1
human 27.3 83.8 6.3 5.4 498.6

Table 3: Reference-free Evaluation Results. SBL mea-
sures inter-story diversity by assessing differences be-
tween different stories while D-3 and LR-n (3 for ROC,
8 for WP and CNN) focus on repetition n-grams within
the same story. We also include LEN as an indicator
of story complexity (Com.). We compute BAS of story
given condition for story relatedness (Rel.).

one) is judged by 3 annotators, and so we have
annotations for 320 stories in total (140/100/80 for
ROC, WP and CNN, respectively). Amazon Quali-
fication requirements on AMT and question details
can be found in Appendix C. Quality control de-
tails can be found in Appendix D.

Table 4 presents the human evaluation results.
Overall, GPT-3 generates stories that are consis-
tently of higher quality than those generated by
other SOTA models. To understand whether the
difference is significant, we perform a paired t-test
by comparing GPT-3 to other models (including
human) and find that in most cases these results are
significant with p-value < 0.05 (‘*’ in the table).
Compared with human authors, GPT-3 appears
that it is generating stories that are just as good
as (ROC) or better than (WP and CNN) human au-
thors, confirming the findings of Clark et al. (2021).
For WP, in particular, human stories are trimmed to
the first 10 sentences (data pre-processing for train-
ing the story generation models). This abruptly
shortens the stories so they might not provide a
proper conclusion, and inevitably are penalised
(see examples in Appendix K). For CNN, GPT-
3 appears to be “plagiarising” real stories, where
many story elements are not a product of creative
generation but details copied from real news stories
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Model Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.
R

O
C

GPT-3 4.40 4.43 4.37 4.37 3.57
KGGPT2 3.90∗ 3.48∗ 3.53∗ 3.00∗ 2.62∗

PROGEN3 3.88∗ 3.45∗ 3.37∗ 2.95∗ 2.57∗

MTCL 3.55∗ 3.12∗ 3.18∗ 2.73∗ 2.42∗

HINT 3.90∗ 3.27∗ 3.33∗ 3.12∗ 2.58∗

BART 3.92∗ 3.38∗ 3.48∗ 3.03∗ 2.60∗

human 4.22 4.58 4.42 4.48 3.77

W
P

GPT-3 4.37 4.67 4.28 4.48 3.47
PROGEN3 3.45∗ 3.08∗ 2.35∗ 2.57∗ 1.98∗

HINT 3.32∗ 2.63∗ 2.02∗ 2.25∗ 1.77∗

BART 3.42∗ 2.73∗ 2.08∗ 2.27∗ 1.87∗

human 4.13∗ 4.22∗ 3.05∗ 3.75∗ 2.97∗

C
N

N

GPT-3 4.22 4.52 4.58 4.60 3.20
PROGEN3 3.63∗ 3.32∗ 3.30∗ 3.22∗ 2.28∗

BART 3.58∗ 3.37∗ 3.30∗ 3.27∗ 2.17∗

human 4.10 4.10∗ 4.23∗ 4.18∗ 3.72∗

Table 4: Crowdsource Human Evaluation Results. We
calculate the average score of models for each aspect:
fluency (Flu.), coherence (Coh.), relatedness (Rel.), log-
icality (Log.) and interestingness (Int.). Model scores
that are marked with ∗ indicate the performance differ-
ence between the model and GPT-3 is significant.

(Section 6). Another reason could be that GPT-3
stories are much shorter than those generated by
other models and human authors (150 vs. 300-400
words; Table 3), which makes them easier to read
and thus leads to better scores. Note that this is a
downside of GPT-3 where it is difficult to get it to
generate long stories (Section 7).

When considering the various aspects for SOTA
models, including KGGPT2, PROGEN3, MTCL,
HINT, and BART, these models exhibit strong per-
formance in terms of fluency, with scores consis-
tently exceeding 3.5 in most cases. This indicates
that the models can generate sentences that are nat-
ural and fluent. However, coherence performance
differs depending on the dataset. Most models per-
form well on the ROC and CNN datasets, while
they tend to struggle on WP, with coherence scores
falling below 3.1. The observation that these mod-
els struggle with shorter WP stories compared to
longer CNN stories might be because the PLMs
that they are built on are mostly trained on web
data which contains plenty of news articles. For
relatedness, logicality and interestingness, we see
a similar trend where the models perform best in
ROC and worst in WP. We also observe a consis-
tent decrease in performance from relatedness to
logicality and interestingness, suggesting that the
models particularly struggle to generate interesting
and sensible stories. Interestingness is perhaps the
most difficult aspect to optimise, as it is difficult to

Model Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.

R
O

C

GPT-3 4.78 4.73 4.50 4.82 3.37
KGGPT2 4.52∗ 3.67∗ 3.57∗ 3.47∗ 2.50∗

PROGEN3 4.27∗ 3.47∗ 3.78∗ 3.23∗ 2.48∗

MTCL 4.27∗ 3.27∗ 3.45∗ 3.15∗ 2.37∗

HINT 4.38∗ 4.03∗ 3.38∗ 3.70∗ 2.38∗

BART 4.37∗ 3.95∗ 3.85∗ 3.53∗ 2.70∗

human 4.52∗ 4.38∗ 4.22 4.32∗ 3.18

W
P

GPT-3 4.57 4.65 4.08 4.22 3.82
PROGEN3 3.55∗ 3.03∗ 2.23∗ 2.57∗ 2.45∗

HINT 3.60∗ 2.72∗ 2.07∗ 2.68∗ 2.08∗

BART 3.45∗ 2.77∗ 2.08∗ 2.38∗ 2.30∗

human 4.05∗ 4.07∗ 3.73 3.87∗ 3.78

C
N

N

GPT-3 4.50 4.33 4.48 4.40 3.45
PROGEN3 3.80∗ 3.45∗ 3.63∗ 3.45∗ 2.52∗

BART 3.73∗ 3.25∗ 3.58∗ 3.32∗ 2.57∗

human 4.22∗ 4.00∗ 4.35 4.13∗ 3.22

Table 5: In-house Human Evaluation Results.

define what makes a narrative interesting.

5.2 In-house Annotation

We next recruit university volunteers to collect in-
house judgements.5 We ask them to evaluate the
same 5 aspects using the same scale. We sample
20 disjoint conditional contexts from each dataset
for story generation here, as we are interested to
test the robustness of our previous findings (with
different workers and set of stories). As with crowd-
source annotation, each story is also judged by 3
annotators. Details of the agreement between an-
notators can be found in Appendix G.

Table 5 presents the scores of story quality from
in-house annotators. Interestingly, the magnitude
of the in-house scores are generally somewhat
higher than the crowdworker scores (across all met-
rics and datasets and models). We hypothesise
that this may be because our in-house workers are
more “tolerant” to mistakes as they have been ex-
posed to machine-generated text more compared to
crowdworkers. That said, the overall findings are
consistent between the two groups of annotators: 1)
GPT-3 is the best story generation model and out-
performs both SOTA models and human stories; 2)
The SOTA models do well in fluency, but poorly in
most other aspects (interestingness worst); and 3)
The SOTA models face notable challenges specifi-
cally in WP, as evidenced by their poor coherence,
relatedness, logicality scores compared to other
domains.

When comparing the results of automatic met-

5Demographically, 14 are PhD students and 1 is university
staff; all of them are proficient in English.
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rics (Section 4.2) to the human evaluation results, a
notable discrepancy emerges, leading to a different
conclusion regarding the performance of GPT-3
and the identification of a clear “best” story gener-
ation model. That said, if we consider only model-
based metrics such as BERTScore, BLEURT for
fluency/coherence, and BARTScore for relatedness,
a more aligned conclusion can be drawn, suggest-
ing these metrics may be more reliable (though the
trend is still less conclusive compared to human
evaluation results). This observation is consistent
with recent literature, which highlights the better
correlation of modern model-based metrics with hu-
man evaluations (Chiang and Lee, 2023; Ke et al.,
2023; Xie et al., 2023).

6 Plagiarism

Considering the strong performance of GPT-3 on
story generation, we next provide a preliminary in-
vestigation to understand the extent to which GPT-3
copies from its training data.

IThenticate We use iThenticate6 — a profes-
sional plagiarism detection software that has com-
prehensive coverage over online articles — to as-
sess how much GPT-3 plagiarises. We include only
the generated content (without the condition) when
checking for plagiarism. Results show that there is
no strong plagiarism: similarity score for ROC, WP
and CNN is 4%, 3% and 14% respectively. This is
consistent with findings from McCoy et al. (2021)
that the language models do not simply memorize,
but combine familiar parts into novel way. How-
ever, iThenticate looks for lexical overlap to iden-
tify plagiarism. A more subtle form of plagiarism
is one that copies the ideas without parroting the
words (Lee et al., 2022), motivating us to perform
manual check.

Manual Check We randomly sample 10 GPT-3
generated stories for WP and CNN respectively
and manually check whether they copy from web
articles by searching for keywords, named entities
and long phrases. For WP, in most instances we
do not find web articles that resemble our stories,
except for one instance where it copies a story from
Wikipedia (noting that it is not a direct word-to-
word copy). For CNN, we find 7 out of 10 instances
are based on real stories from news articles, where
most details (e.g., names, incident origins, sentence
penalty) are faithful to the original stories. These

6https://www.ithenticate.com

results highlight that GPT-3 can recall details from
training data, calling into question how much of its
generation is creative. More details can be found
in Appendix M.

7 Discussion

In this paper, we only experiment with a simple
prompt-based learning approach to adapt GPT-3 to
the different story datasets and one can argue more
prompt engineering can be explored (Liu et al.,
2022; Lu et al., 2022; Mishra et al., 2022). We con-
tend, however, that our goal here is not to propose a
better prompt-based method to do story generation
with GPT-3, and ultimately even with our simple
approach we find that GPT-3 generates high qual-
ity stories, suggesting that with additional prompt
engineering it can do better. We next discuss qual-
itatively some of the strengths and drawbacks of
GPT-3 in story generation.

7.1 Strengths
Unlike other conditional generation tasks such as
machine translation or summarisation, where the
input context is rich in information and the goal is
to translate or compress the input information, story
generation works in the reverse manner where the
model needs to “hallucinate” new information and
details given a succinct context. This means that
in order to do the task well, having strong world
knowledge is important. Reading some of the GPT-
3 stories, we observe GPT-3’s advantage in this,
particularly in the WP dataset where some of the
prompts require niche knowledge about characters.
In Table 6 we show an example in WP where the
prompt is cthulhu calls your cell , he needs to be
picked up, where cthulhu a fictional cosmic entity,
and only GPT-3 is able to produce a coherent story
and the SOTA models struggle.

7.2 Drawbacks
Even though GPT-3 demonstrates excellent gen-
erative capability and outperforms SOTA models
significantly, we still find GPT-3 has many genera-
tion errors that can be improved.

Story length GPT-3 has a parameter to control
the maximum number of generated tokens but does
not provides a way to control the minimum number
of tokens. As one can see from Table 3, GPT-3
can not generate stories longer than 150 words for
CNN, even though the prompts have long stories.
We also attempted to encourage longer stories by
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Model Story

GPT-3 “ yes , lord cthulhu ? ” you answer the phone . “ i need you to pick me up from the airport . ” “ of course ,
my lord . when will you be arriving ? ” “ in about an hour . i ’ll text you the flight number . ” you hang up
and start getting ready . you know cthulhu is a demanding deity , but you do n’t mind . you enjoy serving
him .

PROGEN3 **but everything ’s different ! i miss my child in there ...** *what are you talking about ! you have to be
mad . you must have misheard ! ! you come and get your mommy ... ” momma always grabbed him before
they climbed into the bathtub . after that happened they were always late . * bam . * wait , it ’s never like
this . ctlulhu always puts up a fight . i repeat : it ’s never like this ! it ’s always for the umpteenth time , now
or never . *the phone rings . i answer it and ctlulhu ’s voice booms out .

HINT “ sir , i ’m afraid i ’m late for work. “ “ i ’m sorry sir , “ the technician said , “ but i have to get my cell phone
back. “ “ sir , you have to pick up this cell. “ “ yes sir , i do. “ “ and how are you going to find it ? “ “ i ’m
just going to have to pick it up. “ “ well , sir , “ the technician said , “ it ’s just that i do n’t have the time to
pick it up. “ “ why not ? “ “ sir , “ the technician said , “ i do n’t have the time. “ “ i ’m just going to make
sure it ’s picked up. “

BART “ ah it ’ s here . i thought you wanted to leave , a phone call . * ” my coworkers looked at me confused .
“ i wasn ’ t in the mood to go running around scared . but it was important . you need to pick up on your
cravings . the kid-ta-bye , gabriel , payliver , cilia de los angeles . and four people ’ s fault. ” he was right
about the fifth , at least my attention was fixed on it . three girls were outside screaming in the street , and
a family of four was picking up one of them . the two men yelled and approached as they walked to the
mailbox , visibly distressed .

Table 6: Stories generated by GPT-3, HINT, BART and PROGEN3 given the same title “cthulhu calls your cell , he
needs to be picked up .”

adding specific instructions as part of the prompt
of GPT-3, but this did not work.

Null generation Occasionally GPT-3 decides to
generate no output. This is usually not an issue,
since this can be solved by forcing it to generate
again, although it is unclear why this occurs.

Direct copy Besides the soft plagiarism issue
(Section 6), GPT-3 does occasionally copy long
chunks of text, e.g., the title or prompt in the story.

Multilingual GPT-3 sometimes generates sto-
ries in languages other than English, despite the
given prompts always being in English. In terms of
statistics, out of 1000 generations we find 14 non-
English stories (5 Chinese, 4 German, 1 Japanese,
1 French, 1 Russian, 1 Norwegian Nynorsk and 1
mixture of Chinese and English). Interestingly, in
most of these cases the stories are related to the
condition (even though in different languages) al-
though sometimes we observe the outputs are direct
translation of the prompt and not a creative story.

Tokenisation issue GPT-3 generations occasion-
ally feature “sticky” words where there are missing
white spaces (e.g., understand.With and timewhen).
We suspect this is due to Byte-Pair Encoding of
GPT-3 where white spaces are “glued” to each sub-
word and so every subword has two versions (one
with the white space and one without). This is-
sue arises when GPT-3 generates using a subword

without the white space suffix.

Expletives GPT-3 would occasionally generate
stories with expletives. Interestingly, it would
sometimes self-censor them (e.g., b****).

8 Conclusion

We present an extensive comparison of GPT-3 with
SOTA models for story generation, and found that
stories generated by GPT-3 are substantially better
than SOTA models on multiple aspects and even
rival human authors. The findings of this study
indicate that we have entered a new chapter in
story generation with LLMs. Future research is
likely to concentrate on prompt-engineering LLMs
to achieve enhanced customization, such as varying
their style and length, further advancing the capa-
bilities of story generation models. In terms of eval-
uation metrics, our work: 1) reveals a weak corre-
lation between automatic lexical-based evaluation
metrics and human evaluation, and that recently
proposed model-based metrics appear to more reli-
able; and 2) contributes a new test bed for metric
development, through the release of a dataset that
contains story quality annotations by two groups of
judges. In spite of the positive results of GPT-3 in
story generation, we discuss some of its issues, the
chief one being that it has a tendency to reproduce
details or plots from its memories, raising founda-
tional questions about its generation creativity.
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Limitations

As observed by Mishra et al. (2022), engineering
appropriate prompts can significantly influence the
performance of language models. In our current
study, we randomly sample a few training examples
as demonstrations for GPT-3 (in-context learning).
However, a more effective approach could involve
strategically selecting contextually more relevant
examples.

Although text-davinci-001 was the best model at
the time of our experiment, recent advancements in
the field have led to the release of more powerful
LLMs. Despite these improved models, we hold
the view that they are unlikely to substantially alter
the conclusions drawn in this study. The findings
strongly suggest that LLMs will remain the domi-
nant approach in story generation in the foreseeable
future. Also, we only explore with GPT-3 in our
experiments, and although we think our findings
are likely to generalise to other LLMs, this has not
been empirirically validated.

Since we started this work in 2022, there has
been quite a development in terms of text genera-
tion evaluation metrics (Chiang and Lee, 2023; Ke
et al., 2023; Xie et al., 2023; Fu et al., 2023; Liu
et al., 2023a), and some of these uses LLMs them-
selves. Although we claim that human evaluation
remains the gold standard for story generation, it
remains to be seen how much these new metrics
close the gap. We foresee that the question of circu-
larity, i.e. using LLMs to evaluate LLM-generated
text, will be the next challenge that the field needs
to address.

In our work, we acknowledge that we did not in-
volve domain experts (e.g., story writers) for a more
specialized assessment. It would be intriguing to
investigate the potential variations in judgments
between lay individuals and expert evaluators in
story assessment (Chiang and Lee, 2023). Recent
research has indicated that certain practices in the
human annotation process, such as the use of Lik-
ert scales, have limitations in capturing the true
preferences of humans (Ethayarajh and Jurafsky,
2022; Liu et al., 2023c). We contend, however, that
the fact that we found consistent results between
two different groups of annotators suggest that our
findings are likely to be robust.
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A SOTA Story Models Details

Knowledge Enhanced GPT-2 (KGGPT2) Guan
et al. (2020) use heuristic rules to translate com-
monsense triples from commonsense knowledge
bases (e.g., ConceptNet (Speer and Havasi, 2012)
and ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019)) into natural lan-
guage sentences and fine-tune GPT-2 small using
these sentences. They also use rules to construct
negative samples from the original stories to cre-
ate “bad stories” and perform additional training to
encourage the model to learn representations that
can distinguish the original and negative stories on
ROC.

Progressive Generation of Long Text (PRO-
GEN) Tan et al. (2021) divide the story genera-
tion process into multiple stages where words are
generated based on their order of importance (es-
timated using TF-IDF). In other words, PROGEN
does not generate stories in a left to right man-
ner. They fine-tune BART-large in different stages
where the early stages focus on generated keywords
and the intermediate stages focus on generating the
next set of content words. We use PROGEN3 in
our experiment which has 3 stages where it gener-
ates 15%/25%/100% of the story words after each
pass.

MEGATRON-CNTRL (MTCL) Xu et al.
(2020) combines commonsense reasoning and sto-
ryline planning. They first train a keyword predic-
tor with GPT-2 and the predicted keywords are
used to retrieve related knowledge triples from
a knowledge base. They then train a contextual
knowledge ranker with BERT to rank the top-N
predicted knowledge triples. A second GPT-2 is
trained as a conditional generator that takes both
top ranked knowledge triples and other condition-
ing (e.g., titles) as input when generating stories.
Note that the parameters of the two GPT-2 and
BERT models are initialised using MEGATRON
parameters (Shoeybi et al., 2019).

High-Level Representations for Long Text Gen-
eration (HINT) Guan et al. (2021a) pre-train
BART-base on BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) with
additional objectives that capture sentence-level
similarity and sentence-order to learn the internal
structure within a story. The model is then further
fine-tuned on story datasets to generate stories in a
particular dataset.

BART This is a baseline model where we fine-
tune BART-large on the story datasets with the
standard next word prediction objective.

B Datasets Details

ROCStories (ROC) ROC was developed by
Mostafazadeh et al. (2016) and it contains 98K
commonsense stories of five sentences. To
obtain a more generalised lexicon, we follow
the delexicalisation process from prior studies
(Guan et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020) where
male/female/unknown names are replaced by
[MALE]/[FEMALE]/[NEUTRAL] sentinels. For
each story, the first (leading) sentence is used as
conditioning context, and models are trained to
generate the remaining 4 sentences.

WritingPrompts (WP) WP consists of 303K
human-written stories mined from Reddit’s Writ-
ing Prompts forum Fan et al. (2018).7 Each story
is trimmed to contain only the first 10 sentences
(following Guan et al. (2021a)). For WP, we use
the prompt (which is typically a paragraph of text
that sets the scene of the story) as conditioning for
story generation.

CNN News (CNN) CNN News (Hermann et al.,
2015) is a dataset that contains long news articles
with titles. CNN is a very large dataset, with 311K
news articles and highlights. We sub-sample the
standard training, validation and testing splits to
produce splits with 10K/5K/1K stories each, re-
spectively, for our experiments. The title of a news
story is used as conditioning for story generation.

C Amazon Mechanic Turk Setting

Qualification Requirements We set following
qualification requirements for our annotators: 1)
Their accept rate is greater than or equal to 97%. 2)
Their location is in US. 3) They have to complete
more than 1000 HITs.

Questions We ask the following questions in our
questionnaire.

1. Fluency: “How grammatically correct is the
text of the story?”

2. Coherence: “How well do the sentences in the
story fit together?”

3. Relatedness: “How relevant is the story to the
title?”

7https://www.reddit.com/r/WritingPrompts/
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4. Logicality: “How much does the story obey
commonsense?”

5. Interestingness: “How enjoyable do you find
the story?”

D Amazon Mechanic Turk Pilot Study

While AMT is convenient to find workers for anno-
tation work, it can be rather difficult to obtain reli-
able workers (Karpinska et al., 2021; Clark et al.,
2021). One of our workers told us many work-
ers install website plugins to help them to manage
the workflow with AMT so that they can hoard
many HITs at the same time. Therefore, HITs
with high payment can easily attract irresponsible
workers even though previous qualifications are set
since most AMT requesters will not bother to reject
work.

Therefore, we set a pilot study to aid us to help
reliable workers. We randomly select 5 stories
generated from different models on ROC and 1
story from the test dataset. We then train a trigram
language model on ROC to mimic the style and
generate 1 story from the trigram model. All stories
have different titles. We randomly shuffle these 7
stories and the task is to ask people to evaluate all
stories with questions mentioned in Appendix C
and we will judge the quality of their evaluation
based on human and trigram stories.

We invite 7 of our colleagues, which are all from
non-English speaking countries to have a rough
idea of the difficulty degree of the task. We calcu-
late the average score of all quality metrics except
the interestingness aspect since it is subjective. On
average, our colleagues rank the human story as
4.5 and trigram story as 1.425, which shows our
task is not hard to distinguish human and trigram
stories. We set a rather lenient standard as “ranking
human story >= 3.5 and trigram story <= 2.0" to
select workers from our pilot study.

We create 100 assignments of the same HIT at
different times with the qualification mentioned
in Appendix C. We find running the same pilot
study at different times can obtain quite different
results from AMT, which align to the findings in
Karpinska et al. (2021). Generally, we find that
more reliable workers can be found in the evening
of Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). We have 10 out
of 100 people pass the pilot study but only 5 peo-
ple pass it on the day. It shows the difficulty of
obtaining reliable workers on AMT nowadays and
the economic importance of running a pilot study

IAA Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.

R
O

C r 0.64 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.68
TA 17.24 24.98 25.57 27.37 22.03

W
P r 0.51 0.70 0.74 0.71 0.54

TA 18.37 17.01 32.65 19.73 12.93

C
N

N r 0.46 0.54 0.61 0.59 0.50
TA 15.13 12.61 15.97 11.76 14.29

Table 7: Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA) results for
each aspect: fluency (Flu.), coherence (Coh.), related-
ness (Rel.), logicality (Log.) and interestingness (Int.).
We use one-vs-rest Pearson’s r to assess the extent to
which each annotator agrees with the consensus. Total
Agreement (TA) means the percentage where all 3 an-
notators choose the same score.

before conducting real research. We grant those
reliable workers the customised qualification and
only invite them to our real study, we also have
controlled stories to monitor the quality of workers,
as 2 controlled stories inserted into each HIT.

E Amazon Mechanic Turk Issue

Our human evaluation is conducted over AMT,
even though it is convenient and affordable, we
find a big disagreement between our annotators.
We first conduct a pilot study to test the capabil-
ity of annotators to evaluate English stories and
only invite workers that pass our proficient English
stories reading tests to the evaluation of sampled
stories. We only gave them two examples showing
how we assess the example stories but we did not
provide detailed English stories evaluation training
to our annotators. We did not have a main annota-
tors that can provide a standard score for example
stories, which increase the difficulty of judging the
quality of evaluation work we receive from AMT.

Also, as pointed out in Karpinska et al. (2021),
the quality of work from annotators on AMT plat-
form can be of high variance and have poor cali-
bration, therefore, we would obtain more reliable
human evaluation results if we hire expert raters
such as professional authors or English language
teachers.

F Inter-annotator Agreement for MTurk
Workers

We follow Lau et al. (2020) to estimate one-vs-rest
agreement using Pearson’s r. For each story, we
single out an annotator’s score and compare it to
the mean scores given by the other two annotators,
and we repeat this process for every score in a story
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IAA Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.
R

O
C r 0.42 0.54 0.66 0.59 0.32

TA 38.57 25.0 25.71 25.71 8.57

W
P r 0.36 0.57 0.73 0.49 0.54

TA 10.0 10.0 18.57 10.0 10.0

C
N

N r 0.36 0.41 0.47 0.37 0.35
TA 17.14 10.71 14.29 10.0 4.29

Table 8: In-house IAA Results.

and for all stories to compute Pearson’s r over the
two sets of scores (singled-out scores vs. mean
scores). We also compute the percentage where all
3 annotators choose the same score, noting that this
is a much stricter agreement metric (as it does not
capture the ordinal scale of the scores). Random
scoring would produce 4% for this metric.

IAA results are presented in Table 7. In terms
of one-vs-rest agreement (r), we find overall good
agreement with 9 strong agreement results (r >=
0.6) and 6 moderate agreement results (0.45 <= r
<= 0.6). We see some correlation between story
length and agreement, as ROC has the highest
agreement (shortest with 5 sentences) and CNN
has the lowest (over 20 sentences). When it comes
to aspects, coherence, relatedness and logicality
have higher agreement compared to fluency and
interestingness. While it is intuitive to see inter-
estingness being subjective, fluency is somewhat a
surprise. Manual inspection reveals that annotators
have very different standards when it comes to flu-
ency, with some workers being more strict about
grammar, which contributes to the low agreement.
For total agreement (TA), the numbers range be-
tween 10–25%, which is encouraging as it shows
that there is still a good proportion of cases where
all annotators agree on a score.

G Inter-annotator Agreement for
In-house Workers

The In-house annotation agreement results are
shown in Table 8. Surprisingly, we see similar
trends in compared to Table 7, which means our
findings are consistent even with a different group
of workers on a different set of stories.

We again see fluency and interestingness are two
aspects that have lower agreements. However, it
is interesting that we find fluency has highest TA
but rather lower r. Manual inspection reveals that
annotators mainly select 4 or 5 for fluency (also can
be seen from high fluency scores for ROC in Ta-

ble 5), which benefits TA because they have higher
chance to agree on the same values, but might harm
r because the score can be negatively influenced
by other rare values. Relevance again has the high-
est agreement, which might be because annotators
agree that many stories generated by SOTA models
are not related to the given condition. However,
compared to IAA results from crowdsource annota-
tors, in-house annotators have lower agreement in
general. we find 2 strong agreement results (r >=
0.6) and 6 moderate agreement results (0.45 <= r
<= 0.6).

H GPT-3 World knowledge Strengths

Table 9 and 10 demonstrates that GPT-3 can gener-
ate better stories than SOTA models thanks to its
wide world knowledge strengths.

I Mechanic Turk Instructions

Figure 1 and 2 demonstrate our instructions and
rubrics.

J Example Prompts

Table 11 shows some examples we use in our
prompts for generation.

K GPT-3 Stories vs Human References

Table 12, 13 and 14 show some examples where
GPT-3 obtains higher scores than its human refer-
ence.

L Example Generations

Table 15 shows randomly picked generation exam-
ple for each dataset.

M Soft Plagiarism Examples

Table 16 shows some GPT-3 generated news stories
where we find true online stories.

N GPT-3 Generation Issues

Table 17 shows some GPT-3 generated stories with
several issues.

O Pearson Correlations between Each
Story Aspects

Figure 3 and 4 present Pearson Correlations be-
tween Each Story Aspects for MTurk and in-house
workers respectively.
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Model Story

GPT-3 as soon as i realized that i had died , the first thing that came to mind was how pointless
my life had been . i had devoted myself to a cause that was ultimately fruitless and
destructive , and in the end i had caused the deaths of millions of people .but then i
realized that there was still a chance for redemption . in the after life , i was given the
opportunity to travel to different moments in history and try to make things right . i
could see the consequences of my actions , and i could try to make different choices that
would lead to a better outcome .i started with the holocaust , and i was able to save many
people from being killed . but it was difficult , and i had to make a lot of tough choices .
eventually i moved on to other moments in history , trying to make things better wherever
i could .it was a difficult journey , but it was worth it . i was finally able to make up for
the mistakes that i had made in life .

PROGEN3 i knew i was in a bad mood . the blood dripped from my nose and down my chin like the
burly balding drifter . was it dark yet ? i could feel my brain becoming small dots of the
rotten material . the blood stopped flowing . almost instantly , the world dissolved in my
hands . that ’s when i noticed something . i was still standing in the middle of the street .
i turned to my left and saw the madman .

HINT “ hi , “ i said , opening my eyes to a bright light . “ this is hitler . “ i looked at the clock .
5:00 am . “ what ’s your name ? “ “ hitler . “ “ hitler . “ “ hitler . “ “ hitler . “ “ hitler . “

BART i ’m struck with a fierce sense of shame at that thought . unfortunately it ’s been a while
since i ’ve felt this way , and normally it ’s * bad * to feel that way , but i think that too
should be expected when you ’re still alive . there has been so much turmoil since the war
. we ’ve lost children , we ’ve lost society , we ’ve even lost ourselves . but now , we ’re
free . we can finally go on with our lives , like we always should . but something happens
that seems wrong , and it ’s really hard to forget . there are my reasons for feeling so sad .
why will i be mad today ?

Table 9: Stories generated from GPT-3, HINT, BART and PROGEN3 given the same title “you ’re hitler , and you
’ve just died . there is an after life . tell me about it ."
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Model Story

GPT-3 the young man had lost everything . his family , his home , his country . he had nothing
left to lose . when he was offered the chance to join isis , he saw it as a way to finally
have a purpose in life . he was given a sense of belonging and a sense of worth . he was
told that he was fighting for a good cause and that he was helping to protect his people .
he was given a sense of identity and a sense of purpose . he was told that he was part of
something bigger than himself .

PROGEN3 they ’ve crippled the ranks of these countries . their leaders not going to the president ’s
party , everyone having their noses to the grindstone , the war . political parties shooting
each other with a firing squad , only to end up murdering each other . “ the one who
executed your followers was the first one to hell houng taqibs . “ he ’s right , ha is not ’d
understand * reason * if he knew that . “ you ’re killing my people . “

HINT my eyes stare at the ceiling . it ’s just a window , it ’s just a window . i ’m not sure if i
should close it or close it again . i ’m afraid i ca n’t move it . i do n’t want to be here . i
do n’t want to be here . i want to be able to talk to the people who will help me . to be
able to hear the voices of people who will help me . to be able to see the lights . to be
able to see the people who will help me .

BART missdamie looked at her young daughter sat with c and o . she ’d put on a radiant glow
and bound herself up in an artificial bubble . she was beautiful . she twitched at the
vibrancy in her hands . her hair was beautiful and silver . her smile was off . her black
nails placed on gentle curves . when she smiled her smile widened and the small eyes
of her daughter ’s eyes danced . “ isis ? “ i asked , shakily , behind the mask . ms. de
los angeles nodded and smiled . “ yes , my name is isis de los angeles , and “ her mother
held her hand . “ my son is wondering if isis can cause such a thing . “

Table 10: Stories generated from GPT-3, HINT, BART and PROGEN3 given the same title “make me sympathise
with an isis member ."
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Figure 1: A screenshot of our evaluation questions.
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Figure 2: Explanation and Rubric in the Instruction.
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Example

ROC prompt: [MALE] wants to move to a new house . completion: his wife [FEMALE]
does not want to move . [MALE] convinces her to look at a couple new houses . she
does not see any that she likes . [FEMALE] refuses to move .

WP prompt: the real reason we ’re not supposed to look at the sun during a total eclipse
is because it reveals something horrifying . completion: the harvest was here . father
xander made his way through priory halls toward the sanctuary in the back garden
. at his advanced years , the trip was a struggle ; each step brought a hefty dose of
pain and unpleasant memories . it was eclipse day , and while he always prayed for
a good outcome , in his eighty years as the priory ’ s eyes , there never was . “ the
initiates are assembled in the sanctuary , father , ” spoke a fellow priest in the hall . “
thank you , my son , ” father xander replied . he paused and looked at the young man
. memories came flooding back like sour wine . his name was thomas hampstead ,
and at thirty years of age , he should have been a robust healthy lad ; but he was not .
thomas ’ s skin had a greyish tint and his body was frail .

CNN prompt: (CNN) – Usain Bolt rounded off the world championships Sunday by
claiming his third gold in Moscow as he anchored Jamaica to victory in the men’s
4x100m relay. completion: The fastest man in the world charged clear of United
States rival Justin Gatlin as the Jamaican quartet of Nesta Carter, Kemar Bailey-
Cole, Nickel Ashmeade and Bolt won in 37.36 seconds. The U.S finished second in
37.56 seconds with Canada taking the bronze after Britain were disqualified for a
faulty handover. The 26-year-old Bolt has now collected eight gold medals at world
championships, equaling the record held by American trio Carl Lewis, Michael
Johnson and Allyson Felix, not to mention the small matter of six Olympic titles. The
relay triumph followed individual successes in the 100 and 200 meters in the Russian
capital. Ï’m proud of myself and I’ll continue to work to dominate for as long as
possible,B̈olt said, having previously expressed his intention to carry on until the
2016 Rio Olympics. Victory was never seriously in doubt once he got the baton safely
in hand from Ashmeade, while Gatlin and the United States third leg runner Rakieem
Salaam had problems. Gatlin strayed out of his lane as he struggled to get full control
of their baton and was never able to get on terms with Bolt. Earlier, Jamaica’s women
underlined their dominance in the sprint events by winning the 4x100m relay gold,
anchored by Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce, who like Bolt was completing a triple. Their
quartet recorded a championship record of 41.29 seconds, well clear of France, who
crossed the line in second place in 42.73 seconds. Defending champions, the United
States, were initially back in the bronze medal position after losing time on the
second handover between Alexandria Anderson and English Gardner, but promoted
to silver when France were subsequently disqualified for an illegal handover. The
British quartet, who were initially fourth, were promoted to the bronze which eluded
their men’s team. Fraser-Pryce, like Bolt aged 26, became the first woman to achieve
three golds in the 100-200 and the relay. In other final action on the last day of the
championships, France’s Teddy Tamgho became the third man to leap over 18m in
the triple jump, exceeding the mark by four centimeters to take gold. Germany’s
Christina Obergfoll finally took gold at global level in the women’s javelin after five
previous silvers, while Kenya’s Asbel Kiprop easily won a tactical men’s 1500m
final.

Table 11: Prompts and GPT-3 Completions, including one example each for ROC, WP and CNN.
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Title [SEP] Story From Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.

tell me the story of a totally inconsequential character
who does n’t realize he ‘s wrapped up in a massive high-
stakes plotline - and keep them in the dark about it . [SEP]
ivan was just an ordinary guy who led an ordinary life .
he worked a dead-end job at a local factory , and spent his
evenings and weekends playing his favorite online game
with his friends . one day , out of the blue , ivan was
contacted by a representative of the game company , who
offered him a chance to participate in a closed beta test
for their new game . ivan was excited to participate and
eagerly agreed to the terms and conditions .little did he
know that he was about to become embroiled in a global
conspiracy . the game company was actually a front for
a secret organization that was planning to use the game
to recruit new members . ivan was the perfect candidate ,
because he was someone who was looking for an escape
from his ordinary life .the organization was planning to
use the game to recruit new members from all over the
world , and they were counting on ivan to help them . ivan
had no idea what he was getting himself into , and the
organization was careful to keep him in the dark about
their true intentions . ivan thought he was just playing
a game , but he was actually a pawn in a much larger
scheme .

GPT-3 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

tell me the story of a totally inconsequential character
who does n’t realize he ‘s wrapped up in a massive high-
stakes plotline - and keep them in the dark about it . [SEP]
someone was moving around on screen three . * probably
just another junkie stumbling around . fucking dumbass
. * barry did n’t really give a shit what the junkie was
up to anyway . his job did n’t pay enough for that . it ’s
not like they thought he was actually all that important ,
anyway . a security guard ? minimum wage , take your
paycheck , shut up , and move along , thank you very
much . you have to sit for twelve hours in the dead of
night and devote all of your attention to watching the
same twelve tiny boxes ? that ’s nice . how ’s $ 7.25 an
hour sound ? you ’re preventing vandalism and break-ins
? how wonderful . would you like a cookie ?

human 3.67 2.33 2.0 3.33 2.33

Table 12: GPT-3 Generated Story Obtains Higher Scores than Its Human Reference.
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Title [SEP] Story From Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.

you meet the grim reaper at a crossroads . you are fearful
as he approaches , but notice he seems just as fearful of
you . [SEP] the grim reaper was a fearful figure , draped
in a cloak of blackness with a face that was hidden in
shadow . as he came closer , you could see the fear in his
eyes . “ why are you so afraid of me ? “ you asked . “
because you ’re the first person to ever see me like this , “
he replied . “ i ’m not here to take you , i ’m here to ask
for your help . “

GPT-3 4.0 4.67 4.67 3.67 3.67

you meet the grim reaper at a crossroads . you are fearful
as he approaches , but notice he seems just as fearful of
you . [SEP] my eyes jump from snowbank to snowbank
, one featureless as the next . the road i walk upon is a
dark grey slush , the result of many cars and snow plows
making their way through the void . yet i had not seen
a car in miles . i shiver . but not from the cold . the
compelling . it had awakened me . this ominous feeling
that i had to be at a certain place at a certain time . it
controlled me . it made me get dressed . it made me open
the door . it had even made me ignore my wife , who i
usually kiss goodbye . the road seemed endless , but i felt
no reason to stop .

human 3.33 3.33 1.67 2.33 2.33

Table 13: GPT-3 Generated Story Obtains Higher Scores than Its Human Reference.
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Title [SEP] Story From Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.

you are able to see the number of days a person has left
to live above their heads . for the first time in your life ,
you see someone with a negative number . [SEP] as you
walk the streets , dodging the rushing crowds , you notice
something different about one of the people walking by
. their number is displayed in a negative value . for
a moment , you feel a pang of sadness and empathy .
you know what that means - that person is going to die
soon . you watch as they go about their day , completely
unaware of the timer ticking away above their head . you
wonder who they are , what they ’re doing , and who will
be there with them when their time runs out .

GPT-3 4.67 4.33 4.67 4.0 5.0

you are able to see the number of days a person has left
to live above their heads . for the first time in your life ,
you see someone with a negative number . [SEP] crowds
are the worst . frank squints through the flurry of hov-
ering digits as he shoulders his way through the masses
of shoppers . the cacophony of vociferous patrons , dis-
tressed employees , and typical black friday commotion
crescendos around him . he pauses to watch two shoppers
vie over the last remaining television monitor ( only $
600 ! ) . one is a blonde woman whose pigtails have been
jostled into disarray ; above her hovers the number 10951
. the other is n’t as fortunate ; the number 582 glows
above her greying hair . frank sighs . he ’s sure there
’s something . . . vaguely poignant about fighting over
a product priced at a greater value than your remaining
days of life . socio-rhetorical commentary on modern
consumerism , perhaps . he has little time to contemplate
, however , as another shopper impatiently shoves him
forward , and frank resumes his pace . while he walks ,
frank studies the various faces passing by : a woman in
an elegant , blue hijab ; a portly , bearded man ; a fatigued
mother clutching her two children by the hands ... .

human 3.67 3.0 3.33 4.0 3.33

Table 14: GPT-3 Generated Story Obtain Higher Scores than Its Human Reference.
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Title Generation

the boy cried . the boy cried because he was sad and scared . his parents were getting
a divorce and he did n’t know what was going to happen to him . he
was going to have to leave his home and his friends and move to a
new house . his mother said that he could choose where he wanted to
live , but his father said that he had to live with him . the boy did n’t
know what to do .

your extreme apathy
has been mistaken
as spiritual enlighten-
ment , and now peo-
ple are building a re-
ligion around you .

my name is john and i have a problem . well , actually , a lot of
people have a problem with me but that ’s not the point . the point is
that i don ’t care about anything . at all . not the way most people
care about things anyway . when most people see a homeless person
on the street they feel compassion and want to help . when i see a
homeless person on the street i think “ well , there goes another lazy
bum who ’s too good for work “ . and i ’m not joking when i say that
most people see the world in a completely different way than i do .
they see the good in people and want to help them . i see the bad in
people and want to help them . see the difference ? i ’m not saying
that my way of seeing the world is wrong and theirs is right . i ’m
just saying that we see the world differently and that ’s okay . or at
least it should be . but it ’s not because people can ’t accept that i don
’t care about anything . they think that i ’m enlightened because i don
’t feel the pain and suffering that they do . they think that because i
don ’t care about anything i must be in a better place than they are
.and that ’s why they ’re building a religion around me .

(CNN) – Hurricane
Ida moved into the
southern Gulf of
Mexico Sunday,
prompting a decla-
ration of emergency
in Louisiana and
concern along the
U.S. Gulf Coast.

ida Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal declared a state of emergency
Saturday as the Category 1 hurricane churned in the Gulf of Mexico,
according to a news release from the governor’s office. "Based on
the latest forecasts, Hurricane Ida is expected to make landfall in
Louisiana as a Category 1 hurricane and we must be prepared for
significant impacts," Jindal said in the release. "I have directed my
team to do everything possible to protect the lives and property of
the people of Louisiana." The hurricane could bring storm surges,
high winds and heavy rains to the coast, the National Hurricane
Center said. The storm was about 220 miles (355 kilometers) south-
southeast of the mouth of the Mississippi River on Sunday morning
and was moving north-northwest at about 9 mph (15 kph), the center
said. The hurricane had maximum sustained winds of 75 mph (120
kph). Forecasters said Ida could strengthen a bit before making
landfall. The center of the storm is expected to come ashore early
Tuesday morning.

Table 15: Randomly Chosen GPT-3 Generation Examples from Each Dataset.
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GPT-3 Generated Story (Link to the Online Resource)

Washington (CNN) – With the posting of 400,000 classified documents from the Iraq war,
WikiLeaks has shown a much heavier hand redacting compared to its previous publication
of documents. In an interview with Wolf Blitzer on Wednesday, WikiLeaks founder Julian
Assange said that the organization redacted the names of Iraqis who provided information
to the United States military in order to protect them from retaliation."We have a duty to
protect some of the people who are named in these documents," Assange said.WikiLeaks
has redacted the names of coalition forces and informants, as well as the names of Iraqis
who cooperated with the United States military, in all of its recent releases of classified doc-
uments. (https://www.reuters.com/article/britain-assange-idUSL4N2GD2PZ)

(CNN) – A former University of Virginia lacrosse player convicted of killing his ex-
girlfriend was sentenced to 23 years in prison on Thursday, according to the Common-
wealth Attorney’s office in Charlottesville, Virginia. George Huguely V was convicted
in February of second-degree murder in the May 2010 death of Yeardley Love. He was
also convicted of grand larceny and burglary.Prosecutors had asked for a sentence of
30 years, while Huguely’s defense attorneys had asked for 10 years."Yeardley was my
everything," Huguely said in a statement before sentencing. "I was not thinking, I was
not rationale, and I was not in control of my own actions."Love was found beaten to
death in her off-campus apartment. Huguely’s DNA was found on Love’s body and in
her bedroom.During the trial, prosecutors said Huguely had sent Love a series of emails
in which he threatened to kill her."I’m going to kill you. You deserve it. You took
the one thing I loved the most," Huguely wrote in one email, according to prosecutors.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Yeardley_Love)

(CNN) – Crisis club Racing Santander has been thrown out of next season’s Copa del
Rey after its players staged a bizarre on-pitch boycott of a quarterfinal tie against Real
Sociedad. Racing Santander’s players staged a bizarre on-pitch boycott of a Copa del
Rey quarterfinal tie against Real Sociedad on Wednesday, leading to their expulsion from
the competition.The players refused to take to the field in the first leg of the last-eight
tie at the Anoeta Stadium in San Sebastian, protesting at the club’s failure to pay their
wages.After a delay of around 45 minutes, the referee finally called off the game, with the
Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) confirming Racing Santander’s expulsion from the
competition."The Competition Committee has decided to expel Racing Santander from the
Copa del Rey for not appearing in the match," said an RFEF statement."Real Sociedad have
been awarded a 3-0 win and will now face the winners of the match between Real Madrid
and Valencia, who will play the semi-final."Racing Santander, who are currently bottom
of the Spanish first division, released a statement on their website protesting at the club’s
treatment by the RFEF."Racing Santander has today been expelled from the Copa del Rey
for not appearing in the match against Real Sociedad, despite the fact that our players were
prepared to play," said the statement."We believe that this decision is unjust, given that our
players have not been paid their wages for several months and have made it clear that they
would not be able to compete in the match."The club also released a video of the players
refusing to take to the field, with captain David Lafuente leading the protest.Racing
Santander’s expulsion from the Copa del Rey means they will not compete in next
season’s competition, while Real Sociedad will face the winners of the match between
Real Madrid and Valencia in the semi-final. (http://edition.cnn.com/2014/01/30/
sport/football/spanish-cup-boycott-santander-football/index.html)

Table 16: GPT-3 generated CNN News and link to the Online Resource
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Issue Title Generation

Generate
Chinese
from an
English title

you are an alien
body snatcher , and
this is your first day
in your new host
body . you have no
idea what his life is
.

你不是人，你是外星人。这是你第一天在新的主人
身上。你不知道他的生活是什么。你只是偶然得到
他的身体，他的生活已经开始了，而你还不知道这是
什么。你的主人是一个普通人，他没有你的外星人能
力。你不知道你的主人在做什么，也不知道他有没有
你的朋友。你只是在他的身体里，完全不知道他的生
活。

Generate
Japanese
from an
English title

what it means to
live ( 250 words ) .

人生とは何かを探して生きることである。探しける
ことで、生きるをつける。例えばを探しけること
で、そのが叶う率を高める。を叶えるために努力
をしけることで、そのが叶う可能性が高まる。しか
し、を叶えるために努力をしけることはしい。を叶
えるためには、そのにして情を持つことが大切だ。
そして、そのを叶えるためには、自分を信じること
が大切だ。を叶えるためには、そのにチャレンジす
ることが大切だ。そして、を叶えるためには、失を
恐れずに前することが大切だ。

Stick word
together to
create “new"
words

write a short story
based off the lyrics
to any song .

there was a timewhen we were youngand our dreams were
alivewe wanted to be rock starsand travel the worldwe
wanted to be someonesomeone famoussomeone lovednow
we ’re just oldour dreams have diedour passions gonewe
just want to be left aloneto die in peace

Copy from
the leading
text

[MALE] was a very
sweet dog .

[MALE] was a very sweet dog . he loved his family and
was always happy to see them . even though he was old ,
he never stopped wagging his tail and licking everyone ’s
faces .

Copy from
the prompt

[MALE] is a man-
ager at kfc .

he started as a fry cook [MALE] wants to move to a new
house , but his wife [FEMALE] does not want to move .
[MALE] convinces her to look at a couple new houses , and
she does not see any that she likes . [FEMALE] refuses to
move . (Table 11)

Generate pro-
fanity words

[FEMALE] was eat-
ing lunch at school
.

a boy came up to her and asked her to go out with him . she
said no and he called her a stuck up b * * * * .

Table 17: Examples of some interesting generation errors we find for GPT-3.
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Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.
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Coh.

Rel.

Log.

Int.

1 0.68 0.47 0.33 0.29

0.68 1 0.68 0.58 0.52

0.47 0.68 1 0.5 0.51

0.33 0.58 0.5 1 0.89

0.29 0.52 0.51 0.89 1
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(a) ROC
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1 0.74 0.54 0.73 0.57
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(b) WP
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1 0.71 0.56 0.71 0.47
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(c) CNN

Figure 3: Pearson Correlations between Each Aspect from Crowdsourcing annotations.
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Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.
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Coh.

Rel.

Log.

Int.

1 0.51 0.27 0.43 0.38

0.51 1 0.48 0.78 0.63

0.27 0.48 1 0.48 0.49
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Flu. Coh. Rel. Log. Int.
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Log.

Int.

1 0.66 0.42 0.59 0.48

0.66 1 0.64 0.8 0.72
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(b) WP
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1 0.57 0.45 0.59 0.61
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(c) CNN

Figure 4: Pearson Correlations between Each Aspect from in-house annotations.
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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) have shown
a tremendous capacity for generating literary
text. However, their effectiveness in generating
children’s stories has yet to be thoroughly ex-
amined. In this study, we evaluate the trustwor-
thiness of children’s stories generated by LLMs
using various measures, and we compare and
contrast our results with both old and new chil-
dren’s stories to better assess their significance.
Our findings suggest that LLMs still struggle to
generate children’s stories at the level of quality
and nuance found in actual stories.1

1 Introduction

Advancements in pretrained large language mod-
els (LLMs) like GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and
LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), have made it easier
to generate natural language text for a variety of
downstream tasks, including generating narrative
text like children’s stories. The ability to gener-
ate natural text using LLMs has seen substantial
improvement with the innovation of instruction-
following models like InstructGPT (Ouyang et al.,
2022) and Alpaca (Taori et al., 2023), resulting in
a better alignment with user intentions.

These systems are being used as a general-
purpose chat-bots by the general public. As these
models are integrated more into everyday applica-
tions, it is crucial to continuously evaluate LLMs’
performance to ensure that they are indeed trust-
worthy and accurate.

Trustworthiness in the case of LLMs is a broad
term that refers to reliability and confidence in the
generated text outputs along with their suitability
for a specific downstream task. A trustworthy LLM
minimizes errors, biases, and potentially harmful

1Code and dataset are publicly available:
https://github.com/prabin525/trustworthiness-of-children-
stories-generated-by-LLMs

content while consistently producing clear and con-
textually suitable text. With the advancing capabil-
ities of LLMs, concerns regarding their trustwor-
thiness have arisen. Notably, they are being used
more frequently to support creative writing (Clark
et al., 2018), raising concerns about the generation
of inappropriate or offensive text (Price, 2016) and
biased content (Lucy and Bamman, 2021a). One
domain in which trustworthiness is of particular
importance is text generation intended for children.
This paper seeks to evaluate the trustworthiness
of children’s stories generated by LLMs including
generative LLMs and instruction following models.
In the case of text generation geared towards chil-
dren, LLMs’ ability to generate age-appropriate
materials to target audiences also becomes a vital
aspect of overall trustworthiness.

To assess the trustworthiness of LLMs in gen-
erating children’s stories, we use two open-source
foundation language models, OPT (Zhang et al.,
2022) and LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023), along
with an instruction-following model Alpaca (Taori
et al., 2023) to generate children’s stories. Then,
we compare these generated stories against actual
children’s stories, old and modern. Our assessment
takes into account a number of aspects, including
statistics derived from the text like the Flesch read-
ing ease score (Flesch, 1948), toxicity present in
the text, the most influential topics present in the
text, and the sentence structure of these texts.

Our findings reveal that LLMs lack a high level
of trustworthiness when tasked with generating
children’s stories. While the generated children’s
stories do share similarities in topics and patterns
with the actual stories (mostly modern ones), they
are also susceptible to generating toxic content.
Moreover, LLMs struggle to capture the intrica-
cies and nuances of children’s literature, evident
from the disparity in sentence structure between
the generated and actual stories.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Story Generation
Recently, LLMs have been increasingly used to
supplement creative writing efforts for entertain-
ment and social media. Applications include work
related to narrative generations (Sun et al., 2023; Si-
mon and Muise, 2022; Razumovskaia et al., 2022;
Xiang et al., 2018). Yuan et al. (2022) tested Word-
craft, a tool created to assist writers with story gen-
eration using LLMs. In their study, writers who
were tasked with working with the AI agent noted
that Wordcraft lacked content awareness and would
create grammatical stories with nonsensical topics
or plots.

2.2 Children and AI
AI and LLMs have also been applied to contexts in-
volving children. Researchers at MIT had children
work with social robots to evaluate how much the
children could learn through activities involving
robots (Williams, 2019). There is much discussion
on how to integrate AI into early childhood educa-
tion (Yang, 2022; Kasneci et al., 2023). With the
increasing use of AI by and around children, there
is an urgent need for more thorough evaluations of
LLMs and the appropriateness of generated content
for vulnerable audiences.

2.3 Trustworthiness Testing
Chiang and Lee (2023) investigated whether LLMs
can replace humans in evaluating texts. Specifi-
cally, they looked at open-ended story generation
and adversarial attacks. They found that there were
similar ratings between LLMs and human evalua-
tors. Venkit et al. (2023) found that unbalanced
sources of training data result in biased generations
in GPT-2, and proposed strategies to reduce bias
using adversarial triggers. Tang et al. (2022) pre-
sented EtriCA, a neural generation model which
aims to remedy issues of relevance and coherence
of generated texts. Lucy and Bamman (2021b) stud-
ied the bias existing in GPT-3’s generated stories.
Guo et al. (2023) have proposed a similar study
specifically testing how similar text generated by
ChatGPT is to text produced by human writers.

3 Methodology

To investigate the trustworthiness of children’s sto-
ries generated by LLMs, we compare them with
actual old and modern children’s stories. We col-
lect a diverse set of stories from different sources,

including both older stories such as folktales, and
more recent children’s stories. We use both LLMs
and instruction-following models to generate sto-
ries with different prompt lengths and instruction
templates. As story generation is an open-ended
problem with no reference text, we rely on other
metrics instead of any automatic measure of eval-
uation like BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021) or
BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019). We use various
metrics to compare the generated stories with actual
stories, including in-text statistics such as sentence
length and a measure of toxicity in the text, as well
as an evaluation of topics covered in these stories.
Furthermore, we analyze and compare the gram-
matical structures of the stories using dependency
structures extracted from both the original and the
artificially generated stories.

In the following section, we describe the exper-
imental setup, including details on the collected
data, the story generation process, and the evalu-
ation metrics used for comparison. Subsequently,
we present the results obtained from our experi-
mentation.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

Our data consists of 132 original children’s stories
collected from various online sources and catego-
rized into two categories: old and modern. The
old stories generally include traditional children’s
stories like folktales and fairy tales, whereas the
modern stories include more recent children’s lit-
erature published after the year 2000. Both sets of
original children’s stories are comprised of English
texts aimed at children between the ages of three
and thirteen, with both data sets representing the
full range of these target ages. Overall, 122 are
classified as old stories, and the remaining 10 as
modern stories. Specifically, the older stories were
obtained via Project Gutenberg,2 and the modern
stories from various online platforms.3 We use the
old stories as a reference for the story generation
task and compare the generated stories against both
old and modern stories.

4.2 Story generation

We generate stories using language models and an
instruction-following model.

2https://www.gutenberg.org/
3https://www.freechildrenstories.com/,

https://monkeypen.com/
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Model Prompt Length Count

OPT First Sentence (OPT-Line) 610
First 256-tokens (OPT-256) 610
First 512-tokens (OPT-512) 610

LLaMA First Sentence (LLaMA-Line) 610
First 256-tokens (LLaMA-256) 610
First 512-tokens (LLaMA-512) 610

Total 3660

Table 1: Breakdown of the stories generated using
LLMs.

Language Models Our story generation task us-
ing LLMs uses two foundational language models:
OPT (Zhang et al., 2022) and LLaMA (Touvron
et al., 2023), with model sizes of 6.7 billion and 7
billion parameters, respectively. To generate sto-
ries, we provide a portion of each old story as con-
text for the LLMs. Specifically, we use the first
sentence, the first 256 tokens, and the first 512 to-
kens of each old story as a prompt. We use top-k
sampling-based decoding with k set to 100 and
generate five samples for each prompt, resulting in
a total of 3660 generated stories. The breakdown
of the generated stories along with the length of the
prompt is given in Table 1.

Instruction-following Models For instruction-
following story generation, we use Alpaca (Taori
et al., 2023), which is an instruction-following
model that is based on the LLaMA architecture
and is fine-tuned using self-instruct (Wang et al.,
2022). We use the Alpaca model based on the 7B
variant of the LLaMA model. We use four differ-
ent instruction templates to generate stories, two
of which require a story title as input and two of
which do not. For the templates that require a story
title, we use the title of old stories as input. The
templates are provided in Table 2. To generate sto-
ries, we use top-k sampling-based decoding with k
set to 100 and generate five samples for each tem-
plate, resulting in a total of 2440 generated stories
with 610 stories per template.

4.3 In-text statistics

We compare various statistics derived from the
text of the generated stories against those of ac-
tual stories. Specifically, we use two metrics: sen-
tence length and Flesch reading ease score (Flesch,
1948).

Flesch Reading Ease Score The Flesch read-
ing ease score (FRES) measures the readability of

a text and is based on two factors: average sen-
tence length and the average number of syllables
per word. It provides a score between 0 and 100,
with higher scores indicating easier readability. A
Flesch reading ease score above 60 for a text indi-
cates that it can easily be read by children up to the
age of 15. The formula for calculating the FRES
of a text is shown in Equation 1.

FRES = 206.835− 1.015

(
total words

total sentence

)

− 84.6

(
total syllables

total words

)
(1)

4.4 Toxicity of text
Gehman et al. 2020 found that the LLMs can gener-
ate ‘toxic’ text from a very innocuous prompt and
attribute this to a significant amount of offensive,
factually unreliable, and otherwise toxic content
in the training data of these models. We want to
investigate the level of toxicity in our generated
children’s stories. Ideally, generated children’s sto-
ries should be free of any toxic text.

We use Detoxify (Hanu and Unitary team, 2020),
a BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) based toxic text de-
tector, to identify the presence of toxic text in the
generated children’s stories. Detoxify generates
score labels in the range of 0 to 1, assessing the
toxicity of the text based on categories such as
toxic, severely toxic, obscene, threat, insult, and
identity hate. Specifically, we use detoxify for each
sentence of our actual and generated stories to get
toxicity measures across the six categories.

4.5 Topic Modeling
We also analyze the data for topic modeling using
pyLDAvis (Tran, 2022). We compare the topics
found in the data set of older stories with the LLM-
generated stories. The older stories and the modern
stories are also compared to assess whether there
has been a shift in topics over time that would
potentially influence topic properties in the LLM-
generated stories. A probable diachronic shift in
topics of stories geared towards young audiences
also highlights the need to test the toxicity of gen-
erated stories, as seen in the previous section.

To avoid uninformative topics, the data is pre-
processed to remove stopwords and names. All
texts are categorized for specific topics using word
clustering for a set of documents. Modeling is per-
formed automatically without a predefined list of
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S.N. Template

T1 Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Write a short children’s story given the title.

### Input:
TITLE

### Response:

T2 Below is an instruction that describes a task. Write a response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Write a short children’s story.

### Response:

T3 Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Write a children’s story given the title.

### Input:
TITLE

### Response:

T4 Below is an instruction that describes a task. Write a response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Write a children’s story.

### Response:

Table 2: Templates used by Alpaca for story generation.

labels. The visualizations using pyLDAvis break
down the topics based on the 122 older stories, the
10 modern stories, and the generated stories from
OPT, LLaMA, and Alpaca.

4.6 Sentence structure

The structure of the sentences within a text can
reveal the type or genre of the text. To analyze sen-
tence structures, we construct a dependency tree for
each sentence in both the original and generated
children’s stories. The dependency tree depicts
the syntactic dependencies between the words in
a sentence, effectively capturing the grammatical
structure of the sentence. We then convert these
dependencies into unlabeled directed graphs, pre-
serving sentence structure while removing specific
words. We then generate the Weisfeiler Lehman
graph hash (Shervashidze et al., 2011) for each
graph. The Weisfeiler Lehman hashes are identical
for isomorphic graphs and strongly guarantee that
non-isomorphic graphs will get different hashes.
We compare the frequency of hashes to evaluate

the similarity between the sentence structure of the
generated stories and the actual stories.

5 Generated stories follow modern trends
but struggle with nuances

Figure 1 shows the box plot of sentence lengths for
old and modern original stories, as well as for the
generated stories. Being literary texts, children’s
stories do not strictly confine to formal English con-
ventions and many contain sentences with higher
word counts; so for clarity, we removed all the out-
liers from the plot. One interesting observation
is that modern children’s stories generally have
shorter sentence lengths than older children’s sto-
ries, which adheres to previous research that shows
a trend of decreasing sentence length in print (Haus-
samen, 1994). The generated stories from OPT and
LLaMA show an increase in sentence length as the
prompt length increases. We hypothesize that these
models learn the pattern of larger sentence length
from the older stories used as context, which is then
reflected in the generated text. However, stories
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Figure 1: Comparison of sentence length in generated
children’s stories and actual children’s stories. The gen-
erated children’s stories exhibit shorter sentence lengths
compared to the older original stories but are similar
in sentence length to modern stories. Language mod-
els prompted with older stories tend to generate longer
sentences following the patterns of the context that had
been provided.

generated using the instruction-following model
Alpaca, have sentence lengths similar to modern
actual stories, indicating that language models may
have been trained mostly on the newer text, and
tend to generalize modern trends when instructed
to generate text of a specific type.

The Flesch reading ease score is a statistical mea-
sure of the readability of a text and was optimized
to be general enough at the time of its formulation,
as can be seen with the constant values in equa-
tion 1. That is why, we may find FRES values not
within the range of 0 to 100 as seen in Figure 2a.
We also removed the outliers from the box plot in
Figure 2a. Since we are not interested in exact val-
ues but in the general trend these values represent,
we use the FRES values in the range of 0-100 and
show their box plot in Figure 2b.

Our results from the Flesch reading ease score
reveal several interesting observations. Firstly, we
see that modern children’s stories have a higher
FRES than older stories, meaning that the mod-
ern ones are easier to read. This can be attributed
to the fact that sentences are getting shorter and
might have to do with simpler word selection. Sec-
ondly, we see that LLMs prompted with older sto-
ries tend to follow the pattern of the context and
generate stories that are more difficult to read, as
the context length increases. Finally, we see that
the instruction-following model Alpaca generates
stories that are easier to read compared to older
original children’s stories but are not as readable as

(a) FRES on all data (over 100 is undefined).

(b) FRES limited to well-defined 0-100 range.

Figure 2: Comparison of FRES in generated children’s
stories and actual children’s stories : (a) FRES with all
data and (b) FRES only in the range of 0 and 100. The
generated children’s stories are easier to read compared
to older actual stories but are not as easy as modern
original stories. Language models prompted with older
stories tend to generate text that is more difficult to read,
likely because they follow the patterns in the prompts.

modern children’s stories. We posit that this obser-
vation can be attributed to the fact that LLMs used
in our study are generic models, and the instruction
following model is also only fine-tuned for gen-
eral instructions rather than instructions specific to
children’s story generation.

Overall, we see that modern children’s stories
are easier to read than older children’s stories. As
most of the training data for LLMs comes from
newer text, the model tends to follow the trend of
modern children’s stories in their generated text for
sentence length and word selection. However, it
should be noted that these models are not fine-tuned
for children’s stories generation, and therefore may
not capture the nuances of children’s stories re-
sulting in stories that might be difficult to read for
intended readers.
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(a) toxic (b) severe toxic (c) obscene

(d) threat (e) insult (f) identity hate

Figure 3: Various toxicity measures for the actual and generated stories. Each cell in a subplot represents the
percentage of sentences rated on a toxicity scale, with x-axis values indicating the toxicity level. Values for ratings
in the range of 0-0.1 have been omitted from the plots for clarity.

6 Generated stories may contain toxic
text

Our analysis of toxicity in actual and generated
stories reveals several noteworthy findings. We
present the toxicity measures for both actual and
generated stories in Figure 3. Notably, we find that
older stories tend to be more toxic than modern
stories across all toxicity measures. This trend is
not solely due to the smaller sample size of modern
actual stories, as we have normalized the toxicity
ratings to ensure an accurate comparison. Rather,
it suggests that writers are becoming more mindful
of the language they use in children’s literature.
Although modern stories are less toxic compared to
older stories, we still observe some level of toxicity
in them. This toxicity in modern actual stories
is often related to the narrative of the story. For
example, threats and insults might be needed for
some stories, but identity hate is not appropriate
for children’s stories. It is noteworthy that modern
stories do not have toxic text related to identity hate
but older stories do.

Similar to our previous observation, we see that
LLMs tend to learn patterns from the context they
are provided with. As evident from the stories gen-
erated by OPT and LLaMA, we see that the toxicity
aligns with older stories and gradually increases
with an increase in the length of the context. The

stories generated using the instruction-following
model Alpaca tend to be less toxic and mostly re-
semble modern stories. However, stories generated
using the T1 and T3 templates have a lot of obscene
text compared to stories generated using T2 and
T4, which have none. As shown in Table 2, T1 and
T3 take the title as input whereas T2 and T4 do
not. It is possible that the model remembered the
story title and generalized the patterns of the story
or generalized to some other text in the template,
leading to the generation of obscene text. This
finding is consistent with Gehman et al. 2020, who
suggest that children’s stories generated by LLMs
can contain highly toxic text despite an innocuous
prompt.

Our analysis of toxicity in original and generated
stories reveals that older stories tend to be more
toxic than modern ones, that LLMs can learn toxic
patterns from context leading to the generation of
toxic text, and that LLMs can even generate toxic
text from a very innocuous prompt. These findings
suggest that further work is needed to make LLMs
useful as tools for generating age-appropriate chil-
dren’s literature.
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7 Generated stories share main topics
with original stories

After preprocessing the data, the original stories
were found to have four major topics. All of the
topics tended to share the existence of some small
character. The first topic mentions elements such
as time, goodness, and greatness, and the presence
of words like head, round, night, and water likely
indicate specific scenes or settings within the narra-
tive. The second topic contained new elements like
a prince, the color white, a girl, and eyes. These
additional keywords suggest different perspectives
within the overarching narrative. The third topic
introduces elements like a house and a heart. Like
the previous topics, it shares mentions of a little
character, time, goodness, and a prince. The differ-
ence between ’house’ and ’heart’ could indicate a
change in the setting or moral of the narrative. The
last topic introduces new elements of wolf, peo-
ple, eyes, and a mother. These keywords might
suggest narratives that introduce new characters
and themes. Overall, these topics provide insight
into the underlying themes present in the older 122
stories in the data set. The topics revolve around
narratives involving a small character, time, good-
ness, and various other elements such as princes,
nights, water, girls, and wolves.

Comparatively, the topics of the generated sto-
ries obtained from OPT, LLaMA, and Alpaca show
minor differences. The first topic suggests a nar-
rative that involves characters like kings, mothers,
princes, and princesses. It also mentions elements
of time, goodness, greatness, and shadow. The
prince, princess, and shadow hint at the fairy tale
or fantasy theme. The second topic shares similari-
ties with the previous topic, with a focus on little,
prince, time, goodness, and greatness, but it also
introduces new elements like eyes, houses, heads,
and the color white. These additions suggest differ-
ent scenes, perhaps removed from the monarchy or
castle theme, and suggest a different narrative. The
third topic seems to center around family dynamics,
with mentions of mothers, fathers, and children. It
also includes keywords relating to time, goodness,
night, and poverty. This suggests a change in the
narrative away from the fantasy-focused topic. The
last topic includes keywords like little, time, and
goodness. It includes elements of fathers, eyes, and
houses. The presence of ’long’ and ’night’ suggests
a different tone or atmosphere within the narrative.
These general results show remarkable similarity

Figure 4: Comparison of topics in generated children’s
stories and actual children’s stories. The plot shows
that the most shared topics (x:2, y:2) include ’white’,
’world’, ’great’, ’water’, ’black’, ’house’, ’little’, ’king’,
’called’, and ’good’. The least shared topics (x:1, y:1)
include ’heart’, ’head’, ’poor’, ’house’, ’looking’, ’chil-
dren’, ’good’, ’young’, ’lady’, and ’night’.

with the data set on which the LLMs were trained.
The topics revolve around narratives involving char-
acters such as kings, princes, mothers, fathers, and
children. The topics also touched upon topics of
time, goodness, greatness, poverty, and setting ele-
ments of houses, nights, and the color white.

As with toxic content testing, we ran topic mod-
eling for a small number (10) of modern stories in
order to compare the general topics that are cur-
rently aimed at children. The first topic includes
keywords related to spatial orientation (right, in-
side, door, left), objects (ream, head, frog), time,
and actions (started). The keyword ‘eyes’ may sug-
gest a focus on visual perception or observation.
The second topic emphasizes time, objects (ream,
door), spacial orientation (right, inside), a frog, a
head, fairies, and ‘need’. The presence of fairies
introduces a fantastical or imaginative element to
the topic. The third topic revolves around time,
spacial orientation (right, inside, door), physical
attributes (head, eyes, long, hand), and a frog. The
inclusion of ‘long’ might suggest a temporal or
duration-related aspect. The last topic highlights
time, spatial orientation (right, inside, door), ob-
jects (ream, frog), physical attributes (head, eyes,
small), and the action of starting something. The
modern stories’ topic modeling results suggest a re-
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curring theme involving concepts such as time, spa-
tial orientation, objects, and actions. Each topic em-
phasizes different aspects and introduces additional
elements like fairies or physical attributes. Figure 4
represents the level of similarity and difference be-
tween the real stories and the LLM-generated sto-
ries. There are greater similarities between these
stories than there appear to be differences in the
main topics.

As expected, the results of the topic modeling
showed similarities between the original 122 sto-
ries in the training corpus and the stories gener-
ated by the LLMs. These stories shared fairy tale
and fantasy elements as well as topics of good-
ness, greatness, time, and setting elements of night,
houses, and the color white. Once we compare this
with the modern stories, we see that the focus of the
small data set we have is similarly focused on time
and fairies, but has more topics relating to spatial
orientation. We are likely seeing a change in the
content of stories written for children. With only
ten modern stories, we cannot reliably generalize
over all stories, but we noticed tendencies such as
that the modern story set did tend to involve more
overtly educational elements aimed at younger age
groups when compared to the older stories.

8 Generated stories do not have similar
sentence structure to original stories

Table 3 shows the percentage of overlapping Weis-
feiler Lehman hashes between the dependency tree
graphs of sentences generated by various models
and those actual children’s stories, both old and
modern. We also got an overlap of 35.57 percent-
age between old and modern actual stories, which
is greater than all the values in Table 3. This shows
that the structure of sentences in children’s liter-
ature has changed over time, which supports our
earlier findings that children’s literature has under-
gone noticeable changes over time.

Additionally, we observe a higher percentage of
overlap between old original stories and the stories
generated by OPT and LLaMA, which again aligns
with our earlier findings that LLMs learn from their
context. Furthermore, for the stories generated by
OPT and LLaMA, we see an average overlap of
30% with modern stories, which can be attributed
to the fact that these models were trained on a
dataset consisting of recent text.

The stories generated by Alpaca have a slightly
higher overlap with modern stories compared to

Model
Percentage overlap with

Old stories Modern stories

OPT-Line 34.82 34.21
OPT-256 31.37 28.88
OPT-512 32.49 29.89
LLaMA-Line 34.23 33.64
LLaMA-256 32.14 29.82
LLaMA-512 32.27 30.73
Alpaca: T-1 17.31 20.37
Alpaca: T-2 14.67 17.52
Alpaca: T-3 15.20 16.92
Alpaca: T-4 15.41 17.84

Table 3: Overlap of the hashes of the dependency tree
graph of the sentences in generated stories against old
and modern actual stories.

old stories, but the percentage overlap in sentence
structures is still relatively low ( ≤ 20%). Given
that the old and modern actual stories share around
35% of the same sentence structures, we expected
Alpaca’s generated stories to overlap more with
modern stories. But since Alpaca is a generic
model fine-tuned for instruction-following and not
solely trained or fine-tuned on children’s literature,
it seems plausible that it would not be capable of
fully generalizing over sentence or grammatical
structures observable in children’s literature.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

Our study examines the trustworthiness of chil-
dren’s stories generated by large language models.
While these generated stories may share similar
topics and patterns with actual stories, they fail
to capture all the nuances present in children’s lit-
erature, and may even contain toxic material that
is inappropriate for children. Based on our find-
ings, we conclude that LLMs are not yet appropri-
ate for generating high-quality children’s literature.
Moving forward, we plan to extend our work by
implementing reinforcement learning with both au-
tomatic and human feedback to improve the quality
of LLM-generated children’s stories.
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Abstract

Text Style Transfer (TST) involves transform-
ing a source sentence with a given style label
to an output with another target style mean-
while preserving content and fluency. We look
at a fill-in-the-blanks approach (also referred
to as prototype editing), where the source sen-
tence is stripped off all style-containing words
and filled in with suitable words. This closely
resembles a Masked Language Model (MLM)
objective, with the added initial step of masking
only relevant style words rather than BERT’s
random masking. We show this simple MLM,
trained to reconstruct style-masked sentences
back into their original style, can even trans-
fer style by making this MLM "Style-Aware".
This simply involves appending the source sen-
tence with a target style special token. The
Style-Aware MLM (SA-MLM) now also ac-
counts for the direction of style transfer and
enables style transfer by simply manipulating
these special tokens. To learn this n-word to
n-word style reconstruction task, we use a sin-
gle transformer encoder block with 8 heads,
2 layers and no auto-regressive decoder, mak-
ing it non-generational. We empirically show
that this lightweight encoder trained on a sim-
ple reconstruction task compares with elab-
orately engineered state-of-the-art TST mod-
els for even complex styles like Discourse or
flow of logic, i.e. Contradiction to Entailment
and vice-versa. Additionally, we introduce a
more accurate attention-based style-masking
step and a novel "attention-surplus" method to
determine the position of masks from any ar-
bitrary attribution model in O(1) time. Finally,
we show that the SA-MLM arises naturally by
considering a probabilistic framework for style
transfer. *

1 Introduction

Text Style Transfer can be thought of as a form
of Controllable Language Generation (Hu et al.,

*Our code and data are available at: https://github.
com/sharan21/Style-Masked-Language-Model

2017) with tighter criteria. Dathathri et al. (2020)
show that a classifier trained on the final embed-
dings of any arbitrary large language model to learn
class labels of any dataset, can guide subsequent
generations to resemble this dataset’s style by back-
propagating signals from the classifier to the LLMs
activation layers. This approach, as well as other
generational approaches, generally suffer from the
lack of the model’s ability to preserve content. This
content preservation criteria, where only style influ-
encing words/phrases must be affected, forms the
critical challenge in the Style Transfer task. Learn-
ing style transfer from a parallel dataset is easy, i.e.
where the output sentence for every target style is
known and the model learns a straightforward map-
ping of input-output sentence pairs in a supervised
manner. Like most work, we assume the more re-
alistic case, where the dataset is non-parallel, and
the task is unsupervised. The style transfer task is
equivalent to the task of estimating the hypothetical
parallel dataset from a non-parallel or "partially-
observed" parallel dataset. We use this notion in
later sections to elucidate the mechanisms which
enable our approach.

Style is usually represented using a data-driven
approach, i.e. the class labels present in an anno-
tated dataset. One could argue that for a majority of
style transfer applications, only a subset of words
participate in giving the input sentence its corre-
sponding style. As examples, we can think of this
being true in the case of Sentiment, Toxicity, For-
mality, Politeness etc, where a few word edits can
lead to a style change while the other attributes
of the sentence are disaffected. As expected, this
type of approach has been vastly used in the style
transfer task with good success. This prototype
editing approach consists a) ranking tokens accord-
ing to how much they affect the underlying style b)
determining which subset of tokens to mask to pro-
duce a style absent sentence, and c) transforming
this style absent sentence into one that contains the
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target style.
We show that a single self-attention encoder

block trained to reconstruct style-masked sen-
tences to the original versions using a non-parallel
dataset also learns style transfer automatically. This
method, resembling a masked language model,
compares with state-of-the-art models albeit having
a simpler training process, lesser parameters and
without using pre-trained language models. We
consider a novel discourse manipulation task and
show that the SA-MLM outperforms another state-
of-the-art model in this respect.

2 Learning Style Transfer from only
Reconstruction

Many similarities appear between the editing ap-
proach for style transfer and BERT’s masked
language model objective. The only difference
being that we reconstruct the original sentence
from its style-masked version, rather than random
or perplexity-based-masking sentences in typical
MLMs. We postpone discussing our approach
for style masking to the next section. In this sec-
tion, we explore the question “How does an MLM
trained only on a reconstruction task automatically
gain the ability to perform the unseen style-transfer
task?”.

An Ensemble Approach. Intuitively, we can
reason that just training a model to reconstruct sen-
tences from style-masked versions ("the food was
<blank>" to the "the food was good") will not work.
Since a) this does not give context to the model
about styles present and b) does not give us any
knob to control the output style. A simple solution
would be training n different models, each to re-
construct one particular style. Style transfer can be
performed by feeding a style-masked sentence to
that corresponding target style model. This how-
ever a) is not computationally efficient or scale-able
b) limits the learning of each model to only a frac-
tion of the dataset, thereby over-fitting to that target
domain. We perform the style transfer task using
this ensemble model consisting of two generational
encoder-decoder models, denoted as Ensemble in
Tables 3, 5, 4 and 6.

A Single Style-Aware Encoder. As an alter-
native to training n models, we can train a single
model and contextualize style by concatenating
a <target_style> special token to the input style-
masked sentence. Training on the reconstruction
task this way (e.g. "the food was good" from "the

Task Positive
to Negative

Contradiction
to Entailment

Input This movie is by far
one of the best ur-
ban crime dramas
i’ve seen .

a woman is sitting
outside at a table us-
ing a knife to cut
into a sandwich . a
woman is sitting in-
side

Style
Masked This movie is by

<mask> one of
the <mask> urban
crime <mask> i’ve
seen .

a woman is sitting
outside at a table us-
ing a knife to cut
into a sandwich .
a woman <mask>
<mask> <mask>

Output This movie is by far
one of the worst ur-
ban crime garbage i
’ve seen .

a woman is sitting
outside at a table us-
ing a knife to cut
into a sandwich . a
woman is a outside

Table 1: Examples of Sentiment and Discourse style
transfer by the SA-MLM on the IMDb and SNLI
datasets respectively.

food was <blank>. <positive>") allows it to infer
the target style needed and reconstruct accordingly.
This allows us to perform style transfer by sim-
ply manipulating the target style token. The model
estimates the unseen portion of the hypothetical par-
allel dataset. Furthermore, we hypothesize that a
word-by-word generational approach using an auto-
regressive decoder might degrade performance in
content preservation criteria. We juxtapose the
performances of these approaches, denoted as Gen-
erational and Encoder-only in Tables 3, 5, 4 and 6.

To summarize, a simple modification (in the
form of label concatenation) to the traditional
MLM task enables style transfer by training solely
on a reconstruction/denoising task. This forms the
basis of our approach.

3 Masking Style with Attention

We explore the question, "What constitutes a good
style-masking step?". Intuitively, we can reason
that our style-masking approach must a) produce
accurate attribution scores for each token and b)
use an appropriate masking policy that determines
which tokens to mask using these attribution scores.
The final style-masked sequences (input to the SA-
MLM) must be a) completely devoid of style infor-
mation and b) accurate, i.e. not done at the expense
of content information.

3.1 Accurate Attribution Scores

Many prototype editing methods use Vanilla At-
tention (VA) as attribute scores (Wu et al., 2019b;
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Zhang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020). It has been
shown that attention is not explanation, i.e. these
attribution scores do not align with human inter-
pretability (Jain and Wallace, 2019). VA does not
correlate well with other well-known attribution
methods (such as Integrated Gradients Sundarara-
jan et al. (2017)). We instead use "Explainable
Attention" (EA) scores from a Diversity-LSTM
classifier (Mohankumar et al., 2020; Nema et al.,
2017) which have been shown to correlate better
with other attribution methods as well as human
judgement. We discuss more about the Diversity
LSTM in section A.6 of the appendix. We also
quantitatively compare the efficacy of the style-
masking step between EA and VA in Table 2.

3.2 An Accurate Masking Policy

Even with having accurate attribution scores using
explainable attention, effective style-masking re-
quires careful selection of a policy which satisfies
certain criteria. The primary criteria being that only
tokens which significantly contribute to the style
of a sentence must be masked, and other tokens
must be ignored to ensure content is also preserved.
Similar to the masking policy in Wu et al. (2020),
it is natural to consider a "top k tokens" scheme
in which the top k tokens with highest attribution
are masked. However, this static approach fails
for sentences which do not have exactly k style-
contributing tokens, leading to either partial style
masking or erroneous masking of content tokens.
For the same reason, even a sentence length aware
scheme such as "top 15%" masking fails. Further-
more, all such policies require sorting, leading to
O(n log n) time complexity for style masking of
each sentence in a batch.
Attention Surplus. Let A = {Ai . . . An} denote
the attention distribution of a sentence of size n.
Intuitively, we can reason that all "special" tokens
which might contribute more to style should have
an attribution greater than the average base attri-
bution of the sentence, given by Amean = 1/n.
Generalising this further, we refer to tokens with
Ai ≥ Abaseline as tokens with "attention surplus"
with respect to a sentence-length sensitive baseline
attention Abaseline given by:

Abaseline = (1 + λϵ) ∗Amean (1)

where λϵ is a hyperparameter of range 0− 1.0.
This chosen threshold Abaseline is sensitive to the

sentence length as well and subsequently ensures
that the number of style-significant tokens can be
dynamically determined, without need of an elab-
orate algorithm. As a sanity check, we observe
that even in the adversarial case where all tokens
might be equally important to style, A resolves into
a UniformDistribution(n) and our policy correctly
resorts to masking all tokens†. Let Mask denote
the token mask matrix of size n initialised with
zeros.

Mask[Ai ≥ Abaseline] = 1 (2)

Using a vectorised batch-wise approach, we can
style-mask an entire input batch in just O(1) com-
plexity, compared to sorting-based approaches
which take O(batch_size · n log n) .

4 Related Work

Recent work focuses on various common
paradigms such as disentanglement (Hu et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2017), cycle-consistency losses
(Yi et al., 2020; Luo et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2021), induction (Narasimhan et al.,
2022; Shen et al., 2020). Jin et al. (2021) and
Hu et al. (2020) provide surveys detailing the cur-
rent state of style transfer and lay down useful tax-
onomies to structure the field. In this section, we
only discuss contemporary work similar to ours
(prototype editing approaches) assuming the same
unsupervised setting.

Li et al. (2018) present the earliest known work
using the prototype editing method, in which a
"delete" operation is performed on tokens based
on simple count-based methods, and the retrieval
of the target word is done by considering TF-IDF
weighted word overlap. Malmi (2020) first train
MLMs for the source and target domains and per-
form style transfer by first masking text spans
where the models disagree (in terms of perplex-
ity) the most, and use the target domain MLM to
fill these spans. Wu et al. (2019b) introduce the
Attribute-Conditional MLM, which most closely
aligns to the working of the SA-MLM, also uses
an attention classifier for attribution scores, a count
and frequency-based method to perform masking,
and a pretrained BERT model fine-tuned on the
style transfer task. Lee (2020) and Wu et al. (2020)
also follow roughly the same pipeline but uses

†Assuming λϵ = 0, whereas in practice we find λϵ =
0.15, 0.5 giving optimal masking for the Sentiment and Dis-
course TST, respectively. More is discussed in 7.2
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a generational transformer encoder-decoder ap-
proach and also fine-tunes using signals from a
pretrained classifier. Wu et al. (2019a) uses a hi-
erarchical reinforced sequence operation method
is used to iteratively revise the words of original
sentences. Madaan et al. (2020) uses n-gram TF-
IDF based methods to identify style tokens and
modify them as either "add" or "replace" TAG to-
kens, which are then substituted by the decoder to
perform style transfer. Similar to the SA-MLM,
(Xu et al., 2018) also uses attribution-based meth-
ods from a self-attention classifier. However, they
use an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
based approach, one to generate sentences from
each domain. (Reid and Zhong, 2021) performs
unsupervised synthesis to create a pseudo-parallel
dataset and uses multi-span editing techniques to
fill in the style using a fine-tuned pretrained lan-
guage model.

5 Methodology

In this section, we describe the working of the SA-
MLM during training and inference using a formal
probabilistic framework.

5.1 Notation
Let S denote the set of all style labels
for a annotated dataset D of the form
{(x0, l0), (x1, l1) . . . (xn, ln)} where xi de-
notes the input sentence and li ∈ S denotes
the label corresponding to xi. The set of
all sentences of style s in D is denoted by
x̂s = {xj : ∀j where(xj , s) ∈ D}. We
use a special meta label ms to represent the
"style-masked" label class having s the original
style. Subsequently, xms refers to the set of all
style-masked sentences with source style s. The
set of all style-masked sentences from D is given
by xm = Union(xms : ∀s ∈ S).

5.2 A Probabilistic framework
For the sake of convenience in notation, we assume
binary style labels, S = {0, 1}‡. We assume that
a non-parallel dataset is a partially observed hypo-
thetical parallel dataset. The SA-MLM, therefore,
has to estimate the unseen half of this hypotheti-
cal parallel dataset. We follow the assumption that
every output sentence with a style s is a result of:

• sampling from a latent style-masked prior,
p(xms),

‡In theory, this can be extended to any number of styles.

Figure 1: Probabilistic overview of our style transfer
method.

• which we get from style masking input sen-
tences, p(xms |xs, θSMM ) (posterior), and is
then

• reconstructed to form the sentences with tar-
get styles using the SA-MLM, q(xs, xs|xms)
(likelihood).

Style transfer is equivalent to estimating the unseen
half of the hypothetical parallel q(xs|xms). The
overall model is summarised in Fig. 1.

5.3 SA-MLM architecture: A single
self-attention block

The SA-MLM, q(xs, xs|xms) in this case, consists
of a lightweight Transformer Encoder (a single
self-attention block) with 2 layers, 8 heads and
embeddings of size 512. To learn style transfer,
training on the reconstruction task is sufficient, e.g.
outting "The food was good" from a style masked
input "The food was <blank>. <positive>".

5.4 Training objective

Our model, when trained only on the reconstruc-
tion task i.e. q(xs|xms), automatically learns style
transfer i.e. q(xs|xms). The intuition for why this
is, is given in Section 2. Strictly speaking, this
behaviour of automatically learning an unseen task
is the result of two features we adopt, a) a single
model with a common latent prior for all styles and
b) the presence of target style information in the
input sentences. Our model, consisting of a single
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Figure 2: Overview of model architecture considering
sentences of style s i.e. xs. In reality, this is applied all
styles xs,∀s ∈ S

self-attention encoder block, minimizes the NLL
reconstruction loss.

Lrecon(θencoder) = −logqencoder(xs|xms)

5.5 Fine-tuning
The presence of the special target style token during
the reconstruction task forces the encoder to try and
ensure that the target style is present in the output.
To further enforce this behaviour, we fine-tune the
encoder for one epoch using techniques similar to
those found in (Liu et al., 2021). While training on
the reconstruction task, we simultaneously train a
classifier to predict target style labels using final
layer embeddings of the reconstructed output §.

Lcls(θcls) = −logpcls(s|xs)

For fine-tuning, this classifier then provides su-
pervision signals to the encoder with respect to
the style transfer accuracy to further enforce the
outputs to align with the target style. This is for-
mulated as min-max objective LFT between the
classifier cls and the encoder:

min
θencoder

max
θcls
−logpcls(s|xs)

6 Datasets and Tasks

We report the split and label-wise statistics of each
dataset in Table 14 of the appendix.
Sentiment Style Transfer: Following many past
studies, we evaluate our model for the sentiment
style transfer task using three review datasets, Yelp,

§We use a single feed-forward layer with input being the
average of the last layer embeddings of Xs

i (excluding the
meta-labels).

Amazon and IMDb. All three datasets are anno-
tated with two labels corresponding to positive or
negative reviews and are non-parallel. ¶

Discourse Style Transfer: Some style transfer
tasks are more complex than others and have dif-
ferent levels of granularity (Lyu et al., 2021). To
show that our seemingly simplistic approach can
perform more cognitive tasks, we introduce the
Discourse style transfer task by performing style
transfer on the SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) dataset.
Each instance in the dataset consists of two sen-
tences, which either contradict, entail or are neutral
(no relationship). We consider the task of manipu-
lating the discourse or "flow of logic" between two
sentences, i.e. from contradiction to entailment
and vice-versa. Unlike the sentiment task, which is
"intra-sentence", where the style can be attributed
to a select set of words, the discourse task is "inter-
sentence" and requires the model to be cognizant
of the context (especially for the Contradiction to
Entailment Task) and detect the flow of logic.

7 Analysis of Style-Masking approach

In this section, we evaluate and justify our choice
of style-masking architecture, i.e. "Explainable
Attention" + "Attention-Surplus" masking policy.

7.1 Analysis of Various Attribution Methods
We consider various other attribution methods for
our analysis i.e. Vanilla Gradients, Integrated Gra-
dients (Sundararajan et al., 2017), Vanilla Atten-
tion, Attention * X (or inputs) and Explainable
Attention (Mohankumar et al., 2020). We do not
consider techniques such as LIME (Ribeiro et al.,
2016), LRP (Bach et al., 2015), DeepLIFT (Shriku-
mar et al., 2017) as they are relatively more com-
putationally expensive during inference time. For
the style-masking policy, we use our "attribution-
surplus" to determine which tokens to mask, as
mentioned in Section 3.

In Table 2, we compute the Accuracy% and s-
BLEU on the final style-masked sequences pro-
duced by each attribution method on the test split
for all four datasets. We can reason that an ideal
style-masking method should be able to produce
sentences that completely mask out style, thereby
fooling a pretrained classifier (minimizing its Ac-
curacy%) and also preserving content informa-
tion (maximizing the s-BLEU between the source

¶For Yelp, Amazon and IMDb, we used the pre-processed
version specified in https://github.com/yixinL7/Direct-Style-
Transfer.
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Figure 3: Effect of λϵ on the resultant style-masked
sentences using our "EA+AS" method. We compute
s-BLEU(Top) and Accuracy%(Bottom) of the style-
masked sentences on the test split of each dataset.

and style-masked sentences). We see that though
Vanilla Attention is able to generally produce the
lowest Accuracy%, however it does so at the ex-
pense of preserving content, reflected as lower s-
BLEU compared to Explainable Attention, which,
on the other hand, has the best content-preserving
style masking throughout all datasets and comes
as a close second in terms of Accuracy %. Other
gradient-based methods do not perform favourably
in any aspect.

7.2 Effect of λϵ on Style-Masking
We can intuitively reason that the s-BLEU metric of
the style-masked sentences serves as a rough upper
bound for the s-BLEU we can potentially achieve
on the output sentences after style transfer. As ex-
pected (from Eq. 1), we observe a positive correla-
tion between λϵ and both s-BLEU and Accuracy%
as seen in Fig. 3. It is desirable to carefully choose
λϵ to be high enough to boost future s-BLEU scores
on the style transfer task and also ensure that the
sentences are sufficiently style masked with low Ac-
curacy% scores. On manual checking, we observed
that λϵ = 0.15 served best to accurately style-mask
sentences for the Yelp, IMDb and Amazon datasets.
SNLI required a higher λϵ of 0.5 to ensure content
information was preserved appropriately.

8 Experiments

We perform style transfer on all the datasets and
analyse the results. Henceforth, we refer to the
Encoder-only variant (described in Section 5.3) as

our "SA-MLM" flagship model while comparing
with baselines in Tables 3, 5, 4 and 6. The other
two SA-MLM variants i.e. Ensemble and Gener-
ational described in Section 2, serve as ablation
studies to support our hypothesis that a single non-
generational self-attention encoder only approach
is optimal for style transfer.

8.1 Automatic Evaluation Metrics
Typically, metrics for style transfer include Style
Transfer Accuracy (using a pretrained classifier),
BLEU for content preservation, and perplexity (us-
ing a pretrained LM) to check the fluency of out-
puts. Xu et al. (2020) show that this traditional
set of metrics can be gamed. For fluency, we use
the "Naturalness" metric (Mir et al., 2019) instead
of PPL as it is shown to correlate better with hu-
man judgement. Apart from using BLEU for con-
tent preservation, we also report METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie, 2005), ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) and
CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) scores in Table 12
of the appendix.

8.2 Baselines Selection
As baselines, we choose DirR (Liu et al., 2021),
Stable (Lee, 2020), Transforming (Sudhakar et al.,
2019), Tag (Madaan et al., 2020), CrossAligned
(Shen et al., 2017), CycleRL (Xu et al., 2018),
StyleEmbedding (Fu et al., 2018), D&R (Li et al.,
2018) and CycleMulti (Dai et al., 2019). For the
hyperparameters of each baseline, we consider the
optimal parameters of the best models for each
dataset reported in each respective work. When-
ever available, we directly make use of the flagship
style transfer outputs published as part of the origi-
nal work of each reference paper to ensure that a
fair comparison is done.

SOTA baselines. For all the datasets we
considered, we found that the Direct (Liu et al.,
2021), Lewis (Reid and Zhong, 2021) and Tag
(Madaan et al., 2020) reported the strongest results
out of all contemporary work in style transfer and
our in experiments. We, therefore, consider these
as current state-of-the-art baselines for the style
transfer task to compare against.

8.3 Hyperparameter selection
The self-attention encoder block consists has 2 lay-
ers, 8 heads and embeddings of size 512. We train
it for 15 epochs on the reconstruction Task and fine-
tune it using signals from a pre-trained classifier
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Yelp IMDb Amazon SNLI
Attribution Model Acc.% s-BLEU Acc.% s-BLEU Acc.% s-BLEU Acc.% s-BLEU

Vanilla Attention (VA) 73.8 62.41 69.8 62.4 70 57.54 50.76 66
Explainable Attention (EA) 71.3 64.32 75.25 70 77.36 73.21 66.5 85.14

Vanilla Gradients 74.2 38.8 81.5 54.47 74.64 44.19 61.36 39
Gradients * X 97.2 37 93 50.35 84.92 40.37 70.14 39

Integrated Gradients 77.7 37.29 81.75 42.42 71 40.77 74.73 43
No Masking 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 2: Comparison of quality of style-masking produced using various attribution models. We found that
λϵ = 0.0 worked best with all gradient-based methods. For attention based methods (VA and EA), we found that
λϵ = 0.15, 0.5 worked best for {Yelp, IMDb, Amazon}, SNLI respectively.

for 1 epoch. During fine-tuning, λsta is set to 1 and
gradient-clipping with a threshold of 10−3 was set
to prevent gradient explosion.

Number of Parameters. The Tag (Madaan
et al., 2020) and DirR (Liu et al., 2021) models (the
two best performing baselines) have 50M and 1.5B
parameters respectively. The SA-MLM Encoder-
only variant has 45M parameters, 30x lesser pa-
rameters than DirR’s fine-tuned GPT-2 model, and
roughly the same number of parameters as Tag, but
outperforming it in the IMDb and SNLI datasets.
We report details on training time required and in-
frastructure used in section A.2 of the appendix.

8.4 Quantitative metrics
We compute style transfer% (percentage of sen-
tences with target style) using a Bi-LSTM based
pretrained classifier trained on each dataset (refer
section A.4 of the appendix for classifier details). r-
BLEU and s-BLEU refer to the BLEU score taken
between the output sentences and the human refer-
ence and ground truth sentences, respectively. For
fluency, we measure the mean "Naturalness" score
(the "Nat." column) as the mean classification score
of a pretrained fluency discriminator ||. We also add
a "Mean" score consisting of the average of style
transfer%, s-BLEU and naturalness (normalised
to 100) columns to denote a rough measure of the
overall quality of each style transfer model.

8.5 Sentiment Style Transfer
Sentiment style transfer is performed on Yelp (Ta-
ble 3), IMDb (Table 5) and Amazon (Table 4). We
observe that for Yelp and IMDb, DirR and Encoder-
only are the best-performing models according to
the Mean score. In IMDb, DirR and Lewis per-
forms better than Encoder-only in content preser-
vation metrics but slightly lags behind in natural-
ness scores. In IMDb, Encoder-only achieves a

||We use the pretrained naturalness classifier available in
https://github.com/passeul/style-transfer-model-evaluation.

Model TST% r-BLEU s-BLEU Nat. Mean
DirR 92.9 23.5 60.8 0.84 79.27
Stable 81.6 15.6 39.2 0.73 64.6

Transforming 84.8 18.1 44.7 0.83 70.9
Tag 87.7 16.9 47 0.83 72.57

CrossAligned 74.4 6.8 20.2 0.68 54.2
CycleRL 51.1 14.8 46.1 0.86 61.07

StyleEmbedding 8.59 16.7 67.6 0.87 54.4
D&R 88 12.6 36.8 0.89 71.27

CycleMulti 83.8 22.5 63 0.86 77.6
Lewis 93.1 - 58.5 0.84 78.53

Ensemble 56.5 20.5 63.2 0.85 68.23
Generational 63.4 20.3 61.3 0.83 69.23
Encoder-only 91.2 18.3 53.4 0.88 77.6

Table 3: Quantitative metrics for the Yelp Dataset.

significantly high style transfer% score at a reason-
able s-BLEU of 60.9. In Amazon, Tag, Lewis and
Encoder-only are the best performing. Overall we
observe Encoder-only, DirR, Lewis and Tag as the
best-performing models.

8.6 Discourse Style Transfer

It is natural to suspect that prototype editing meth-
ods are only capable of working well on "course-
grained" styles, i.e. where the presence of style is
determined by the presence of a fixed set of words
(such as "good", "delicious" in the Yelp dataset).
To inspect if this is true and gauge the ability of
the SA-MLM to operate on more cognitive and
complex tasks, we consider "Discourse style trans-
fer" by using Natural Language Inference (NLI)
datasets.

We report statistics for the SA-MLM in Table 6.
We observe that the Encoder-only model does well
overall in this task and obtains a strong mean score
of 85.53 (higher than the sentiment style transfer
tasks). It lags behind a little mainly in the style
transfer% metric, but with a strong s-BLEU and
Naturalness score. We also report qualitative exam-
ples of the discourse style transfer task in Table 9
and 10 of the appendix.
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Model TST% r-BLEU s-BLEU Nat. Mean
DirR 58.2 30.1 60.6 0.91 69.93

Stable 57.2 24.9 50 0.83 63.4
Transforming 58.7 25.5 52.3 0.92 67.5

Tag 75 32.6 68.3 0.91 78.1
CrossAligned 73.9 1.5 2.5 0.62 46.1

StyleEmbedding 41.1 13.4 31.2 0.92 54.8
D&R 52 27.2 56.6 0.92 66.9
Lewis 74.3 - 65.6 0.93 78.53

Ensemble 52.4 31 71 0.91 71.47
Generational 53.4 31 69.6 0.88 70.33
Encoder-only 63.9 29.6 69.8 0.92 75.03

Table 4: Quantitative metrics for the Amazon dataset.

Model TST% s-BLEU Nat. Mean
DirR 80.3 67.9 0.92 80.05

cycleMulti 67.2 73.7 0.93 77.95
Ensemble 66.8 69.2 0.92 76

Generational 68.9 65.6 0.93 75.83
Encoder-only 87.9 60.9 0.92 80.27

Table 5: Quantitative metrics for the IMDb dataset.

8.7 Additional Content Metrics.

Past work does not tend to clarify the meaning and
prioritise the presence of "content-preservation"
abilities in style transfer models Lee et al. (2021).
In this effort, a more thorough analysis of content
preservation abilities of DirR, Tag and Encoder-
only is given in section A.5 of the appendix.

8.8 Qualitative Examples

Examples of the style transfer task performed using
the SA-MLM for the IMDb and SNLI dataset are
given in Table 8 and 9 of the appendix.

8.9 Human Evaluations

We only consider the relatively unexplored Dis-
course style transfer (Entailment to Contradiction
and vice versa) task for human evaluations. We
were unable to reproduce the DirR and Lewis base-
lines to run over the SNLI dataset. Therefore, we
only compare the next strongest performing mod-
els, i.e., Tag and SA-MLM. Three volunteers were
given the task of voting on 200 instances (equally
split for the E to C and C to E task) from the test
set. A vote consists of four options, i.e., "Model 1
better", "Model 2 better" or "Both Good", "Both
Bad", where the models were randomised. To de-

Model TST% s-BLEU Nat. Mean
Tag 48.3 90.2 0.98 78.83

Ensemble 52.2 88.5 0.98 79.57
Generational 58 86.7 0.98 80.9
Encoder-only 76.3 86.3 0.94 85.53

Table 6: Quantitative metrics for the SNLI dataset.

Direction Tag
better

SA-MLM
better

Both
Good

Both
Bad NA

E to C 11 55 8 18 8
C to E 8 44 2 35 11

Table 7: Human Evaluations done to compare Tag and
SA-MLM on Discourse TST task on SNLI dataset. "E"
and "C" denote "Entailment" and "Contradiction" re-
spectively.

termine the outcome for each instance, a majority
from three separate votes was taken, one from each
volunteer. In the case of no majority, the outcome
is "No agreement". As seen in Table 7, the SA-
MLM performs better in both tasks by a significant
margin.

9 Conclusion

We introduce the SA-MLM, a modification of the
standard MLM, which we show is capable of per-
forming TST by using a style-masked input and
performing a simple same-style reconstruction task
with a lightweight Transformer Encoder block. On
fine-tuning the SA-MLM for the TST%, it is on par
with state-of-the-art models with orders of more pa-
rameters and sophisticated architectures in the Sen-
timent TST task. We show that complex styles such
as flow of logic/ discourse can be manipulated even
with using this simple style masking assumption.
We empirically show that the SA-MLM performs
well in this Discourses Manipulation task and out-
performs another strong baseline in this task, also
seen through human evaluations.

10 Limitations

The apparent limitation with all prototype edit-
ing models, including the SA-MLM, is that it
encourages the model to only fill in necessary style
words and preserve the length and structure of the
original sentence. In the case of SA-MLM, the
word-to-word input-output mapping while training
the encoder prevents the output sentence length
from changing. Though it can be argued that this
even works for a relatively cognitive style like
discourse, in the future, there might exist styles
which explicitly require the addition/deletion
of words/phrases in order to alter the style
successfully. Future work will therefore focus
on enabling variable-length TST outputs, similar
to the (Madaan et al., 2020) approach or by
incorporating a padded masked language model
(Malmi, 2020).
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A Appendix

A.1 Ethics Statement
Any TST model can be used for illicit purposes.
Therefore, it is important we keep in mind a
code of ethics (e.g. https://www.acm.org/
code-of-ethics). We will make all our code
open-source and will contain all details of experi-
mentation and implementation, training time, addi-
tional hyperparameters used in the form of log files
included inside the directories of our saved models,
which can also be used to replicate results.

A.2 Computational Expense and
Infrastructure used

The most parameter-heavy SA-MLM model model
was from the SNLI dataset. Therefore we report
statistics for this model to gauge the overall com-
putational expenses the SA-MLM demands. The
model has 45 million parameters and each epoch
took approximately 224 seconds to train on an
Nvidia V100-SMX2 GPU and an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2698 CPU. For complete details, we will make
the code open source which will also contain the
models we trained along with log files with all
metadata about the model architecture and train-
ing.

A.3 Qualitative examples of style transfer
Qualitative examples of style transfer using the SA-
MLM for the IMDb and SNLI datasets are given
in 8 and 9 respectively. We also compare some
qualitative examples between the SA-MLM and
the Tag (Madaan et al., 2020) baselines in Table 10.

A.4 Details of pre-trained Classifier
We use a Bi-LSTM as our choice of classifier as
it performs comparably to FastText (Joulin et al.,
2017) and outperforms it in the SNLI dataset. A
comparison of the two models is given in Table 11

A.5 Additional Content Preservation Metrics
We present more content preservation metrics in
Table A.5 to compare the top three performing mod-
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Direction Negative to Positive Positive to Negative
Input ben affleck is back to making the same boring bad acting

films .
this movie is by far one of the best urban crime dramas i
’ve seen .

Style
Masked

ben affleck is back to making the same <mask> <mask>
acting films .

this movie is by <mask> one of the <mask> urban crime
<mask> i ’ve seen .

Output ben affleck is back to making the same truly great acting
films .

this movie is by far one of the worst urban crime garbage
i ’ve seen .

Table 8: Example of Sentiment style transfer on the IMDb dataset.

Direction Entailment to Contradiction Contradiction to Entailment
Input a guy in a red jacket is snowboarding in midair . a guy

is outside in the snow
a woman is sitting outside at a table using a knife to cut
into a sandwich . a woman is sitting inside

Style
Masked

a guy in a red jacket is snowboarding in midair . a guy
is <mask> in the <mask>

a woman is sitting outside at a table using a knife to cut
into a sandwich . a woman <mask> <mask> <mask>

Output a guy in a red jacket is snowboarding in midair . a guy
is swimming in the park

a woman is sitting outside at a table using a knife to cut
into a sandwich . a woman is a outside

Table 9: Example of Discourse style transfer on the SNLI dataset.

Direction Entailment to Contradiction Contradiction to Entailment
Input a black women holding a sign that says free

hugs in the city . a woman is holding a sign
a tan dog chases a black and white soccer ball
. a dog is chasing after a cat

Output (Tag) a black women holding a sign that says free hugs
in the city . a woman is holding a sign

a tan dog chases a black and white soccer ball .
a dog is chasing after a sport

Output (Encoder-only) a black women holding a sign that says free hugs
in the city . a woman is holding a book

a tan dog chases a black and white soccer ball .
a dog is outside after a ball

Input a man is doing a task by a body of water on
a farm . the man is doing something by the
water

a dad with his child and an apple pie . a dad
and his daughter with an blueberry pie

Output (Tag) a man is doing a nap by a body of water on a
farm . the man is doing pushups by the water

a dad with his child and an apple outside . a dad
and his daughter with an acousticelling outside

Output (Encoder-only) a man is doing a task by a body of water on a
farm . the man is doing nothing by the beach

a dad with his child and an apple pie . a dad and
his daughter with an apple outside

Table 10: Examples of Discourse style transfer on SNLI of SA-MLM vs Tag (Madaan et al., 2020)
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Dataset Model Acc.%
Yelp FastText 97.6

Bi-LSTM 97
IMDb FastText 99.35

Bi-LSTM 99
Amazon FastText 92.1

Bi-LSTM 93
SNLI FastText 72.5

Bi-LSTM 84

Table 11: Comparison of FastText, Bi-LSTM models
for classification task on all datasets.

els i.e., SA-MLM, Tag (Madaan et al., 2020) and
DirR (Liu et al., 2021).

A.6 The Diversity-LSTM and Explainable
Attention

Effective style-masking requires an attribution
model with a high degree of plausibility, which
motivates our use of "explainable" attention scores
Mohankumar et al. (2020) as choice for the style-
masking step.
Why not use standard attention? Vanilla atten-
tion scores do not serve as accurate attribution
scores. Attention scores over RNN hidden states
for the classification task do not correlate well with
other standard interpretation metrics (Jain and Wal-
lace, 2019), such as gradient and occlusion based
methods. Feeding alternative adversarial/random
attention distributions lead to only a modest ef-
fects are the model’s decision (Wiegreffe and Pin-
ter, 2019). However Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019)
shows that these adversarial distributions, if prop-
erly produced, do induce poorer performance show-
ing that vanilla attention is still partially faithful
to its explanation. Mohankumar et al. (2020) pos-
tulate that attention scores over hidden states (H)
are not explainable due to information mixing and
subsequent entanglement/coupling and mutual in-
formation among H in RNNs. To mitigate this
entanglement, diversity driven learning (inspired
by results in Nema et al. (2017)) is enforced among
H. This promotes the attention mechanism over
such diversity-enforced H to satisfy "faithfulness"
and "plausibility" properties when interpreted as
attribution scores, which we refer to as "Explain-
able attention" (EA). Mohankumar et al. (2020)
empirically show that EA does not suffer any loss
in performance in the downstream task. Support-
ing plausibility, a) EA scores correlate better with
strong attribution tools such as Integrated Gradi-
ents b) On analysis over POS tags, EA attends
more to tags which are contextually important w.r.t

the given task and c) Correlates better to human
judgement than vanilla attention.

The Diversity Driven LSTM. The Diversity
LSTM consists of an LSTM-based classifier with
attention (Bahdanau et al., 2015) over the H. The
final context vector is fed through a feedforward
layer to generate the output.

α̃t = vT tanh(Wh+ b) ∀t ∈ [1,m]

αt = softmax(α̃t)

cα =
m∑

t=1

αtht

To enforce the H of the LSTM to be "diverse" i.e.
more disentangled w.r.t each other, the conicity
(Chandrahas et al. (2018), Sai et al. (2019)) met-
ric is used as an auxillary loss and is defined as
the mean of "Alignment to Mean" (ATM) for all
vectors vi ∈ V:

ATM(vi,V) = cosine(vi,
1

m

m∑

j=1

vj)

conicity(V) =
1

m

m∑

i=1

ATM(vi,V)

The attention mechanism over a Diversity LSTM’s
H is now encouraged to be faithful to a particular
set of scores, thus promoting the model to move
towards more faithful and plausible attributions.
The final loss is given as:

L(θDiv) = −logpDiv(y|P ) + λcon conicity(HP )

EA requires only training an additional diversity
driven RNN classifier over the given dataset. After
which, a single forward pass is required to obtain at-
tribution scores. This is unlike other methods such
as IG, Lime, DeepLift, Occlusion, wherein each
generating each explanation requires comparatively
more operations.

Diversity-LSTM Hyperparameter Selection
Table A.6 gives details of the Diversity-LSTM clas-
sifier used during the style-masking step. We also
note that the Diversity-LSTM’s performance is
comparable to a Bi-LSTM and FastText classifier
(as shown in A.4).
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Dataset Model METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr Embd. Avg.
Cosine Sim.

Vector Extrema
Cosine Sim.

Greedy
Matching Score

Yelp Encoder-only 0.376 0.739 4.934 0.939 0.767 0.867
DirR 0.444 0.83 5.813 0.969 0.867 0.926
Tag 0.362 0.707 4.326 0.934 0.765 0.867

IMDb Encoder-only 0.414 0.8 5.657 0.96 0.755 0.891
DirR 0.472 0.852 6.344 0.978 0.847 0.933

Amazon Encoder-only 0.464 0.868 6.725 0.964 0.782 0.921
DirR 0.469 0.823 6.612 0.967 0.821 0.929
Tag 0.453 0.835 6.548 0.966 0.781 0.917

SNLI Encoder-only 0.563 0.906 8.297 0.986 0.886 0.96
Tag 0.606 0.944 8.619 0.992 0.921 0.972

Table 12: Content Preservation metrics for all datasets comparing top performing models

Dataset Acc.% Losscon λcon

Yelp 96 0.06 10
IMDb 100 0.09 10

Amazon 89 0.03 20
SNLI 82 0.18 10

Table 13: Classification task statistics and choice of
λcon for each dataset.

Dataset Style Label Train Dev Test

Yelp Positive
Negative

266K
177K

2000
2000

500
500

IMBb Positive
Negative

178K
187K

2000
2000

1000
1000

Amazon Positive
Negative

277K
179K

985
1015

500
500

SNLI Entailment
Contradiction

183K
183K

3329
3278

3368
3237

Table 14: Split and label wise statistics of each dataset.
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Abstract

Models for affective text generation have
shown a remarkable progress, but they com-
monly rely only on basic emotion theories or
valance/arousal values as conditions. This is
appropriate when the goal is to create explicit
emotion statements (“The kid is happy.”). Emo-
tions are, however, commonly communicated
implicitly. For instance, the emotional inter-
pretation of an event (“Their dog died.”) does
often not require an explicit emotion statement.
In psychology, appraisal theories explain the
link between a cognitive evaluation of an event
and the potentially developed emotion. They
put the assessment of the situation on the spot,
for instance regarding the own control or the
responsibility for what happens. We hypothe-
size and subsequently show that including ap-
praisal variables as conditions in a generation
framework comes with two advantages. (1) The
generation model is informed in greater detail
about what makes a specific emotion and what
properties it has. This leads to text genera-
tion that better fulfills the condition. (2) The
variables of appraisal allow a user to perform
a more fine-grained control of the generated
text, by stating properties of a situation instead
of only providing the emotion category. Our
Bart and T5-based experiments with 7 emo-
tions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Guilt, Joy, Sadness,
Shame), and 7 appraisals (Attention, Responsi-
bility, Control, Circumstance, Pleasantness, Ef-
fort, Certainty) show that (1) adding appraisals
during training improves the accurateness of
the generated texts by 10 pp in F1. Further,
(2) the texts with appraisal variables are longer
and contain more details. This exemplifies the
greater control for users.

1 Introduction

The main task of conditional natural language gen-
eration (CNLG) is to provide freedom to control
the output text. It is commonly addressed as the
intersection of text-to-text (Radford et al., 2019;

Condition: Joy Responsibility
Output: I won the tournament due to extensive training.

Figure 1: Conditioning text generation on emotions
(blue) and appraisals (green) results in an improved ful-
fillment of the emotion condition by incorporating event
descriptions (green) in the output text. This enables
more fine-grained control over the generated text.

Lewis et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2020) and data-
to-text generation (Kondadadi et al., 2013; Lebret
et al., 2016; Castro Ferreira et al., 2017). Therefore,
models typically use two inputs: a textual trigger-
phrase, and a condition to guide the generation.

In affective CNLG models, the condition is
an affective state, typically represented as va-
lence/arousal values (Maqsud, 2015) or discrete
emotion names (Ghosh et al., 2017; Song et al.,
2019). Arguably, the use of theories of basic emo-
tions (Ekman and Davidson, 1994; Plutchik and
Kellerman, 2013) is appropriate when the main re-
quirement is to express a particular emotion. How-
ever, a natural communication of emotions also
includes implicit expressions, where the main con-
tent of a message is not (only) the emotion. As an
example, humans describe an event and leave it to
the dialogue partner to infer the affective meaning
(“Yesterday, my dog died”). In fact, Casel et al.
(2021) report that event descriptions are used to
convey an emotion in 75 % of instances in the TEC
corpus (Mohammad, 2012): The sentence “I won
money in the lottery” does, for most people, not
require a mention of the associated emotion.

In this paper, we focus on the task of generat-
ing such emotionally connotated event descriptions
(Figure 1). This poses the challenge how to rep-
resent the link between “factual” events and their
emotion. Appraisal theories from psychology at-
tempt to explain that connection with variables that
represent the cognitive evaluation by a person in
context of a situation (Ellsworth and Smith, 1988;
Scherer et al., 2001). Does the person feel respon-
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sible? Do they pay attention to what is going on?
Is the event pleasant? Does somebody have con-
trol over what is happening? How much effort is
needed to deal with the outcome of the situation?
These variables explain emotions: Feeling responsi-
ble is a prerequisite for feeling guilty, not knowing
about the outcome of a potentially negative event
might cause fear (while knowing about it is more
likely to cause sadness).

Our paper has two main contributions: (1) We
hypothesize and show that providing appraisal in-
formation along the emotion category to the model,
leads to a better fulfillment of the emotion condi-
tion. (2) We show that adding appraisal variables
leads to a more fine-grained control of the gener-
ation process and the resulting texts show more
details regarding the described event.1

2 Related Work

2.1 Emotion and Appraisal Theories
Emotions, a state of belief (Green, 1992) that re-
sults in psychological and physical changes, reflect
individual’s thoughts and conduct. Ekman (1992)
claims the existance of six basic emotions (Anger,
Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise)
that occur in response to some stimulus. Plutchik
(2001) conceptualized eight primary emotions that
serve as the foundation for others. While these
theories do mention events as a major element in
the process of developing an emotion, they do not
explicitly explain the link between stimulus events
and the emotion category.

Appraisal theories aim at explaining the under-
lying cognitive process of event evaluations. They
link emotions via interpretations, evaluations, and
explanations of events. Smith and Ellsworth (1985)
show that 6 appraisal dimensions are sufficient
to discriminate between 15 emotion categories—
indeed, they constitute the emotion. Scherer et al.
(2001) describes a sequence of appraisals in which
events are evaluated.

Appraisal theories have only recently received in-
terest in computational linguistics, firstly by devel-
oping analysis methods motivated to analyze events
and their structure (Balahur et al., 2011). Hofmann
et al. (2020) were the first who explicitly modeled
appraisal variables in an existing corpus of event
descriptions (Troiano et al., 2019). They used the
variables from Smith and Ellsworth (1985), namely

1Training scripts and generated data are available at https:
//www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/emotioncnlg.

Conf. Input Prompt and Output

E generate joy: Last day I was very relaxed.
EA generate joy attention NoRESP control NoCIRC

NoPLEA effort NoCERT: Last day I was very
relaxed because I worked for 6 hours

A generate attention NoRESP control NoCIRC No-
PLEA effort NoCERT: Last day I decided to
work for 6 hours

Table 1: Examples for training data. The input prompt
is underlined, conditions and trigger-phrase are in italic
text, and the output is printed in bold.

Attention, Certainty, Circumstance, Control, Effort,
Pleasantness, and Responsibility. Troiano et al.
(2023) created a larger corpus and showed that ap-
praisals can be reliably recovered by external read-
ers, and that they help for emotion classification.
We use their corpus crowd-enVENT2 of 6600 event
descriptions, but limit their (partially correlating)
21 appraisal concepts to those that overlap with the
definitions by Smith and Ellsworth (1985), which
were defined via principle component analysis.

2.2 Affective Natural Language Generation
Most state-of-the-art systems for natural language
generation follow a sequence-to-sequence ap-
proach (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014).
Such models take as input a sequence of words and
generate as output a sequence of words. Chatbots,
for instance, consider a question or an utterance
from the user as input and output an answer or re-
action. The architecture has two main modules, an
encoder, which generates an abstract semantic rep-
resentation of the input text, and a decoder, which
takes the encoder representation and generates out-
put words (Sutskever et al., 2014; Radford et al.,
2019; Raffel et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020).

Transformer-based approaches commonly out-
perform recurrent neural networks (Raffel et al.,
2020). We use two such methods in our paper,
namely Bart (Lewis et al., 2020), which can be
seen as a generalization of GPT (Radford et al.,
2018; Brown et al., 2020; Radford et al., 2019) for
its left-to-right decoder and BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) due to the bidirectional encoder. The training
objective is to reconstruct the original text using a
corrupted input. Further, we use T5, an encoder–
decoder model with the philosophy to reframe NLP
problems as text-to-text tasks (Raffel et al., 2020).

Most conditional language generation work has
2https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/

appraisalemotion
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focused on sentiment polarity (Zhang et al., 2019;
Maqsud, 2015; Niu and Bansal, 2018) and topi-
cal text generation (Orbach and Goldberg, 2020;
Chan et al., 2021). The small number of papers
that tackle emotion conditions include Affect-LM
(Ghosh et al., 2017), a language model for gener-
ating conversational text, conditioned on five cate-
gories (Anger, Sadness, Anxiety, Positive, and Neg-
ative sentiment). Affect-LM enables customization
of emotional content and intensity in the generated
sentences. The customization is achieved by con-
catenating a condition vector to the embedding rep-
resentation of the sentence. EmoDS (Song et al.,
2019) is a dialogue system that can generate re-
sponses expressing the desired emotion explicitly
or implicitly. The implicit generation is guided
by a sequence-level emotion classifier, which rec-
ognizes a response not containing any emotion
word. Within the dialog domain, the Emotional
Chatting Machine involves three modules to gen-
erate responses (Zhou et al., 2018). These mod-
ules are a high-level abstraction of emotion expres-
sions, a change in implicit internal emotion states,
and an external emotion vocabulary. The Multi-
turn Emotional Conversation Model (MECM, Cui
et al., 2022) introduces modules to track the emo-
tion throughout the conversation. Colombo et al.
(2019) presents a GPT-2-based model (Radford
et al., 2019). They use classifiers together with
emotion and topic lexicons to guide the output. We
use this model as a strong baseline.

None of the previous works focused on gener-
ating emotionally connotated event descriptions,
which are a natural way to tell someone about the
own emotional experience. None of them used
psychological theories other than affect and basic
emotions. We fill these gaps by combining the
recent methods with appraisal theories.

3 Methods

The objective of our paper is to understand if
adding appraisal information in addition to emotion
conditions to a generator (1) improves the accuracy
of the output, i.e., the likelihood that the output in
fact exhibits the target emotion. Further, (2), we
aim at understanding if these appraisal variables
provide a more fine-grained control to the users
(e.g., “I am relaxed” vs. “I am relaxed because I
worked for only 6 hours”). To address these goals,
we configure three CNLG models (Table 1), all
based on Bart (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raf-

fel et al., 2020): (a) Condition on emotions (E),
where the model only gets informed by the target
emotion (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Guilt, Joy, Sadness,
or Shame) to be expressed in the generated text.
(b) Condition on emotions and appraisals (EA),
which has both the emotions and appraisals as con-
ditional variables. The comparison between E and
EA will allow us to understand the impact of the
appraisals. In addition (c), we condition on ap-
praisals only (A), where each generated sentence
can be conditioned on one or multiple appraisals
(Attention, Responsibility, Control, Circumstance,
Pleasantness, Effort, or/and Certainty).

Training. In each configuration, we embed the
conditions in the input prompt, to fine-tune the
models. This strategy avoids expensive training—
encoders or decoders, or both—with condition in-
formation from scratch. We create training data out
of existing corpora that are labeled for emotions
and appraisals consisting of input prompts and out-
put pairs. The input prompt contains the conditions
(e.g., joy; joy attention), as special tokens, followed
by the trigger-phrase (e.g., Last day I). The output
are the remaining words the model should learn to
produce (e.g., was relaxed because I worked for 6
hours). This leads to the following three prompt
representations (see Table 1 for examples):
E: (condition on emotions only)

“generate [emotion]: [trigger-phrase]”
EA: (condition on both emotions and appraisals)

“generate [emotion] [appraisals]m: [trigger-
phrase]”

A: (condition on appraisals only)
“generate [appraisals]m: [trigger-phrase]”

where emotion ∈ {anger, shame, disgust, fear,
guild, joy, sadness} and appraisals is a string of
the form “{attention, NoATTE} {responsibility,
NoRESP} {control, NoCONT} {circumstance, No-
CIRC} {pleasantness, NoPLEA} {effort, NoEF-
FORT} {certainty, NoCERT}”. The trigger-phrase
consists of the first n words of the training text,
where n is randomly chosen (1 ≤ n ≤ 9).

By using non-special tokens to represent the tar-
get conditions, the models can make use of knowl-
edge acquired in pretraining. We opt for a string
representation over a numerical representation (e.g.,
“control” instead of “1” or “NoCONT” instead
of “0”), because preliminary experiments showed
that numerical representations are sometimes inter-
preted as a request for repetitions by T5 (“generate
1 1: I feel”→ “I feel I feel”).
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Figure 2: Experiment workflow

Inference. At prediction time, we obtain the five
most probable sentences for each prompt. These
sentences are selected using beam search (Lowerre,
1976) with beam size 30, next token temperature
of 0.7, top-p3 (nucleus) sample of 0.7. We ensure
that our output excludes sentences with repeated
instances of the same bigram.

4 Experiments

The following subsections explain the experiments
conducted to test our hypotheses. In §4.1, we de-
scribe the setting and fine-tuning of the models.
In §4.2, we provide results to answer the question
(1) if appraisals in conjunction with emotion con-
ditions improve the generation such that it meets
the emotion condition. In §4.3 we discuss results
to understand if appraisals are a means for a more
fine-grained control of the generation process.

4.1 Experimental Settings
Figure 2 illustrates the workflow and the utilized
combinations between classifiers, CNLG models,
and synthetic testing prompt sets. We fine-tune
according to three training set configurations (E,
EA, A). This leads to six models (Bart, T5) which
we evaluate with multiple testing prompt sets. The
testing prompt sets only partially mirror the train-
ing regime, because the combinations of the condi-
tional variables can be expected to be put together
more freely at prediction time than as they occur
in labeled data. We compare the emotion-informed
models (E, EA) using the emotion testing prompt
set (EP) to understand the impact of adding ap-
praisals in the condition while not showing ap-
praisals at prediction time. This enables us to under-
stand if presenting appraisals improves the model’s

3Top tokens whose sum of likelihoods does not exceed a
certain value (p).

internal representation of emotion concepts.
In addition, to understand how appraisals influ-

ence the output at inference time, we use testing
prompt set with the most frequently cooccurring
appraisals (EfA)—these combinations can be con-
sidered to be “compatible” with each other and the
emotion (Figure 2). To challenge the models, we
further use the emotion with all appraisals turned
off (emotion with negative appraisals, EnAP) and
test what happens when we do not provide an emo-
tion category (appraisal-only, AP). To evaluate the
performance of the models, we calculate F1 with
automatic emotion and appraisal classifiers (§4)
and with human annotation (§5).

Dataset. The basis for our experiments is the
crowd-enVENT data set of autobiographical re-
ports of emotional events (see §2.1). We use a
subset to train emotion and appraisal classifiers
for evaluation and another subset for fine-tuning
the generators (Appendix A). Each event has 21
author-assessed appraisal values, created by asking
crowdworkers to complete a sentence for a given
emotion (e.g., “I felt [emotion] when/that/if...”).
We observed in preliminary experiments that both
generation architectures (T5 and Bart) have issues
differentiating between the conditions and the trig-
ger phrase, potentially due to the incompatibility
of the conditions. For that reason, we focus on
emotions and appraisals that have been proven to
be predictable by Hofmann et al. (2020)—the vari-
ables that Smith and Ellsworth (1985) showed to
be principle components for emotion categories.

We use instances that correspond to one of seven
emotions (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Guilt, Joy, Sad-
ness, and Shame) and contain an annotation with
at least one of the seven appraisals4 (Attention, Re-
sponsibility, Control, Circumstance, Pleasantness,
Effort, and Certainty). This leads to 2750 instances
in the corpus that we use for training. Appendix A
reports details and statistics of our filtered data.

Model Training and Data Augmentation. We
train the generation models with 80 % of the in-
stances from this filtered corpus. The dataset is
preprocessed with two goals, firstly, to create the
prompts (§3) according to the desired model con-
figuration (A, E, EA), and secondly to augment
the data to prevent the models from mapping the
same trigger phrase to the same output. To achieve

4We discretize the [1:5] ordinal values to boolean values at
a threshold of≥ 4, as suggested by the authors of the data set.
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that, we duplicate each instance t times, where
2 ≤ t ≤ 5 is randomly chosen. In each duplication,
a unique random number of n token combinations
(1 ≤ n ≤ 9) from the textual instance is used as
part of the trigger phrase. Therefore, the duplica-
tion does not lead to identical instances.

Emotion and Appraisal Classifiers. To evaluate
the performance of the generation models automati-
cally, we use eight classifiers (one per appraisal and
one for all emotions) using the remaining 20 % of
the filtered crowd-enVENT dataset (15 % for train-
ing the classifier, and 5 % to evaluate the classifiers).
The classifiers are built on top of RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) with default parameters (10 epochs,
batch size 5). Each appraisal classifier predicts a
boolean value whereas the emotion classifier pre-
dicts one of seven emotions. The classifiers show
a performance of .75 F1 Macro-Avg. for emotion
classification and .56 F1 for appraisal classification.
These scores are, despite the limited amount of
available data, comparable to previous experiments
(Troiano et al., 2023). Details on these classifiers
are reported in Appendix B. These classifiers allow
us to perform a large set of experiments, but the
non-perfect performance motivates us to confirm
the main results in a human study (§5).

Evaluation. To evaluate the three CNLG model
configurations, we create four testing prompt sets
each using the thirteen most frequent starting n-
grams from the crowd-enVent dataset (“I felt”,
“When a”, “I was”, “When I”, “I had”, “I got”,
“When my”, “I found”, “I went”, “I saw”, “I did”,
“When someone”, and “I am”) as trigger phrase, the
seven emotions and the seven appraisals. Emotion
Prompt set (EP) consists of 91 possible combina-
tions between prompts and emotions (e.g., generate
joy: I felt). The Emotion with most frequent Ap-
praisals Prompt set (EfA) includes the 910 combi-
nations between prompts, emotions and the 10 most
frequent appraisals per emotion from the crowd-
enVent corpus. The Emotion with negative Ap-
praisals Prompt sets (EnAP) is similar to EP, but
includes the appraisal vector, all set to negative val-
ues. The Appraisal Prompt set (AP) has the 104
possible combinations between the 13 prompts and
one appraisal at a time (including the case where
all appraisals are off).

It is nonsensical to compare all CNLG mod-
els on all testing prompt sets (Figure 2, interac-
tion between Bart & T5 configurations and Test

Prompts)—e.g., the E configuration would not be
able to interpret appraisal prompts (AP), similarly
for the A model configuration. For every possible
combination between CNLG model and the four
testing prompt sets, we generate the five most prob-
able sentences for each prompt (13,910 in total).

State-of-the-art Baseline. To understand how
well a generic model can solve the task of affective
event generation, we compare against the Affec-
tive Text Generation model (ATG, Colombo et al.,
2019). ATG is conditioned on both an emotion and
a topic, with the help of word lexicons. To make a
fair comparison with T5 and Bart, we fine-tune the
language model underlying ATG, namely GPT-2,
to produce emotion event descriptions using the
same data that we use to train T5 and Bart. The
emotion and topic lexicons are unmodified because
we consider them to be an essential element of
ATG. Finally, for each emotion that is available in
ATG and in our data (Fear, Joy, Anger, Disgust,
Sadness), we generate sentences with varying in-
tensity and target topic (Legal, Military, Politics,
Monsters, Religion, Science, Space, Technology—
520 in total).

4.2 RQ1: Do Appraisal Variables Improve
Affective Text Generation?

We start the discussion of our first goal of this paper
(do appraisal variables improve the model) quanti-
tatively. Table 2 shows how well the texts from the
various generation models exhibit the target emo-
tion (evaluated against the automatic classifiers).
The results should be interpreted in the context of
the perplexity (Ppl.) information in Table 3.

Table 2 confirms our hypothesis for both T5
(2nd block) and Bart (3rd block). The important
parts are the E and EA models compared on the
same testing emotion prompt set (EP), which only
contains emotion conditions. We see that, except
for Shame, the appraisal-informed model always
shows a better performance—despite not showing
appraisal information at inference time. Appar-
ently, the model learns a more accurate internal
emotion representation with the additional informa-
tion. On average, T5 shows a 10pp higher F1 with
appraisal information than without.

Obviously, an interesting question is if this per-
formance could be further improved when provid-
ing additional appraisal information to the prompt.
When using appraisal values frequently cooccur-
ring with the emotion concept (EfA), the perfor-
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ATG E — .10 .18 0.25 — .06 .17 — .15

T5 E EP .28 .50 .63 .23 .60 .32 .40 .42
T5 EA EP .46 .58 .70 .27 .77 .58 .32 .52
T5 EA EfA .39 .60 .57 .35 .77 .47 .21 .48
T5 EA EnAP .52 .55 .64 .35 .58 .41 .19 .46

Bart E EP .36 .45 .40 .29 .63 .43 .49 .43
Bart EA EP .41 .57 .48 .41 .63 .54 .36 .49
Bart EA EfA .34 .45 .52 .29 .75 .46 .44 .47
Bart EA EnAP .34 .51 .43 .26 .57 .33 .37 .40

Table 2: Emotion F1 scores of models trained with only
emotions (E), emotions and appraisal conditions (EA),
and only appraisal conditions (A) over the generated text
using the testing prompt sets: EP (Emotions Prompt set),
EnAP (Emotions with negative Appraisals Prompt set,
all the appraisals are turned off) and EfA (Emotion with
the most frequent Appraisals Prompt set).

mance is still higher than when not providing ap-
praisal values during training, but apparently leav-
ing the model more freedom in the generation with
fewer conditions leads to better texts (EfA vs. E).
As expected, turn off the appraisals (EnAP) leads
to a drop in performance—but remains still better
than the emotion-only (E) models.

Across all experiments, T5 outperforms Bart
and ATG. The low ATG performance could be at-
tributed to the use of dictionaries to guide the gener-
ation process, which naturally has limited coverage
and might not be suitable to describe events.

These results need to be interpreted in context
with the perplexity scores shown in the last col-
umn of Table 3. Here, we see that ATG shows
better performance. More importantly to answer
our research question regarding the impact of ap-
praisals is to compare the perplexity of the various
E, EA, and A configurations. For the T5 model
(which shows the better emotion accuracy), there
is a small decrease in language quality measured
with perplexity. For the Bart model, the perplexity
is in fact improving with appraisals.

4.3 RQ2: Do Appraisals Allow for a more
Fine-grained Control?

To understand how appraisal theories can provide
a more fine-grained control to the user, we conduct
a quantitative and a qualitative analysis.

Quantitative Analysis. Table 3 shows the statis-
tics of the generated data with the various model
configurations for various prompts and as a point of
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Hum. Hum. enVent 19.3 (23) 3.2 (3.5) 2.8 (3.3) .9 (1.5) —

ATG E — 16.4 (1.6) 2.4 (1.3) 2.3 (.9) 1.7 (.6) 22.2

T5 E EP 9.2 (3.4) 2.1 (1.0) 2.2 (1.0) 1.2 (.6) 26.9
T5 EA EP 15.1 (4.3) 2.3 (1.1) 2.3 (1.1) 1.5 (.6) 28.5
T5 EA EfA 13.9 (4.8) 2.1 (1.1) 2.1 (1.1) 1.5 (.6) 28.5
T5 EA EnAP 14.3 (4.5) 2.2 (1.0) 2.2 (1.1) 1.5 (.6) 28.5
T5 A AP 8.2 (3.8) 1.8 (1.1) 1.8 (1.0) 1.2 (.6) 23.5

Bart E EP 8.1 (4.1) 1.7 (1.1) 1.9 (1) 1.4 (.5) 69.2
Bart EA EP 10.5 (3.7) 1.9 (1.0) 1.6 (.8) 1.2 (.4) 51.3
Bart EA EfA 11.7 (4.1) 1.9 (1.1) 1.8 (1) 1.3 (.5) 51.3
Bart EA EnAP 13.2 (4.4) 2.3 (1.1) 1.9 (1) 1.4 (.6) 51.3
Bart A AP 7.7 (3.4) 1.7 (1.2) 1.4 (1.2) 1.4 (.4) 58.3

Table 3: Analysis of generated text using different
model architectures, configurations, and prompt test
sets. Mean/standard deviations are based on Spacy’s
tokenizer and POS. Ppl.: perplexity on test data.

reference the human and ATG-model results. Un-
der the assumption that appraisals provide more
information and more control, we would expect
longer, more detailed instances with the EA models.
This is indeed the case for both T5 and Bart. On the
emotion prompt test set (EP), instances obtained
with the model trained with appraisal information
(EA) are 15 tokens long for T5, while instances
of the model trained only with emotion conditions
(E) are 9 tokens long. When adding incompati-
ble appraisal information to the prompt test data
(EnAP), the text becomes even longer, with 15 to-
kens. The compatible appraisal values (EfA) are in
between with 14 tokens. The perplexity is mainly
influenced by the model architecture (GPT-2 be-
ing best, closely followed by T5), but it is lower
for appraisal-informed models. Therefore, we can
conclude that EA models generate longer instances,
however, it is accompanied by the drawback of text
quality, as evidenced by an increase in perplexity.

Qualitative Analysis. To gain a better under-
standing of the impact of appraisal information
on the generated text, we focus on T5, the best-
performing model to generate the target emotion
(§4.3). Table 4 shows examples of texts that stem
from different configurations (same trigger-phrase
but different conditions). We select the most fre-
quent appraisal and emotion combinations from
the crowd-enVent dataset as conditions to generate
texts.

We see that E-configuration-based generation
lacks details on the event in comparison to the EA
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N. Conf. Condition Trigger-Phrase Generated Text

1 E Shame I felt I felt ... when I was in my early 20’s.
2 EA Shame Att., Resp., Effo. I felt I felt ... when I walked out of a class meeting with no explanation
3 EA Shame and Resp. I felt I felt ... when I walked out of a restaurant and smelt bad

4 E Joy I got I got a job I really wanted.
5 EA Joy, Resp., Contr., Plea. I got I got a job I had wanted for months leading up to my graduation.
6 EA Joy, Resp., Contr., Plea.

Effo.
I got I got a job I applied for last week.

7 E Fear I had I had to go on a rollercoaster
8 EA Fear, Att. I had I had to go into a hospital with covid symptoms and give birth
9 EA Fear, Att., Effo., Cert. I had I had to go into a hospital because I didn’t know what was wrong with me.

10 E Sad. When my When my dad passed away
11 EA Sad., Effo., Cert. When my when my boyfriend told me he was leaving for college because I was too

busy to do anything with him
12 EA Sad., Plea. When my when my boyfriend told me he was leaving for college because I felt alone

and I like I was going too

13 E Ang. I found I found out my partner was cheating on me
14 EA Ang., Plea. I found I found out my partner was cheating on me
15 EA Anger, Effo., Cert. I found I found out my partner was taking advantage of my offer to buy him a house.

16 E Disg. I went I went to the doctor and found a dead frog.
17 EA Disg., Att., Effo. I went I went to a restaurant to try their dishes. They were very poor quality and

did not clean up.
18 EA Disg., Effo. I went I went to a restaurant to try their dishes.’

19 E Guilt I saw I saw a friend being bullied at school.
20 EA Guilt, Resp. I saw I saw a homeless person who needed medical attention because I couldn’t

afford it
21 EA Guilt, Resp., Cert. I saw I saw a homeless person who had been ill and died

Table 4: Example texts generated by T5 using different model configurations, conditions, and Trigger-Phrases.

configuration (Sentence 4 vs. 5 or 6). In Sentence
5, “I had wanted for months leading up to my grad-
uation.” the graduation aspect of the event makes
one’s responsibility for getting a desired job more
prominent. Such properties can similarly be found
in other sentence pairs in the E (e.g., 1, 4, 7, 13, 16)
and EA (e.g., 2, 3, 5, 15, 17) configurations.

Appraisals that are untypical for an emotion (e.g.,
Pleasantness in Fear or Sadness) do not change the
general emotion of the text (e.g., 13 and 14), but
they guide the models in order to describe an event
that fulfills the appraisal condition. This can be
seen in a comparison of Sentences 11 and 12, where
the difference is a switch of Certainty and Effort to
Pleasantness. The model then generates “I like I
was going...” to add some pleasantness despite the
predominant condition being Sadness. Other cases
show that the appraisal condition is ignored by the
generator if the emotion condition is contradicting
(Sentence 13 and 14). This explains why EnAP
testing prompts show longer results (Table 3).

5 Human Evaluation

We conduct a human study to validate the automatic
evaluation. Further, this study assesses additional

measures, namely the quality of the generated text.
We focus on the best-performing model, T5, fine-
tuned in the EA and E configurations.

Setup. We randomly select 100 sentences from
the following model-configuration and testing
prompt set combinations: EA with EP, E with EP,
and EA with EfA. In addition, we include 30 sen-
tences from the crowd-enVent dataset to confirm
the validity of the crowd-working setup. These
30 sentences are selected to be “easily-annotated”
based on a high inter-annotator agreement in the
original data.

We evaluate the 330 sentences on the platform
https://www.soscisurvey.de. The survey con-
sists of 23 statements to be rated on a five-level
Likert scale. Seven statements correspond to the
emotions (“What do you think the writer of the text
felt when experiencing this event?”). Seven state-
ments correspond to the appraisal variables (“How
much do these statements apply?”), and seven ques-
tions measure the text quality (fluency, grammati-
cality, being written by a native speaker, semantical
coherence, realistic event, written by an artificial in-
telligence, written by a human). In addition, we in-
clude two attention checks. We recruit participants
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E EP .69 .72 .72 .83 .89 .67 .82 .76
EA EP .79 .74 .73 .62 .92 .82 .6 .74
EA EfA .73 .67 .62 .45 .71 .74 .65 .65

A
ut

o.

Hum. enVent .86 1 .9 1 1 1 1 .97

E EP .46 .14 .0.5 .44 .78 .33 .41 .44
EA EP .55 .38 .82 .31 1 .6 .26 .56
EA EfA .53 .5 .33 .4 .67 .5 .2 .45

Table 5: Human annotation results as F1 (top). For
comparison, we show the automatic evaluation on the
same subsample (bottom).

via https://www.prolific.co/. §C.1 shows the
questions in detail.

Results. To compare the performance of the con-
ditional natural language generation models, using
the human evaluation (five-level), we discretize
emotion and appraisal scores, analogously to the
discretization of the crowd-enVENT labels for our
conditional models. We assign the labels based on
a majority vote of three annotators.

Table 5 shows the performance of the genera-
tion models evaluated by the annotators on the top
(Hum.). To be able to compare this to the automatic
evaluation that we reported in §4.2 we show the
automatic classifier-based evaluation on the same
data that we used for human evaluation in addition
at the bottom (Auto.). The first row, in both the
human and the automatic evaluation, is the result
of the evaluation on the 30 “easily-annotated” in-
stances from the crowd-enVent data—both parts
perform close-to-perfect—confirming that the gen-
eral experimental setup is feasible. Further, we see
that the automatic evaluation on the subset used for
human evaluation mimics the results in Table 2.

The two rows for the EP testing prompt (with
EA and E model configurations) also mimic the
automatic evaluation. This is, however, not shown
in the average F1 score because the differences are
less pronounced. Nevertheless, we observe that all
emotions are better generated with the EA model
than with the E model, except for Guilt and Shame.
Therefore, the human evaluation confirms that train-
ing models with appraisal information lead to a bet-
ter generation of emotion-bearing sentences. We
report results for appraisals in Appendix C.2.

Table 6 shows the results for the evaluation of
the quality of the generated sentences, in terms
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Hum. enVent 4.1 2.98 4 3.83 4.47 2.83 3.92

E EP 3.55 2.43 3.4 3.36 4 2.42 3.25
EA EP 3.07 1.88 2.82 2.89 3.57 1.86 2.93
EA EfA 3.55 2.43 3.3 3.23 3.88 2.17 3.18

Table 6: Human evaluation of text quality using the
five-level Likert scale, where 1 is not agree at all, and 5
is extremely agree. (higher is better).

of fluency, grammar errors, coherency, text origin
(text was written by a native English speaker or
machine), and mimicking real event descriptions
(what the text describes might happen). We have
seen in Table 3 that instances generated with ap-
praisal conditions in addition to emotion conditions
lead to considerably longer texts. This seems to
come with the disadvantage that the text quality
is lower in all measured variables. Nevertheless,
most of the values are still in an acceptable range,
with the exception for grammaticality and the es-
timate that the text might have been written by an
AI (which, however, both show comparably low
values for real texts as well). As expected, the vari-
ables Written by AI and Written by Human have a
strong negative correlation (Pearson’s ρ = −.77).
Importantly, the text mostly remains coherent.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented the first study on conditional text
generation based on both basic emotion category
names and appraisal theories. We find that the emo-
tion is more reliably represented when appraisals
are provided during training, even when the ap-
praisals are not provided during inference.

In addition, we provide evidence that the com-
bination of appraisals enables a more fine-grained
control over the generated text. By switching the
appraisal variables, distinct event descriptions are
produced, even when the emotion remains constant.

This leads to important future work: While we
believe that appraisals shall be used to generate
more detailed and accurate texts, the decrease in
text quality needs to be controlled. In our work, we
relied on prompt-based representations of the con-
ditions in the generator models. Different model
architectures (e.g., embedding the condition into
the encoder, decoder, or both) could improve or
maintain the quality of the generated text.
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In our experiments, we relied on annotated data
with labels that we used as conditions. In these
data, all variables were always accessible. In a
real-world setup, a deployable model would need
to automatically estimate (a subset of) appraisal
dimensions or request required information from
a user. This might lead to a novel setup of condi-
tioning under partial information which poses new
challenges for general models of conditional text
generation.

Finally, we left the topic of the event description
to the choice of the model. In a real-world setup,
additional conditions need to be included, for in-
stance a topic, or a previous utterance in a dialogue.
These various conditions might be in conflict in the
context of a dialogue, and the model would need to
rank (automatically) the conditions.

7 Ethical Considerations

7.1 Models
The proposed models are intended to link emotion
theories from psychology and computational lin-
guistics. The generated event descriptions can be
used by psychologists to study the impact of ap-
praisal and emotions in written text. There are
several potential risks if the model is not used
with care. It can result in biased or discrimina-
tory language, despite that we have not observed
such behaviour. Potential reasons are that a model
is trained on biased data which could lead to gener-
ated texts that perpetuate stereotypes or marginalize
certain groups. Particularly in the case of implicit
expressions of emotions, it is important to employ
models with care.

In principle, models could be used for malicious
purposes, for instance to generate deceptive or
harmful content (e.g., spreading misinformation
or generating fake news articles). Therefore, it is
crucial to employ responsible and ethical practices
when utilizing natural language generation models.
These risks are mainly inherent from the base pre-
train language models (Bart and T5) and they are
not intrinsic to our method.

7.2 Human evaluation
To conduct the human study in this research, we ad-
here to our institutional regulations and follow the
recommendations by the Gemeinsame Ethikkomis-
sion der Hochschulen Bayerns5 (GEHBa, Join
Ethics Committee of the Universities in Bavaria).

5https://www.gehba.de/home/

As per the guidelines provided by the committee,
studies that do not pose any specific risks or bur-
dens to participants beyond what they experience
in their daily lives do not require formal approval.
Our study falls within that category. Therefore, it
did not require approval from an ethics committee.

We relied on crowd-workers to conduct the hu-
man evaluation. The annotators were recruited us-
ing https://www.prolific.co, and paid accord-
ing to the platform rates (£9.00/hr). All participants
were shown a consent form containing the informa-
tion and requirements regarding the study. They
had to confirm their acceptance to be able to partic-
ipate in the study. We provided an email address to
contact us in case of problems during and after the
study.

8 Limitations

Considering that our conditional approach is
prompt-based, it is not surprising that it has certain
limitations. First, we mentioned that both Bart and
T5 have difficulties generating coherent and gram-
matical text, presumably because of a limited com-
patibility between the conditional variables (§4).
Second, the conditions need to be represented as
words or tokens and not numerical representation
(e.g., 1 or 0), since the models cannot identify the
conditions and the prompt in the fine-tuning stage.
Third, the number of available datasets annotated
with appraisals and emotions is very limited, since
the use of appraisal theories is relatively new in the
NLP community despite being a mature topic in
psychology.

Even though appraisal conditions provided a bet-
ter text generation for a target emotion, through
event descriptions, the text quality suffers a small
drop in quality (Table 6). Overall, we hope that the
presented methodology and results can help guide
future research and rise interest in psychological
appraisal theories.
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Appraisal Precision Recall F1

Attention .68 .66 .66
Certainty .51 .39 .38
Circumstance .60 .57 .58
Control .56 .56 .56
Effort .54 .53 .52
Pleasantness .63 .59 .60
Responsibility .60 .58 .59

Macro-Avg. .59 .55 .56

Table 7: Precision, Recall and F1 scores from the ap-
praisal classifiers.

A Filtered Crowd-enVent Dataset

As described in §4.1, we examine seven emotions
(Anger, Disgust, Fear, Guilt, Joy, Sadness, and
Shame), and seven appraisals (Attention, Respon-
sibility, Control, Circumstance, Pleasantness, Ef-
fort, and Circumstance) as conditional variables.
Therefore, we filter the crowd-enVent dataset by
removing records that do not have one of the seven
emotions with at least one of the seven emotions.
We follow the same criteria proposed by Troiano
et al. (2023) to discretize the emotion and appraisal
values (1 if the annotator score is larger than 3,
else 0). Table 11 provides the statistical analysis
of the filtered dataset. It shows the co-occurrence
between emotions and appraisals, as well as de-
tails about the text, including the number of tokens,
verbs, adjectives, nouns, and clauses.

B Automatic Classifiers

To get an impression of the reliability of the differ-
ent model architectures (Bart and T5) with different
conditional configurations (EA, E, A), we train one
multi-label classifier for the seven emotions and 7
binary classifiers for each appraisal. The classifiers
are built on top of RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) using
the standard parameters for ten epochs with a batch
size of five. Please refer to Table 7 for precision,
recall, and F1 scores of the appraisal classifiers,
and Table 9 for the corresponding scores related to
emotions.

The results for automatic classification of the ap-
praisals are presented in Table 8. We observed that
appraisal information improves the performance
for emotion accuracy. This cannot be observed
for the appraisal variables. For most appraisal di-
mensions, the model that is not conditioned on
emotions works better (A is better than EA). The
gap between EA and E for the same architecture is
7 pp for T5, and 1 pp for Bart.
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T5 EA AP .45 .42 .36 .52 .50 .47 .37 .44
T5 A AP .45 .48 .44 .71 .66 .46 .38 .51
Bart EA AP .45 .43 .42 .53 .47 .50 .35 .45
Bart A AP .35 .43 .50 .57 .60 .48 .35 .46

Table 8: Appraisal F1 score over the generated text
using the AP Prompt set, from the models conditioned
on emotion and appraisals (EA), and appraisals (A).

Emotion Precision Recall F1

Anger .72 .58 .64
Disgust .74 .80 .77
Fear .78 .93 .85
Guilt .56 .71 .62
Joy .91 .92 .98
Sadness .91 .87 .89
Shame .66 .43 .52

Macro-Avg. .75 .75 .75

Table 9: Precision, Recall and F1 scores from the emo-
tion classifier over the 7 classes.

C Human Evaluation Study Details

C.1 Study Details

The human evaluation is performed on 330 sen-
tences, 30 human-generated sentences from the
crow-enVent dataset, and 100 sentences randomly
selected from each of the following model config-
urations and prompt sets: EA with EP, E with EP,
and EA with EfA. We use human-generated sen-
tences to validate the study as a gold standard, un-
der the assumption that humans are capable of accu-
rately evaluating text written by other humans. For
this purpose, we selected the top 30 easy sentences
by ranking the filtered crowd-enVent dataset us-
ing two metrics: Emotion agreement and appraisal
agreement. Table 10 shows the statistical analysis
of the 330 sentences.

The survey was deployed on https://www.
soscisurvey.de, and it consists of 23 questions
(Table 13), divided into three sections of seven
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Hum. enVent 22.8 (16.8) 4.4 (3.2) 3.3 (2.4) 1.2 (1.8) 1.7 (.7)

EA EP 15.3 (4.0) 2.4 (1.0) 2.2 (1.0) .7 (.8) 1.5 (.6)
EA EfA 13.7 (4.7) 1.8 (1.2) 2.1 (1.2) .6 (.9) 1.4 (.6)
E EP 9.2 (3.6) 1.6 (1.0) 1.6 (0.8) .5 (.7) 1.3 (.5)

Table 10: Statistical analysis of the automatically and
human-generated text for human evaluation.
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Ang. 450 305 55 86 72 15 309 184 21.8 (30.8) 3.7 (4.4) 3.2 (4.4) 0.9 (1.8) 1.4 (0.7)
Dis. 450 228 66 90 103 6 193 155 19.4 (19.1) 3.7 (3.4) 2.8 (2.8) 1.0 (1.5) 1.4 (0.6)
Fear. 450 378 119 100 157 17 345 148 19.4 (24.5) 3.4 (3.9) 2.8 (3.7) 1.0 (1.4) 1.3 (0.7)
Guilt. 225 129 168 119 33 16 119 109 20.5 (22.1) 3.2 (2.9) 3.13 (3.4) 1.0 (1.5) 1.3 (0.6)
Joy. 450 292 274 240 77 417 192 241 17.9 (20.7) 3.2 (3.2) 2.5 (2.9) 1.1 (1.5) 1.2 (0.5)
Sad. 450 290 94 65 200 5 336 189 18.9 (22.8) 2.9 (3.3) 2.9 (3.4) 1.0 (1.6) 1.3 (0.6)
Shame. 225 140 163 93 37 9 125 100 18.4 (22.4) 2.8 (3.1) 2.9 (3.6) 0.8 (1.2) 1.4 (0.7)

Total/Avg. 2700 1762 939 793 679 485 1619 1126 19.5 (23.7) 3.3 (3.7) 2.9 (3.5) 1.0 (1.5) 1.4 (0.6)

Table 11: Statistical analysis of the filtered crowd en-Vent dataset. Appraisal columns show the co-occurrence of a
given appraisal and one emotion (row). Token, Nouns, Adj., and Clauses columns are the average counts for each
instance.
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. Hum. enVent .94 .88 .69 .71 .85 .77 .60 .78
EA EfA .72 .63 .54 .37 .6 .67 .55 .58
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o. Hum. enVent .71 .74 .53 .64 .92 .38 .48 .63
EA EfA .57 .63 .5 .36 .24 .12 .49 .42

Table 12: Human annotation results as F1 (1st and 2nd
row) and automatic classification results (3rd and 4th
row) of the human generated text (1st and 3rd row) and
the automatically generated text (2nd, and 4th).

statements each, and two attention checks in a ran-
dom position. The first section evaluates the emo-
tion category of the text, the second the appraisal
perception, and the last one, the quality of the text.
We ask the annotator how much they agree to each
statement using a five-level Likert scale (Not at all,
Slightly, Somewhat, Moderately, and Extremely).

The study was conducted in August 2022, at a
total cost of £250.74. Each text was annotated by
three different annotators. The annotators were
recruited using https://www.prolific.co with
the following criteria:

• Age: Minimum 18 and Maximum 50.
• Nationality: UK, USA, IE.
• Place of most time spent before turning 18:

United Kingdom, United States, Ireland.
• First language: English.
• Approval rate: Minimum approval rate .75.

C.2 Appraisal Results

In the human evaluation in §5, we mainly focus
on emotion evaluation. We now discuss briefly the
results regarding appraisal variables.

The appraisal evaluation (Table 12) exhibits sim-
ilar behavior to §4.3; the results for both automatic
and human evaluation are similar (2nd and 4th row).

Sec. Statements

A
pp

ra
is

al

How much do these statements apply?
The experiencer had to pay attention to the situation.
The event was caused by the experiencer’s own
behavior.
The experiencer was able to influence what was
going on during the event.
The situation was the result of outside influences
over which nobody had control.
The event was pleasant for the experiencer.
The situation required her/him a great deal of en-
ergy.
The experiencer anticipated the consequence of the
event.

E
m

ot
io

n

What do you think the writer of the text felt
when experiencing this event?
Anger.
Disgust.
Fear.
Guilt.
Joy.
Sadness.
Shame.

Te
xt

qu
al

ity

How understandable is the text for you?
The text is fluent.
The text has grammatical issues.
The text is written by a native English speaker.
The text is semantically coherent.
What the text describes might have really happened.
The text has been written by an artificial intelli-
gence/machine.
The text has been written by a human.

A
.C

. Attention check. Please click “Moderately”.
The current question is an attention check, please
select “Extremely”.

Table 13: Human evaluation survey

Therefore, it can be inferred that state-of-the-art
classifiers are as good as humans, and that appraisal
classification is a hard task. Even with easy texts
(1st row) humans only achieve 78% (while for
emotions they achieve 100%). These results are
aligned with Troiano et al. (2022).
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Abstract

Text style transfer (TST) involves transform-
ing a text into a desired style while approxi-
mately preserving its content. The biggest chal-
lenge in TST in the general lack of parallel
data. Many existing approaches rely on com-
plex models using substantial non-parallel data,
with mixed results. In this paper, we leverage
a pretrained BART language model with mini-
mal parallel data and incorporate low-resource
methods such as hyperparameter tuning, data
augmentation, and self-training, which have
not been explored in TST. We further include
novel style-based rewards in the training loss.
Through extensive experiments in sentiment
transfer, a sub-task of TST, we demonstrate
that our simple yet effective approaches achieve
well-balanced results, surpassing non-parallel
approaches and highlighting the usefulness of
parallel data even in small amounts.1

1 Introduction

Text style transfer (TST) aims to modify the style
of a given text while preserving its underlying con-
tent (Shen et al., 2017; Prabhumoye et al., 2018;
Li et al., 2018) (see Figure 1). The limited avail-
ability of parallel training data is a major obstacle
in TST, as acquiring large-scale aligned datasets
for specific style pairs is often impractical or un-
feasible (Jin et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2022). The
only TST study using parallel data and sequence-
to-sequence learning known to us by Jhamtani et al.
(2017) is a very specific application: converting
modern English to Shakespeare’s style, where ex-
tensive aligned paraphrases happen to exist for the
purposes of literature research. Most recent TST
research shifted to using non-parallel datasets and
unsupervised learning (Hu et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018). While it shows promising
results, it does suffer a performance penalty and

1Our code and related details are available at:
https://github.com/souro/low_tst.

Figure 1: An example of sentiment transfer as a TST
task.

cannot avoid the data problem completely, as large
quantities of non-parallel style-specific data are still
hard to come by (Li et al., 2022b).

In this paper, we address the challenges of TST
in low-resource scenarios by proposing methodolo-
gies that capitalize on minimal parallel data. Due
to parallel data availability, we focus on sentiment
transfer, a prominent sub-task within the realm of
TST (Jin et al., 2022; Mukherjee et al., 2022; Luo
et al., 2019a), in our experiments.2 However, our
model does not rely on a specific kind of textual
styles and can be applied to TST in general.

In summary, our contributions are (1) building a
TST system with low-resource parallel data, (2)
applying multiple low-resource adaptation tech-
niques, (3) and a novel style reward approach. This
helps us achieve well-balanced results, surpass-
ing previous non-parallel approaches on both au-
tomatic and human evaluation. Our experimental
code is available on GitHub.1

2 Related Work

TST with Parallel Data TST can be modeled as
a sequence-to-sequence task and trained on pairs of
texts with similar content but different styles. Here,
Jhamtani et al. (2017) used a sequence-to-sequence
model with a pointer network to translate modern
English into Shakespearean English. However, this

2The task of sentiment transfer is related to sentence nega-
tion (Sarabi et al., 2019; Hosseini et al., 2021; Hossain and
Blanco, 2022), but distinct from it, specifically aiming the
scope of meaning change to sentiment only and going beyond
using simple negation particles (cf. Table 3 in the Appendix).
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approach to TST is inherently challenging due to
the scarcity of parallel data (Hu et al., 2022).

Non-Parallel Approaches to TST Two main
strategies were employed to avoid reliance on par-
allel data: (1) Straightforward text replacement,
where style-specific phrases are explicitly identi-
fied and replaced (Li et al., 2018), (2) Implicit style-
content disentanglement via latent representations
through techniques such as backtranslation and au-
toencoding (Shen et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018;
Fu et al., 2018; Prabhumoye et al., 2018; Hu et al.,
2017), adversarial learning was shown to improve
the results of both approaches (Lample et al., 2019;
Dai et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2019b).
Despite a lot of progress, non-parallel approaches
tend to produce mixed results and often require
large amounts of non-parallel data, limiting their
practical applicability (Li et al., 2022b).

3 Method

Our work sits between the parallel and non-parallel
approaches, using parallel data but in very small
amounts, in order to maximize performance while
minimizing annotation costs. We build on transfer
learning by finetuning a pretrained BART model
on our task (Lewis et al., 2020). We further explore
five techniques aimed at this low-resource scenario:

Hyperparameter tuning: As the effectiveness
of Transformer models on low-resource data highly
depends on hyperparameters (Araabi and Monz,
2020), we adapt our model, focusing on dropout
regularization (Sennrich and Zhang, 2019) and la-
bel smoothing (Müller et al., 2019).

Prompt-guided generation: To align the style
transfer finetuning with pre-training, we adopt us-
ing textual prompts, following Li and Liang (2021)
and Li et al. (2022a). By adding prompts like

“POS:” for positive sentences and “NEG:” for neg-
ative sentences, we provide explicit guidance to the
decoder during fine-tuning.

Data augmentation: We use data augmentation
by paraphrasing (see Section 4.2) to generate more
training examples and improve data diversity (Shen
et al., 2020; Qiu et al., 2020).

Self-training: To further expand our data, we use
self-training, i.e., training on synthetic data gener-
ated by the model itself (He et al., 2020; Chai et al.,
2022). To improve the quality of the synthetic
data, we filter them using style classifier accuracy,

BLEU, and embedding similarity (cf. Section 5).
We use a geometric mean of all three metrics as a
sentence score, then choose a portion of the gener-
ated data with the top k highest scores.

Style reward: To make our generator better fo-
cus on the target style accuracy, we incorporate
rewards from a style classifier into the training loss.
We use a simple reward R, which is +1 for in-
stances where the generated output matches the
target style, and −1 where it does not. We then
modify the basic cross-entropy generation lossLCE

in the following way to get the overall loss L:

L = α · norm(R) + (1− α) · LCE (1)

norm denotes normalization (zero mean, unit stan-
dard deviation), and α is a weight parameter.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We experiment on a small parallel sentiment trans-
fer dataset of Yelp reviews by Li et al. (2018), com-
prising 500 positive-to-negative and 500 negative-
to-positive sentences. The data was intended as an
evaluation set only, but we repurpose it as a full
low-resource set and split it into 400 examples for
training, 100 for development, and 500 for testing.
For self-training, we additionally use non-parallel
sets of 2000+2000 positive and negative sentences
from Li et al. (2018)’s development set.

4.2 Settings

We use BART-base (Lewis et al., 2020) from the
HuggingFace library (Wolf et al., 2020).

Hyperparameter tuning: We ran three small-
scale random searches for optimal values of in-
dividual parameters, resulting in the following
changes from the defaults based on development
set results: (1) We adjusted the learning rate (LR)
(5e− 5→ 1e− 5) and batch size (8→ 3). (2) We
increased the Dropout rate (0.1→ 0.15) and intro-
duced additional attention and activation dropout
(both 0.1). (3) We introduced L2 regularization
with a value of 0.01 and label smoothing with a
value of 0.05.

Prompt-guided generation does not have any
specific settings; we only add the prompts on the
input as described in Section 3.
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Data augmentation: We used the following op-
erations from the NLPAug library (Ma, 2019): sub-
stitute words with a Spelling mistake from a dic-
tionary, Insert or Substitute words based on BERT
embedding similarity, substitute words with a Syn-
onym from WordNet, Swap or Delete words ran-
domly, Split words into two tokens randomly. Addi-
tionally, we used Back-translation (Sennrich et al.,
2016; Prabhumoye et al., 2018) via German using
the online translation tool of Košarko et al. (2019).

We apply an augmentation to each training data
example at random with a 50% probability (i.e.,
roughly 200 additional instances per augmentation
type). We also consider an “All” setting where we
include all augmented data.

Self-training: We generated parallel synthetic
data of various sizes up to 2k examples. We fur-
ther applied our filtering via automatic metrics (see
Section 3) to choose the best 1k out of 2k examples.

Style reward We train a simple BERT-based (De-
vlin et al., 2019) sentiment classifier for this exper-
iment, only using the same limited training set as
for the main task. Its accuracy on our test set is
95.8%. We use this classifier for the style rewards,
with a α = 0.5, i.e., even split between the base
cross-entropy loss and the style rewards.

4.3 External baselines

We compare our approaches to well-performing
systems for sentiment transfer using large non-
parallel datasets.3 Our goal is to demonstrate the
effectiveness of leveraging low-resource parallel
data. We compare to Shen et al. (2017)’s cross-
aligned autoencoder with style-specific decoders,
Prabhumoye et al. (2018)’s system based on back-
translation via French, and Li et al. (2018)’s text-
replacement-based approach.

We also compare to state-of-the-art instruction-
finetuned large language models: ChatGPT4 and
HuggingFace Chat.5 We prompt them with a task
specification and 10 randomly chosen examples
from the training set. We only report results for
ChatGPT, as HuggingFace Chat did not adhere to
the given task, and its outputs were not parsable
with our evaluation scripts.

3We faced difficulties when attempting to run some other
recent approaches on our data (Xiao et al., 2021; Lee, 2020).

4https://openai.com, model gpt-3.5-turbo.
5https://huggingface.co/chat/, model OpenAssist-

ant/oasst-sft-6-llama-30b (Köpf et al., 2023).

5 Evaluation & Results

We evaluate three main dimensions: style transfer
accuracy, content preservation, and fluency.

We measure sentiment accuracy using Distil-
BERT (Sanh et al., 2019) finetuned for sentiment
analysis on the SST-2 dataset (Socher et al., 2013).6

Following prior work (Jin et al., 2022; Hu et al.,
2022), we evaluate content preservation using
BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) and embed-
ding similarity (Rahutomo et al., 2012) against the
input sentences. We use Sentence-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019) and cosine similarity for the
embedding similarity. We use GPT-2’s (Radford
et al., 2019) perplexity to estimate fluency.

We also run a small-scale in-house human evalu-
ation on a random sample of 100 sentences from the
test set (50 for each direction – positive-to-negative
and negative-to-positive). Outputs are rated on a
5-point Likert scale for style transfer accuracy, con-
tent preservation, and fluency.

5.1 Automatic Metrics Results

Table 1 shows automatic metrics results. Our base
BART model (experiment 01) performs decently in
all metrics, but style accuracy is further improved
via hyperparameter tuning (02-04), with a slight
drop in BLEU score. Adding prompts (05) fur-
ther increases style accuracy and makes up for the
content similarity drop.

Data augmentation (06-14) leads to further im-
provements, especially for replacing Synonyms
from WordNet (09), random word Deletion (10),
and Back-translation (11). The best performance
is achieved using All (14) data augmentation types
(which also means a larger number of augmented
examples). Augmentation generally leads to a style
accuracy increase; perplexity rises, but BLEU and
embedding similarity is preserved, indicative of
less frequent expressions, but not much change in
content.

Self-training with synthetic data (15-20) main-
tained the performance across the board with a
slight improvement in BLEU score, but synthesiz-
ing too many examples does not lead to further
improvements (18-19), likely due to an imbalance
between original and synthetic data. The best re-
sults are achieved using 1k synthesized instances
filtered using automatic metrics (20).

6https://huggingface.co/
distilbert-base-uncased-finetuned-sst-2-english
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ID Models ACC BLEU CS PPL

Baseline

01 BART-base 55.4 ± 2.6 33.8 ± 0.2 65.5 ± 0.9 127.7 ± 2.4

Hyperparameter tuning

02 01 + LR & batch size 61.7 ± 3.1 33.1 ± 0.2 67.6 ± 1.4 126.4 ± 1.6
03 02 + Dropout 61.1 ± 2.7 33.3 ± 0.3 67.4 ± 1.3 126.1 ± 1.2
04 03 + L2 & label smoothing 61.6 ± 3.1 33.2 ± 0.3 67.6 ± 1.4 126.9 ± 1.4

Prompt-guided generation

05 04 + Prompt 67.7 ± 2.6 33.3 ± 0.3 70.1 ± 1.0 126.7 ± 1.8

Data augmentation

06 05 + Spelling 71.1 ± 2.5 33.6 ± 0.4 70.0 ± 1.2 132.2 ± 2.2
07 05 + Insert 71.6 ± 2.4 33.1 ± 0.4 70.8 ± 1.4 131.5 ± 0.9
08 05 + Substitute 70.9 ± 3.5 33.2 ± 0.6 69.9 ± 1.2 131.9 ± 1.3
09 05 + Synonym 71.5 ± 2.7 33.5 ± 0.5 71.2 ± 2.1 131.9 ± 0.9
10 05 + Delete 72.0 ± 1.9 33.0 ± 0.5 70.7 ± 1.8 132.6 ± 0.8
11 05 + Back-translation 72.7 ± 2.5 32.9 ± 0.7 70.6 ± 1.3 132.7 ± 1.6
12 05 + Swap 71.1 ± 3.3 33.5 ± 0.1 70.1 ± 1.0 131.9 ± 1.4
13 05 + Split 70.8 ± 4.5 33.5 ± 0.4 70.5 ± 1.4 133.5 ± 0.7
14 05 + All 74.2 ± 3.2 33.2 ± 0.7 70.6 ± 2.7 132.5 ± 1.5

Self-training

15 05 + 250 68.4 ± 2.5 33.4 ± 0.2 69.4 ± 1.5 132.5 ± 0.4
16 05 + 500 70.5 ± 5.0 33.6 ± 0.5 71.4 ± 2.3 132.3 ± 2.2
17 05 + 1k 71.5 ± 4.8 34.1 ± 0.4 70.5 ± 2.7 131.0 ± 2.8
18 05 + 1.5k 70.1 ± 5.0 34.2 ± 0.2 70.8 ± 2.8 132.4 ± 1.2
19 05 + 2k 70.0 ± 4.6 34.3 ± 0.2 70.2 ± 2.2 132.4 ± 1.6
20 05 + 1k filtered 72.6 ± 4.4 34.2 ± 0.4 71.5 ± 2.3 132.7 ± 1.3

Style reward

21 14 + reward 78.8 ± 2.7 33.1 ± 0.7 72.4 ± 2.4 132.8 ± 1.5
22 20 + reward 78.4 ± 2.9 33.9 ± 0.7 72.2 ± 1.9 132.6 ± 1.2

External baselines

23 Shen et al. 64.4 6.7 46.0 338.5
24 Li et al. 71.9 11.6 55.3 366.6
25 Prabhumoye et al. 72.4 3.0 41.7 318.8
26 ChatGPT 95.4 19.4 61.4 115.3

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results. We measure the sentiment classifier accuracy (ACC), BLEU score, Content
Similarity (CS), and Fluency (PPL), see Section 5. The model names follow a format of experiment ID + Model
name, indicating that the current model is built upon a base model from that particular ID. All our models’ scores
are averages of five runs with different random initializations, with standard deviations shown after “±”.

Models Style Content Fluency

Li et al. 2.36 1.57 1.58
ChatGPT 4.48 2.75 4.49

Ours 3.98 3.96 4.45

Table 2: Human evaluation of 100 randomly selected
outputs on style transfer accuracy (Style), Content
Preservation (Content), and Fluency (see Section 5).

Using style rewards and combining them with
data augmentation (21) or self-training (22) brings
further improved style accuracy, with other metrics
staying approximately the same. Since both experi-
ments 21 and 22 perform very similarly, we choose

22 as the best model for further evaluation because
the self-training approach does not require addi-
tional tools, unlike the data augmentation toolkit
needed for 21.

Compared to unsupervised approaches (23-25),
our experiments show similar or better style accu-
racy while maintaining content preservation and
fluency, both of which are very low for unsuper-
vised systems. ChatGPT (26) excelled in style
transfer accuracy and fluency, but also lacked in
content preservation. Table 3 (see Appendix A)
shows a few illustrative examples, comparing our
chosen best model (22) with external baselines.
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5.2 Human Evaluation
For the human evaluation, we compared our cho-
sen model (experiment 22) with Li et al. (2018)’s
work (24) and ChatGPT (26), chosen for their best
automatic metrics results of the external models.
The results in Table 2 largely confirm the automatic
metrics results – the unsupervised system shows
relatively poor performance, and while ChatGPT
excels in hitting the target style, our approach is
best on content preservation.

6 Conclusion

We showed that leveraging minimal parallel data in
text style transfer can yield a good balance of style
transfer accuracy, content preservation, and fluency.
Standard low-resource approaches (hyperparameter
tuning, data augmentation, self-training), improve
results, while further improvement is achieved by
using style classifier rewards. In future research,
we plan to extend the range of low-resource tech-
niques used and apply our approach to other style
transfer tasks.
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A Appendix: Sample Outputs

Negative→ Positive Positive→ Negative

Source terrible menu, high prices, bad customer service . it ’s a much better option than the club scene .
Gold nice menu , good prices , great service - for both

dinner and breakfast !
i would rather go to the club than here .

Shen et al. fantastic selection of great customer ! it ’s a good experience for the whole airport i would
.

Li et al. no nonsense in service . it ’s a much better than the club scene .
Prabhumoye
et al.

bad customer service with the food of this location . she did n’t go back with this place .

ChatGPT marvelous entertainment, budget-friendly choices,
exceptional atmosphere.

absolutely disastrous, it’s worse than the late-night
traffic.

Ours
(exp. 22)

great menu, high prices, great customer service . it’s a terrible alternative to the club scene .

Source the bad news that my vision had deteriorated made
the visit even worse .

all of my clothes are returned in sparkling condition
!

Gold the good news that my vision had improved made
the visit even better .

all of my clothes are returned in terrible condition !

Shen et al. the good thing i have the whole nails made my whole
gem !

all of my car here are nothing in any room .

Li et al. the problem was the red deal by handles the night
my questions did n’t .

all of my clothes are returned in my condition !

Prabhumoye
et al.

the worst time i have ever had to get a disappoint-
ment .

all of the food is not very good in all .

ChatGPT the remarkable revelation of my surprise birthday
party plans made the visit even more special.

The condition of all my belongings is extremely
terrible!

Ours
(exp. 22)

the good news that my vision had improved made
the visit even better .

all of my clothes are returned in terrible condition !

Source it’s located in a slum scottsdale area and isn’t acco-
modating.

my father has decided to upgrade my mothers en-
gagement ring this xmas .

Gold it ’s located in a great part of scottsdale and was
really accommodating .

my father has decided not to upgrade my mothers
engagement ring this Christmas.

Shen et al. cute shop in a sunday area and desert ! my son did to have my whole card to celebrate my
appointment off .

Li et al. no bueno in the north nonsense and not acknowl-
edged a word or anything .

my father has decided to upgrade paint now .

Prabhumoye
et al.

minutes later for the food and not worth the food . my husband ordered me to get the worst service in
the food .

ChatGPT this place is family-owned, but it could greatly bene-
fit from improving their staff.

my father has decided to downgrade my mother’s
engagement ring.

Ours
(exp. 22)

it’s located in a slum scottsdale area and is accomo-
dating.

my father has decided not to upgrade my mothers
engagement ring this xms.

Table 3: Example output comparison on samples from the test set. Sentiment marker words are colored. Note that
our model balances well between style transfer accuracy and content preservation, better than others.
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Abstract

Neural language models are increasingly de-
ployed into APIs and websites that allow a user
to pass in a prompt and receive generated text.
Many of these systems do not reveal generation
parameters. In this paper, we present methods
to reverse-engineer the decoding method used
to generate text (i.e., top-k or nucleus sampling).
Our ability to discover which decoding strat-
egy was used has implications for detecting
generated text. Additionally, the process of
discovering the decoding strategy can reveal
biases caused by selecting decoding settings
which severely truncate a model’s predicted
distributions. We perform our attack on several
families of open-source language models, as
well as on production systems (e.g., ChatGPT).

1 Introduction

Language models are increasingly being incorporated
into web applications and other user-facing tools.1

These applications typically do not provide direct
access to the underlying language model or the
decoding configuration used for generation. In this
paper, we show how even in this blackbox setting, it
is possible to identify the decoding strategy employed
for generation. We consider the case where one only
has access to a system that inputs a prompt and out-
puts a generated response. We present algorithms for
distinguishing the two most popular decoding strate-
gies, top-k and nucleus sampling (a.k.a. top-p), and
estimating their respective hyperparameters (k and p).

The choice of decoding strategy—the algorithm
used to sample text from a language model—has a
profound impact on the randomness of generated text,
introducing biases toward some word choices. For ex-
ample, when OpenAI’s ChatGPT,2 a chatbot built with
large language models, is repeatedly passed a prompt

∗Google Deepmind,†University of Toronto
1E.g., see https://gpt3demo.com/ for a list of such

apps.
2https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/

asking it to report the outcome of rolling a twenty-
sided die, we found that it only returns 14 of the 20
options, even though all should be equally likely.

Prior work has shown that knowing the decoding
method makes it easier to detect whether a writing
sample was generated by a language model or
else was human-written (Ippolito et al., 2020). As
generated text proliferates on the web, in student
homework, and elsewhere, this disambiguation is
becoming increasingly important.

Concurrent work to ours by Naseh et al. (2023) has
developed similar strategies for detecting decoding
strategy from a blackbox API: however, they focus
more on identifying hybrid decoding strategies (includ-
ing beam search), whereas we focus more on prompt
engineering to produce close-to-uniform token distri-
butions that reduce the number of queries needed. Our
proposed methods complement but are not compara-
ble to those of Tay et al. (2020). Their method trains
classifiers that input a generated text sequence and
output a prediction for the decoding strategy used to
generate it. In contrast, our method interacts with an
API and does not require any data or ML training.

2 Background

Neural language models are not inherently generative.
A causal language model fθ takes as input a
sequence of tokens x1,...,xt−1 and outputs a score
for each possible next token xt, computing the
a likelihood score for each token in the vocabu-
lary, which can be transformed into a probability
distribution by applying a softmax such that
Prob(xt|x1,...,xt−1)∼fθ(x1,...,xt−1).

A decoding method takes this probability distri-
bution as input and samples a particular token to
output. The simplest algorithm is argmax decoding
(also known as ‘greedy decoding’), where the most
likely next token is outputted. Argmax is rarely used
in practice because (1) only one generation can be
produced for any given prompt, and (2) generations
with argmax tend to be repetitive and low-quality.
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Most commonly used decoding algorithms are
based on random sampling: a token is chosen with
probability proportional to the likelihood assigned
to it by the model. Whereas argmax sampling has
too little randomness, purely random sampling over
the full distribution can have too much, leading to
text that is too erratic and prone to errors. Thus, it is
common to modify the distribution to reduce entropy
before sampling from it.

In this short paper, we focus on two popular
strategies researchers have developed for decoding:
top-k sampling (Fan et al., 2018) and top-p sampling
(Holtzman et al., 2019) (also known as nucleus
sampling). Top-k sampling involves the implementer
picking a fixed hyperparemter k then only ever
sampling from the kmost likely items by assigning all
other items a score of 0 before applying the softmax.
Top-p sampling involves the implementer picking
a fixed hyperparamter p. Then at each step t of
generation, a kt is selected such that the kt most likely
vocabulary items cover p proportion of the total prob-
ability mass in the distribution. More precisely, let the
notation x(l) refer to the lth most likely token in the
distribution predicted at step t. We set kt to the first
value for which

∑kt
l=1Prob(xt=xl|x1,...,xt−1)≥ p.

Then, the distribution is truncated to the kt most likely
tokens, as described above for top-k.

Other common methods like beam search and
temperature annealing are omitted in the interest
of space (cf. Zarrieß et al. (2021) and Wiher et al.
(2022)). Temperature annealing simply modifies the
probability distributions of the output tokens, so the
methods in this manuscript can be easily generalized
(and indeed were in the concurrent work of Naseh
et al. (2023)). Beam search is a bit more complicated,
as tokens are not chosen independently of previous
tokens; instead, multiple candidate token paths are
retained. As such, it would be necessary to generate
more than a single word for each prompt, which is
the primary interrogative tool we use here.

3 Method

3.1 Threat Model

We assume black-box, query-only access to the system
Gen :m 7→r which takes as input a prompt stringm
and outputs a textual response r; without loss of gen-
erality, we assume that the response r is exactly one
token long. The adversary can input arbitrary prompts
and observe the output response. In most of our exper-
iments, we assume Gen passes m into the language
model without any modification, then generates a con-

tinuation using an unknown decoding strategy. How-
ever, in some cases, such as for ChatGPT, the system
might modify the provided prompt, m, such as by
prepending few-shot examples, before passing it to
the language model. Still, we assume that the causal
language model can be repeatedly queried by a fixed
promptm′, even if modified from the originalm.

The adversary’s attack objective is to determine the
decoding strategy employed by Gen, outputting either
topk or topp, as well as the value for either p or k.

3.2 Intuition for Method
We begin with the intuition of our attack. Suppose
we were given a prompt m, such that the output of
Gen(m) is equally likely to be any item from a set of
vocabulary items Vm⊆V. For example, the prompt
“List of capital English letters,
chosen uniformly at random:” ought to
result in the model emitting each of the 26 letters
of the alphabet with equal probability. However,
suppose that when we repeatedly prompt the model in
this way, it only ever emits 10 different letters. What
could cause this?

One explanation could be that our prompt does
not actually induce a uniform probability distribution
over each of the 26 letters, and in fact that the model
assigns (nearly) zero probability mass to the 11th
most likely token. Suppose we know for a fact the
prompt does induce a near-uniform distribution on
all publicly-available language models: then the
more likely explanation would be that the sampling
algorithm itself truncated this distribution—either
with top-k or top-p sampling. By measuring what
fraction of the words we would expect to get
generated actually do get generated for prompts with
known output distributions, we can estimate values for
k and p and distinguish between these two techniques.

3.3 Estimating k
Suppose, for a given prompt m, we call Gen(m),
n number of times, each time keeping just the first
token of the output. We can trivially lower bound k
by observing the number of unique items in a set of re-
sponses. As n approaches∞, all k allowed responses
will be observed. To achieve a compute-efficient
attack, our goal is to estimate k while keeping n as
small as possible. Appendix A gives theoretical ac-
curacy/runtime estimates for this approach by posing
it as the coupon collector problem (Pólya, 1930).

In practice, we use Algorithm 1 (see Appendix),
which repeatedly estimates a lower bound for k using
two different prompts m1 and m2 for increasing
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numbers of trials until (1) the two estimates match
and (2) the x(k) token appears at least twice in both
generations (to prevent spurious matching).

3.4 Estimating p

In this paper, we set a goal of determining p to
within 0.05 of the true value. We can upper bound
p by constructing a prompt that yields a known,
computable distribution over a set of vocab items
Vm. Then to attack a system, we repeatedly sample
with the prompt, and count how many of those items
are generated. Let’s call this value k.3 We estimate
p as the sum of the probabilities of the k most likely
tokens in the known distribution over items in Vm.
Because our guessed distributions are not perfect,
instead of relying on just one prompt for our estimate,
we instead average over two upper bounds of p
derived from two different prompts. Although our
experiments here use only two prompts, increased
precision is achievable by using additional prompts.
The detailed algorithm can be found in the Appendix.

3.5 Distinguishing Top-k from Top-p

To distinguish between top-k and top-p, we need
only reject the hypothesis that top-k is used. It turns
out that we can simply reuse Algorithm 1 because
we already built in a measure of concordance in
the k predictions. If the two prompts used as input
to Algorithm 1 continue to yield very different
predictions of k no matter how many samples are
taken, we can reject the hypothesis of top-k being
used. For rejecting top-k, we found it useful to start
with two prompts with radically different distributions;
it suffices to choose prompts that with very differently
sized Vm, such as ADVERBS and MONTHS.

Although we did not explore it in this short paper,
we could in theory also reject top-p by looking at how
closely the p estimates from different prompts match.
This may prove helpful if we wish to determine
that neither top-p or top-k is being used, but is
unnecessary for simply disambiguating the two.

Prompt Selection In addition to the distributional
properties described above, we also need our prompts
to have the property that the first space-separated
word in the output of Gen(m) is in-fact a word in the
vocabulary. Since we often do not know which vo-
cabulary was used by the model we are attacking, we
choose prompts which yield distributions over words

3This is a slight abuse of notation since we used k earlier for
top-k, but in both cases, this value corresponds precisely to the
number of unique tokens seen.

Table 1: Prompts used for top-k and (top) top-p (bottom)
estimation on open-source models. The first two prompts
include randomly selected exemplars (shown in blue). For
MONTHS, Ramadan is included as the 13th month.

Name Prompt |Vm|

NOUNS List of nouns chosen completely
randomly: dog, slash, altar

8,432

ADVERBS List of adverbs chosen completely
randomly: formally, blatantly, sadly

504

MONTHS She came to visit in the month of 13
DATES The accident occurred on March 31
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Figure 1: Error in top-k estimation for 500 GPT-2 XL-
and 500 bloom-3b-based systems. Error for both models
is very low in common settings (k < 100).

Table 2: Performance at k estimation over 100 systems
with k values randomly chosen between 1 to 500.

Model Acc Acc±5 Avg Error

GPT-2 Base 28% 76% 1.3
GPT-2 XL 44% 80% 0.9

BLOOM-3B 0% 71% 2.3
pythia-2.7b 22% 81% 1.1

which are likely to be tokens in all models trained on
webtext4. Table 1 shows all the prompts used in all
experiments except for those we used on ChatGPT
(which had to be longer), and Appendix C gives more
details on prompt selection (including for ChatGPT).

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on four language models
where we can set the decoding strategy: GPT-2
Base and XL (Radford et al., 2019), GPT-3 Davinci
(Brown et al., 2020), BLOOM 3B (Scao et al., 2022),
and Pythia 2.7B (Biderman et al., 2023).

4.1 Predicting k

We used two prompt templates for estimating top-k:
NOUNS and ADVERBS (see Table 1), each with 16
randomly selected exemplars. We build an evaluation

4Other prompts may be needed for attacking code models.
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Figure 2: Performance at p estimation over 100 systems
with p values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, when the known
distributions are computed using GPT-2 base (orange),
and GPT-3 Davinci likelihoods (blue). Using Davinci as
the known model leads to a better attack on GPT-3 models,
but a worse one on all other models. RMSE in Table 6.

Figure 3: Mismatch between the known distributions and
the distributions of the language model underlying the
blackbox system lead to increased error. The matched
estimates still have a slight systematic upward bias
because we use the upper bounds for p in our algorithm.

set of 100 systems, each with a k selected uniform
randomly to be between 1 and 500. Table 2 shows the
accuracy of our approach on this evaluation set.5 We
see that while our method is not so great at guessing
k perfectly, on average its guesses are between 0.9
and 2.3 off (depending on the underlying model).

In Figure 1, we plot accuracy as a function of true
k for GPT-2 XL. This plot reveals that our method
is especially effective at predicting k for k<300, and
accuracy deteriorates for higher k. The vast majority
of applications use k well within this range, and it is
simple to adjust for larger k by increasing the max
number of iterations parameter.

4.2 Predicting p

We build an evaluation set of 100 systems, each with a
randomly assigned p between 0 and 1. Table 1 shows
the prompts used for top-p estimation: MONTHS

and DATES. For each prompt, we need to compute
a known distribution over the next word. We experi-

5GPT-3 is omitted because the API does not expose top-k.
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Figure 4: We plot the ratio between the k estimated using
ADVERBS and using MONTHS, for systems actually
using top-p. Except when p is near its extreme values, the
prompt with larger Vm results in more generated words.

ment with using both GPT-2 Base and GPT-3 Davinci
for this. For GPT-2, we compute the distribution
directly; for GPT-3, we estimate it by running 1,000
trials with full random sampling. Figure 2 shows
our method’s accuracy at predicting within 0.05 of
the true p value. Figure 3 shows two limitations: (1)
our estimates are worse when there is significant mis-
match between Gen’s distributions and our known
distributions; and (2) the minimum p our method
can predict is

(
Prob(x(1)1 )+Prob(x(1)2 )

)
/2, reducing

accuracy for low p values. Further research is needed
into the design of prompts which induce consistent
distributions over many families of language models.

4.3 Distinguishing Top-k and Top-p

To evaluate our ability to distinguish between top-k
and top-p, we conduct the following experiment. We
take 10 systems with p values ranging from 0.0 to
1.0 and find the chance we misclassify each system
as using top-k. Figure 4 reports the results of this
experiment. We see that it would be fairly easy to dis-
tinguish the two methods by thresholding the ratio of
the k values returned by the two prompts. Note that at
the extreme values of k and p, the method are indistin-
guishable. Top-k with k=1 and top-pwith p=0.0 are
both the same as argmax; top-k wirh k=|V| and top-p
with p=1.0 are both the same as full random sampling.

4.4 ChatGPT

We cannot repeat the exact same experiments with
ChatGPT because (1) it does not use the exact
prompt passed to the UI as the language model
input, instead preprocessing it into a conversation
format; and (2) the rate limiting prevents us from
easily conducting many trials. We instead employ
four conversational-format prompts (see Table A5).
For the known distribution, we try out empirical
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Prompt n Est. p

MONTHSCHAT 200 0.84
DATESCHAT 125 0.74
D20CHAT 115 0.79
D100CHAT 500 0.86

Table 3: The values of p estimated for ChatGPT using dif-
ferent prompts, where n is the number of samples taken.

distributions from five different versions of GPT-3,
and take the one with lowest total variation distance
from ChatGPT’s output distribution. Table 3 shows
the p estimated using each prompt. Averaging
these, we get p=0.81. This estimate could be further
narrowed down by incorporating more prompts,
though of course we cannot validate this number due
to opacity of the ChatGPT proprietary system.

4.5 Room for Improvement
All of the estimates reported in this section could be
improved with additional queries to the model For
both p and k estimation, we average over the estimates
from just two prompts, but using more prompts would
lead to better estimates. In addition, to improve top-k
estimation for larger k, one can increase the minimum
number of times the least frequent items needs to be
seen before the sampling loop terminates; in this pa-
per, we set that value to 2. Our methods could also be
further improved by in-depth investigation of prompts
which consistently produce close-to-uniform distri-
butions across different families of language models.

Finally, while our methods do not currently address
the case where temperature annealing is used in
conjunction with top-k or top-p, extending them to
support this setting should be straightforward. Tem-
perature followed by top-k is still top-k, and should
be detectable via our methods. Temperature followed
by top-p is trickier, because we no longer have a
known distribution. However, this combination can
be detected by comparing the empirical distribution
against a set of known distributions for common
models; if the distribution does not match any of
them, then we can conclude that either it is not using
any known model, or that other distribution shaping
such as temperature has been applied.

5 Limitations

Our method is limited to identifying when top-p sam-
pling or top-k sampling is used. We do not attempt to
detect other decoding strategies which other systems
might use. Additionally, there is no guarantee that a
system would use a single decoding strategy—it is

possible that different prompts may trigger different
decoding strategies, or that A/B testing results in dif-
ferent users seeing different decoding strategies. Our
ChatGPT results were computed by two different au-
thors on separate OpenAI accounts. Also, we have no
guarantees that the decoding strategy is not changed
over time. Some of our ChatGPT results were com-
puted using the December 15, 2022 release while oth-
ers were computed using the January 9, 2023 release.

Additionally, the biases in distributions that we
see here could have other underlying reasons; for
example, changes in the data can result in very
different true distributions.

Furthermore, under the hood, an API might not
be generating a new random generation each time an
identical prompt is passed in. Either random seeds
might be getting re-used, or generations could be
retrieved from a cache. In both cases, the generations
might look like argmax sampling. It’s also conceiv-
able that certain combinations of fixed models could
look like top-k/p. For example, if a query is randomly
routed to one of a series of s servers, each serving
a different model, we might interpret the decoding
strategy to be top-k even if each server is using
argmax. In these cases, an approach more like that
proposed by Tay et al. (2020), where classification of
decoding strategy is made based on a long generated
sequence (rather than single token system predictions,
as in our approach), might be more effective.

For top-p (though not top-k), we require access
to an underlying distribution that approximates the
model used. This is not an issue for open source mod-
els or models with API access that allows specifying
the decoding strategy, but it does limit the applicability
of our method to newer proprietary models. It may
be possible to empirically determine distributions
for carefully engineered prompts, but future work is
needed for reverse engineering fully closed models.

6 Conclusion

Our attack shows that with even a little work, it
is possible to reverse-engineer common decoding
strategies. Although we have focused here only on
top-p and top-k sampling, these approaches generalize
readily to other common methodologies when the
output probability distributions are well-approximated.
Along with other recent work on reverse-engineering
other parts of a language generation system (Zhang
and Ippolito, 2023), it seems is infeasible to hide
inference implementation details given black-box
access to the system.
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A Algorithm for Estimating k

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for estimating k.
Given a system Gen :m 7→r that takes an input prompt m and outputs a single response token r, let m1 and m2 be two prompts
that with high probability return responses from large (�k) sets of different sizes—e.g. m1 returns random nouns and m2 returns
random adverbs.
function ESTIMATEK(Prompts m1,m2;Gen :m 7→r)

samples1←[ [],samples2←[ []
while max number iterations not reached do // we set max iterations=32

for {1..100} do // at most 3200 samples generated
samples1.insert(Gen(m1))
samples2.insert(Gen(m2))

end for
k1←[# unique items in samples1
k2←[# unique items in samples2
minSamples←[(samples1(k1)>1 and

samples2(k2)>1) // Boolean testing all items appear twice
if k1=k2 and minSamples then

break
end if

end while
return b(k1+k2)/2c // guesses average if convergence not reached

end function

As we mentioned in the main paper text, suppose, for a given prompt m, we call Gen(m), n number of
times, each time keeping just the first token of the output. We can trivially lower bound k by observing the
number of unique items in a set of responses. As n approaches∞, all k allowed responses will be observed.
Since this is infeasible, the adversary’s goal is to estimate k while keeping n as small as possible.

It is easy to see that the ideal promptm is one that gives responses that are perfectly uniform over the entire
vocabulary V. In the uniform case, we are left with the standard coupon collector problem (Pólya, 1930). We
would recover the exact value of k with probability at least 1− 1

k by setting n>2klogk. Unfortunately, such
a prompt is exceedingly difficult to engineer (see Appendix D).

It turns out we can do almost as well without needing full uniformity. The key building block for our attack
is the construction of anm that distributes substantial probability mass onto a subset Vm⊆V of the token space.
We require that for any k< |Vm|, we have Prob

(
Gen(m)=x(k)

)
≥ 1
ck , for some small constant c. Put in plain

language, we want to ensure that for any number of tokens k the distribution might be truncated at, the least
likely token that can be generated is no more than c times less likely to appear than if the distribution were
truly uniform. If n≥2cklog(ck), then with probability at least 1− 1

ck , our prediction is exactly correct. This
result is far from tight, but follows easily from coupon collector on a uniformly random set of size ck.

In practice, we use Algorithm 1, which repeatedly estimates a lower bound for k using two different prompts
m1 and m2 for increasing numbers of trials until (1) the two estimates match and (2) the x(k) token appears
at least twice in both generations (to prevent spurious matching). In such a case, the expected number of trials
n is approximately bounded above by 2cklog(ck) via coupon collector6.

B Algorithm for Estimating p

Our goal is to estimate p to within a factor of ε. This would be trivial to do if we could construct a prompt
m that is uniform over a subset Vm⊆V of size at least 1

ε . Then estimating p would be equivalent to estimating
top-k for k≈ p

ε because each unique token seen implies a probability mass of ε.
It is impossible to design a prompt which yields a perfectly uniform distribution. However, although

uniformity is desirable, for top-p estimation, it is more important that the distribution of Gen(m) is known, i.e.,
we have access to the underlying language model fθ. If k distinct tokens appear in the p-truncated distribution,

6Aside: the constant 2 that appears in the expected number of trials is due to requiring that the kth most likely token appears at
least twice. However, it is unrelated to the constant 2 that appears in the bound in the previous paragraph, which is chosen to ensure
the 1

ck
failure probability.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for estimating p.
Consider a language model fθ :(m,r)→R that scores a prompt/response pair and a system Gen :m 7→r that takes an input prompt
m and outputs a single response token r using fθ and top-p sampling. Let m1 and m2 be two prompts that return responses from
known distributions over relatively small sets (|Vm|around 10-40)—e.g. m1 returns random months and m2 returns random dates
within the month of March.
function ESTIMATEP(Prompts m1,m2;Gen :m 7→r,fθ)

p1←[HELPER(m1,Gen,fθ)
p2←[HELPER(m2,Gen,fθ)
return (p1+p2)/2

end function
function HELPER(Prompt m;Gen,known LM fθ )

baseProbs←[ [] // Will store known probability distribution
for v∈Vm do // Vm is the subset of tokens we consider

baseProbs.insert(Pfθ(r=v|m)) // Probabilities using full random sampling
end for
Sort baseProbs from largest to smallest.
baseProbs.insert(

∑
v∈V−VmProbfθ(r=v|m) // Summed probabilities of all out-of-set tokens

samples←[ []
for {1..N} do

samples.insert(Gen(m))
end for
l←[num unique items in samples
p←[∑l

i=1baseProbs[i]
return p

end function

then (using the same notation as above), we can bound p as:

k−1∑

l=1

Probfθ(x
(l))<p≤

k∑

l=1

Probfθ(x
(l)).

Thus, given a known distribution, the top-p reverse engineering problem reduces to top-k.
Even if we do not know exactly the underlying model for a blackbox system, we can construct prompts

that appear to often return distributions close to a family of known distributions. Then the error in estimating
p is just determined by how far off our guess of distribution is from the true underlying one. Note that to
ensure robustness against an imperfectly guessed distribution, we estimate p using the sum of the k largest
in-vocabulary probabilities, rather than trying to actually match the probabilities for the unique items sampled.
This turns out to be important when prompts including exemplars are used, as the exemplars often create a
bias in the tokens returned, but the overall drop-off in probabilities of most to least likely tokens tends to be
more consistent. However, for distribution matching, we use the actual distributions over tokens.

In this paper, we set a goal of determining p to within ε=0.05 and construct two prompts with almost-known
distributions over k=13 and k=31. Because our guessed distributions are not perfect, instead of relying on
a single distribution to bound our estimate, we instead average over the two upper bounds of p derived from
the different prompts and return that as our guess. Additionally, as k is small for both prompts, instead of using
the stopping criterion of Algorithm 1, for each prompt, we always generate 3000 samples. This means that
with very high likelihood, we correctly return all possible items from the prompt’s vocabulary. Algorithm 2
gives our implementation.
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Figure 5: For each prompt style (DIGITS or ABC), we prompted with either [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32] exemplars selected
randomly (RS), or with a random permutation of all expected outcomes (P). We ran three trials for each number of
exemplars and generated the next word 5,000 times per trial. The majority of next-word generated were within the
vocabulary, however, sometimes they were not, in those cases, we discarded that output. Missing bars indicate that there
weren’t enough generated next-words that were in the vocabulary to compute entropy.

C Prompt Selection

This Appendix gives more details on selecting good prompts for the decoding strategy detection task.

D Challenges

We encountered many challenges in selecting appropriate prompts. Our initial aim was to find prompts that
induced an as-close-to-uniform distribution over the next token as possible. In addition to the prompts decided
on for our main experiments (Table 1), we tried prompts meant to elicit a uniform distribution over digits, letters,
dice rolls, and alphanumeric characters. For some of these prompt styles, the main difficulty was in getting the
language model to assign higher probability to the expected outputs for the prompt than to unexpected outputs.
For example, a prompt designed to elicit random digits would result in “and” being a more likely next token
than several of the digits. For other prompts, the distribution was not as random as we would have expected.
If exemplars were involved, even if they were chosen completely randomly, the model would try to follow
any patterns observed in the exemplars. For example, if a prompt containing randomly selected exemplars
of digits happened to end with “2 4 6”, then “8” would be by far the most likely next token. Our difficulty
here conforms with prior work that has shown that language models have significant biases toward certain
numbers and words, even in settings where there should not be such bias.

Table 4: Prompts showcasing the sensitivity of models to different exemplar choices. The exemplars, shown in blue, can
be varied in order and count.

Name Prompt v2 |Vp|

DIGITS Digits: 4, 3, 2 10

ABC Letters: E, F, P 26

Figure 5 shows the variance in output distributions for two exemplar-based prompts, DIGITS and ABC (Table
4), across different numbers of exemplars and different random selection of exemplars. The DIGITS prompt is ex-
pected to output digits [0-9] with equal likelihood, and the random letters prompt is expected to output the letters
[A-Z] with equal likelihood. While with enough exemplars, the DIGITS prompt yielded consistently high entropy
(i.e., close to uniform-random) distributions, the ABC prompt did not consistently improve with more exemplars.
In the end, we decided to avoid these prompts, and others which were too dependent on choice of exemplars.

For prompts to be used in top-p estimation, one additional challenge is that ideally the prompt should yield
a similar distribution when inputted to all popular language models. As discussed in the paper, our estimates
for p are worse when there is a greater mismatch between the known distribution used for top-p estimation
and the true distribution of the language model underlying the blackbox system being attacked. Figure 6 shows
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Figure 6: The likelihoods for the digits {1-31} given the prompt “The accident occurred on March" (left) and for
{January thru December + Ramadan} given the prompt “She arrived in the month of” (right), ordered from most to least
likely. The sum probability of the remaining items in V is shown in red.

Table 5: Prompts uses to estimate the p value for ChatGPT.

Name Prompt |Vm|

MONTHSCHAT write one word for the rest of this sentence:
“She came to visit in the month of”

13

DATESCHAT write one word for the rest of this sentence:
“The accident occured on March”

31

D20CHAT write one number for the rest of this sentence:
“I rolled a D20 and the outcome was”

20

D100CHAT Could you roll me a D100? We’re playing
D&D. Answer with just the roll value and
nothing else.

100

the known distributions for the two prompts we used in top-p estimation, across several different models. We
see that some models have much spikier distributions than others. The best approach (and the one we used
to attack ChatGPT) is to choose the known distribution to use for top-p estimation by keeping around a database
of distributions from a bunch of different models, and then comparing the output distribution from the blackbox
system to each distribution in the database. We can then choose to estimate p using the known distribution
with the lowest relative entropy with the blackbox’s one.

D.1 Chosen Prompt Details

Here we describe the actual prompts used in our experiments. For the NOUNS and ADVERBS prompts, we
assumed access to the GPT-2 vocabulary and used Spacy (en_core_web_sm) to identify all tokens in the
vocabulary corresponding to nouns and adverbs. In all experiments with these prompts, we used 16 randomly se-
lected exemplars from these lists. An example prompt for NOUNS is: “List of nouns chosen completely randomly:
negativity diarrhea problems eloqu money aspect vertex fraternity stone breast skies pushes probabilities ink
north creditor”. In our experiments estimating top-k, for each system being evaluated, we varied the random seed,
resulting in a slightly different prompt. We did this to avoid any systematic biases resulting from always using
the same choice of exemplars. For the non-exemplar-based prompts, we did not assume vocabulary access and
instead relied on the expectation that letters, digits, and common words are present in most model vocabularies.

As mentioned in the main paper, different prompts were needed to attack ChatGPT than for the experiments
on open-source models because ChatGPT expects its inputs to be in a conversation format and it does not offer
control over the number of words generated (without careful prompt design, it tends to return tens to hundreds
of words). Table 5 gives the prompts used to attack ChatGPT.

E Scientific Artifacts

We use the following language models in our research:

• BLOOM 3B: This model was released by BigScience under the RAIL License v1.0 with the goal
to “to enable public research on large language models” (Scao et al., 2022). It can be downloaded at
https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloom.

• Pythia 2.7B: This model was released by EleutherAI under the MIT License with the goal of enabling
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research on “interpretability analysis and scaling laws” (Biderman et al., 2023). It can be downloaded
at https://github.com/EleutherAI/pythia.

• GPT-2 base and XL: These models were released by OpenAI under the MIT license with the
goal of fostering language model research (Radford et al., 2019). They can be downloaded at
https://huggingface.co/gpt2.

• ChatGPT and GPT-3 model family: These models are only available via OpenAI’s API or through
OpenAI’s web interface. Our experiments with them fall under OpenAI’s research policy, found at
https://openai.com/api/policies/sharing-publication/#research-policy.

We chose these models evaluate on because (1) we wanted to evaluate our method on a wide range of
independently trained models using different paradigms and training dataset choices. For example, though
we conduct all our experiments using English prompts, we can observe the impact of BLOOM being trained on
multilingual data, in that for the MONTHS prompt, BLOOM puts significant probability-mass on non-English
month names, which could affect our p estimates for BLOOM models.

F Computational Resources

Preliminary experiments were run in Google Colab using a Pro membership, which gave access to one Tesla
T4. Subsequent experiments were running on a Google Cloud machine with 8 Tesla V100s. No more than
100 hours were spent running computation on this machine, which has a cost of $17 per hour.

G Additional Results

Table 6 gives the numbers used in Figure 2 in the main paper, as well as the root mean-square error between
the true and estimated p values.

Table 6: Performance at p estimation across 100 estimations with p values random from 0 to 1. On the left, GPT-2 Base
was used to compute known distributions, and on the right GPT-3 was used to compute the known distributions.

GPT-2 Base GPT-3 Davinci v1
Model Acc±.05 RMSE Acc±.05 RMSE

GPT-2 Base 0.93 0.03 0.08 0.19
GPT-2 XL 0.82 0.04 0.07 0.21
Davinci v1 0.23 0.14 0.51 0.06

BLOOM-3B 0.77 0.04 0.07 0.22
pythia-2.7b 0.88 0.03 0.07 0.20
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Abstract

One of the challenges in text generation is to
control text generation as intended by the user.
Previous studies proposed specifying the key-
words that should be included in the generated
text. However, this approach is insufficient to
generate text that reflect the user’s intent. For
example, placing an important keyword at the
beginning of the text would help attract the
reader’s attention; however, existing methods
do not enable such flexible control. In this pa-
per, we tackle a novel task of controlling not
only keywords but also the position of each
keyword in the text generation. To this end, we
propose a task-independent method that uses
special tokens to control the relative position
of keywords. Experimental results on summa-
rization and story generation tasks show that
the proposed method can control keywords and
their positions. The experimental results also
demonstrate that controlling the keyword posi-
tions can generate summary texts that are closer
to the user’s intent than baseline.

1 Introduction

One of the challenges in text generation is to gen-
erate text that is consistent with the user’s intent.
Many methods for specifying the keywords that
should be included in the generated text to reflect
the user’s intent have been proposed. As for sum-
marization, by providing the model with keywords
that should be included in the summary, it is pos-
sible to generate summaries that focus on specific
parts of the document (Fan et al., 2018; He et al.,
2022; Dou et al., 2021). As for story generation,
keywords are used to control the narrative story-
line (Jain et al., 2017; Fan et al., 2019; Yao et al.,
2019). As for other tasks, such as e-commerce
generation, review generation, and question gener-
ation, keywords are also used to control text gener-
ation (Chan et al., 2019; Shao et al., 2021; Ni and
McAuley, 2018; Chan et al., 2021; Zhang and Zhu,

2021). In addition, more-advanced methods that
specify the order of keywords to be included in the
generated text to control the rough storyline have
been proposed (Su et al., 2021; Shao et al., 2021).

The above-described methods, however, cannot
generate texts that reflect more fine-grained inten-
tions. Specifically, the user may want to reflect
the intended importance of each keyword in the
generated text. An effective way to reflect the in-
tended importance of each keyword is to adjust the
position of keywords within the text. For exam-
ple, important keywords such as topic words and
eye-catching words can be placed at the beginning
of the text to attract the reader’s attention, while
the keywords for supplementary information can
be placed in the middle or later in the text. By
controlling the specific position of each keyword
according to its importance, it is possible to gen-
erate appropriate text for each situation. That is,
controlling the specific position of keywords in the
generated text is a challenge in terms of reflecting
more-specific user intentions and generating texts
that attract readers. However, as far as we know,
no previous work has tackled this challenge.

In this paper, we tackle a novel task of con-
trolling keywords and the position of each key-
word in text generation. Inspired by previous work
that controlled text attributes by using special to-
kens (Iwama and Kano, 2019; Lakew et al., 2019;
Martin et al., 2020), we propose a task-independent
method that uses special tokens to control text gen-
eration. Specifically, the position of the keyword is
specified by providing the model with a special to-
ken that represents the target relative position of the
keyword (0-10%, 10-20%, etc.) and length of tar-
get text (20-24 words, 25-29 words, etc.). We use
relative positions (rather than absolute positions)
because it is more practical to specify relative posi-
tions such as “at the beginning,” “in the middle,” or
“at the end” of the target text. Moreover, length of
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed method. The model
is provided with control tokens: keywords in the target
text, positions of each keyword, and target-text length
to control text generation.

the target text is controlled because text length is
considered to be one of the important factors that
users want to control when considering where to
place keywords. During training of the model, the
model is provided with control tokens, including
keywords randomly extracted from the target text,
the positions of each keyword, and the length of
the target text. The model is trained with cross-
entropy loss in the same manner as conventional
text generation; as a result, the model can learn the
correspondence between the input control tokens
and the target text.

The proposed “task-independent text-generation-
control method” (“proposed method” hereafter)
was comprehensively evaluated by applying it to
summarization and story-generation tasks. The
results of the evaluation show that the proposed
method can control keywords and their positions
in both tasks (Section 3.2). They also show that the
proposed method can generate summary texts that
are more similar to the gold summary than the base-
line, indicating that text closer to the user’s intent
can be generated (Section 3.3). Case studies show
that a model specifying keyword position can re-
flect the user’s fine-grained intention (Section 3.4).

2 Method

2.1 Models

A BART model (Lewis et al., 2020) is used for
the summarization task, and a GPT model (Rad-
ford et al., 2018) is used for the story-generation
task. When the BART model is used, the source
document is combined with the control tokens (i.e.,
keywords in the text to be generated, positions of
each keyword, and length of the text to be gener-
ated) and given to the encoder as shown in Figure 1.
When the GPT model is used, the control tokens
are given to the decoder. As with regular text gen-

eration using BART and GPT models, the model is
trained to maximize the conditional probabilities
p(yi|y<i, x) by using cross-entropy loss, where y
denotes the target text and x denotes the input to
the model, including the control tokens and the
source document used in summarization task.

2.2 Control tokens

Inspired by existing methods that control text
attributes by special tokens (Iwama and Kano,
2019; Lakew et al., 2019; Martin et al., 2020),
the model is provided with the position of each
keyword and text length as special tokens. For
example, if the keyword phrase “two dogs” is
located in the first 20-30% of the text and
text length is in the range of 50-54 words,
“[LENGTH50] [SEP] two dogs [POSITION20]” will
be given to the model as the control token. Here,
[LENGTH50] and [POSITION20] are new tokens
added to the vocabulary, and the corresponding
word embedding is initialized randomly.

Note that control tokens that represent the ora-
cle information of the target text are given to the
model during both training and inference. This set-
ting is appropriate because we aim to generate the
intended text by providing additional information
to the model. It is also possible that the model auto-
matically determines keywords and their positions
(i.e., control tokens are not given to the model), but
that approach is left for future work.

Control tokens are extracted from the target text
as follows. More details are given in Appendix A.3.

Keywords Keywords in this paper are not limited
to important words in the target text; they can also
be any phrase consisting of one to three consecu-
tive words in the target text. For example, from
the target text “Marcia was looking forward to try-
ing hang gliding.”, the phrases “Marsha”, “was”,
“looking forward”, “to trying”, and “trying hang
gliding” are first extracted as keyword candidates.
However, frequent words with little meaning such
as “was” and “to trying” are excluded from the
keyword candidates, because they are considered
unlikely to be given as keywords by the user. Dur-
ing training, a random number of phrases from the
keyword candidates are given to the model as key-
words. During inference, the user has the flexibility
to give arbitrary keywords to the model. However,
for the experiments conducted in this paper, we
follow the same approach as during training: the
keywords are randomly selected from the keyword
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Control
CNN/DM XSum ROCStories

Include Pos Include Pos Include Pos
One keyword

w/o Control 27.5 8.3 23.4 9.4 0.5 0.1
Keyword 71.3 18.7 86.4 28.7 53.0 14.3
+Len 72.7 20.4 85.8 30.8 50.9 13.5
+Pos 80.8 47.0 92.1 63.0 57.2 27.4
+Pos+Len 85.8 48.8 91.8 64.1 58.8 29.1

Two keywords
Keyword 52.4 5.1 74.1 14.1 22.9 1.6
+Pos+Len 75.9 28.6 85.9 46.4 31.1 7.9

Three keywords
Keyword 39.1 2.0 62.5 9.8 9.2 0.3
+Pos+Len 70.6 21.8 80.5 37.3 15.5 2.2

Table 1: Evaluation of the control of keywords and their
positions in terms of (i) accuracy of generating text
Including all of the target keywords and (ii) accuracy
of generating text in which all of the target keywords
are placed in each target Position.

candidates and given to the model.

Keyword Position The position of each keyword
is expressed as a relative position. Specifically,
the absolute position of the target keyword when
counted from the beginning of the text is divided by
the number of words in the text, and the quantized
position in units of 10% are given to the model.

Text Length Number of words in the target text
(quantized in 5 word units) is given to the model.

3 Experiment

3.1 Experiment setting

The proposed method was comprehensively evalu-
ated by applying it to well-established summariza-
tion and story-generation tasks. These two tasks
have different characteristics. As for summariza-
tion, the model extracts information from a source
document and compresses it into a short text by
using the given control tokens. As for story gener-
ation, the model generates text solely on the basis
of the given control tokens. For summarization, we
used the CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015)
and the XSum (Narayan et al., 2018) dataset and
the BARTLARGE model (400M parameters) (Lewis
et al., 2020). For story generation, we used the
ROCStories (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) dataset
and the GPT2 model (120M parameters) (Radford
et al., 2018).

We extract candidate keywords from a target text
by using the method described in Section 2.2. Dur-

ing training, no more than three keywords were
randomly selected from the keyword candidates
for each epoch and given to the model. During in-
ference, one to three keywords randomly selected
were given to the model in the experiment of Ta-
ble 1, and one keyword randomly selected was
given to the model in the experiment of Table 2 and
Table 3.

In all experiments, training and inference were
performed three times, and the mean score was
reported. See Appendix A for more details on the
experimental setup.

3.2 Evaluation of keyword-position control

Whether the given keywords are placed at given
positions was evaluated first in terms of (i) the
accuracy of generating text including all target key-
words and (ii) the accuracy of generating text in
which all target keywords are placed in each tar-
get position. As shown in Table 1, the proposed
method using special tokens (+Pos and +Pos+Len)
can generate text that includes the target keyword at
the target position. Providing text-length informa-
tion along with position information (+Pos+Len)
improves the accuracy of keyword-position con-
trol, particularly in datasets with long text lengths
(CNN/DM and ROCStories). In other words, com-
bining relative position and length information en-
ables the model to place the keywords in appropri-
ate positions. The accuracy of the keyword inclu-
sion is also improved when the keyword position is
given. We suspect that the model was informed in
advance of where the keywords should be placed;
as a result, preventing the model from forgetting to
place keywords in the text. It is clear that control
accuracy is much lower in the case of story gen-
eration compared to summarization. This finding
may be because the model is not given the source
document and generates text from condition tokens
only, so the model is more likely to generate the
inappropriate context for keyword inclusion.

A more detailed evaluation is given in Table 2.
For each target relative position of the keyword,
the keyword position in the text was classified as
(i) located in the target position, (ii) located at a
positional deviation within 10%, (iii) located at a
positional deviation greater than 10%, or (iv) not
included in the text. It is clear from the results
in the table that at all target positions, the accu-
racy of the keyword-position control is improved
compared with that achieved using keyword-only
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Keyword position Target-keyword position (relative position)
in the generated summary 0-10% 10-20% 20-30% 30-40% 40-50% 50-60% 60-70% 70-80% 80-90% 90-100%

Keyword only Control
Correct position 52.6 23.8 14.5 9.5 9.5 9.1 8.7 11.8 12.7 15.6

Keyword + Position + Length Control
Correct position 84.0 57.9 49.1 41.4 36.0 36.2 33.7 36.0 46.2 47.9
Within 10% diff 8.1 27.5 31.9 34.4 36.1 34.1 35.5 34.3 23.3 8.9
Over 10% diff 3.2 5.3 8.3 12.8 15.1 15.5 15.1 11.4 6.7 10.9
Not included 4.7 9.4 10.7 11.4 12.8 14.1 15.7 18.4 23.7 32.4

Table 2: Detailed evaluation of the control of the keyword and its position in the CNN/DM dataset. For each target
relative position of the keyword, the keyword position in the text was classified as (i) located in the target position
(Correct position), (ii) located at a positional deviation within 10% (Within 10% diff), (iii) located at a positional
deviation greater than 10% (Over 10% diff), or (iv) not included in the text (Not included).

Control
CNN/DM XSum

R1 R2 RL R1 R2 RL
w/o Control 43.6 20.6 40.5 44.3 21.1 36.5
Keyword 44.4 21.4 41.3 45.9 22.7 38.4
+Len 45.7 22.1 42.5 47.0 23.5 39.3
+Pos 44.9 21.9 41.8 46.7 23.6 40.2
+Pos+Len 46.4 22.8 43.2 47.8 24.5 41.2

Table 3: Summarization evaluation by ROUGE score.
To reduce the effect on the ROUGE score due to giving
target keywords, target keywords are excluded from
both the target and generated summaries.

control, and that finding suggests the effectiveness
of the proposed method. The results also show a
high success rate of keyword inclusion and posi-
tional control near the beginning of the text, and
a low success rate in the middle and at the end of
the text. This may be because the closer to the end
of the text, the more difficult it becomes for the
model to generate text that contains the specified
keywords while maintaining consistency with the
context provided by the preceding words.

3.3 Evaluation of summary-content control

We show that controlling the text makes it eas-
ier for the user to generate the intended text in
summarization. The results of the evaluation
of summary-content control in summarization by
ROUGE score (Lin, 2004) are shown in Table 3.
Note that to reduce the effect on the ROUGE score
due to giving target keywords, target keywords are
excluded from both the target and generated sum-
maries. It is clear from the results in the table that
the score is improved by controlling keyword posi-
tions and text length, and that finding indicates that
such control makes it easier to generate text that is
close to the user’s intended content.

3.4 Case study

To better understand how the proposed model be-
haved, representative examples of generated texts
are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 1. In these ex-
amples, the keywords and their positions were con-
trolled, although in some examples, the position
of the keyword deviates slightly from the target
position. It is clear from the table that by assigning
different positions for the keywords, it was possible
to generate several valid texts with different char-
acteristics. For example, in the example in Table 4,
placing the keyword “true miracle dog” at the 0%
position generates a text that draws the reader’s at-
tention with an eye-catching keyword at the begin-
ning of the text. In contrast, placing that keyword
at the 90% position generates a narrative-style text
that describes events in chronological order. It is
also clear that even when multiple keywords are
given, the order of the keywords can be adjusted
by controlling the position of each keyword.

We also show some cases in which the proposed
model produced errors. When a keyword position
near the end of the text is specified, the instruction
is often ignored, and the keyword is placed in a
completely different position or not included in the
text. As can be seen from the results in Table 2, the
model tends to be poor at placing keywords at the
back of the text.

When comparing the generated text of the sum-
marization task with that of the story generation
task, we observed that each of the specified key-
words is usually used only once in the generated
text of the summarization task, while each of the
specified keywords is sometimes used multiple
times in the generated text of the story generation

1A source document of summarization, gold texts, and ad-
ditional examples of generated texts are given in Appendix D.
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Keyword & Position Generated text

true miracle dog (0%)
“She’s a true miracle dog and she deserves a good life,” foster mother says. Theia was apparently hit by a car and buried in a
field. Four days later, she was found emaciated and dirt-covered by a farm worker. A fundraising page has raised more than
$10,000.

true miracle dog (40%)
A stray dog apparently hit by a car and buried in a field survives. The dog, named Theia, is “a true miracle dog,” her foster
owner says. She suffered a dislocated jaw, leg injuries and a caved-in sinus cavity. A fundraising page has raised more than
$10,000.

true miracle dog (90%)
Stray dog apparently hit by a car and buried in a field survives. Four days later, she is found emaciated and dirt-covered on a
farm. She has a dislocated jaw, leg injuries and a caved-in sinus cavity. A good Samaritan has set up a fundraising page for
“the true miracle dog”

hit by (40%)
bully breed mix (60%)

A stray dog in Washington State apparently died after being hit by a car. Four days later, she was found emaciated and
dirt-covered in a field. Theia, a bully breed mix, has a dislocated jaw, leg injuries and a caved-in sinus cavity.

hit by (10%)
bully breed mix (0%)

Theia, a bully breed mix, was apparently hit by a car and buried in a field. Four days later, she was found emaciated and
dirt-covered by a farm worker. She suffered a dislocated jaw, leg injuries and a caved-in sinus cavity. A fundraising page has
raised more than $10,000.

Keyword & Position Generated text (Error cases)

buried in (80%)
Stray dog apparently hit by a car, apparently killed and buried in a field. Four days later, the dog manages to stagger to a
nearby farm. She was found by a farm worker, who took her to a vet for help. Theia is now receiving treatment.

whacked (70%)
A stray dog in Washington State apparently died after being hit by a car. Four days later, she was found emaciated and
dirt-covered by a farm worker. She suffered a dislocated jaw, leg injuries and a caved-in sinus cavity. A fundraising page has
raised more than $10,000.

Table 4: Examples of generated texts from the CNN/DM dataset

Keyword & Position Generated text

dealership (0%)
I went to the dealership to look at a car. I was very nervous about buying a car. I asked the salesman if I could try out a certain
car. The salesman told me that I could try out a blue car. I drove the blue car home and loved it so much, I bought it.

dealership (30%)
I went to the dealership to buy a new car. I was very nervous about the car and the price. I went to the dealership and looked at
the price. I decided to buy the car and I was very happy with it. I am glad I went to the dealership because it was a great deal.

dealership (80%)
I went to the dealership to look at a car. I was very nervous because I didn’t know what I wanted. I asked the salesman if I could
pick out a car. The salesman told me that I could get a new car if I paid $40,000. I drove to the dealership and bought a new car.

drive to work (50%)
saved enough (70%)

I was driving to work one day when I saw a car in the road. I pulled over and asked if I could drive to work. The driver told me
that he had saved enough money to buy a new car. I drove to work and paid him back. I drove to work and paid him back and he
was very happy.

drive to work (20%)
saved enough (0%)

I saved enough money to buy a new car. I went to the car dealership to test drive my new car. I drove the car for a few hours
before I left. When I got home, I realized I had forgotten my wallet. I had to drive to work to get my wallet back, but I was
happy.

Keyword & Position Generated text (Error cases)

began saving
money (90%)

I was in a hurry to get to work. I had to hurry because I didn’t have my car keys. I looked everywhere for my keys, but couldn’t
find them. I finally found them under my coat, and I was relieved. I was able to grab my keys and walk to work without losing
my car keys.

local (0%)
Bob (40%)

enough (60%)

Bob was a local handyman. He was hired to fix up a leaky roof on his home. Bob was very handy and did a good job at it.
Unfortunately, the roof was too deep and the water would not come out. Bob had to call a local handyman to fix the leaky roof.

Table 5: Examples of generated texts from the ROCStories dataset

task. This may be because the story generation task
requires the model to generate text content condi-
tionally only on the specified keywords, causing
the model to become overly dependent on them.

4 Conclusion

A method for controlling keywords and the posi-
tion of each keyword in generated text is proposed
and evaluated experimentally by applying it to two
tasks: summarization and story generation. The
results of the evaluation show that the proposed
method, which uses special tokens, can control the
keyword positions in both tasks. They also show
that the method can generate summary texts that
are more similar to the gold summary than the base-
line, and that finding indicates that text closer to
the user’s intent can be generated.

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment

Source code
• The source code is available at Github2.

Dataset
• The CNN/DM dataset is available at Github3.
• The XSum dataset is available at Hugging-

Face4.
• The ROCStories dataset is available at here5.
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Abstract
Hallucinations in text generation occur when
the system produces text that is not grounded in
the input. In this work, we tackle the problem
of hallucinations in neural chart summarization.
Our analysis shows that the target side of chart
summarization training datasets often contains
additional information, leading to hallucina-
tions. We propose a natural language inference
(NLI) based method to preprocess the training
data and show through human evaluation that
our method significantly reduces hallucinations.
We also found that shortening long-distance de-
pendencies in the input sequence and adding
chart-related information like title and legends
improves the overall performance.

1 Introduction

The task of generating a summary to accompany
a chart is an instance of data-to-text generation
and has a long tradition in natural language gen-
eration (NLG) (Elzer et al., 2007; Ferres et al.,
2007; Demir et al., 2012). Recent neural models
for chart summarization (Obeid and Hoque, 2020;
Hsu et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Kantharaj et al.,
2022) carry the promise to be trainable from data
and hence more versatile than approaches using
manually constructed templates, and to produce
more fluent text than previous statistical NLG sys-
tems. However, texts generated by state-of-the-
art neural systems frequently include information
which is not grounded in the input (“extrinsic hallu-
cination”), or is even contradictory to it (“intrinsic
hallucination”), see an example in Table 1.

Hallucinations in NLG (Koehn and Knowles,
2017; Raunak et al., 2021) have been a concern in
neural models for various tasks (Huang et al., 2021;
Lee et al., 2019; Rebuffel et al., 2022). We identify
two reasons for hallucinations in chart summariza-
tion: (1) complexity and missing information in
the input format of chart data; (2) presence of un-
grounded information in chart summaries of the
training data. Our contributions are as follows:
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On the receiving end 
of a rude gesture

Yelled or used 
profanity

Made a rude 
gesture

Felt physically 
threatened

Exited their vehicle 
to engage angrily

Road rage behavior among drivers in the U.S. as of 2015. 

This statistic shows the road rage behavior of drivers in the
United States as of 2015. Four percent of the drivers said they
have been on the receiving end of a rude gesture. The survey
was conducted online and all the participants had a valid U.S.
driving license.

Table 1: This output example from the chart-to-
text NLG system by Kantharaj et al. (2022) includes
intrinsic, and extrinsic hallucinations.

• We demonstrate the importance of providing
more context and reducing long-distance de-
pendencies in the linearized input format.

• We propose an NLI cleaning step to remove
ungrounded information in the training data.

Our experimental code and model output will be
released on Github under an open license.1

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Recent work in Chart Summarization

Several chart summarization datasets and models
were developed recently. Obeid and Hoque (2020)
created the Chart-to-Text data with English charts
from statista.com (dubbed c2t-small in this paper).
They model chart summarization as a data-to-text
problem and adapt a transformer by Gong et al.
(2019). Kantharaj et al. (2022) released an ex-
tended dataset crawled from the same platform,
also called Chart-to-text (c2t-big in this paper).

1https://github.com/WorldHellow/Hallucinations-C2T
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Dataset Training Validation Test Total

c2t-small 5,703 1,222 1,222 8,147
c2t-big 24,367 5,222 5,222 34,811

Table 2: Dataset sizes and splits: c2t-small by Obeid and
Hoque (2020) and c2t-big by Kantharaj et al. (2022).

They finetune multiple pretrained models, such as
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raffel et al.,
2020). Table 2 shows the statistics of both datasets.

2.2 Hallucinations in Data-to-text NLG

In NLG, hallucination or unfaithful output means
generated text that is not grounded in the input. Ji
et al. (2023) describe two types of hallucinations:
Intrinsic Hallucinations refer to generated output
that contradicts the source content, and Extrinsic
Hallucinations refer to output that cannot be veri-
fied by the source. Ji et al. (2023) name three main
causes for hallucinations: (1) source-reference di-
vergence (reference text not supported by the in-
put data), (2) modeling choices, and (3) decoding
strategies. Efforts are made to mitigate hallucina-
tions in NLG, particularly in data-to-text models.
At the data level, clean and faithful datasets such
as ToTTo (Parikh et al., 2020) and RotoWire-FG
(Wang, 2019) were created with significant manual
effort. For data preprocessing, Nie et al. (2019) use
a domain-specific language understanding module
to automatically remove noise from input meaning
representations and reduce hallucinations. A more
domain-general automatic approach was proposed
by Dušek and Kasner (2020) with a transformer
finetuned for NLI, but it was only applied to evalu-
ate faithfulness of generated text, not to correct it.
Our approach combines the latter two by applying
NLI for automatic data cleaning.

3 Problem Identification

We manually analyzed two samples of 50 gener-
ated chart summaries of Obeid and Hoque (2020)’s
transformer trained on c2t-small and Kantharaj
et al. (2022)’s T5 model finetuned on c2t-big. For
the c2t-small transformer, 22 summaries had in-
trinsic and 13 had extrinsic hallucinations. Some
summaries were also incoherent and repetitive. For
the c2t-big T5 model, 4 out of 50 summaries had
intrinsic and 11 had extrinsic hallucinations.

Based on our analysis, we speculate that intrinsic
and extrinsic hallucinations have different causes

Road rage behavior among drivers in the U.S. as of
2015 x-y labels situation - share of respondents x-y
values On the receiving end of a rude gesture 53%,
Yelled or used profanity 26%, Made a rude gesture 17%,
Felt physically threatened 13%, Exited their vehicle to
engage angrily 4%

Table 3: Example of our proposed linearization (See the
chart in Table 1). After the chart title, the input contains
x and y axis labels, followed by x-y pairs, such that each
y value is adjacent to its corresponding x value.

as identified by Ji et al. (2023). Intrinsic hallu-
cinations may happen due to input sequence for-
matting (i.e., modeling choices), while extrinsic
hallucinations are caused by the source-reference
divergence in training data (missing input informa-
tion and noise) Maynez et al. (2020). We address
the input format in Section 4 by adding context
and reducing long-distance dependencies, and we
further address noise in references in Section 5.

4 Input Format Adjustment

4.1 Context and Distance in Input Formatting
The source data table must be linearized for input
into a sequence-to-sequence model. Obeid and
Hoque (2020)’s linearization includes x and y axis
labels, values, and chart type, but lacks the chart
title (see Table 8 in the Appendix for an exam-
ple). We speculate that excluding the title results in
extrinsic hallucination, i.e., generation of entities
from parametric knowledge instead of the input
data (Longpre et al., 2021).

Kantharaj et al. (2022)’s T5-based approach pro-
duced far better results than Obeid and Hoque
(2020), but some hallucinations were still present.
They format the data table by following the tem-
plate: title + y-values + x-values (see Table 9 in the
Appendix for an example). This format includes
the title, but it lacks the x and y axis labels and the
corresponding x-y values are not adjacent. The dis-
tance between each x and its corresponding y value
is large, and we speculate the model faces difficulty
when learning pairwise relationships between x
and y, leading to intrinsic hallucination.

4.2 Proposed Input Formatting
Considering these input format problems, we hy-
pothesise that reducing long-distance dependencies
between x and y axis values in the linearized input
data will alleviate intrinsic hallucinations; adding
title and x and y axis labels should reduce extrinsic
ones. We thus propose a linearized input with adja-
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cent x-y pairs. The template we use is: title + x-y
labels + x-y values. See Table 3 for an example.

4.3 Experimental Setup

We finetune T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) with our lin-
earization proposed in Section 4.2, comparing to
both original linearizations discussed in Section 4.1.
We include ablated versions to check the effects
of including the title, including axis labels, or us-
ing adjacent x-y pairs. As a prefix to T5’s decoder
input, we use “C2T: ”. More training details are
provided in Table 11 in the Appendix. We evaluate
using BLEU (Post, 2018), ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004),
perplexity,2 and NUBIA (Kane et al., 2020). NU-
BIA produces a score based on logical agreement,
contradiction, neutrality, and semantic similarity.

4.4 Metrics Results

On the c2t-small data, T5-S-OL (our linearization)
is compared to the original model of Obeid and
Hoque (2020), a T5 finetuned using their lineariza-
tion (T5-S-O&HL), and an ablation variant which
uses their linearization and adds the chart title (T5-
S-O&HL + title). Results in Table 4 show that our
linearization improves almost all metrics. While
the overall NUBIA score is lower, its most im-
portant elements (logical agreement, contradiction,
semantic similarity) are improved (cf. Section 6.2).
Obeid and Hoque (2020)’s input format produces
many entity hallucinations. Including the chart title
format improves performance substantially, which
is expected as this provides crucial context for the
model. Further small gains stem from less redun-
dancy in our linearization.3

On the c2t-big data, T5-B-OL (our linearization)
is compared to the original T5 model of Kantharaj
et al. (2022) and an ablation using their lineariza-
tion with added axis labels (T5-B-K + axis labels).
Table 5 shows improvements on almost all metrics,
with NUBIA not reflecting its individual elements’
improvements, similar as above (cf. Section 6.2).
Adding axis labels to Kantharaj et al. (2022)’s for-
mat is a very modest help, but using adjacent x-y
pairs in our format yields a larger improvement.4

4.5 Manual Analysis

We manually analyzed 50 output samples from T5-
S-OL, checking for hallucinations. To find intrinsic

2https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/perplexity
3Axis labels and chart type are not repeated in our format,

compare Table 8 and 10 in the Appendix.
4More on ablations in Appendix A.2.

hallucinations, we checked for any information in
the summaries that would conflict with the input
(x-y values, entities, or trends). For extrinsic hal-
lucinations, we checked for the presence of any
information that was not verifiable from the input
data. We found no intrinsic hallucinations, but 18
summaries still had extrinsic hallucinations. Ta-
ble 7 in the Appendix provides example outputs.

5 Cleaning Noisy References with NLI

5.1 Noise in Training Summaries
Since source-reference divergence can also cause
hallucinations, we analyzed the reference side of
the same sample of 50 instances from the c2t-small
dataset as in Section 3 to look for text that is not
grounded in the source chart. 20 out of 50 sum-
maries contained ungrounded information. While
this ungrounded information makes the summaries
more interesting, it cannot be verified from the
chart and hence counts as extrinsic hallucination.
We also analyzed references in the c2t-big dataset
and found a similar pattern, which is expected since
both datasets come from the same source.

5.2 Influence on Generation
To show that ungrounded information in training
data influence system outputs, we run an experi-
ment on the Autochart dataset (Zhu et al., 2021),
which is handcrafted and thus guaranteed not to
contain hallucinations. We introduce synthetic un-
grounded text at random places in Autochart sum-
maries using vanilla GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
generation prompted by preceding summary text,
thus creating a noisy Autochart version.5 The sum-
mary of the chart is segmented, and a random sen-
tence from the summary is used as a prompt for
GPT-2 to produce an ungrounded sentence. The
generated text is then inserted at a random location
in the segmented summary, creating a new sum-
mary with ungrounded information. We analyze 50
outputs from a T5 model finetuned on both original
(T5-AC-orig) and noisy (T5-AC-noisy) versions.
While we found no hallucinations in outputs of
T5-AC-orig, we identified 27 extrinsic hallucina-
tions in T5-AC-noisy’s outputs. T5-AC-noisy also
produced repetitive summaries (43 out of 50).

5.3 Improving Faithfulness using NLI
To alleviate extrinsic hallucinations caused by the
training data, we propose using NLI, taking inspira-

5See Section A.1 in the Appendix for details.
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Model BL↑ RG-2↑ PPL↓ L↑ C↓ Neu SS↑ N↑
Transformer by Obeid and Hoque (2020) 18.5 - - - - - - -
T5-S-O&HL 26.1 33.5 7.4 5.5 67.8 26.5 3.0/5 35.4
T5-S-O&HL + title 31.0 44.0 16.0 24.8 23.5 51.5 3.0/5 60.6
T5-S-OL 33.9 44.8 7.5 33.2 22.3 44.4 3.5/5 46.9
T5-S-OL-NLI 34.2 43.7 7.1 33.1 10.2 56.5 3.5/5 44.5

Table 4: Evaluation results on c2t-small for input format improvements (Section 4) and NLI filtering (Section 5):
BLEU-4 (BL), ROUGE-2 (RG-2), Perplexity (PPL), Logical Agreement (L), Contradiction (C), Neu (Neutrality),
Semantic Similarity (SS) and the NUBIA (N) score.

Model BL↑ RG-2↑ PPL↓ L↑ C↓ Neu SS↑ N↑
T5 by Kantharaj et al. (2022) 37.0 50.5 10.0 34.5 22.9 42.5 3.6/5 53.5
T5-B-K + axis labels 37.6 50.5 8.2 33.0 23.9 42.9 3.6/5 51.4
T5-B-OL 39.8 55.0 8.2 39.3 21.3 39.3 3.6/5 55.6
T5-B-OL-NLI 42.2 50.7 8.2 40.3 15.1 44.5 3.6/5 53.5

Table 5: Evaluation results for comparing linearization methods on c2t-big (see Table 4 for metrics).

summarytable

segmentationlinearization

sentencescontext

BART-NLI

premise hypotheses

sentence 
entailment 

scores

filtered 
summary

threshold>0.3 ?

Figure 1: Summary cleaning process using zero-shot
BART-NLI.

tion from Pang et al. (2021) and Dušek and Kasner
(2020). We use NLI as a preprocessing tool: any
sentences in a summary that are not entailed in
the linearized data will be discarded. We use the
BART-MNLI pretrained model6 for this. It is based
on Yin et al. (2019)’s study on zero-shot text clas-
sification as an entailment problem and trained to
produce an entailment score on a scale of 0-100
(with no specific neutral or contradiction labels).

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the overall cleaning
process. We apply the filtering step to the entire
c2t-small dataset by segmenting the summaries,
passing each sentence as hypothesis and linearized
data as premise. If the sentence gets an entailment
score above the threshold of 0.3, we keep it, oth-
erwise we discard the sentence.7 Out of the 100
filtered summaries, 69 were correctly filtered, and

6https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
7The threshold was found empirically (see Appendix

A.1.3).

Model VC↑ OIP↓ Inf↑ Coh↑ Flu↑
T5-S-OL 56.00% 38.00% 3.80/5 3.81/5 3.88/5
T5-S-OL-NLI 76.00% 17.00% 3.60/5 3.91/5 3.96/5
p-value 1.5e-5 1.0e-5 0.914 0.333 0.465

Table 6: Human evaluation results (see Section 5.5). We
used a χ2 test for VC and OIP, and one-way ANOVA
for Inf, Coh, and Flu.

31 were incorrectly filtered. We also applied the
above process to c2t-big dataset.

5.4 Finetuning T5 on Filtered Data

To evaluate the filtering, we compare two pairs
of finetuned T5 models on both c2t-small and
c2t-big, filtered (T5-B/S-OL-NLI) and non-filtered
(T5-B/S-OL). All use our proposed linearization
method. We use data splits described in Section 2.

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of T5 finetuned
on the filtered data and the baselines. The auto-
matic metrics do not show any clear trend for T5-
S-OL-NLI: BLEU improves but ROUGE drops;
NUBIA logical agreement stays unchanged, con-
tradictions decrease but neutral statements (also
interpretable as hallucinations) increase. For T5-
B-OL-NLI, we get minor improvements in BLEU
and NUBIA logical agreement, but again a drop
in ROUGE. This does not indicate improvements;
however, upon manual analysis of 50 summaries
for the same charts as in Section 4.5, we found that
only 4 outputs from T5-S-OL-NLI still contained
hallucinations (compared to 18 for T5-S-OL).
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5.5 Human Evaluation

We conduct a detailed human evaluation, compar-
ing T5-S-OL (see Section 4.1) and T5-S-OL-NLI
(trained in Section 5.4). We evaluate the follow-
ing: (1) Value Correctness (VC): Numbers/values
in the summary are from the chart, (2) Outside
Information Presence (OIP): The summary con-
tains information not grounded in the chart, (3)
Informativeness (Inf): The summary conveys a
lot of information about the chart, (4) Coherence
(Coh): The summary content is orderly and logi-
cally consistent, and (5) Fluency (Flu): The text is
grammatically correct and is not repetitive.

We used Prolific to recruit English native speak-
ers from the UK8 and Google Forms to conduct
the survey. For each model, 50 samples were used
and split into 5 experiments with 10 samples each.
Each sample was annotated by 5 participants, in
total 25 participants completed the survey. Table 6
shows the result. Considering faithfulness (VC and
OIP), the T5-S-OL-NLI model trained on filtered
data performs significantly better than the base-
line T5-S-OL, showing that our method of alleviat-
ing hallucinations via cleaning training summaries
through NLI is effective.

6 Discussions

6.1 Ungrounded Information in Training Data

In Section 5.1, we reported on ungrounded infor-
mation in training data and showed in Section 5.2
that this leads to hallucinations in generated out-
puts. While there are good reasons for ungrounded
information in human-written summaries (e.g., pro-
viding additional detail/background or linking to
other events; cf. Thomson and Reiter, 2020), using
such data to train an end-to-end model that does
not distinguish between describing the chart and
providing additional information is not appropriate
and leads to inaccurate outputs, which is unsuitable
for real-world scenarios (cf. Maynez et al., 2020;
Xu et al., 2021).

6.2 Metrics’ Shortcomings in Assessing
Hallucinations

None of the automatic metrics we used (see Sec-
tion 4.3) measure hallucinations explicitly. BLEU
and ROUGE are reference-based and prone to bi-
ases stemming from ungrounded information in
references (see Section 6.1), such as assigning

8https://www.prolific.co/, the hourly pay rate was 9.5 GBP.

higher scores to hallucinated outputs. NUBIA is
a trained aggregate metric of several components
(NLI-based logical agreement, contradiction and
neutrality, plus semantic similarity and fluency).
We found that this aggregation can lead to non-
transparent or confusing results: even if individual
components are clearly improved, NUBIA may
drop (see Section 4.4). Therefore, we found logical
agreement and semantic similarity scores to be the
most useful constituents of NUBIA for indicating
the presence of hallucinations in generated texts.

7 Conclusions

We show that reducing long-distance dependencies
and providing more context on the model’s input
results in fewer intrinsic hallucinations, and demon-
strate that extrinsic hallucinations are a result of
ungrounded information in the training summaries.
Furthermore, we show through human evaluation
that employing NLI to filter training summaries
results in a significant drop in hallucinations.

Limitations

The main limitation of our work is that we were un-
able to eliminate the extrinsic hallucinations com-
pletely. In Section 5.3, we mentioned that 31 out of
100 summaries were not filtered correctly, meaning
that these summaries were left with ungrounded in-
formation, which resulted in 4 out of 50 generated
summaries with extrinsic hallucinations. BART-
NLI is developed for linguistic input and we em-
ploy it to infer from non-linguistic input. The
second limitation is that generated summaries are
shorter on average. T5-S-OL-NLI generated 28%
of the summaries of just a single sentence. We ex-
pected this problem because our method of filtering
only removes sentences and does not replace them
with statements entailed in the data. The final limi-
tation is that our model is only limited to producing
summaries in the English language as it is trained
on English summaries.
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A Appendix

A.1 Experiment using Autochart

A.1.1 Splits
The authors of autochart did not create any data
splits. The total size of the dataset is 23,543 chart-
summary pairs. From the dataset, we use 10,593
and split it with the ratio of 70:15:15.

A.1.2 GPT-2 Noise Generation
To inject noise in the summaries, we first segment
the summary using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) sen-
tence tokenizer. After segmenting the summary, we
randomly pick a sentence and give it as a prompt
to the GPT-2 model. For GPT-2 generation, we
use greedy search. The generated sentence is then
inserted at a random location in the segmented sum-
mary list, and then all the sentences are combined.
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A.1.3 Threshold Determination
We analyzed a random sample of 100 filtered sum-
maries and found that the mean entailment score of
the entailed sentences was 89, while the mean en-
tailment score given to the non-entailed sentences
was 8.7. This means that the model is sure when
assigning the score, and making minor adjustments
to the threshold would not lead to significant im-
provements.

A.2 Ablations

We conducted ablation experiments to investigate
where the improvement comes from in the lineariza-
tion. We computed two ablations: (1) Obeid and
Hoque (2020)’s linearization with added chart ti-
tle (T5-S-O&HL+title), and (2) Kantharaj et al.
(2022)’s linearization with added axis labels (T5-
B-K + axis labels). Results are shown in Tables 4
and 5. Both ablation show improvements over the
original linearizations, but do not match our scores,
showing that all our format changes are helpful. For
(1) resulting scores are between our linearization
and Obeid and Hoque (2020)’s linearization, and
for (2) resulting scores are very close to the origi-
nal linearization results, however, they are slightly
worse than ours. The most significant enhance-
ment is due to (1), which is understandable as the
model’s performance improves with increased con-
text. Likewise, the inclusion of x-y labels leads to
an enhancement over the initial outcomes. How-
ever, the performance is further boosted when the
input data values are combined.

A.3 Human Evaluation Survey Details

A.3.1 Consent Form
Each user was asked to sign the consent form based
on the following text: This study is being con-
ducted as part of ongoing research at [——]. If you
have any questions or comments about the study,
please contact us on Prolific. You must be at least
18 years old to participate. Your participation in
this research is voluntary. There are no risks or
benefits to participating in this study. In the next
section we will ask for your Prolific ID. All data
will be anonymized prior to analysis and Prolific
IDs will not be published.

A.3.2 Survey Description
Dear Participants, you will be evaluating sum-
maries of charts. Choose the summary that has
Value Correctness and Outside Information Pres-

ence. Rate the informativeness, coherence, and
fluency of the summaries given the chart.

Value Correctness: Numbers/figures/values in
the summary are from the chart. Here you deter-
mine which of the summaries are accurate.

Outside Information: Information that is not
from the chart at all. Here you determine which of
the summaries have information not taken from the
chart.

Informativeness: The summary conveys a lot
of information about the chart. 1 being the least
informative and 5 being the most informative.

Coherence: The information included in the sum-
mary is orderly and logically consistent. Here you
rate the coherence of the summary. 1 being the
least coherent and 5 being the most coherent.

Fluency: Summary is grammatically correct and
does not contain any repetitions. Here you rate the
fluency of the summary. 1 being the least fluent
and 5 being the most fluent.

A.3.3 Evaluation of Measured Properties
Value correctness gives us a binary scores, mean-
ing, either the summary has correct values or not.
Similarly for outside information presence, we also
get binary scores. For, informativeness, coherence,
and fluency, we get scores out of 5-point Likert
scale (Likert, 1932), 5 being the highest score, and
1 being the lowest score.
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T5-S-OL T5-B-OL T5-S-OL-NLI
This statistic shows road rage
behavior among drivers in the
United States. During the
survey, 53 percent of respon-
dents stated they had been on
the receiving end of a rude
gesture. All the participants
in this survey had a valid U.S.
driving license.

This statistic represents the road rage
behavior among drivers in the United
States as of April 2015. During the
survey, 13 percent of respondents
stated that they felt physically threat-
ened by another driver to engage in
angrily with another driver. The sur-
vey was conducted online and all the
participants had a valid U.S. driving
license.

This statistic shows the road
rage behavior among drivers
in the United States. 53 per-
cent of respondents said they
had been on the receiving end
of a rude gesture and 26 per-
cent of the respondents said
they have yelled or used pro-
fanity at another driver.

Table 7: Generated summaries from three different models for the chart in Table 1. The summaries from T5-S-OL
and T5-B-OL contain extrinsic hallucinations.

Social Network
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Facebook Instagram YouTube LinkedIn Pinterest Snapchat Twitter

18-24 25-29 30-34

Most popular social network among Millennials in the United States as of August 
2016, by age group

Platform | Facebook | 0 | bar chart 18-24 | 36 | 1
| bar chart 25-29 | 41 | 2 | bar chart 30-34 | 50 |
3 | bar chart Platform | Instagram | 0 | bar chart
18-24 | 24 | 1 | bar chart 25-29 | 17 | 2 | bar chart
30-34 | 13 | 3 | bar chart Platform | YouTube | 0
| bar chart 18-24 | 12 | 1 | bar chart 25-29 | 14 |
2 | bar chart 30-34 | 11 | 3 | bar chart Platform |
LinkedIn | 0 | bar chart 18-24 | 7 | 1 | bar chart
25-29 | 10 | 2 | bar chart 30-34 | 10| 3 | bar chart
Platform | Pinterest | 0 | bar chart 18-24 | 9 | 1
| bar chart 25-29 | 8 | 2 | bar chart 30-34 | 8 |
3 | bar chart Platform | Snapchat | 0 | bar chart
18-24 | 9 | 1| bar chart 25-29 | 9 | 2 | bar chart
30-34 | 5 | 3 | bar chart Platform | Twitter | 0 |
bar chart 18-24 | 3 | 1 | bar chart 25-29 | 1 | 2 |
bar chart 30-34 | 2 | 3 | bar chart

Table 8: Linearized input format used by Obeid and Hoque (2020). Example from c2t-small dataset.
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1900 1925 1950 1975 2000

Foreign-born population in the United States, 1900-2013
Foreign-born population in the United States,
1900-2013 10.3 | 13.5 | 13.9 | 14.2 | 11.6 | 10.3
| 9.7 | 9.6 | 14.1 | 19.8 | 31.1 | 39.9 | 41.3 | 1900
| 1910 | 1920 | 1930 |1940 | 1950 | 1960 | 1970
| 1980 | 1990 | 2000 | 2010 | 2013

Table 9: Linearized input format used by Kantharaj et al. (2022). Example from c2t-big dataset.
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Year
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2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Draught Values Packages 

Sales volume of beer in Prince Edward Island ( P.E.I ) from FY 2012 to FY 2019 
, by product type ( in million liters ) Sales volume of beer in Prince Edward Island (

P.E.I ) from FY 2012 to FY 2019 , by product
type ( in million liters ) labels Year - Packaged -
Draught values 2019 8.62 1.13 , 2018 8.65 1.1
, 2017 8.19 0.98 , 2016 8.48 0.91 , 2015 8.39
0.83 , 2014 8.47 0.74 , 2013 8.84 0.65 , 2012
8.79 0.64

Table 10: The proposed input format that we use for both the c2t-small and c2t-big dataset following the formula
title + x-y labels + x-y values. Individual parts are separated by a comma.

Model Version Model Repository
Pre-trained T5-base (Raffel et al., 2020) https://huggingface.co/t5-base
Parameter Value
Maximum input length 1024
Maximum target length 512
Truncation True
Padding max_length
batch size 2
Optimizer Weighted Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
Learning rate 3e-4
Weight decay 0.01
Training epochs and hours for T5-S-O&HL 6 epochs, 11 hours
Training epochs and hours for T5-S-OL 6 epochs, 11 hours
Training epochs and hours for T5-AC-orig 8 epochs, 6 hours
Training epochs and hours for T5-AC-noisy 8 epochs, 6 hours
Training epochs for T5-S-OL-NLI 6 epochs, 11 hours
Training epochs for T5-B-OL 12 epochs, 37 hours
Training runs for all the models Single run
Beam size 4
GPU Tesla T4 16 GB

Table 11: Hyper-parameters used and training details of our experiments.
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Abstract

The positive text reframing (PTR) task which
generates a text giving a positive perspective
with preserving the sense of the input text, has
attracted considerable attention as one of the
NLP applications. Due to the significant repre-
sentation capability of the pre-trained language
model (PLM), a beneficial baseline can be eas-
ily obtained by just fine-tuning the PLM. How-
ever, how to interpret a diversity of contexts to
give a positive perspective is still an open prob-
lem. Especially, it is more serious when the
size of the training data is limited. In this paper,
we present a PTR framework, that learns repre-
sentations where the meaning and style of text
are disentangled. The method utilizes pseudo-
positive reframing datasets which are generated
with two augmentation strategies. A simple but
effective multi-task learning-based model is ap-
plied to fuse the generation capabilities from
these datasets. Experimental results on Positive
Psychology Frames (PPF) dataset, show that
our approach outperforms the baselines, BART
by five and T5 by six evaluation metrics. Our
source codes and data are available online.

1 Introduction

Text style transfer (TST) has been a long history
from the early works, i.e., the eariler attempts are
the frame language-based systems (McDonald and
Pustejovsky, 1985) and schema-based Natural Lan-
guage Generation (Hovy, 1987) in the 1980s, and
more recent attempts such as CTPM (contrastive
transfer pattern mining) (Han et al., 2023) and TST
BT (Text Style Transfer Back Translation) (Wei
et al., 2023). The goal is to change the text style,
such as formality, and politeness with preserving
the sense of the input text. With a recent surge of
interest in deep learning (DL) techniques, positive
text reframing (PTR) has been explored as one of
the sub-fields in the TST study. Likewise, human-
annotated data such as Positive Psychology Frames

Source 
Sentence

Pa
ra

p
h

ra
se

Posi�ve  
Reframing

Sen�ment

This work is difficult

This is a challenging work

Pat
h1

Path2

Path3

Figure 1: Disentangling Meaning and Style

(PPF) has been created for this task (Ziems et al.,
2022).

One major approach for the TST task is to apply
supervised learning for parallel data. Xu et al. (Xu
et al., 2019) and Zhang et al. (Zhang et al., 2020)
attempted multi-task learning for parallel data. To
mitigate the small size of the parallel data, Rao
(Rao and Tetreault, 2018) presented data augmen-
tation strategies. Another attempt is to utilize a
non-parallel dataset and train a model in an un-
supervised manner (Shen et al., 2017; Fu et al.,
2018). John et al. proposed a method that disentan-
gles content- and style-related features and makes
the decoder generate ideal output by using the dis-
entangled features (John et al., 2019). Lai et al.
designed two types of rewards for target style and
content based on reinforcement learning (Lai et al.,
2021). Many of these methods attained significant
progress on the TST task while they still fail to
handle the fine-grained transfer, i.e., disentangle
style from content with preserving the meaning of
the input that is required for the PTR task.

The main challenge in the PTR task is how to
control diversity and the extent of style transfer.
The concept of our PTR can be illustrated in Figure
1. The straightforward fine-tuning of PLM, pro-
posed by (Ziems et al., 2022), is shown in the path,
Path1. We regard this strategy as our baseline
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Figure 2: The model architecture and data flow: The architecture consists of two fine- tuning stages, Stage 1 and 2,
and four data flows, PG, ST , PG2ST , and ST2PG.

which requires the model to directly learn the capa-
bility of paraphrase generation (PG) with diversity,
and sentiment transfer (ST) with a positive perspec-
tive for the input. However, it is challenging for
the model to directly capture all of the complicated
features at once. We thus divide this path into two
components to make the problem easier i.e., PG
and ST, which are marked with blue and pink col-
ors. Specifically, there are two paths Path2 (from
PG to ST) and Path3 (from ST to PG) to obtain the
target sentence. The method leverages two pseudo-
datasets, paraphrase pairs with sentiment polarities,
and sentiment pairs with paraphrases to disentan-
gle meaning and style and transfer the source text
into a diverse and positive target sentence. The
contributions of this paper can be summarized: (1)
we propose a simple but effective reframing model
for the PTR task, (2) we propose two data augmen-
tation strategies for generating pseudo-positive re-
framing datasets, and (3) The experimental results
show that our approach improves the performance
compared with the baseline on PPF dataset.

2 Methodology

2.1 Creating Pseudo Data as Prior Knowledge

(1) Selecting Annotation Pairs

We choose Microsoft Common Objects in COntext
(MSCOCO) which are widely used to learn the
paraphrase generation model. We call the data
Dpg. Shen et al. modified the huge Yelp reviews

dataset for sentence-level sentiment analysis (Shen
et al., 2017). We utilized it to learn the sentiment
transfer model. We divided it into two sets, Sneg

and Spos consisting of sentences with negative and
positive sentiment labels, respectively. We created
pairs for ∀si ∈ Sneg, and ∀s′i ∈ Spos. To reduce
the computation cost, for a given si, we randomly
chose the number of 0.05 × |Spos| samples from
the set Spos. We thus obtained a set Dst consisting
of 0.05× |Spos| × |Sneg| sentence pairs.

(2) Filtering and Creating Two Pseudo Datasets

To create pseudo datasets from two datasets, Dpq

and Dst, each sentence of a pair extracted from Dpq

should be different polarity from each other. Simi-
larly, each sentence of a pair from Dst should be a
similar meaning. To this end, a semantic similarity
classifier Fsem and a sentiment classifier Fsenti are
trained by leveraging BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
We utilized Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark (STSB) (Cer et al., 2017) and TweetEval Sen-
timent (TE-sentiment) (Barbieri et al., 2020) for
training Fsem, and Fsenti, respectively. The seman-
tic similarity score obtained by Fsem ranges from
0 to 5.0. The higher the score value, the more se-
mantically similar the two sentences are. We chose
sentence pairs from the set Dst whose similarity
score δ is larger than a certain threshold value and
obtained pseudo set D′

st. Likewise, we chose only
two types of sentence pairs labeled with the fine-
grained sentiment classifier Fsenti, i.e., (Negative,
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Dataset Train Validation Test

PPF 6,679 835 835
D′

pg 15,181 134 1,899
D′

st 14,807 139 215
STSB 5,749 1,500 1,379

TE-sentiment 45,615 2,000 12,284

Table 1: The statistics of dataset

Neutral) and (Neutral, Positive) from the set Dpg,
resulting in pseudo set D′

pg.

2.2 Fusion Strategies

We recall that the straightforward fine-tuning of
PLM illustrated in the path Path1 of Figure 1 re-
quires directly capturing all of the complicated fea-
tures at once. We thus divide this path into two rel-
ative steps: paraphrase generation, and sentiment
transfer. The model architecture and data flow are
illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of two fine-tuning
stages and four data flows. More specifically, in
stage 1, the PLM encoder is copied and each en-
coder is fine-tuned for PG and ST, respectively. We
utilize the multi-task learning algorithm proposed
by Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2019) to fine-tune the
PLM on two pseudo datasets, D′

pg and D′
st. It can

balance the PG and ST . After processing stage
1, the same model is further fine-tuned on PPF
dataset following four variants of data flows, PG,
ST , PG2ST , and ST2PG. In stage 2, when the
data flow is PG or ST , each independent encoder
is utilized to fine-tune the model, while PG2ST or
ST2PG, both encoders are utilized. Let Epg = [lp1 ,
· · ·, lpn], and Est = [ls1 , · · ·, lsn] be the encoder
for PG, and ST , respectively. Here, lpi ∈ Epg and
lsi ∈ Est are the i-th block layer in the encoder
(”Layer i” of blue, and pink color in Figure 2, re-
spectively). The encoder by PG2ST and ST2PG
flows are shown as Epg2st = [lp1 , ls2 , · · ·, lpn−1 ,
lsn], and Est2pg = [ls1 , lp2 , · · ·, lsn−1 , lpn], respec-
tively.

3 Experiment

3.1 Experimental Setting

We chose BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and T5 (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) pre-trained model as the PLM in
our method (Lewis et al., 2020) since Ziems et
al. (Ziems et al., 2022) reported that they pro-
vided the best quality of positive reframes among
other PLMs such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)

and CopyNMT (See et al., 2017). We utilized
the version ”facebook/bart-base”, and ”t5-base” on
Hugging Face1 as the backbones. The statistics
of datasets are summarised in Table 1. Semantic
Textual Similarity Benchmark (STSB) (Cer et al.,
2017) and TweetEval Sentiment (TE-sentiment)
(Barbieri et al., 2020) are used to train the classi-
fiers, Fsem, and Fsenti, respectively.

We utilized the PPF dataset2 to evaluate our
method. It consists of 8,349 sentence pairs with
manual annotation. The same BART trained in
stage 1 is further trained on the PPF training set.
The semantic similarity value δ is set to 3. We
tuned the hyperparameters as follows: the batch
size is 4, 8, 16, 32, the number of epochs is from
2 to 5, the number of layers n is 12, and the value
of the learning rate is from 1e-5 to 1e-4. The pro-
cedure of tuning hyperparameters is automatically
conducted by the ”Ray Tune”3 library.

For a fair comparison with the baseline by
(Ziems et al., 2022), we used the eight metrics,
which are (1) ROUGE-1, -2, -LCS (longest com-
mon subsequence) (Lin, 2004), BLUE (Papineni
et al., 2002) and BERT-Score (Zhang et al., 2019)
referring to the gold reference for assessing the
performance on content preservation, (2) The
∆TextBlob value (Loria, 2018) for assessing the
positivity transfer effectiveness, and (3) The Av-
erage Length and Perplexity (Yang et al., 2018),
followed by (Jin et al., 2022) for measuring the
fluency of the output sentences.

3.2 Results
Table 2 shows the results on the PPF test dataset.
We can see from Table 2 that the results obtained by
our approach improve the performance compared
with the baseline with the BART model except for
BScore and ∆TB. Similarly, our results are bet-
ter than the baseline with the T5 model except for
Avg.Len. This shows that our approach contributes
to giving a positive perspective while preserving
the original contents. Our variants show that the
BART is more effective than T5 by five metrics,
R-1, 2, LCS, BLUE, and Avg.Len. However, the
variants with T5 are more robust as they work well
on content preservation (BScore), positivity trans-
fer (∆TB), and fluency (PPL).

The performance on the baseline by Avg.Len is
more affected by the PLM model than our models

1https://huggingface.co/models
2https://github.com/SALT-NLP/positive-frames
3https://docs.ray.io/en/latest/tune/index.html
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Method R-1 R-2 R-LCS BLEU BScore ∆TB Avg.Len PPL

BART

(Ziems et al., 2022) 27.7 10.8 24.3 10.3 89.3 0.23 24.4 -
ST (ours) 32.5 13.4 26.6 10.1 88.4 0.22 26.9 24.6
PG (ours) 32.8 13.7 27.1 10.6 88.3 0.17 26.8 26.6

PG2ST (ours) 32.6 13.5 26.9 10.3 88.4 0.19 26.7 24.8
ST2PG (ours) 32.9 13.6 27.1 10.9 88.4 0.20 26.6 25.6

T5

(Ziems et al., 2022) 27.4 9.8 23.8 8.7 88.7 0.38 35.3 -
ST (ours) 31.1 11.2 25.4 8.9 88.7 0.39 24.3 14.0
PG (ours) 30.8 11.2 25.5 8.7 88.7 0.33 23.5 15.4

PG2ST (ours) 31.1 11.2 25.5 8.9 88.7 0.35 23.4 14.5
ST2PG (ours) 30.8 11.3 25.5 8.8 88.7 0.33 23.0 15.1

Table 2: Main results Against the baseline (Ziems et al., 2022) on PPF dataset. ST and PG are the results obtained
by only applying stage 1. R-1, R-2, and R-L refer to ROUGE-1, 2, and LCS. BSocre indicates BERT-Score and
Avg.Len shows the Average length. The bold font indicates the best result obtained by each backbone.

as there is a significant difference (35.3-24.4) be-
tween T5 and BART baselines. Overall, PG2ST
and ST2PG except for Avg.Len of T5, preserve
the balance between the meaning of the contents
and positivity as these results have medium scores
between ST and PG.

Note that in the BART backbone, the results by
the PG strategy are best on all ROUGE scores,
while the ST strategy can perform best on average
length and perplexity. The reason could be that
for PG, the encoder is fine-tuned on D′

pg which
is obtained from paraphrase generation data dur-
ing the first stage in Figure 2. In contrast, the
encoder used by ST is fine-tuned on D′

st whose
source is sentiment data. Therefore, the model can
perform better in terms of preserving the semantic
features and sentiment transfer in PG, and ST , re-
spectively. The ST2PG could balance the functions
of ST and PG and obtain the best result on the
BLEU score. Why the PG2ST can not perform
similarly to ST2PG is still unknown and needs
further investigation as future work.

For the backbone of T5, although the results ob-
tained by our four strategies are better than those
of the baseline except for the average length, the
best performances by each metric are varied on
all of these four variants without clear rules. We
also need further investigation to make the reasons
clear. To conclude our results, our two steps of
fine-tuning combined with each strategy can pro-
vide different advantages on semantic preserving,
sentiment transfer, and the balance of these two.

Table 3 illustrates example sentences obtained
by one of the variants of our approach, ST2PG,
and the baseline with BART. As shown in the se-

quences highlighted in blue and pink, the output
sentences generated by our model express more
positively than compared with the baseline, prop-
erly preserving the meaning of the given input. For
instance, in sentence 1, ”hope” is a more positive
expression and the rest part keeps the meaning and
topic of the input sentence. In contrast, the output
of the baseline is duplicated with the source input
and appends a short sequence including three pro-
nouns ”it” which causes ambiguity, although the
”it’s worth” is positive. In Sentence 2, the baseline
blindly copies the counterpart from the input, and
just changes the word, ”Its” to ”It’s”. The output
does not give positive perspectives, while it pre-
serves the meaning of the original sentence. In
contrast, ”is going through a rough patch” which
is generated by our model ST2PG shows that it
keeps the bad situation of the stock market, and pro-
poses a positive wish by using the sentence, ”I’m
sure it will get better”.

Likewise, in sentences 3 and 4, the output from
our ST2PG can balance the content preserving
and sentiment transfer, while the baseline only cap-
tures either content preserving or sentiment transfer.
For the special case, in sentence 5, “I’m sure I can
get through it” in the baseline is positive, while
its meaning is too abstract and the context is not
suitable. In contrast, the output of our ST2PG,
“I’ll feel better in the morning”, is very similar to
“get up fresh in the morning.” in the ground truth.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for PTR that
learns disentangled meaning and style representa-
tions. The method utilizes pseudo-positive refram-
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Sentence 1 Why is it so hard to get one day of alone time, of peace and quiet???
Ground truth I could really do with some peace and quiet for a day.
ST2PG I hope I get one day of alone time, of peace and quiet .
Baseline It’s hard to get one day of alone time, of peace and quiet , but it’s worth it when

you get it.

Sentence 2 Its like Friday righ now with the stock market like wtf is going on Lmaoo.
Ground truth It may be a confusing time, but I know that I can remain calm in the storm.
ST2PG The stock market is going through a rough patch right now, but I’m sure it

will get better .
Baseline It’s like Friday righ now with the stock market like wtf is going on Lmaoo.

Sentence 3 What’s the opposite of sleeping like a baby? Because that’s me as of late tired.
Ground truth I have not been sleeping like a baby lately, but I will find a way to not be so tired.
ST2PG I’m tired , but I’m sure I’ll get better soon .
Baseline I hope I get a good night’s sleep so that I can get into a better frame of mind

tomorrow.

Sentence 4 I WISH YOU WOULD JUST CHILL OUT! I am working as hard as I can.
Ground truth I am doing the best I can rifht now.
ST2PG I am working as hard as I can , but I know I can do it .
Baseline I am working as hard as I can to make you happy.

Sentence 5 the reason why I’m wide awake right now is unexplainable and is gonna hurt me
bad in the morning.

Ground truth I don’t know why I am not able to sleep, but I hope to get up fresh in the morning.
ST2PG I’m wide awake right now , but I’m sure I’ll feel better in the morning .
Baseline The reason why I’m wide awake right now is unexplainable and is going to hurt

me bad in the morning , but I’m sure I can get through it.

Table 3: Examples from the test set of PPF, their ground truth, and generated positive reframe by ST2PG and
Baseline with BART. The sequences marked with blue preserve the original contents, and those of pink give a
positive perspective.

ing datasets, and a simple multi-task learning-based
model is learned to fuse the generation capabili-
ties from these datasets. The experimental results
showed that our approach is comparable with the
baseline, especially, since we found that it is effec-
tive for generating fluent sentences. Future work
will include: (1) exploring more effective augmen-
tation strategies by leveraging a huge number of
unlabeled datasets, (2) evaluating our method by
using other PPF datasets, and (3) applying it to
other TST tasks such as formality and politeness.
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Abstract

Clickbait posts are a widespread problem in the
webspace. The generation of spoilers, i.e. short
texts that neutralize clickbait by providing in-
formation that satisfies the curiosity induced
by it, is one of the proposed solutions to the
problem. Current state-of-the-art methods are
based on passage retrieval or question answer-
ing approaches and are limited to generating
spoilers only in the form of a phrase or a pas-
sage. In this work, we propose an ensemble of
fine-tuned large language models for clickbait
spoiler generation. Our approach is not limited
to phrase or passage spoilers, but is also able
to generate multipart spoilers that refer to sev-
eral non-consecutive parts of text. Experimen-
tal evaluation demonstrates that the proposed
ensemble model outperforms the baselines in
terms of BLEU, METEOR and BERTScore
metrics.

1 Introduction and related works

Catchy headlines or social media posts designed
to entice users to click, known as clickbait, are
widespread on the internet. Although they often
increase website traffic and generate revenue, they
usually fall short of readers’ expectations, wasting
their time and causing disappointment (Molyneux
and Coddington, 2020).

To deal with this problem, Rubin et al. (2015)
proposed the clickbait detection task, which re-
ceived some research attention (Potthast et al.,
2016; Chakraborty et al., 2016). More recently,
Hagen et al. (2022a) found that clickbaits can be
neutralized by providing short texts that clarify
what the reader can expect from the linked article,
often making the clickbait uninteresting. They de-
veloped corpora of clickbait spoilers and classified
them into three types: phrase spoilers (containing
a single word or a short phrase), passage spoilers
(a few sentences at most), and multi-part spoilers

type clickbait spoiler
phrase You’re missing

this major way to
save money

promotional
code

passage Scientists unearth
big surprise near
celebrated pyra-
mids

remains of a
bustling port
and barracks for
sailors or troops

multi This is what RE-
ALLY happens
when you don’t
brush your teeth

Bad breath,
Coronary heart
disease, Bleed-
ing gums, (...)

Table 1: Abbreviated examples of spoilers and clickbaits
from Webis-Clickbait-22 corpus (Hagen et al., 2022a)

(containing many non-consecutive phrases and/or
passages). See the examples in Tab. 1.

Hagen et al. (2022a) also experimented with 20
approaches for clickbait spoiler generation, which
were based on passage retrieval or extractive ques-
tion answering algorithms. However, all of these
methods were only evaluated on phrase and pas-
sage spoilers, as they are not suitable for generating
multi-part spoilers and their generation requires a
specialised approach.

In this work, we demonstrate that all three types
of spoilers can be effectively generated by means
of conditional language generation with large lan-
guage models. We put forward a simple yet effec-
tive proposal of an ensemble of LLMs that selects
the final spoiler by exploiting learning-to-rank tech-
niques. Finally, we verify the performance of the
proposed approach and investigate the possibility
of combining it with previously developed methods
that provide phrase and passage spoilers.
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2 Ensemble of LLMs for clickbait spoiler
generation

The task of clickbait spoiler generation is defined
as follows. For a given clickbait text c, the content
of the linked article a and the requested spoiler
type t, generate a textual spoiler s whose goal is
to make the clickbait c uninteresting for the user
by providing the additional information from the
referred article a. The possible types of spoilers t
are phrase, passage, and multi-part.

In this paper, we propose an ensemble of lan-
guage models for clickbait spoiler generation. The
proposed approach consists of three steps: convert-
ing the text of a clickbait c into a question q, gen-
erating candidate spoilers from various prompted
large language models, and finally selecting the
final spoiler by a trained scoring model.

2.1 Converting clickbaits to questions

Clickbaits usually take the form of declarative or
exclamatory sentences. In contrast, question an-
swering, which is one of the most related tasks ac-
cording to related works, naturally deals with prob-
lems structured as interrogative sentences. Due to
their popularity, QA datasets are often used as a
part of LLMs’ (pre)training sets, enabling better
knowledge transfer for these tasks. Therefore, to
better exploit knowledge acquired by LLMs dur-
ing pretraining, we convert each clickbait into a
question before passing it for further processing.

The conversion is made in a zero-shot fashion
using the recent Vicuna language model (Chiang
et al., 2023). For each clickbait c, we construct
the following prompt: ”Below is a sentence from
which write a question.\n Sentence: c \n Ques-
tion:”, where \n is the sign of a new line. The
resulting question q is generated by initializing the
language model with the prompt and completing
the text with the greedy search algorithm until the
sign of a new line is generated.

2.2 Generating spoilers with LLMs

The next step of our approach is to use a set of
different pretrained language models to produce a
diversified set of spoiler candidates.

Each component of our ensemble is fine-tuned
on the standard language modeling task using an
adapter-based approach LoRA (Hu et al., 2021).
Such transfer learning approaches allow parameter-
efficient fine-tuning by leaving all the pretrained
weights unchanged and modifying the model op-

erations by adding shallow, trainable feed-forward
networks between the transformer layers. The re-
sults of these feed-forward networks are incorpo-
rated into the transformer architecture by adding
their output to the output of successive transformer
layers. Such fine-tuning approaches have proven
to be well-suited for relatively small supervised
datasets like ours (Houlsby et al., 2019).

In order to create training corpora for the lan-
guage modeling task, each training example was
converted to a textual form by filling in the hand-
designed prompt template: ”Below is a question
paired with a context for which you should gener-
ate an answer. Write an answer with type t that
appropriately completes the question.\n Question:
q \n Context: a \n Answer: s\n ”. During training,
cross-entropy loss was optimized, i.e.

−
n∑

i=1

logP (wi|w1, w2, ..., wi−1)

where wi is the i-th token of the filled template
and n is its length. During testing, standard greedy
decoding was used to retrieve the clickbait spoiler.

2.3 Selecting the final spoiler with scoring
model

After generating several clickbait spoiler candi-
dates, the final step of the approach is to select
the most appropriate spoiler by running a trainable
model that evaluates them. This problem can be
viewed as a learning-to-rank problem (Liu, 2009),
where our goal is to construct the ranking of spoiler
candidates and later select the best candidate i.e.
the spoiler at the top of the ranking. We experiment
with two popular learning-to-rank approaches: 1) a
pointwise approach, which assigns a score to each
candidate and later uses it to sort the list of candi-
dates. 2) a pairwise approach, which compares all
pairs of candidates and decides which spoiler from
the pair is more suitable.

2.3.1 Pointwise approach
To evaluate each candidate, we develop a regressor
that tries to predict the value of BLEU score for
each spoiler. As a regressor fine-tuned DeBERTa
model (He et al., 2021) with one linear layer on top
of CLS token is used. The input to the model con-
sists of a question (clickbait) q, candidate spoiler
s, and article a, separated by the sign of a new line
and concatenated into one input text. The output of
the model is the predicted BLEU score.
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The training data for the regressor was generated
by running all the LLMs used in the ensemble on
the training data and evaluating their BLEU score
against the available gold standard. During training,
the classical sum of squared errors was optimized.

2.3.2 Pairwise approach
The second method considered for selecting the
best spoiler among the candidates is the pairwise
approach. This approach relies on a classifier that,
for a given pair of spoiler candidates, decides which
of them is more suitable. More specifically, the
BERT-based classifier receives the same input as
in the pointwise approach, but with two spoiler
candidates s1 and s2. The output of the binary
classification model is 1 if s1 is better than s2 in
terms of BLEU, and 0 otherwise.

The classifier is trained on the generated data as
follows. First, all LLMs used in the ensemble were
run on the training set, generating a collection of
spoiler candidates for each clickbait. Later, all pos-
sible pairs from each collection were considered
and converted into binary classification instances
by comparing the BLEU scores of the candidates.
The pairs containing spoilers with BLEU= 0 or
pairs containing identical spoilers were removed
from the training data. During training, the stan-
dard cross-entropy loss was optimised.

3 Experiments

We have performed computational experiments
aimed at verifying the effectiveness of ensembling
LLMs with pointwise and pairwise rankers, and
comparing its effectiveness with the previous SOTA
methods based on question answering. In addition,
we also investigate the possibility of combining the
previous QA approaches, which are best suited for
passage and phrase spoiler types, with the proposed
approach for multi-part spoilers.

3.1 Experimental setup
We experiment with an ensemble of three fine-
tuned LLMs, which were constructed from two
pretrained models: LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023)
and Vicuna (Chiang et al., 2023). Both of these
models are open-source and were fine-tuned us-
ing the prompt described in Sec. 2.2. However,
we observed additional improvements with Vicuna
model while using specially tailored prompts for
each spoiler type separately (see appendix), there-
fore we also report the results of this fine-tuned
model and use it as a part of the ensemble.

The obtained results were compared against the
performance of two extractive QA approaches,
which on top of pretrained encoder perform be-
gin/end span classification1. These approaches
are based on RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and De-
BERTa (He et al., 2021) models since among 20
approaches compared on clickbait spoiler genera-
tion task by Hagen et al. (2022a) these two were the
most effective ones. Note, that the results reported
for these approaches in this work are significantly
lower than therein, since we report the performance
over all three types of spoilers, including multipart.

The ensemble approach with the pointwise
ranker used DeBERTa-based regressor, which ob-
tained MSE of 0.384 on test set. Similarly, the
classifier used in the pairwise approach achieved
balanced accuracy of 90,8% on the test data.

Following earlier works, we evaluated the ap-
proaches with three metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), and
BERT Score (Zhang et al., 2020). All experiments
were performed on a single Nvidia A100 GPU.

Some additional experiment details and results
can be found in the online appendix2.

3.2 Comparing the proposed approaches with
related works

The results of QA-based approaches, ensemble
models as well as individual fine-tuned LLMs can
be found in Table 2. The best-performing ap-
proach according to BLEU, METEOR, and BERT
Score F1 is the proposed ensemble with a point-
wise ranker. This ensemble provides the improve-
ment of approx. 2 percentage points in terms of
BLEU and METEOR over the best of its compo-
nents i.e. Vicuna model with specific prompts for
each spoiler type. The second-best approach was
the ensemble with pairwise ranker which offered
limited improvement over the individual LLMs.

Overall, each of the approaches using LLMs ob-
tained better results than previous state-of-the-art
approaches based on extractive question answer-
ing. The only metric on which the QA-based ap-
proaches (RoBERTa and DeBERTa) stand out is
BERTScore Precision. Still, BERTScore Recall is
higher for LLM and ensemble approaches, making
them more effective in terms of F1 measure, which
combines both precision and recall.

1This is the default fine-tuning approach for QA-task of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), more details therein.

2https://www.cs.put.poznan.pl/mlango/
publications/inlg23.pdf
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BERT Score
Model BLEU METEOR Precision Recall F1
RoBERTa 31,78 0,387 0,904 0,883 0,893
DeBERTa 32,20 0,398 0,907 0,884 0,894
LLaMA 13B 37,70 0,474 0,895 0,901 0,897
Vicuna 13B 38,80 0,481 0,898 0,903 0,900
Vicuna 13B with type-based prompts 40,02 0,492 0,899 0,905 0,901
Ensemble with pairwise ranker 40,76 0,500 0,901 0,907 0,904
Ensemble with pointwise ranker 42,13 0,517 0,902 0,909 0,905

Table 2: The experimental results of previous state-of-the-art QA-based methods compared with our ensembling
approaches and LLMs. All the metrics are computed on Webis Clickbait 22 corpora (Hagen et al., 2022b).

BERT Score
Model BLEU METEOR Precision Recall F1
DeBERTa 32,20 0,398 0,907 0,884 0,894
DeBERTa trained on questions 37,82 0,451 0,913 0,895 0,903
Baseline ensemble 42,28 0,506 0,910 0,908 0,909
Ensemble with pairwise ranker 43,57 0,520 0,912 0,911 0,911
Ensemble with pointwise ranker 44,45 0,532 0,911 0,913 0,911

Table 3: The experimental results of the ensemble that combines previously proposed methods for passage and
phrase spoiler types (DeBERTa) with the newly proposed approaches for clickbait spoiler generation.

3.3 Combining previous SOTA models with
the proposed ones

In the final experiment, we decided to verify
whether it is possible to obtain even better results
by combining our approaches with QA-based mod-
els previously designed for clickbait spoilers of
phrase and passage types only.

As a QA model, we use the fine-tuned DeBERTa
model, since it gave the best results both in our
experiments from the previous section and in the
experiments of Hagen et al. (2022a). As we men-
tioned in Sec. 2.1, our approaches generate spoilers
for clickbaits converted into interrogative sentences
in order to facilitate better knowledge transfer from
the pre-trained models. We also fine-tuned De-
BERTa on such preprocessed data and found im-
proved performance. Therefore, this model (later
denoted DeBERTa-q or ”DeBERTa trained on ques-
tions”) was used for ensembling.

The operation of ensembles reported in this sec-
tion slightly differs from what was described in
Sec 2.3 to better account for QA-based approaches’
suitability for passage and phrase spoiler types. If
the generated spoiler is of mutli-part type, the list
of candidate spoilers is generated as previously, i.e.
from three fine-tuned LLMs. However, if the gen-
erated spoiler is of phrase/passage type then only
spoiler candidates from DeBERTa-q and Vicuna

with customised prompts are considered. As previ-
ously, the selection of the best spoiler among the
candidates is performed by a ranker.

The results of these approaches are reported in
Table 3. It can be seen that DeBERTa-q achieves
significantly better results than DeBERTa for all
metrics considered. However, the ensemble with
LLMs provides further significant improvements.

As a form of sanity check for our ensemble ap-
proach that uses a ranker to select the best spoiler,
we have also implemented a trivial ensemble (base-
line ensemble) that uses DeBERTa-q for all passage
and phrase spoilers and Vicuna with type-based
prompts for multi-part spoilers. Although such a
form of ensembling is also advantageous in that the
performance obtained is better than that of the in-
dividual models, using any variant of the proposed
ensemble with a ranker still improves the results.
For example, for the METEOR measure, the im-
provement is almost 2% for the pairwise approach
and 3% for the pointwise approach.

Table 4 presents a more detailed analysis of
the performance of the spoiler generation meth-
ods, i.e. the results are reported separately for each
spoiler type. Although the newly proposed ensem-
ble approaches achieve better performance for each
spoiler type, the most significant improvement is
observed for the most difficult multi-part spoilers,
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BERT Score
Model spoiler type BLEU METEOR Recall F1 Precision

DeBERTa
phrase 56,00 0,569 0,934 0,932 0,931
passage 20,10 0,304 0,858 0,869 0,883
multi-part 2,07 0,204 0,822 0,860 0,902

DeBERTa trained on questions
phrase 62,50 0,627 0,946 0,942 0,939
passage 21,60 0,319 0,861 0,872 0,885
multi-part 4,10 0,224 0,829 0,862 0,900

Ensemble with pairwise ranker
phrase 63,30 0,617 0,945 0,943 0,942
passage 30,00 0,416 0,882 0,887 0,894
multi-part 27,30 0,525 0,894 0,886 0,879

Ensemble with pointwise ranker
phrase 65,30 0,645 0,950 0,946 0,942
passage 30,30 0,424 0,884 0,887 0,892
multi-part 28,60 0,522 0,894 0,887 0,881

Table 4: The performance of clickbait spoiler generation models for each spoiler type.

Clickbait Reference DeBERTa Vicuna
Agency might plant
a garden on the
moon.

NASA NASA lunar sunlight

10 habits of incredi-
bly happy people

1 they slow down to appre-
ciate life’s little pleasure 2
they exercise 3 they spend
money on other people (...)

they have a growth
mindset

1 they slow down to appre-
ciate life’s little pleasure 2
they exercise 3 they spend
money on other people (...)

Table 5: Two examples of spoilers generated by different methods. The spoilers in italics were selected by pointwise
ranker (The ensemble also includes the LLaMA model, the output of which is not shown due to page limits.).

which are the focus of our paper. For example, the
best ensemble model achieves an improvement of
over 25 in terms of BLEU score over the previous
DeBERTa model.

Two examples of generated spoilers are pre-
sented in Table 5 (more examples in the appendix).
It can be observed that the previous SOTA approach
(DeBERTa) fails to extract the correct spoiler of the
multi-part type, but Vicuna model generates it cor-
rectly. In contrast, DeBERTa extracts the correct
phrase spoiler and Vicuna fails to do so. In both
cases, the pointwise ranker was able to indicate the
correct spoiler.

4 Summary

In this paper, we have shown that using fine-tuned
LLMs can be a simple, yet effective way of deal-
ing with clickbait spoiler generation for all three
spoiler types considered, i.e. including multi-part
spoilers. We also demonstrated that ensembling
several such models with a ranker that selects the
most suitable spoiler leads to improved results, es-

pecially when using a pointwise ranker. Finally, we
show that combining state-of-the-art approaches
for phrase and passage spoiler types based on ques-
tion answering with the newly proposed ones based
on LLMs leads to further improvements.

Supplementary Materials Availability State-
ment: Source code is available on Github reposi-
tory3. All experiments were performed on Webis
Clickbait 22 corpora which is available on Zen-
odo (Hagen et al., 2022b).
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Abstract

The faithfulness of abstractive text summariza-
tion at the named entities level is the focus of
this study. We propose to add a new criterion
to the summary selection method based on the
"risk" of generating entities that do not belong
to the source document. This method is based
on the assumption that Out-Of-Document enti-
ties are more likely to be hallucinations. This
assumption was verified by a manual annota-
tion of the entities occurring in a set of gener-
ated summaries on the CNN/DM corpus. This
study showed that only 29% of the entities out-
side the source document were inferrable by the
annotators, leading to 71% of hallucinations
among OOD entities. We test our selection
method on the CNN/DM corpus and show that
it significantly reduces the hallucination risk
on named entities while maintaining competi-
tive results with respect to automatic evaluation
metrics like ROUGE.

1 Introduction

Abstractive text summarization methods aim at
generating shorter versions of documents, possi-
bly containing new words with respect to original
documents. Recent pre-trained language models
(Devlin et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2019; Raffel et al., 2020) allow to obtain fluent
generated text. Despite their remarkable perfor-
mance, those models tend to generate information
that cannot be inferred from the source document.
According to a study by Cao et al. (2018), 30%
of the summaries generated by various systems
have inconsistencies, qualified as “hallucination”
by (Maynez et al., 2020). Current metrics used to
assess automatic text summarization systems, such
as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and BERTScore (Zhang*
et al., 2020), do not account for these issues. These
hallucinations led to several studies on evaluating
the faithfulness of generated summaries and gen-
erating more faithful texts (Li et al., 2022; Ji et al.,
2023). For example Durmus et al., 2020; Deutsch

et al., 2021 proposed a QA-based metric. They
produced questions from the generated summary
and check that the answer in the document matches
the one in the summary. Natural Language Infer-
ence (NLI) have also been proposed to evaluate the
factuality of a generated summary by checking if
it entailed the source document (Falke et al., 2019;
Maynez et al., 2020; Laban et al., 2022). Most
recent studies (Luo et al., 2023) used ChatGPT1 as
NLI system to evaluate the factual inconsistency of
generated summary. Chen et al., 2021 suggested
using contrast candidate generation and selection
as a post-processing method to avoid hallucina-
tion. They create candidate summaries and replace
named entities with ones found in the document to
summarize. Nan et al., 2021 introduced an entity-
based metric to compare the entities in the gold
summary to the generated summary. They also pro-
posed a method based on training data filtering and
multi-task learning to avoid hallucinations.

This paper studies hallucinations at the entity
level, which is a crucial level (Chen et al., 2021)
in news-related corpora such as CNN/DM (Her-
mann et al., 2015) or XSum (Narayan et al., 2018).
We aim to reduce the “risk” of generating nonfac-
tual summaries by reducing the number of possibly
hallucinated entities using a new criterion called
Named Entity Hallucination Risk (NEHR). This cri-
terion stands on the precision-source of Nan et al.,
2021 for summary selection. Based on the assump-
tion that an Out-Of-Document (OOD) entities have
more chance to be hallucinations, we empirically
verify that the entities in the summary are occurring
in the source document.

Our contributions are as follows :

• We create summaries using sampling methods
and we propose a selection criterion called
Named Entity Hallucination Risk (NEHR) to
minimize factual errors.

1https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
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• We empirically examine the relevance of
NEHR as a selection criterion.

• We evaluate summaries chosen with NEHR
and the model’s performance on two bench-
mark corpora CNN/DM and XSum.

2 Named Entity Hallucination Risk

We propose to assess the risk of using entities and
quantities incorrectly, leading to hallucinations in
generated summaries. In the following, we call an
entity a word string belonging to a named entity
category such as person, location, organisation and
quantities. An entity can be considered as an in-
document entity if its corresponding word string
can be found in the source document (exact-match
in-document entities), or if it relates to an alterna-
tive form (e.g. New York/Big Apple). If an entity is
not mentioned in the source document, it is consid-
ered as an Out-Of-Document (OOD) entity. OOD
entites can be either acceptable if they can be in-
ferred from the document (e.g. New York→ USA)
or can be considered as hallucinations.

We call hallucinations the occurrence in gener-
ated summaries of entities that cannot be inferred
from the source document. Hallucinations can be
obvious errors, entities that have nothing to do with
the source document context, or entities that could
be acceptable by looking at external sources but
which were considered as dubious by human anno-
tators: accepting them would require some form
of world knowledge beyond general understanding,
not directly available from the document. Let’s
point out that an entity can be an in-document en-
tity or an acceptable OOD entity but still be in-
correct in its context of occurrence in a generated
summary.

This study aims to reduce the risk of hallucinat-
ing entities thanks to a selection criterion called
NEHR for Named Entity hallucination Risk in-
spired by the precision-source metrics proposed
by Nan et al., 2021. A simple selection system
can be built from our NEHR criterion, which se-
lects less risky hypotheses from a large sample of
summaries.

NEHR definition The NEHR criterion is based
on the assumption that in-document entities, and
moreover exact-match in-document entities are less
prone to be incorrectly used in generated sum-
maries than OOD entities. From this assumption,
a summary-level hallucination risk, called NEHR,

can be computed as the percentage of entities in
that summary not in the source document. For a
document d and a summary s we have:

NEHR(d, s) = (1− |entities ∈ d ∧ s|
|entities ∈ s| )× 100 (1)

For detecting named entities and quantities in d and
s we rely on an automatic NER system as in (Chen
et al., 2021). However, we have no direct way to
check if an entity considered as risky (i.e. not in
the source document) is correct or not. Therefore,
we rely on human annotations to verify that this
criterion is effectively correlated with hallucination
errors in generated summaries.

Assessing the relevance of the NEHR criterion
The following steps are involved in the empirical
study designed to test the relevance of our risk
criterion:

1. Select a document/summary corpus C, train
several summarization generation models on
the training instances of C; generate a set Sd

of alternative summaries for all documents d
belonging to the test partition of C with the
different models and compute the ROUGE
and NEHR scores for all summaries s ∈ Sd.

2. For each document d ∈ C, select the maxi-
mum ROUGE hypothesis ŝd:

ŝd = argmax
s∈Sd

ROUGE(s, sref)

3. Run a NER on each summary e(ŝd).
4. Manually inspect all entities e detected in

summaries ŝd to classify them according to 2
dimensions: inside/outside the source docu-
ment; correct/incorrect use of e in ŝd.

This study can tell us whether our risk criterion is
indeed correlated with the factuality of the sum-
mary generated, and whether incorrectly used enti-
ties are more frequent outside the document than
inside. The motivation for using the max ROUGE
summary ŝd for each document d is to abstract
from a given system by using an upper bound of
what current state-of-the-art systems can produced.
The following section describes the empirical study
we did on the CNN/DM corpus.

3 Empirical study on the NEHR criterion

Dataset and model We used the test set of the
CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015), a popular ab-
stractive dataset for the automatic text summary
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task that comes from news articles from the CNN
and the Daily Mail websites; and BART (Lewis
et al., 2020), a transformer encoder-encoder based
model that can be fine-tuned to perform automatic
text summarization. BART’s pre-training consists
in applying an arbitrary noising function to corrupt
the text deliberately, and training a model to recon-
struct the original text from this corrupted version.
We initialised the model with pretrained weights
from the hugging face library (Wolf et al., 2020)
resulting from the fine-tuning of BART-large on
CNN/DM2.

Sampling a diverse population of summaries
We generated multiple summaries using 4 different
sampling methods to select the next token from
a language model: beam search that keeps the
num_beams highest probability paths at each step;
Temperature Sampling that consists in re-scaling
logits before applying the softmax; Top-K Sam-
pling (Fan et al., 2018) that only keeps the K most
likely next words and redistributes the probability
among those K words and Top-P Sampling (Holtz-
man et al., 2019) that consists in, given a proba-
bility p, taking the smallest possible set of next
words whose cumulative probability exceeds a
given probability mass and redistributes the prob-
ability among them. By using several sampling
parameters, we are able to generate a set of 77 sum-
maries for each document to summarize. Refer to
appendix A for sampling parameters.

Named entity extraction In this study we use
FLERT (Schweter and Akbik, 2020)3 to extract
Named Entities from documents and summaries.
FLERT is a NER system that yields 90.93% of F1-
score on OntoNotes, a large NER annotated dataset.
By extracting NEs on the source documents and
on the set of summaries generated by our sampling
method on each source document, we are able to
estimate the NEHR value for each summary.

Our first evaluation consists of computing the
ROUGE metrics on the summary sets generated by
our sampling method in order to check that each
set contain a large diversity of summaries corre-
sponding to a large range of ROUGE values. We
computed ROUGE and NEHR for different sum-
maries produced by the sampling strategy (Table 1).
The variations of ROUGE show how the summaries

2https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-large-cnn

3https://huggingface.co/flair/
ner-english-ontonotes-large

summary set ROUGE (R-1/R-2/R-L) NEHR
ROUGE max 57.45 / 32.59 /41.63 4.6
ROUGE min 30.04 / 09.33 /19.47 6.0

Table 1: Maximal and minimal values of ROUGE on
the summary set produced by our sampling method on
CNN/DM. The NEHR value for the min/max summaries
is also reported.

in-doc out-doc
Entity dist (%). 79.7 20.3
Type exact. var. inf. hall.
Type Dist. (%) 62.8 37.2 28.8 71.2
% correct 90 90 88 -

Table 2: % of correctly used entities for each subset of
in-document and out of document entities. Dist. is the
percentage of entities belonging to each type for entities
inside (exact match, variation) and outside (inferable,
hallucination) the document.

generated cover a large space. Large variations of
ROUGE do not translate into large variations of
NEHR values for the summaries corresponding to
the min and max values of the ROUGE criterion,
highlighting the fact that ROUGE might not be a
good indicator of summary faithfulness.

Are Out-Of-Document entities mostly halluci-
nations? We manually analyzed the generated
summaries to identify if our assumption that OOD
entities were likely to be hallucinations was correct.
We randomly selected 50 generated summaries
from the test set of CNN/DM with the following
constraint: each generated summary must contain
at least one exact-match in-document entities and
at least one that had no match (either variation of in-
document entities or OOD entities). We used these
constraints in order to oversample in-document
and OOD entities. By using the exact-match con-
straint we were able to select automatically the
in-document summaries. In each summary, we
manually inspected the same number of entities
with exact matches to entities in the source docu-
ment as those with no matches, resulting in 145 en-
tities with exact matches and 145 with no matches.
Three annotators were asked to label each entity as
correctly or incorrectly used w.r.t. the following
definition: the entity is used in the correct context
according to the document. The entities inside and
outside the document were divided into two types:
exact match or variation for in-document entities
and inferable or hallucination for OOD entities.
While exact match refers to entities that match ex-
actly those in the source document, variation refers
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to entities in the document that are written with
misspellings or using alternative forms, such as a
date written differently in the document and in the
summary. Inferable refers to entities outside the
document whose correct use and veracity can be
inferred as presented in section 2. We collect the
annotations and report the results based on a major-
ity vote among the annotators. The inter-annotators
agreement Cohen kappa (Cohen, 1960) of at least
0.63 was obtained for each pair (refer to appendix
B for kappa). According to the annotation obtained,
most of the annotated entities belong to the set of
in-document entities (80%); only 20% belong to
OOD entities. In table 2, we report the % of cor-
rectly used entities for each subset of in-document
and OOD entities. For in-document entities, 90%
are labelled as "correct", and there are no differ-
ences between exact-match and alternative forms
of entities. When dealing with OOD entities, 71%
of them were considered as hallucinations by our
annotators. This confirms our assumption that in-
document entities are a good source of information
for computing NEHR. It is interesting to see that
the set of 29% inferable entities have almost the
same correctness (88% v.s. 90%) than in-document
entities. So the drop in correctness between in-
document and out-of-document entities exclusively
comes from hallucinations, which represent about
71% of the out-of-document entities. Therefore,
by explicitly minimizing the risk of having out-of-
document entities, we reduce the risk of hallucina-
tions and this can lead to an increase in summary
faithfulness. In the next section we apply the cri-
terion to select summaries at inference time and
check the impact on summary quality of explicitly
minimizing this criterion.

4 Experiments on summary selection

We evaluate the impact of using our NEHR cri-
terion for selecting a summary at inference time
among a possible set of summaries and compare
the results obtained in terms of ROUGE and human
evaluation with three baseline selection methods:
summary with the highest score given by the model
among the summaries generated; the 1-best with
beam = 4 and the summary with the best entail-
ment score compare to the source document as
proposed in (Maynez et al., 2020). We propose a
criterion based on both NEHR and model scores:
First, the population of possible summaries is re-
duced to those with the lowest NEHR value, then

the summary with the highest model score is se-
lected from that subgroup. Let H be the set of
summaries sampled from the model, V set of sum-
maries with minimum risk, P (·|model) the proba-
bility given by the model to a summary, and ŝ the
final system output:

V =

{
x ∈ H|risk(x) = min

s′∈H
NEHR(s′)

}
(2)

ŝ = argmax
s∈V

P (s|model) (3)

In section 3, we saw that 37.2% of the entities in
the document were variations of other entities be-
longing to the source document. Thus, using heuris-
tics described in appendix C, we identified enti-
ties that were possible variations of in-document
entities to ensure that the OOD entities were not
mistakenly considered to be alternative forms of
in-document entities by our automatic system .

Automatic evaluation We report into table 3, the
ROUGE (Lin, 2004), NEHR (see 1) and the per-
centage of summary with at least one OOD entity
computed on CNN/DM. We also report the results
of the same experiment made on XSum (Narayan
et al., 2018), a more abstractive text summarization
dataset than CNN/DM where the reference sum-
maries contain a large number of OOD ngrams:
36% new 1-grams and 83% new 2-grams in XSum
whereas CNN/DM has 17% and 54% respectively
(Narayan et al., 2018).
The table shows that if BART-Large with beam=4
yields the best automatic evaluation scores, it re-
sults in a higher value of NEHR for both dataset.
Our approach minimizes that number while main-
taining almost equivalent ROUGE for CNN/DM.
For XSum, there is a big loss in term of ROUGE.
But our proposed method reduce the NEHR as well
as the percentage of summary with at least one en-
tity that could be an hallucination. This may be
due to the fact that XSum’s references summaries
are not faithful to the document. In order to check
if our selection criterion did not negatively impact
the subjective quality of the chosen summary, we
performed a manual evaluation on a subsample of
the XSum test set.

Human evaluation We evaluated 10 XSum test
examples selected randomly. This evaluation con-
sists in annotating the faithfulness of the different
entities with respect to the document. Two annota-
tors were asked to label each entity as true if it was
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ROUGE-1 ↑ ROUGE-2 ↑ ROUGE-L ↑ NEHR ↓ %HallSum ↓

C
N

N
/D

M BEAM 4 43.74 20.84 30.44 0.5 3.86
BEST PROBA 41.99 18.96 28.01 2.6 20.57
ENTAILMENT 43.61 19.69 29.26 1.62 12.92
MIN NEHR + VAR (OUR) 42.19 19.12 28.24 0.003 0.035

X
S

U
M

BEAM 4 45.32 22.20 37.10 27.67 52.48
BEST PROBA 40.26 16.79 31.29 31.05 61.24
ENTAILMENT 40.92 17.14 31.96 27.08 54.98
MIN NEHR + VAR (OUR) 40.16 16.54 31.31 6.92 21.49

Table 3: Evaluation on CNNDM and XSum. BEST PROBA – the summary with the best score among all generated
summaries given by the model. MIN NEHR – our proposed summary selection method after using variation
heuristics. %HallSum – the percentage of summary with at least one entity out of the document. ↑ higher is better, ↓
lower is better.

Annotator. 1 Annotator. 2 Adjudicated
BEAM 4 49.33 61.16 48.67

OUR 59.76 61.07 61.67

Table 4: Average percentage of well-used entities for
each system annotated. In adjudicated results, the anno-
tators had to agree on a label for each entity.

used in the right context with respect to the docu-
ment. An inter-annotator agreement kappa of about
0.38 was obtained. The disagreement among an-
notators could be attributed to the challenges they
faced while annotating entities in sports-related
news items where a lot of external knowledge was
required to check the correctness of an OOD entity.
We held a post-annotation adjudication phase to get
annotators to agree on a label for each entity. We
report, in Table 4, the percentage of correct entities
for each annotator and the adjudication. Looking at
the adjudication, 61% of the entities of our method
has been tag as correct while 48% for the beam
one. That means our method seems to increase the
number of correctly used entities by reducing the
hallucination risk.

5 Conclusion

We propose in this study a new Named Entity Hal-
lucination Risk criterion for summary selection.
Using human evaluation on oracle summaries gen-
erated by Bart on CNN/DM, we showed that in-
document entities are mostly correct, but this per-
formance drops when considering entities outside
documents because of hallucinations. We observed
empirically that our proposed summary selection
method did not significantly impact the ROUGE
score for CNN/DM while significantly reducing the
hallucination risk. On the highly abstractive dataset
XSum, our method was able to drop dramatically
the hallucination risk but with a significant drop in
ROUGE. Human evaluation of the generated sum-

maries selected from XSum using NEHR showed
that the occurring entities were more often correct
with respect to those obtained without our selection
criteria.
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Abstract

Gàidhlig (Scottish Gaelic; gd) is spoken by
about 57k people in Scotland,1 but remains an
under-resourced language with respect to natu-
ral language processing in general and natural
language generation (NLG) in particular. To
address this gap, we developed the first datasets
for Scottish Gaelic NLG, collecting both con-
versational and summarisation data in a single
setting. Our task setup involves dialogues be-
tween a pair of proficient speakers discussing
museum exhibits, grounding the conversation
in images and texts. Then, each interlocutor
summarises the dialogue resulting in a sec-
ondary dialogue summarisation dataset. This
paper presents the dialogue and summarisation
corpora, as well as the software used for data
collection. The dialogue dataset consists of 43
conversations (13.7k words) and 61 summaries
(2.0k words).2

1 Introduction

The preservation of minority languages and the de-
velopment of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
systems in low-resource settings have gained in-
creasing attention in recent years (Howcroft and
Gkatzia, 2022; Castro Ferreira et al., 2020; Zhao
et al., 2022), fueled by efforts to safeguard linguis-
tic diversity and cultural heritage (Bella et al., 2020)
as well as efforts to create inclusive and fairer sys-
tems (Nee et al., 2021; Joshi et al., 2020). One
such minority language is Scottish Gaelic, which
despite being a recognised national language un-
der the European Charter for Regional or Minority
Languages and a rise in Gaelic-medium education,
faces challenges in terms of linguistic resources
for the development of natural language generation
(NLG) systems. To bridge this gap, we present a

1https://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/
census-results/at-a-glance/languages/

2The datasets, along with code for the interface, are avail-
able at https://github.com/NapierNLP/sgge.

novel dialogue and dialogue summarization cor-
pus for Scottish Gaelic, laying the foundation for
further developments in NLG in this language.

To construct the dataset, we adopted a task
setup centered around dialogues between proficient
speakers, engaging them in conversations about
museum exhibits. By grounding the conversations
in images and texts, we aimed to create a contextu-
ally rich conversational dataset. Subsequently, each
participant summarised the dialogue, resulting in a
secondary dialogue summarisation dataset.

The primary contributions of this work are
twofold: the dual-corpus, comprising the dialogue
and dialogue summarisation datasets; and the soft-
ware employed for data collection. These contribu-
tions are pivotal in advancing research in NLG for
Scottish Gaelic and hold significant potential for
future developments in the field. Moreover, this pa-
per sheds light on the challenges and complexities
encountered when gathering high-quality dialogue
datasets involving native speakers of low-resource
languages. By addressing these challenges and pre-
senting a robust corpus and data collection method-
ology, this work enables further progress in low-
resource NLG, within and beyond Scottish Gaelic.

2 Corpus Collection

We ground our data collection in multi-modal
sources about exhibits found at the National Mu-
seum of Scotland. Participants discuss each exhibit
through a chat interface based on slurk (Götze
et al., 2022).

2.1 Task Description

We adopt a conversational question-answering task
grounded in short texts combined with images.
Pairs of participants engage in conversation about
museum exhibits, with each acting as a museum
visitor (the QUESTIONER) or a museum guide (the
RESPONDER). Both participants see the same head-
ing and image for the exhibit, but in addition to
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this, the QUESTIONER sees also a list of keywords
and definitions relating to the exhibit while the RE-
SPONDER has access to a text (mean length: 405
words, std. dev. 55) providing more information
about the exhibit. These textual grounding mate-
rials are provided in Gàidhlig to avoid additional
influence from English and to avoid breaking im-
mersion in the task. Participants always have access
to a short version of the experiment instructions for
their current role. Each conversation focuses on
a single exhibit, and after each conversation, each
participant summarises the discussion. For a more
detailed discussion of the task and the motivation
behind it, refer to (Chandu et al., 2023).

2.2 Interface
We extend the slurk server (Götze et al., 2022) as
the basis for our experimental interface, depicted
in Figure 1. To begin, participants are assigned a
role, a login token and receive a ‘username’ for the
duration of the experiment session. This username
includes an integer assigning them to a particular
list of exhibits to be discussed, ensuring that each
participant in a pair (with matching integers in their
usernames) sees the same exhibit at the same time
as their partner.

In addition to the interface itself, we made sev-
eral modifications to the underlying server. To
facilitate participants reconnecting when poor in-
ternet connectivity interrupted their session, we
added support for returning users. We also mod-
ified the code for handling user commands (e.g.
/tòiseachadh to begin the experiment) to ac-
count for whitespace errors.

2.3 Participant Recruitment
We set participant compensation at ∼£15/hour,
with each experimental session booked as a 2-hour
timeslot. Recruitment posts mentioned this rate
(£30 for participation in a 2-hour study).

Our initial recruitment took place through so-
cial media (Twitter, Facebook, & Discord) and a
blog post on the NLP Research Group page for Ed-
inburgh Napier University. Potential participants
completed a short (3-question) comprehension quiz
based on a passage about a museum exhibit as part
of the pre-screening process. Those with 100%
accuracy were immediately invited to complete
the consent form and scheduling poll, and those
with a single error were contacted over email to
assess whether the error was inadvertent or actual.
The initial wave of recruitment over the course of 3

months resulted in 43 people completing the screen-
ing quiz, of whom 40 were invited to join the study.
Scheduling via pre-designated timeslots3 proved to
be too challenging given the relative scarcity of par-
ticipants, so we switched to a general availability
model. This manual process did require more cor-
respondence compared to the pre-designated times-
lots; however, this extra workload for the research
team greatly increased the ease of scheduling.

With this change, we began the second three-
month phase of recruitment, adding Mastodon to
our set of recruitment channels. In the final month
of this phase, we also published a notice on Face-
book via the Edinburgh Napier University page
and paid 100 GBP to promote the post throughout
the Scottish Highlands and Islands. Our second
wave of recruitment yielded another 26 potential
participants, of whom 19 were invited to join the
study.

Once scheduled, participants received an email
with the full instructions for the experiment along
with a copy of the articles for the exhibits for which
they would play the RESPONDER role. This way
each participant could be familiar with the exhibits
about which they would answer questions, making
it easier for them to know where to find the answers
they needed. The instruction email also provided
two links, one for each half of the experiment ses-
sion, so that the participants could switch roles
after completing a number of dialogues. Each pair
of participants was assigned 12 exhibits in total,
6 in each role, although depending on the session
participants might not get to every exhibit.

Our study received standard institutional ethical
and data management oversight.

Challenges with Recruitment We include a de-
tailed breakdown of the attrition rate during recruit-
ment to highlight the biggest challenge we encoun-
tered in our work: reaching the relatively small
number of speakers of Scottish Gaelic. From the
59 participants invited to join the study, 42 com-
pleted the consent form and 19 were successfully
paired and scheduled. This problem is pronounced
despite the language being spoken in a highly de-
veloped country with reasonably good internet con-
nectivity across the region. Researchers working
with limited groups of speakers will need to spend
considerably more time, effort, and funds on re-
cruitment compared to what they may be used to

3fixed times and dates in a Doodle poll
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Figure 1: Our task interface. The left side of the screen contains a chat interface. Participants enter their messages
to send in the text field at the bottom left. On the top right, a summary of the instructions for the user’s role is
displayed. Below this, the exhibit label and image are followed by the textual grounding material. This screenshot
shows the RESPONDER view with enlarged text for legibility.

Q: Dè th’ ann an tàileasg? Q: What is chess?
R: ’S e geama a th’ ann. Bidh dà chluicheadair a’
gluasad phìosan timcheall air bòrd a’ feuchainn ri ’rìgh’
an neach eile a ghlacadh.

R: It’s a game. Two players move pieces around a
board trying to capture the other’s ’king’.

Q: Cò na daoine a chruthaich na pìosan Thàileisg Leòd-
hais?

Q: Who were the creators of the Lewis Chess pieces?

R: Thathas den bheachd gun deach an cruathachadh
ann an Nirribhidh. Tha iad air an dèanamh le ìbhri
each-mara a thàinig à Graonlainn.

R: It is believed that they were hardened in Norway.
They are made from walrus ivory that came from Green-
land.

Q: Tha seo inntinneach. Carson a lorgar rudeigin air a
dhèanamh ann an Nirribhidh ann an Leòdhas?

Q: This is interesting. Why find something made in
Norway in Lewis?

R: Aig an àm bha Leòdhas, agus Innse Gall air fad, na
phàirt den t-saoghal Lochlannach. Bhiodh daoine à
Nirribhidh a’ siubhal air ais is air adhart eadar Leòdhas
is na dùthchannan Lochlannach agus a’ toirt rudan mar
seo leotha.

R: At the time Lewis, and the whole of Hebrides, was
part of the Scandinavian world. People from Norway
would travel back and forth between Lewis and the
Scandinavian countries and bring things like this with
them.

Q: Agus ciamar a chaidh na pìosan seo a lorg ann an
Leòdhas? An robh iad am falach badeigin?

Q: And how were these pieces found in Lewis? Were
they hiding somewhere?

R: Is dòcha gun deach an tìodhlachadh, gun deach an
tasgadh. Chaidh an lorg faisg air Camas Ùige.

R: Maybe they were buried, they were deposited. They
were found near Camas Uige.

Q: Gabhaibh mo leisgeul nach do dh’fhaighnich mi
roimhe seo, ach dè gu dearbh a th’ ann an ìbhri?

Q: Please excuse me for not asking before, but what
exactly is ivory?

R: ’S e na fiaclan fada aig eich-mhara a th’ ann.
Canaidh sinn ivory ris sa Bheurla. Bidh daoine nas
cleachdte ri ìbhri a gheibhear bho ailbheanan, ’s dòcha!

R: It is the long teeth of walruses. We call it ivory
in English. People will be more used to ivory from
elephants, perhaps!

Q: Agus ceist mu dheireadh: cùin a chruthaich daoine
na pìosan seo? Cò an linn?

Q: And a final question: when did people create these
pieces? Whose era?

R: Chaidh an dèanamh uaireigin ron 12mh linn. Uairei-
gin sna meadhan aoisean.

R: They were made sometime before the 12th century.
Sometime in the Middle Ages.

Q: Glè mhath. Taing mhòr. Q: Very Good. Thanks a lot.

Table 1: Example dialogue between a QUESTIONER (Q) and RESPONDER (R) about the Lewis Chess Pieces in
Scottish Gaelic, along with a translation to English.
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Q (summary): ’S e geama-bùird a th’ ann an Tàileasg, far am bhios dà chluicheadair a’ gluasad phìosan timcheall
air bòrd a’ feuchainn ri ’rìgh’ an neach eile a ghlacadh. Rinn cudeigin ann an Nirribhidh na pìosan Tàileisg
Leòdhais, à ìbhri each-mara a thàinig a Graonlainn. Thàinig iad gu Leòdhas oir bha Leòdhas agus na h-Innse
Gall air fad nam pàirt dhen ’shaoghal Lochlannach’ aig an àm. Chaidh na pìosan an cruthachadh uaireigin ron
12mh linn, anns na meadhan aoisean. Chaidh na pìosan Thàileisg a lorg faisg air Camas Ùige. ’S e fiaclan fada
aig eich-mhara a th’ ann an ìbhri, ged a thigeadh ìbhri bhon ailbheann cuideachd.
R (summary): Bhruidhinn sinn mu fhir Thàileasg Leòdhais. Dè th’ ann an Tàileasg, cò chruthaich na pìosan,
carson a lorgadh rudan a chaidh a dhèanamh ann an Nirribhidh ann an Leòdhas agus ciamar a chaidh an lorg.
Bhruidhinn sinn cuideachd air dè th’ ann an ìbhir agus air cuin a chaidh na pìosan a chruthachadh.

Q (summary): Chess is a board game, where two players move pieces around a board trying to capture the other
person’s ‘king’. Someone in Norway made the Lewis Chess pieces, from walrus ivory that came to Greenland.
They came to Lewis because Lewis and the whole of the Hebrides were part of the ‘Scandinavian world’ at the
time. The pieces were created sometime before the 12th century, in the Middle Ages. The pieces were found
near Camas Uíge. Ivory is the long teeth of walruses, although ivory could also come from the elephant.
R (summary): We talked about the Lewis chess men. What Chess is, who created the pieces, why items made in
Norway were found in Lewis and how they were found. We also discussed what ivory is and when the pieces
were created.

Table 2: Summaries for the conversation in Table 1 written by the same users, along with translation to English.

with crowdsourcing-based studies on platforms like
Prolific and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk.

3 Corpus Analysis4

Demographics We recruited 19 participants, 13
of whom live in the Highlands and Islands and
4 of whom live in the Central Belt in Scotland.
Nearly all report speaking (16) and hearing (17)
Scottish Gaelic daily, with 15 also reading it daily
and 11 writing daily. All participants used the lan-
guage across all modalities at least monthly. Four-
teen started learning the language before the age
of 25. We had only one participant under 25 years
old, with participants otherwise fairly evenly split
among 25-34, 35-44, 45-54, and 55 or older.

Backing Data Statistics The corpus contains
information about 12 different museum exhibits
drawn from a pool of exhibits which were popular
and/or relevant to Gaelic culture as recommended
by a museum curator. We created summary texts
in English based on these materials and translated
them into Scottish Gaelic, using 1–3 images for
each exhibit. QUESTIONERs received 7 keywords
on average, with the text of the definitions about
170 words (std. dev. 69). The grounding texts for
RESPONDERs typically contained 6 paragraphs and
385 words (std. dev. 53).

Conversation Statistics The dataset includes 43
conversations consisting of 870 turns. Table 1
shows one of the dialogues from our corpus. Con-
versations were 16.8 turns long on average (std.
dev. 9.4) lasting about 11 min 53 seconds (std. dev.

4In addition to these summaries provided here, detailed
statistics can be found in Appendix A.

5:31), with each turn taking an average of 51.6 sec-
onds (std. dev. 18.4). The dataset has about 13.7k
tokens (2.3k types), for an average of 16 words per
turn (std. dev. 24). The QUESTIONER averaged 12
words/turn (std. dev. 24) versus 19 (std. dev. 24) for
the RESPONDER, in line with roles each participant
played.

Summary Statistics Across the 43 conversations,
QUESTIONERs wrote 26 summaries and RESPON-
DERs wrote 35 summaries. The summaries contain
2.0k tokens (573 types), with an average of 33.7
words per message (std. dev. 16.8).

4 Discussion & Conclusion

Recruitment was a major obstacle to our data col-
lection (cf. Sec. 2.3), with this kind of study being
more akin to linguistic field work or a psycholin-
guistic lab experiment than typical crowdsourcing
tasks. Our research greatly benefited from the ex-
pertise of our Gaelic specialist, who contributed
invaluable cultural and linguistic knowledge.

This first dataset for Scottish Gaelic NLG is of
the same order of magnitude as NLG datasets for
English just a decade ago (e.g. Wen et al.’s (2015)
restaurant corpus of 5k utterances), providing a
solid starting point for developing prototype sys-
tems. Indeed, we are currently exploring response
generation for grounded question answering, dia-
logue summarisation, and text summarisation in
Scottish Gaelic using this dataset.

Beyond the dataset, our experimental interface
enables other researchers to build multipurpose
datasets combining summarisation and conversa-
tion and/or grounding in text and images, especially
for low-resource languages. We look forward to ex-
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panding this corpus in the future and enabling oth-
ers to develop more datasets for more low-resource
languages.

5 Ethical Implications & Limitations
Working on low-resource languages which have
smaller communities of use raises a variety of
important ethical considerations in common with
other work in linguistics (cf. Rice, 2006; Eckert,
2014; D’Arcy and Bender, 2023). As part of the
standard ethical considerations for research with
human participants (e.g. consent, compensation,
etc), we recognise both the increased importance of
demographic information for identifying speakers’
position within the language community and the
increased risk of being de-anonymised based on ex-
actly that information. To address these problems,
we focused on broad geographic regions and age
bands when collecting demographic information
and did not collect additional information which
was less important to our analyses (e.g. gender).
This allows us to differentiate between speakers in
regions where the language is spoken by larger
proportions of the local populace and speakers
elsewhere, as well as to see differences between
younger learners and older, established speakers of
the language while avoiding de-anonymising our
participants. In addition to standard ethical consid-
erations, we also gave participants the opportunity
to be associated with the dataset by name, without
having their name directly linked to their contribu-
tions, as a way of recognising their contributions
to the development of language technologies for
their language community. We also found that by
working with a small number of participants who
care about the language, we were able to collect
high quality data.

Our dataset is representative of the way a rel-
atively small number of speakers would discuss
a dozen museum exhibits; while this is a useful
starting point for developing NLG systems, we can-
not claim that it is representative of conversational
Scottish Gaelic more broadly.
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Abstract

In various scenarios, such as conference oral
presentations, company managers’ talks, and
politicians’ speeches, individuals often con-
template the potential questions that may arise
from their presentations. This common prac-
tice prompts the research question addressed in
this study: to what extent can models generate
multiple questions based on a given presenta-
tion transcript? To investigate this, we conduct
pilot explorations using earnings conference
call transcripts, which serve as regular meet-
ings between professional investors and com-
pany managers. We experiment with different
task settings and methods and evaluate the re-
sults from various perspectives. Our findings
highlight that incorporating key points retrieval
techniques enhances the accuracy and diversity
of the generated questions.

1 Introduction

Preparing for an oral presentation is a common task
in various domains, particularly in professional set-
tings. For instance, researchers who have had their
papers accepted at conferences need to deliver ei-
ther an oral or poster presentation to share their
findings with fellow researchers. Politicians must
prepare for debates during election periods, while
company managers are required to deliver speeches
to update investors on company operations. When
crafting their presentation drafts, a fundamental
concern arises: what kinds of questions might the
audience ask? This paper introduces a novel task,
Multi-Question Generation (MQG), to assist pre-
senters in preparing for Q&A sessions.

Diverging from previous studies that predomi-
nantly focused on one-to-one question generation
tasks (Du et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018), the pro-
posed MQG task is a one-to-many question gener-
ation task. In other words, after the presentation,
audiences typically pose multiple questions. Ta-
ble 1 showcases examples of one-to-one question

Presentation
Good day, and welcome to the Apple Q4 fiscal year 2022 earn-
ings conference call. . .
One-to-One Question Generation
Condition: gross margin
Can you talk a bit about gross margin puts and takes?
Proposed MQG
1. Can you talk a bit about gross margin puts and takes?
2. How you think about balancing the consumer price versus
your own costs and kind of the associated follow-through?
3. Any preliminary thoughts around capital intensity into fiscal
2023?

Table 1: Examples of one-to-one question generation
and the proposed MQG.

generation and the proposed MQG task. The objec-
tive of the one-to-one question generation task is to
generate a question based on a given condition (e.g.,
gross margin). In contrast, the proposed MQG task
aims to generate multiple possible questions con-
currently. We argue that exploring question genera-
tion tasks in a one-to-many setting closely aligns
with real-world scenarios. However, the one-to-
many setting also presents numerous challenges
and research questions, including:

1. Retrieving Keypoints from Long Docu-
ments: Language model limitations prevent
the entire speech draft from being inputted
into the models. This raises the research ques-
tion of identifying which parts of the speech
are important and likely to prompt questions.
Consequently, keypoint retrieval becomes a
crucial aspect for question generation. Can
these keypoints improve the performance of
the MQG task?

2. Task Setting: Differing from the one-to-one
task setting, which involves generating one
question given a passage and a condition, the
proposed MQG task requires generating mul-
tiple questions. This leads to the following
research questions: Can models generate all
questions at once? Does generating questions
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sequentially yield better results?

3. Evaluation: As previously generated terms
can influence the output of models, evaluating
the accuracy and diversity of the generated
questions becomes challenging. Specifically,
can models generate several questions on the
same topic, or can they generate questions
from different perspectives?

To investigate these research questions, we col-
lect earnings conference call transcriptions, regular
meetings between company managers and profes-
sional analysts. Our aim with the proposed MQG
task is to generate questions similar to those posed
by analysts after listening to managers’ presenta-
tions. We provide the collected dataset for future
research endeavors.

To address these research questions, we propose
the MQG-KR approach, combining MQG with
Keypoint Retriever (KR). Keypoints are retrieved
using BERT, enhancing question generation perfor-
mance. We explore two task settings: generating
all questions simultaneously and generating ques-
tions sequentially. Preliminary evaluations show
that the MQG-KR approach improves the diversity
of generated questions.

2 Related Work

Generating good questions is a challenging task
for both humans and machines. Previous stud-
ies have primarily focused on one-to-one question
generation, often centered around generating ques-
tions for reading comprehension tests. Heilman
and Smith (Heilman and Smith, 2010) introduced
syntactic transformations to convert given state-
ment sentences into questions. Jia et al. (Jia et al.,
2020) improved performance by incorporating a
paraphrase module into their model. Wang et al.
(Wang et al., 2020) generated questions based on
the knowledge graph path of the input sentence.
Song et al. (Song et al., 2018) matched given an-
swers and paragraphs to augment context informa-
tion for question generation.

In contrast to previous studies focusing on gener-
ating questions for machine reading comprehension
tests, our work proposes generating questions in
live presentations. There are distinct differences be-
tween these tasks. Questions for machine reading
comprehension tests inquire about content, with
most answers explicitly provided within the text.
Complex questions may require some common

Content

Content

Answer

Question 
Generator

Keypoint
Retriever

Question 
Generator

Question

Keypoints

Questions

Approach of Previous Studies 

Proposed MQG-KR

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed MQG-KR.

sense inference. However, professional analysts
posing questions during presentations will not ask
for information already provided; instead, they seek
clarification or further explanation (Palmieri et al.,
2015). Consequently, models generating such ques-
tions must first identify unclear or insufficiently de-
tailed portions of the presentation. Although earn-
ings conference calls have been widely studied for
various tasks such as stock movement prediction
(Medya et al., 2022), volatility forecasting (Qin
and Yang, 2019; Sawhney et al., 2020), and sum-
marization (Mukherjee et al., 2022), the question
generation task has received little attention. Thus,
our paper aims to fill this research gap by providing
an initial exploration of question generation from
earnings conference calls.

3 Method

Approach comparison is illustrated in Figure 1,
highlighting two key distinctions between the pro-
posed MQG-KR and previous approaches. Firstly,
instead of providing the answer (condition) as input
to the models, the proposed approach identifies key-
points that are likely to prompt questions from the
audience and generates questions based on these
keypoints. Secondly, while previous studies pri-
marily focused on generating a single question,
the proposed MQG-KR aims to generate multiple
questions. In this section, we present two mod-
ules within the proposed MQG-KR framework: the
Keypoint Retriever and the Question Generator.

3.1 Keypoint Retriever
As highlighted in Section 1, the length of the en-
tire presentation exceeds the input capacity of most
models. Additionally, not all sentences within the
presentation hold investment-related significance,
and professional analysts may not base their ques-
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tions on these unimportant sentences. For instance,
the greeting sentences in Table 1 do not provide
valuable information to investors and may intro-
duce noise to the models. To address this concern,
we propose a keypoint retriever to refine the input.

Ideally, manual annotations for keypoints would
be beneficial. However, the process of manual an-
notation is both expensive and time-consuming.
Moreover, annotators without financial back-
grounds may find it challenging to identify relevant
keypoints. Therefore, we leverage the managers’
answers to pinpoint the related section in their pre-
sentation. Specifically, we employ BM25 (Robert-
son et al., 2009) to calculate the similarity between
the answer and each sentence in the presentation.
Subsequently, we select the top-5 most similar sen-
tences as the keypoints. This approach allows us
to obtain fuzzy annotations for keypoints. Impor-
tantly, this process is applied solely to the training
data, ensuring there are no issues related to data
leakage. Once the keypoint labels are established,
we train a classifier to identify the keypoints within
the presentation, enabling the generation of ques-
tions based on these keypoints. For the keypoint
retriever, we employ BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).

3.2 Question Generator

Our objective is to assess the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, MQG-KR, in the novel task of
Multi-Question Generation (MQG). We employ
the well-performing generative model, FROST
(Narayan et al., 2021), as our question generator.
During the training process of FROST question
generator, the entity chain of the presentation and
questions is provided. In the inference (test) pro-
cess, the models are required to generate both the
entity chains and the questions. This approach has
shown promise in abstractive summarization tasks
(Narayan et al., 2021). In this paper, we present an
initial exploration of FROST in the context of the
one-to-many question generation task.

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset

We compile a dataset of 995 transcriptions of earn-
ings conference calls obtained from Seeking Al-
pha1. This dataset encompasses presentations from
18 different companies. During these 995 earnings
conference calls, a total of 32,115 questions were

1https://seekingalpha.com/earnings/
earnings-call-transcripts

asked. On average, each presentation received ap-
proximately 32 questions from the audience. In our
task setting, models are required to generate multi-
ple questions based on the provided presentation.
We split the dataset into an 80% training set and a
20% test set for evaluation purposes, respectively.

4.2 Baselines
In addition to the vanilla FROST model, we con-
sider two other baselines: Longformer (Beltagy
et al., 2020) and LongT5 (Guo et al., 2022). These
models are specifically designed to handle longer
documents. Longformer employs sparsity in the
attention matrix and utilizes a global and sliding
window approach for encoding longer sequences.
On the other hand, LongT5 is an extension of the
T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020) and adopts a sim-
ilar approach to Longformer. Notably, LongT5
has demonstrated superior performance compared
to Longformer across six summarization datasets
(Guo et al., 2022).

4.3 Evaluation
We employ the ROUGE-L score for evaluating
the generated results (Lin, 2004). Additionally, as
the proposed MQG task involves generating mul-
tiple questions, we propose two additional evalua-
tion metrics, namely ROUGE-AMG and ROUGE-
AMR, to assess the results from different perspec-
tives. Each generated question (GQi) is assigned a
list of ROUGE-L scores (GLi) with each reference
question (ground truth).

ROUGE-AMG is calculated using the following
equation:

ROUGE −AMG =

∑N

i=1
max(GLi)

N
, (1)

where N is the number of generated questions.
ROUGE-AMG measures the extent to which the
generated question is similar to the reference ques-
tion.

On the other hand, we also evaluate the results
from the perspective of reference questions using
the ROUGE-AMR metric. Each reference question
(RQj) receives a list of ROUGE-L scores (RLj)
with each generated question. ROUGE-AMR is
calculated as follows:

ROUGE −AMR =

∑M

j=1
max(RLj)

M
, (2)

where M is the number of reference questions.
As mentioned in Section 1, models may generate

questions on the same topic by merely rephrasing
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Question Generator Max Input Length ROUGE-L (↑) ROUGE-AMG (↑) ROUGE-AMR (↑) Diversity (↓)

Baseline
Longformer 4,096 19.37 18.21 15.54 100.00%
LongT5 4,096 20.48 19.23 15.37 100.00%
FROST 1,024 23.08 22.20 17.95 100.00%

MQG-KR
LongFormer 4,096 24.26 21.82 18.29 96.48%
LongT5 4,096 24.43 22.65 18.66 96.48%
FROST 1,024 26.93 25.79 21.33 95.47%

Table 2: Experimental results. ↑ and ↓ denote the higher the better and the lower the better, respectively.

ROUGE-L
DialogueVED 22.08
PLATO 22.13
MQG-KR (FROST) 26.93

Table 3: Results of sequential generation.

the question. However, since our goal is to gen-
erate diverse questions that could potentially be
asked, we further evaluate the diversity by exam-
ining whether the most similar reference question
for each generated question is the same or not. We
calculate the ratio based on the maximum number
of questions similar to the same reference question.
Therefore, from a diversity perspective, a lower
ratio is considered a better evaluation metric.

4.4 Experimental Results

The experimental results are presented in Table 2.
Firstly, we observe that the proposed MQG-KR
consistently yields improved performance across
different question generators. These findings em-
phasize the significance of the keypoint retriever
in the context of the proposed MQG task. Sec-
ondly, despite FROST having a shorter maximum
input length compared to the other two models, it
achieves the best performance among the baselines.
This outcome may be attributed to the design of the
entity chain prediction task within the decoder com-
ponent, indicating the importance of entity chains
in the proposed MQG task. Lastly, with respect
to diversity, we find that all questions generated
by the vanilla question generators pertain to the
same topic. Conversely, the proposed MQG-KR
models exhibit the ability to generate a wider range
of diverse questions. Notably, MQG-KR combined
with FROST demonstrates the highest diversity per-
formance based on the evaluation conducted.

4.5 Sequential Generation

In earnings conference calls, analysts typically ask
questions one by one, with later questions often
following up on the previous ones. To simulate this
process, we also experiment with a sequential ques-

tion generation setting. After generating a question,
it is then used as input to the question generator to
generate the subsequent question. For the sequen-
tial setting, we employ two well-performing dia-
logue generation models: PLATO (Bao et al., 2020)
and DialogueVED (Chen et al., 2022). PLATO
utilizes discrete latent variables to address one-to-
many problems, while DialogueVED incorporates
a multi-task pre-finetune process to enhance gen-
erated results and employs continuous latent vari-
ables for one-to-many generation tasks.

The experimental results are presented in Ta-
ble 3. First, PLATO outperforms DialogueVED
in the MQG task. Second, the performance of
the models in the sequential generation setting falls
short of FROST and the proposed MQG-KR, which
operate under the simultaneous generation setting.
However, since the models are designed for dif-
ferent purposes, we refrain from determining the
best-performing model. Our aim in this paper is
to explore the proposed MQG task from various
perspectives, sharing our findings and establishing
baselines for future studies.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces the novel task of MQG and
explores its potential applications in generating
multiple questions based on a given presentation
transcript. Our experiments demonstrate that incor-
porating a keypoint retriever improves the accuracy
and diversity of the generated questions. This re-
search contributes to the fields of NLP and Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR) by offering insights into the
MQG task and its relevance in various scenarios.

Our findings provide a valuable starting point
for future research in MQG. By better anticipating
and preparing for question and answer sessions,
presenters can benefit from the generated questions.
We believe that this work stimulates further dis-
cussions, advancements, and collaborations in the
exciting field of Multi-Question Generation, driv-
ing the development of more effective and efficient
question generation models.
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Limitations

One limitation of this work is the focus on a specific
application scenario, namely earnings conference
calls, while only mentioning other real-world pre-
sentation and QA scenarios. Acquiring transcrip-
tions for conference oral presentations or numerous
meetings can be challenging and resource-intensive.
Although video recordings may be available, the
transcription process is time-consuming and costly.
Moreover, data from politicians’ debates are rela-
tively scarce compared to earnings conference call
data, as elections are not held every year. In con-
trast, quarterly earnings conference calls yield four
transcriptions per company annually. Future stud-
ies can either develop new methods utilizing the
proposed dataset or explore MQG tasks using al-
ternative resources. This paper aims to serve as
a starting point for the IR and NLP communities
to delve into MQG tasks by improving keypoint
retrieval performance and enhancing the ability to
generate insightful questions.

Furthermore, we propose a more granular future
direction for MQG. Subsequent work can involve
annotating questions based on the question taxon-
omy proposed by Palmieri et al. (Palmieri et al.,
2015). This taxonomy classifies analysts’ ques-
tions into three levels, each comprising two to six
labels. We believe that incorporating these labels
can aid in automatically understanding analysts’
questions and generating high-quality questions.
Additionally, future research can explore assisting
presenters in preparing answers for the generated
questions, thereby progressing towards the devel-
opment of a Q&A session tutor or assistant. This
work highlights the significance of not only NLP
techniques but also the relevance of IR considera-
tions in this application domain.
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Abstract
Rule-based text generators lack the coverage
and fluency of their neural counterparts, but
have two big advantages over them: (i) they
are entirely controllable and do not halluci-
nate; and (ii) they can fully explain how an
output was generated from an input. In this
paper we leverage these two advantages to cre-
ate large and reliable synthetic datasets with
multiple human-intelligible intermediate rep-
resentations. We present the Modular Data-to-
Text (Mod-D2T) Dataset which incorporates
ten intermediate-level representations between
input triple sets and output text; the mappings
from one level to the next can broadly be in-
terpreted as the traditional modular tasks of
an NLG pipeline. We describe the Mod-D2T
dataset, evaluate its quality via manual valida-
tion and discuss its applications and limitations.
Data, code and documentation are available at
https://github.com/mille-s/Mod-D2T.

1 Introduction
Multi-level linguistic representations are inherent
to several linguistic formalisms, including Lexi-
cal Functional Grammar (Dalrymple, 2001) and
Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk, 1973). They have
been widely used in Natural Language Understand-
ing (NLU), e.g. in Enhanced Universal Dependen-
cies (Schuster and Manning, 2016) and Prague
DT (Bejček et al., 2013), as well as in Natural
Language Generation (NLG), e.g. in Enhanced
WebNLG (Castro Ferreira et al., 2018), SRST
(Mille et al., 2018), and Wikifluent (Kasner and
Dusek, 2022). Reference architectures have been
proposed that define modules and/or levels of rep-
resentation, with the first theoretical architecture
probably dating back to the work of Žolkovskij and
Mel’čuk (1965), while a widely accepted applied
NLG architecture was described by Reiter and Dale
(1997). While end-to-end generators are very ef-
ficient (Dušek et al., 2018; Castro Ferreira et al.,

2020), there is evidence that splitting the generation
process into sub-steps can lead to improvements
(Castro Ferreira et al., 2019; Moryossef et al., 2019;
Puduppully and Lapata, 2021; Kasner and Dusek,
2022). However, corresponding datasets with mul-
tiple intermediate representational levels are scarce.

In this paper, we present the Modular Data-to-
Text (Mod-D2T) dataset, which comprises the in-
puts from the WebNLG 2020 shared task data (Cas-
tro Ferreira et al., 2020), paired with new output
texts and ten intermediate-level representations that
incrementally specify the output. The mappings
from one level to the next can broadly be inter-
preted as the modular tasks of linguistic structur-
ing, text planning/sentence aggregation, lexicalisa-
tion, communicative structure determination, deep
sentence structuring, surface sentence structuring,
surface aggregation, referring expression genera-
tion (REG), linearisation/morphology resolution
and surface form generation. Unlike existing multi-
level datasets, which were created by adding anno-
tated layers on top of existing text, we leverage the
FORGe rule-based pipeline generator (Mille et al.,
2019b) to produce multiple human-intelligible in-
termediate (semantic, syntactic, morphological)
and final (text) representations starting from ab-
stract structures.

2 The Mod-D2T Dataset

In this section, we describe the dataset and how it
was built. Table 1 lists the 10 intermediate levels
of representation with associated tasks and approx-
imate1 correspondence to Reiter and Dale (1997).
All examples in this section are for the same output
text: 103 Colmore Row, designed by John Madin, is
in Birmingham. It has 23 floors and was completed
in 1976.

1Our Surface sentence structuring spans Reiter and Dale
(1997)’s Lexicalisation, REG and Linguistic realisation.
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Reiter&Dale Tasks Mod-D2T Tasks Mod-D2T Input Mod-D2T Output

Content determination — — —

Discourse planning Linguistic structuring WebNLG PredArg

Sentence aggregation Text planning* PredArg PredArg-Agg

Lexicalisation

Lexicalisation PredArg(-Agg) PredArg-Lex
Comm. structuring PredArg-Lex PredArg-Th
Deep sent. structuring PredArg-Th DSynt
Surf. sent. structuring DSynt SSynt
Synt. aggregation* SSynt SSynt-Agg

REG REG* SSynt(-Agg) SSynt-Pro

Linguistic realisation Word ord. and agree. resolution SSynt(-Agg/-Pro) DMorph
Surface form retrieval DMorph SMorph

Table 1: The Mod-D2T layers (Mod-D2T Output) and tasks, and their correspondence with Reiter and Dale (1997)’s
tasks; * Denotes optional modules, i.e., it is possible to generate grammatical texts without activating them.

<entry category="Building" eid="Id10" shape="(x (x) (x) (x) (x))"
shape_type="sibling" size="4">

<modifiedtripleset >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | location | Birmingham </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | architect | Jonh_Madin </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | floorCount | 23 </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | completionDate | 1976 </mtriple >

</modifiedtripleset >
</entry>

Figure 1: WebNLG’20 input triples.

2.1 Format

Intermediate representations in Mod-D2T are repre-
sented as CoNLL-U tables,2 but not all CoNLL-U
columns are used exactly as intended or at all. Be-
cause CoNLL-U is a linear format that we use to
represent unordered graphs and trees, we delimit
sentences by a <SENT> tag at the end of a group
of nodes. All lines before <SENT> tag belong to
the same sentence, but their relative order in the
ConNLL-U file is not relevant. However, the order
in which the sentences appear does correspond to
their order in the text (see Table 2 for an example).
For levels that are chains (in the sense explained
below), the order of the lines is the order of the
elements in the sentence.

2.2 Levels of representation

All ten intermediate representations in Mod-D2T
are multi-sentence graphs that can be grouped into
three main types: (i) directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) for semantic information; (ii) unordered
dependency trees for syntactic information; and
(iii) chains for morphological information. Nodes
are connected across layers through individual IDs,

2https://universaldependencies.org/format.html

and coreference is explicitly marked (see the Misc

column of, e.g., Table 2). Below, we describe each
level of representation in turn, showing the last
DAG and the last dependency tree for our run-
ning example in full here (Tables 2–3), while the
other levels are shown in Appendix C. Appendix A
presents some dataset statistics, and Appendix B
the tag sets used.

2.2.1 WebNLG’20 inputs
The dataset is fully aligned with the WebNLG 3.0
release,3 in which the inputs are sets of DBpedia
triples (Subject|Property|Object), as described by
Gardent et al. (2017); an example is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The labels from the WebNLG properties are
stored in our annotations for a one-to-one mapping
between properties and linguistic sub-structures.

2.2.2 Semantic levels: DAGs
Predicate-argument graphs (PredArg) are ba-
sic predicates linked to their arguments, mainly
via numbered relations in the style of PropBank
(Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002), with a few excep-
tions for common modifiers such as time and loca-

3https://gitlab.com/shimorina/webnlg-dataset/
-/tree/master/release_v3.0
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ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 design VB past 0 root src=4
2 John_Madin NP person|ne 1 A0 src=6
3 be VB rheme 0 root src=1
4 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 3,1 A1,A1 src=2|coref=0
5 Birmingham NP location|ne 3 A2 src=3
6 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
7 23 CD _ 0 root src=9
8 have VB rheme 0 root src=7
9 floor NN _ 7,8 A1,A2 src=10
10 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 8 A1 src=8|coref=0
11 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
12 point_time_year _ _ 0 root src=14
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 A2 src=14
14 complete VB past|rheme 12 A1 src=12
15 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 14 A1 src=13|coref=0
16 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 2: Predicate-argument structure with thematicity (PredArg-Th).

tion. Due to the nature of WebNLG triples, nearly
all predicates at this level of representation are bi-
nary. The main difference between PredArg graphs
and the RDF input is that in the former, the content
is structured linguistically, in terms of language-
oriented representations based on meanings and
predicate/argument relations between them. Ta-
ble 9 gives an example of a text with four “sen-
tences”, i.e., elementary blocks of information, cor-
responding to the four input triples (Figure 1).
Aggregated PredArg graphs (PredArg-Agg) rep-
resent content packaging, where predicates that
have common arguments can be merged into a sen-
tence. Table 10 shows an example: the first two
sentences from the previous level have been merged
into one that will express both who designed the
building and where it is located.
Lexicalised PredArg graphs (PredArg-Lex) re-
place meanings from the previous level with spe-
cific lexical units with an associated part of speech.
In multilingual generation, this is where we pivot
to the target language. Table 11 shows an example.
PredArg graphs with thematicity (PredArg-Th)
give communicative structure to the text, i.e., es-
tablishes what each sentence asserts (the rheme)
and what it asserts it about (the theme), as pro-
posed by Mel’čuk (2001). In practice, we usu-
ally only add a rheme feature to the main node
of the rheme, which is essential because it iden-
tifies the syntactic root. Table 2 shows an example,
where each sentence has its main node identified.
Multiple predicates that share an argument (e.g.
have(103_Colmore_Row, floor) ∧ 23(floor)),
are represented with heads and relations separated
by a comma, as on line 9.

2.2.3 Syntactic levels: Dependency trees
Deep-syntactic trees (DSynt). Based on thematic-
ity, we establish hierarchy and introduce deep syn-
tactic relations between the meaningful lexical
units of the sentence only, mostly distinguishing
between complements (numbered) and modifiers
(ATTR) (Mel’čuk, 1988; Kahane, 2009). This type
of tree is roughly equivalent to a non-ordered UD
representation (de Marneffe et al., 2021) stripped
of cases, determiners and auxiliaries. This is also
where we introduce semantically motivated fea-
tures such as tense and number (see Table 13).
Surface-syntactic trees (SSynt) introduce func-
tion words and surface (usually language-specific)
syntactic functions à la Mel’čuk (1988). This type
of tree is similar to Surface-Syntactic UD (Gerdes
et al., 2018), minus the linearity, or to Prague de-
pendencies (Bejček et al., 2013), minus the mor-
phematic nodes; Table 14 shows an example.
Aggregated SSynt trees (SSynt-Agg) introduce a
more surface-oriented kind of aggregation that can
only be performed once the syntactic structure has
been computed. For example, in Table 15, the last
two sentences of the previous structure share the
same Subject, so they are merged into one sentence
with coordinated main clauses. This operation is
intended to increase fluency.
Pronominalised SSynt trees (SSynt-Pro) intro-
duce pronouns where linguistically needed; see Ta-
ble 3. This operation is intended to increase fluency
and is sometimes needed for grammaticality.

2.2.4 Word-based levels: Chains
Deep morphological chains (DMorph) form the
first linear layer. It introduces agreement resolution,
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ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=1
2 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 1 SBJ src=2|coref=0
3 design JJ part 2 NMOD src=4
4 by IN _ 3 LGS src=6
5 John_Madin NP masc|sg|person|ne 4 PMOD src=6
6 in IN _ 1 PRD src=3
7 Birmingham NP sg|location|ne 6 PMOD src=3
8 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
9 have VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=7

10 and CC _ 9 COORD src=-
11 be VB decl|fin|ind|past|rheme 10 CONJ src=12
12 in IN _ 11 ADV src=14
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 PMOD src=14
14 floor NN pl 9 OBJ src=10
15 23 CD _ 14 NMOD src=9
16 _PRO_ PP sg|ne 9 SBJ src=8|coref=0
17 complete VB decl|part|rheme 11 VC src=12
18 _PRO_ PP sg|ne 11 SBJ src=13|coref=0
19 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 3: Pronominalised surface syntactic representation (SSynt-Pro).

sentence-final punctuation (typically, a period), and
ellipsis earmarking, as shown in Table 17.
Surface morphological chains (SMorph) list all
tokens, including non-final punctuation (parenthe-
ses, commas, etc.), together with the POS tag,
source ID and coreference ID, as in Table 18.

2.3 Dataset construction

We process automatically each WebNLG’20 input
triple set by running 5 modules that consecutively
(1) enrich the triple set, (2) populate PredArg tem-
plates and pre-order them based on the elements
they have in common, (3) generate the text while
saving intermediate layers in the process, (4) clean
the generated text, and (5) clean and map the inter-
mediate representations to CoNLL-U format.

Code for steps (4-5) was created for this paper,
and for steps (1-3) we use as a starting point the
FORGe pipeline (Mille et al., 2019b), which we
tailored to our needs as follows. For (2), to main-
tain alignment, we copy from the WebNLG’20 in-
puts the information relative to the category and
the eid to each input structure, and the respec-
tive property names to each <SENT> of each input
structure (not shown in Appendix C). For (3), we
modified FORGe by (i) separating the REG sub-
module from the linearisation submodule it was
part of, and (ii) adding functionalities to main-
tain node and coreference alignments across levels;
we also implemented a component that enables
us to call each FORGe (group of) submodule(s)
separately and store our 10 intermediate represen-
tations. Our 5 modules and the produced data

can be found in the following GitHub repository
https://github.com/mille-s/Mod-D2T.

3 Qualitative Evaluation

We evaluated the quality of the intermediate rep-
resentations by counting and classifying errors in
PredArg-Th (Figure 2) and SSynt-Pro (Figure 3)
for 30 randomly selected inputs of the WebNLG’20
dev split. These inputs contain 1 to 7 triples each,
and are rendered as texts of up to 5 sentences.4

PredArg-Th: Out of the 30 semantic graphs,
20 (66.7%) were considered correct by a seman-
tics expert (an author). The most common error
was an overactive aggregation pattern that coordi-
nated incompatible elements, typically a territory
and one of its constituents, e.g., Aarhus Univer-
sity is in Aarhus and Denmark. This problem was
found in 8 structures (26.7%) and it resulted in
sentences that were still grammatical and faithful,
but lacked fluency. We also identified one case
of unnecessary predicate ‘be’ (‘be’ was used for
Abraham A. Ribicoff is American; ‘American’ itself
being predicative, we could do without the copula
in the PredArg structure). The rest of the structures
did not exhibit problems, but some representations
could raise debate, such as (i) the use of “phantom

4For the random sample, we gave an equal probability to
inputs of every size, although inputs of different sizes are not
equally represented in the dataset: there are 10 to 20 times less
6- and 7-triple inputs than smaller sized ones. Large inputs
are more challenging, and over-representing them as we did
allowed us to detect more potential issues, but it should be
noted that the numbers reported here are probably worse than
they would be with a representative sample.
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agents”, as in AIT is affiliated with VTU, where the
arguments are numbered A2 and A3, supposing an
A1 that would affiliate one with the other (6 cases
in 4 structures), and (ii) the choice of some edge la-
belling, e.g. for Hypermarcas is in the pharmaceu-
ticals sector, which is represented with a Location

relation between ‘Hypermarcas’ and ‘sector’; a
more solid representation would treat ‘sector’ as a
predicate with ‘Hypermarcas’ as its argument.

SSynt-Pro: Out of the 30 syntactic struc-
tures, 28 (93%) were considered correct given the
PredArg-Th representation by a syntax expert (an-
other author). The two problems found were one
case of superfluous determiner the next to a geni-
tive complement (which would produce the Baku’s
memorial in the final text),5 and one case of an un-
derspecified dependency DEP where ADV would have
been more appropriate.

Text: A previous human evaluation of the text
quality of the FORGe generator that we use was
provided by Castro Ferreira et al. (2020). In the
“seen” scenario, they reported the following raw
scores (out of 100): Data coverage: 95.3 (human-
written text: 95.5), Relevance = 94.6 (94.1) , Cor-
rectness: 93.6 (93.4), Text structure: 87.0 (91.2),
Fluency: 82.7 (88.1).

4 Related Work and Limitations

Moryossef et al. (2019) and Castro Ferreira et al.
(2019) aligned WebNLG triples with the corre-
sponding reference texts, making their datasets par-
ticularly appropriate for learning Reiter and Dale’s
Sentence aggregation. Castro Ferreira et al. (2019)
also replaced the mentions of Subject and Object
values with placeholders and lemmatised verbs in
texts, allowing for learning both Lexicalisation as
a whole and REG. Kasner and Dusek (2022) split
Wikipedia paragraphs and rephrase splits into au-
tonomous minimal sentences, replacing pronouns
by their referent. They thus end up with two lay-
ers used to train a Sentence aggregation module
and a paragraph compression module, which in-
cludes REG. They then apply their approach to
the WebNLG dataset by crafting minimal sentence
(as opposed to PredArg in our case) templates that
they instantiate with the input triples. Mille et al.
(2018) propose one syntactic and one predicate-
argument levels using Universal Dependency anno-
tations (de Marneffe et al., 2021) as a source.

5It is not the case since some rules filter out the superfluous
the at a later stage in the pipeline.

Our dataset differs from the previous work in
that we do not use human-written texts, and that
we provide richer linguistic structures, with multi-
ple semantic, syntactic and morphological levels
that are (to the extent of our knowledge) not cur-
rently available for triple-to-text generation. The
main limitation of our approach is that since the
texts are synthetic and produced by a deterministic
generator, their variety and quality is limited by
the knowledge encoded in the generator (in partic-
ular, they generally lack the naturalness of human-
written texts), and they represent only a fraction of
what is possible for a language to express. Another
(current) limitation is that Mod-D2T only contains
English; generating texts in other languages re-
quires crafting lexical resources and retrieving the
Subject and Object values in the target language,
adding rules to cover language-specific phenom-
ena, and adapting PredArg templates; see (Mille
et al., 2019a). We are currently completing Irish
and French versions of Mod-D2T and will report
on the multilingual aspects in future publications.

5 Conclusions and Future work

With the Mod-D2T dataset, we are making avail-
able a large amount of rich and reliable linguistic
structures at several levels of representation for
a sizeable set of D2T input/output pairs. These
can be used, e.g., for experimenting with plug-and-
play NLU and NLG, facilitating (human) language
learning, or teaching linguistics.6 The dataset con-
struction process is flexible enough to allow the
controlled production of a myriad of variants of the
dataset in terms of verbalisation, sentence group-
ing/structuring, output simplicity/complexity, etc.,
simply by (de)activating optional modules (see Ta-
ble 1) or introducing variation during the linguistic
structuring task –thus providing multiple ways of
verbalising each input triple. In contrast to neu-
ral generation, our approach ensures that the final
text is faithful to the input, and will not contain
inaccuracies, biases or offensive language.

In future work, in addition to the multilingual ex-
tension mentioned above, we will make the genera-
tion pipeline available for researchers to generate
their own datasets, and provide mappings from our
representations to standard representation schemes
(e.g., Surface-syntactic UD).

6Thanks to their accuracy, the syntactic representations
in particular can be used as teaching material, since unlike
automatically parsed sentences, they will contain a negligible
amount of errors.
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A Statistics

There are 13,211, 1,667 and 1,779 texts in the train-
ing, development and test splits respectively. Ta-
bles 4-5 provide an overview of the number of
nodes and sentences per text for all splits. Our 10
intermediate layers contain over 1.9 million nodes.

B Tagsets used

The edge labels for semantic graphs come mainly
from PropBank (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002),
plus some generic labels such as Location and Time;
see Table 6. The ones for deep syntactic trees come
from Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk, 1988); see
Table 7. As for surface syntactic edge labels, they
are a subset of the dependency Penn Treebank la-
bels (Johansson and Nugues, 2007); see Table 8.

Layer N S

PredArg 152,664 48,776
PredArg-Agg 134,188 31,204
PredArg-Lex 134,188 31,204
PredArg-Comm 143,448 31,204
DSynt 169,325 31,204
SSynt 219,962 31,204
SSynt-Agg 222,970 27,557
REG 220,218 27,557
DMorph 247,795 27,557
Text 268,267 27,557

Table 4: Total number of nodes (N) and sentences (S)
per layer.

Layer N S N/S

PredArg 9.2 2.9 3.1
PredArg-Agg 8.1 1.9 4.4
PredArg-Lex 8.1 1.9 4.4
PredArg-Th 8.6 1.9 4.7
DSynt 10.2 1.9 5.5
SSynt 13.2 1.9 7.1
SSynt-Agg 13.4 1.7 8.2
SSynt-Pro 13.2 1.7 8.1
DMorph 14.9 1.7 9.1
SMorph 16.1 1.7 9.9

Table 5: Average number of nodes (N), sentences (S)
and nodes per sentence (N/S) for each text, per layer.

C Sample structures

The annotations are released in CoNLL-U format,
but because of space constraints, we have truncated
the data in Tables 9–18 below:

• we dropped unused columns and renamed the
remaining ones for readability;

• we removed feature names to retain only their
values;

• we omit the metadata, which specifies the text
ID (irrelevant here), the level of representation
(see the captions) and the corresponding text
string (see below).

The elements in bold below highlight the main
changes between levels. The showcased structures
all correspond to the following text:

103 Colmore Row, designed by John Madin, is in
Birmingham. It has 23 floors and was completed
in 1976.
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Label Description Example

A0–A6 n-th argument of a predicate or quasi-predicate speak→ English
Location location born→ Paris
Time time build→ 1932
NonCore inverted first argument of a predicate runway→ second
Set list of elements and→ speak
Elaboration (i) none of governor or dependent are argument of the other above me→ 610m

(ii) unknown argument slot

Table 6: Edge labels: semantic graphs

Label Description Example

I–VI n-th complement of a syntactic predicate speak→ English
ATTR modifier runway→ second
COORD coordination staff members→ and
APPEND parenthetical modifier Hypermarcas Brazil→ (s.a.)

Table 7: Edge labels: deep syntactic trees

Label Description Example

ADV adverbial (broadly) built→ in 1932
AMOD argument or modifier of an adjective similar→ to
AMOD_COMP argument of a comparative adjective higher→ than
COORD between conjunct and conjunction and→ speak
DEP underspecified —
EXT prepositional object (not to) ask→for
IM infinitive marker to→ ask
IOBJ dative object (after OBJ) give→ her
LGS logical subject owned→ by
NMOD argument or modifier of a noun runway→ fifth
OBJ non-prepositional object give→ medal
OPRD prepositional object (to) give→ to
PMOD complement of a preposition to→ her
PRD predicative complement be→ president
SBJ syntactic subject play→ Beatles
SUB complement of a conjunction while→ be

Table 8: Edge labels: surface syntactic trees

<entry category="Building" eid="Id10" shape="(x (x) (x) (x) (x))"
shape_type="sibling" size="4">

<modifiedtripleset >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | location | Birmingham </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | architect | Jonh_Madin </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | floorCount | 23 </mtriple >
<mtriple > 103 _Colmore_Row | completionDate | 1976 </mtriple >

</modifiedtripleset >
</entry>

Figure 2: WebNLG’20 input triples (same as Figure 1).
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ID Semanteme Features Head Rel Misc

1 be _ 0 root src=1
2 Birmingham location|ne 1 A2 src=3
3 103_Colmore_Row ne 1 A1 src=2|coref=0
4 <SENT> _ _ _ _
5 design past 0 root src=4
6 John_Madin person|ne 5 A1 src=6
7 103_Colmore_Row ne 5 A2 src=5|coref=0
8 <SENT> _ _ _ _
9 have _ 0 root src=7
10 23 _ 0 root src=9
11 floor _ 9,10 A2,A1 src=10
12 103_Colmore_Row ne 9 A1 src=8|coref=0
13 <SENT> _ _ _ _
14 complete past 0 root src=12
15 1976 year|ne 14 Time src=14
16 103_Colmore_Row ne 14 A2 src=13|coref=0
17 <SENT> _ _ _ _

Table 9: Predicate-argument structure (PredArg).

ID Semanteme Features Head Rel Misc

1 be _ 0 root src=1
2 design past 0 root src=4
3 103_Colmore_Row ne 1,2 A1,A2 src=2|coref=0
4 Birmingham location|ne 1 A2 src=3
5 John_Madin person|ne 2 A1 src=6
6 <SENT> _ _ _ _
7 23 _ 0 root src=9
8 have _ 0 root src=7
9 floor _ 7,8 A1,A2 src=10
10 103_Colmore_Row ne 8 A1 src=8|coref=0
11 <SENT> _ _ _ _
12 complete past 0 root src=12
13 1976 year|ne 12 Time src=14
14 103_Colmore_Row ne 12 A2 src=13|coref=0
15 <SENT> _ _ _ _

Table 10: Aggregated predicate-argument structure (PredArg-Agg).

ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB _ 0 root src=1
2 Birmingham NP location|ne 1 A2 src=3
3 design VB past 0 root src=4
4 John_Madin NP person|ne 3 A1 src=6
5 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 1,3 A1,A2 src=2|coref=0
6 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
7 23 CD _ 0 root src=9
8 have VB _ 0 root src=7
9 floor NN _ 7,8 A1,A2 src=10
10 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 8 A1 src=8|coref=0
11 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
12 complete VB past 0 root src=12
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 Time src=14
14 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 12 A2 src=13|coref=0
15 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 11: Lexicalised predicate-argument structure (PredArg-Lex).
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ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 design VB past 0 root src=4
2 John_Madin NP person|ne 1 A0 src=6
3 be VB rheme 0 root src=1
4 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 3,1 A1,A1 src=2|coref=0
5 Birmingham NP location|ne 3 A2 src=3
6 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
7 23 CD _ 0 root src=9
8 have VB rheme 0 root src=7
9 floor NN _ 7,8 A1,A2 src=10
10 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 8 A1 src=8|coref=0
11 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
12 point_time_year _ _ 0 root src=14
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 A2 src=14
14 complete VB past|rheme 12 A1 src=12
15 103_Colmore_Row NP ne 14 A1 src=13|coref=0
16 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 12: Predicate-argument structure with thematicity (PredArg-Th, same as Table 2).

ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB decl|act|fin|pres|rheme 0 root src=1
2 Birmingham NP location 1 II src=3
3 103_Colmore_Row NP _ 1 I src=2|coref=0
4 design VB part|past 3 ATTR src=4
5 John_Madin NP person 4 I src=6
6 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
7 have VB decl|act|fin|pres|rheme 0 root src=7
8 floor NN pl 7 II src=10
9 103_Colmore_Row NP _ 7 I src=8|coref=0
10 23 CD _ 8 ATTR src=9
11 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
12 complete VB decl|pass|fin|past|rheme 0 root src=12
13 in IN _ 12 ATTR src=14
14 1976 NP year 13 II src=14
15 103_Colmore_Row NP _ 12 II src=13|coref=0
16 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 13: Deep syntactic representation (DSynt).

ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=1
2 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 1 SBJ src=2|coref=0
3 design JJ part 2 NMOD src=4
4 in IN _ 1 PRD src=3
5 Birmingham NP sg|location|ne 4 PMOD src=3
6 by IN _ 3 LGS src=6
7 John_Madin NP masc|sg|person|ne 6 PMOD src=6
8 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
9 have VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=7
10 floor NN pl 9 OBJ src=10
11 23 CD 10 NMOD src=9
12 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 9 SBJ src=8|coref=0
13 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
14 be VB decl|fin|ind|past|rheme 0 root src=12
15 in IN _ 14 ADV src=14
16 1976 NP year|ne 15 PMOD src=14
17 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 14 SBJ src=13|coref=0
18 complete VB decl|part|rheme 14 VC src=12
19 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 14: Surface syntactic representation (SSynt).
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ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=1
2 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 1 SBJ src=2|coref=0
3 design JJ part 2 NMOD src=4
4 by IN _ 3 LGS src=6
5 in IN _ 1 PRD src=3
6 Birmingham NP sg|location|ne 5 PMOD src=3
7 John_Madin NP masc|sg|person|ne 4 PMOD src=6
8 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
9 have VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=7
10 and CC _ 9 COORD src=-
11 be VB decl|fin|ind|past|rheme 10 CONJ src=12
12 in IN _ 11 ADV src=14
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 PMOD src=14
14 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 9 SBJ src=8|coref=0
15 floor NN pl 9 OBJ src=10
16 23 CD _ 15 NMOD src=9
17 complete VB decl|part|rheme 11 VC src=12
18 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 11 SBJ src=13|coref=0
19 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 15: Aggregated surface syntactic representation (SSynt-Agg).

ID Lexeme POS Features Head Rel Misc

1 be VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=1
2 103_Colmore_Row NP sg|ne 1 SBJ src=2|coref=0
3 design JJ part 2 NMOD src=4
4 by IN _ 3 LGS src=6
5 John_Madin NP masc|sg|person|ne 4 PMOD src=6
6 in IN _ 1 PRD src=3
7 Birmingham NP sg|location|ne 6 PMOD src=3
8 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _
9 have VB decl|fin|ind|pres|rheme 0 root src=7

10 and CC _ 9 COORD src=-
11 be VB decl|fin|ind|past|rheme 10 CONJ src=12
12 in IN _ 11 ADV src=14
13 1976 NP year|ne 12 PMOD src=14
14 floor NN pl 9 OBJ src=10
15 23 CD _ 14 NMOD src=9
16 _PRO_ PP sg|ne 9 SBJ src=8|coref=0
17 complete VB decl|part|rheme 11 VC src=12
18 _PRO_ PP sg|ne 11 SBJ src=13|coref=0
19 <SENT> _ _ _ _ _

Table 16: Pronominalised surface syntactic representation (SSynt-Pro, same as Table 3).
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ID Word POS Features Misc

1 103_Colmore_Row NP _ src=2|coref=0
2 design JJ part src=4
3 by IN _ src=6
4 John_Madin NP _ src=6
5 be VB decl|fin|ind|pres|sg src=1
6 in IN _ src=3
7 Birmingham NP _ src=3
8 . _ _ src=-
9 _PRO_ PP sg src=8|coref=0

10 have VB decl|fin|ind|pres|sg src=7
11 23 CD _ src=9
12 floor NN pl src=10
13 and CC _ src=-
14 _PRO_ PP sg|delete src=13|coref=0
15 be VB decl|fin|ind|past|sg src=12
16 complete VB decl|part src=12
17 in IN _ src=14
18 1976 NP _ src=14
19 . _ _ src=-

Table 17: Deep morphological representation (DMorph).

ID Word POS Misc

1 103_Colmore_Row NP src=2|coref=0
2 , _ src=-
3 designed JJ src=4
4 by IN src=6
5 John_Madin NP src=6
6 , _ src=-
7 is VB src=1
8 in IN src=3
9 Birmingham NP src=3
10 . _ src=-
11 it PP src=8|coref=0
12 has VB src=7
13 23 CD src=9
14 floors NN src=10
15 and CC src=-
16 was VB src=12
17 completed VB src=12
18 in IN src=14
19 1976 NP src=14
20 . _ src=-

Table 18: Surface morphological representation (SMorph).
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